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PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS FOR JULY , 1831 .

FIRST FIGURE.-Dress of transparent crape over a white florence. Sleeves of blond or bobbinet,

very wide and full, finished with cuffs and epaulettes of the same material as the dress. Hair in

large folds and bows, with no other ornament than a white rose.

SECOND FIGURE .-Dress of painted muslin . Canezon handkerchief of French worked muslin.

Grenadine scarf. Bonnet, with a round crown of white gros de nap , and a front of coloured wood-

lawn ; folds of wood-lawn go nearly round the crown. The trimming is of white gauze riband, edged

and figured with the same colour as the wood-lawn ; each bow being finished with a knot at the

bottom .

The child's dress is a frock , pantalets and cape of cambric muslin, with a narrow border of coloured

braiding. A straw hat.
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A TENDER WIFE.

AWIFE cannot be gifted with a more danger-

ous talent. Such women are never at rest when

their husbands sleep well a-nights ; they are

never at ease except when the poor man is ail-

ing, that they may have the pleasure ofrecover-

ing him again ; it gratifies both their medical

vanity and their love of power by making him

more dependent upon them ; and it likewise

gratifies all the finer feelings of romance. What

atreasure-what a rich subject I shall be about

ten years hence, when shivering at every breeze ,

for the laboratory of such a wife ! When my

withered carcase would be made to undergo an

endless succession of experiments for the benefit

ofthe medical world, I should be forced , in order

to escape her prescriptions , to conceal my com-

plaints when I was really sick , and to go out and

take medicine by stealth, as a man goes to the

club to drink, when he is unhappily linked to a

sober wife. Were Heaven, for some wise pur-

pose, to deliver me into the hands of a nostrum-

skilled wife, it would , in an instant, dissipate all

my dreams of retiring to spend my latter days in

indolence and quiet. I would see, with grief,

that I was doomed to enter upon a more active

career than that in which I had been so long en-

gaged ; for I would consider her and myself as

two hostile powers, commencing a war, in which

both would be continually exerting all the re-

sources of their genius ; she to circumvent me,

and throw me into the hospital , and I to escape

captivity and elixirs . No modern war could be

more inveterate-for it could terminate only

with the death of one or other of the combat-

ants. If, notwithstanding the strength of my

conjugal affection , the natural principle of self-

preservation should be still stronger, and make

me lament to survive her, I imagine my eating

heartily and sleeping soundly, would very soon

bring about her dissolution .-Sir T. Munroe's

Correspondence.

.
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MAXIMS.

THE diver for pearls plunges into the depths

of the sea ; and the man who aspires to glory

passes his nights in vigils.

Long discourses lead to ennui and sleep even

in the wisest and most patient.

Avoid those who take pleasure in troubling

others. There is danger of being burnt if you

get too near the fire.

Ponder and you will comprehend.

Hope comes after despair, as day-break fol-

lows the night.

The man who has sense and consults others is

only halfa man : he who has no sense and takes

no counsel is not a man.

Three things give access to monarchs : the

fine arts, wealth and eloquence.

A story is old from the first time it is told.

It is less troublesome to be sick than to have

the care of a sick person.

All according to their rank have their evils to

suffer; none have letters of exemption.

The larger a book is , the more it weighs ; but

it is not the larger the better.

To arrive at the summit of wisdom , it is ne-

cessary neither to eat too much, nor sleep too

much, nor talk too much.

You desire to be learned without study; it is

one of the thousand follies that are about in the

world.

What is remembered dies ; what is written

lives.

The learned are the true nobles and the true

lords of a nation.

Have nothing to do with a man in his passion ;

for men are not like iron, to be wrought upon

when they are hot.

He whose mind possesses nothing more than

he can express by words, is in truth very poor.

He that cannot forgive others, breaks the

bridge over which he must pass himself, for

every man hath need to be forgiven.



SHAKSPEARE.

SHAKSPEARE .

To a homeless man, who has no spot on this

wide world which he can truly call his own, there

is a momentary feeling of something like inde-

pendence and territorial consequence , when,

after a long weary day's travel, he kicks off his

boots, thrusts his feet into slippers, and stretches

himself before the fire. Let the world without go

as it may; let kingdoms rise or fall; so long as he

has the wherewithal to pay his bills , he is , for

the time being, the very monarch of all he sur-

veys.

Thearm-chair is his throne, the poker his scep-

tre, and the little parlour, of some twelve feet

square, his undisputed empire.

It is a morselof uncertainty , snatched from the

midst of the uncertainties of life; it is a sunny

moment gleaming out kindly on a cloudy day;

and he who has advanced some way on the pil-

grimage of existence knows the importance of

husbanding even morsels and moments of enjoy-

ment. "Shall I not take mine case in mine inn?"

thought I, as I gave the fire a stir, lolled back in

my elbow-chair, and cast a complacant look

about the little parlour of the Red Horse, at

Stratford-on-Avon.

The words of the sweet Shakspeare were just

passing through my mind as the clock struck

midnight from the tower of the church in which

he lies buried. There was a gentle tap at the

door, and a pretty chamber-maid , putting in her

smiling face, inquired , with a hesitating air, whe-

ther I had rung. I understood it as a modest hint

that it was time to retire .

My dream of absolute dominion was at an end;

so abdicating my throne, like a prudent poten-

tate to avoid being deposed , and putting the

Stratford Guide-book under my arm as a pillow

companion, I went to bed, and dreamt all night of

Shakspeare, the Jubilee, and David Garrick.

I had come to Stratford on a poetical pilgrim-

age. My first visit was to the house where Shak-

speare was born, and where, according to tradi-

tion, he was brought up to his father's craft of

wool-combing. It is a small mean-looking edi-

fice of wood and plaster, a true nestling-place

for genius, which seems to delight in hatching its

offspring in bye corners.

The walls of its squalid chambers are covered

with names and inscriptions in every language,

by pilgrims of all nations, ranks, and conditions ,

from the prince to the peasant ; and present a

simple, but striking instance of the spontaneous

and universal homage of mankind to the great

poet of nature.

Thehouse is shown by a garrulous old lady with

a frosty red face, lighted up by a cold blue anx-

ious eye, and garnished with artificial locks of

flaxen hair, curling from under an exceedingly

dirty cap.

She was peculiarly assiduous in exhibiting the

relics with which this , like all other celebrated

shrines, abounds. There was the shattered stock

of the very matchlock with which Shakspeare

shot the deer, on his poaching exploits. There,

too , was his tobacco-box ; which proves that he

was a rival smoker of Sir Walter Raleigh ; the

sword also with which he played Hamlet ; and

the identical lantern with which Friar Laurence

discovered Romeo and Juliet at the tomb! There

was an ample supply also of Shakspeare's mul-

berry-tree, which seems to have as extraordi-

nary powers of self-multiplication as the wood

of the true cross ; of which there is enough ex-

tant to build a ship of the line.

The most favorite object of curiosity , however,

is Shakspeare's chair ; it stands in the chimney-

nook, of a small gloomy chamber, just behind

what was his father's shop . Here he may

many a time have sat when a boy, watching the

slow revolving spit with all the longing of an ur-

chin ; or of an evening, listening to the cronies

and gossips of Stratford , dealing forth church-

yard tales and legendary anecdotes ofthe trouble-

some times of England. In this chair it is the

custom of every one that visits the house to sit;

whether this be done with the hope of imbibing

any ofthe inspiration of the bard, I am at a loss

to say; I merely mention the fact ; and mine hos-

tess, privately assured me, that, though built of

solid oak, such was the fervent zeal of devotees,

that the chair had to be new-bottomed at least

once in three years. It is worthy of notice also,

in the history of this extraordinary chair, that

it partakes something of the volatile nature of

the Santa Casa of Loretta, or the flying chair of

the Arabian enchanter ; for though sold some

fewyears since to a northern princess , yet strange

to tell , it has found its way back again to the old

chimney corner.

From the birth-place of Shakspeare a few

paces brought me to his grave. He lies buried .

in the chancel of the parish-church , a large and

venerable pile , mouldering with age, but richly

ornamented.

It stands on the banks of the Avon, on an em-

bowered point, and separated by adjoining gar-

dens from the suburbs of the town. Its situation

is quiet and retired ; the river runs murmuring

at the foot of the church-yard, and the elms

which grow upon its banks droop their branches

into its clear bosom. An avenue of limes, the

boughs of which are curiously interlaced , so as

to form in summer an arched way of foliage,

leads up from the gate of the yard to the church

porch. The graves are overgrown with grass ;

the grey tomb-stones, some of them nearly sunk

into the earth, are half covered with moss, which

has likewise tinted the reverend old building.-

Small birds have built their nests in the cornices

and fissures of the walls, and keep up a conti-

nual flutter and chirping ; and rooks are sailing

and cawing about its lofty grey spire.

We approached the church through the ave-

nue of limes, and entered by a gothic porch,



THE BIRD'S-EYE FLOWER- TRUTH.

highly ornamented, with carved doors of massive

oak. The interior is spacious, and the architec-

ture and embellishments superior to those of

most country churches. There are several

ancient monuments of nobility and gentry, over

some ofwhich hang funeral escutcheons and ban-

ners dropping piece-meal from the walls. The

tomb of Shakspeare is in the chancel. The place

is solemn and sepulchral. Tall elms wave be-

fore the pointed windows, and the Avon, which

runs at a short distance from the wall, keeps upa

low perpetual murmur. A flat stone marks the

spot where the bard is buried. There are four

lines inscribed on it , said to have been written

by himself, and which have in them something

extremely awful. Ifthey are indeed his own , they

show that solicitude about the quiet of the grave,

which seems natural to fine sensibilities and

thoughtful minds:—

Good friend, for Jesus' sake forebeare

To dig the dust enclosed here:

Blessed be he that spares these stones,

And cursed be he that moves my bones.

Just over the grave, in a niche of the wall, is

a bust of Shakspeare, put up shortly after his

death, and considered as a resemblance. The as-

pect is pleasant and serene, with a finely arch-

ed forehead; and I thought I could read in it clear

indications ofthat cheerful , social disposition , by

which he was as much characterised among his

contemporaries as by the vastness of his genius.

The inscription mentions his age at the time of

his decease fifty-three years ; an untimely death

forthe world ; for what fruit might not be expect-

ed from the golden autumn of such a mind, shel-

tered as it was from the stormy vicissitudes of

life, and flourishing in the sunshine of popular

and royal favor.

As I crossed the bridge over the Avon , on my

return, I paused to contemplate its distant

church, in which the poet lies buried, and could

not but exult in the malediction which has kept

his ashes undisturbed in quiet and hallowed

vaults.

What honor could his name have derived from

being mingled in dusty companionship with the

epitaphs, and escutcheons, and venal eulogiums

of a titled multitude! What would a crowded

corner in Westminster Abbey have been, com-

pared with this reverend pile , which seems to

stand in beautiful loneliness as his sole mauso-

leum! The solicitude about the grave may be

but the offspring of an over-wrought sensibility ;

but human nature is made up of foibles and pre-

judices ; and its best and tenderest affections are

mingled with these factitious feelings. He who

has sought renown about the world , and has reap-

ed a full harvest of worldly favor, will find , after

all, that there is no love, no admiration, no ap-

plause so sweet to the soul , as that which springs

up in his native place. It is there that he seeks

to be gathered in peace and honour among his

kindred and his early friends. And when the

weary heart and failing head begin to warn him

that the evening of his life is drawing on, he turns,

as fondly as does the infant to the mother's arms,

to sink to sleep in the bosom of the scene of his

childhood.

How would it have cheered the spirit of the

youthful bard, when , wandering forth in disgrace

upon a doubtful world , he cast back a heavy

look upon his paternal home , could he have fore-

seen that, before many years, he should return to

it covered with renown; that his name should be-

come the boast and glory of his native place; that

his ashes should be religiously guarded as its

most precious treasure; and that its lessening

spires, on which his eyes were fixed in tearful

contemplation, should one day become the bea-

con, towering amidst the gentle landscape, to

guide the literary pilgrim of every nation to his

tomb.

THE BIRD'S-EYE FLOWER. TRUTH,

--

THY beauty seems wrought of bright dew

That fell from the rainbow's blue

In rich drops azure and pearly ;

And the lark from beside thee upspringing,

Wild love ofthy sweet eye singing,

As he mounts to the white clouds curly.

Thou openest thy gaze to the morn,

Whosekiss on thine eye-lid is worn,

Whence it presseth a tear of splendour ;

And a bride on her rich bed dreaming

Ofthe love in her blue veins streaming,

Wakes not with a glance more tender.

Beautiful being ! love-star ofthe flowers !

Birth-mate ofthe daisy in primrose hours !

Blue gem ofthe emerald meadow !

Not more sweetly the lone poet sleepeth

O'er the eloquent thought which he weepeth,

Than thou o'er thy moonlight shadow.

FRIEND, Truth is best of all. It is the bed

Where Virtue e'er must spring , till blast of doom ;

Where every bright and budding thought is bred,

Where Hope doth gain its strength, and Love its bloom.

As white as Charity is single Truth,

Like Wisdom calm, like honour without end ;

And Love doth lean on it in age and youth ,

And Courage is twice arm'd with Truth its friend.

Oh! who would face the blame ofjust men's eyes,

And bearthe fame of falsehood all his days,

And wear out scorned life with useless lies,

Which still the shifting, quivering look betrays.

For what is Hope, if Truth be not its stay?

And what were Love ifTruth forsook it quite ?

And what were all the sky, if Falsehood grey,

Bebind it, like a dream of Darkness , lay

Ready to quench its stars in endless, endless night?
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LA PIAZZETTA DI SAN MARCO.

Not a cloud had broken the deep serene that

night. The face of nature was calm, and quiet,

and peaceful ; man alone was the disturber—

man alone had been revelling in thoughtless

mirth, or plunging in the depth of crime.

Throughout that long night, from the rising of

the first pale star of eve, till the faintest ray of

the last was extinquished by the blush of morn-

ing, Galilei Galileo , from the Campanile* in la

Piazzetta di San Marco had watched the pla-

nets in their courses through the deep blue

vault of heaven. Conviction-the solemn con-

viction of truth-had flashed upon his mind, that

the firm earth upon which we tread was not, as

the ancients had believed, a dark fixture in

space, round which the sun, the moon , and all

the starry host revolved, as lights created solely

for the use of its vain and lordly inhabitants ; but

that it had a motion-a double motion--a power

of its own ; that, within a prescribed period , it

performed one revolution round its own axis,

constituting day and night ; and, that in another

prescribed period , it performed another revolu-

tion round the sun , from which, in common with

the rest of the planets , it derived its light and

heat, its " seasons and their change." How

vast, how sublime, how absorbing was this idea,

when it first took full possession of his soul !

The evening, by which that night had been

preceded, was lovely as the loveliest evening of

Italy. All was soft, and tender, and beautiful.

One of the many festivals for which Venice is

famed, had filled the Piazzetta with dance and

song, and mask and spectacle. If the sigh, the

gentle glance of love, the whispered notes of

ardent passion-of mirth and gaiety, and ob-

streperous laughter, that rent the very air-

could be regarded as the criterion of happiness ,

the motley assemblage, by which the Piazzetta

and all its avenues were crowded, must have

been pronounced the happiest of earth's happy

ones. But the unhallowed sounds disturbed not

Galileo; by him they were unheeded and un-

heard.

At length they died away ; the revellers re-

turned to their midnight homes ; the last tones

of the gondolieri, chaunting the strains of Ariosto

to the measured stroke of the oar, faded into

* The campanile , belfry, or tower of St. Mark's church-

from which, however, it is quite detached-is about three

hundred feet in height, comprehending the figure of an angel

which serves as a vane. Galileo is said to have used this

tower as an observatory. From its gallery, which surrounds

the pyramidal summit of the structure , the prospect is en-

chanting on the one side appears the city ; with, as tourists

tell us, all its canals , domes, and public edifices beneath , and

the sea in the middle distance . To describe Venice without

its canals, might be thought a palpable omission ; but the

fact is, that, from this, the loftiest tower in the city, not one

canal is visible. Fromthe three other sides of the campanile

are seen the mountains of Dalmatia, Istria , and the Tyrol,

with the plains of Padua and Lombardy. The staircase of

this remarkable tower is of width sufficient for a person to

ascend on horseback.

silence on the ear ; and other scenes, and other

sounds succeeded . That night, the Consiglio di

Dieci were busy in their " den of death ; " that

night-that fatal night-three of the proudest

nobles ofVenice were dragged from their damp

and pestiferous Pozzi, beneath the state prison

in which they had been long immured-hurried

over Il Ponte dei Sospiri—and consigned to the

sword of the executioner on the giant's stairst

ofLa Palazza Ducale. Nor was this the only

sacrifice of blood upon that memorable night.

Six individuals , of humble birth , implicated in

the crimes, real or imagined , of their superiors ,

were first strangled and then decapitated in suc-

cession between those antique and magnificent

pillars which face the splendid palace of the

Doge. Ah ! could these pillars, the knowledge

of whose origin had perished in the lapse of

time, describe the scenes of death which they

have witnessed-could they stand forth, a record

of the lives and actions of the many victims by

whose gore their surrounding earth has been

soiled, what tales of guilt, of murdered inno-

cence, ofhuman misery, would they not unfold !

Loudly, deeply, solemnly, did the death-bell

strike beneath the towering observatory of Gali-

leo; but, to him, its mournful and appalling

knell was as the silence of the grave : his spirit

was with the stars, and the things of earth exist-

ed not for him. Morning came, and exhausted

nature sank : he slept-slept profoundly-and

his dreams were of other worlds.

When he awoke, the day had far advanced.

The square, he observed , was full of people con-

gregating in groups. What could have been the

earthly deeds of that night, which he had passed

in silent intercourse with Heaven? He descend-

ed. The windows and balconies of the Palace-

ofthe Library opposite-of the Loggietta, atthe

foot of the campanile-and of every building

within view of the Piazzetta-were crowded

with anxious and sorrowful faces : every counte-

nance was shrouded in gloom, and from every

quarter the groans of men and the wail of women

arose. Five heads had successively been recog-

nized, claimed , and removed from the Pietra del

Bando, or Stone of Proclamation. One head-

its visage blackened, its features distorted by the

last pang, its dark lank hair bedabbled in the

The giant's stairs , constituting the principal entrance to

the Ducal Palace, are so denominated from two collossal

statues ofMars and Neptune, placed at the top. Those sta-

tues are ofwhite marble, the work of Sansovino , and were

intended to represent the naval and military power ofthe

state. Beneath the porticoes, to which these stairs ascend,

are seen the gaping mouths of lions, formerly the recepta.

cles of anonymous letters, informations of treasonable prac-

tices , accusations of magistrates for abuses in office , & c.-

Amongst other state criminals executed on the landing-

place of these stairs, where the doges took their first oaths of

office , was the Doge Marino Faliero-immortalized by one of

Lord Byron's tragedies-in the year 1355. A fine painting

from this subject, by Delacroix , was exhibited at the British

Institution , in the season of 1828.
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blood of the sufferer , and of his fellows-yet re-

mained upon the stone.
From the side ofthe Piazzetta, opening to the

sea, a crowdwas seen advancing : a female-evi-

dently a young and beautiful contadinella-pale,

haggard, staggering, as it seemed, yet inspired

bythe energy of desperation-forced her way-

passed between the pillars-(the very path taken

by the Doge Marino Faliero, when, more than

two centuries before , he made his ill-omened ap-

proachto the palace)-rushed towards the Pietra

del Bando-uttered one wild shriek, and fell to

the earth. She was instantly raised by Galileo ;

and in a few moments an ancient venerable

man, his grey hair streaming in the wind, was

kneeling by the side of his daughter.

In the old man, Galileo recognized Battista

Paolo, a worthy tenant of his father's, in the

neighbourho
od

of Pisa. The first step now was

to remove the wretched Carlina to one of the

adjoining casinos, where, every requisite assist-

ance being procured , the sufferer was, after

much persevering effort , restored to animation.

She awoke as from some fearful vision of the

night. A violent tremor shook her enfeebled

frame-her eyes wandered wildly around- it was

evident that reason had been dislodged from its

throne by the dreadful shock which she had sus-

tained. "Nicolo ! Nicolo ! oh save me, save me

from that horrid sight !" were the only words that

escaped her, as , shudderingl
y

, she buried her face

in her hands. Galileo , with the affection of a

parent, or of a brother, watched beside her ; for,

though he knew not Carlina, he esteemed her

good old father, and his heart was deeply touched

by the misery of the scene before him. Repose

and quietwere the first essentials to her recovery.

That no care might be wanting, Galileo sent for

Rachele, an elderly woman , who had the presid-

ing charge of his domestic concerns.

Carlina was left for a time, and Galileo took

Battista with him to his own home. There he

learned the particulars of his sad and melancholy

story.

With her

Battista's children-he had had a numerous

family-were all dead-all, excepting Carlina.

He had lost his wife two years before ; and , since

that period, Carlina had conducted his household

affairs with exemplary assiduity-had managed

the poultry, the dairy, and all the home concerns

of the farm-had proved the entire and only so-

lace ofhis declining years. Themaiden had been

beloved by Nicolo Polani , the industrious son of

a neighbouring cottager ; their faith had been

mutually pledged ; they were , in the course of a

week, to be united for ever , and Nicolo was to

assist in the management of the farm ..

Unfortunate
ly, the charms of Carlina had in-

spired a lawless passion in the breast of Donato,

a profligate young Florentine noble, whose resi-

dence was near. He had long persecuted her,

but in vain, with his suit. One evening-it was

a soft and bright moonlight-Carlina was indulg-

ingin a solitary walk on the banks of the Arno,

her native stream. Suddenly, Donato stood be-

fore her. The time, the seclusion of the spot,

the silence that reigned around, all favoured Do-

nato's unhallowed purpose. Carlina endeavour-

ed to shun him , he caught her rudely in his em-

brace-she struggled-screamed—and , in an in-

stant, as though her scream had been heard by

Heaven, Nicolo-Nicolo , her protecting angel,

was at her side. He was returning from the

labours of the field , and there he hoped-for the

meeting had been agreed upon-to meet his be-

loved one , his betrothed. He did meet her, in a

fortunate yet fatal moment. Donato, galled

by the unlooked for interruption , hastily drew

his sword and wounded him in the arm ; but Ni-

colo, with the huge branch of a tree , which he

had caught up in his path, felled the ruffian to

the ground, left him dead upon the spot, and

bore off his Carlina in safety to her father's

home. This was all , as it were, the event of a

moment. That night, and the succeeding day,

Nicolo remained concealed . The report of the

neighbourhood was, that Donato had been set

upon by banditti and slain . To stay at Pisa

must have cost Nicolo his life , for the country

was up in arms , and the sbirri were already in

hot pursuit. Disguised , and under cover of the

night, he fled-towards Venice, as he purposed.

Weeks passed away , and no tidings of him were

heard. At length a whisper reached Battista,

that Nicolo had attached himself to the service

of Giustiniani , the heir of the illustrious house of

that name. The next rumour was, that Giusti-

niani , charged with treasonable practises against

the state, had, with several of his domestics , and

chief members of his household , been arrested

and thrown into prison.
A thousand fears and apprehensions racked

the bosom of Carlina. It was impossible for her

to remain longer in suspense. She resolved to set

out in quest of her lover, to learn the worst-if

possible to restore her hopes , or to find them

crushed for ever. Accompanied by her father,

she left Pisa , traversed the country from Flo-

rence to Bologna , from Bologna through Ferrara

sometimes by land , and sometimes by water, till

they reached Padua. There they hired a bur-

chiello, and proceeded straight to Venice. On

the instant oftheir arrival even before they had

landed-they learned that a state execution had

just taken place-that Giustiniani was one of the

victims .
"Giustiniani !" exclaimed Galileo , with a cry

of horror, " my own, my best, my dearest friend

and patron !"
Now, for the first time, Galileo became ac-

quainted with the fatal events of the preceding

night. It was too true, for him, that Giustiniani,

one of the best, the bravest, the most generous of

Venetian nobles , had fallen ; it was too true, for

Carlina, had not the sight of that ghastly head

before struck conviction to her heart, that Nicolo

Polani his faithful servant, had also expiated his

crime-if of any crime he had been guilty-with

his life.
Poor Carlina had known the worst-her last,

fond faithful hopes were crushed . Her senses

returned ; but she felt that she had nothing far-
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ther to do with life . Under the care, however,

of her kindand attentive nurse, Rachele, she was

cautiously removed, in a litter, to the house of

Galileo.

Battista returned to Pisa, for the purpose of

looking after his farm , and of apprising his neigh-

bour, Polani, of the fate of his son ; intending to

come back to Venice immediately, to take his

daughter home so soon as her health might allow.

On the day of his second arrival in the capital,

Carlina had risen to receive him. Rachele had

placed her in a cool and quiet apartment, fanned

by the ocean breeze , and commanding a fair and

delightful prospect. Her health had somewhat

improved ; but the native lustre of her eye-that

"mysterious light"-was quenched ; her lips

were bloodless, and a death-like paleness shaded

her once expressive brow. Battista and his

daughter had met, and embraced. Rejoicing in

the reported convalescence of Carlina , Galileo

had joined them ; and, while he was in friendly

converse with Battista , before whom refresh-

ments had been placed , at the close of his journey,

Rachele, the old housekeeper, entered to an-

nounce the return of Gazano, a courier, from

Rome. He had a sealed packet, he said , which

he had been charged to deliver into the hands of

noonebut Galileo. Rachelewas, in consequence ,

desired to conduct him into the apartment. Ga-

zano entered , exhausted by fatigue, and with the

dust of travel still upon his clothes .

Carlina involuntarily raised her eye towards

the door, at the moment a piercing shriek escap-

ed her ; it was like the shriek, but fainter, from

a declension of physical strength , that she gave

when her sight was blasted and her heart wither-

ed, by the gory head of Nicolo on the Pietra del

Bando. Battista's vision glanced from Carlina

to Gazano-from Gazano to Carlina-he trem-

bled-the blood forsook his cheek-Gazano , Ga-

lileo , Battista, Rachele, all fled to the spot where

Carlina had fallen . Gazano raised her quickly-

wildly in his arms ; strained her to his bosom-

kissed her pale lips and forehead with passionate

fondness-then raved in agonizing madness of

the death ofhis Carlina--his own beloved Carlina !

The sealed packet had fallen upon the floor,

and there it lay, untouched , unthought of by all.

The only self- possessed individual present was

Rachele ; and, through her timely and conside-

rate aid, animation and consciousness were again

restored to Carlina.

Ah! what unearthly mystery was this ? Had

the grave given up its dead? Was it indeed her

own Nicolo-her preserver-her betrothed hus-

band-who stood clothed in the flesh before her !

The mysterywas soon explained . Nicolo,the

better to elude discovery, had, on his first arrival

at Venice, assumed the name of Gazano Biondo.

He had been employed by Galileo on a journey

to Rome; and he had now brought thence a

packet of much importancefrom his Holiness the

Pope, relating to Galileo's discoveries in astro-

nomical science.

" But the head-the head of Nicolo Polani, on

the Pietra del Bando?" That apparition, too,

was accounted for without the aid of supernatu-

ral intervention. Jacopo Polani , the elder bro-

ther of Battista, had married and settled in a dis-

tant province. For years, there had beennoin-

tercourse between these two branches of the

Polani family-they had been hardly conscious

of each other's existence ; yet, by a common

coincidence, each of the brothers had named his

first-born after his own father, Nicolo ; and , bya

coincidence less common, the youths, it appear-

ed, had borne a most striking family resemblance

to each other. No wonder, then , that, for once,

all quick and penetrating as are the eyes of love,

those of Carlina should have been deceived , after

death had done its worst on the features of Nico-

lo, the son of Jacopo Polani , whose devoted at-

tachment to Giustiniani had brought him to an

untimely end.

What remains to be added, is that, through

the intercession of Galileo , a free pardon was ob-

tained for the surviving Nicolo-that the lovers

were united-that they were happy and blessed

in each other-and that they lived to see their

children's children flourish around them? It is

said that, even at this day, one of their descen-

dants occupies the same little farm on the banks

of the Arno, that was then occupied by Battista

Paolo.

THE PARTING.

WILL you never forget-never ? " Never!"

and the rocks and the trees and the stars looked

in their profound silence as listeners to the low

and earnest tone ; and then the springing night

breeze gave a voice to the leaves and the waters

that seemed to say we are the witnesses !—

There was none other, save the two hearts that

here for the first time read in each other the his-

tory of a burning passion , and after a shorter

acquaintance than is generally supposed neces-

sary to inspire mutual attachment, plighted to

each other their unchanging faith, as if it were

the consummation of years of affection. There

is something beautiful in the unreservedness , the

unsuspecting trust with which a youthful and

generous heart gives up its affections, its hopes,

all its chances of happiness, to the heart of an-

other ; something which when contrasted with

the well regulated , calm, calculating feelings of

maturer years, seems to bring the dream of the

Pythagorean philosophers even into this life, and

make ofthe existence of man two separate be-

ings. There may be something in the human

heart to compensate for the loss of its first fresh

feelings ; the love given in after years may be

the ore purified by the ordeal of many changes ;

or, perhaps, the heart does not so lean on kin.

dred hearts for happiness or sorrow, when time

has drawn it as it were out of itself in the pur-

suit of honours, or fame, or power, or know-

ledge. And kindred spirits may be, not those

who together look on the beautiful sky and the

flowery earth and the dreamyplay of waters , and

kindle their vision of romance, and draw their
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plans of years of happiness-the living, thrilling

happiness of youth, unshaded and unsubdued ;

not those who together dream the dream of holy

and devoted love ; but those who are linked in

friendship or rivalry in the same career of ambi-

tion-those who have together looked in the

arcanaofworldly policy-those who are mutually

necessary to each other in reaching the high

places of life ; and the hopes and pleasures and

anticipations of other days , may be as a beautiful

dream, which is forgotten inthe hour of awaken-

ing or remembered without a sigh.

It was an evening late in summer, when the

sweet promises of spring secm realized in the

splendid garniture of the earth, and the small,

pale blossoms that spring up among the meadow

grass had given place tothe fragrant and glowing

flowers of summer , that they who had vowed by

all that was sacred in heaven, or on earth, to sub-

due the obstacles that opposed them , and meet

again, or die, clasped in one hurried caress, hands

that perhaps might never again be joined , and

parted. It was the very season of love, of the

richness and maturity of its passsion ; when the

still air is heavy with incense, and the flowers

seem sunk in a luxurious slumber, and the stream

passes with a deeper murmur, and the sky wears

a darker blue, and the stars look down like the

eyes of gentle spirits upon the array and magni-

ficence of beauty. But that night the picture

seemed sadder, and the pale light that silvered

the deep green of the forest trees looked as if

passing through a misty veil ; for the heart robes

nature in joyousness or gloom, and sees the very

sunshine darkened when a cloud passes over the

bosom. And they who were now to part, though

with the consciousness of being beloved, of an

affection returned with all the ardour and truth

with which it was given, how much of gloom

was mingled in their farewell ! The possibility

of never more meeting-of passing all the long,

dreary years of life , their sorrows and their joys

unshared ; each to tread a different and distant

path ; or, if they might yet meet, the long, long

time that would intervene-the gloom-the anx-

iety-the life wearing sorrows of absence , stealing

the light from the eye and the buoyancyfromthe

spirit-and withal the task of pride to concealthe

secret pang, the trembling sigh, and thoughts

that leave the cheek pale-to meet, with hearts

so worn and wearied with the intensity of a pas-

sion cherished in hopelessness and solitude, that

the fresh and beautiful glow of early love has

passed away ; and the reward of undying con-

stancy, the assurance of never again enduring

the agony of parting, is received rather as a hope

ofrest for an o'erwearied spirit , than as the con-

summation of the extatic and delicious promises

ofyouth.

And thus they parted ; there was no adieu ; it

would have seemed to their excited feelings the

fiat of their doom to part for ever ; yet it might

have been said, for that long gaze into each

other's eyes, and that warm pressure ofthe hand,

was the last. A tear trembled in the lover's eye

as they parted ;-but the world has power to dry

up the heart's fountains, and the pride of manli-

ness wears a stern lip and a careless brow ; and

he went forth to the ambition, the amusements ,

the distractions of earth, and the tear sunk back

upon his heart-yet there was no shame in that

tear-it sprung from the sorrow of deep and ge-

nerous love-it was the expression of pure and

unsophisticated feeling, ere earth had claimed

the heart for its sacrifice.

Years passed over the beautiful spot where

they parted, and the rocks echoed to the sound

ofyoung voices , and light steps were on the flow-

ers, and warm hearts and fond words were by the

pleasant stream-but not theirs. They went

forth alone to mingle in the false pageantries of

the world- alone to stand among the beautiful

greenness of summer, and call up the dreams of

other days, and live over scenes hallowed in me-

mory, and awake from the reverie to find them-

selves alone..

Why was it so? could vanity, or pride, or am-

bition, could the scorn of others , almost always

in such cases insincere, break the chains that the

deep affections of the heart had woven? They

did not change, they who beneath the light of

thatsummer evening, pledged the truth offervent

hearts-the flowers and sky and stream that were

around them then, came back like a beautiful

vision in many an after hour of loneliness and

gloom-and the full and undoubting trust in each

other's affection, the belief, to them the certain-

ty, that, could they meet, it would be with the

same truth and fervency of love with which they

parted,that they were still to each other the cen-

tering of every fond and regretful thought. It

was the melancholy solace of hearts, to whom

the world of the affections, the endearments of

social life , the sweet offices and soothing words of

kindly intercourse, existed only in the feverish

happiness of dreams, or an imagination which

amid the pursuits and occupations of life conti-

nually reverted to the past, and gathered from

the treasures hoarded up in memory a look, a

tone, a movement, a sad or a merry glance, all

hallowed by love's devotion , all softened, yet dis-

tinct and perfect, and giving to the reveries of

fancy the vividness and colouring of reality.

THE SEAT OF TASTE .

Bycovering the tongue with parchment, some-

times in whole and sometimes in different parts ,

it has been determined by two experiments in

Paris , M. M. Guyot and Admyraula , that the end

and sides of the tongue, and a small space at the

root of it, together with a small surface at the

anterior and superior part of the roof of the pa-

late, are the only portions of surface in the cavity

of the mouth and throat, that can distinguish taste

or sapidity by mere touch. A portion of extract

of aloes, placed on any other part, gives no sensa-

tion but that of touch, until the saliva carries a

solution of the sapid matter to those parts ofthe

cavity.
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MEETING SADDER THAN PARTING.

"THOU needst not thus have mock'd me

With thatlow, sweet voice ofthine-

The days are gone for ever

When Ithought to make thee mine!

Thou wouldst not thus so witchingly

Have smil'd upon me now,

Couldst thou but know howbeats my heart,

And throbs my burning brow.

I knowthou hast forgiven me ;

Yetpainful ' tis to see

A tranquil smile uponthy cheek,

Where awarm blush used to be.

Whyshould thy hand so readily

Be proffer'd when I come?

I lovedthy former welcoming-

Thou look'dst it, and wert dumb.

We neverto each other

Can be what we have been;

And I must hide my feelings ' neath

False apathy's cold screen ;

Butwith me ever lingers

A memory ofthe past,

And o'er my sad futurity

Its lengthening shade is cast.

Affections have been squandered,

Once hoarded all for thee,

And now I feel how priceless is

Atrue heart's constancy;

And oft, in silent bitterness,

I wanderforth alone,

And ponder on the joyous hours

When I was thine alone.

Thendo not mock me, dear one,

With friendship's icy forms ;

And do not wear that tranquil smile,

Which gleams but never warms:

'Tis better ne'er to meet thee,

Than in remorse to dwell-

Myown fate is before me,

Along, a last farewell."

" I loved thee till I knew

That thou hadst loved before,

Then love to coldness grew,

And passion's reign was o'er ;

What care I for the lip,

Ruby although it be,

Ifanother once might sip

Those sweets now given to me!

Whatcare I for the glance of soft affection full,

Iffor another once it beam'd as beautiful ? →

That ringlet ofdark hair-

'Twas worth a miser's store-

It was a spell 'gainst care

That nextmy heart I wore ;

But ifanother once

Could boast as fair a prize,

My ringlet I renounce,

'Tis worthless in my eyes :

I envy notthe smiles inwhich a score may bask-

I value not the gift which all may have who ask.

A maiden heart giveme,

That lock'd and sacred lay,

Though tried by many a key

That ne'er could find the way,

Till I, bygentler art,

Touch'd the long-hidden spring,

And found that maiden heart

In beauty glittering-

Amidst its herbage buried like a flower,

Or like a bird that sings deep in its leafy bower.

B

Nomore shall sigh ofmine

Be heaved for whatis past;

Take back that gift ofthine,

It was the first-the last:

Thou mayst not love him now

Sofondly as thou didst,

But shall abroken vow

Be prized because thou bidst-

Be welcom'd as the love for which my soul doth long ?

No, lady love ne'er sprang out of deceit and wrong."

THE LOVE WATCHER.

BY M. A. BROWNE.

-

"Ah, Love and Hope should ever go together."-L. E. L.

ALADY sat on a lofty hill,

And she looked toward the sea ;

And I marvelled, as I gazed on her,

Who could the lady be:

Her robe was snowy white-her veil

Waslike the rainbow's hue ;

There was a blush on her gentle cheek,

And a tear in her eye ofblue.

Her hair was braided from her brow,

And an opal set in pearls,

Still varying all its trembling light,

Wasin her auburn curls.

She sate andwatched a brisk bark glide

Towards the farther shore;

And I saw that she was beautiful,

ButI knew nothing more.

'Twasnoon, and then the lady sung-

'He must have cross'd the sea;

Even now the waves are ebbing back,

And they'll bring him back to me."

And, shading her eyes with her ivory hand,

Shegazed most earnestly ,

But there was not a speck to break

Theline of sea and sky.

'Twas eve- the red sun in the west

Was resting on the wave,

And a sigh, that almostbreathed offear,

The gentle lady gave.

But still she watched , and tried to sing,

Though in a saddened strain,

Oh, I remember all he swore,

I know he'll come again.'

'Twas twilight- one red lingering streak

Alone still told ofday,

Onetrembling star was glimmering

Above the watery way,

The lady looked-oh, such a look-

Sostrained to pierce the dark :

Till she trusted that it was for tears

She could not see his bark.

'Twas midnight-countless stars were out-

The Heavens were calm and fair,

The moon showed all the dancing sea;

But ab, no sail was there!

The lady gave one lingering look

Across the flashing tide,

Then failed the light in her blue eyes,

And she laid herdown and died !

They told me who the lady was-

Alas! ' tis ever so,

She lingers to the very last,

Then dies away for wo.

I marvel not the lady died

Thus like a wearied dove ;

For they told me that her name was Hope,

And that she watched for Love.
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ALBERT GALLATIN.

THIS eminent American citizen began his ca-

reer as a French teacher, in the interior of Penn-

sylvania. Early one morning, while riding to-

wards Philadelphia, from one of the western

counties, a farmer's daughter came out of her

father's house with her milk pail in her hand,

and without perceiving that a stranger was near,

put one hand on the fence, and with the pail in

her other hand, bounded over without touching

the rails. Her form was handsome , and her

agility so pleased the countryman of William

Tell, that he halted his horse, rode up to the

house, proposed to make the maiden his bride,

obtained a consent, and after placing his intend-

ed at a boarding school in Philadelphia for a

short period, in due time made her Mrs. Galla-

tin.-Colonial Journal.

As to Mr. Gallatin's marriage, the above ac-

count is altogether a romance. He married, as

his first wife we mean, a French lady in Rich-

mond, Va. This was about the year 1788, and

is connected with a very pleasing incident in

Gallatin's life. Mr. Gallatin and his friend, a

Swiss, or Frenchman, came to Richmond, wholly

unknown, on some business. The Legislature

was in session at the time. Gallatin and his

friend applied for board at a private boarding

house kept by a French lady , and where Patrick

Henry, Francis Corbin, and Mann Page, distin-

guished men in the state, were boarding. The

good lady submitted the application to the deci-

sion of the mess, who assented to the reception

of the foreigners. These gentlemen formed an

acquaintance with Gallatin, and a strong friend-

ship for him. They often spoke of him, before

his elevation in public life, as a man of surprising

ability. The best of the story is, that the lady

had two daughters ; and Gallatin , before he left

the city, married one, and his friend the other.

during the hottest weather, by the use of a broad

brimmed straw hat, or otherlight broad brimmed

hat of any sort. Thinning out and tying up her-

baceous plants and low shrubs ; tying up climb-

ers and twiners, and tying the shoots of trained

trees to tellises , or to nails with eyes fixed in

walls ; cutting offdecayed flowers, flower-stems,

withered roses, and dead points of shoots and

leaves and pruning shrubs under three feet

high , which require stooping , are fit operations

for mornings and evenings, and for cloudy

weather.

Watering is best performed in the even-

ing ; and if any lady wishes to do this in a mas-

terly manner, she ought to have one of the rotary

garden engines, fitted up with a wheel and han-

dles like a wheelbarrow : this she may wheel

along the walks ; and, by an operation not too

severe for a healthy young woman, and which

would add greatly to the strength of her constitu-

tion , and the tranquillity of her nights, throw

the water from thirty to forty feet in every

direction .

We would much rather see ladies at these

operations, common to all countries, than see

them shifting and otherwise working with sickly

hot-house plants in pots, which cannot be done

well without more or less affecting the hands.

The care and watering of neat little alpine

plants in pots, is what most ladies are very fond

of; and one of the principal enjoyments of city

ladies, who know plants only or chiefly as pic-

tures, consists in performing this operation. The

plants to be presented to such amateurs, ought to

be plants that require water at least once in a

day, and that grow fast to require tying up , and

make frequent dead leaves to require picking

and dressing. The principle is something to be

taken care of, and to care for and depend on us ;

something that requires labour, the beginning

and end of all improvement and enjoyment.-

London Magazine.

GARDEN OPERATIONS FOR LADIES.

WE would wish every lady who lives in the

country, not only to be fond of botany , to collect

specimens, dry them between blotting paper

compressed with a bag of hot sand, and then

gum them into a leger indexed according to the

natural system ; but we would wish them to de-

vote a portion of every day, in favourable wea-

ther, in the open air, and in unfavourable wea-

ther, under a veranda, or in a green house, to

some of the lighter operations of gardening, for

health's sake, and as a means of adding a zest to

their ordinary in-door enjoyments. Cutting out

weeds with a light spade, which does not require

stooping; stirring the surface ofthe earth with

light two-pronged spud, the prongs of which

need not be much larger than those of a carving-

fork, and the handle of willow, or poplar, or

cane, not thicker than a fishing rod ; and prun-

ing, with the sliding shears, shrubs from three

to seven feet high, are operations which do not

require stooping, and which may be performed

HORRIBLE SPECTACLE.

THIS day's march disclosed a horrible cala-

mity. A large house, situated in an obscure

part ofthe mountains, was discovered, filled with

starving persons. Above thirty women and

children had sunk ; and sitting by the bodies

were fifteen or sixteen survivors, of whom only

one was a man, but all so enfeebled as to be un-

able to eat the little food we had to offer them.

The youngest had fallen first ; all the children

were dead : none were emaciated in the bodies,

but the muscles of the face were invariably

drawn transversely, giving the appearance of

laughing, and presenting the most ghastly sight

imaginable. The man seemed most eager for

life ; the women seemed patient and resigned ;

and even in this distress, had arranged the bodies

of those who first died with decency and care.

Colonel Napier's History of the War in the

Peninsula.
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THE INCENDIARY.

MICHAEL KOHLHAAS was a horse-dealer-or,

to avoid evil associations, a horse-merchant-

and he lived on the banks of the river Havel, in

Brandenburg. Heflourished in the sixteenth cen-

tury, one ofthe most extraordinary epochs in the

moral history of the world : but there seemed to

be nothing extraordinary about Michael. He

was a plain, honest, even-tempered man, about

thirty years of age, in good circumstances, and

blest with a fruitful wife, a noble stud , and a

thriving progeny of children and horses. His

honesty, indeed, was so strict and straight-for-

ward, that it had become proverbial throughout

the country, and when people wished to describe

ahigh-principled, stout-hearted, unbending cha-

racter, they would say "he is a very Michael."

This fine quality, however, maygo too far. Ho-

nesty in one's self is apt to beget an inordinate

abhorrence of dishonesty in others. This excess,

working on single-hearted and uninstructed

minds, sometimes produces disastrous conse-

quences, and it certainly made ourworthy horse-

dealer one of the most terrible men of his time.

"Honest Michael," as he was familiarly called,

was one day journeying along the road with a

string of horses behind him, which he intended

to sell at Leipsic. Immersed in the speculations

of profit and loss , which haunt the mind of the

trader, he looked neither to the right nor to the

left, neither before nor behind him; and it was

with some surprise that he saw himself suddenly

stopped, in the well accustomed route, by a bar-

rier thrown across which he had never encoun-

tered before. The detention occurred at an ill-

timed moment; for it had begun to rain, and the

contents of the black clouds which covered the

sky came down as if from buckets. With a

sturdy " hollo !" he soon roused the attention of

the toll-keeper, and that officer, after presenting

a grim and surly visage at the window, came

leisurely out to open the barrier.

"This is something new?" exclaimed Michael.

"Baronial privilege of the Knight Wenzel of

Tronka," grumbled the fellow.

"What!-the old knight, then, is dead?" and

Michael turned a troubled eye upon the castle,

which stood by the road side, within the jurisdic-

tion ofSaxony.

"Of apoplexy," said the toll-keeper, raising

the barrier. "So much the worse !" sighed Mi-

chael, "he was a worthy man, and a true friend

to the honest trader. Alas ! it was he who made

the new road to the village, because one of my

mares had broken her leg on the rascally stones.

Well-well! it will not recall him to stand drip-

ping here—what is to pay?" When the toll-

keeper had mentioned the sum-

" There, old lad," continued Michael-" a

word inyour ear : it would have been better both

for you and me if the tree which made this bar-

rier had remained in the forest !" and drawing

about him his wet cloak, he jogged on as before.

He had not proceeded far when he heard a

rough voice shouting to him from the castle

tower ; wondering what more could be wanted

with him , he stood still. The castellain, a huge

and portly personage, presently made his ap-

pearance, and demanded his passport.

"My passport !" exclaimed Michael, " I have

no passport."

" Then you must turn back ; you cannot pass

the frontiers without one."

" Look you, sir," said Michael, " I am not a

stranger here any more than you. Ihave passed

this place seventeen times before to-day, and

never till now was asked for my passport.

What!-is it Michael Kohlhaas the horse-dealer ,

whom you take to be ignorant of the barrier

laws? Go to the day is passing, and I have far

to journey before night."

"You journey no further this way," said the

castellain, " without producing your passport."

Michael's equanimity began to be disturbed ; but

after a moment's reflection he dismounted, and

requested to see the Knight of Tronka himself.

Followed by the castellain, who scarcely smoth-

ered his contemptuous murmurs at the horse-

dealer's pertinacity, he entered the court of the

castle.

As Michael went up to the portal, he heard

shouts of merriment from the banqueting hall,

where the Knight was at table , drinking with his

companions; but on the appearance of a stran-

ger, the noise ceased for a moment, and a gaze

of disdainful curiosity was turned upon his drip-

ping figure. No sooner, however, had the tra-

der taken advantage of the silence to commence

his remonstrance against the castellain'sinjustice,

than, at the magical word " horses," the company

rose tumultuously from the table, and ran to the

windows. By this time the horses were in the

court, attended by Michael's servant, and sur-

rounded by the steward and the domestics ofthe

castle. The rain had ceased, and the smooth

coats of the beautiful animals glistened as they

stood pawing the ground and tossing their proud

heads. The eyes of the young noblemen glisten-

ed too at the sight, and, with the permission of

their host, they sallied out in a body to gaze

nearer at the show.

Michael forgot the cause of his detention in

the pride of a horse-dealer. His heart warmed

at the commendations that were lavished on all

sides : and he began to think that he might be

able to sell his horses, without going so far as

Leipsic. A magnificent bay courser in particu-

lar attracted the attention of the Knight of

Tronka himself, while the steward was equally

anxious to have a pair of fine black horses for the

use of the farm. The price, however, was

thought too high ; or at least the Knight was not

inclined to pay so much money, and the negotia-

tion came to nothing. Michael would fain have

concluded an amicable bargain, on any terms
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short of absolute loss , for he had observed omi-

nous looks of intelligence between the castellain

and the steward, and was anxious to be once

more upon his journey. But all would not do ;

and he at last saluted the company , and took

hold ofthe reins of his horses to lead them away.

"Come, come-your passport!" growled the

castellain, intercepting him.

" Sir Knight," demanded Michael, turning to

Wenzel, " can it be by your orders that this unu-

sual hindrance is thrown in the way of my law-

ful trade ?"

"Yes, yes,"-replied the Knight, " you know

you must produce your passport; speak to the

castellain-I know nothing about it." The

horse-dealer replied that if he had erred in ne-

glecting to provide himself with a passport , it

was done through pure ignorance, and begged

indulgence for this time, promising to obtain the

necessary documents at Dresden , and deliver

them on his return. To this the Knight, who

found it disagreeable to remain longer in the

open air, on a raw and gusty day, made no objec-

tion; but the castellain demanded that at least

some security should be left for the delivery of

the passport, and the steward muttered that the

two black horses would make as good hostages

as could be desired. In vain did Michael protest

against that arrangement, explaining that he

should thus lose the sale of the horses ; the

Knight, who shivered with cold , was only anx-

ious to get within doors ; and as at the moment a

shower of sleet blew in his face, he turned hastily

round and retired into the castle, merely repeat-

ing"the castellain knows best."

Michael, in short, was obliged to yield ; and,

detaching his two beautiful black horses from

the line, he led them into a stable which was

pointed out to him ; then, after ordering his ser-

vant to remain and take the tenderest care of

them , he set forth again upon his journey. The

more he thought of the strange interruption he

had met with, the more he suspected its illegali-

ty; till at length, on arriving at Dresden, his

doubts were set at rest by the sight of the legisla-

tive act, which proved that the pretended regu-

lation had no existence except in the will of

those who were to profit by it. What profit,

however, the Knight of Tronka could derive

from such an imposition , it was not easy to ima-

gine ; and Michael, concluding that it was mere-

ly one of those frolics of the privileged orders ,

which it was prudent for their inferiors to take

as ajoke, thought little more about the matter.

On returning to Tronkenburg to reclaim his

horses, he placed in the castellain's hands the

document which constituted the proof of their il-

legal detention. The castellain made no remark ;

but, turning on his heel, merely told him to go

in, and take what belonged to him. He first in-

quired after his servant : the young man , it

seemed, had been guilty of some impertinence ,

and had been expelled from the castle. Michael,

wondering and troubled , was directed to a stable,

which he entered with a feeling of vague uneasi-

ness and apprehension. The first sound which

met his ear was the neighing of his horses, greet-

ing their master's approach ; but, alas , not clear

and jocund as before !-and yet, without the tes-

timony of theirfeeble and broken tones , he could

not have recognized them. The beautiful and

high-mettled coursers he had left, were now a

couple of miserable jades , weak and attenuated,

their bones rising in dismal relief from their

emaciated bodies, and their manes falling in

dirty and tangled masses about their necks!

"What has befallen my poor horses ?" ex-

claimed Michael, struck to the heart by this

spectacle of misery.

"Nothing," replied the man who had pointed

out the stable ; " the beasts have been fed and

cared for well enough, but there were too few at

the harvest work, and perhaps they have had

more to do than they liked." Michael swore

bitterly at this barbarity, and was about to quit

hastily this den of robbers, when the portly cas-

tellain, attracted by the loudness of his voice ,

waddled forward and asked haughtily what was

the matter?

"The matter!" exclaimed Michael-" is it not

matter enough to make a man mad to have

horses like mine set to the labours of the field ?

By whose permission did the Knight of Tronka

dare to do this ? only look at them-!" and he

struck the animals with his whip. They were too

weak even to stir.

"Peasant knave!" muttered the castellain,

contemptuously-" as if he ought not rather to

bless his stars that the sorry jades, deserted by

their keeper, have been preserved in life at all !

Fellow, not a word ! -not a look !—or I will hunt

thee round the court with my dogs , till thou art

as lean and battered as thy beasts!"

" Gracious heaven !" groaned Michael, re-

straining his wrath, " why do I not roll this tun-

bellied rascal in the mud ! Is it possible that,

after all, he can have reason on his side , and that

1, misled by passion, am unjust ? What could

Herman have done to cause his expulsion?-I

say, sir castellain, what was the crime for which

you dismissed my servant ?"

"He was impertinent," retorted the other,

contemptuously. Michael paused in perplexity ;

but the next moment the knight himself, return-

ing from the chace, bounded into the court,

followed by a train of cavaliers , servants and

dogs.

"What is this disturbance about?" demanded

the Knight, " and what does the fellow want ?"

" It is Michael Kohlhaas, the horse-dealer,"

sneered the castellain , while the knightly dogs,

conscious of superior rank, bayed loud and long

at the plebeian-" we cannot gethim to acknow-

ledge his own cattle !" The young knight grew

pale with anger.

"If the dog," said he, dismounting, " does not

choose to take back his horses, let him leave

them. Come, my friends, the wine waits, and

you are all, I doubt not, as thirsty as I am.

Gunther! Hans! within there ! Come on, ye

gallant huntsmen !" and, followed by his com-

panions, he entered the portal. Michael's brow
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grew black, and his lips rigid ; but his voice be-

came calm and steady.

" I will take back no horses," said he, “ that

are not fat and strong, and well worth thirty

golden florins ; for such were the horses I left

here ;" and so saying, he leaped into his saddle,

and set out at full gallop for Dresden.

On the way, however, the indignant feelings

that were boiling and fretting in Michael's mind,

had time to cool ; and his natural love of justice ,

struggling with the outer man, pulled hard at his

bridle. What could have been the misconduct

of his servant? How did he know that it was

not such as might account for , or excuse all that

had passed? Was it wise?-was it just in him to

be thus scampering after redress , before investi-

gating the cause of the injury he had sustained?

The horse stopped, as if by intuition , when the

mental debate had reached this point; and in

another moment, Michael's back was turned

upon Dresden, and his face towards his own

village.*

Arrived at home, he embraced his wife and

children, who rushed out joyously to greet him,

and then inquired for his favourite servant, the

trusty Herman. His Elizabeth turned pale and

hesitated, for she had a tale to tell of wrong and

cruelty. Her husband, however,was a good and

moderate man, and at this moment, especially,

he seemed in as favourable a mood as could be

desired. She began, therefore, to relate how

Herman had returned a fortnight before, weak,

pale, and ghastly--howhe had spit blood almost

to death-and how, in reply to her questions, he

could say nothing more than that he barely es-

caped with his life from Tronkenburg.

"How is he now?" demanded Michael, laying

down his cloak.

"He is better, but still very weak ! I would

have sent another for the horses he left behind;

but he implored me rather to leave them to their

fate than to sacrifice , for their sakes, a human

being, by sending him to that den of robbers :

and indeed Tronkenburg has now so bad a name

throughout the country, that I thought it would

be well to let the matter rest till your return."

"But Herman?" said Michael calmly-"does

he still keep his bed ?"

"No: he is able to walk a little in the garden,

and--"

" Send him here," said Michael, sitting down

gravely in an arm-chair ; and Elizabeth, as she

left the room was about to make some comment ,

upon his equanimity of temper ; observing, how-

ever, the growing sternness of his countenance,

she withdrew her eyes, and went out in silence.

For the first time in her life she felt afraid of

Michael ; andthe children, cowering down upon

the floor, looked at their father in silent dismay.

"Herman !" demanded Michael, as the young

man entered, " what is this mischief you have

done at Tronkenburg? Speak !" he continued

Now the city ofPottsdam , where a bridge over the Ha-

vel is still called Kohlhaasenbruck, in memory of the horse-

dealer.

in a louder key, for Herman remained silent. A

sudden flush crossed the pale face of his servant,

who was obliged to support himself by leaning

against the wall.

66
" Your displeasure, master, is just," said he;

methought I was prompted by heaven itself, to

set fire to the strong hold of these Saxonrobbers,

but at the moment I heard a cry-the cry of a

young child—and the match dropped into the

Elbe."

"What had you done?" repeated Michael,

" that is the question. What did you to pro-

voke them?"

"I refused to let the horses go to field labour.

1 told them they were young-that they had

never been in harness."

" There you told them an untruth. The

horses, you know very well, were in harness last

spring ; and being in some sort a guest at the

castle, you might, at least, have shown yourself

willing to help them in with the harvest."

" I did so, master," cried Herman ; " I knew

it would do no great harm to beasts in such con-

dition as our's, and on the third day they brought

in three waggons of corn." Michael's chestwas

now seen to heave with some suppressed feeling,

but he bent his eyes upon the ground to conceal

their meaning.

"The castellain and steward counselled me,"

continued Herman, " to feed the horses on the

rank grass of the common, and pocket the

money I received from you for their support. I

turned my back upon them in contempt, that

was my offence."

" Then, at least, you left the castle of your own

accord? You were not driven away by force?"

"You shall hear. On the evening of the same

day, two visitors arrived, and my horses were

turned out of the stable to make way for theirs.

When I asked the castellain where else to house

them , he shewed me the pigsty."
66
Something like a pigsty, you mean," sug-

gested Michael, hastily.

" Pardon me; I mean a place where hogs

were at the moment wallowing in filth."

"Well-well; I dare say they had no alterna-

tive. It is not strange that the castellain should

have wished to lodge the visitors' horses in the

better place of the two."

"Nevertheless, had you been there, master,"

said the young man, in a subdued voice , for he

was chagrined and disconcerted by Michael's

coolness ; " you would have seen room enough

to lodge them all in the stable. I then wished to

put them up in the village ; but I was told that

the horses were not permitted to leave the

castle."

" And what said you to that?"

"Nothing. We did as well as wecould in the

pigsty. "

"Indeed ! then you did not find it quite so bad

as you expected?"

"No; for I cleaned it thoroughly, bribed the

keeper to remove his pigs, and, during the day

time, took off the roof, that my poor beasts might

be able to stand on their legs. Alas, if you had
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only seen them stretch their necks over the tiles ,

and open their nostrils, as if sighing after their

own snug stable at Kohlhaasenbruck !"

"Still, my poor fellow," said Michael, appa-

rently softened by the picture his man had

drawn, " whywere you turned out of the castle?"

6

"That is just what I am going to tell you.

One day, when I was taking the horses to the

pond, I heard a hallooing in the rear, and pre-

sently the castellain , steward and servants rushed

out of the portal, and swept down upon me like

a legion of devils. Where are you going, fel-

low?' bawled the master-fiend, seizing hold of

my bridle. To water my horses ,' replied 1.

To water your horses !' cried he- villain-

and on the road to Brandenburg !' Then, by a

sudden jerk of my leg, he laid me sprawling in

the mud. Devils all !' shouted I ; what means

this ? If I wanted to escape, think you I would

have left behind me, in your den of thieves , my

saddles and harness?" But it was in vain to re-

monstrate : the castellain led back the horses,

and the servants fell upon me with sticks and

whips, till I fell almost dead at their feet. When

I got upon my legs again, I staggered after them

as well as I was able. Rudians!' cried I,

' what are you going to do with myhorses ? -but

for answer, the castellain let slip the dogs upon

me. I could not have defended myself long

against such odds : but, by the time that three of

them were disabled and gasping on the ground,

the rest were called in, the gates shut, and I,

exhausted with fatigue and loss of blood, fell

senseless on the highway."

" Herman !" said Michael, agitated even to

trembling, " it was, perhaps, thy wish to return

home. Come tell me, my good lad. Why not

honestly confess it ? There was no harm in it-

I am not angry with thee-it was but natural to

prefer thy ownwarmstable at Kohlhaassenbruck

to a pig-stye at Tronkenburg. Heh?"

"God in heaven !" cried Herman indignant-

ly, while his eyes flashed fire , “ did you not hear

that I left behind the saddles and harness ? But,

even if I cared not for your goods and chattels,

think you I should have forgotten to bring my

own linen, and three golden florins which were

tied up in a handkerchief behind the crib? Hell

and the Devil ! a few more such doubts would

make me turn back and light another match. "

"Peace, peace, Herman !" said Michael, calm-

ly; " I believe you--that is enough. Get you to

bed, my poor fellow, and I will send you a bottle

ofwine to console you. Redress shall be my bu-

siness."

Michael's first step was to draw up a memo-

rial detailing the injuries suffered by himself and

servant, which he carried in person to Dresden.

There he engaged in his cause one of the first

advocates, obtained a promise of the good offices

of many influential persons , to whom he was re-

commended by his well established character for

probity; and, at last, after having deposited a

considerable sum of money in the proper quar-

ter, for the expences of the process, returned

once more with a light heart to his family.

Months passed on , and the last sands of the

year were almost run , before any news of his

process reached him. Michael was quietly em-

ployed about his usual affairs ; and any body

would have imagined , from his calm brow and

clear blue eye, that the affair had entirely passed

from his thoughts. Michael, however, was not

one of those who forget ; and when at last a let-

ter reached him from his advocate, he sat down

to his table and opened it eagerly, not doubting

a favourable result. The letter, however, in-

formed him that his complaint was dismissed ,be-

cause the Knight of Tronka was related to the

Lords Max and Hugo of Tronka, of whom one

was chamberlain , and the other cup-bearer to

the Elector of Saxony. The advocate counsel-

ed him to go to Tronkenburg, get back his

horses, and give up all further judicial proceed-

ings ; a step, he added, the more advisable, as

the knight at this moment, appeared to be wil-

ling to make restitution ; and the man of law

concluded by requesting, in the event of his

client's declining to suffer the matter so to rest,

to be allowed himself to decline all further inter-

vention. Michael was at this time at Branden-

burg, whither he had brought his servant, Her-

man, to try the efficacy of the baths. The com-

mandant of this town, to whom he was known,

on hearing the circumstances was filled with in-

dignation. He advised him to apply directly to

the Elector of Saxony, and transmit to him not

only a memorial of the case but the advocate's

letter, thus exposing the corruption to which his

enemy had had recourse. Michael cheerfully

followed this advice, regretting muchthat hehad

not applied in the first instance to the Prince

himself; and, after taking the necessary steps,

returned, with improved hopes of success to his

native village.

He was chagrined to learn , however, some

weeks after, from an advocate passing through

Kohlhaasenbruck, that the Prince Elector had

placed the affair in the hands of his Chancellor

Count Kallheim; who, instead of proceeding at

once in the pursuit and punishment of the Knight

of Tronka, had sent for informations relative to

the case, to the tribunal of Dresden.

66

66
"Dresden again !" cried Michael ; why , in

God's name?" "Why"-but the advocate was

in a hurry to pursue his journey, and in reply

only muttered something which sounded like a

because, followed by an obscure intimation that

Count Kallheim was allied, by marriage to the

house of Tronka.

Michael, in whose quiet and regular life, the

adventure at Tronkenburg had for a time ap-

peared to be but an episode, troublesome, it is

true, but brief and inconsequential, had, by this

time, no other business in the world. One by

one his faculties had been drawn into the vortex

until his whole mind became absorbed ; his farm

was neglected ; his horses forgotten ; and his

wife and children were like strangers around

him. He now petitioned the court of justice at

Berlin, but his last hopes were destroyed by the

return of Herman from Brandenburg, who
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brought an answer to his memorial and a letter

from the commandant. The letter briefly stated

the sorrow of the writer at being unable to ren-

der the assistance he expected, and counselled

him, as the advocate had done before, to take

back his horses, and say nothing more about the

matter. As for the answer of the court it de-

clared the complaint to be wholly groundless ,

inasmuch as the Knight of Tronka did not con-

test the prosecutor's right to the horses ; and he

was desired to avoid troubling the tribunal for

the future with charges so trifling and vexatious.

Michael trembled with rage on reading this do-

cument. Up to this instant he had entertained

hopes that the affair might be settled in a man-

ner honourable to public justice and satisfactory

to himself; but it seemed now as if something

more was wanting to him than the mere satisfac-

tion of his lawful claims ; and when his spirit

threw itself, with a gloomy fierceness, into the

future, he almost dreaded lest some offer of in-

demnification , on the part of the Knight of

Tronka, should still arrive, to baffle those claims

to justice which had already begun to identify

themselves in his troubled mind with the hope of

revenge. The fear was vain, however ; for he

soon heard, from a neighbour, that his horses

were still employed, in common with all the

others at the castle, in field labour. And from

this intelligence, which irrevocably fixed his be-

lief in the utter disorganization of civil society,

he derived a gratifying apology for the morbid

vehemence ofhis own feelings.

One day, while pacing gloomily across his cot-

tage-floor, with his family around him, whowere

paying hospitable attentions to a neighbour, Mi-

chael turned suddenly to his visitor, who was

the bailiff of the district, and a man of some

wealth.

"What will you give me," said he, " for my

Brandenburg and Saxon property, my house,

my farm, every thing in one lot ?" Elizabeth

grew pale at these words, and threw a look of

anguish on her children, who were playing

around her.

"That is a strange question, my good friend,"

said the bailiff, with surprise.

" Strange ! not at all," replied Michael, gaily ;

"Kohlhaasenbruck is not the world ; there is

room for honest men elsewhere. You must un-

derstand, my worthy friend, that Michael Kohl-

haas was not born to remain a horse-dealer all

his life !" At these words the bailiff, who had

nothing more at heart than the increase of his

landed property, sat down at the table, and,

without more words , took hold of a sheet of paper

which Michael presented to him. This contain-

ed a contract, with blank spaces for the names

and sums, which agreement was to take effect at

the expiration of four weeks: and having read

it, Michael pressed him anew to make an offer,

saying that there was no time to be lost.

The bailiff having objected that he could not

estimate the value of the house at Dresden which

he had never seen, Michael said at once that it

should be included at half the price it cost him,

and that every thing he possessed should be the

purchaser's , excepting his horses and arms.

The bailiff took the pen and filled up the

blanks in the contract ; but instead of purchasing

the property on terms so singularly disadvanta-

geous to his friend , he had the generosity to sub-

stitute a provisional agreement, in the form of a

loan and security , which should not be deemed a

sale and purchase for two months ; before which

period Michael was to be at liberty todraw back

if he chose. The horse-dealer, touched with

this proceeding, grasped him warmly by the

hand, and after it had been arranged that a

fourth part of the money should be paid down,

and the rest in bills at three months on the Bank

at Hamburgh, wine was set on the table, and

they drank success to the bargain. Michael

having told his servant to saddle his horse, began

to speak ofthe Turks and Poles , who were then

at war. He entertained his guest for some time

with the politics of the day ; and after the latter

had taken another glass to the success of his

friend's projects--not a little wondering what

they could be--he took his leave.

Elizabeth, who had hitherto concealed her dis-

tress and her apprehension under the semblance

ofattention to household matters, sometimes go-

ing out of the room, and sometimes hurrying

back, as if in sudden alarm , no sooner found her-

self alone with her husband than she threw her-

self on her knees before him, and besought him

to tell her the meaning ofthis strange resolution.

" My dear wife," said Michael, " in order to

save you much useless affliction , I have hitherto

forborne to tell you that the tribunal has de-

clared my complaint to be foolish and vexatious.

There is no doubt some misconception here ;

and I am determined to go myself, to clear up

the matter, and demand justice in person."

"But why sell our house ?" said Elizabeth,

rising. Michael pressed hertenderly to his bosom.

"Would you have me remain," said he, " in a

country where my rights are trampled under

foot-where I am spurned like a dog by rapa-

cious nobles and corrupt ministers of justice ?

Would you, my Elizabeth ?" " Alas !” replied

she, "how knowyou with certainty they are un-

willing to render you justice ? How know you

that the Prince has even heard of your hard

case? Ifyou approach him with humility, and

present your supplication for redress, he is too

good a man to deny you justice”—

"Well! well ! my dear wife," rejoined Mi-

chael, more calmly, " allowing my fears to be

groundless , I shall still be in time to get back

houses and land according to the contract. 1

know well that the Saxon Prince is kind heart-

ed and just ; and if I am only fortunate enough

to get into his presence, I have no doubt that I

shall obtain satisfaction, and return in a few

days, never more to leave you. A wise man,

however, always prepares himself for the worst ;

and 1 must intreat, in the meantime, that you

retire with our children to your relations at

Schwerin."

"To Schwerin !" cried Elizabeth, almost gasp.
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ing with terror, " to the frontiers with my chil-

dren !" " Doubtless," said Kohlhass ; " and on

the instant-for the step I meditate will brook

no delay. "

"I understand you !" exclaimed his agonized

wife, " you have no need now but of arms and

horses-oh, my husband !" and Elizabeth drop-

ped almost fainting on a chair. Michael strode

across the room with rising emotion ; but ere

long, said sorrowfully, yet severely, as if pursu-

ing his own thoughts-

"God has hitherto blessed me-greatly bless-

ed me in my wife and children ; and am I now

to be compelled to wish that it had been ordered

otherwise?"

Elizabeth, heart-struck at the reproach, threw

herselfinto her husband's arms.

" Tell me," said he, kissing her pale brow,

"thou guiding angel of my life , whatwouldst thou

have me do? shall I go to Tronkenburg, and on

my knees beg my horses from that haughty

knight?" Elizabeth dared not say yes ; she

bent downher head, while her tears fell fast , and

pressed him in silent sadness to her faithful

bosom.

"If you feel," said Michael, with returning

firmness, " as I trust you do, that it is my duty

as a man to seek for , and obtain redress, grant

me also the liberty of choosing my own way ;"

then rising, he ordered the groom, who came to

tell him that his horse was ready, to prepare to

conduct his family to Schwerin on the following

day.

" Hold ! a thought strikes me," cried Eliza-

beth, wiping her now sparkling eyes as she

seized her husband's arm-" I will myself go to

Berlin, and present your memorial to our own

gracious Prince !" Michael, strongly affected

by this proof of devotion , took her anew in his

arms.

" Dearest wife !" said he, " it is impossible !

Our Prince is too thickly hedged round with

guards and courtiers for such as we are to break

the circle."

"Not so," said she, eagerly ; " trust me Mi-

chael, it will open at a woman's gentle bidding,

when a man might shout in vain. Give me the

memorial, and I pledge myself that it shall reach

his hands !"

Michael, who well knew the courage and pru-

dence of his wife, was at last persuaded , although

not without some difficulty , to give his consent to

her undertaking the adventure ; and on the

same day she set out for Berlin in a good calash,

attended by a faithful servant.

This journey of Elizabeth proved, however,

the most disastrous of all the steps taken by

Kohlhass in this unhappy affair. Not many days

after her departure, the calash returned to the

village, slowly led by Sternbald, the groom, and

containing on a mattrass the unfortunate Eliza-

beth, apparently at the point of death. She had

received an injury on her breast from the butt-

end ofa soldier's halberd, while endeavouring to

force her way through the guards to the Prince

on the parade.

Such was the account which Sternbald had

gathered from those who brought her back

senseless to the inn. It was in vain to question

the hapless woman herself; although restored

next day to apparent consciousness , she lay with

fixed eyes and closed lips upon the bed, unable,

or perhaps unwilling to utter a word. It was toɔ

evident to her agonized husband that ere long

she would be released by death from all earthly

troubles; her hitherto fixed eyes began to wan-

der ; the shadows of a thousand struggling

thoughts flitted across her death-like, but still

comely and expressive features ; for a time she

gazed piteously at her husband-then turned

again to listen earnestly to the consolations of

the Lutheran minister whose creed she and her

husband had zealously embraced. Suddenly,

with an eager glance and a convulsive effort, she

stretched out her feeble arm, took the Bible

from his hand, and turned over the leaves with a

trembling hand. Her failing eyes lighted up

again as she found the passage she had sought,

and pointed out to Michael the verse where it is

written "Forgive thine enemies , do good even

unto them that persecute thee." Raising herhead

witha sudden effort, shefaintly pressed his hand ;

then fixed upon him a deeply tender and implor-

ing look, fell back upon her pillow and expired.

"May God never forgive me!" muttered Mi-

chael, bending in agony over the body, " if ever

Iforgive the Knight ofTronka for his misdeeds

to me and mine !" Then closing the eyes of the

beloved partner of his life , he kissed her cold

lips, and quitted the room with tearless eyes,

clenched teeth, and with a leaven working in his

spirit, which soon wrought a fearful change in

his hitherto peaceful and upright character.

Claiming instantly the money which his neigh-

bour had contracted to lend him on the property

at Dresden, Michael ordered a funeral for his

wife that would have served for a princess. The

coffin was of oak, adorned with metal , and lined

with cushions of silk , fringed with gold lace. A

grave of unusual depth was dug under his own

eyes, while he and his weeping little ones walk-

ed round it. When the day of the funeral

arrived, the body, shrouded in snow-white linen,

was carried into a room hung with black, where

the sorrowing pastor of the Lutheran flock pro-

nounced over it a deeply affecting discourse. At

this moment a rescript was delivered to Michael

from the tribunal at Berlin, in reply to the me-

morial left there by his wife, which had been

picked up on the parade and given to the Prince.

The decision was to this effect-that, under

penalty of imprisonment, the horse-dealer should

immediately bring home his horses from Tron-

kenburg, and drop all farther proceedings.

Without uttering a word , Michael put up the

letter, and ordered the funeral to proceed. The

body was then placed in the coffin , and conveyed

on a car to the place of interment. This last

duty over the unhappy man threw himself once

more on his now lonely bed, and there again he

muttered his oath ofvengeance. After a vain

attempt to sleep, he started from his couch, and
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drew up a resolution, by which, in virtue of his

own natural right and might, he summoned the

Knight ofTronka to bring back in person, and

in five days from that date, the two black horses

to Kohlhaasenbruck, and there to tend and feed

them until they were restored to their originally

fine condition.

The letter was dispatched by a trusty messen-

ger, but the five days elapsed without bringing

either horses or reply. Michael then called

Herman into his presence, and showing him a

copy ofwhat he had written , enquired whether

he was willing to accompany him to the castle

to teach the knight his duty to his fellow crea-

tures. Herman, comprehending well the mean-

ing of the question, threw his bonnet joyfully

into the air, and declared, with a grim smile,

that he was ready and willing.

Michael having concluded the sale of his farm ,

and seen his children set out, well escorted , for

Schwerin, called the rest of his men around

him, to the number of seven, all stout men and

true, and set out that evening at their head, all

being well armed and mounted, for Tronken-

burg.

When the party had journeyed as far as the

small town of Juterbock, they were reminded

bythe appearance of a crowd at the entrance ,

and bythe sound of tumultuous shouts mingled

with music , that a fair was held that day in the

town. As they drew near they separated , in

order to avoid observation, agreeing to meet at

the farther end of the line of houses ; and Mi-

chael, pre-occupied with painful thoughts, in-

stead of skirting round the sides of the crowd,

rode on mechanically, until he found himself

altogether impeded and hemmed in by a dense

mass of people, attracted by a gipsey woman of

middle age, who was mounted on a wooden stool ,

from whence she promulgated the decrees of

fate, receiving for her trouble the current coin

of the country in all its denominations. The

costume ofthe women was alike filthy and fan-

tastic , and the quick flash of her deep black eyes

seemed to fascinate with magic power the duller

orbs of the spectators. Among the latter, Mi-

chael now observed two individuals approach-

ing, who appeared to be persons of high rank, for

at their approach the townsmen and peasantry

fell back, seemingly divided in their homage be-

tween the spiritual and temporal powers before

them. The noble strangers, who were in the

spring time of their youth and gladness, came on

laughing at the credulity of the multitude, and,

like the unbelievers of old , demanded from the

prophetess some token of her power, Michael

was too far off to hear distinctly her reply,

although he could see all that passed from the

back of his tall charger, and was himself the

most conspicuous figure in the assemblage. The

answer of the sorceress was received by the

young knights with loud merriment, and echoed

bythe crowd in tones indicative alike of expec-

tation and credulity. Its meaning, however, was

imperfectly understood by Michael, for it refer-

red to a matter of local interest. It was known

to all the town that a roebuck had been fattened

in an inclosure of the adjacent park, expressly

for the Prince's table, and this animal was look-

ed upon accordingly, by the ignorant people, as

some sacred victim destined for the blood offer-

ing of a divinity. The dark-eyed sybil had , it

appeared, predicted to the young knights, in

evidence of her supernatural power, that this

roebuck should appear forthwith before them in

the market place, and to prove the absurdity of

this prediction, one of the knights, who was, in-

deed, no other than the Prince of Brandenburg

himself, sent off an attendant at full gallop with

orders to have the animal instantaneously killed

for the table. The prophetess , nothing daunted,

went on to answer the Prince's ironical inter-

rogatories regarding his fate ; and the responses

appeared to be favorable from the shouting of

the attendants, and the shower of money which

descended upon the lucky sybil. The other

knight, however, who was no other than the

Elector of Saxony, did not appear to be so fortu-

nate. An air ofmysterious reluctance, mingled

with rising horror, became so visible on the gip-

sey's features, that the voices of the crowd died

away into silence , and her reply was distinctly

audible to the whole circle.

"I may not," said she, " I dare not give utter-

ance to the thought which is born within me ;

but on this paper will I write the name of the

last prince of your line , and the days of the

years he has yet to number ere he shall be de-

prived of his inheritance." She then wrote some-

thing hastily on a small piece of paper, which

she carefully folded ; but when the prince eager-

ly attempted to snatch it from her hands, she

drew back with a fearful shriek. " Not to thee,

O prince !" she cried , " not to thee! There is

one destined to keep the secret of thy fate. Him,

I mean, on the tall horse, with a feather in his

cap, and the scrowl of death upon his brow."

Leaping down from her elevated stand, she

darted through the astonished multitude , who

gave way on all sides, until she stood before Mi-

chael. Seizing his bridle, she fixed her potent

gaze upon the startled horse-dealer, and exclaim-

ed, " There Kohlhass , is a charm of wondrous

power ! Keep it if thou wouldst prosper-keep

it ifthou wouldst live !" In silent wonder, as he

received the talisman, the astonished Michael

gazed upon her ; but recollecting the important

object to which he was pledged , and the possible

effects of this ill-timed notoriety, he pushed for-

ward his horse, and endeavoured to find a pas-

sage through the crowd. On one side, however,

he was stopped by the Saxon prince himself,

who was pressing eagerly towards the prophet-

ess, and on the other by a new and unexpected

disturbance. The crowd opened and retreated

hastily before an enormous dog, which, with the

bleeding carcass of the roebuck in his mouth,

rushed across the market-place. Stopped by

the crowd, and terrified by the screams of the

women, the animal dropped his prey at the

prince's feet, while Michael, seeing now a clear

passage through the retreating crowd, dashed
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onward through the town to rejoin his compa-

nions.

On the third evening after the departure of

Michael and his band, the castle of Tronken-

burg presented a scene of not unwonted fes-

tivity. Lights glittered in the windows, torches

flared in the court below, and shouts of merri-

ment were resounding from the banquetting-

hall, when the horse-dealer and his men gallop-

ed up to the portal, rode over the warders , and

entered the castle-yard.

The lord of Tronka had that night been feast-

ing a party of his riotous associates ; and when

the wine mounted into their brain, and their

hearts were merry within them, he had produced

as a thing truly worthy of patrician laughter the

horse-dealer's letter. The quaintness of the

style, together with the sublimity of presump-

tion which the whole document implied , were

wittily commented upon , and the laugh of scorn

was at its height, when suddenly the loud tramp

of horses was heard from the castle-yard , and

the vociferous merriment of the assembled no-

bles died away into feeble whispers. A long and

fearful scream now smote upon their ears, a

deadly paleness overspread the haughty features

ofthe Knight of Tronka, and each of the revel-

lers gazed in breathless terror at his neighbour.

The sounds from the court, which had thus

startled them, suddenly ceased ; and the com-

pany began to breathe again as they fancied

that the noise had been distorted by their own

imaginations into something germain to the mat-

ter of their thoughts. The next moment how-

ever a column of fire shot up before the win-

dows, and seemed to envelop the lofty hall in a

sheet of flame. Shrieks were heard from a dis-

tant part of the castle, then a groan from the

court below, followed by a sound from an ad-

joining staircase, which seemed like the plash-

ing of blood, and at the very door of the hall

was now heard the tramp of many feet, and

the terrible exclamation of " MICHAEL THE

HORSE-DEALER!" which became thencefor-

ward for a long period the signal of panic and

desolation throughout protestant Germany.—

The noble revellers started up as if at the

sound of the last trumpet ; the cloth was torn

in frantic terror from the table, and every

light extinguished : some threw themselves from

the windows into the court, others retreated by

a door into the interior of the castle ; and when

Michael rushed into the hall, lighted to his ven-

geance only by the now fitful blaze of the fire

below, although his sword drank blood at every

swoop, he discovered with the rage of a baffled

tiger that the prey he had marked for his espe-

cial vengeance was too probably beyond his

reach.

The Knight of Tronka, winged by terror , and

aided by his knowledge of the interior of the

castle, found his way by a secret staircase to

a sally-port on the Elbe, and escaped in his boat

from present danger.

The castellain and steward were less fortu-

nate ; for when Michael descended into the

court, their bleeding bodies fell from a window

at his feet, amidst the shrieks of their wives

and children , and the triumphant shouts of

Herman.

Bythis time the whole castle was in flames,

and as the fire was about to catch the stable , one

ofthe grooms, with the instinct of his class, ran

to save the horses. As he passed, Michael caught

him bythe throat, and pitching the key of the

stable over the walls, commanded him to leave

the knight's horses to their fate, and to save his.

The shed in which the latter were rather im-

prisoned than stabled , was just in contact with

the flames when the lad reached it, wholed out the

two miserable jades , and presented them to their

master. The shouts of approbation which the

command had elicited from Michael's followers ,

were succeeded by sudden silence at this spec-

tacle. Michael, however, looked calmly at the

animals for a moment, as if disdaining to betray

his feelings ; but soon a slight convulsion passed

over his features, and spurning the groom with

his foot, he turned away and sat down in silence

by the gate of the castle.

In the morning this proud baronial edifice was

nothing more than a heap of ruins. The pea-

santry gathered round from all quarters to gaze

upon the spectacle-some with wonder, but

almost all with fierce exultation ; and of these

Michael hired the most efficient to act as foot

soldiers, in concert with his mounted followers.

Having in this manner organized a band, far

more imposing in numbers than his own, he drew

up, after the fashion of commanders-in-chief, a

manifesto, which he caused to be distributed

round the country. This document stated the

grievous cause of the just and deadly feud which

he waged against the Lord of Tronka, and for-

bade all persons to harbour the God-forsaken

knight under pain of confiscation and death.

Michael then sat down upon the ruins and re-

mained alone until mid-day, meditating how he

should best accomplish that revenge which he

called natural justice.

At this time intelligence was brought to him

by Herman, who had been engaged in scouring

the country and dispersing Michael's manifesto,

that the knight had taken refuge in the neigh-

bouring nunnery of Erlabrunn, on the banks of

the Mulda, the Abbess of which, Antonia of

Tronka, was the fugitive's aunt. Michael im-

mediately started from his reverie, and marched,

at the head of his desperados, upon the sacred

edifice. Understanding that his manifesto had

been delivered here with proper form, he sum-

moned the frail garrison ; and presently the

venerable Abbess came forth, bearing a silver

crucifix, and followed by her nuns , and knelt

down in meek supplication at his horse's feet.

"Where is the Knight of Tronka ?" demanded

Michael, sternly.

"At Wittemberg," replied the trembling Ab-

bess.

The avenger raised himself in his stirrups , and

pointed with a withering look towards the open

door. More than one of his band put themselves
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in readiness to spring from their horses, and ful-

fil the understood command, when the Abbess ,

with a voice almost unintelligible from terror,

declared that the mandate of Kohlhass had not

reached her until after the departure of her rela-

tion. This was confirmed by one ofhis own fol-

lowers, and Michael, without another word,

turned his horse, and crying out-" For Wit-

temberg!" galloped off. At the dawn of the

next day they entered a little inn on the high

way, where it was necessary, on account of the

fatigue of the horses, to remain for some hours.

There Michael, reflecting that it would be vain

to attack such a place as Wittemberg with a

handful ofmen, published a second manifesto, in

whichhe detailed more fully the grievous wrongs

he had sustained , declared the Knight of Tron-

ka the common enemy of all upright men, and

called upon every friend ofjustice , religion , and

patriotism, to join his cause. The peace with

Poland had, at this time, thrown out of employ-

ment a number of those unquiet spirits whose

only trade is war ; while the fanaticism which

prevailed at that period , and the political discon-

tent which is never wholly wanting at any time,

contributed as largely to swell the ranks of the

incendiary, and when at length he arrived on

the right bank of the Elbe, with the intention of

burning the town ofWittemberg to the ground,

his followers mustered above thirty men. He

retired for the rest of the day into a forest,

where he concealed his band in a ruinous barn.

At midnight a spy, whom he had sent into the

town, returned with the intelligence that his

manifesto was already public there ; and Mi-

chael, quitting his ambush, rushed suddenly

down upon Wittemberg, where he fired the

suburbs at several points, and the sleeping in-

habitants were roused by the conflagration of

nineteen houses.

Michael's first step was to post a notice upon

the door of a church, in which he declared that

the sole object of his attack was the Knight of

Tronka ; and that, unless that wicked and cruel

man was delivered up to him, he would continue

to fire the town till there should be no longer a

wall left to conceal him. The real force of the

assailants was unknown, and for a time no one

thought of resistance. At length the authorities ,

regaining self-possession, dispatched a troop of

fifty men, who were, however, entirely discom-

fitted by the horse-dealer's band, and their lead-

er, Gerstenberg, was slain.

Enraged by the loss of several men, Michael

again set fire to the town on the following morn-

ing, and took his measures so well that many

houses, and almost every barn in the suburbs

were consumed. The daring incendiary then

affixed a paper to the walls of the Town-Hall

itself, detailing his victory over the garrison ;

which so enraged the intendant, that he mustered

a second force of one hundred and fifty men, and

sallied forth to attack Kohlhass , after placing a

guard over the panic struck Knight of Tronka,

who had besought his protection, not only from

Michael, but from the fury of the people, who

loudly demanded that the fugitive should be sent

away from Wittenberg.

The incendiary had the prudence to shun an

encounter. He retired several miles, with the

apparent intention of retreating in the direction

ofBrandenburg ; but, after thus misleading his

pursuers, he suddenly returned to Wittenberg,

no longer protected by its garrison , and set fire

to it for the third time. The flames, carried by

a fierce north wind, spread with inconceivable

rapidity, and in a few hours forty-two houses,

two churches, several convents and schools ,

were reduced to ashes. The intendant, disco-

vering the snare into which he had fallen, re-

turned to the town, which hefound in the utmost

disorder. The populace, maddened with rage,

and armed with beams and hatchets, were as-

sembled before the residence of the Knight of

Tronka, whom they loudly called upon to leave

the town without delay. To these were vainly

opposed the burgo-masters and all the magistra-

cy in their robes of office , whobesought the mul-

titude to wait for the return of an express that

had been sent to Dresden, to obtain permission

to send thither the Knight of Tronka. The

populace, however, would hear no counsels but

those of violence ; and , when the intendant re-

turned at the head of his troops, were about to

demolish the house.

The intendant having succeeded in calming

them , partly by intimidation , and partly by the

exhibition of two of the incendiaries, whom he

had brought with him in chains , entered the

house and sought the knight, whom he found

fainting in extremity of fear. With a look of

undisguised contempt, he ordered the effeminate

noble to dress and follow him, for greater safety,

into the town prison. The latter, still trembling

with illness and terror, having donned his dou-

blet and helmet, at length ventured out into the

street, leaning on the arm of the Count of Ger-

schen, his brother-in-law. The people were

with difficulty restrained from violence by the

military, overwhelming him with imprecations,

and telling him that his presence was a curse to

the good town of Wittenberg, and that he was a

disgrace to Saxony. While the knight was

placed in temporary safety in a strong tower of

the prison, the express arrived from Dresden

with dispatches which threw the intendant intoa

new embarrassment. In compliance with the

pressing petition of the citizens of Dresden , who

already anticipated the approach of the incendi-

aries, the court determined that the knight should

remain where he was, but intimated that, to

avenge the good town of Wittenberg, Prince

Frederick of Meissenwas about to march against

Kohlhaas with a force of five hundred men.

This the prefect saw clearly would have little

effect in satisfying the people ; for the midnight

war, waged by the incendiaries, with straw,

pitch, and sulphur, was likely to baffle a much

more considerable force than that of the Prince

of Meissen. He resolved, therefore, to conceal

the resolution of the court respecting the dispo-

sal of the Knight of Tronka, and merely to pub-
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lish the approach of the Prince against Michael.

The next morning at the break of day, a closed

carriage was seen to leave the town prison, es-

corted by four horsemen , well armed , who took

the road to Leipsic ; and the people , satisfied

that they had at last got rid of their dangerous

guest, ran in crowds to gaze at the approaching

troops ofthe Prince of Meissen.

Michael, meanwhile, found himself in a peri-

lous situation ; at the head of only one hundred

men, threatened on one side by the Wittenber-

ger garrison, and on the other by the Prince.

His band, however, was well armed , of tried

valour, and in those desperate circumstances

when boldness becomes prudence ; and he deter-

mined to try the chance of battle without delay.

On the same night he attacked the Prince of

Meissen at Muhlberg, and, after three hours'

fighting, defeated himcompletely. He then turn-

ed round against the Wittenberg troops , upon

whom he fell abruptly in broad day-light, and in

an open country. The loss on both sides was

equal, and the battle raged until night, when the

Wittenberg commander retreated , under cover

of the darkness , to Wittenberg.

Five days later, Michael Kohlhaas was before

Leipsic, and the town was blazing on three sides.

In the manifesto which he issued on this occasion

from the castle of Lutzen, he described himself

as the vicegerent of the archangel Michael,

and as one commissioned to punish with fire and

sword all cruelty and injustice. He called upon

the people of all ranks to join him in the reform

of all worldly matters, and the document was

dated in a style of extravagance which shows the

effect which rapid success had had upon the ex-

cited mind of the incendiary-" Given from the

seat of our provisional government, the castle of

Lutzen."

In the mean time, the stratagem of the inten-

dant ofWittenberg, in giving out that the Knight

of Tronka had left that town, to take refuge in

the castle of Pleissemburg at Leipsic, had taken

full effect. It was in vain that the magistrates

at the latter place published every where decla-

rations that the knight was not there , for the in-

cendiary declared in turn that he would at least

force them to point out the place of the fugitive's

retreat. The Prince of Saxony was greatly in-

censed at the trick of the intendant, which thus

directed all the fury of the incendiary upon

Leipsic , and caused great panic throughout

Saxony; and he determined to take the field

against Michael in person with two thousand

men.

Before, however, he had commenced his

march, a new manifesto of Michael appeared,

which declared that the knight had taken refuge

with his cousins, Max and Hugo, at Dresden,

and called upon his desperate followers to ad-

vance upon the capital, where the intelligence

promptly arrived , and occasioned indescribable

alarm. Michael now appeared to consider him-

selfthe agent of the offended Deity. The origi-

nal impressions of foul injustice still remained

deeply rooted in his mind, but his actions were

morethe result of circumstances than of thought.

His love oforder and justice remained , however,

the same; the crimes which he himself provoked

by the temptations thrown in the way of his ig-

norant followers, were punished without mercy,

and their disposition to lawless violence checked

by an unsparing application of capital punish-

ments. Austere and recluse in his habits , he

commanded the devotion of his men only by his

success ; he took counsel of no one ; he rarely

mingled with his people, but glided silently out

and in at night-fall to give rapid orders, or carry

them into still more rapid effect.

One evening, on returning to the castle , after

having superintended in person the execution of

two of his band, his eye was caught by a broad

paper posted on the gate. The document ran

thus : " Michael Kohlhaas ! Thou who givest

out that thou art commissioned of Heaven to

bear the sword of justice-art thou not rather a

child of the devil , and full of all subtlety and mis-

chief, from the crown of the head to the sole of

the foot ! What ! because the earthly power to

which thou art subject hath not supported in thy

cause a worthless matter, thou armest thyself

with fire and sword, and goest forth like a pesti-

lence, to waste and destroy. Halt, I say unto

thee, in thy mad career, and humble thyself be-

fore the powers and principalities of this world,

which are ordained of heaven itself. What says

the Book of Life ? Recompense to no man

evil for evil ; avenge not thyself, but rather give

place unto wrath. ' Who have refused thy com-

plaint? the counsellors and advocates of the

court perhaps-but assuredly not the anointed

ruler against whom thou hast drawn the sword

of rebellion. What wilt thou say, O fool , if 1

tell thee, that the Prince knew not even of thy

existence. If, at the day of judgment, thou

shouldst appear before God to complain against

him, he will be able to answer, ' Lord, I did no

ill to this man ; his very existence was unknown

to me. ' Know, therefore, that thou art no ser-

vant of God, but a robber and a murderer, and

that the doom which awaits thee is the rack in

this world, and eternal damnation in the next.

Blood-guilty wretch ! again I charge thee before

God, to disband thy lawless force , and to humble

thyself before the powers that be, or thou shalt

speedily discover that they bear not the swordin

vain. " MARTIN LUTHER."

Michael having read this paper, signed with a

name which he loved and revered above all the

names upon earth, immediately retired into the

castle. His hasty and irregular step was long

heard in his lonely apartment, and the warders

in the guard-room below said, whispering one to

another, " Surely he plans an expedition !-To-

morrow we shall be led against the capital."

The trusty Herman was at last called to his mas-

ter, and his comrades waited for his return with

strong curiosity. No one passed, however, but

a man in the dress of a peasant of the country,

with a slouched hat and a knotted stick, and it

was not until long after the echo of his heavy
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tread had died away in the halls, that they sus-

pected this peasant was no other than Michael

Kohlhaas himself.

The horse-dealer journied on till he arrived at

Wittenberg, where he went, without attracting

observation, into an inn, and remained there till

night-fall. At that time, drawing his cloak well

about him , so as to conceal a brace of pistols he

had brought from Tronkenburg, he went forth

into the street, and soon reached the house of

Luther. Finding the door open, he went in

without being announced, ascended the stairs ,

and opening a door, found himself in the awful

presence of the great Reformer.

Luther, surprised at the sudden appearance of

a stranger, who shut and bolted the door, de-

manded hastily his name and purpose ; and when

Kohlhaas, holding respectfully his hat in his

hand, and in a low and hesitating voice, as if

conscious of the horror which the sound of his

name would produce, replied timidly, “ Michael

Kohlhaas," he started from his chair with an

exclamation indicating both fear and anger.

"Get thee behind me!" cried he, stretching

his hand towards the bell-"thy very breath

is a pestilence, and thy whole being is full of

iniquity !"

"Reverend Father," said Kohlhaas, without

moving a step, but drawing quietly a pistol from

his girdle, " if you touch that bell this hand shall

lay me dead at your feet. Deign , I beseech you ,

to grant me a patient hearing."
66
Kohlhaas ," said Luther firmly, " what dost

thou want?"

"To give you a better opinion of me and my

cause," replied Michael ; " to prove to you that

I am not an unjust man. You have said that

the Prince was ignorant of my wrongs ; if it be

so, procure me a safe conduct, and I will set out

for Dresden this very night, and lay them before

him."

"O thou child of the devil !' cried Luther,

with fiery indignation, " who has given thee the

right thus to pursue, like a wild beast, the

Knight of Tronka, and to ravage the country

which protects him from thy lawless ven-

geance?"

"No one, most reverend father !" said Mi-

chael, meekly ; " 1 am ready even to confess

that the war which I have waged against society

is a crime, since you call it so. But, have I not

been myself first driven out from its bosom by

craft and cruelty ? Has not common justice for

grievous wrongs been denied to me ? Nay!

have not even you, reverend father, yourself

preached openly against the rents, tolls and cus-

toms, imposed by our cruel and wilful rulers

upon their poor vassals-have you not even fore-

told that the Lord in his wrath will destroy them,

and put an end to these great miseries ?"

"What madness is this?" cried Luther ; " who

ever knew a good man to be rejected by the so-

ciety of which he forms a part ?"

"I call it being rejected," cried Michael, bit-

terly," tobe denied protection , and I have need

of this protection, that I may carry on the trade

by which my family doth live. Thus driven out

of the pale of society, like a wild beast, I have

exercised my natural right to hunt those by

whom I was hunted."

"But who has driven thee from the protection

of the laws ?" rejoined Luther. " If the judges

have refused thee justice, and thus exposed to

contempt the sacred name of their Prince, is it

for suchas thou, blood -guilty wretch, to condemn

him ?"

"Well," said Michael, folding his arms sturdi-

ly across his broad chest, " since it is true that

the Prince has not rejected me, I shall return as

soon as may be into that society of which he is

the head. Procure me, reverend father , a safe

conduct, and I will at once disband my follow-

ers, and carry anew my complaint before the

tribunals." Luther was silent for some mo-

ments. His countenance was severe, and

betrayed a sadness not unmingled with per-

plexity.

" What wouldst thou of the tribunals at Dres-

den?" demanded he at last.

" Punishment for the Knight of Tronka, ac-

cording to law,"-cried Michael ; " restitution

ofmy horses in their original condition , and com-

pensation for the losses I have suffered."

"Compensation," replied Luther, in angry

surprise.

" God preserve me," replied Michael " from

demanding more than is my honest due ! For

my house and farm, and for the funeral of my

poor wife-I claim nothing ; and for the blood of

my poor Elizabeth, no vengeance-no money

can repay me. The injury, however, which I

have suffered as a dealer, in losing the sale of my

horses, must be considered ; and for that I shall

demand reasonable damages from the courts at

Dresden."

"Diabolical madman !" ejaculated Luther, in

amazement. "What, hast thou ravaged Tron-

kenburg with fire and sword , and scared all Sax-

ony with unheard-of outrage, merely to obtain a

compensation for losing the sale of thy miserable

horses? Would it not have been better, Kohl-

haas ," continued he , more calmly, " to have ad-

dressed thyself at first in person to the Prince,

instead of breaking loose like a wild beast? and,

even in the event of his countenance being re-

fused thee, did it not behove thee as a Christian

to pardon the Knight of Tronka, for the love of

our Lord Jesus, and to take back thy horses to

Kohlhaasenbruck?"

A momentary flush passed across the features

of Michael while he replied, in tones of sadness ,

" yes, it might, perhaps, have been better before

-before I lost my poor wife ; but the knight's

injustice has now cost me too dear, and this mat-

ter must take its course."

“Go,"

The searching eye of Luther, which had been

fixed on Michael's face during the conference,

now-seemed to gaze on vacancy, and he stood

for some moments buried in meditation.

said he at length, " I will write to the elector in

thy behalf, and meanwhile see that thou abidest

peaceably in the castle of Lutzen. Thou shalt
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learn, in due time, the pleasure of the Prince."

He turned away as he spoke, with a gesture of

dismission ; but Michael knelt suddenly down

before him, and fervently besought him, before

he departed, to administer unto him the sacra-

ment. It had always been his wont, he added ,

to receive it at Easter, but he had that year been

prevented, by his war against the Knight of

Tronka.

Luther, after some reflection , during whichhe

keenly eyed the petitioner, replied, " Well,

Kohlhaas ! I am not unwilling. But thou

knowest that the Lord, of whose body and blood

thou wouldst partake, forgave his enemies. Art

thou also willing to forgive the man who has

wronged thee? And wilt thou peaceably claim

and take back thy horses ?"

"Even the Saviour, most reverend father,"

replied Michael, in strong emotion, " forgave

not all his enemies ; for do we not read in the

Book of Life, which you have unsealed for us,

that our Lord drove out, unsparingly and in just

wrath, the dealers and money-changers which

had defiled the temple? The two princes, how-

ever, their judges and courtiers, all of whom

have wronged me, I freely forgive ; but I must,

ifpossible, compel the Knight of Tronka to fat-

ten again my black horses."

At these words, Luther turned his back upon

Michael, in evident displeasure , resumed his seat

and rang for a servant to light his visitor down

stairs. Kohlhaas, grieved and agitated, with dif-

ficulty unbolted the door which the servant with-

out was vainly endeavouring to open, and he

stood for some moments twisting his hat into va-

rious shapes between his hands. " And so, reve-

rend sir," said he, at length, making reluctantly

a motion to go, " you refuse me the benefit of re-

conciliation ?"

"With thy God," said Luther, sternly, " yes ;

with thy prince, no ; " and Michael, folding his

hands across his heart, with a bitter sigh, left the

apartment.

Not long after this interview, the citizens of

Dresden were surprised to see, daily walking in

their streets , the most extraordinary man of his

time, Michael Kohlhaas, the horse-dealer. The

interference of Luther had been successful, and

an amnesty granted to the incendiary, under the

seal of the Prince of Saxony. Michael's formi-

dable band, amounting, by that time, to upwards

of four hundred desperadoes , had melted awayin

a single night ; and on the following morning,

the castle of Lutzen, stored with arms and sup-

plies, was found deserted by its garrison, while

the chief himself was travelling alone as a private

individual to the capital. The conferences of

the electoral cabinet are minutely detailed in the

histories of that time, and exhibit the great alarm

into which the whole body of the aristocracy had

been thrown by the exploits of the horse-dealer.

At the council held on this occasion , the cou-

sins of the Knight ofTronka, in order to get out

of immediate difficulties, proposed that the safe

conduct demanded by Michael should be grant-

ed at once. There was no occasion, they argu-

ed, to grant more than present security to the

horse-dealer, as Luther himself had obviously

not expected that the passport should include an

amnesty for atrocities so fearful and notorious.

As for the Prince of Saxony, a young man of

good intentions, but deficient in strength of

mind and public virtue, he was willing to act as

honestly as might be consistent with his own inte-

rest. Nevertheless, after long debate, it was

finally determined that if Michael Kohlhaas

could prove his claim against the Knight of

Tronka before the tribunal of Dresden, redress

for his grievances, and an amnesty for his out-

rages should be granted . Should he, however,

fail in establishing the required evidence of inju-

ries sustained, he should himself be arraigned as a

robber and incendiary, and suffer the penalty

due to his enormous guilt.

We now find the horse-dealer in Dresden,

prosecuting his claim against his enemy, not

with fire and sword, but with quills and parch-

ment. An obstacle, less insignificent in reality

than it appeared to be, opposed itself to the set-

tlement ofthe affair, and this was the disappear-

ance of the horses which had been the original

cause of the dispute. From the knight's groom,

who had saved them by Michael's order from

the flames, they had passed into a variety of

other hands , till at length it was supposed that

death had terminated their sufferings. By acci-

dent, however, they were discovered at Dresden,

in the possession of a horse-flayer, or knacker-

an employment still regarded in Germany as

infamous.

As soon as this fact was ascertained , the cou-

sins of the Knight of Tronka, followed by some

of their friends, repaired to the castle-market to

claim the fatal property. The dismal condition

in which the poor animals were found, awakened

at once the indignation and derision of the popu-

lace ; and no small portion of the latter feeling

was freely bestowed upon the effeminate cour-

tiers who interested themselves so earnestly in

this matter. The rude and reckless deportment

of the horse-flayer-a man cut off by his profes-

sion from all communion with his fellow-men,

and beyond, because below pride-added zest to

the enjoyment of the mob.

This excitement at one time appeared likely

to manifest itself in a manner somewhat danger-

ous to the assembled lordlings ; and whenthe re-

nowned horse-dealer appeared on the scene to

identify his property, a shout arose which made

some ofthe courtiers quake. Michael, however,

looked calmly at the animals, merely signified

his recognition of them , and disappeared in the

crowd. The knight, Max, of Tronka, then

haughtily tossed a purse to their keeper, and

ordered one of his own servants to lead them

away. The lad , however, disobeyed, probably

influenced by the horror with which all contact

with condemned horses was habitually regarded ;

the angry noble, stung to madness by the indig-

nities he had suffered, so far forgot his rank as to
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fly upon the recusant, and tear offwith his own

hands the badges of his servitude. This was the

commencement ofa general disturbance ; and the

unfortunate horses of Michael Kohlhass, which

were doomed to make mischiefwherever they

appeared, were with difficulty led away from

this scene of tumult.

This circumstance, slight and fortuitous as it

was, sharpened anewthe hostility of Michael's

enemies. The guards, which were at first allow-

ed him for his own protection, were doubled ,

and then trebled ; and his wanderings, which till

now had been guided by his own discretion,

were gradually circumscribed, until he became

all but a prisoner. Michael, from day to day,

found his situation more perplexing. The pro-

cess advanced slowly through its early stages,

and doubtless a fierce regret grew out of this

trying suspense when he looked upon the time

when, at the head of his gallant band, he had

givenlaw to great part of Saxony.

That this singular rebellion should have died

away so suddenly, leaving no trace of its exist-

ence but the ruins and ashes which had marked

its progress , could have hardly been expected ;

and, in fact, some disturbances continued still to

exist-or, rather, after a short interval, had been

renewed by the discharged followers of Michael,

which at length began to assume an aspect for-

midable enough to alarm the government. The

ringleader, who had belonged to Michael's band,

by wayofrecommending his cause to the daring

spirits of the time, gave out that his late chief

had been entrapped-a fact which circum-

stances only rendered too probable-and that

his life was to be sacrificed at Dresden to the

rancour of the family of Tronka. As soon as

this intelligence reached the capital , Michael's

enemies threw off all disguise , and instead of at-

tempting to baffle him, as heretofore, with the

trickeries of the law, boldly accused him of a

participation in the new disturbances. The re-

port was industriously circulated that his peti-

tion for an amnesty had been a mere pretence ,

and that at this moment a large force of his ad-

herents was distributed in disguise in and around

Dresden. Michael, wearied and disgusted , at

length openly announced his intention of retir-

ing, unless detained by force, to the farm, still

his own, by the generosity of his friend the bai-

liff, and there await the result of the lawsuit.

He sent intimation accordingly to the authori-

ties, and awaited, in great uneasiness of mind,

the answer. In the interval, while he was stand-

ing at his window, looking listlessly into the

court, a figure passed, on which he gazed with a

curiosity for which he at first could not account.

In a little while it passed again, and his heart

throbbed with gathering conviction, till at last,

as ifstopping to adjust some part of his dress , the

man turned his face up towards the window, and

disclosed the features of Herman.

Master,"," said he, speaking quickly, but dis-

tinctly, " I know all ; you are a prisoner, and

your life is in danger, but be of good cheer. I

bear despatches from the remnant of our band,

which place at your disposal hundreds of true

hearts and sharp swords. Be prepared to re-

ceive a letter from me when I next pass you in

the street, and conceal it under your cloak."

"Herman," said Michael, " I will receive the

letter, for I am anxious to hear of my old com-

rades, whom I so fatally misled ; and it may be

that I shall be able to return an answer which

will save them from destruction, by pointing out

the utter hopelessness of their present lawless

proceedings. You will find inthat purse, whichI

have dropped, enough of money to take you to

Hamburg, whither I shall repair as soon as I can

extricate myself from the meshes which now

surround me, with the intention of quitting this

unhappy country for ever. Answer me not,

Herman ; I have well considered all things, and

my resolution is taken."

Unfortunately for Michael, one of the guards,

whose suspicions had been excited by the long

stay of a stranger near the window, had ap-

proached silently in the deep shadow of a gate-

way, and overheard enough of the conversation

to excite his suspicion of some intelligence be-

tween Michael and the insurgents.

The faithful follower had scarcely gained his

obscure lodgings in the suburbs, when he found

himselfin the custody of a guard of soldiers ; and

his first thought was to swallow a paperwhich he

had in his possession ; but recollecting his mas-

ter's innocence of any new crime, and that he

alone, as the emissary of the rebels, would be a

sufferer, he suffered his papers to be taken from

him without resistance. A special council was

summoned on the occasion, at which the rela-

tions ofthe Knight ofTronka did not fail to ap-

pear ; and after much discussion it was resolved,

that a man resembling Herman in stature should

deliver the letter to Kohlhass at dusk, and re-

ceive the promised answer, which would doubt-

less implicate the writer in the outrages of his

late followers. This discovery gave great satis-

faction to the Tronka party, for no one but

Herman doubted that the incendiary would be

only too happy to embrace the means of escape

sounexpectedly offered to him by his lawless ad-

herents.

On the following evening, when Michael was

passing through the court to his dwelling, a man,

muffled in his mantle , walked suddenly past him,

and slipped the letter into his hand, hastily

whispering " Drop your answerfrom your win-

dow in an hour." The answer was written,

dropped, and picked up by the messenger, who

instantly retired. It was now nine o'clock, and

the inmates ofthe house were preparing for bed ;

Michael alone, oppressed with some anxious

thought, and feeling no disposition to sleep, con-

tinued to pace along his chamber. The hours

passed on, and midnight found the horse-dealer

still pacing to and fro in painful retrospection,

and sometimes casting a vacant look into the

court as he paused to listen , while the challenges

of the sentries, or the ceremony of relieving

guard, reminded him, from time to time, that he

was a captive. Thus wore away the night, and
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day began to dawn, when suddenly a sound was

heard in the court below of approaching steps

and voices, and the prisoner listened anxiously.

The sound approached, and rapid steps were

heard uponthe stairs. Throwing away his cloak,

placing one hand upon a pistol in his girdle, and

the other upon the hilt of his sword, he strode

towards the door.

" Who is there ?" he demanded.

"A friend-Lutzen and liberty !" was the re-

ply, and he withdrew the bolt. The next mo-

ment a crowd of armed men burst into the apart-

ment, seized on his arms and legs , and he soon

found himself a prisoner, and loaded with heavy

fetters. He was hurried through the streets into

the council-chamber, so stupified by this unex-

pected catastrophe, that he hardly knew where

he was. The blaze of light, as he entered, con-

tributed still more to bewilder him, and he did

not altogether comprehend the growing peril of

his situation, until he saw glaring upon him ,

from the midst of the council , the baleful eyes of

the knights Max and Hugo, and others of the

house of Tronka. The process of trial was brief

and conclusive. The fatal letter, on which this

new charge against Kohlhaas was founded, was

then read aloud, and it ran thus :-

"Be assured, my brave comrades, that the

heart of your betrayed and injured leader, is

ever with you, and that he yearns to escape

from his captivity. My base oppressors know

that the hearts of the people are turned against

them ; but they think the danger yet afar

off-like the deaf adder, they sleep in blind

security, and repent them not of the wrongs

they have heaped upon the industrious and

lowly.

" But vengeance shall yet be mine ! The law-

ful way to justice is closed again me, and in

the Lord's name will I upraise against the strong

arm of the horse-dealer, and scatter the wicked

magnates ofthe land like chaff before the whirl-

wind. For atime they have been permitted to

wear purple and fine linen, and to fare sumptu-

ously every day ; but the hour of reckoning is at

hand, and, by the grace of God and St. Michael,

we will once more kindle a blaze in Saxony,

and it shall burn like fire from heaven, until the

palaces and strongholds of our unrighteous ru-

lers are utterly consumed.

"Up then, my brave men, and gird on your

armour for the fight ! Let but a dozen ofyou-

such as I saw in Wittenberg, with swords and

fire-brands-reach my prison-door at to-mor-

row's dawn, and they shall find me ready to lead

them on. "MICHAEL KOHLHAAS."

Michael remained cold and unmoved during

the reading of this formidable letter, and when

asked, according tothe customary form , whether

he had written it , he darted a withering glance

at the Lords ofTronka , and sternly answered-

"No! it is a wicked fraud, so help me God ! I

besought them only to aid my escape , and to dis-

perse. " Then folding his arms, he keenly watch-

ed the crafty nobles , to whom he ever after

attributed this cruel forgery, and doggedly re-

fused to answer any farther questions.

Meanwhile the council proceeded to examine

all the papers found on the person of the ac-

cused, and amongst them the letter he had re-

ceived from the insurgents. The evidence

against the unhappy Kohlhaas was fatally

strengthened by the obvious agreement between

the two letters ; and the close imitation of Mi-

chael's hand-writing, and of the vehement de-

nunciations and wild fanaticism observable in all

his manifestos, was alone deemed abundant evi-

dence of his guilt by judges strongly prejudiced

against him, and long suspicious of his intention

to rejoin the insurgents. Judgment was imme-

diately pronounced , and the unfortunate horse-

dealer was sentenced to have his flesh tortured

with red hot pincers, to be quartered , and his

remains to be burnt between the wheel and the

gallows.

The fate of this extraordinary man, however,

had now become an object of interest with more

than one ofthe German princes ; and the Elec-

tor of Brandenburg in particular, in order to

save his life , claimed him as a subject from the

Saxon authorities. He demanded that the cri-

minal should be tried again in Berlin, and if

found guilty, punished according to the law of

Brandenburg : and enforced his claim in terms

so peremptory, that the timid Saxon prince,

already menaced with a Polish war, at length

consented to deliver up the prisoner to the Bran-

denburg authorities.

The court of Berlin, to which the cause was

now transferred, appealed for decision to the

Emperor, to whom was forwarded a detailed re-

lation of the war of Kohlhaas in Saxony , and of

the breach of the amnesty which had been

granted to him. The prisoner, guarded by

Brandenburg soldiers, then left Dresden in a

light wagon, accompanied by his five children,

whom he had not long before sent for from

Schwerin, feeling that without them he was

desolate, and awidower indeed. Passing through

the domain of the Count of Kallheim, on their

way to Berlin, the incendiary and his escort

found themselves, one evening, in the midst of

an assemblage of noble personages returning

from the chase. Michael, an object of curiosity

at the time to all Germany, was immediately

surrounded, and assailed with a thousand idle

and unfeeling questions.

Whether owing to the fineness of the weather,

or to the exhilarating sight and sound of the

sylvan train, he was, on this occasion, not mere-

ly resigned, but cheerful.

" I shall not die, ladies," said he, as the fair

huntresses gathered around him ; " I shall not

die by the sword, if there is faith in woman !

1 wear a charm which a cunning gypsey told me

would preserve my life. Its power I have al-

ready proved in many perils ; and now that my

cause is in the hands of the Emperor, and the

eyes of all Germany are upon me, I am tranquil,

and leave the event to Providence." Thus say-
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ing, he held up a leaden locket, suspended from

his neck by a chain, and which contained the

paper delivered to him by the gipsey , as describ-

ed in the earlier portion of this history.

He had resumed his customary grave deport-

ment,when he observed one of the noble hunters

gazing upon him; with a look widely different

from that of common-place curiosity. This in-

dividual was not distinguished in dress from his

comrades, but an air of habitual command , and

the obvious deference of those aroundhim, would

have betrayed his rank to Michael, had the mind

of the latter been at leisure to mark such dis-

tinctions. The stranger's features called up

some vague reminiscences that he hadseen them

before, and for some moments he vainly endea-

voured to recollect the occasion. The wagon,

however, now moved onward, and at nightfall

Michael and his escort took up their quarters in

a farm house, not far from the castle of Count

Kallheim ; and while the wearied soldiers were

stretched in repose , except one, who kept guard

over the prisoner, Michael sat buried in melan-

choly recollections by the cottage stove. Pre-

sently he heard some one challenged by the sen-

try, and then permitted to pass , and the same

cavalier who had attracted his attention before,

amongst the hunting party, abruptly entered,

and paid him the compliments of the night in a

hurried manner, without waiting, however, for

the usual reply. " That locket," said he, " with

the history ofwhich you entertained our ladies-

have you read its contents ?"

"I have not," said Michael coldly; "I ham-

mered a bullet around it in the wayyou see, soon

after I left that cunning gypsey, and here it has

remained ever since."

"Will you allow me to look at it?" said the

stranger.

"No."

“Will you sell it ?”

"Yes."

"At what price do you value it ?"

"Give me life, liberty and justice, and it is

yours." The stranger looked at him in evident

perplexity.

"The two first," said he, " are in my power."

"Without the third ," interrupted Michael,

"they are not worth my acceptance."

"Surely," said the other, as if catching at a

sudden thought, " Michael Kohlhaas wouldknow

how to obtain justice for himself, were he once

at liberty !" Michael hesitated ; he looked into

the cottage atthe sleeping soldiers. “ Tempter,”

said he, " avaunt ! I am weary of blood : this

locket I will not part with, save on the scaffold."

The attention of the sentry had been attracted

bythe earnestness of their conversation, and he

came near to listen. The stranger was silent,

but Michael could hear for some moments the

convulsive beating of his heart. He at length

turned suddenly away, rushed out ofthe cottage,

and the sound of his horse's hoofs died speedily

away in the distance.

"What man is that ?" demanded Michael of

the sentinel.

D

"The Prince of Saxony," was the reply.

"The Prince of Saxony !" said Michael, smit-

ing his breast fiercely with his open hand. Then

turning his face to look after his visitor , his fea-

tures were for a moment lighted up with pride

and exultation. Michael was by no means free

from the superstition of the age, and when he

called to mind the circumstances in which this

mysterious gift had been presented to him, he

wondered little at the anxiety of the elector.

The paper, he had been told , contained the name

of the last prince of his line, the period of his

death, and the name of him who was to wrest

the sovereignty out of his hands ; and the myste-

rious power of the old woman had been verified

by a token, the foreknowledge of which, to his

simple apprehension, must have been superna-

tural.

"Tyrant!" muttered Michael, with a hoarse

laugh, " is it of him, whose cry for justice you

would have smothered in his own blood, that you

come to ask a boon. Again he clutched the

locket in his nervous grasp , and carefully con

cealed it beneath his doublet.

The Prince of Saxony, at once timid and su-

perstitious , lost no time in inaction. Having tried

in vain, both personally and by means of emissa-

ries to obtain from Kohlhaas what appeared to

him the book of his destiny, he immediately en-

gaged in intrigues with the other Princes of the

Confederation, the object of which was the free

pardon of the incendiary, hoping thus to obtain

from his gratitude, what was withheld byhis vin-

dictive feelings. No one would stir , however,

in a matter which the Emperor had taken in

hand ; with inexpressible dismay the Prince saw

creeping on, day by day, the period fixed forthe

decision of the council at Vienna ; and, as a last

resort, he determined , if Michael was indeed to

suffer, that he would at least be near the scaffold,

and by some means obtain the bullet and its pre-

cious inclosure. Michael had been some weeks

a state prisoner at Berlin , with his five children ,

when, from the window of his cell , he saw ap-

proaching the three legal functionaries of the

Emperor, the Prince of Saxony and the Prince

ofBrandenburg, with the chancellors of the two

electors , and other high officers, forming the de-

putation appointed to communicate to Kohlhaas

the decision, final and irrevocable, of the impe-

rial council, and which was forthwith read aloud

to the prisoner by the attendant herald. The

judgment on the Knight of Tronka, which con-

demned him to two years' imprisonment, and

restitution of the horses in their original condi-

tion, was no sooner read, than Michael clasped

his hands and uttered a cry of joy which echoed

through the building. He then ran to the win-

dow, attracted by sounds which no ear but his

own could have recognised, and saw his two

black horses, restored to health and beauty,

pawing theground and neighing with impatience.

They were led by Herman, who no. sooner be-

held his master than he fell on his knees and sob-

bed aloud.

Michael Kohlhaas !" continued the herald,
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"thou hast heard the just sentence passed on the

Knight ofTronka, thou artnow to hear the doom

which thine own crimes have drawn upon thy

head." He then read aloud the sentence which

condemned the horse-dealer to immediate exe-

cution.

With an unmoved countenance Michael said :

"At whose expense were my horses purchased

from the flayer?"

"At the cost of the Knight of Tronka, whose

'squire then waved a flag over their heads, and

restored them to the honour they had lost in the

flayer's possession ."

"By whose care," continued Michael, " and

at whose expense were they restored to their

orignal condition ?"

" By the servants, and at the expense of the

Knight ofTronka, who has, moreover, by impe-

rial award, made restitution in money for all

other injuries done to thee and thy servant Her-

man. The sentence has been read to thee-the

forms ofjustice are fulfilled-and thou mustnow

prepare for death upon the scaffold ."

Regardless of his own sentence, Michael

placed on the ground his two youngest children,

who were in his arms , then fell upon his knees,

and with glistening eyes and folded hands ex-

claimed-" My God ! I thank thee-this is in-

deed justice , and I am satisfied ."

When led out to the scaffold , Herman was

permitted to approach him with the horses.

"Artthoufree, my good fellow?" said Michael.

The faithful follower's voice was choked with

emotion, while he answered " yes."

" Thank God," cried his master, embracing

him. Patting for the last time his two black

coursers , "Herman," he said , " I leave my

horses to my two sons, and my family to the care

ofthe bailiff of Kohlhaasenbruck, who will be

father to them, a faithful guardian of their pro-

perty, and a kind master to thee."

Among the crowd assembled round the scaf-

fold was one in the garb of a peasant, who fixed

his eyes withsuch keen and anxious interest upon

the prisoner, that he attracted the attention of

the guards who told him to stand back. The

stranger, however, whispered something intothe

ear of one of them , and he was suffered to re-

main. This momentary disturbance arrested

the attention of Michael, who looked at and ap-

peared to recognize the peasant. He then took

the leaden locket from his bosom, and biting it

in twain, extracted the paper. While reading

the few lines which were written on it, a stern

smile of satisfaction passed across his features ;

the next moment, glancing at the stranger, he

put the mysterious prediction into his mouth, and

swallowed it. The peasant, with a wild shriek,

fell senseless on the ground ; and before he re-

covered, Michael Kohlhaas was no more.

A report soon after prevailed in Berlin, that

the Elector of Saxony had attended the execu-

tion in disguise. Tothe curious reader whowould

seek historical evidence of the rumoured con-

nexion between the mysterious prediction and

the fortunes ofthe Saxon Prince and his descen-

dants, we can only say-is it not written in the

chronicles of the Electoral house of Saxony?

Toconclude the high-minded Prince ofBran-

denburg ordered that the remains of the unfortu-

nate Kohlhaas should receive a Christian and

decent burial in a church-yard without the city,

whither the body was followed by a crowd of

sincere mourners, who had long known and re-

spected " Honest Michael, the horse-dealer."

Before the procession departed from the place

of execution, the Prince called unto him from

the prison the two sons of Kohlhaas, knighted

them, and took them as pages into his immediate

service. He provided , with generous care, for

all the orphan family, and in the eighteenth cen-

tury their descendants were settled and flourish-

ing in the state of Mecklenburg.

HINDOO WOMEN.

THE forms of the women ofthe high castes are

delicate and graceful ; their eyes dark and lan-

guishing ; their hair fine and long ; their com-

plexions glowing, as if they were radiant ; and

their skins remarkably polished and soft. The

only feature about them that does not quite har-

monize with European notions of female symme-

try is the size and projection of their ear ; but,

with this exception, nothing can be more lithe

and sylphlike than a genuine Hindoo beauty.

Their dress is very elegant, and upon a fine form

is more classical than the fashionable bundles of

knots, tatters, and head dresses as broad as the

umbrella over a palanquin, which in the present

year, 1831 , gives the belles of America our out-

line, which if it should please nature to fill up

with flesh and blood, would certainly render

them of all created beings the most shapeless, or

at any rate the most unmeaning in shape, either

for use or ornament. The close part of the

Hindoo female dress is a jacket with half sleeves,

which fits tight to the shape and covers, but

does not conceal the bust, and this in females of

rank is made of rich silk. The remainder of the

dress is the sholice, a large piece of silk or cot-

ton, which is wrapped round the middle, and

contrived to fall in graceful folds, till it falls be-

low the ancle on one leg, while it shows a part

of the other. It is gathered into a bunch in

front, and the upper end crosses the breast, and

is thrown forward again over the shoulder, or

over the head like a veil. The hands and feet

are always adorned with rings and other orna-

ments, and sometimes a jewel is worn from the

nose. Even the working girls have their anclets

and armlets of glass , tin, brass , or tutenag, and

sometimes of silver . The higher classes wear a

kind ofslippers or sandals, which are long, turn-

ed up, and sometimes ornamented at the points ;

but the poorer classes go barefooted. The orna-

ments that are worn upon the person are the

only costly articles in the establishment of a

Hindoo, but they are of a nature not soon to

wear out, and they never become unfashionable,
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I'M NOT A HANDSOME MAN.

WHEN I have pondered , now and then ,

The miseries that arise

From those thrice-favoured mortals , " Men

With lovely hair, and eyes ;"

The girls that daily lose their wits ,

From " looks where lightnings flash ;"

The tears , and sighs, and fainting fits,

Produced by a mustache ;

The battles , murders , wounds , and scars

Since first the world began-

I very often thank my stars

I'm not a handsome man.

Though I am tender to them all,

For me they never fret;

I never caus'd a tear to fall

From any female , yet !

We part-for twenty years or two-

No " strong convulsions" tell-

We meet-Ifaulter How d'ye do ?"

They laugh a gay Quite well."

45
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Inever hear " You've grown so thin,"

From Fanny , or from Anne ;

I can't perceive they care a pin-

I'm not a handsome man.

My boot's from Hoby, you can see,

My coat is cut by Stulz-

And yet they don't consider me

Like othermale adults !

My figure they can scarce abuse ,

And each proportion suits,

I'm five feet ten, in dancing shoes,

And six feet one, in boots ;

Yet, at a ball , no girl ere had

My name upon her fan

For waltz, quadrille , or gallopade-

I'm not a handsome man.

The " soft regrets," the " agony,"

The "soothings," that repay

Abroken heart, or head, on me

Are never thrown away ;

They see me take, without remorse,

No sust'nance for a week ;

Or mount the most neck-breaking horse ,

Without a single shriek :

No" Don't for mercy's sake be rash ,"

Notender " How you can,"

Unheeded all my bones may crash-

I'm not a handsome man!

All myperfections have an " IF,"

My virtues all a " BUT,"

"His gait is graceful, BUT too stiff;"

His mouth well shaped , IF shut :"

"He writes the most delicious rhymes ,

But hasnot one blue vein !"

"Like Byron, raves offoreign climes,

But, Heavens ! he is so plain :"

Even my modesty some defect

Supplies, forthem to scan,

"His songs are really Too correct"-

I'm not a handsome man.

And yet I bear with all their pets,

As wellas all their airs,

Their monkeys, squirrels, paroquets,

Tame goldfinches, and hares :

Ivisit Laura, and I bring

Her swan, a " comfiture ;"

I call on Fanny, and I fling

Her monkey-a " douceur ;"

Yet this, for all I have withstood ,

The only praise they can-

"Ifhe's not beautiful , he's good"—

I'm not a handsome man !

FLATTERY-A FABLE.

ONE summer day, in idle thought,

As all alone young Clara wander'd,

The various evils Flatt'ry wrought

In this bad world she sagely ponder'd.

She deem'd her lures might bear a sway

O'er minds by nature weak and common,

But marvell'd they could lead astray

The judgment of a reas'ning woman.

Just then, (alas ! for strength untried !

She boasted in an evil hour ;)

The goddess stood by Clara's side ,

To try and haply prove-her power.

Graceful she check'd the damsel's pace ,

And, as she paus'd, a sketch presented,

Where Clara's lovely form and face,

She said, were faintly represented .

It was a master-piece ofArt,

Perfect in colour, form , and feature ;

The model then, said Clara's heart,

Must be a master-piece of Nature.

The magic sketch before her spread ,

While thus she gazed , and gazed enchanted ,

She heard a voice that coldly said,

" Likeness was all the picture wanted. "'

She started-Reason's form was there,

(And seldom Clara met or sought her,)

Calmly she bade the maid beware,

Nor learn the lesson Flatt'ry taught her.

" In Truth's unerring glass display'd ,

Behold a likeness far more real-

Here, see your portrait, disarray'd

Of fancied grace, of charms ideal."

Poor Clara, while her alter'd eye

Betray'd a pang she fain would smother,

Confess'd with a reluctant sigh,

The portraits were not like each other !

Then, shrinking from a second view,

And from the glass abruptly moving,

Adoubtful glance on Flatt'ry threw,

Forgiving half-and half reproving.

That mingled glance the goddess read,

And felt she was not yet defeated ;

Shesaw, though reason rul'd her head,

That Clara's heart might yet be cheated.

She thought the likeness perfect ;" still

She "wondered Reason was so stupid-

The world allow'd the painter's skill,

And prais'd the graphic art of Cupid !"

At Cupid's name a passing smile

The sober eye ofReason lighted ;

She thought sheknew that artist's style !

Theboy is blind !-at least , short-sighted ."

Oh! when was Reason Flattery's match ?

Her point was in her rival's favour,

And she but lay in wait to catch

And keep the vantage ground it gave her.

"If, then ," she cried, " in tints too bright-

Inform too fair-he has portray'd her,

The fault is in the painter's sight-

What Clara seem'd to him , he made her !

"Andthough the sketch his fancy drew

Be fair, beyond her own believing,

At least he thinks the likeness true,

Deceiv'd, perhaps-but not deceiving !"'

Poor Clara -short was Reason's part

When Love and Flatt'ry both beset her

She plac'd the picture next her heart,

Andlov'd the Artist only- better !
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FEMALE EDUCATION.

It is pleasing to one who takes an interest in

the welfare of the rising generation, to witness

the increased attention that is given to the sub-

ject of instruction , and especially to the educa-

tion of females. This is a subject which has

been too much neglected, and even now is not

receiving all that attention which its importance

demands.

It is yet too much the practice to regard every

thing as useless in the studies of youth of both

sexes, (and most especially of the females,) which

appears not to have a direct bearing upon the

general pursuits of life. How often do we hear

the question asked with respect to the studies of

girls-"Of what use will this, or that, be to the

female? What advantage to her to have a know-

ledge of arithmetic further than the simple rules ,

and to be acquainted with chemistry, history, or

philosophy, since they are never brought into

practice in after life ? To how much greater

advantage could she spend her time, in perfecting

her knowledge in the mechanic arts ? She had

much better learn to cook her husband's victuals,

(if perchance she should be so fortunate, or un-

fortunate as to get one) darn his stockings, and

manage his household concerns with economy.”

Far be it from me to undervalue domestic

qualifications in females. Such qualifications

are indispensable. Nor would I have them

neglect the duties of their sex to figure in the

halls of science or of legislation . "The modest

virgin and the prudent wife are much more

serviceable than the petticoated philosopher-

they always move without grace when they stray

beyond their sphere.

Butwiththe present great facilities for acquir-

ing knowledge, how few are the parents who

are unable to allow their daughters time enough

to obtain a better education than females of the

present day generally possess. He who con-

templates woman merely as presiding over do-

mestic affairs, and as a being created only to ad-

minister to the wants and pleasures of man , does

not consider her in her most important and inte-

resting character. She is not only the mother

of our children, but she is emphatically the

framer of their infant minds. 'Tis her preroga-

tive to watch over the first dawnings of intellect,

and shape the character ofthe future man. But

few, even in this enlightened period , are fully

aware of the great responsibility of that station,

which woman, by nature, is destined to fill.

But I cannot now pursue the interesting sub-

ject of women's influence upon the infant mind,

and the importance of this influence in deter-

mining the character in future life ; but would

make a few remarks on the influence of educa-

tion upon the character of a woman considered

as a social being.

The habits and situation of the sex render

them social beings in the highest sense of the

term, and are peculiarly calculated to develop

their talents for conversation. So true is this

remark, that it has passed into a proverb, " that

woman's tongue is never still." Nor is scarcely

any saying more common than that, " they are

generally employed on trifling subjects." And

gentlemen who are solicitous to secure the favors

of the fair, adopt the rule which Lord Chester-

field recommended to his son :-"Women, (says

that celebrated master of politeness, ) are to be

regarded only as children of a larger growth ;

they have an entertaining tattle, and sometimes

wit ; but for solid reasoning good sense, 1 never

in my life knew one that possessed it, or who

reasoned or acted consequentially for four and

twenty hours together. A man of sense only

trifles with them, plays with them , humours and

flatters them, as he does with a sprightly, forward

child; but he neither consults about, nor trusts

them with serious matters ; though he often

makes them believe he does both ; which is the

thing in the world that they are proud of: for

they love to be dabbling in business (which by

the way they always spoil ; ) and being rather

distrustful that men in general look upon them

in a trifling light, they almost adore that man

who talks to them more seriously, and seems to

consult and trust them: I say, who seems-for

weak men really do , but wise ones only seem to

do it. No flattery is either too high or too low

forthem. Theywill eagerly swallow the highest,

and gratefully accept the lowest ; and you may

easily flatter any woman, from her understand-

ing, down to the exquisite taste ofher fan. Wo-

men who are either indisputably beautiful, or

indisputably ugly, are best flattered on the score

of their understandings ; but those in a state of

mediocrity, are best flattered upon their beauty,

or at least their graces. But these are secrets

which must be kept inviolably, if you would not,

like Orpheus, be torn to pieces by the whole

sex ."

What a picture is here drawn of the fairer

part of creation ! It is a portrait drawn in 1748,

and will not probably (be it said to the honor of

the sex) be admitted as a very striking likeness

at the present day. And yet it must be confessed

there are many points of resemblance plainly to

be discovered. Nor are our sex wholly unmind-

ful ofthe rules prescribed to young Chesterfield.

For how many are the fashionable ladies capable

of conversing, not learnedly, but even with pro-

priety , on scientific or literary subjects , or others

of importance which happen to be the topic of

conversation? True, they can excel in superfi-

cial chit-chat of the tea-party-they can discuss

with elegance the merits and faults of others , and

arraign the characters of neighbours, before

their " dread tribunal," and be fluent with the

tongue of slander. But broach the subject of

science or history, and their eloquence descrts

them. ('Tis true there are some honorable ex-

ceptions-would there were more.) And how
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suddenly will the conversation even of men of

sense, be changed to trifles, when the ladies be-

come members of the company, because it is

considered impolitic to introduce into such com-

pany, subjects with which it is taken for granted

they are unacquainted.

But when we look to the education which

females generally receive , what else could we

expect? What ought we to expect would be

their topics of conversation, but the character

of absent acquaintances, since their bloom of

life is passed between domestic duties, the toilet ,

and novels? Or if the advantages of a boarding-

school have been enjoyed, the more ornamental

branches have engrossed their whole attention ,

to the exclusion of those which improve the un-

derstanding.

It is, I think, to a defective education, that we

are to look as the source of that levity, and su-

perficiality of character, and of that propensity

for tattling, gossipping, and slandering , which

so often manifests itself to the annoyance of

whole neighborhoods, and of which complaint is

not unfrequently made in your valuable book.

Let us then throw the veil of charity over this

weakness, and endeavor to correct the source

from which it springs. PHILO.

THE ORIGIN OF CHIMNIES.

NOTWITHSTANDING all the magnificence of

the Greek and Roman architecture, which we

yet behold with admiration amongst the ruins

which remain as records of their talents and ge-

nius, we are yet to learn whether or no they had

chimnies in their dwellings.

In the mean time, it is difficult to imagine that

the Romans, who taught us how to build, were

not possessed of some means of preserving their

elegant mansions from smoke ; mansions in

which every refinement in luxury was to be

found. How can we possibly believe that they ,

the slaves of pleasure, could suffer their apart-

ments to be choked up by suffocating vapour?

Could the major-domo's of their houses prepare

in smoky dwellings those exquisite and sumptu-

ous dishes which so often loaded their epicurian

tables ?

It is not, certainly, amongst the imperfect

ruins of city walls , temples , amphitheatres , baths,

acqueducts and bridges, that we may expect to

find chimnies ; but at Herculaneum , for exam-

ple, private dwellings have been discovered.

However, there have not been found any traces

of chimnies. Paintings and pieces of sculpture,

which have escaped the ravages of time, throw

no light whatever on this subject ; there is no-

thing to be seen which has the least resemblance

to what we call a chimney.

If chimnies existed in the time ofthe Romans ,

Vitruvius would not; certainly, have failed tode-

scribe the manner in whichthey were construct-

ed ; he says not a word concerning them ; nei-

ther does Julius Pollux , who has collected toge-

ther, with the most scrupulous care, the Greek

names given to every part of their dwellings ;

nor Gradulpus, who, in his time , (which was not

so far back,) has left a vocabulary of all the

Latin terms made use of in architecture.

There were no chimnies in the tenth, twelfth,

and thirteenth centuries, which seems fully prov-

ed by the curfew-bell* of the English and the

Romans. At the time of the middle ages , they

made their fires in a kind of furnace, which was

obliged to be covered at the time of going to rest.

Towards that period, it was ordered that every

fire should be extinguished at a certain hour in

the evening.

The first mention of chimnies was in 1347, a

period in which Venice experienced the shock

of an earthquake, which threw down a great

many. Gataris says , in his History of Padua,

that Francesco de Gararera , lord of Padua, came

to Rome in 1308 ; and that, not finding a chim-

ney in the inn where he lodged , he was obliged

to have one constructed by masons and carpen-

ters , whom he caused to be sent for from the

neighbourhood where he resided . These were

the first chimneys ever seen at Rome, and the

arms of the nobleman was placed above them to

commemorate so great an event.

* Not originally of the English , but introduced by Wil-

liam the Conqueror ; not , as has been unjustly asserted of

him, that he feared the plots of the English, but it was an

ancient Norman custom ; and the bell, still called Couvre-

feu, in spite of the revolution , even now rings or tolls at

about nine o'clock in several towns of Normandy , to warn

against fire, &c.

PRAYER.

PRAYER flourishes and grows in beauty like a

flower in domestic culture. It has a small be-

ginning, but a bright consummation ; it is cra-

dled in the cloud, but crowned in the sun-beam .

To accomplish it well , we have often to begin it

as we can, in the midst of retirements and avo-

cations ; if not holy, yet humbly; if not with the

unction of Divine grace, at least with a full feel-

ing ofhuman depravity ; if not with the convic-

tion of need, finding the strongest motives to

prayer in the weakness of our efforts to pray.

Prayer thrives with repetition. All can try-

all can ask-all can kneel-and most idle and

dangerous it is to trust in anticipating grace, or

to vain expectation of gratuitous mercy without

putting forth such natural strength as we pos-

sess , in confessing inability and imploring succor.

The holy will , the sanctified wish, the steady

purpose, are of the free bounty of God to im-

part-to avow a sinner's concern for his soul ,

and to supplicate forgiveness, are simple doings,

within the competency of miserable flesh-du-

ties which humanity is a debtor to form, and

from which beginning we may mount on the

promise of Scriptures, that high and holy hill

where our Master will shed the dew of his bles-

sings on all sincere supplicants.
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THE POLISH WIFE .

A STORY OF THE REVOLUTION OF 1831 .

" It was for this I loved him so,

And lavished hopes that brightly shone ;

My heart- my soul- my weal below-

Mytrust in heaven-on Him alone:

All- all was given to retain

One so beloved-not loved in vain ! " -ANON.

THE struggle between the brave Poles and

their despotic masters, has been productive not

merely of scenes of interest and import, but the

main incidents of individual life been produced

with a colouring and effect, that only similar cir-

cumstances could give birth to. Men that had

hitherto plodded on through the even tenor of

their way, unbroken by any occurrence of im-

port, have suddenly burst, as it were, into a new

existence, and opened a career of greatness and

ofglory: others that have, in the " sullenness of

despair," borne the heavy weight of the oppres-

sors' chains with a mere sigh, now throw down

the galling burthen, and clenching the aveng-

ing sword, uprear their heads, and shout for

liberty ! For liberty , the one darling idol that

alone occupied their thoughts when groaning

beneath the yoke of tyranny, and which alone

possessed their souls, when they were forced to

bend and kiss the dust at their master's feet,

and, with bursting hearts, to implore heaven's

blessings on them ! But the bondage is now

burst, the lion is freed from his toils , and goaded

to madness by the cruel torments which it has

been forced to endure, rushes with deadly ven-

geance upon its oppressors , and liberty or ex

termination are its fixed resolve. In such a con-

test, widely must the stream of blood flow, and

many must the patriot hearts be that sink in

the conflict, and yield their existence in the

sacred cause for which their, heart-springs have

been so nobly drained . Many must be the inci-

dents and anecdotes connected therewith, that

deserve to be enrolled upon the sacred records

ofposterity, and many the names that should be

carried down to latest ages, covered with glory

and with honour. Among these, Nicholas Ro-

lofski, and his little family, with the story con-

nected with the period of their life at this im-

portant period, is deserving of particular notice.

Rolofski had been an officer in the service of

Constantine, but had quitted it in consequence of

a disagreement with a brother officer respecting

a female, whose affections the former had suc-

ceeded in gaining, to the destruction of the

hopes of Wrelschoff; a continuance in the same

regiment with his rival, after his marriage with

Christine, Rolofski considered would not only

be imprudent, but also hurtful to the feelings of

Wrelschoff, whom, notwithstanding the quarrel

between them, he still respected, and sought to

avoid occasion of again coming in collision with.

He retired from public life to the cultivation of

a little farm , and the enjoyment of domestic

life, irradiated by the charm of happiness and

contentment ; and in which the smiles and en-

dearments of an affectionate wife spoke a lan-

guage of peace and contentment to his heart,

and amply recompensed for the more noisy gra-

tifications of society, and the business of the

world. Where is the home that is not prized,

which is hallowed bythe spell ofwoman's love-

where is the abode that is not happy , sanctified

by the purity of the affection of woman's heart,

infusing its divine spirit into all our thoughts

and feelings, and breathing a language of per-

fect enjoyment and unalloyed felicity?

Of all the gratifications of life , there is none

superior, or holier, than the purity of a wife's

affection ; the other relative situations are mean

in comparison ; we may feel for the affection ofa

brother, and support and guide the steps of a

beloved sister, we may perform the offices of

charity and benevolence , and become honoured

and respected from our kind interference in the

cause of sorrow and distress ; the voice of grati-

tude may reach our ear, and the tear upon the

eye-lid of the relieved may speak eloquently to

our feelings ; but where is the sympathy-where

is the tone that is so irresistible as that breathed

bythe woman whom we love? It falls like the

rich dew from heaven upon the barren plain of

the human heart, and brings to light and life the

hidden treasures that no lesser power could re-

veal. In the affection of a wife, we can repose

all our sorrows, all our cares ; her sympathy

will lighten their weight, her voice will dissipate

their power, and enable us to effect their disso-

lution. Are we happy?--then, too , is the be-

loved object at our side, sharing with us the

height of pleasure, as she had experienced with

us the depths of woe. Kolofski enjoyed this

happiness ; loving and beloved by his faithful

Christine, the years ofhis life rolled on in an un-

broken stream ofbrightness , and nothing inter-

posed to break the beautiful charm that so ten-

derly endeared to him existence and all other

things. The birth of a son, who, as he grew in

years, seemed to inherit the combined charm of

his mother's beauty, with the noble spirit of his

sire, more firmly knitted the bonds of affection,

that had united Rolofski and Christine, and

their happiness became the exemplar to which

the aspirations of the youths of all the surround-

ing neighbourhood were addressed.

The bolt, however, at length burst ; and the

sacred banner of liberty was raised by the op-

pressed Poles, and patriots from all directions
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enlisted beneath it, and vowed to destroy the

power that had bound them down in slavery, or

yield their lives in the attempt. Rolofski beheld

with joy the resolute steps of his countrymen,

and his heart burned to enjoy with them the

glory of redeeming the national character from

the obloquy which had been attached thereto ;-

dissuaded, however, from his desire , by the en-

treaties of Christine , who implored him for her

sake-for the sake of his boy-whom the chance

ofwarmight render fatherless and unprotected ;

he yielded to the fascinations of home, and dis-

played his patriotic fervour merely by assisting,

to the utmost of his power, the noble spirits that

had devoted their lives to the redemption of their

native land . He received the wounded, and in-

structed the young recruit, revealed to him the

science of warfare , and all the manœuvres of at-

tack, which were so necessary for the contest-

and with prayers and blessings dismissed the

young hero to the encounter. Exultingly, he

beheld the banner of freedom floating upon the

air, and the sons of liberty spreading death

amidst the forces that had so long held their souls

in subjection ; exultingly, he saw the spirit of

popular determination crushing the power ofty-

ranny; and exultingly did he welcome the re-

turn ofthe young warriors whohad succeeded in

driving their oppressors from their seat of

power. The first assault of the patriots had

been crowned with success.

Too speedily, however, they resigned them-

selves to enjoyment and rejoicing ;-heated with

success, they beheld nothing but glory in the

perspective, and in the confidence of future tri-

umphs, gave themselves up to the gratification

of the moment. In vain , were the remonstran-

ces of Rolofski addressed to them, in vain did he

picture the, even then, perilous nature of their

situation, opposed to such force and discipline ;

-their own power was considered ample, and

thefears of Rolofskideemed chimerical and vain.

He had conceived, however, too truly , for a band

of the government forces burst suddenly upon

those assembled upon this spot, and an action

commenced, that terminated in the complete dis-

persion of the patriots, and the triumph of their

oppressors. Rolofski's farm, where many of the

retreating had taken refuge, was assailed, and

fired ; the flames spread with rapidity--the

shrieks of the affrighted and agonized wife and

mother, were drowned in the absorbing tumult

ofthe fight ; Rolofski , beholding himself reduced

to the last extremity, rushed upon the ruthless

destroyers of his little property, and fought with

thatdesperation whichhis sense of public wrong

and personal injury inspired-but his effort was

vain, for, exhausted and powerless , he sunk be-

neath the whelming weight of superior numbers,

and was, with his infant boy, made prisoners.

Morning dawned, and the sun blazed with its

fullsplendor over the spot where, on the previous

day, the beauteous cottage of Rolofski shone in

its beams ;-now they fell only upon a mass of

smoking ruins, lonely and desolate , the fearful

evidence ofthe destruction ofthe force oftyran-

ny. One individual, alone, stood gazing upon

the mournful scene-one young and beautiful

being, in the silent agony of sorrow, stood gaz-

ing upon the smoking ruins of her hitherto happy

home ! It was Christine-the wife and the mo-

ther-yesterday in the enjoyment of the richest

blessings of heaven , now reduced to the depths

of anguish and despair ; like a fairy dream her

happiness had floated away, and she stood gazing

upon the wreck, abstracted , pale, and motion-

less ! Husband and child were torn from her-

that husband so tenderly endeared to her, that

child so fondly loved- both prisoners , taken in

the very heat of rebellion, whose punishment

was instant death ! She shuddered as her ima-

gination contemplated the fearful result, and

turning from the scene of her burning home, she

formed the resolution of following the band that

were carrying away all that the world held dear

to her, of throwing herself at their feet, of im-

ploring mercy in the name of heaven , and trust-

ing to her agony and despair for the relief of her

husband and her child.

This was the natural resolution of an affection-

ate woman, of awoman whose soul was boundto

that of her husband , not by the ordinary ties of

law, but by that divine chain which should ever

link the heart of wedded beings-of a woman

esteeming existence but for the enjoyment of

her husband and her son, in whose happiness she

lived, and in whose death she could die , nor wish

to live when those should be torn from her. It

was the natural impulse of a wife's affection,

that induced Christine to follow the hasty march

of the despoilers of her home-that impulse

which we see so often exerted, but too frequent-

ly without avail : too often is the heroism of wo-

man despised , too often the dignity of her cha-

racter contemned , and her intrepidity laughed

to scorn. Christine arrived at the camp , she

made her way through the revelling soldiery,

and fell directly at the feet of the commanding

officer, and stretching out her arms in supplica-

tion, exclaimed-" Mercy, mercy !-forgive my

husband-restore my unoffending child !" The

officer gazed in astonishment at the agony of the

woman, and, immediately raising her from the

ground, enquired the meaning of her supplica-

tions ; but ere he could finish his enquiry , Chris-

tine had turned her languid eyes upon his coun-

tenance, and, shrieking at the sight, shrunk has-

tily away. It was her husband's rival-Wrel-

schoff !

" Christine !" exclaimed the officer, as he re-

cognized her " Christine !"
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Mercy, mercy !" cried the agonized wife,

and again sunk in supplication at his feet.
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"Nay, rise Christine," rejoined the officer,

so fair, so dear a friend, must not bend thus ;

repeat your griefs , tell me the cause of all this

agony, and trust in my sincere desire to serve

you."

"My husband and my child are prisoners !"

"Your husband, Christine ! Rolofski a priso-

ner ! The darling wish of my soul- my first,

best hope was, that I might one day repay the
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insult and the injury Rolofski inflicted in depriv-

ing me ofthy love ; and now he falls a victim to

the outraged laws, and is my prisoner !"

"Wrelschoff," exclaimed the wife, " you sure-

ly do not contemplate revenge ;-you do not

mean to punish my husband for the mere act of

loving me, of being beloved ! Oh no, you will

not-cannot be so cruel !"

"Christine," rejoined the officer, "that I loved

you, fondly, passionately, you well know;-you

know the restless days and sleepless nights of

my boyhood, when this romantic feeling possess-

ed my soul, burned in my heart, and maddened

even my brain , -you know that well. I might

have won you, had not this Rolofski come be-

tween us, and snatched away the prize, at the

very moment I believed it truly mine ! Years

have passed since that time-Rolofski has been

a happy joyful bridegroom- Wrelschoff a lonely

soldier ; in the intervals of military duty, the

form of Christine has ever presented itself, and

the enjoyment of Rolofski , my hated rival , per-

petually recurred ;-then , then, in these bitter

moments, have I sworn, in the sacred face of

heaven, to revenge the injury , if ever the

chance of fate or fortune threw my rival in my

power-

"Oh God !-you do not mean- -" interrupted

the agonized wife of the patriot.

"Christine !" exclaimed the soldier, in a deep ,

low, and determined tone , " my feelings now

are as they were in my boyhood ;-Rolofski's

head is beneath the axe, and my vengeance is

satisfied! You can save him-I need not add

the means."

She hastily turned from the officer in indigna-

tion, and in a proud, contemptuous tone exclaim-

ed, " Christine is a Polish wife-and knows her

duty !"

Aye," rejoined Wrelschoff, " but Christine

is a Polish mother."

Christine hesitated a moment as she contem-

plated the power of the ruthless soldier, and its

probable effects, but as instantly assumed her

former attitude of resignation, and rejoined,

"My trust is in heaven, to whose power I com-

mend my husband and my child !"

A soldier at this moment announced that the

prisoners had escaped ; the sentinels had fallen

asleep upon the watch, and Rolofski and his son

had climbed to the grated window, from which

they leaped into the open field, and had succeed-

ed in effecting their escape.

"My prayer is heard-I have not implored

the protection of heaven in vain !" shouted the

Polish wife, as the happy intelligente reached

her ears ofher husband's safety, and her child's.

"Now, Wrelschoff, where's your, vengeance ?"

" Even here," exclaimed he, seizing her hand,

"the pretty Christine must be anhostage for her

husband's return :" and he ordered her instantly

to be detained.

Rolofski and his boy hastened with all their

speed to the neighbourhood of their home, in

order to ascertain the safety of the beloved wife

and mother:-all that met their view, however,
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when arrived, was the mass of black ruins, here

and there venting thin streams ofsmoke, and all

around and about, still, lone and desolate. The

distracted husband called upon the name of

Christine, but no voice responded to his cry ; he

shouted with all his might, and the boy assisted,

but all their hopes expired beneath the despair-

ing conviction, that the one object of their search

and solicitude had fled the mournful scene.

Afraid to remain upon the spot, they immediate-

ly hastened to the nearest rendezvous of the pa-

triots , and the name of Nicholas Rolofski was

enrolled in the list of those intrepid heroes,

whose lives were devoted to the redemption of

Poland from its state of slavery and oppression.

All endeavours to discover the retreat of

Christine were ineffectual ; until, at length , a

soldier ofthe enemy's forces was brought in pri-

soner, from whom Rolofski ascertained, that his

wife was in the power of his rival, Wrelschoff.

Maddened with rage, hemeditated an immediate

attack upon the enemy, and was only restrained

by the cautious interference of a veteran, who

suggested the propriety of a more matured ar-

rangement, previous to entering upon a contest

in which the numbers were so unequal. Rolof-

ski, however, laughed his comrades fears to

scorn, and intent solely upon the rescue of his

wife, he besought an immediate attack. His ap-

peal, however, was ineffectual ; the number of

the patriots was too small to admit of the proba-

bility ofsuccess against the enemy's overwhelm-

ing forces, and some days must elapse before a

reinforcement of the patriot party could arrive;

but to Rolofski, that interval was pregnant with

danger and destruction : unable to induce his

associates to the attack, he ventured to quit their

assemblywith his young boy , in order to attempt

the release of his wife.

He gained the vicinity of Wrelschoff's quar-

ters, unobserved and unmolested, and paused to

consider upon the many plans that suggested

themselves , all of which, however, vanished upon

consideration, while the bare certainty of Chris-

tine's confinement presented itself. While mus-

ing upon the probability of success, he was chal-

lenged by an approaching guard. " Friends,"

exclaimed Rolofski , " friends to the Duke !"

"Nicholas Rolofski !" rejoined the guard, "I

know the voice."

"You are mistaken friend," immediately ex-

claimed Rolofski, in the apprehension of detec-

tion, " I know no such name."

"And yet," continued the other, " each word

you speak, more forcibly convinces that I am not

in error. If you are the patriot, you are safe

with me."

" Aye !" exclaimed Rolofski:

" I see-1 read Rolofski written in every fea-

ture of that expressive face.. Rolofski, who dealt

death so bravely in the attack upon his farm,

and charmed even enemies by his daring valor."

"Youare an enemy to freedom."

"No, no," rejoined the guard , " I have quitted

for ever the service, and am hastening to enlist

under the patriot's banner."
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"Thenheaven be with you," exclaimed Rolof-

ski , pressing the soldier's hand, " I am Rolofski.”

" And you seek your intrepid wife," said the

soldier, now suffering under the oppressive

tyranny of Wrelschoff; but she bears her sor-

rows bravely:-never did man offer greater

temptations to woman,-never did woman with-

stand them more nobly :-disdaining liberty and

even life, she resists the insult of the commander,

and scorns alike his prayers and threatenings ;

her gallant conduct charmed me, her stern devo-

tion awed me into virtue, and lo ! inspired by

the virtue of the patriot's wife, I go to join the

patriot's cause."

Rolofski heard the noble conduct of his wife

with exultation ; his lips quivered, and the tear

started to his eye-lid , while the soldier recapitu-

lated his story, and pressing his hand fervently,

he enquired, what meanshe could take to rescue

his beloved ? " Simply this," exclaimed the sol-

dier, " exchange clothes with me, and take my

station in the guard-house ; my flight will not

then be discovered, nor in the hurry and busi-

ness of the moment will the substitution. You

will soon be ordered to guard the chamber

wherein the lady is confined ; you are bold and

resolute, and to a spirit such as yours— "

"The resoue's certain !" interrupted the hus-

band, and delighted at the anticipated result of

his expedition, he hastily made the projected

change of attire , and then, directing the soldier

to the rendezvous of the patriots he had just

quitted, the latter undertook to protect the boy

until Rolofski's return, as his appearance in the

guard-house might hazard detection , and pro-

duce the worst results. Rolofski thanked the

guard for the suggestion, and also for his kind

promise to protect the child : he feared fo trust

him, however, with a stranger. But the latter

immediately assured the patriot of his integrity,

and also ofthe danger that would attend his pro-

ject if the boy went with him ; the child, too,

requested his father to proceed alone, as he was

sure the stranger would not harm him, and he

might be serviceable in directing his passage to

the patriot's retreat ; moreover, that the safety of

his mother depended solely upon his caution , and

he intreated, therefore, to be allowed to conduct

their friend. The father, unable to resist such

arguments, kissed the forehead of his boy, and

commending him to the care of heaven, and the

safe protection of the stranger, allowed them to

depart. He sawthem descend the hill , and cross

the narrow valley. The soldier quick in his

movement, and the boy equally anxious to con-

duct his fellow traveller, until the turn of the

road obscured them from his sight ; the fond pa-

rent then turned towards his destination, and,

with a burning heart, progressed rapidly towards

the quarters of the Russian detachment.

Rolofski dreamed not that he was the victim

of treachery, that the snares of the enemy had

completely entrapped him, and that he now

hastened to his doom ! The friend whom he had

just quitted, and to whose protection he had re-

signed his child, was a spy of Wrelschoff's, and

immediately he believed himself out of sight of

his victim , he secured the boy, and hastened by

a shorter path back to the Russian quarters.

Rolofski had gained his destination, and mingled

with the other soldiers in the guard-house ; he

had thus far succeeded in his project, and be-

held, in his imagination , the speedy rescue of his

beloved wife , and the termination of his anxious

fears.

Christine was confined in an apartment, from

which escape was altogether impracticable ;

massy iron bars secured the only window that

admitted light, and a sentinel was ever present

to watch her conduct. Wrelschoff had ex-

pressed himself determined upon her detention,

maddened bythe reflection that the rival whom

he had imagined so securely in his power, had

eluded his vengeance, and deprived him thereby

of an exquisite revenge. Christine, however,

had been secured , and the idol of his passion was

his beyond the possibility of assistance or of res-

cue; the boy, too , had now become his prisoner,

and he exultingly discovered Rolofski again

within his toils. Immediate orders were given

for the arrest of the latter, who, at the moment

*he was projecting the release of Christine from

her confinement, was secured by the guard, and

conducted to the same prison from which he had

so lately escaped. The patriot instantly discerned

the treachery, and in the anguish of the moment

raved in incoherent terms, and requested tidings

of his poor boy, but the lips of the guard were

sealed, and he obtained no reply.

"Madam, your child !" exclaimed Wrelschoff,

as he entered the apartment of Christine with

the boy. The mother shrieked at the sight of

her darling, and springing towards him, clasped

her white arms around his little form, and press-

ing him to her maternal bosom, mingled her

tears with his.

"Madam," continued Wrelschoff, " the child

again is mine."

"And its father ?" enquired Christine, in a

burst of agony.

"Is my prisoner !"

"Gracious heaven forbid !" she cried , and

pressing her boy more passionately to her throb-

bing heart, gave vent to her agony in tears.

"Fortune has favored me, Christine," ex-

claimed the officer , " and led within my power

those beings that have produced such anguish in

my heart, such madness in my bosom. Ven-

geance, Christine, will be satisfied , your husband

dies !"

" Oh no, you cannot be so very, very cruel,

Wrelschoff."

" There is no cruelty, Christine, in a most dear

revenge."

66 Revenge is monstrous, Wrelschoff; more fi

for demons than for men."

"Then men should not provoke it," said the

officer, in a decisive tone ; " the die is cast, and

Christine seals her husband's doom ."

" I!" exclaimed the agonized mother.

"You know the means by which he may be

saved."
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"Oh, yes," rejoined Christine , and kissing the

white forehead of her boy, she pressed him fondly

to her bosom, and exclaimed , " I know, too , that

Nicholas Rolofski would rather yield his life

upon a scaffold, or at the cannon's mouth, than

that Christine should render herself unworthy

the distinction of a Polish wife !"

"You have resolved?" enquired Wrelschoff,

and his eyes flashed fire as he spoke.

"I have," wasthe calm and dignified reply.

"Then be it so," cried Wrelschoff, snatching

the boy from his mother's arms, and delivering

him instantly to the guard-" Let it be as I have

ordered !" and the guard withdrew with the

child.

"Monster, what is it you would do ?—give me

back my child !" cried the trembling mother, as

the door closed upon them.
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Aye, aye," replied Wrelschoff, " by-and-bye

the boy shall return ; he has first a deed to exe-

cute, to serve his country and his king."

"What is it you mean ?"

"There is a traitor to be shot to-day, and it is

resolved that the boy's hand shall be tried upon

the firing of the cannon ;-that, madam, is all !"

"Ah!" rejoined Christine, “ mymind pictures

a scene of horror. Wrelschoff, your looks con-

firm my fears ; who, tell me, who is the boy to

shoot?"

"The traitor, Nicholas Rolofski !"

"Oh no, oh no, you cannot be so monstrous !"

shrieked Christine. "Recal those words , tell

me they are false,-are but to try me ; say you

would cheat me to dishonor, and let me picture

such a scene no more."

"Christine, it is resolved on ; but the father's

face will be concealed , and he will not know who

it is that fires the instrument of death,-neither

will the boy be aware of the individual who re-

ceives destruction. Behold !" continued he, un-

fastening an iron window that had overlooked

the parade, "behold the preparations for the ex-

ecution."

Christine gazed from the window, and beheld

the soldiers drawn up in military array, prepara-

tory to the scene of death that was to ensue ; the

cannon that was to destroy her husband was

fixed, and her boy, her darling boy, was by its

side, holding the lighted match that was to fire

the fearful instrument, wholly unconscious of

the being whom he would destroy : guards were

over him to direct the child's hand, and every

thing appeared ready for the last ceremony.

ristine instantly averted her glance, and , fell

at the feet of the author of this scene of

horror.

"For the love of God!" cried she, " by the

hope of heaven, stop these dreadful prepara-

tions,-recal the sentence , or withdraw my inno-

cent child ;-let not his father's blood be on the

poor boy's head !"

"It is Christine," murmured Wrelschoff, "that

has caused these preparations ;-it is Christine

that has placed her child with a lighted match at

the cannon's head, and gives the signal for the

destruction of Rolofski !"

"Monster, monster," exclaimed she, "how

can you force me to this state of suffering?"

"One word, Christine, and your husband's

saved.-Behold !"

The procession was now seen advancing to-

wards the scene of death. Rolofski, apparently

resigned to his impending fate, received the reli-

gious consolation of the holy men that attended

him , with composure and placidity, and beheld

the engine of destruction without the least emo-

tion or dismay.

"He does not fear to die !" energetically ex-

claimed Christine. "He falls as a Polish patriot

should fall , and heaven will receive his soul !

But my boy ”

"One moment longer, Christine, and your re-

solve is of no avail ;-say, must he perish?"

"Not bythe hand of his child ;-you will not,

dare not be so barbarous !"

"Hedies !" cried the officer, and hastily quit-

ted the apartment.

Christine shrieked as she saw him depart ; she

followed him to the door, but it was closed, fast

and firm ; she heard the bolts jar in the iron

clasps, and she turned away disconsolate. The

guard was her only companion , but he was mute

and sullen. Reflection overpowered her, and

she sank upon her seat motionless , gazing upon

vacancy, her thoughts too great for utterance,

too violent for tears. The trumpet announcing

the arrival of the commanding officer upon the

scene of death awakened her from her stupor ;

she shrieked, and turning to the window from

whence Wrelschoff had directed her attention to

the preparations for the execution , discovered

that it had not been closed ; in the impulse of

the moment, the distracted mother sprung to-

wards the casement, and , before the guard could

withhold her, leaped from her confinement, and

with the speed of lightning rushed towards the

spot where her darling boy held the match ready

to destroy his father !

The alarm was instantly spread, but the action

of Christine was too swift for prevention ; and

ere her progress could be arrested, she struck

the lighted match from her child's hand, and , in

a frantic tone, exclaimed, " Boy, boy, it is your

father you would kill !" Rolofski recognized the

voice, and the fearful words it breathed ; and

starting from his kneeling posture, rushed to-

wards the spot from whence it proceeded , and,

ina moment, clasped to his despairing heart, the

wife and child so dear to him. Wrelschoff furi-

ously ordered their instant separation, and the

destruction of his rival ; but a sudden tumultfrom

the rear excited his attention, and, before he

could collect his thoughts, a vast body of the

patriot troops were upon him ; and so quiet and

unperceived had been their progress, that the

Russian soldiers were surprised and defeated,

ere they could well imagine the cause of the

alarm. Rolofski headed a party of his brave

associates, and beneath hisarm the villain Wrels-

choff fell in the first assault. Short, but despe-

rate, was the contest, and it ended in favor ofthe

patriot troops. Rolofski was saved, and he
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clapsed to his bosom his faithful wife, and their

darling boy ; whilst the patriot troops planted

the sacred banner of freedom upon the head-

quarters of the Russian army, amidst the shouts

of Victory and Liberty !

THE MAJESTY OF GOD.

NOTHING is more difficult than to endeavor to

form such ideas of God as are in any degree

worthy of his greatness and majesty. It is as

impossible for us to comprehend him perfectly,

as it would be to hold the sea in the hollow of our

hand, and compass the heavens with a pen. Of

God it may be justly said he is both well known to

and concealed from us. He is very nigh and yet

infinitely beyond us-well known and very nigh

in respect to his being, and infinitely distant and

hidden in respect to his nature, perfections, and

purposes. But on this very account it is our

duty to endeavor to know his greatness, as it is

necessary that we should form those sentiments

of veneration , for they are his due. To assist

our weakness in this respect, let us compare

him with what men esteem and admire most, and

we shall see that God is infinitely above all.

We admire the power of kings , and we are

filled with astonishment when we find they have

conquered vast empires, taken cities and for-

tresses, erected superb buildings , and have been

the means of the happiness or misery of whole

nations. But if we are struck with the powers

of a man, who is but dust and ashes, the greater

part of whose exploits is due to other agents,

how shall we admire the power of God, who has

founded the earth and formed the heavens, who

holds the sun in his hand, and upholds the im.

mense fabric of the universe by the word of his

power! We are, with reason, astonished at the

heat of the sun, the impetuosity of the winds,

the roaring of the sea, the peals of thunder and

the inconceivable rapidity of the lighthing ; but

it is God who lights up the solar fire, who thun-

ders in the clouds, makes the winds his messen-

gers, the flames of fire his ministers, and who

raises and calms the waves of the sea.

We justly respect thosewho have distinguished

themselves by the extent of their knowledge ;

but what is the knowledge that the whole human

understanding can acquire, in comparison ofthe

wisdom of that august Being before whom all is

uncovered and all known-who counts the stars

of heaven and numbers the sands of the sea-

knows the path of every drop that falls from the

atmosphere-and who, with one look, beholds the

past, the present, and the future, in the present

moment! How much wisdom shines in the con-

struction of the universe, in the revolutions of the

planets, in the arrangement of our globe , and in

the smallest flower ! They are so many master-

pieces, which infinitely surpass the most magni-

ficent and most perfect work of man.

We are dazzled with the splendour of riches,

we admire the palaces of kings, the magnifi-

cence oftheir furniture , the pomp of their cloth-

ing, the beauty of their apartments, and the

abundance of gold, silver, the precious stones

which shine on every side ; but how little is all

this, compared with the riches of the Lord our

God, whose throne is in the heavens, and whose

. footstool is the earth ! The heavens are his, and

the earth also ; the habitable world and all that

dwell therein. He has fitted up dwellings for

all creatures -he has established stores for all

men and all animals-he causes grass to grow

for cattle, and corn for the service of man. All

that is useful and excellent in the world is drawn

from his treasures. Life, health, riches , glory,

happiness, every thing that can constitute the

good of his creatures-all are in his hands, and

he distributes them according to his good plea-

sure.

We respect the great men of the earth when

they command a multitude of subjects, and reign

over many countries ; butwhat is that spot which

is subject to them, in comparison with the em-

pire of the universe, of which our globe is but a

small province, which extends over all the hea-

venly bodies and their inhabitants ! How great

must that master be who has all monarchs ofthe

universe for his servants, and who beholds around

his throne the cherubim and seraphim ever ready

to fly to execute his orders !

We judge of the greatness of men by their

actions. We celebrate kings who have built

cities and palaces , who have governed their es-

tates well, and who have successfully accom-

plished great designs. But how astonishing are

the works of the Most High! How wonderful

the creation of the immense universe, the pre-

servation of so many creatures , the wise and

equitable government of innumerable worlds,

the redemption of the human race, the punish-

ment of the wicked, and the recompense of the

good!

Who is like unto thee, O Lord! Thou art

great, thy name is great, and thy works proclaim

thy grandeur ! Nothing can be imagined equal

to the greatness of our God. Should not a reli-

gious reverence ever possess our souls at the

thought of the presence of the Ruler of the

world, the Lord, who encompasses all our paths !

The brightness of the stars is absorbed by the

presence of the sun. Thus all the glory, all the

knowledge, all the power, and all the riches of

the world vanish when compared with the glory

and majesty of God. The soul exults and is

ennobled in meditating on the greatness of the

Most High. Such sublime meditations delight-

fully exercise all our spiritual faculties-we are

filled with reverence, admiration , and joy, when ,

in a holy transport, we represent to our minds

the Being of beings, the Eternal, Almighty , the

Infinite ! Can we help exclaiming with exstacy,

The Lord he is God ! The Lord heis God ! Give

glory to him for ever and ever?

He that is a good man, is three quarters of his

way towards the being a good Christian, where-

soever he lives, or whatsoever he is called.-

South.
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CUI BONO?

FROM FRASER'S MAGAZINE.

---

WHAT is Hope? a smiling rainbow

Children follow thro' the wet;

'Tis not here, still yonder, yonder-

Never urchin found it yet.

What is Life? a thawing iceboard

On a sea with sunny shore ;

Gay we sail- it melts beneath us-

We are sunk, and seen no more.

What is Man? a foolish baby,

Fighting fierce for hollow nuts ;

Demanding all , deserving nothing-

One small grave is what he gets.

THE DAY OF JUDGMENT.

BY SIR WALTER SCOTT.

THE day ofwrath ! that dreadful day,

When heaven and earth shall pass away ;

What power shall be the sinner's stay?

Whom shall he trust that dreadful day?

When, shriveling like a parched scroll ,

The flaming heavens together roll;

When, louder yet, and yet more dread,

Swells the high trump that wakes the dead !

Oh! on that day, that wrathful day ,

When man to judgment wakes from clay,

Be thou, O Christ ! the sinner's stay ,

Though heaven and earth shall pass away.

BAT BOROO.

IF you're passing at early morning, above

there, beyond the Claugh, you may see Bat, with

his back leaning against Mick Maguire's door-

tis there where he lodges-smoking his pipe,

and looking out under his eye-brows at you, as

fierce as a grenadier at a Frenchman. There's

nothing warlike about Bat but braggadocio, and

a cut across his chin-barring that he's wasted

and worn, you'd think ; for his broad shoulders

seem to have been better covered with flesh one

day than they now are. When he condescends

to spake to any of us, Bat talks of the wars as

though he'd been in them ; and says he has

wounds besides that one on his chin, but they're

under his clothes ; and then he gives a bit of a

cough, and says he's asthmatic , and might catch

harm if he stripped himself to show them. So

that nobody has seen Bat's wounds but himself,

but no doubt he has many ofthem; though,tobe

sure, that on his chin looks as though it was done

by the blunt razor of a barber, rather than a

grenadier's baggonet, or a dragoon's sabre.

However, all one's for that.

Bat's too high and mighty to be much likedby

the peoplo about ; and a boy says he peeped in at

a hole in the cabin one day, and saw something

on Bat's back that looked as if the military cat

had been scratching it. But doesn't the boy play

the rogue now and then ?-Faith ! he does ; and

may be, Bat is belied by him. Howthe blade

lives, nobody knows ; nor why he came here to

this place, which is at the very back of God's

speed, we can't say. May be, he's a pensioner :

why not?-And, may be too, as some think, he's

a native of these parts , and one of the sons of

that same ould Dick Boroo, who lived in a cabin

on the very same spot where Mick Maguire's

now stands. Dick wint to the dogs, long ago,

and he and the whole seed and breed of him run

the country ; and nobody has seen a ha'p'orth of

them since ; except this is one o' them, come

here after the wars, to bluster away, where he

used to be beaten ; and die one day where he

first drew breath.

Bat won't own he's a Boroo ; but we all call

him that name in the face of him ; and, when he

goes off, what will they write on the stone by his

grave, if he gets one, think you ?-Why, then ,

"Here lies Bat Boroo, who died of doing

nothing."

And, faith ! it's nothing he does , but walk

about like a half-sir, as he is-smoking his pipe

the whole blessed morning, for the sake, he says,

of getting himself an appetite for dinner. But

he needn't take the trouble ; for its just as need-

less , in my mind, as whistling to the sea, when

the tide's coming in ; and come it will , like Bat's

appetite, whether you whistle or no, devouring

almost every thing in its way. Without a word

of a lie, Bat's the biggest eater in all the barony,

and the biggest brag-that is, he was-to the

tail o' that. But, poor fellow ! he don't know

his infirmity; and thinks his appetite a sign of

weakness, instead of sound health : it's the only

living thing he takes on about. " There's noth-

ing, Jimmy Fitzgerald," says he, to me one day,

"there's nothing, in the universal world, 1 can

keep on my stomach- bad luck to the bit !-for

ifI ate half a rack of mutton, with peathees and

milk, or a pound of pig's-face, or eight or ten red

herrings, for my breakfast-it's hungry I am, in

an hour or two again , as though nothinghadhap-

pened to me that day in the way of provision . ”—

What think you of that for digestion ?

There's three things Bat thinks about, and

that's all :-first, his stomach ; secondly, making

believe he's not to be frightened byman or beast,

nor even the good people that lives in the moats,

and frolics away all night on the heath, and goes

to bed inthe butter-cups and daisies- it's a won-

der to some they've played no tricks with him

yet; and lastly, that he has much better blood

in his body than the people about him.

NowI'll tellyou what happened Bat. " While

ago-three or four years back-we'd a cunning

woman came here , and it's but little she got-

how would she, when there was little to give ?

it was going to a goat's house to look for wool : -
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and plenty of bad luck she prophesied, for

nobody had enough to pay for better. Some of

it came true enough; and, if she spoke truth,

there's more mischief behind. She said to me,

I'd have my roof down ; but it's safe yet, for 1

trusted in Providence, and put a new beam

across it the week after she wint. Atlast, when

she'd tould a power of ill -tidings to many, and no

one would go near her for fear, and she'd stood

by the abbey-wall for a long hour, waiting for

customers, with the people-men, women, and

children-making a circle about her, who should

come up but Misther Bat Boroo, just after tak-

ing a good dinner with Paddy Doolan? " What's

the murther here?" says he. So they up and

tould him , that nobody dared to have their fates

from the cunning-woman.

This was a windfall for Bat ;-a glorious occa-

sion for making muchof himself. Up he march-

ed to the woman, as though he was going to at-

tack an entrenchment, and crossing her ould

yellow hand with the copper-the best his

pocket could afford-he desired she'd say what

would happen him. Speak bouldly," says he,

" for Bat Muggleburgh isn't the man that's to

be frightened by a bulrush."

66

" Man," says she, looking up to him, " you've

been a souldier."

"What then?" says he.

"Here's a line in your hand," says she, " a

line which tells me that before another year has

gone over your head, you'll be more frightened by

a bulrush than ever you was by a baggonet ;-

and that's saying much."

Bat bullied her, but bit his lip for vexation ;

and, by-and-by, you'll hear how he got on, and

what came of the cunning-woman's foreboding.

But wait a little , for I'm before my story, and

must go back. You heard me say, Bat called

himselfbythename of Bat Muggleburgh, awhile

ago ; and so he did : for , as I told you, he denied

the name of Boroo, because, he said , he'd no call

to it ; and that Muggleburgh was what he'd

a right to-and he'd own to it-and nothing else.

Now, all this may be true enough ; Bat's name

may be Muggleburgh, and he Dick Boroo's son

for all that:-for did any one ever know, or take

the trouble to inquire, what was ould Dick's rale

name-if he had one?-besides Dick-Boroo was

a nick-name he got for some saying or prank,

that was past by and forgotten entirely in my

time, though the name still stuck to him. He

wasn't an Irishman ; but where he came from-

except he was a bit of a Dutch smuggler or

something in his young days- myself neither

knows nor cares.

It's often he brags-Bat does-of the brave

coat of arms that belongs to him, if he had his

rights ; and what great men the Muggleburghs

was in times gone by ;-but that's no matter at

all: there's a regular descendant of the honoura-

ble kings of Meath sells butter at Cashel, and is

as big a rogue as one here and there. I myself

came from a fine family by my mother's side ;

but what's all the famous blood of her ancestors

now?-one of the grandfathers of the worm you

trod on o' Monday, had some of the best of it ;

and for my own part, I don't value that of great

Bryan himself a rush and a half; but my mother

didn't think so, poor thing-rest her soul !

Well, by this time, you must be pretty well

acquainted with Bat-and may be, tired of him ;

but wait till you hear what happened him. Many

months : but not a year, after Bat had his

fortune tould in the manner I mentioned, we'd a

poor scholar-a stripling of sixteen or so-with

us here, for two, or it might be, three days at the

most. Good luck follow him !-he was a lad we

all loved, high and low ;-and it's not very high

the best of us is , sure enough ;-for the boy be-

haved beautifully, though he'd a spice of the wag

in him. And why not?-wasn't he young ?-and

isn't young days the best of days with us? And

if we ar'n't merry then, when will we, I'd like

to know ?

Bat didn't like the poor scholar, and used to

abuse him, because he convinced us all he knew

more ofthe geography of foreign parts than Bat,

who had been among them, as he said. Andthe

night before the lad left us, Bat threatened to

baste him, for smiling while he was preaching

about the Muggleburgh arms , and bewailing the

state of his digestive organs : and he would too,

if it was not for this crutch of mine, and Mick

Maguire's gun, and the piper of Drogheda's

wooden leg, and one or two other impediments ;

-not to mention a feeling of goodness that came

over him then in the poor scholar's favour ;-for

ifBat's a bully and a cormorant, he hasn't a bad

heart, when all comes to all :-but the poor scho-

lar didn't forget it to him.

The next morning, those who were up, and

passed by Bat's door before he was awake, saw

as fine a coat of arms figured out with chalk

upon it, as the best of the Muggleburghs , in the

height of their glory-if ever they had any-could

well wish to look upon. And could any one

thing suit Bat better ?-Faith ! then, nothing in

the wide world. In the middle, was a dish instead

of a shield, with a fat goose-Bat's favourite food

-quartered upon it ; and each side of the dish,

what do you think there was, but a knife and

fork for supporters ?—and, to crown all , perched

upon the top, was a swallow, for a crest. Then,

at the foot, there was a table-cloth finely fes-

tooned, and words written upon it, by way of

motto, which ran thus :-" BOROO edax rerum :"

1 remember them very well. First, there was

BOROO ; then came the name of my lady's stew-

ard, Misther Dax, with a little e before it-then

after a blank, followed a ra, or a re ; and it

ended, like a slave-driver's dinner, with rum :—

BOROO edax rarum, or rerum;—signifying, as

the worthy coadjutor informed us, that Bat, like

ould father Time, who takes a tower for his

lunch, and a city for his supper, was a devourer

of all things. The hand that can draw, could

make its master understood , where the tongue

that speaks seven languages couldn't do a

ha'p'orth ; or so thinks Jimmy Fitzgerald--that's

me. Now, though we couldn't make out the

motto, all of us, down to the boys themselves,
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knew what the figures of the goose, and the

swallow, and so forth, stood for ; and great was

the shouting :--but Bat had a glass in his head,

and didn't wake.

By-and-by, down he came, with his pipe in his

mouth ; and, suspecting nothing at all , shut the

door after him , and leaned his back against it as

usual. When his backy was smoked , he threw

away his pipe with an air, and strutted off through

the place ; and, behold ! there was the chalk

from the door on him, and he, not knowing it,

bearing his arms on his own coat. Will I tell

you how many boys and girls he had at his tail in

ten minutes ?—I couldn't, without reckoning

every living soul of them, within half-a-mile of

this, or I would. For a long time, Bat didn't

know what it was all about, and looked before

and both sides of him to find out where the fun

was, but he couldn't. " Look behind you !" says

somebody. Bat looked, and there was the boys

and girls laughing, and that was all : so he wint

on again.

This couldn't last long though :-after awhile,

Bat found out what made the boys follow him , as

the little birds do the cuckoo-and then his rage

wasn't little ;-describe it I won't, for I can't ;

but I'll tell you what he did :-he suspected the

scholar had played him that trick-which was

the truth-and he found out which road he took ;

and you'll be sorry to hear he soon came within

sight ofhis satchel.

Whether the boy heard Bat blowing and blus-

tering I don't know, but he luckily glanced be-

hind him, and seeing Bat and his big stick , did

what any one in his place would , if he could--put

ahedgebetween him and his enemy. Batfollowed

him, vowing vengeance in the shape of a great

basting from one field to another ; until, in the

end, he didn't knowhow, he found he'd lost the

boy--and discovered the prudence of taking to

his heels himself; for there he was, in the midst

ofa meadow, and a fine fierce-looking bull mak-

ing up to him at a post-trot. Seeing this, Bat

began to make calculations, and perfectly satis-

fied himself, that before he could reach the hedge

he came over, the bull would come up with him,

and, in all probability, attack his rear. Bat

couldn't very well like this : there wasn't much

time for pros and cons with him ; so he threw his

stick at the beast, and away he wint, at a great

rate, towards a gate he sawin the nearest corner

ofthe field. Though the bull wasn't far behind

him, he contrived to reach and climb up the

gate-post without being harmed ;-but, musha!

what did he see, think you, when he got

there ?-

If ever man was in a dilemma, it was Bat.

The gate led into the yard before young Pierce

Veogh's kennel , and just below Bat, was a brace

of as promising dogs for a bull-bait as you'd like

to see, trying all they could to get asnap at Bat's

leg, that was hanging their side of the gate-post.

The dogs looked, and really were, more furious

than usual-which was needless ; -for it happen-

ed to be just at the time when Pierce was away

in the safe custody of Timberleg the bailiff, and

they weren't fed in his absence quite so regular-

ly as they'd wish. Bat knew this ; and, thinks

he, they'd make but little bones of a man of my

weight, if they had me ; —so that it wouldn't have

been wise in him to have ventured into the yard.

The gate wint close up to the garden-wall. But

there was three impediments to Bat's going that

way -first, the gate was well spiked ; next, if

he didn't mind that, one of the dogs could reach

him aisily from the top of their kennel as he

passed ; thirdly and lastly, if he defied the spikes,

and escaped with a bite or two, and got to the

garden-wall, there was a board , with " steel-

traps," and so forth, staring in the face of him.

And what other way had he of getting off? Divil

a one but two. One was, by dropping into the

meadow again ;-and that he might do well

enough, but for the bull that was bellowing below

to get a rush at him ;-the other, I think, was

jumping off the post into the stream, upon the

edge ofwhich it was planted. The water wasn't

wide, but it was deep, and Bat couldn't swim :

and there he was, depend upon it, in as nice a

dilemma as man had need be. Ifyou don't credit

what I say, draw a map of his position as he sat

on the post with the beasts on both sides , the

spikes behind, and the water before him, and

then tell me what you think.

Bat bellowed, and so did the bull, and the

noises wint for one, and the dogs barked, but

nobody came. By-and-by Bat saw a figure

walking along the opposite bank, and who should

it be but the ould cunning-woman ?

" Is that yourself, Bat ?" says she.

"I think it is," says he, " more's the pity !"

"That post of yours isn't the pleasantest post

in the world, I think," says she..

"I think not," says he.

" Did'nt I tell you , Bat-"

" Bad luck to every bit of you !" says he, in-

terrupting her ; " bad luck to you and your bull-

rushes too, and all them that plays upon words !

--for I know well enough of what you're going

to remind me."

" Bat," says she, " it isn't a year since I-"

" Ah! now go away," says he ; " go away,

now you've had your ends, and make up for the

mischief, by calling some one to tie up the dogs,

or driveawaythe bull , or bring aboat-why can't

you?"

The ould woman sat down , and smoked her

pipe, and she and Bat had a little more confab

this way across the stream ; but, at last and at

long run, he persuaded her to come to us here,

and tell us how matters stood with Bat, and to

beg us to help him off : not-do you mind ?-as I

think, out of any humanity to the man, but to

show us how truly she'd foretould what was to

happen him. I don't like her, so I'll say no good

of her-but this, namely—she gave a poor boy

who was upon the shaughran, without father or

mother, house or home to his head, a penny and

a blessing, when it's my belief, she'd little more

to give. I say that--for I'd like to give even a

certain elderly gentleman, whose name I won't

mention, his due-much more a poor ould cun-
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ning-woman-that's weak, flesh and blood, after

all's said and done (though not a bit too good)

lik one's ownself.

Down came the woman, but she found few at

home besides Mick Maguire, for a'most every

mother's son that could move, had gone awayto

get Bat off his predicament before. Mick

wouldn't go at all ; for he said , sure he was the

bull bore agrudge against him, because he threw

stones at his head, and bullied him once.

" Ah! but," says somebody,

wouldn't notice you, Mick."

66 may be, he

"May he, he would though," says Mick ; " so

it's go I won't."

"But sure we'll all be wid you, Mick."

"That matters not," says he ; " for the bull

might be ripping up ould grievances, and select

meeself, out of all of ye, to butt and abuse."

" But couldn't you bring your gun, man?"

"I could then, but I won't," says Mick ; " for

I'm inclined to suspect that it wasn't to shoot his

bull that Misther Pierce Veogh gave it me."

You'll wonder how they came to know where

Bat was won't you?-'Twas the poor scholar

then, that ducked down in a ditch, from the bull

on one side, and Bat on the other ; and after

that, saw how Bat got on with the bull and came

to tell us. So some of them went to Pierce

Veogh's people, and got the dogs called off, and

down came Bat amongst them, swearing that if

he'd his big stick-which, he said, he'd dropped

he didn't knowhow-he'd baste the bull anyday.

SteelTraps
SpringGuna

THERE'S MUSIC IN A MOTHER'S VOICE.

THERE'S music in a mother's voice,

More sweet than breezes sighing;

There's kindness in a mother's glance,

Too pure for ever dying.

There's love within a mother's breast,

Sodeep, ' tis still o'erflowing,

And care for those she calls her own,

That's ever, ever growing.

There's anguish in a mother's tear,

When farewell fondly taking,

That sothe heart ofpity moves,

It scarcely keeps from breaking.

And when a mother kneels to Heaven,

And for her child is praying,

O, who shall half the fervour tell

That burns in all she's saying!

A mother! how her tender arts

Can soothe the breast ofsadness,

And through the gloom oflife once more,

Bid shine the sun ofgladness .

A mother! when, like evening's star,

Her course hath ceas'd before us,

From brighter worlds regards us still .

And watches fondly o'er us.

REFLECTION.

WHAT avails love-when each fond hope

That springs to life within the breast

Is blighted by Fate's canker breath,

And wither'd , sinks to endless rest ?

What avails love-when every glance

But speaks too plain the sadden'd tale ;

When dreams ofhope are mockery,

And burning tears ofno avail?

What avails love-when all we prize

On earth, and all we fondly cherish,

Is snatched away, like winter's joys,

That spring to life, and quickly perish ?

Oh! what avails the bursting heart,

That tenderest feeling ofthe soul,

That crush beneath the agony

Ofthings beyond control?

What avail these-ah what avail

The mutual anguish, mutual truth ;

Fidelity's own perfect charm,

Thefondest, tenderest, hopes of youth?

Theysink, likethe wretch on the deep,

Beneath the unfathom'd wave,

And our joys go down to their endless sleep,

And our hopesto the endless grave !
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THE BROKEN HEART.

-

Now lock my chamber-door, father,

And say you left me sleeping ;

But never tell my step-mother

Ofall this bitter weeping :

No earthly sleep can ease my smart,

Or even a while reprieve it ;

For there's a pang at my young heart

That never more can leave it !

Olet me lie and weep my fill

O'er wounds that heal can never ;

And O , kind Heaven ! were it thy will

To close these eyes for ever-

Forhow can maid's affections dear

Recall her love mistaken ?

Or how can heart ofmaiden bear

To know that heart forsaken ?

O, why should vows so fondly made

Be broken ere the morrow,

Toone who loved as never maid

Loved in this world ofsorrow ?

The look ofscorn I cannot brave,

Nor Pity's eye more dreary,

A quiet sleep within the grave

1s all for which I weary !

POLISH SONG.

-

HARK ! the sounding bugle's voice,

Peals its loud war-minstrelsy,

Sons ofpatriot sires rejoice ,

In Liberty :

Nowthe stars of Freedom shine-

Storms ofdark oppression flee-

Gallia -every praise be thine ,

For Liberty !

Onward-hear ye not the chains

Wornby you in slavery ?-

While the life-blood swells your veins,

Shout-Liberty !

Spirits throned in yonder sky,

Scourges once oftyranny-

Hear with joy your thrilling cry

OfLiberty !

Gory rivers now may flow ,

Welcome death, or victory !

Nations will applaud the blow

For Liberty !

Onward then and freedom alaim-

Poland !-let the watch-word be--

Now another-prouder name

For Liberty !

KOSCIUSKO .

THADDEUS KOSCIUSKO, citizen soldier , one of

the last and most illustrious defenders of the

liberties of Poland , his unfortunate country, was

born in the year 1756, of a noble but a poor fa-

mily, and received his first education at Warsaw,

in the company of cadets. He distinguished

himself among them by his good conduct, his

application to study, his knowledge of the mathe-

matics, and of the art of drawing. The first prize

Kosciusko's merits obtained was to be included

in thenumber of the four students who were sent,

at the public expense, into foreign countries to

perfect their studies. He remained several years

in France, constantly applied to the study of

science, and particularly that which relates to

the art ofwar, relaxing from his labours to cul-

tivate letters and the fine arts. On his return to

Poland, he obtained military service, and was

named commander of a company ; but his coun- .

try having then no urgent need of his arm, and

the banner of liberty floating in the NewWorld,

Kosciusko hastened to cross the Atlantic and

offer his services to General Washington. The

American hero soon had an opportunity of ap-

preciating the valour and military talents ofthe

Polish warrior ; he made him his adjutant, gave

him his entire confidence, and employed him in

the most difficult affairs. The companion of La-

fayette, Lameth, Gumas, and other French sol-

diers, he acquired their unlimited esteem and

friendship. He was loaded with the praises of

the celebrated Franklin , and received the public

thanks ofthe Congress ofthe thirteen provinces.

After the peace, and the solemn recognition of

the United States of America by England, and

F

by the other European powers, Kosciusko re-

turned to Poland. He there lived in retirement

until 1789. At that epoch, King Stanislaus and

the Polish diet attempted to oppose the domi-

neering influence of the Empress Catharine II. ,

and her allies. Kosciusko was nominated Gene-

ral Major by the diet. The 3d of May, 1791 , the

King, and all the Polish nation, adopted with

enthusiasm a free constitution ; but they had ne-

glected to solicit of the great Autocrat of all the

Russias the permission of being free and happy,

and she sent an army to chastise this people

whom she already treated as rebels. The young

prince, Joseph Poniatowsky, was intrusted with

the defence of his country against the invasion of

the Russians. Kosciusko held under him the

command of a division , performed prodigies of

valour throughout all the campaign, and excited

a general enthusiasm in the army by his brilliant

conductat the bloody engagement of Dubienska .

But his zeal and pure blood spilt for his country,

could not save her from a foreign yòke.

weak Stanislaus, intimidated by the menaces of

her who had not always shown him so much

rigour, hastened to negotiate, and at last submit-

tedto the entire will of Catharine. As soon as the

shameful treaty of slavery was concluded , Kos-

ciusko, and sixteen other patriot chiefs, retired

from their employments. A short time after, he

was forced to exile himself from his country,

subjugated by the Russians, and he retired to

Leipsic. The Legislative Assembly of France

honoured his patriotism by sending himthe title

ofFrench citizen. In the beginning of 1794, he

returned by a circuitous route to Poland, having

The
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been informed that the patriots of Warsaw were

ready to begin a revolutionary movement, and

that therewas no time to lose , since the Russians

were disbanding successively all the national

troops. Kosciusko entered the town in the

month of February , at the moment Madalinsky

was ordered by the Russian General Tgelstrow

to licentiate his regiment ; but instead of obey-

ing, Madalinsky unfurled the Banner of Liberty,

and drove the Russians from Cracow.-On the

24th of March, the citizens of that town drew up

the act of Polish Independence, and issued their

proclamations in every part of the kingdom.

Kosciusko was declared supreme chief ofthe na-

tional forces, and invested with a general dicta-

torship, as well for military and civil affairs, as

for political relations with foreign powers. His

wisdom and moderation were well known, and

no other limits were placed to his power save

those of virtue. He proved himself worthy of

that high confidence, and even his enemies could

never accuse him of making bad use of his au-

thority. The first use he made of it was to quit

Cracow, and to put himself at the head of 4,000

men, the arms of the greater part of whom were

pikes and scythes. With this feeble corps, and

without artillery , he did not hesitate to march

against 12,000 Russians, amply provided with

ammunition of all sorts. There was not a mo-

ment to lose ; other troops of the enemy were on

thepoint offorming a junction with these. Kosci-

usko exhorted his soldiers to follow his example,

to vanquish or die. He attacked the Russians

with the greatest impetuosity, near Wraclawec,

completely defeated them, took 12 pieces of can-

non, and made 3,000 prisoners. His soldiers were

worthy oftheir chief: a body of peasants, armed

only with scythes , were seen precipitating them-

selves on the Russian batteries , and carrying

them off. After several successful actions he

repaired to Warsawto organize the government,

but the approach of a new and formidable army

soonforced him to quit itto engage againin fresh

combats. The King of Prussia entered Poland

at the head of an army of 40,000 men ; Kosciusko

had but about 15,000 to oppose him. He was,

however, bold enough to attack the Prussians

near Szcekociny, on the memorable 8th of June.

-The battle was bloody, and victory long unde-

cided. After having two horses killed under him ,

and lost a great number of men, Kosciusko suc-

ceeded, however, in occupying a strong position

beforeWarsaw, and in covering that town, which

the Prussians could not take. The King of

Prussia having united fresh forces, with whom

several Russian corps had formed a junction,

immediately invested the town.-But he employ-

ed in vain all the resources of force and art to

reduce it ; the citizens were menaced with total

destruction ; the Polish officers were offered the

continuation of their ranks and new favours if

they would abandon Kosciusko. They all re-

newed their oath to conquer or perish with him.

Duringtwo months the most sanguinary engage-

ments took place every day. A general assault

was at length resolved on ; but the patriots re-

pulsed the Prussians and Russians with conside-

rable loss . Frederick William then saw himself

obliged to raise the siege , and to retire with all

haste to Prussian Poland , where a general insur-

rection had just broke forth. Kosciusko de-

tached several corps in pursuit of him, and was

preparing to place himself at the head of a little

armyto penetrate into Lithuania . But the Rus-

sian General Suwarrow, becomesince so famous ,

had already entered that province, and had de-

feated the patriot Sierakowshi near Brzese. On

the other hand, Gen. Fersen advanced rapidly

at the head of a considerable body to join Suwar-

row. Kosciusko resolved, at all hazards, to pre-

vent this junction ; he left Warsawin Septem-

ber; but fortune , that had till then seconded his

valour soon betrayed him. The orders he had

sent to Gen. Poninski were intercepted by the

Russians ; the corps of that chief could not join

him, and the important pass of a river was forced

by the enemy; at last, on the 6th October, Kos-

ciusko was attacked by the army of Generson,

three times superior to his own. The battle of

Mackijowice , the most bloody, and most fatal to

the Poles, lasted an entire day; the Russians were

twice repulsed, and prodigies of valour rendered

the fortune ofthe day doubtful, when Kosciusko

fell senseless, pierced with wounds. He had

made his attendants swear not to abandon him

living to the power of the Russians , and it is

asserted that some Polish horsemen, not being

able to rescue his body, struck him with their

sabres on the head , and left him for dead on the

field of battle. The Cosaques were already

preparing to strip his dead body when he was

recognized by some officers. As soon as the

name of Kosciusko was pronounced, even the

Cosaques themselves testified the respect due to

courage and misfortune. All the aid of art was

lavished on him, and he was treated with the

greatest regard. But an order soon arrived to

have him transported to Petersburgh, where

Catharine, who was sometimes generous, but

then too much irritated to be so, had him plunged

into a dungeon. He would , without doubt, have

terminated his career in prison, or augmented

the number of wretched Poles who already lan-

guished in the deserts of Siberia, if the death of

the Empress had not come to change his destiny.

One ofthe first acts of Paul I. was to render ho-

mage to the virtues of Kosciusko. He not only

immediately set him at liberty, but granted him

a pension, which the noble Pole would not touch,

and the brevet of which he sent back as soon as

he reached a soil beyond the fear of Russian in-

fluence. When his numerous wounds were

healed, Kosciusko repaired to America, where

he was received as a citizen hero should be, who

had been lavish of his blood in the two worlds for

the sacred cause of liberty. In 1798 he returned

to France, where the same honours awaited him;

at Paris every faction united in celebrating his

arrival, and his countrymen of the army of Italy,

having found, at the taking of Loretto , the sabre

of an ancient defender of Poland and Germany,

John Sobiesky, who had vanquished the Turks
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under the walls of Vienna, judged Kosciusko

alone worthy of possessing the weapon, and sent

it to him. Kosciusko preferred the sojourn of

France to any other, and remained there a long

time, without accepting, however, any employ-

ment. The Polish hero, in a humble retreat in

the country, occupied his leisure hours in rustic

labour, and like the great Conde at Chantilly,

amused himself with the culture of flowers. But

he did not cease to be attentive to the destiny of

his country, and to give useful lessons to his fel-

low citizens. In 1814, when France was invaded

byforeign troops, Kosciusko happened to be at

a country house, in the environs of Fontainbleu.

The commune he inhabited was devastated by

plundering mercenaries; he threw himself among

them, protected the citizens, and indignantly

addressed the officers of a Polish regiment he

met, and whose soldiers were not the least eager

in the pillage. "When 1 commanded brave

soldiers," exclaimed he, " they did not plunder ;

and I would have severely punished the subal-

terns who would have dared to commit the ac-

tions I now witness, and still more severely the

officers who should authorize them by their

blameable indifference." " And who are you,

that speak with so much boldness ?" was the

question on every side. " I am Kosciusko !"

At this name,the soldiers threw down their arms,

supplicated him to pardon the fault they had just

been guilty of, prostrated themselves at his feet,

and according to the custom of their nation, co-

vered their heads with dust. Kosciusko, unable

to support the dismal spectacle that the country

he loved next to his own presented at this epoch ,

quitted France, and, after travelling for some

time in Italy, at last retired to Soleure in Swit-

zerland. It is from thence that we must date

the last remarkable act of his life. In 1817, in

presence of the magistrates, and registered by a

public notary , he abolished slavery on his estate

at Siechowicze, in Poland, declaring free and

exempt from all charges and personal services

the ancient serfs of his lands. A deplorable ac-

cident a short time after put an end to his glo-

rious career. His horse fell under him, and a

grievous wound, the consequence of his fall , oc-

casioned his death a few days afterwards. The

Old and New world were afflicted by the news.

His body was at first deposited in the church at

Soleure; but his grateful country soon claimed

the remains of her greatest son. The Polish

ladies,withunanimousaccord , put on deepmourn-

ing, and wore it as if for a father. His ashes

now repose in the metropolitan church of Cra-

cow, between those of Sobiesky and Poniatow-

ski. A colossal monument will be elevated to

him ; and the brave of every country have de-

sired to participate in the expense. But his

memory will last still longer than the monuments

elevated by the hands of men ; and his glory,

without a stain, which even misfortune could not

sully, will be perpetuated from age to age. The

name of Kosciusko will be pronounced with ve-

neration as long as there exist beings who know

virtue and cherish liberty.

THE ORIGIN OF WINE.

THEY say that in the first ages of the world,

wine was unknown to mortals; that this precious

liquor originated in the country, where there was

found a shepherd who religiously observed the

rights of hospitality, a man soft, affable, and kind ;

that one day he presented all kinds of fruits to

Bacchus, who had retired into his house ; but he

offered him nothing butthe insipid beveragewhich

nature yields to men and animals ; that the god,

satisfied with the humanity of his host, gave him

some wine as a mark of his good will: that the

shepherd, charmed with a nectar so delicious,

leaped with pleasure, and turning towards Bac-

chus, " whence comes this purple water?" said

he, with an air of simplicity, " or rather in what

part of the world is found this blood, which flat-

ters the taste so sweetly? for this does not re-

semble the drink which the rivers and fountains

afford us-a drink without pleasure, and which

only serves to satisfy our thirst-but this odori-

ferous perfume embalms the mouth, and though

cold in appearance, bears a voluptuous warmth

to the very depth of our hearts." They add, that

at these words Bacchus conducted the shepherd

to a place planted with vines ; that he took some

grapes, and, having expressed the juice, " Be-

hold," said he, " whence comes this divine

water, this wonderful blood ; the fruits which

you see are its source." It is thus, according to

the Tyrians, that the art of making wine was

first taught to man.

For the Lady's Book.

A SKETCH.

SHE was all light and loveliness ; and her eye,

deep and lucid as the sapphires, beamed with

animation. The amber curls that waved around

herhead, like streaks of sunshine, shaded a brow

fairer than the swan's white down. She was all

smiles and innocence-like a bright influence

diffusing love and harmony. But now a change

came o'er her, and she faded-she the fair, the

gay! The sunny smile had vanished, and the

cheek's bright hue had fled. The crystal drops

that hung upon her eye's dark fringe , like dew

upon the rose, kissed her fair soft cheek. She

was all sad and lovely-like a lone bird whose

dulcet notes are hushed. Her young affections

had been given to one who asked them not, save

in the silent language of the eye ; and had left

her without one word of sorrow or regret. He

too loved, but breathed it not, save to his own

heart, or in themurmur ofa dream ; but quickly

fled the beauteous vision which had bowed the

heart that stern misfortune could not shake.

But years passed on, and he returned. Once

more his footstep pressed his native shore ; and

she was there still meekly-beautiful even in her

despair ; and they have met again, and he has

knelt-she wept, then smiled-and her gentle

spirit clung to earth again !
R. L. D.
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The cru....el hour comes swift...ly on, that
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tears thee from my breast, Yet still my anxious heart would be less

bit. ter..ly op.......prest, If hope would to my troubled soul in

sooth....ing whis...pers say, That thou wilt still re-



mem....ber me, when I am far .way

مبم

11.

I mourn the hour when first we met,

Since we but met to part;

When first thy artless sweetness won

My wild unfettered heart .

Untouch'd by Love's envenom'd shaft,

I then was fancy free ,

And careless rov'd from fair to fair

In wanton liberty

III.

I mocked the tender and the true,

The fond and constant heart ,

And smiled to see the fading check,

When fortune bade them part .

We met and all my youthful dream

Prov'd false as they were fair;

We met and I awoke at once

To love and to despair .

IV.

For now the cruel hour has come

That tears thee from my breast;

Yet still my anxious heart would be

Less bitterly opprest ,

If hope would to my troubl'd soul

In soothing whispers say,

That thou wilt still remember me,

When I am far away .

PHILADELPHIA, published for the LADY'S BOOK, July, 1831.
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From Blackwood's Magazine.

THE NECROMANCER.

-

Shall I make spirits fetch me what I please ?

Resolve me of all ambiguities ?
Perform what desperate enterprises I will?

I'll have them fly to India for gold,

Ransackthe ocean for orient pearl,
And search all corners ofthe New-found World

For pleasant fruits and princely delicacies

MARLOW'S FAUSTUS.

An old man on his death bed lay, an old yet stately man ;

His lip seemed moulded for command, tho' quivering now

and wan ;

Byfits , a wild and wandering fire, shot from his troubled eye ,

But his pale brow still austerely wore its native mastery.

There were gorgeous things from lands afar, strewn round

the mystic room ;

From where the orient palm trees wave, bright gem and

dazzling plume ;

And vases with rich odour fill'd , that o'er the couch ofdeath

Shed forth, like groves from Indian isles, a spicy summer's

breath.

And sculptured forms of olden time, in their strange beauty

white,

Stood round the chamber solemnly, robed as in ghostly light;

All passionless and still they stood , and shining through the

gloom ,

Like watchers of another world , stern angels of the tomb.

"Twas silent as a midnight church, that dim and mystic

place:

White shadows cast from many thoughts, o'erswept the old

man's face ;

He spoke at last, and low and deep, yet piercing was the tone,

To one that o'er him long had watch'd , in reverence and

alone.

"I leave ," he said, " an empire dread , by mount, and shore,

and sea,

Wilder than Roman Eagle's wing e'er traversed proudly

free ;

Never did King or Kaiser yet such high dominion boast,

Or Soldan of the sunbeam's clime, girt with a conquering

host.

" They hear me, they that dwell, far down where the sea-

serpent lies ;

And they, th' unseen, on Afric's hills, that sport when tem-

pests rise ; •

And they that rest in central caves, whence fiery streams

make way,

Mylightest whisper shakes their sleep, they hear me, and

obey.

They come to me with ancient wealth-with crown and

cup ofgold,

From cities roof'd with ocean waves, that buried them of

old ;

They comefrom earth's most hidden veins , which man shall

never find,

With gems that have the hues of fire deep at their heart en-

shrined.

" But a mightier power is on menow--it rules my struggling

breath;

I have sway'd the rushing elements-but still and strong is

Death !

I quit my throne, yet leave I not my vassal-spirits free

Thouhast brave and high aspirings, youth !—my Sceptre is

for thee !

"Now listen! I will teach thee words whose mastery shall

compel,

The viewless ones to do thy work, in wave, or blood , or

hell! *

But never , nevermay'st thou breathe those words in human

ear,

Until thou'rt laid , as I am now , the grave's dark portals

near."

His voice in faintness died away-and a sudden flush was

seen ,

A mantling of the rapid blood o'er the youth's impassion'd

mien,

A mantling and a fading swift-a look with sadness-fraught-

And that too pass'd—and boldly then rush'd forth the ardent

thought.

" Must those high words of sovereignty ne'er sound in hu-

man ear?

1 have a friend-a noble friend-as life or freedom dear!

Thou offerest me a glorious gift-a proud majestic throne,

But I know the secrets of his heart-and shall I seal mine

own?

" And there is one that loves me well, with yet a gentle

love-

Oh! is not her full , boundless faith, all power, all wealth

above ?

Must a deep gulf between the souls-now closely link'd , be

set ?

Keep, keep the Sceptre !-leave me free, and loved and trust.

ful yet !"

Then from the old man's haughty lips was heard the sad re-

ply-

"Well hast thou chosen -I blame thee not-Ithat unwept

must die;

Live thou beloved, and trustful yet !-No more on human

head,

Bethe sorrows of unworthy gifts from bitter vials shed !"

SENSATIONS.

I FEEL, when I see him smile,

Something that's pleasant,

Though my heart, all the while,

Throbs, so incessant ;

"Tis not the pulse in which

Love pays his visit,

His is a sharper twitch ;-

Tell me, what is it ?

I feel when I hear him sing,

Ev'ry nerve shiver,

And, in my heart , a string

Vibrate, and quiver :

Why, whenthe crowded hall

Praise, and profane it,

Why do Ihate them all ?-

Can you explain it ?

His , when I meet their gaze,

Beam not more brightly

Than other eyes, whose rays

Shine round me nightly :

Long as he is not by,

I can dissemble ,--

Why, when I meet his eye,

Why do I tremble ?

Whenthe gay ball is done,

Others feel lonely,

I never miss but one--

One-and one only.

Bella'sfirst love was false,

He may be falser,-

But, could you see him waltz , --

Heavens such a waltzer !

Last evening, while turning

The leaves of my "Handel,"

Wesaw a moth burning

Its wings in the candle!

I screamed, --but his features

With pleasure were lighted,

And he said, "little creatures,

They are so short sighted !"
E.
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THE COEFFEUR.

THERE is one art, which I consider of all

others the most useful to society, as well as the

most arduous in relation to the virtues which it

requires : I mean the art of a Lady's Hairdresser.

To modify into pleasing forms those long and

slender filaments which nature seems to have in-

tended for the sport of every gale ; to lend to

them a consistency of which no one would sup-

pose such materials were susceptible ; to give to

abundance regular order in the place of confu-

sion, and to supply a want with fictitious riches,

which would deceive the sharpest enquiry ; to

soften the coarseness of features ; to increase

the brilliancy of the eye, by contrast of colours,

and even sometimes by reflected union : to effect

all these miracles , without any other means than

a comb, and a few essences, these are the cha-

racteristics of the art, and yet constitute but a

small part ofthe professor's daily occupation.

If his industry entitles him to the rank of an

artist, its subject ought surely to give him a dis-

tinguished place on the list.

The pencil of the painter is exercised upon

canvas ; the chisel of the statuary upon the mar-

ble block ; cold copyists of the charms of which

they only present the image, their labours neces-

sarily bearthe mark of dependence. They must

have models todirect their imagination and their

hand. Their greatest merit is faithful imitation ;

and the inanimate shadow which they sell so

dear to luxury, is but an imperfect sketch of the

original, ofwhich it teaches us to lament the loss.

What a difference between them and the

Lady's Hairdresser ! It is living beauty that he

embellishes ; it is a sex with whom alone wisdom

will look for happiness, and experience hope to

find it, that implores his aid. Has nature lavish-

ed upon it all her treasures ? He improves them.

The forms and the features of the sculptor and

the painter are all borrowed : the model is before

their eyes. Not so with the Coeffeur : he must

have a peculiar genius for invention, a superior

taste for combination.

He must be able, at the first sight of a physiog-

nomy, to ascertain what sort of a decoration will

suit it. He must adhere to the general fashion :

yet modify the dress to the individual. One wo-

man would appear horrible, in the style which

makes another lovely. The Coeffeur must there-

fore be always uniform, yet always vary his pro-

ductions. It is true, the industrious hands, to

which the canvas and the marble owe their me-

tamorphosis, have a superiority, in one sense,

over the Coeffeur. Their works possess a soli-

dity which immortalizes them. Each succeed-

ing generation enriches itself with the labours of

the preceding. The Coeffeur has not that good

fortune. The products of his art are more fleet-

ing than those of the spring. Like the bouquets,

whose brilliancy they possess, they disappear

with the day that has seen their growth, and find

their tomb in the sleep, from whence the beau-

ties they adorned derive new freshness. This is

indeed a disadvantage; but ought the Coeffeur

to feel humbled on that account ? In this parti-

cular, his art resembles that which we admire

most in nature. It is the fate of every thing

beautiful to fade away and vanish, at the moment

when arrived at the highest degree of perfection.

The Coeffeur always triumphs over this envious

fatality by new creations. Every toilette is a

fertile field where he scatters his roses ; and the

prodigality of the evening is only a pledge of the

abundance ofthe next day.

I have hitherto considered him as a mere

artist ; but what if I were to enter into a detail

of all his virtues ? Are not discretion, reserved-

ness , patience , punctuality, virtues ? Of all the

artists , is there one to whom they must be more

familiar than to the Coeffeur? Admitted to the

mystery of the toilette , must he not, like Job,

make a compact with his tongue and his eyes ?

The more unreserved the confidence, the more

circumspection is required. How great must be

his vigilance to keep himself constantly on his

guard against the charms which are placed in his

hands ! A new Pygmalion , does he not run a

risk of having his brain turned by the divinities,

whose heads he is employed to adorn ? What

scrupulous modesty does he not require to bear

him safe through such a variety of danger ? He

must not be merely as silent as Job, he must be

equally patient. It is not a piece of inanimate

metal that he forms ; they are beings of quick

sensibility, beings of delicate taste, accustomed

to empire, and who regard every curl of their

hair as forming part of their crowns. He must,

therefore, follow with his eye their interesting

and penetrating glances-he must divine the ef-

fect of a curl or a tress-he must seize in a mo-

ment all the immensity of rapid combinations

which every motion of the comb produces, and

answer with this instrument even the silent ob-

jections to his procedure. It will be admitted

then, that the exercise of this art supposes a calm

temper, excessive virtue, attention, and inex-

haustible patience.

As to punctuality , only think for a moment,

what disorder would arise in society, upon all

such essential occasions, as balls and assemblies,

spectacles and plays, were a Coeffuer to neglect

his duty, or slip his memory ! Howmany empty

boxes, how many distressed families, how many

broken engagements, and hence what confu-

sion, what embarrassments both in public and

private !

ELOQUENCE.

THE prize of eloquence is sought even at the

altar, and before the holy mysteries. Every

hearer thinks himself a judge of the preacher, to

censure or applaud him : and is no more con-

verted by the man he favours, than by him he

condemns. The orator pleases some and dis-

pleases others, but agrees with all in this : that as

he does not endeavour to render them better,

so they never trouble their heads about becom-

ing so.
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COUNTRY LODGINGS.

A SKETCH-BY MISS LESLIE.

" Chacun a son gout."

IT has often been a subject of surprize to me,

that so many even of those gifted people who are

fortunate enough to possess both sorts of sense

(common and uncommon) show, nevertheless, on

some occasions a strange disinclination to be

guided by the self-evident truth, that in all cases

where the evil preponderates over the good, it is

better to reject the whole than to endure a large

portion of certain evil, for the sake of a little

sprinkling of probable good. I can think of

nothing, just now, that will more aptly illustrate

my position, than the practice so prevalent in

the summer months of quitting a commodious

and comfortable home, in this most beautiful and

convenient of cities for the purpose of what is

called boarding out of town ; and wilfully en-

countering an assemblage of almost all " the ills

that flesh is heir to," in the vain hope of finding

superior coolness in those establishments that go

under the denomination of country lodgings, and

are sometimes to be met with in insulated loca-

tions, but generally in the unpaved and dusty

streets of the villages and hamlets that are scat-

tered about the vicinity of Philadelphia.

These places are adopted as substitutes for the

springs or the sea-shore ; and it is also not un-

usual for persons who have already accomplished

the fashionable tour, to think it expedient to

board out oftown for the remainder of the sum-

mer, or till they are frightened home bythe au-

tumnal epidemics.

I have more than once been prevailed on to

try this experiment in the universal scarch after

coolness, which occupies so much of the atten-

tion of my fellow citizens from June to Septem-

ber, and the result has been uniformly the same;

a conviction that a mere residence beyond the

city, is not an infallible remedy for all the desa-

gremens of summer, and that (to say nothing of

other discomforts) it is possible to feel the heat

more in a small house out of the town than in a

large house within it.

The last time I was induced to make a trial of

the delights of country lodgings , I had been told

of a very genteel lady whose late husband was

highly connected in Europe , and who had taken

a charming house at a short distance from the

city, with the intention of accommodatingboard-

ers for the summer ; and I finally allowed myself

to be prevailed on to become an inmate of her

domicile, as I had just returned from the north

and found the weather still very warm.

Two of my friends, a lady and gentleman, ac-

companied me when I went to engage my apart-

ment, and wesoon arrived at a white framehouse

with green window shutters in front, and also a

gate, a short gravel walk, two grass plats and

four Lombardy poplars, trees , which though ex-

ploded in the city, still keep their ground in out-

of-town-places.

There was no knocker, but after hammering

and shaking the door for near five minutes, it

was at last opened by a bare-footed bound girl,

who hid herself behind it as if ashamed to be

seen. She had a ragged light calico frock , the

body of which was only kept together by pins,

and a profusion of long yellow hair was hanging

about her shoulders. On enquiring if Mrs. Ne-,

therbywas at home, the girl scratched her head

and replied, that she would go and see, and then

left us standing at the door. A black servant

would have opened the parlour, ushered us in,

and with smiles and curtseys requested us to be

seated. However, we took the liberty of enter-

ing without invitation ; and the room being per-

fectly dark, we also used the freedom ofopening

one of the shutters. The floor was covered by

a mat which fitted no where, and showed evi-

dence of long service. Whatever air might have

been introduced through the fire-place was effec-

tually excluded by a thick chimney-board, co-

vered with a square of wall paper representing

King George IV. , visiting his cameleopard.—

1 afterwards found that Mrs. Netherby was very

proud of a tinge of English blood. The mantel-

piece was higher than our heads, and therefore

the mirror that adorned it was too elevated to be

of any use. It was also decorated with two

pasteboard baskets, edged with gilt paper, and

painted with bunches of calico-looking flowers,

two fire-screens ditto , and two card racks in the

shape ofharps, with loose and crooked strings of

gold thread. In the centre of the room stood an

old-fashioned round tea-table, the feet black with

age, and the top covered with one of those cloths

of unbleached linen that always look like dirty

white. The curiosities of the centre table con-

sisted of a tumbler of marigolds ; a dead souvenir,

which had been a living one in 1826 ; a scrap

work-box stuck all over with figures of men,

women, and children, which had been most

wickedly cut out of engravings and deprived of

their back grounds for this purpose ; an album

withwishy-washy drawings and sickening verses;

and a china writing apparatus, guiltless of ink,

sand, or wafers.

The walls were ornamented with enormous

heads, drawn in black crayon. One represented

Innocence and had a crooked mouth ; a second

was Benevolence with a crooked nose ; and a

third was Veneration turning up two eyes of un-

equal size. The flesh of one ofthese heads looked
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like satin ; another had the effect of velvet ; and

the third resembled plush.
All these things savoured of much unfounded

pretension , but we did not then know that they

were chiefly the work of Mrs. Netherby herself,

who, as we learned in the sequel, had been blest

with a boarding school education , and considered

herselfa woman of great taste and high polish .

It was a long time before the lady made her

appearance , as we had arrived in the midst of

the siesta , in which it was the custom of every

memberofthe establishme
nt (servants included , )

to indulge themselves during the greatest part of

the afternoon , with the exception of the bound-

girl, who was left up to " mind the house." Mrs.

Netherby was a tall , thin , sharp-faced woman ,

with an immense cap that stood out all round

and encircled her head like a halo , and was

embellished with an enormous quantity of yel-

lowish gauze riband , that seemed to incorporate

with her heavy yellow curls ; fair hair being

much affected by ladies who have survived all

other fairness . She received us with abundance

of smiles and compliment
s, and affectation , and

on making known my business , I was conducted

up stairs to see a room which she said would suit

me exactly. Mrs. Netherby was what is called

a sweet woman."

The room was small but looked tolerably well,

and though I was not much prepossessed in fa-

vour of either the house or the lady, I was un-

willing that my friends should think me too fas-

tidious, and it was soon arranged that I should

take possession the following day.

Next afternoon I arrived ; and tea being ready

soon after, I was introduced to the other boarders

as they came down from their respective apart-

ments. The table was set in a place dignified

with the title of " the dining room," but which

was in reality a sort of ante-kitchen, and was

located between the acknowledged kitchen and

the parlour. It still retained vestiges of a dresser,

part of which was entire , in the shape of the

broad lower shelf and the under closets. This

was painted red , and Mrs. Netherby called it the

side-board. The room was narrow , the ceiling

was low, the sun-beams had shone full upon

the windows the whole afternoon , and the heat

A black man waited on the tea-

was extreme.
table , with his coat out at elbows and a marvel-

lous dirty apron, not thinking it worth his while

to wear good clothes in the country ; and while

he was attentive enough to every one else , he

made a point of disregarding or disobeying every

order given to him by Mrs. Netherby ; knowing

that she would not dare to dismiss him for so

trifling a cause as disrespect to herself, and run

the risk of getting no one in his place ; it being

always understood that servants confer a great

favour on their employers when they condescend

to go with them into the country. Behind Mrs.

Netherby's chair stood the long-haired bound-

girl (called Anna by her mistress , and Nance by

Bayard , the black waiter,) waving a green poplar

branch, by way of fly-brush, and awkwardly

flirting it in every one's face.

G

The aspect of the tea-table was not inviting.

Everything was in the smallest possible quantity

that decency would allow. There was a plate of

rye-bread, and a plate of wheat, and a basket of

crackers ; another plate with half a dozen paltry

cakes ,thatlooked as ifthey had been bought under

the old Court House ; some morsels of dried beef

on two little tea-cup plates ; and a small glass

dish of that preparation of curds , which in vulgar

language is called smear-case, but whose nomde

guerre is cottage -cheese , at least that was the

appellation given it by our hostess. The tea was

so weak that it was difficult to discover whether

it was black or green , but finding it undrinkable,

I asked for a glass of milk ; and when Bayard

broughtme one, Mrs. Netherby said with a smile,

"Seewhat it is to live in the country. "-Though,

after all , we were not out of sight of Christ

Church Steeple.

The company consisted of a lady with three

very bad children ; another with two very in-

sipid daughters , who , like their mother, seemed

utterly incapable of conversation ; and a Mrs.

Pownsey, who talked " an infinite deal of no-

thing," and soon took occasion to let me know

that she had a very handsome house in the city.

The gentlemen belonging to these ladies never

came out till after tea, and returned to town

early in the morning.

Towards sunset, I proposed walking with the

two young ladies , but they declined on account

of the dew, and we returned to the parlour, in

which there was no light , during the whole even-

ing, as Mrs. Netherby declared that she thought

nothing was more pleasant than to sit in a dark

room in the summer ; and when we caught a

momentary glimpse from the candles which were

carried past the door as the people went up and

down stairs , we had the pleasure of finding that

innumerable cock-roaches were running over

the floor , and probably over our feet ; those de-

testable insects having also a fancy for darkness.

The youngest of the mothers went up stairs to

assist her maid in the arduous task of putting the

children to bed , a business which occupied the

whole evening ; though the eldest boy stoutly re-

fused to go at all , and stretching himself on the

settee , he slept there till ten o'clock, when his

father carried him off screaming. The gentle-

Some neigh-men talked altogether of trade.

bours came in and nearly fell over us in the

dark; and finding the parlour (which had but one

door,) most insupportably warm , I took my seat

in the entry, whither I was followed by Mrs.

Pownsey, a lady of the Malaprop school, who

had been talking to me all the evening of her

daughters MaryMargaret and Sarah Susan, they

being nowon a visit to an aunt in Jersey. These

young ladies had been educated, as their mother

informed me, entirely by herself, on a plan of

her own, and, as she assured me, with complete

success , for Sarah Susan , the youngest, (though

only ten years old) was already regarded as quite

a phinnominny,* and as to Mary Margaret, she

was an absolute prodigal.

* Phenomenon.
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“ I teach them altogether myself,” said she,

66 except their French, and music and drawing,

in which they take lessons from the first masters .

And Mr. Bullhead, an English gentleman , comes

twice a week to attend to their reading, writing,

and arithmetic , and the grammar of geography.

They have never a moment to themselves,

but are kept busy from morning till night. You

know that idleness is the root of all evil."

" It is certainly the root of much evil," I re-

plied, " but you know the old adage, which will

apply equally to both sexes, ' All work and no

play makes Jack a dull boy. "

233

"Oh! they often play," resumed Mrs. Pown-

sey, " in the evening after they have learned

their lessons, they have games of arithmetic and

history, and botany, and all such instructive di-

versions. I allow them no other plays. Their

minds are certainly well stored with the arts and

sciences. At the same time, as I wish them to

acquire a sufficient idea of what is going on in

the world, I permit them every day to read over

the Marianne List in our New York paper, the

Chimerical Advertiser, to give them a knowledge

of ships and also Mr. Walsh's Experts in his

Gazette ; though I believe he does not write

these little moral things himself, but hires Mr.

Addison, and Mr. Bacon , and Mr. Locke , and

other such gentlemen for the purpose. The Daily

Chronicle I never allow them to touch, for there

is almost always a story in every paper, and

none of these stories are warranted to be true,

and readingfalsehoods will teachthemto tell fibs."

:

I was much amused with this process of rea-

soning, though I have heard such logic more than

once, on the subject of fictitious narratives.

" But," said I, " you do not surely interdict all

works of imagination. Do you never permit

your daughters to read books of amusement ?"

" Never," replied this wisest of mothers.-

"Amusement is the high road to vice. Indeed

with all their numerous studies , they have very

little time for reading. And when they have , I

take care that they shall read nothing but works

of instruction, such as Mr. Bullhead selects for

them. They are now at Rowland's Ancient

History (I am told he is not the same Rowland

that makes the Macassar oil ,) and have already

got through seven volumes. Their Aunt Wat-

son, (who, between ourselves, is rather a weak-

minded woman,) is shocked at the children read-

ing that book, and says it is filled with crimes

and horrors ; but, of course, it is proper that

little girls should know all such things. That is

the only use of history. And they will derive

far more benefit from Rowland, than from read-

ing Miss Edgeworth's story books, that Aunt

Watson is always recommending."

" Have they never read the history of their

own country ?" said I.

"The History of America !" exclaimed Mrs.

Pownsey," Oh ! that is of no consequence at all ,

and Mr. Bullhead says it is never read in Eng-

land. And after they have got through Rowland

they are going to begin Sully's Memoirs.

know Mr. Sully very well, he painted my por-

I

trait ; and when they have read it , I will make

the girls relate to me his whole history. Now

we talk of pictures, you have no idea what beau-

tiful things my daughters can paint. The very

first quarter, they each produced two pieces to

frame. And Mary Margaret is such a capital

judge ofthese things, that whenever she is look-

ing at a new souvenir, her first thought is to see

who did the pictures , that she may know which

to praise and which not. There are a great

manyartists now, but I remember the time when

almost all the pictures I saw were done by Mr.

Sculp and Mr. Pinx. And then as to music !-

I wish you could hear my daughters. Their ex-

ecution is wonderful-They can play crotchets

quite as well as quivers ; and they sing the great

Hunting Chorus in Der Friskit, equal to the

Musical Fund."

So much for the lady that educated her daugh-

ters herself.

And still , when the mother is judicious and

capable, I know no system of education that is

likely to be attended with such complete success,

as that which keeps the child under the imme-

diate superintendence of those who are naturally

the most interested in her improvement and wel-

fare ; and which removes her from the contagion

of bad example, and the danger of forming im-

proper or unprofitable acquaintances. Some of

the finest minds I have ever known have receiv-

ed all their cultivation at home ; and the results

have been most fortunate. But the contrary

must inevitably be the case, when the arduous

task of education is undertaken by a vain and

ignorant parent.

About nine o'clock Mrs. Netherby had begun

to talk of the lateness of the hour, giving hints

that it was time to think of retiring for the night,

and calling Bayard to shut up the house ; which

order he did not think proper to obey till after

ten. I then adjourned to my own apartment,

the evening having appeared to me of almost in-

terminable length, as all evenings do that are

passed without light.

The night was warm, and after removing the

chimney-board, I left the sash of my window

open ; though I had been cautioned not to do so,

and told that in the country the night air was

always unwholesome. But I remembered Dr.

Franklin's admirable essay on the art of sleeping

well. It was long before I closed my eyes, as

the heat was intense, and my bed very uncom-

fortable ; but in the middle of the night I was

suddenly awakened by a most terrible shrieking

and bouncing in my room, and evidently close

upon me. I started up in a fright, and soon as-

certained the presence of two cats, who having

commenced a duel on the trellis of an old, blight-

ed grape-vine (that unhappily ran under the

back windows,) had sprung in at the open sash,

andwere finishing the fight on my bed , by biting*

and scratching each other in a style that an old

backwoodsman would have recognized as the

true rough and tumble.

With great difficulty I succeeded in expelling

these fiendish visitors, and to prevent their re-
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turn there was nothing to be done but to close

the sash. There were no shutters , and the only

screen was a scanty muslin curtain divided down

the middle with so wide a gap that it was im-

possible to close it effectually. The air being

now excluded, the heat was so intolerable

as to prevent me from sleeping, and the cats

remained on the trellis , looking in at the window

with their glaring eyes, yelling and scratching at

the glass, and trying to get in after some mice

that were beginning to course about the floor.

The heat, the cats, and the mice, kept me

awake till near morning, and I fell asleep about

day-light; when I dreamed that a large cat stood

at my bed-side, and slowly and gradually swell-

ing to the size of a tiger, darted its long claws

into my throat. Of course I again awoke in a

fright, and regretted my own large airy room in

the city, where I had no trellis under my win-

dows, and where the sashes were made to slide

down from the top.

I rose earlywith the intention of taking a walk,

(as was my custom when in town,) but the grass

was covered with dew, and the road was ankle-

deep in dust . So I contented myself with making

several circuits round the garden, where I saw

four altheas, one rose-tree, and two currant

bushes, with a few common flowers on each side

of a grassy gravel walk : neither the landlord nor

the tenant being willing to go to any farther ex-

pense in improving the domain ; the grape-vine

and trellis having been erected by a former oc-

cupant, a Frenchman who had golden visions of

wine-making.

At breakfast we were regaled with muddy

water mis-called coffee , a small dish of doubtful

eggs, and another of yellowish cucumbers, and

two plates containing round white lumps of heavy

half-baked dough, dignified by the title of Mary-

land biscuit. The dinner consisted of very salt

fried ham and a pair of skeleton chickens, with

a small black looking leg of mutton, and a few

vegetables set about on little plates. There was,

however, a pitcher of milk for those who chose

to drink milk at dinner. For the dessert, we

had hard green pears, hard green apples, two

unripe cantelopes, and a small whitish water-

melon. "What a fine thing it is to be in the

country and have such abundance offruit ," said

Mrs. Netherby, " I can purchase every thing of

the kind from my next neighbour."

The truth is, that even when there is really an

inclination to furnish a good table, there is al-

ways much difficulty and inconvenience in pro-

curing the requisite articles at any place out of

town, that is not absolutely a farm, and where

the arrangements are not on an extensive scale.

Mrs. Netherby, however, made no apology for

any deficiency, but always went on with the

most perfect sang-froid, praising every thing,

and wondering how people could think of re-

maining in the city, when they might pass the

summer in the country. As the gentlemen ate

all their meals in town, (a proof of their wisdom)

ours were very irregular as to time ; Mrs. Ne-

therby supposing it could make no difference to

ladies, or to any persons who had not business

that required their attention.

Two days after my arrival, the dust having

been laid by a shower, Mrs. Pownsey and myself

set out to walk on the road, in the latter

part of the afternoon . When I came home, I

found the washing-stand had been removed from

my room, and the bason and pitcher placed in

the corner on a little triangular shelf, that had

formerly held a flower-pot. The mirror was

also gone, and as a substitute, I found a little

half-dollar Dutch glass in a narrow red frame.

The two best chairs were also missing, one only

being left, and that a broken one ; and a calico

quilt had taken the place of the white dimity

bed-cover. I found that these articles had been

abstracted to furnish a chamber that was as yet

disengaged, by way of alluring a new comer.

Next morning after my room had been put in

order, 1 perceived that the mattress had been

exchanged for a thin feather-bed , and on en-

quiring the reason of Mrs. Netherby, she in-

formed me, with much sweetness, that it had

been taken for two southern ladies who were

coming that day, and who being southern, could

not possibly sleep on any thing but a mattrass,

and that she hoped it would be no inconvenience

to me, for it would be a great disadvantage to

her ifthey declined coming.

In short, almost every day, something disap-

peared from myroom to assist in fitting up apart-

ments for strangers ; the same articles being

afterwards transferred to others that were still

unoccupied. But what else was to be done, when

Mrs. Netherby represented the impossibility of

getting things at a short notice from town.

My time passed very monotonously. The

stock of books I had brought with me was too

soon exhausted, and I had no sewing of any im-

portance. The nonsense of Mrs. Pownsey be-

came very tiresome, and the other ladies were

mere automatons. The children were taken

sick (as children generally are at country lodg-

ings,) and fretted and cried all the time. I

lenged for the society of my friends in the city,

and for the unceremonious evening visits that

are so pleasant in the summer.

After a trial of two weeks, during which I

vainly hoped that custom would reconcile me to

much that had annoyed me at first , I determined

to return to Philadelphia ; in the full persuasion

that this would be my last essay at boarding out

oftown.

I have no doubt that summer establishments

may be found, in many respects more agreeable

than the one I have attempted to describe ; but

it has not been my good fortune or that of my

friends , who have adopted this plan of getting

through the warm weather, to meet with any

country lodgings (of course I have no reference

to decided farm -houses,) in which the comparison

was not palpably in favour of the superior ad-

vantages of remaining in a commodious mansion

in the city, surrounded with the comforts of

home, and " all the appliances and means to

boot," which only a large town can furnish.
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WOMAN'S HEART. SONG.

-

FIRST take a feather and lay it upon

The stream that is rippling by-

With the current, behold , in a moment ' tis gone ,

Unimpressive and light as a sigh-

Then take thee a dear and precious stone,

And on the same stream place it-

Oh! mark howthe water on which it is thrown,

In its bosom will quickly encase it.

Or take a crystal, or stainless glass ,

With a crayon upon it, then trace

A sentence or line , and watchhow ' twill pass-

A breath will its beauty efface-

Then take a diamond pure and bright,

And write some modest token-

'Mid cold or heat , in shade or light,

'Twill last till the crystal is broken.

And thus with the tablet of woman's pure heart,

Where the vain and the idle may try

To leave their impressions-they swiftly depart,

Likethe feather , the scroll , and the sigh-

But once be engraved on that tablet a name

And an image of genius and worth,

Through the changes oflife it will still be the same,

Till that heart is removed from the earth.

A WAND'RER long in Hope's bright world,

Apilgrim to that shrine ,

Where vows arise, and sacrifice

The world's gay dream and mine;

And now I return like the weary -wing'd bird,

From its wand'ring again to its nest,

And seek in the scenes of my childhood and peace,

For the isolate pilgrim's rest.

The band offriendship I have grasp'd ,

And have found many foes ;

Have seen oflove and hate the train

Of passions they disclose ;

I've seen bright eyes- nay, I will say

Those eyes have glanced on me ;

I've felt their force , but still ' twas vain,

The pilgrim still wasfree.

I've basked in radiant sunny bowers,

Have dreamt in groves ofbloom ,

And my visions have teem'd with the spirits of bliss ,

While my sense has inhaled rich perfume ;

But I fly from them all, each delight I forsake,

No longer they yield charms to me ;

No -perish the thought-I have one joy in view,

And, dearest, that rapture is thee!

THE ORNAMENTAL ARTIST .

CRIMPED PAPER HAND-SCREENS.

THE paper commonly used for making these

hand-screens, is glazed and coloured on both

sides. Divide a sheet into three parts or equal

strips, of two ofwhich the screen is to be form-

1.
ed; join them into one length,

crimp them with the machine,

and run a thread completely

through one of the edges, first

putting on the other edge, which

will be the margin ofthe screen,

a narrow border of gold paper.

Having fastened one end of the

thread, begin to draw the crimp-

ed paper into a circular form-

(see fig. 1 , which shows this partially done :)

when the lower part , which in the engraving ap-

pears straight , is drawn by the thread into the

shape of the upper part, fasten the two ends

firmly together. The handles may be purchased

2. at any fancy repository, either

black or white, according to

taste. The taper end, which is

the part to be fastened to the

screen, should be covered with

paper of the same colour as the

screen. Gum the handle firmly

on, taking care that it covers the

part where the paper is joined ;

it should extend, for the sake of

strength, to some distance be-

yond the centre. For the pur-

pose of entirely concealing the

junction on the centre, gum a star, or some

other pretty and appropriate ornament, on each

side of the screen : one or two bows of narrow

ribbon may be put on different parts of the han-

dle, by way of finish. The two ends of the paper

should be so contrived , that the handle, being

neatly and firmly gummed on one of them, the

other may wrap securely over, without showing

where they are joined. (Fig. 2.)

MODELLING WITH RICE-PAPER.

Rice-paper is principally applied to the forma-

tion of groups of flowers, either on card-board,

or affixed to small vases, baskets, &c . in festoons

and clusters. The rice-paper may be procured

in various colours, and intermediate tints may

be made by colouring the white. Several pieces

of rice-paper are laid on each other upon a

tablet of lead, and the leaves and component

parts of flowers are cut out with small steel

punches, which may be procured, in every va-

riety of form, at the fancy tool warehouses. A

sufficient quantity of the different leaves having

been thus formed, and placed on separate trays,

each leaf is to be held by a delicate pair of

tweezers, and its end affixed, with stiff gum-

water, to the article to be ornamented. Thus,

the heads of roses and thick clusters of flowers,

are formed, and fine delicate parts may be drawn

in colours afterwards. Water-colour drawings

are frequently made on leaves of rice-paper, for

scrap-books, screens, &c. The effect of the

colours, if properly managed, on this material,

is very soft and delicate.
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LEARNING AND LOVE.

Said Nature one day, " For the peace of mankind,

LetWoman and Man have their kingdoms apart;

To Man I assign the cold regions ofmind-

ToWomanthe sunny domains ofthe heart."

The partition was fair, and the boundaries plain ,

Between Learning and Love-between beauty and books:

Contented was Man, in his black-letter reign,

And he left laughing Woman her love darting looks.

But restless Zitella must kindle a feud,

And stir up awar ofthe studies and bowers :

Too proud for the limits wise Nature deemed good,

From her own rightful empire she burst upon ours.

Wethoughtourselves safe in our Latin or Greek,

But Plato has yielded , and Tully is taken :

What we can but read, dread Zitella can speak-

Her books ofthe boudoir are Berkely and Bacon.

Sweet pedant, beware ! all the world is arrayed

To check your ambition, your schemes to oppose ;

The Scholar, if routed, will soon have the aid

Of a legion ofdames-to a woman, your foes.

The kingdom ofhearts is enough for your share ;

Oh ! unharness your owl , and depend on your dove ;

There is learning enough in this world- and to spare-

But, ah ! my Zitella ! there's too little Love !

SHE IS GONE AND FOR EVER.

There are feet on the mountains ,

And songs on the air,

And dances by the fountain ,-

But thou art not there !

There are galleys on the waters,

Spirits ofthe sea ;

Greece is gathering her daughters ,-

But we look for thee!

We listen to the chorus

Ofthe sweet and fair,

And they dance on before us→

Butthou art not there !

The village girls are singing

Their glad evening lay,

Flowers round them flinging ,-

Butthou art away !

The elders are numbering

The girls asthey run,

Some bright one is slumbering-

There wanteth but one!

The wild-grass is covering

A tomb stone bare,

And a bird is hovering-

Sweet! thou art there!

THE GATHERER.

"A snapper up ofunconsidered trifles."

Shakspeare.

MEN who are always running after unattaina-

ble pleasures, and neglecting those within their

reach, may be compared to astronomers contem-

plating the stars through a telescope, regardless

of the more useful lamp that burns at their side.

Should a man be afraid of being seen with

woman who is not his wife, I should commend his

modesty: Were he loth to frequent the compa-

ny of such persons whose reputation is not alto-

gether untainted , I should not wonder at him.

But what impertinent whim can make him

ashamed of his own wife ? What makes him

blush to be seen in public with one he has chosen

for an inseparable companion. One from whom

he should expect all the satisfaction and delight

which can be reaped from human society.

The Poet should cull fromthe garden of Na-

ture only those sweet flowers that diffuse a

healthful fragrance. No poisonous weed, how-

ever brilliant its hue, however delicious its per-

fume, should mingle in the wreath he wears.

Children have no such thing as time past, or

future ; but do, what we rarely do, enjoy the

present.

A sure sign that the love of liberty is declining

in a state, is a tacit submission to the usurpations

of wealth, exclusive of merit. The ruin of any

undertaking, however grand in its conceptions,

may be safely predicted when its advantages are

monopolized, or its councils directed, by rich fa-

mily influence, without regard to talent or moral

deportment.

Religion gives to time all its importance and

to eternity all its glory : and without it , existence

is a mere riddle.

The Duchess of Marlborough pressed the

Duke to take a certain medicine, saying , with

her usual warmth, " I'll be hanged if it do not

prove serviceable !" Whereupon Dr. Garth,

who happened to be present, exclaimed , " do

take it then, my Lord Duke ! for it must be of

service, one way or the other. "-Walpole.

They that govern most, make least noise. You

see, when they row in a barge, they that do

drudgery, work, slash, and puff, and sweat ; but

he that governs, sits quietly at the stern, and

scarce is seen to stir.-Selden.

The last words said to be spoken byCromwell ,

are invaluable as a key to his whole career. He

had, during the progress of his illness , boldly pre-

dicted that he should recover. Some of his im-

mediate counsellors , who saw the inevitable re-

sult of the disorder, ventured at last to recom-

mend that he should speak less confidently on the

subject, to save his character for prediction.

But the Lord Protector judged on principles fit-
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ted to act upon the multitude. He refused to

qualify his words : " If I recover," said he, "the

fools will think me a prophet ; and , if I die, what

matter then if they call me an impostor !"

Fire burns only when we are near it ; but a

beautiful face burns and inflames, though at a

distance.-Xenophon .

PAST GRIEFS.-

" But ever and anon ofgriefs subdued ,

There comes a token, like a scorpion's sting ,

Scarce seen, but with fresh bitterness imbued ;

And slight withal may be the things which bring

Back on the heart, the weight which it would fling

Aside for ever. It may be a sound-

A tone of music-summer's eve , or spring-

A flower-the wind- the ocean." -Byron.

Idlers cannot even find time to be idle, or the

industrious to be at leisure. We must be always

doing or suffering.-Zimmerman.

The stormy petrel, (called by sailors , Mother

Carey's chickens,) is found in most parts of the

world ; and in the Ferro islands the inhabitants

draw a wick through the body of the bird , from

the mouth to the rump , which serves them as a

candle, being fed by the vast proportion of oil

which this little animal contains.

There are some evils so frightful, and some

misfortunes so horrible , that we dare not think

on them; the very prospect makes us tremble ;

if they chance to fall on us, we find more relief

than we could imagine , wearm ourselves against

perverse fortune, and do better than we hoped

for.

Iflife is miserable, ' tis painful to live ; ifhappy,

'tis terrible to die ; both come to the same thing.

The death which prevents dotage comes more

seasonably than that which ends it.

Ingratitude never so thoroughly pierces the

human breast as when it proceeds from those in

whose behalfwehave been guilty of indiscretions,

The passion for the sport of angling is so great

in the neighbourhood of London , that the liberty

of fishing in some of the streams in the adjacent

counties is purchased at the rate of ten pounds

per annum .

When we look at a field of corn , we find that

those stocks which raise their heads the highest

are the emptiest. The same is the case with

men, those who assume the greatest consequence

have generally the least share of judgment and

ability.

The gossip of idle inconsideration is often as

pernicious in its effects as the gossip of actual

malignity: the turpitude, indeed, is not so great,

but the mischief is as real.

To cite the examples of history, in order to an-

imate us to virtue, or to arm us with fortitude ,

this it is to call up the illustrious dead, to inspire

and to improve the living. But the usage of

those Civilians, who cite vicious authorities for

worse purposes, and enforce the absurdest prac-

tice, by the oldest precedent, thisit is to bequeath

to us as an heir-loom, the errors of our fore-

fathers , to confer a kind of immortality on folly ,

making the dead more powerful than time, and

more sagacious than experience, by subjecting

those that are upon the earth, to the perpetual

mal-government of those that are beneath it.

When man measures the works of the divine

mind by his own feeble combinations, he must

wander in gross error ; the infinite can never be

understood by the finite.

It is almost as difficult to make a man unlearn

his errors as his knowledge. Mal-information is

more hopeless than non-information ; for error is

always more busy thanignorance. Ignorance is

a blank sheet on which we may write ; but error

is a scribbled one, on which we must first erase.

Ignorance is contented to stand still with her

back to the truth ; but error is more presump-

tuous, and proceeds in the same direction. Igno-

rance has no light, but error follows a false one.

The consequence is , that error, when she retra-

ces her footsteps, has further to go , before she

can arrive at the truth , than ignorance.

TOWN NOTORIETY.—

" There's a wonderful charm in that sort of renown,

Which consists in becoming " the talk ofthe town :"

'Tis a pleasure which none but"your trulygreat" feels,

To be followed about by a mob at our heels ,

And to hear from the gazing and mouth-open throng,

The dear words " That's he," as one trudges along,

While beauty , all anxious, stands upon tip-toes,

Leans on her beau's shoulder and lisps-" There he goes!""

The follies, vices and consequent miseries of

multitudes, displayed in a newspaper, are so

many admonitions and warnings, so many bea-

cons continually burning, to turn others from the

rocks on which they have been shipwrecked.

What more powerful dissuasive from suspicion,

jealousy and anger, than the story of one friend

murdered by another in a duel? What caution

likely to be more effectual against gambling and

profligacy than the mournful relation of an exe-

cution, or the fate of adespairing suicide? What

finer lecture on the necessity of economy than

an auction of estates, houses and furniture, at

Skinner's, or Christie's?-" Talk they of mo-

rals ?" There is no need of Hutchinson, Smith,

or Paley. Only take a newspaper, and consider

it well ; read it, and it will instruct thee ; plenius

et melius Chrysippo et Crantore.-BishopHorne.

When you are elevated with reading a work,

and your mind is inspired with noble and gene-

rous sentiments , seek not for any other rule to

judge it by; it is good, and done by a masterly

hand.

All assemblies of gaiety are brought together

by motives ofthe same kind. The theatre is not

filled with those that know or regard the skill of

the actor, nor the ball room by those who dance,

or attend to the dancers. To all places of gene-

ral resort, where the standard of pleasure is

erected, we run with equal eagerness, or appear-

ance of eagerness for very different reasons.

One goes that he may say he has been there,

another because he never misses. This man
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goes to try what he can find , and that to discover

what others find. Whatever diversion is costly

will be frequente
d
by those who desire to be

thought rich ; and whatever has, by any accident,

become fashionabl
e

, easily continues its reputa-

tion, because every one is ashamed of not partak-

ing it.-Johnson.

A single herring, if suffered to multiply unmo-

lested and undiminishe
d
for twenty years, would

show a progeny greater in bulk than ten such

globes as that we live upon.

FAREWELL.-

"And is he gone ?" --on sudden solitude,

How oftthat fearful question will intrude !

""Twas but an instant passed, and here he stood-

And now !"-Without the portal's porch she rushed,

And there at length her tears in freedom gushed;

Big,bright, and fast , unknown to her they fell ;

But still her lips refused to send " Farewell !"

For in that word-that fated word--howe'er

Wepromise , hope , believe- there breathes despair !"

Byron's Corsair.

Our constitution stands on a nice equipoise ,

with steep precipices and deep waters on all

sides of it. In removing it from a dangerous

leaning towards one side , there may be a risk of

oversetting it on the other. Every project of a

material change in a government so complicated

as ours, combined at the same time with exter-

nal circumstanc
es

still more complicated, is a

matter full of difficulties, in which a considerate

man will not be too ready to decide ; a prudent

man too ready to undertake ; or an honest man

too ready to promise. They do not respect the

public or themselves, who engage for more than

they are sure they ought to attempt, or that they

are able to perform .- Burke.

It is calculated that we receive from God 12

blessings every minute, relative to respiration ;

30 relative to our understandi
ngs

and will ; and

6000 relative to the different parts of our bodies ;

consequentl
y
, God grants us, each minute, 6042

blessings, and 362,520 every hour of life.-Sturm's

Reflections.

The feet and ankles of Greek women--which ,

by the by, rather correspond to Grecian, than to

modern ideas of beauty, are completely hid by

the folds of their trowsers, that are tied like a

purse just below the knee. This gives a woman,

when walking , completely the appearance of a

feather paw pigeon ; and is more striking, as Gre-

cian coquets affect , as much as possible , to imitate

the walk of a bird. " You walk like a goose"-

"like a duck," however impertinent in the ear of

an English belle , are the most flattering compli-

ments that can be whispered in those of aGreek

one.

Merit is often an obstacle to fortune, and the

reason is , because it always produces two bad

effects, envy and fear. Envy in those who can-

not rise to the same degree of perfection, and

fear in those who are established , and who dread

that by advancing a man possessed of more abik-

ties and merit than themselves, they may be

supplanted.

I never see an eccentric man—especially if he

be a young man-without suspecting him of af-

fectation. Nature is a whimsical old dame, and

now and then manufactur
es

an odd fellow, but

such works are rare, and therefore the more

likely to be counterfeite
d

. I have no patience

with those young gentlemen , who in company

affect absence of mind-who , if you ask them a

question, seem so profoundlywrapt in meditation

as to be unmindful of what is passing around

them. Vanity often makes a man ridiculous ,

but never more so than when he affects to be

eccentric .

Who can see worse days than he that, yet liv-

ing, doth follow at the funeral of his own reputa-

tion ?-Bacon.

Christianity is a discovery of a future life, and

acquaints us with the means by which its happi-

ness may be secured ; civil government is alto-

gether an affair of the present state, and is no

more than a provision of human skill , designed to

insure freedom and tranquillity during our con-

tinuance on this temporary stage of existence .

" The camp may have its fame, the court it glare,

The theatre its wit, the board its mirth ;-

But there's a calm , a quiet haven, where

Bliss flies for shelter-the domestic hearth."

Cowper.

Handkerchie
fs

were first manufactur
ed at

Paisley, in Scotland , in 1743.

Hats were invented for men in Paris, in 1404.

Knitting stockings were invented in Spain, in

1550.
Linen was first made in England , in 1253.

RECIPES .

-

RHUBARB PIE.

FOR One pie, take four of the small bunches of

green rhubarb stalks that are brought to market

in the spring, or six if they are very small. Peel

the stalks , cut them into little pieces, and stew

them till quite soft in a very little water. When

done,mash the rhubarb with the back of a spoon,

and make it very sweet with sugar. Set it away

to cool. Make a puff paste, and when the rhu-

barb is quite cold put it into the pie , which may

either be a shell or with a lid. Bake it about

half an hour.

POTATOE PUDDING.

TAKE half a pound of butter, and half a pound

of powdered sugar, and stir them together till

very light. Have ready a pound of boiled pota-

toes, whichmust be quite cold. Grate the pota-

toes, and beat four eggs till very thick. Stir the

beaten eggs and the grated potatoes alternately

into the butter and sugar, with a gill of cream or

rich milk. Add a tea-spoonful of mixed spice,

and a glass of wine , brandy and rose-water, mix-

ed. Having stirred the whole very hard , put it

into shells of puff paste and bake it half an hour.

This quantity of the mixture is sufficient for two

shells the size of soup plates .
Sweet potatoe pudding may be made in the

same manner.
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AN ISLAND OF ICE.

From Mr. Galt's new novel of Bogle Corbet,

we have extracted the following interesting

sketch of an encounter with an Island of Ice :-

"A fresh breeze came sharply from the north,

and so cold, that the sailors said it must be blow-

ing from an iceberg. We saw nothing, although

the moon was high ; but, at midnight, one of the

men descried a brightening along the northern

horizon, which left no doubt of the fact. At last,

the brightness began to assume outline and fea-

tures, and the wind rose as piercingly and rude

as December, while the enormous mountainous

mass was evidently nearing. By its apparent

extent, the captain conjectured we should pass

to the windward of it without difficulty ; but as it

came nearer and nearer, the feeling of danger

mingled with the chillness of the wind, and we

beheld with awe and astonishment many streams

ofbeautiful water leaping and tumbling from the

cliffs and peaks, as it drifted in the sunshine to-

wards us. The wind, as the iceberg approached ,

slackened , and we saw with the telescope, on a

point that projected from the side, a huge white

bear couchant, which, the sailors said, was

watching for fish. No sight could be more so-

lemnly impressive than the evidently advancing

mass ; at last it came so near that we feared it

would be impossible to escape.

"The vast peaks, cliffs , and pinnacles, were

like a gorgeous city, with all its temples and

palaces, shuddering as if shaken by an earth-

quake. The waters dashed from terrace to ter-

race, and every point and spire was glittering

and gleaming with countless flames kindled by

the sunshine. Terror confounded every one on

board. A huge mass, which projected far aloft,

and almost already overhung the ship, was seen

to tremble ; and, with a crash louder than thun-

der, it fell into the sea. The whole dreadful

continent, for such it seemed , visibly shook. The

peaks and mountains were shattered with inde-

scribable crashing ; as, with a sound so mighty

that it cannot be named , it sundered as if several

islands had separated ; and we saw through the

dreadful chasm a ship under full sail beyond,

coasting the weather side. Still the different

masses floated in view ; and all day long we had

our eyes fixed upon them, as they appeared to

recede-fearful that another variation of the

wind would bring them again around us."

CHIROGRAPHY.

" It is generally believed that men of genius

do write in a very obscure, infirm , or eccentric

character ; such as Byron , and Chalmers, and

Jeffrey, and Bonaparte. "-HERBERT.

Washington wrote a fair , open, manly , straight

forward line-every letter legible and distinct,

bearing the same relation in the composition of

the word that his actions all and singular bore in

the formation of his general character-nothing

hidden or mysterious. Jefferson's hand writing

was bold and masculine-partaking of the clean-

ness , purity, and firmness, of his own great

mind. Bonaparte wrote a most hideous and un-

readable scrawl- appearing as though while

writing he was attempting to dodge an enemy's

fire-very little of the generalship about it.—

Burke's writing was most uneven and hurried-

looking as though his thoughts quarrelled for

utterance ; and in their struggle put the outer

man in commotion.

Hamilton wrote a light running hand, quite

sparing of ink. Canning's penmanship partook

of all the chasteness and classical purity, and at

the same time of all the nervousness of his mind.

Byron, " stooping to touch the loftiest thought,"

as though it scarce deserved his verse," wrote

" like very mad," to the great bespatterment

of his paper and ruffled shirt , which by the

way, we believe he never wore. We have our

eye upon the scribblings of many other poets ,

divines, statesmen, warriors , lords and ladies ;

-but they have long split their last quill , and

death subscribed their papers-FINIS. We turn

from the dead to the living.

Madison writes a fair, firm, upright line, with-

out distinction of hair and body strokes ; and not

unlike him writes Marshall. The autograph of

J. Q. Adams is neat, manly and perpendicular.

Jackson writes rather a clumsy, careless hand,

than otherwise, as if with a bad pen, and yet it is

characteristic of his boldness and independence.

-James Kent's caligraph is perfectly unique-

to be compared to nothing this side itself.-

Brougham writes a hasty hand, but a good pen

and full of ink. Peel writes with a stiff pen, but

considerable taste and soberness. Cobbet writes

with fury-just as he does every thing else. Dr.

Chalmers, as if with the feathered end dipped in

ink-a real spider scrawl. Webster like a

hopeful child of the tariff school, giving encou-

ragement that improvement will follow experi-

ence. W. Irving writes a perfect lawyer's hand,

as thoughhe wished no one could read it but him-

self. W. Scott's autograph is rigid and scraggy,

though tolerably legible. Croly writes with a

furious, rambling, excursive , but with most vi-

gorous paw. Wadsworth, as though he bought

ink by the barrel-a downright crow-bar hand.

-Jeffrey writes as if he wrote against time, with

a stick dipped in ink-nothing so hideous and

unintelligible ; yet there is a power and vivacity

about it not unlike the man. Crabb's hand writ-

ing is neat, elegant, and woman-like ; and Mrs.

Hemans' masculine, bold and strong.

LOVE.

Lovedoes not awake in the heart of a virtuous

woman those violent feelings the offspring of a

delirious imagination . It does not at once occupy

her soul ; it steals into it. It is not like a de-

vouring fire; but as the genial warmth of spring,

it animates and fertilizes. It is so timid and

unassuming that it appears abashed ; it is so ge-

nerous that it resembles friendship .
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF RIDING, &c.

Wehavemadean addition to our former number of pages, and shall continue to do so until we have

completed the republication of the essays, contained in our first volume, on RIDING, DANCING, EM-

BROIDERY, &c. We are induced to this in consequence of the repeated applications made to us by

recent subscribers, for the earlier numbers of the work, the demand for which we have been unable

to supply. The object in this republication is to furnish those who have not obtained these essays ,

a compilation of them in a form suitable for binding with the work. To those who have already re-

ceived them they cannot but be acceptable, as they are entirely extra to the usual quantity of mat-

ter. The cuts have all been retouched, and the letter press so arranged that when completed the se-

ries ofessays collected together will form a handsome addition to the work, embodying much useful

information.

1

2

HEALTH and cheerfulness, says an old author, are pur-

sued with a better prospect of success on horseback than

in any other manner. Riding, it is generally admitted,

ranks in the first class of exercises : but it is an art, which

thosewhoare unskilled in can never sufficiently appreciate,

or truly enjoy; and daily experience proves tous, that the

greater portion of those ladies who indulge in it, labour

under this disadvantage. In no other art are there so

many self-taught amateurs: numbers of ladies have a de-

cided objection to going through the ordeal of a riding-

school; others do not reside where they can obtain the

benefit ofa master's instructions ; and the generality con-

sider that they are in possession of all that canbe acquired

on the subject, when they have discovered a mode of re-

taining the seat and guiding the horse. To such of our

readers as happen to belong to either ofthese classes, and

also to those who, having been taught by a riding- master,

are still desirous of further improvement, the following

treatise will, the writer flatters himself, if carefully perus-

ed, be productive ofconsiderable advantage.

MOUNTING.-On approaching a horse, the tail of the

habit should be gracefully gathered up, and the whip be

carried inthe right-hand (Fig. 1 ) . The hat should pre-

viously be well secured, and the hair combed back, or

otherwise so closely dressed, that neither the wind, the

action ofthe horse, the effect of damp weather, nor exer-

cise, may throw it into disorder. Losing the hat is not

only attended with unpleasant consequences of a trifling

nature, but its fall may make the horse start, plunge, or

even run away; and should it, when blown off the head,

be prevented from dropping to the ground, by means of a

fastening under the chin, the action of raising the whip-

hand in a hurry to replace it, accompanied, as it generally

is, by a slight flutter of the whole frame of the rider, if

either timid or inexperienced, is very likely to alarm the

horse, if he happen to be shy or spirited. The hair, if

loosely dressed, may lose its curl, and, by falling over, or

beingblown inthe eyes ofthe rider, greatly embarrass and

annoy her.

It is the groom's duty, when the rider approaches , to

gather up the reins with his left haud, smoothly and even-

ly, the bit reins between, and somewhat tighter than the

bridoon, properly dividing them with his forefinger. The
lady receives them a little more forward than the point of

the horse's shoulder, with her right hand, which still re-

tains and passes the whip over the saddle to the off (or

right) side: on taking the bridle in this manner, her fore-

finger is placed between the reins; the groom removes his

hand, and the lady draws her's back, suffering the reins to

glide gently and evenly through her fingers, until she

reaches the near crutch of the pommel, which she takes

hold ofwith her right hand, still holding the whip and reins,

and places herself close to the near side of the saddle ,

H

it.

with her back almost turned towards it. The groom now

quits his former post, andprepares to assist her to mount.

The horse being thus left under the lady's government,

it is proper that, in passing her hand through the reins,

she should not have suffered them to become soloose asto

prevent her, when her hand is on thepommel, from having

a light but steady bearing onthe bit, and thus keepingthe

horse to his position during the action of mounting. She

then places her left foot firmly in the right hand of the

groom or gentleman in attendance, who stoops to receive

The lady then lays her left hand on his right shoulder,

and straightening her left knee, she bears her weight on

her assistant's hand, which he gradually raises (rising

himselfat the same time) until she is seated onthe saddle.

During herelevation, she steadies, and even, ifnecessary,

partly assists herself towards the saddle byher hands, one

ofwhich, it will be recollected, is placed onthe pommel,

and the other on her assistant's shoulder. It is important

that she should keep her foot firm and her knee steady.-

If these directions be attended to, she will find herself

raised to her saddle with but a trifling exertion, either on

her own part or that of the assistant. Should the latter be

a lad only, or not muchaccustomed tothis part ofhis busi-

ness, he should use both hands instead of one ( Fig. 2)-

joining thembythe fingers: indeed, this, generally speak-
ing, is the safer mode. The lady, in all cases, should

take care that her weight be well balanced on her left

foot, from which she should rise as uprightly as possible;

above all things taking care not to put her foot forward,

but keeping it directly under her. The assistant should

not beginto raise her until she has removed her right foot

from the ground, and, by straightening her knee, thrown

her weight completely into hishand. Havingreached the

saddle, while her face is still turned to the near side ofthe

horse, and before she places her knee over the pommel-

when some ladies , very improperly, first take the reins.-

the assistant puts the lady's left foot in the stirrup, while

she removes her hand from the near to the off crutch ofthe

pommel, holding the whip and reins as before directed -

shenow raises herself on the stirrup by the aid of her

right hand, while the assistant , or the lady herself with her

left hand, draws the habit forward in its place. She then

places her right knee in the pommel, and her seat is taken.

Should the back part of the habit at this time, or after-

wards, in the course of the ride, require any arrangement,

the lady raises herself in the stirrup, by strengtheningher

knee and pulling herselfforward by the right hand, which

is placed on the off crutch of the pommel, and with her

left hand disposes her habit to her satisfaction. This can

be done, when the rider has grown expert, whilethehorse

is going at any pace, ifnot better, than ifhe were stand-

ing still. When the lady is seated, the groomfastens the

habit below her left foot, either by pins or a brooch.
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PUPILS, during their first lessons, may dispose of the

teins inthe following manner:-The right hand is remov-

ed from the pommel ofthe saddle , the reins are separated,

and one is held in each, passing up between the third and

fourth fingers, the ends beingbrought overthe fore-fingers ,

and held in their places by closing the thumbs upon them,

and shutting the hands, which should be on a level with

each other, at a little distance apart--three inches from

the body, or thereabouts-and the knuckles ofthe little

fingers in a line with the elbow. By slightly advancing

the hands, or even relaxing the hold ofthe reins, the horse,

ifwell trained, will go forward The left hand is raised

to turn to the near or left side, and the right hand to turn

in an opposite direction. By slightly raising and ap-

proaching both hands toward the body, the horse maybe

made to stop. When either rein is acted on to turn the

horse , the other should be a little slackened, or the hand
which holds it relaxed.

As soon as the pupil has passed her noviciate in the

art, she holds both reins in the left hand: some ladies se-

parate them by the third and fourth fingers; others

by one of these fingers only; and many bythe fourth

and little finger, but the greater number use the

latter alone for this purpose, passing the off or right

rein over it, and bringing the near or left rein up beneath

it. The reins are carried flat upon each other up through

the hand, near the middle joint ofthe fore-finger, and the

thumb is placed uponthem so that their ends fall downin

front of the knuckles. The elbow should neither be

squeezed close to the side, nor thrust out into an awkward

and unnatural position, but be carried easily and graceful-

ly, at a moderate distance from the body: the thumb

should be uppermost, and the hand so placed that the

lower part of it be nearer the waist than the upper; the

wrist should be slightly rounded, the little finger in a line

with the elbow, the knuckles immediately above the

horse's neck, and the nails turned toward the rider.

With the reins in this position , ifshe wish her horse to

advance, the lady brings her thumb towards her, untilthe

knuckles are uppermost, and the nails over the horse's

neck: the reins, by this simple motion , are slackened suf-

ficiently to permit the horse to move forward. After heis

put in motion, the rider's hand should return to the first

position gradually, or it may be slightly advanced, and the

thumb turned upward immediately.

To turn a horse to the left, let the thumb, which in the

first position is uppermost, be turned to the right, the little

finger to the left, and the back of the hand brought up-

ward. This movement is performed in a moment, and

it will cause the left rein to hang slack, while the right is
tightened so as to press against the horse's neck. Το

turn tothe left the hand should quit the first position, the

nails be turned upward, the little finger brought in toward

the right, and the thumb moved to the left: the left rein

will thus press the neck, while the right one is slackened.

To stop the horse, or make him back, the nails should'

be turnedfrom the first position upwards, the knuckles re-

versed, andthe wrist be rounded as much as possible.

The body, says Adams, in his valuable Treatise on

Horsemanship, must always be in a situation, as well to

preserve the balance, as to maintain the seat (see fig. 3).

One of the most common errors committed by ladies on

horseback, who have not been properly taught to ride, is

hangingbythe near crutch, so that instead of being grace-

fully seated in the centre of the saddle, with the head in

sts proper situation, and the shoulders even ( Fig. 4) , the

body is inclined to the left, the head is brought to the

right by an inelegant bend ofthe neck in that direction,

the right shoulder is elevated , and the left depressed . To

correct or avoid these and similar faults, is important.-

All the rider's movements should harmonize with the

paces ofthe animal; her position should be at once easy

to herselfand to her horse, and alike calculated to insure

her own safety and give her a perfect command over him.

Ifshe sit in a careless, ungraceful manner, the action of

herhorse will be the reverse of elegant. A lady seldom

appears to greater advantage than when mounted on a

fine horse, ifher deportment be graceful, and her positions

correspond with his paces and attitudes; but the reverse

is the case, if, instead of acting with, and influencing the

movements of the horse, she appear to be tossed to and

fro, and overcome by them. She should rise and descend,

advance and stop with, and not after, the animal. From

this harmony of motion results ease, elegance, and the

most brilliant effect. The lady should sit in such a posi-

tion, that the weight of her body may rest on the centre

of the saddle ; one shoulder should not be advanced more

than the other; neither must she bear any weight onthe

stirrup, nor hang by the pommel over the near side; she

ought not to suffer herself to incline forward, but partially

backward. If she bend forward, her shoulders will, most

likely, be rounded, and her weight thrown too much

uponthe horse's shoulders; in addition to these disadvan-

tages, the position will give her an air of timid gaucherie.

Leaning a little backward, on the contrary, tends to bring

the shoulders in, keeps the weight in its proper bearing,

and produces an appearance ofcomely confidence.

The head should be in an easy, natural position, that

is, neither drooping forward nor thrown back- neither

leaning to the right nor to the left. The bust should be

elegantly developed, bythrowing back the shoulders, ad-

vancing the chest, and bending the back part ofthe waist

inward. The elbows should be steady, and kept in an

easy, and apparently unconstrained position near the sides,

the lower part of the arm should form a right angle with

the upper part, which ought to descend almost perpendi-

cularly from the shoulder. The position of the hands,

when both are occupied with the reins, or when the reins

are held in one only, we have already noticed; the right

arm and hand, in the latter case, may drop easily from

the shoulder, and the whip be held in the fingers, with the

lash downwards between two fingers andthe thumb. The

whip may also be carried in the right hand, in the manner

adopted bygentlemen : the lady is not restricted to any pre-

cise rules in this respect, but may vary the position of her

whip arm as she may think fit, so that she do not permitit

to appear ungraceful. She must also take care that the

whip be so carried, that its point do not tickle or irritate

the flank ofthe horse.

The stirrup is of very little use except to support the

left foot and leg, and to assist the rider to rise in the trot;

generally speaking, therefore, as we have already remark-

ed, none ofthe weight ofthe body should be thrown upon

the stirrup. The left leg should not be cramped up, but

assume an easy and comfortable position; it should neither

be forced out, so as to render the general appearance un-

graceful, andthe leg itself fatigued; nor should it be press-

ed close to the horse, except when used as an aid, but

descend gracefully by his side, without bearing against it.

Although hangingby the left crutch of the pommel, over

the near side, is not only inelegant, but objectionable in

many important respects, the pommel, properly used, is a
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lady's principal dependance on horseback: by the right

knee being passed over the near crutch, the toes slightly

elevated, and the leg pressed against the fore -flap of the

saddle, the pommel is grasped, and the rider well secured

in the possession of her seat It is said, that when a lady,

while her horse is going at a smart trot, can lean over on

the right side , far enough to see the horse's shoe, she may

be supposed to have established a correct seat; which, we

repeat she should spare no pains to acquire . In some of

the schools, a pupil is often directed to ride without the

stirrup, and with her arms placed behind her, while the

master holds the longe, and urges the horse to various de-

grees ofspeed, and in different directions, in order to settle

her firmly and gracefully on the saddle-to convince her

that there is security without the stirrup-and to teach her

to accompany with precision and ease , the various move-

ments ofthe horse.

Nothing can be more detrimental to the grace of a lady's

appearance on horseback, than a bad position: a friend

of ours says, it is a sight that would spoil the finest land-

scape inthe world. What can be much more ridiculous,

than a female, whose whole frame, through mal-position,

seemsto be the sport of every movement of the horse?-

It is certainly rather painful to behold such a sight. If

the lady be not mistress of her seat, and be unable to

maintain a proper position of her limbs and body, as soon

as her horse starts into a trot, she runs the risk of being

tossed about on the saddle, like the Halcyon of the poets

in her frail nest,—

Floatingupon the boisterous rude sea.

If the animal should canter, his fair rider's head will be

jerked to and fro as " a vexed weathercock ;" her drapery

will be blown about, instead of falling gracefully around

her; and her elbows rise and fall, or, as it were, flap up

and down like the pinions of an awkward nestling endea-

youring to fly. To avoid such disagreeable similies be-

ing applied to her, the young lady, who aspires to be a

good rider, should, even from her first lesson in the art,

strive to obtain a proper deportment on the saddle. She

ought to be correct, without seeming stiff or formal; and

easy, without appearing slovenly. The position we have

described, subject to occasional variations, will be found,

by experience, to be the most natural and graceful mode

of sitting a horse; it is easy to the rider and her steed; and

enables the former to govern the actions of the latter so

effectually, in all ordinary cases , as to produce that har-

mony ofmotion, which is so much and so deservedly ad-

mired. A lady should ride her palfrey, even as some

beautiful water-fowl passes onward with the tide, seem-

ing, in the eye offancy, by the concord of its motions with

the undulations ofthe water, to be a portion ofthe stream,

onthe surface of which it floats.

The balance is conducive to the ease , elegance, and se-

curity of the rider:-it consists in a fore-knowledge of

what direction any given motion ofthe horse would throw

the body, and a ready adaptation ofthe wholeframeto the

proper-position, before the horsehas completed his change

of attitude or action; it is that disposition ofthe person, in

accordance with the movements ofthe horse, which pre-

vents it from an improper inclination forward or backward,

to the right or to the left.

The balance is governed by the direction and motion of

the horse's legs. Ifthe animal be either standing still, or

merely walking straight forward, the body should be pre-

served in the simple position which we have directed the

lady to assume on taking her seat. Should it be neces-

sary to apply the whip, so as to make the animal quicken

his pace, or to pull him in suddenly, the body must be pre-

pared to accommodate itself to the animal's change of ac-

tion.

When going round a corner at a brisk pace, or rid-

ingin a circle, the body should lean back rather more

thanin the walking position ; in the same degree that the

horse bends inward, must the body lean in that direction.

If a horseshy at any object , and either turn completely and

suddenly round, or run on one side only, the body should,

if possible, keep time with his movements, and adapt

itself so as to turn or swerve with him; otherwise the ba-

lance will be lost, and the rider be in danger offalling off
onthe side from which the horse starts.

The proper mode of preservingthe balance under some

other circumstances, will be found described in a future

number. In no case, let it be remembered, should the

rider endeavour to assist herself in preserving her balance

by pulling at the reins.

SOME horses are addicted to a very troublesome and

vicious habit of turning round suddenly-we do not here

allude to shyness but restiveness-without exhibiting any

previous symptom oftheir intention. Ahorse soon ascer-

tains that theleft handis weakerthan the right, and, con-

sequently, less able to oppose him ; he, therefore , turns on

the off side, and with such force and suddenness, that it

is almost impossible , even if the rider be prepared for the

attack, to prevent him; in this case, it would beunwise to

make the attempt; the rider would be foiled , and the horse

become encouraged, by his success in the struggle , to

make similar endeavours to havehis own way, or dismount

his rider. The better plan is , instead of endeavouring to

prevent him from turning with the left hand, to pull him

sharply withthe right, until his headhas made a complete

circle, and he finds to his astonishment, thathe is precise-

ly in the place from which he started. Should he repeat

the turn, on the rider's attempting to urge him forward,

she should pull him round on the same side three or four

times , and assist the power ofthe hand in so doing, by a

smart aid ofthe whip, or the leg: while this is doing, she

must take care to preserve her balance by an inclination

ofthe body to the centre ofthe circle which is described

bythe horse's head in his evolution . The same plan may

be pursued when a horse endeavours to turn a corner,

contrary to the wish of his rider ; and if he be successfully

baffled three or four times, it is most probable that he will

not renew his endeavours. On the same principle, when

a horse refuses to advance, and whipping would increase

his obstinacy, or make him rear, or bolt away in a differ

ent direction, it is advisable to make him walk backward,

until he evinces a willingness to advance. A runaway

might, in many instances, be cured of his vice by his be

ing suffered to gallop, unchecked, and being urged forward

when he showed an inclination to abate his speed , rather

than by attempting to pull him in; but this remedy is, in

most situations, dangerous, even for men; and all other

means should be tried before it is resorted to by the rider.

Should either of our fair readers " which the fates fore-

fend!"-havethe misfortune to be mounted on a runaway,

she may avoid any evil consequences, if she can contrive

to retain her self possession , and act as we are about to

direct: she must endeavour to maintain her seat at all

hazards , and to preserve the best balance, or position of

body, to carry her defences into operation; the least symp

tom of alarm, on her part, will increase the terror or de-

termination ofthe horse ; a dead, heavy pull at the bridle

will at once aid, rather than deter him in his speed, and

prevent her from having sufficient mastery over his mouth

and her own hands to guide him; she must, therefore,

hold the reins in such a manner as to keep the horse to-

gether when at the height of his pace, and to guide him

from running against anything in his course; and it is most

probable that he will soon abate his speed , and gradually

subside into a moderate pace. Sawing the mouth ( that

is, pulling each rein alternately) will frequently bring a

horse up in afew minutes; slackening the ieins for an in-

stant, and then jerking them with force, may also produce

a similar effect: but if the latter mode be adopted , the

rider must take care that the horse, by stopping suddenly,

do not bring her on his neck, or throw her over his head.

In whatever manner the runaway be stopped, it is advis-

able to beon the alert, lest he should become so disunited

bythe operation, as to fall. Our reader will here think,

perhaps, that this advice may be easy enough to give,

but difficult to follow: we beg leave, however, to tell her,

that although it is not so easy as drawing on a worn glove,

or replacing a stray curl, it is much more practicable than

she may imagine; but we trust she will never have occa-

sion to put it to the proof.
There is another situation, in which it is advisable to

force the horse apparently to have his own way, in order

to baffle his attacks. Restive horses, or even docile ani-

mals, when put out of temper, sometimes endeavour to

crush their riders' legs against walls, gates, trees, posts ,

&c. An inexperienced rider, in such a situation, would

strive to pull the horse away; her exertions would be un-

availing; the animal would feel that he could master the

opposition, and thus discovering the rider's weakness ,

turn it to her disadvantage on future occasions. We can-

not too often repeat, that, although a rider should not de-

sist until she has subdued her horse, she must never en-

ter into an open, undisguised contest with him. It is use-

less to attack him on a point which he is resolute in de-

fending; the assault should rather be directed to his weak-

er side. If he fortify himself in one place, he must pro
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portionably diminish his powers ofdefence in another: he

anticipates and prepares to resist any attempt to overcome

him on his strong side; and his astonishment at being at-

tacked on the other, and with success , on account of his

weakness in that quarter, goes far to dishearten and sub-

due him. Ifhe plant himself in a position of resistance

against being forced to advance, it is a matter of very lit-

tle difficulty to make him go back. Ifhe appear to be de-

termined not to go to the right, the rider may, on account

ofthe mode in which he disposes his body and limbs, with

great facility turn him to the left. Ifhe stand stock-still,

and will not move in any direction , his crime may be made

his punishment: the rider should sit patiently until he

show a disposition to advance, which he will probably do

in a very short time, when he discovers that she is not

annoyed by his standing still. Nothing will subdue a

horse so soon as this mode of turning his attacks against

himself, andmaking his defences appear acts of obedience

to the rider's inclination. When, therefore, a horse vici-

ously runson one side towards a wall, pulls his head forci-

bly towards it; and if, bythe aid of the leg or whip, you

can drive his croupe out, you may succeed in backing him

completely awayfrom it. It is byno means improbable,

that when he finds that his rider is inclined to go tothe

wall as well as himself, he will desist ; should he not, his

croupe may be so turned outward, that he cannot do his

rider any mischief.

5

In shying, the same principle may be acted upon more

advantageously, perhaps, than in any other instance. If

a horse be alarmed at any object, and, instead of going

up to or passing it, he turn round, the rider should manage
him in the manner recommended in cases where the

horseturns through restiveness ; he should then be soothed

and encouraged, rather than be urged by correction, to

approach or pass the object that alarms him, to attempt

to force him up to it would be ridiculous and dangerous.

Ifthe horse swerve from an object, and try to pass it at a

brisk rate, it is useless to pull him towards it; for if you

succeed inbringing his head on one side, his croupe will

be turned outward, and his legs work in an opposite di-

rection: this resistance will increase proportionally to the

exertions made by the rider. A horse, in this manner,

may fly from imaginary into real danger; for hecannot see

where he is going, nor what he mayrun against. Pulling

in the rein, therefore, on the side from which the horse

shies, is improper; it should rather be slackened, and the

horse's head turned away from the object which terrifies

him: bythis mode a triple advantage is gained; in the

first place, the horse's attention is diverted to other things;

secondly,the dreaded object loses halfits terrors whenhe

finds no intention manifested on the rider's part to force

him nearer to it; and, lastly, he is enabled to see, and,

consequently, avoid any danger in front, or on the other

side ofhim.

6
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Ahorse may be coaxed and encouraged to go uptothe

object that alarms him; and if the rider succeed in mak-

ing him approach it, a beneficial effect will be produc-

ed: the horse will discover that his fears were groundless,

and be less likely to start again from any similar cause.

After the first impulse of terror has subsided, the

horse, if he be properly managed, will even manifest an

inclination to approach and examine the object that alarm-

ed him; but while he is sodoing, the rider must be on her

guard; for the least movement or timidity, on her part--

the rustling ofa leaf, or the passing of a shadow-will, in

all probability, frighten him again, and he will start round

more violently than before . After this it will be exceed-

ingly difficult to bring him up to the object. Mr. Astley,

however, whom we have before quoted , says, that should

the first trial prove unsuccessful, it must be repeated, un-

til you succeed; observing, thatthe second attempt should

not be made until the horse's fears have subsided, and his

confidencehas returned. A horsethat is rather shy , may,

in many cases, be prevented from starting, bythe rider

turning his head a little away from those objects, which

she knows by experience are likely to alarm him, as well

before she approaches as while she passes them.

Alady, certainly, should not ride any horse that is ad-

dicted to shying, stumbling, rearing, or any other vice;

but she ought, nevertheless, to be prepared against their

occurrence; for however careful and judicious those per-

sons, bywhom her horse is selected, may be, and how-

ever long a trial she may have had of his temper and me-

rits, she cannot be sure, when she takes the reins, that she

may not haveto use her defences against rearing or kick-

ing, or be required to exercise her skill to save herselffrom

the dangers attendant on starting or stumbling before she

dismounts. The quietest horse may exhibit symptoms of

vice, even without any apparent cause, after years of

good behaviour; the best tempered are not immaculate,

nor the surest- footed infallible; it is wise, therefore, to be

prepared against frailty or accident.

Stumbling is not only unpleasant, but dangerous; to ride

a horse that is apt to trip, is like dwelling in a ruin; we

cannotbe comfortable if we feel that we are unsafe; and,

truly, there is no safety on the back of a stumbling nag.

The best advice we can offer our readers as to such an

animal, is, never to ride him after his demerits are dis-

covered; although the best horse in the world may, we

must confess, make a false step, and even break his

knees. When a horse trips, his head should be raised

and supported by elevating the hand; and the lady should

instantly throw herselfback, so as to relieve his shoulders

ofherweight. It is useless to whip a horse after stumbling,

(as it is also after shying, ) for it is clear he would not run

the risk ofbreaking his knees, or his nose, if he could

help it. If a horse be constantly punished for stumbling,

the moment he has recovered from a false step, he will

start forward, flurried and disunited, in fear of the whip,

and not only put the rider to inconvenience, but run the

risk ofa repetition ofhis mishap before he regains his self-

possession. It being generally the practice-and a very

bad practice it is-for riders to correct horses for stum-

bling,wemaydiscover an habitual from anoccasional stum-

bler, by this circumstance; namely, when a horse, that is

tolerably safe, makes a false step , he gathers himself up,

and is slightly animated for amoment or two only, or goes

on as ifnothing had happened; but ifhe be an old offend-

er, he will remember the punishment he has repeatedly

received immediately after a stumble, and dash forward in

the manner we have described, expectingthe usual accom-

paniment to his misfortune.

This

When a horse evinces any disposition to kick, or rear,

the reins should be separated and held in both hands, in

the manner we have described in a previous page.

should also be done when he attempts torunaway, grows

restive, orshies. The body should also be put in its pro-

per balance for performing the defences: it should be up-

right , the shoulders thrown back, the waist brought for-

ward, andthe head keptsteady. Every part ofthe frame

must be flexible, but perfectly ready for action. The dan-

ger attendant onthe horse's rearing, is, that the ridermay

fall offover the croupe, or pull the horse backward upon

her. To prevent either ofthese consequences, immediate-
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ly a horse rises, slacken the reins, and bend the bodyfor-

ward, so as tothrow its weight on his shoulders, (Fig. 5; )

andthe moment his fore foot come to the ground-having

recovered your position gradually as he descends- correct

him smartly if he will bear it; or endeavour to pull him

round two or three times, and thus divert him from his ob-

ject; the latter course may also be adopted to prevent his

rearing, if the rider can foresee his intention. We have

made some other observations on this subject in a preced-

ing page, to which we beg to refer our readers.

A horse that displays any symptoms of kicking, should

be held tight in hand: ifhis head be kept up, he cannot do

much mischief with his heels. If, however, when the ri-

der is unprepared, in spite of her exertions, he should

get his head down, she must endeavour, by means ofthe

reins, to prevent the animal from throwing himself down,

and also by a proper inclination of her body backward,

save herself from being thrownforward, ( Fig. 6. ) Ifthe

least opportunity should occur, she must try to give him

7

two orthree sharp turns; this may also be done with ad-

vantage, ifshe detect any incipient attempts in the animal

to kick. A horse that rears high seldom kicks much, he

may do both alternately ; and the rider should be prepared

against his attempts, by keeping her balance in readiness

for either of the corresponding defences. She must also

take care, that while sheis holding herhorse'sheadup, and

well in hand, to preventhimfrom kicking, she do notcause

him to rear, by too great adegree ofpressure on his mouth.

It is proper toobserve, that if a horse be chastised for either

of these vices, the whip should be applied to the shoulder

for kicking, and behind the saddle for rearing; but wemust

needs remark, that correction on the shoulder is, in some

degree, likely to make a kicking horse rear; and on the

flank, or hind quarters, to make a rearing horse kick.-

The rider, however, cannot do better, under the circum-

stances, than to correct the positive evil , notwithstand-

ing the possible consequence, in the manner we have di-

rected.

8

ALTHOUGH Our limits will not permit us to enter into

an elaborate detail of the lessons taken by a pupil in the

riding-school, it is right that we should give the learner a

few useful hints ontherudiments of Riding, and not devote

our whole space to the improvement of those who have
made considerable progress. While we endeavour to

correct bad habits in the self-taught artist-in the pupil of

a kind friend, an affectionate relative, or of a mere groom

-to confirm the regularly educated equestrian in the true

principles and practice of the art-to remind her of what

she has forgotten, and to improve upon the knowledge she

may have acquired-we must not forget those among our

youngfriends, who, having never mounted a horse, are de-

sirous of learning how to ride with grace and propriety,

and who dwell at a distance, or do not feel inclined to take

lessons from a master. To such, one-third, at least, of

our preceding observations are applicable; and we recom-

mend an attentive perusal ofwhat we have said, as to

mounting, the aids, the balance, position, &c. before they

aspire to the saddle. Our other remarks they will find

useful whenthey have acquired a little practice.

A quiet and well- trained horse, and a careful attendant,

should, ifpossible , be procured. A horse, that knows his

duty, will almost instruct his rider ; and if a friend, who is

accustomed to horses, or a careful servant, accompany

the pupil, there is little or nothing to fear, even inthe first

attempts: the friend, or groom, may also , by his advice,

materially assist the learner in her progress.

It would be needless for us to repeat our advice as to

the manner of mounting, holding the reins, makingthe

horse advance, stop, turn, &c. or the proper position of

the body and limbs; all these, in her early lessons, the pu-

pil should gradually practise.

WALKING.-Let the pupil walkthe horse forward in a

straight line, and at a slow rate, supporting his head in

sucha manner as to make him keep time in the beats of

his pace; but not holding the reins so tight as to retard the

measurement of his steps, or to makehim break into a trot

onbeinganimated (Fig. 7). Thehand shouldbe so carried ,

that it may delicately but distinctly feel, by the operation of
the horse's mouth on the reins, every beat of his action. If

he do not exert himselfsufficiently, hemust be slightly ani-

mated. Should he break into a trot, he must be checked

bythe reins ; but the pull must neither be so firm or con-

tinued as to make him stop. The moment he obeys the

rein and drops into a walk, the hand is to be relaxed

into its previous position. Should he require animating

again, the movement for that purpose must be more gentle

than before, lest he once more break into a trot.

After walking in a straight line for a short time, the

pupil should practice the turn to the right and to the left;

alternately using both hands in these operations, in the

manner directed in a previous page. She must observe,

that when she pulls the right rein to turn the horse on that

side, the other hand must be relaxed and lowered, or ad-

vanced, to slacken the left rein and easethe horse's mouth,

and vice versa.

Ifthe horse will not readily obey the hand in turning, or

do not bring forward his croupe sufficiently, he is urgedto

throw himselfmore on the bit, by an animation ofthe leg

or whip . The animations, during the first lessons, should

be commenced with great gentleness, and the rider will

easily discover, by a little experience, to what degree it is

necessary to increase them, in order to procure obedience.

This observation should be attended to, were it only for

the pupil's safety: for if she begin with her animations

abovethe horse's spirit, his courage will be so raised as

to endanger, or, at least, alarm her; and thus render

whatwould otherwise be an agreeable exercise, unpleasant.

After the pupil has practised walking in a straight line,,

and turning on either side, for a few days, she may walk

in a circle, and soon make her horse wheel, charge, demi-

volt, &c. The circle should be large at first ; but when

the pupil has acquired her proper equilibrium, &c. it must,

dayby day, be gradually contracted.

In riding round a circle, the inner rein is to be rather

lowered, and the body inclined inward : this inclination

must be increased during succeeding lessons, as the cir-

cle is contracted, and the pupil quickens the pace of her

horse. She must practise in the large circle, until she is

able, by herhand and her aids, to make the horse perform

it correctly. The inside rein must be delicately acted

upon: if it be jerked at distant intervals, or borne upon

without intermission , the horse, in the former case, will

swerve in and out, and, in the latter, the rider's hand and

the animal's mouthwill both become in some degree dead-

ened; and thus their correspondence will be decreased.-

In order to procure correct action , the inner rein should

be alternately borne on in a very slight degree, and relaxed

the next instant-the hand keeping exact time in its opera-

tions with the cadence ofthe horse's foot. The direction

is tobe frequently changed- the pupil alternately working

to the right and theleft, so as to bring both her hands into

practice,
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As soon as the rider becomes tolerably well confirmed

in her seat and balance, and in the performance of the

simple aids and animations, as well in large as small circles,

she should begin to ride in double circles--at first , ofcon-

siderable diameter, but decreasing them by degrees as she

improves Riding in double circles, is guiding the horse

to perform a figure of 8; and this, in the language ofthe

riding-school, is effecting the large and narrow change,

according to the size ofthe circle . The number of the

circles may be increased, and the sizes varied, with great

advantage, both to the rider and the horse. Theymaybe

at some distance from each other, and the horse be guided

to workfrom one to the other diagonally.

TROTTING.-The pupil should begin to practise the

trot (Fig. 8) as soon as she is tolerably perfect in the

walking lessons . It will be as well for her, at first, to

trot in a straight line; she may then workin the large cir-

cle, and proceed gradually through most of the figures

which she has performed in a walk . To make the horse

advance from a walk to a trot, the fore-hand should be

slightly elevated, by drawing upwards the little finger of

each hand (or that ofthe left hand only, when the pupil

has advanced enough to hold the reins in one hand), and

turningthem toward the body. An animation ofthe leg

and whip should accompany this motion. The trot should

be commenced moderately: if the horse start off too rapid-

9

ly, or increase the pace beyond the rider's inclination, she

must check him, by closing the hands firmly; and if that

willnot suffice, by drawing the little fingers upward and

toward the body. this must not be done with a jerk, but
delicately and gradually; and as soon asthe proper effect

is produced, the reins are again to be slackened. Ifthe

horse do not advance with sufficient speed, or do not bring

uphis haunches well, the animations used at starting him

are to be repeated.

When the horse is made to proceed to the trot,

the pupil must endeavour to preserve her balance, steadi-

ness, and pliancy, as in the walk. The rise in trotting is

to be acquired by practice. When the horse in his action

raises the rider from her seat, she should advance her

body, and rest a considerable portion of her weight onthe

right knee; by means of which, and by bearing the left

foot on the stirrup, she may return to her former position

without beingjerked: the right knee and the left foot, used

in the same manner, will also ease her in therise . Parti-

cular attention must be paid to the general position ofthe

body while trotting: in this pace, ordinary riders frequent-

ly rise tothe left, which is a very bad practice, and must

positively be avoided . The lady should also take care

not to raise herselftoo high; the closer she maintains her

seat, consistently with her own comfort, the more correct

her appearance will be.

10

THE whole of the exercises in circles should next be

performed in a canter, which may be commenced from a

short, but animated trot, a walk, or even a stop. If the

horse be well trained, a slight pressure of the whip and

leg, and an elevation ofthe horse's head, by means of the

reins, will make him strike into a canter. Should he mis-

understand, or disobey these indications ofthe rider's will,

bymerely increasing his walk or trot, or going into the

trot from a walk, as the case may be, he is to be pressed

forward on the bit by an increased animation of the leg

and whip; the reins, at the same time, being held more

firmly, in order to restrain him from advancing too rapidly

forward to bring his haunches under him; for the support

ofwhich in this position, he will keep both his hind feet for

a moment onthe ground, while he commences the canter

by raising his fore feet together.

The canter, (Fig. 9) is the most elegant and agreeable

of all the paces, when properly performed by the horse

and rider; its perfection consists in its union and anima-

tion, rather than its speed. It is usual with learners, who

practise without a master, to begin the canter previously

to the trot; but we are supported by good authority in re

commending, that the pupil should first practise the trot,

as it is certainly much better calculated to strengthen and

confirm her in the balance, seat, &c . than the canter.

The pupil is advised, at this stage of her progress, to

practise the paces, alternately, in the various combinations

of the figures we have described; performing her aids

with greater power and accuracy in turning and working

in circles, when trotting or cantering, than when walking.

She should also perfect herselfin her aids, the correspon-

dence, and balance, by alternately increasingand diminish-

ingthe speed in each pace, until she attains a perfect

mastery over herselfand her horse, and can not only make

him work in what direction and at what pace, but also at

what degree of speed in each pace, she pleases. She

may extend the canter to a gallop-learnhowto ascertain,

bythe motion ofthe horse, if his canter be false or true,

and acquire the means of inaking him rectify his action.

In cantering, the horse ought to lead with the right foot:

should he strike off with the left, the rider must either

check him to a walk, and then make him commence the

canter again, or induce him to advance the proper leg by

means ofthe near rein , pressing his side with theleft leg,

and touching the right shoulder with the whip. The hind

legs should follow the direction of the fore legs, otherwise

the pace is untrue, disunited, and unpleasant, bothtothe

horse and rider: therefore, if the horse lead with his near

fore leg (unless when cantering tothe left-the only case

when the near legs should be advanced) , or with his near

hind leg, except in the case just mentioned-although he

may lead withthe proper fore leg-the pace is false, and

must be rectified.

The pupil must also learn how to perform the perfect

stop in all the paces . The perfect stop in the walk, is a

cessation of all actionin the animal, produced instantane-

ously by the rider, without any previous intimation being

given to the horse (Fig. 10) . The slovenly stop is gradual

and uncertain; the incorrect stop is amomentary and vio-

lent check on the action in the middle, instead of the con-

clusion, of the cadence; while its first part is coming to

the ground, the proper movements should be performedby

the rider, so that it may conclude correctly with the ca-

dence. Thefirmness ofthe hand should be increased, the

body be thrown back, the reins drawn to the body, and

the horse's haunches pressed forward bythe leg andwhip,

so that hemaybe brought to bearon the bit.
The stop in the trot is performed as in the walk: the rider

should operate when the leading legs have come tothe

ground, so that the stop be perfected when the other fore

and hind legs advance and complete the cadence.

The stop in the canter is performed by the rider in a si-

milar manner: the time should be at the instant when the

horse's fore feet are descending; the hind feet will imme-

diately follow, and at once conclude the stop and cadence,

The rider must bear in mind, that in order to make the

stop perfect, the horse should previously be animated, unit-

ed, and correct, in the beats or time of his pace. Stop-

ping or turning too suddenly in the gallop, is very distress-

ing tothe horse as well as unsafe to the rider; in fact, the

pace itself is rather too violent and exceptionable, in many

respects, for a lady to ride.
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BACKING.-It is necessary that the pupil should learn

how to make a horse back in walking. To do this, the

reins are to be drawn equally and steadily towards the

body, (but to yielding him when he obeys, ) and his croupe

istobe kept in a proper direction by means ofthe leg and

the whip.

The pupil should perform her first lessons with a snaffle

bridle, holdingthe reins in both hands, and without a stir-

rup. When she has acquired some degree of practice in

the balance, aids, and general government of the horse,

she may use a curb with double reins, and hold them in

the left hand-managing them as we directed in a for-

merpage.

It would be well for the self-taught equestrian, who has

not acquired the true principles of Riding, to go through

all the foregoing exercises in the paces, patiently and pro-

gressively. She will,doubtless, find it difficult to drop her

incorrect mode of riding, but she should persevere, if she

wishes to sit her horse with grace, ease, and safety. The

pupil, in all cases , should recollect, that her horse requires

occasional haltings and relaxations: the time occupied in

each lesson, should bein proportion to the pace and ani-

mation in which it has been performed. Ifthe exercisebe

varied and highly-animated, the horse should rest to re-

cruit himself at the expiration oftwelve or fifteen minutes;

when refreshed by halting,he may be made to go through

another of the same, or rather less duration, and then be

put up forthe day. It would be still better to make two

halts inthesame space oftime: the exercise taken in such

a lesson being equal to three hours' moderate work.-

When the lessons are less animated, they may be made

proportionally longer; but it is always better, if the pupil

err in this respect, to do so on the side of brevity, than,

bymaking her lessons too long, to harass her horse, and

fatigue herselfso as to lose her spirit and animation.

LEAPING-Inthe riding-schools, ladies who never in-

tend to join what the poets call the jocund pack,

By copse or dingle, heath or sheltering wood ,

are frequently taught to leap at the bar. The practice is

beneficial, as it tends to confirm the-seat, and to enable

the rider more effectually to preserve her balance, should

she afterwards be mounted on an unsteady or vicious

horse.

pu-

Leaps are taken either standing, or flying, over a bar,

which is so contrived as to fall when touched bythe horse's

feet, if he do not clear it: it is placed at a short distance

from the ground at first, and raised by degrees as the

pil improves. The standing leap, which is practised first,

the horsetakes fromthe halt, close to the bar. The flying

leap is takenfrom any pace, and is easier thanthe stand-

ing leap, although the latter is considered the safer of the

two to begin with; as, from the steadiness with which itis

made by a trained horse, the master or assistant can aid

the pupil at the slightest appearance ofdanger.

The position of the rider is to be governed in this , as in

all other cases, by the action of the horse. No weight is

to be borne onthe stirrup; for, in fact, pressure on the stir-

rup will tend to raise the body, rather than keep it close

to the saddle. The legs (particularly the right one) must

be pressed closely against the saddle; and the hand and

the reins yielded to the horse, so that the rider can just

distinguish a slight correspondence between her hand and
the horse's mouth. The animations thus produced, and

the invitation thus given , will make the horse rise . As his

fore quarters ascend, the lady is to advance forward; the

backbeing bent inward, and the head upright and steady.

(Fig. 11, the ascent. ) As soon as the horse's hind legs

quit the ground, the body is to incline backward-the rider

taking care not to bear heavily on the reins, lest the horse

force her hand, and pull her forward on his neck, or over

his head, as he descends. When the leap is cleared, the

rider should bring the horse together, if at all disunited,

and resume her previous ordinary position.

In the flying leap the seat is to be preserved as in the

standing leap; except, that it is needless, and indeed un-

wise, to advance the body as the horse rises; because , in

the flying leap, the horse's position, especially in a low

leap, is more horizontal than when he rises at the barfrom

a halt: and there is great danger ofthe rider beingthrown,

if she lean forward, in case the horse suddenly checks

himselfand refuses the leap,which circumstance occasion-

ally happens. The waist should be brought forward, and

the body suffered to take that inclination backward, which

willbe produced by the spring forward ofthe horse. The

horse's head is to be guided towards the bar, and the reins

yielded to him as he advances . The proper distance for a

horse to run previous to the leap, is from ten to fifteen

yards. Ifhe be well trained, he may be suffered to take

his own pace at it; but it is necessary to animate an indo-

lent horse into a short , collected gallop. and urge himby

strong aids to make the leap. ( Fig. 12, the descent . )

Having conducted our fair readers through the leading

principles of horsemanship, teaching them howto enjoy

its pleasures and to avoid its perils, it only remains for us

to dismount them with grace and safety, which will form

the closing remarks to this healthy and polite accom-

plishment.

DISMOUNTING. The first important point to be attend-

ed to, in dismounting, is the perfect disentanglement ofthe

clothes from the saddle; and before the lady quits it, she

ought to bring her horse carefully to a stop. If she be

light and dexterous she may dismount without assistance,

from a middle-sized horse; but it is better not to do so if

the animal be high. The right hand, in preparing to dis-

mount, is to receive the reins, and be carried to the off

crutch ofthe pommel. The reins should be held sufficient-

ly tight to restrain the horse from advancing, and yet not

so firm as to cause him to back or rear: nor uneven, lest it

make him swerve . The lady should next disengage her

right leg from the pommel, clearing the dress as sheraises

her knee; then remove her right hand to her near crutch,

and take her foot from the stirrup . Thus far the process

is the same, whether the lady dismount with or without as-

sistance.

If she be assisted , the gentleman, or attendant, may

either lift her completely off the saddle to the ground,

ifshe be very young; or, taking her left hand in his left

hand, place his right hand on her waist, and as she springs

off, support her in her descent. ( See Fig. 13. ) She may

also alight, ifshe be tolerably active, by placing her right

hand in that ofthe gentleman, who in this case stands at

the horse's shoulder, and descend without any other sup-

port. Should there be any objection or difficulty found in

alighting by either of these modes, the gentleman, or as-

sistant, may place himself immediately in front of the lady,

who is thento incline sufficiently forward for himto receive

her weight, by placing his hands under her arms, and thus

easing her descent.
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ing with grace and ease, more practice is required than

merely descending from the saddle after an exercise or a

ride. It is advisable to dismount, for some days, several

times successively; either before or after the ride; com-

If the lady dismount without assistance, after the hand

is carried fromthe off to the near crutch, she must turn

round so as to be able to take in her hand a lock of the

horse's mane; by the aid ofwhich, and bearing her right

on the crutch, she may alight without difficulty. In dis- mencing with the most simple modes, until the pupil ac-

mountingthus without assistance, she must turn complete-

lyround as she quits the saddle, so as to alight with her

facetowards the horse's side . (See Fig. 14.) By what-

ever mode the ladydismounts, but especially if she do so

without assistance, to prevent any unpleasant shock on

reachingthe ground, she should bend her knees, suffer her

body to be perfectly pliant, and alight on her toes, orthe

balls ofher feet. She is neither to relinquish her hold,

nor is the gentleman, or assistant, if she make use of his

ministry, to withdraw his hand, until she is perfectly safe

onthe ground. In order to acquire the mode of dismount-

quires sufficient confidence and experience to perform

either of these operations in a proper manner, with the

mere help of the assistant's hand, and even to dismount

without any aid whatever. Ifshe be but in her noviciate

in the art of riding, we strongly advise her in this, and all

other cases, not to place too great a reliance on her own

expertness, or attempt too much at first; but rather to pro-

ceed steadily, and be satisfied with a gradual improve-

ment; as it is utterly impossible to acquire perfection inthe

nicer operations of the art, before the minor difficulties are

overcome.

ELIJAH'S INTERVIEW.

BY CAMPBELL.

CHRISTMAS CAROL.

ON Horeb's rock the prophet stood-

The Lord before him passed;

Ahurricane in angry mood

Swept by him strong and fast;
The forest fell before its force,

The rocks were shivered in its course;

God was not in the blast.

'Twas but the whirlwind ofHis breath,

Announcing danger, wreck, and death.

It ceased. The air grew mute-a cloud

Came muffling up the sun;

When, thro' the mountain, deep and loud

An earthquake thundered on;

The frighted eagle sprang in air,

The wolfran howling fromhis lair:

God was notin the storm.

'Twas but the rolling of His car,

The trampling ofHis steeds fromfar.

"Twas still again-and nature stood

And calmed her ruffled frame:

When swift from Heaven a fiery flood

To earth devouring came.

Downto the depth the ocean fled,

The sickening sun looked wan and dead,

Yet God filled not the flame.

'Twas but the terror of His eye

That lighten'd through the troubled sky.

At last a voice, all still and small,

Rose sweetly on the ear;

Yet rose so shrill and clear that all

In Heaven and earth might hear.

It spoke of peace , it spoke oflove,

It spoke as angels speak above;

And God himself was there.

For oh! it was a father's voice,

That bade the trembling earth rejoice.

"Ivy,holly, and mistletoe,

Give me a penny before I go."

" Christmas comes but once ayear."

THE rose, it is the love ofJune,

The violet that of spring;

Out on the faithless and fading flowers

That make the south wind's wing!

Such craven blooms I hold in scorn--

The holly's the wreath for a Christmas morn.

Its berries are red as amaiden's lip,

Its leaves are of changeless green;

And any thing changeless now, I know,

Issomewhat rare to be seen.

The holly, which fall and frost has borne,

The holly's the wreath for a Christmas morn.

Its edges are set in keen array,

They are fairy weapons bared;

And in anunlucky world like ours

"Tis as well to be prepared.

Like the crest of a warrior worn,

The holly's the wreath for a Christmas morn .

It was so with England's olden race-

But, alas! in this our day

Wethink so much of the present time,

That we castthe past away.

Let us do as they did ere we were born-

The holly's the wreath for aChristmas morn.

The holly, it is no green-house plant,

But glows in the common air;

In the peasant's lattice, the castle hall,

Its green leaves alike are there.

Ifits lesson in mind be borne,

The holly's the wreath for aChristmas morn.
L. E. L.
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HAIDEE ,

Locks ofauburn and eyes of blue have ever been dear to the sons of song. So said Lord Strang-

ford ; and Moore, not venturing to differ from such high authority, gives to his Delphic maiden " au-

burn hair and eyes of fire"-leaving the reader to guess at the colour which the blaze has hidden

from the poet. Byron was bolder ; and perhaps he never showed more striking originality than when

hefound a new comparison for the black eyes of an Eastern Beauty.

Her brow was overhung with coins ofgold ,

That sparkled o'er the auburn of her hair,

Her clustering hair, whose longer locks were roll'd

In braids behind, and though her stature were

Even ofthe highest for a female mould,

They nearly reached her heel ; and in her air

There was a something which bespoke command,

As one who was a lady in the land.

Her hair, I said, was auburn ; but her eyes

Were black as death, their lashes the same hue

Of downcast length, in whose silk shadow lies

Deepest attraction , for when to the view

Forth from its raven fringe the full glance flies,

Ne'er with such force the swiftest arrow flew ;

"Tis as the snake late coil'd , who purs his length,

And hurls at once his venom and his strength.

Her brow was white and low, her cheek's pure die

Like twilight rosy still with the set sun ;

Short upper lip-sweet lips ! that make us sigh

Everto have seen such ; for she was one

Fit for the model of a statuary-

(A race of mere impostors, when all's done-

I've seen much finer women ripe and real,

Than all the nonsense of their stone ideal . )

THE MERCHANT'S CLERK;

A LEGEND OF THE OLD TIME IN LONDON.

DINING Some time back with a friend, whose

house is situated in one of those out-of-the-way

courts in the City , where one would hardly

think of searching for anything picturesque or

beautiful, but which, nevertheless, abound with

various rich memorials of the past; while seated

with him athis window, overlooking a small yard

containing two mulberry-trees at least a century

old, I observed , with no small sorrow, that an old

stone wall, the rounded gable of whichwas preg-

nant with recollections ofthe reigns of Elizabeth

and the first James, was being removed, in all

probability to be succeeded by a piece ofmodern,

uninteresting brick-work. By this removal,

however, another morsel of antiquity , which had

previously been concealed , was now exposed to

view: this consisted of a hovel or shed , built

against one of the interior sides of this stone wall,

and apparently the remains of some more exten-

sive and important building; for though, in many

places, the large, irregularly-shaped slates had

been displaced, or perhaps had fallen away, and

been re-placed by modern tiling, still several of

the massy stone pillars, supporting strong oaken

arches, were remaining, and appeared as though

they were the vestiges of a colonnade or cloister,

which at some former period had run round the

whole interior of the wall. I mentioned this idea

to my friend, who concurred with me that it was

probably correct.

" By the way," observed he, " the spot which

I

has attracted your observation , I believe even

that very shed, was once the scene of a murder,

the perpetration and discovery of which were

attended by some very singular circumstances."

This information, of course , led to an inquiry

on my part; and that, in its turn, elicited the fol-

lowing Legend of London:-

Towards the middle of the second half of the

seventeenth century, or in plainer English, about

the year of grace, 1672 , there lived in London a

very rich, and therefore very respectable mer-

chant, who, having come to the rare resolution

that he had made money enough, and having, as

he said, no kith or kin , tacked to this said resolu-

tion one of more frequent occurrence, namely,

that he would take a wife, to be the superintend-

ant of his household affairs , the sharer of his for-

tune, the soother of his sorrows, ifever he should

have any, and so forth. And to a man of so much

importance as was Master Edward Edwards,

there were veryfew obstacles in the wayofhis ac-

complishing such a purpose, as he might easily

pick and choose among the maidens or widows of

his ward, who would all be but too proud ofan al-

liance with so honourable and substantial a citi-

zen. He did not, however, deliberate so long on

the matter as might perhaps have been expected,

seeing how wide a field he had wherein to exer-

cise his speculations; for at the same time that

he informed those friends, whom he chose to

consult on the occasion, of his before-named in-
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tention, he gave them to understand that his

choice had already fallen on Dorothy Langton,

the daughter of a poor Goldsmith , and reputed

papist, but, nevertheless, a maiden ofgood fame ,

seemly bearing, and twenty-six years of age.

She was tall, fair, and well made, but with no-

thing striking about her face that would call for

particular description, unless one may advert to

-what indeed was not part of her face-an unu-

sual breadth at the back part of her head, be-

hind her cars, which seemed to give her features

an appearance of being too small. The lady

was, truth to confess, not very much admired in

the neighbourhood; and , to continue the confes-

sion, she was as little liked. She was said by

those who knew her best, or rather as it might

seem worst, to be of a sullen temper, and yet,

withal, violent; and the death of one young man

was laid at her door, all the way from the East

Indies, whither he had gone in despair, after hav-

ing been for eleven months her accepted suitor,

and then discharged in a fit of peevishness. How

far this incident, which happened before she

was twenty, might have formed her after cha-

racter; or how far even her earlier character

might have been moulded from the fact of her

having been left motherless while yet an infant,

and bred up afterwards under the sole care of

her father, a harsh and severe man, it is not for

me to determine ; and much less so , how or why

Master Edward Edwards came to fix on her as

his partner. Master Edwards himself, at the

time we are speaking of, was in the very prime

and vigour of life-that is , in his own opinion; it

may be stated, however, that he was in his five-

and-fiftieth year; rather corpulent and very

grey: but the former fact he asserted, and not

without truth, was a proof of his stoutness:

some men, he observed, quite young men too,

(that is, younger than himself,) had contracted a

bad habit of stooping, which shewed their walk

through life had not been upright; then, as to his

grey hairs, he boasted that they were once the

veriest black, but that thought and honourable la-

bour had blanched them; besides, his worst foes

could not say he was bald. For the rest, Master

Edwards was a man of tolerable parts, as times

went, of an easy and good temper, and one who

loved to crack his bottle and his joke as well any

man living, either now or then.

For some time, say thirteen months , after the

marriage, they lived together in all seeming har-

mony. I say seeming, of course speaking only

ofwhat met the eyes of others; for far be it from

me to intrude any unnecessary inquiry into the

discomforts or discrepancies (ifany such existed)

ofthe domestic circle-a rather small one, to be

sure, seeing it consisted of only two individuals,

unless as a third segment thereof, may be reck-

oned Master Edwards' clerk , a young man, an

orphan, of the name of Simon, who had lived

with himfrom his childhood. He was a youth of

good favour, but did not seem to find it in his

mistress's eyes; or rather, latterly, he did not:

for at her first coming she had behaved with

great kindness to him, while he, on the other

hand, always treated her with that distant re-

spect, so becoming in an inferior, but so mortify-

ing to a superior , who may happen , for some

purpose or other, to wish to be on more familiar

terms. After a little time , Mistress Edwards

evidently took a great dislike to poor Simon ,

and by the exercise of a little domestic despo-

tism, she made his home sufficiently uncomforta-

ble. Master Edwards seldom interfered in the

matter; and to do his wife justice , she concealed

the alteration she had caused in the lad's com-

forts , as much as she could from his master; and

if ever he did happen to make any reference to

the subject, she was pat with a complaint against

Simon for being so often away from the house;

which was no more than truth, as she frequently

made it too hot to hold him; and also that during

his absence, he was continally seen to be in very

bad company-at which his master would sigh;

and which I am sorry to say was also no less than

the truth, and probably the consequence of her

harsh treatment. Various little trinkets and other

nic-nacs were also said by Mistress Edwards to

be from time to time missing-and her lamenta-

tions and anger on such subjects were always ut-

tered in Simon's hearing, plentifully interlarded

with expressions of wonder, " who the thief

could be ," and assertions , " that such things

could not walk off without hands:" whereat her

facetious husband never failed to remark, “ Yes,

deary, they might, ifthey had feet." And this as

regularly put her in a passion, and made hervow

that, " for her part, she could not see what use

there was in keeping about the house such lazy,

loitering, good- for nothing vagabonds," with va-

rious other such ungentle epithets, all of which

were quite plainly launched at the unfortunate

Simon.

At the endof these thirteen months, Simon, to-

gether with several articles of plate, was found

missing in real earnest-all mere suspicion on

the subject being removed by the following note,

which Master Edwards found on his breakfast

table:-

"Even in the very commission of a deed of

wrong and villany, can I not refrain from bid-

ding you farewell-my kind , mine honoured, my

loved master!-even while I am doing wrong to

you. But I am driven to it, and away from your

house, by the cruel and unjust treatment of your

wife: beware of her, master of mine, for she is

evil. Whither I go , God knows-1 care not-nor

willHe; for I have abandoned his ways, and bro-

kenhis commands-but I am forced to it-forced

to rob, that I may not starve of hunger-to rob

you, to whom I owe every thing-but indeed, in

deed Iwould not so do, knew I not thatwhat I take

from you can be little missed, and that if I spoke

to you, you would not let me quit your house:

and sure I am , that if I did so without means of

living, you would sorrow that the child of your

fostering-the boy of your rearing-whom you

have ever treated more as a son than a servant,

should be ***”

The words that immediately followed were

quite illegible, being so blotted , as though the
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writer had written over drops of water: then

followed a short thick dash of the pen-and

then in a large and hurried hand, the follow-

ing:-

"But this is foolish-and fallacy-farewell,

Sir, dear master, farewell: -forgive me--I can-

not pray for you-I askyou not to pray for me-

but do, ifyou think it will avail me aught-if not,

forget me--and oh! forgive me. I am going

wrong-good bye."

The signature was also much blotted, but it

could be traced to be, " the thankful orphan,

Simon."

The effect produced by this event was very

different, both on Master Edwards and his wife-

as well as from what might have been expected:

the former, to use a homely word, took on great-

ly about the matter, was evidently much hurt,

became silent and abstracted, andwent so far as

to shed tears; a thing which his oldest friends--

those who had been his school-fellows-declared

they had never known him do in all his life--not

even when under the infliction of Doctor Ever-

ard's cane--the right-reverend high master of

Saint Paul's School, where Master Edwards had

learned Latin and peg-top. Mistress Edwards,

on the other hand, shewed a great share of re-

joicing on the occasion, declaring she thought

his room cheaply purchased at the loss of the

trumpery he had taken with him. That same af-

ternoon, during dinner, she hinted that she had

already a young man in her eye, as the succes-

sor of Simon; at which observation, her husband

merely sighed, and made no inquiries--and yet

he probably had no conception whom his wife

had in her eye, though if some of their neigh-

bours had been present, they might, if they had

liked it, have helped him to an inuendo concern-

ing a handsome young man, of whom no one

knew any thing, except that he was frequently

seen walking with Mistress Edwards of even-

ings under the tall elms in Goodman's Fields.

There were some hints of a yet more scandalous

nature-but these shall be omitted.

The stranger however came after the situa-

tion, and a handsome young man he was--his

name was Lambert Smithe- but as for his qua-

lifications for the new place, which Mistress

Edwards really seemed uncommonly anxious he

should obtain, as little had best be said as may be;

and the less need be said as Master Edwards was

decidedly of opinion that he was utterly unfit-

ted for the office; for the expression of which

opinion he was downright scolded by his wife,

and indeed fairly warned that she wouldhaveher

own wayafter all.

* * * * **

A few nights after Simon's departure--a dark

and stormy November night it was- Mistress

Edwards was scen-no matter yet by whom--to

cross the cloistered court-yard, at the back of her

husband's house , bearing a lantern in her hand ,

which she partially covered over with the large

cloak wherein she was muffled, probably with

the intention of concealing its light--perhaps

only to prevent its being extinguished by the

gustful wind and rain. She approached a low

postern-gate, which gave into a passage leading

to Cripplegate Church-she unlocked it-open-

ed it
hesitatingly-looked out as though for some

one- came back again-re-locked the door-

placed the lantern in one of the angles of

the cloister, and began slowly pacing up and

down under its shelter. In a few moments ,

she stopped, and listened—her body and head

slightly bent rightward, towards the postern:

a low whistle was heard without- she flew

to the gate-opened it , and let in a man also

muffled in a cloak: she addressed him, by ex-

claiming, " Late, Sir!"

The stranger began some excuse probably,

but was at once stopped by a sharp " hush! " and

they conversed in whispers.

At length they shifted their position , advanced

towards the house, Mistress Edwards having

taken up her light , and leading her companion

forward with the other hand. Of a sudden the

man stopped, and she also. He sighed, and

said, though still in a whisper-"I cannot do it."

"Godgi' me patience! " she cried, impatiently,

and in a much louder tone: then in a lower, ad-

ded--" Come, Lambert, dearest Lambert, take

heart."

" I cannot, indeed I cannot--any thing but

that!"

" Any thing but that! Why, what else is there

to be done? Will you not be master of all?-of

me? Nay, come, dear Lambert."

The man passed on. As he turned a second

angle, close to the house door, a sharp-pointed

weapon was driven into his breast, by some one

standing behind one of the thick stone pillars,

and with such force, that the point pierced one

of the ribs, whichprevented the wound from be-

ing mortal. The young man shrieked with

agony; and grasping towards the spot whence

the blow came, scized hold of part of the assas-

sin's dress, who struggled, and extricated himself

from his grasp, but left behind him part of a

chain, with a watch hung to it: at the same time

he wrenched the dagger from the lacerated

bone, and, with a surer blow, drove it into his

victim's heart.

All this was the work of little morethan a mo-

ment; during which Mistress Edwards, who at

first had been struck with a stupor of surprise

and horror, rushed forward, screaming " Mur-

der! murder!" and fell, swooning, within a few

paces ofthe body.

When she recovered, she found several ofher

neighbours and of the watch standing round,

and among them her alarmed husband. She

looked round wildly for a moment, fixed her

eyes on him for another, then shrieked wildly-

"Ah! I sce-I see-him-him! Seize him-the

murderer," and again fell senseless.

Edwards was accordingly seized , though few

could understand why or wherefore; but when

he protested he knew nothing about the matter,

people began to think him guilty, especially as

some declared the murdered man was the same

youth with whom his wife had been often seen
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walking under the tall elms in Goodman's

Fields; and, upon her second recovery, Mis-

tress Edwards confirmed this declaration by

clinging round the young man's body, and call-

ing for vengeance on the murderer of her Love.

Edwards was carried before a justice of the

peace, and after a short examination , committed

to Newgate to take his trial in the Court-house

there at the next session, which was to take

place within a week.

AtThe day came , and the trial commenced.

the very outset an argument arose between the

counsel for the prosecution and the defence,

whetherthe exclamations used by the wife onthe

night ofthe murder, accusing her husband , could

begivenas evidenceby thosewho had heard them.

For the defence itwas urged , that as a wife could

not appear as a witness either against or for her

husband, so neither could any expression of

hers, tending to criminate him, be admissible; on

the other hand, it was contended that as con-

fessions were admissible in evidence against a

party, so a husband and wife, being as one in

the eye of the law, such expressions as these

were in the nature of confessions by the party

himself, and therefore should be admitted- and

so the Recorder decided they should be. In ad-

dition to this, other-circumstantial-evidence

was produced against the prisoner; the poniard,

with which Lambert had been stabbed, and

which in falling he had borne down out of his

slayer's hand, was a jewelled Turkish one,

known by many to be the property of the pri-

soner, and to have been in his possession many

years; he having brought it home with him from

one ofhis voyages to the Morea; the watch also

was produced, which, with part of the chain, the

deceased had held in his clenched hands ; it was

a small silver one, shaped like a tulip , and che-

quered in alternate squares of dead and bright

metal; its dial-plate of dead silver , figured , with

a bright circle, containing black Roman figures;

in the interior, on the works , it bore the inscrip-

tion-" Thomas Hooke, in Pope's-head- alley,"

the brother to the celebrated Robert Hooke,

who had recently invented the spring-pocket-

watches. This watch was proved to have also

been the property of the prisoner, to have been

given by him to his wife, and lately to have been

returned by her to him in order to be repaired.

These circumstances, together with the natural

imputation that was cast upon him by the consi-

deration of who the murdered man was , were all

that were adduced against Edwards; and he

was called on for his defence in person, being,

bythe mild mercy ofthe English law, denied the

assistance of counsel for that purpose: it being

wisely considered, that though a manin the nice

intricacies of a civil cause may need technical

aid, he cannot possibly do so in a case where the

fact of his life being dependant on the success of

his pleading, must necessarily induce and assist

him to have all his wits about him. The pri-

soner's situation , however, in this instance,

seemed, unaccountably, to have the contrary ef-

fect on him, and he appeared quite embarrassed

and confused; he averred he could not explain

the cause of his wife's extraordinary error; but

that an error it certainly had been. For the

poniard's being in the man's heart he was equally

at a loss to account; and as for the watch, he ad-

mitted all that had been proved, but declared

that he had put it by about a week before

the murder in a cabinet, which he had never

since opened, and how it had been removed he

was unable to tell. Of course this defence, if

such it could be termed, availed him very little ,

in fact simply nothing. The jury found him

guilty; and the Recorder called on him to say

whyjudgment should not be pronounced against

him .

Theprisoner seemed suddenly to have recovered

his old, or gained newpowers; he broke out into a

strong and passionate appeal, callingon the judge

to believe his word, as that of a dying man, that

he was innocent, and concluded by solemnly

calling upon God so to help him, as he spoke the

truth.

He was condemned; the prisoner hid hisface in

his hand, and sobbed aloud; he was removed

from the bar to his solitary cell.

About half-past ten that night , as the Record-

er was sitting alone, dozing in his easy chair

over the fire and a tankard of mulled claret, he

was suddenly startled by a loud knock at the door;

followed up by the announcement of a stranger,

who would brook no delay. He was admit-

ted-a young man, whose features were fearfully

haggard and drawn, as thoughwith some intense

inward struggle; in fact, the good magistrate did

not half like his looks, and intimated to his

servant that as his clerk was gone home he had

better stay in the room-which was on the whole

a confused remark, as, in the first place, he

knew his servant could not write; and in the se-

cond, he did not know whether any writing was

required; but the youth relieved the worthy Re-

corderfromhisdilemma, by peremptorily stating

that the communication he had to make must be

made to him alone. The servant therefore with-

drew, the Recorder put on his spectacles and the

youth began.

"I come to tell you , Sir , that you have this

day unjustly condemned an innocent man to

death."

"Bah! bah! And pray how know you that he

is innocent?"

"By this token, Sir, that I know who did the

deed for which you have condemned Master Ed-

wards to suffer. Lambert's murderer stands be-

fore you."

The Recorder, horror-stricken at the notion of

being so close to a murderer at large , gabbled

out an inarticulate ejaculation , something of an

equivocal nature betwixt an oath and a prayer,

and stretched out his hand towards the silver

hand-bell which stood before him on the table;

and still more horrified was he when the youth

caught his hand , and said " No; with your

leave, Sir."

" No; with my leave, Sir! What, mean ye to

murder me, with my leave Sir?"
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"I will do you no harm, Sir. But my confes-

sion shall be a willing and a free one."

He removed the hand-bell beyond the Re-

corder's reach, let go his arm, and retired again

to a respectful distance . He then proceeded to

relate that his name was Simon Johnson, that he

was an orphan, and had been bred up with great

kindness by Master Edwards. In detailing his

story, he hinted at an unlawful passion which

his mistress had endeavoured to excite in his

mind towards her; and to his resistance or care-

lessness of her wiles he partly attributed her

hatred and persecution of him: his home made

wretched thereby, he had sought relief in so-

ciety; unfortunately for him, he had fallen in

with some young men of bad character-among

others with this very Lambert, who had been

among his most strenuous advisers, that he

should from time to time purloin some of his

master's superfluous wealth, for the purpose of

supplying himself and his companions with the

means of more luxurious living; he had, how-

ever, for a long while rejected this advice , until

at length goaded by the continual unjust accusa-

tions of his mistress, charging him with the very

crime he was thus tempted to commit, he had,in

truth, done so, and had absconded with several

articles of value; but his companions, instead of

receiving him with praise, as he had expected,

had loaded him with invectives for not bringing

them a richer prize. Instigated by their re-

proaches, and, by a mingled sense of shame and

anger, he had intended, by means of a secret

key which he had kept, to rob Master Edward's

house on the very night when the murder was

committed. Having gained access to the court-

yard, he was just about to open the house door ,

when he heard footsteps; he retired, and con-

cealed himself. From his place of concealment

he had seen and heard Mrs. Edwards encour-

aging Lambert, by many fond and endearing

professions of love for him, and of hatred of his

master, to the murder of her husband; and as

Lambert, conquered by her threats and en-

treaties, was passing him within arm's length, an

irresistible impulse had urged him to save his

master's life by sacrificing Lambert's; and hav-

ing done the deed of death, he had leaped the

yard wall and fled . The poinard and watch

were part ofthe property he had stolen when he

left the house. He ended thus-

"After I had left the spot , Sir, I fled , I know

not whither; for days and days I wandered

about in the fields , sleeping in sheds, numbed

with cold and half starved, never daring to ap-

proach the dwellings of men to relieve my

wants , till dark, and then ever feeling as though

every eye scowled upon me; and when I left

them again, and was again alone in the fields , I

would suddenly start and run , with the feeling

that I had been followed, and was about to be

taken. In vain I strove to overcome these feel-

ings-in vain I struggled to reconcile myself to

the deed I had done-in vain I represented it to

my heart as one of good, as one which had saved

a life infinitely more valuable than his whom I

had slain: it was all vain, a something within

tortured me with unnatural and undefinable ter-

ror; and even when I sometimes partially suc-

ceeded in allaying this feeling, and half con-

vinced myself that I had done for the best, it

seemed as if I heard a voice whisper in my own

soul, What brought thee to thy master's court-

yard that night?' and this set me raving again.

Unable longer to bear this torture , I made up my

mind to self-slaughter, for the thoughts of deli-

vering myself into the hands ofjustice drove me

almost mad; my heart was hardened against

making this even late atonement, and with a

reckless daring I resolved on self-slaughter; but

how, how to do this, I knew not; drowning was

fearful to me, I should have time perhaps to re-

pent; and so with starving, even if nature would

allow that trial. I returned to the suburbs-it

was this very evening-a lantern hanging on

the end of a barber's pole caught my sight-I

hastened into the shop, with the intention of de-

stroying myself with the first razor I could lay

my hands on; but the shop was quite full. I sat

downin a corner, doggedly waiting for my time ,

and paying no heed to the conversation that was

going on, till my master's name struck on my

ear. I listened his trial , condemnation, and

coming execution , were the general talk . I

started up, and with a feeling of thankfulness to

God that there was something yet to live for-

I think I cried out so-1 rushed out of the shop,

hurried hither-I am not too late-to-to supply

my master's place to-morrow."

The young man sank exhausted in a chair,

and dropped his head on the table. The asto-

nished magistrate leant forward, cautiously ex-

tended his hand, seized his hand-bell, and rang

loud and long, beginning at the same time to

call over the names of all the servants he had

ever had from the first time of his keeping

house.

But at the first jingle of the bell Simon started

up from the the chair, and said, “ Aye, I am your

prisoner now."

" Yes , Sir, yes," said the Recorder. * “ Geof-

frey! Williams! very true, Sir-by your leave,

Sir-Godwin! Ralph ! there's your prisoner , Sir,"

he added to the one wondering servant, who an-

swered this multitudinous call.

The sequel may be told in a few lines. A re-

prieve for Edwards was immediately sent to

Newgate, whieh was followed up by a pardon;

for having been found guilty, of course he could

not be declared innocent. The wretched wife

of the merchant died by her own hand, on the

morning ofher husband's reprieve. Simon was

tried for Lambert's murder, of course found

guilty, and sentenced to death; but in considera-

tion of the extraordinary circumstances attend-

ing his case, this sentencewas changed into trans-

portation for life. My Lord Chief Justice Hale

delivered, a very voluminous judgment on the

occasion; the main ground on which he proceed-

ed, seems to have been, that as Simon had not

been legally discharged by Edwards, he might

still be considered in the light of his servant,
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and that he was therefore, to a certain degree,

justifiable in defending his master's life.

Simon died on his passage. Edwards, from

the time ofhis release, became a drivelling idiot:

he lived several years. It was not till the death

of the old man that a secret was discovered- it

was ascertained that Simon was a natural son;

and that, in preventing the intended assassina-

tion of the Merchant, he had unconsciously saved

the life of his Father.

ON CONVERSATION .

WHEN We consider what a prodigious propor-

tion of human breath is expended in talking, it

is surprising how very few persons excel in con-

versation. The English nation is proverbially

said to produce profound thinkers, solid writers ,

but miserable talkers. The truth is , that we in-

culcate so strongly upon our youth, the virtue of

being

"Taxed with silence, rather than checked for speech ,"

that when the period arrives for their admission

into the colloquial circle, they have the whole

art and mechanism of the craft to conquer ; and

run like a new wheel, creaking and uneven ,

where their course should be as light, easy, and

smooth, as a second year's chariot from Hobson.

An unpractised talker let loose upon society, is

like a young member of the House-all his com-

mon-places-his cut-and-dried moralitics and

quotations—his bursts of magnanimity—his ver-

bal tiltings with the frogs and mice, are yet un-

uttered, and must be thrown off like scum , before

we can arrive at the sound properties and quali-

ties of the mind from which they have arisen.

The French, on the contrary, whose lungs ap-

pear to demand , from their very earliest hour,

thespasmodic contraction ofvociferation-whose

nurseries resemble a nest ofjays-whose semina-

ries the field of the water-fowl at the Zoological

Gardens on a rainy day ; the French are so

trained to early habits of dialogue, that they in-

fallibly acquire a degree of fluency, and a plau-

sibility of phrase, which if it does not replace the

originality and rationality of an English proser,

affords a graceful garment, whose ample folds

conceal all the deficiencies of the speaker. The

French form, in fact,

The mob ofgentlemen who talk with ease.

There is something extremely uncourteous in

the colloquial reserve practised in English so-

ciety. With the exception of the habitual

diners-out and conversation men,who are as deli-

berately provided for the entertainment of the

company, as the turbot and cutlets, it is no un-

common thing to encounter at the first tables in

London, men, whose age and reputation, birth

and breeding, entitle one to expect something

like edifying or amusing conversation from their

lips ; but who maintain on the contrary, a super-

cilious silence ; opening them only for the me-

chanical admission of their fish and soup, and the

equally mechanical emission of little wiry no-

things, unmeaning factitious phrases , whichcome

unregistered from the mind, and which can only

produce replies unworthy of further comment.

The air of pre-occupation-the stony counte-

nance of" I am thinking-I cannot be at the trou-

ble oftalking,"-assumed on such occasions , is an

insult to the society at large, which no foreigner

would presume to offer to the circle of which,

however reluctantly , he forms a part. The great

motive of this conversational reserve arises less

from vanity than egotism. It is not because he

considers his mind too richly gifted to be be-

stowed on the multitude, that the Englishman

remains silent ; but because he is selfishly afraid

of displaying the nakedness of the land. Con-

ceiving himself to be individually exempted from

the tax of being agreeable , and privileged at all

times to remain among the audience, rather than

mingle in the business of the stage-his great

care is to preserve the dignity of his own repu-

tation unimpaired , under the armour of a con-

temptuous taciturnity.

" I met Brougham at dinner the other day,"

says Lord C , " and I own Iwas disappointed;

-a great deal of dissertation-very dictatorial

both in manner and opinions. "

" Had you much conversation with him ?"—

"Oh ! dear no ! I hope you do not suppose I

should presume to enter into conversation with

such a man as that ?-No-no ! I sat there to

be edified, as one is always expected to do in the

presence ofthose great guns ;-instead ofwhich,

I was bored to death."

Leaving to your host and his distinguished

guest the exclusive trouble of keeping up the

ball."

Lytton Bulwer supped at my brother's last

night."

" You must have been delighted ! You who

sowarmly admire the brilliant sallies and caustic

aphorisms of his writings."

"Yes ! -he appeared entertaining enough ;-

but we did not interchange a syllable. I hope I

know better than to expose myself, by drawing

the attention of the company by tattling to a re-

gular wit."

" A hospitable mode of rendering your bro-

ther's house agreeable to his friends. "

In the same way, during Madame de Stael's

visitto England , it became the fashion to accuse

her of declamation, monologue, and egotism ;

whereas the merit and brilliancy of her conver-

sation was enhanced, in other countries, by

striking against the opinions of others, and re-
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bounding from the opposition of the circle. But

Madame de Stael, like the generality of foreign-

ers, would have conceived it a horrible accusa-

tion against the dulness of the society , had a dead

silence been suffered for a moment to prevail ;

and as nobody chose to sacrifice their self-love

in the certainty of being eclipsed by the spark-

ling variety of her own colloquial talent, she was

left to the painful necessity of eternal disserta-

tion. "Tenir le fil de la conversation," duringthe

intervals of the general discourse, is in France

the allotted duty of the master or mistress of the

house.

It is the custom to "' go and hear Coleridge

talk," as you might go and hear Malibran sing,

or listen to a piping bullfinch in a cage. As if

the originality of the speaker would not become

a thousand times more apparent in conversation,

ifthe subjects were alternately supplied , and his

arguments called forth, by contrariety of opinion,

and bythe theories and speculations ofhis weaker

brethren. Yet so ancient of observance is the

English custom of listening to a man of genius,

rather than attempting to relieve the labours of

his mind by engaging him in conversation, that

Dr. Johnson was regularly drilled into " deliver-

ing a charge" to the jury of society ; so that, at

length, any junior presuming to insinuate a dif-

ference of opinion , was stunned into silence with

a" SIR!" such as might have formed a dam to

the overwhelming tide of even Sir -'s flippant

eloquence !

An amusing anecdote has been told of one of

the best conversation-men of the present day.

His friend, the witty Mr. B , who had long

suspected him of the unworthy practice of cram-

ming previous to any intended exhibition of his

conversational abilities-having found his way

into the dressing-room of the colloquialist, dis-

covered on his toilet , a carte a la Feinagle, for

the use of the evening.

Mem.-Duchess of D.'s box during the ballet,

Psyche; Egyptian legend of the butterfly ; altar

found in the temple of Venus in the Island of

Samos ; Juno, willow-tree , willow , Grimm's epi-

gram ; epigram, Sheridan's new one ; Sheridan's

speech last night—generalities without generali-

zation ; Radcliffe's last romance, written at Had-

don Hall after an horrific supper of Derbyshire

pyklets ; Derbyshire fluor ; Davy's new fluoric

gas ; engraving on glass , &c . &c.

Having diligently mastered this memoria tech-

nica, he made his appearance in the Duchess's

box, a quarter of an hour previous to the com-

mencement ofthe ballet; and a propos de Psyche,

ran through his string of impromptus faits a

loisir, with unbounded success. After sedu-

lously exhibiting every feather of his borrowed

plumage, he retired to an opposite box, and had

the malicious delight of seeing his friend arrive

in unsuspecting self-satisfaction-seat himself

beside the Duchess-and commence the twice-

told tale ofthe altar found in the island of Samos,

Grimm's epigram, and the whole rechauffe of his

own wit. But when he arrived at-" I was in

the gallery last night to hear Sheridan's speech,

and I must confess myself to have been disap-

pointed. I fear Sherry is losing ground ; he is

becoming a mere orator, addicted to generalities,

without that generalization of argument which

is characteristic of the philosophical mind," the

Duchess burst into an uncontrollable fit of laugh-

ter, assuring him that his tirade was admirable ;

but that she had just heard it repeated , word for

word, by his witty friend Mr. B. An explana-

tion ensued ; and the conversation-man had the

good sense to put the affront and the memoran-

dum card into his pocket together.

It has been remarked, that royal personages,

even those not especially distinguished by intel-

lectual superiority , are excellent talkers. Secure

through their habits of life from the constraint of

mauvaise honte, and accustomed to hear every

subject canvassed in their presence, with the best

arguments, of the first men of the age ; they ac-

quire a degree of familiar mastery over the

topics of the day, such as supersedes the neces-

sity of seeking information, and proves, indeed,

far more available than any to be acquired from

books. Presence of mind and composure of

manner are also indispensable qualifications to

those who would excel in conversation. The in-

formation displayed by Hallam-the acuteness

and fluency of Croker-the good sense of Lord

Lansdowne the causticity of Moore—the wit of

Sydney Smith-the good stories of Lord Nugent

-the bon mots of Sir Joseph Copley, or Lord

Normanby-the classic grace of Luttrell-the

anecdotes of Miss Berry-the piquancy of Mrs.

Norton-the sallies of Lady Morley-the unpre-

tending intelligence of Lady Ruthven-the ani-

mation of Monsieur de Mornay-and the origi-

nality of Lord Alvanley-although admirable

accomplishments towards improving the general

texture of conversation, do not suffice to produce

that perpetual flow and interchange of discourse,

that" linked sweetness" of nothings, which pre-

vails even in the inferior coteries of Paris. In

London, indeed, men seldom talk much and

without much pretension, except at their clubs ;

but the circles of Holland House- of Lord Dud-

ley-Mr. Agar Ellis- Mr. Hope-Mr. Rogers-

and the Duke of Devonshire, may be cited in

their several kinds, as the most propitious

"coignes ofvantage" for either talkers or listen-

ers ofmerit.

WIT AND HUMOUR.

I AM unable to decide which is the less desir-

able quality in conversation-wit or humour,

The former creates enemies, the latter lowers

us in the estimation of friends-the one may pro-

cure for us the reputation of wisdom , the other

brings down upon our head the imputation of

folly. Wit is a tiger, that growls in his cage ;

we tremble lest he should break through and

dart upon ourselves-humour is the monkey,

who mimicks our own look and gestures and

regales us with droll exhibitions . We laugh at

the humorist, but we fear the wit.
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ENGLISH GENIUS.

FOR my own part who have conversed much

with men of other nations, and such as have

been both in great employments and esteem , I

can say very impartially, that I have not observed

among any, so much true genius as among the

English ; no where more sharpness of wit , more

pleasantness of humour, more range of fancy,

more penetration of thought, or depth of reflec-

tion among the better sort ; no where more good-

ness of nature and of meaning, nor more plain-

ness of sense and of life , than among the common

sort of country people : nor more blunt courage

and honesty than among our seamen. But, with

all this, our country must be confessed to be, what

a great foreign physician called it, the region of

spleen ; which may arise a good deal from the

great uncertainty and many sudden changes of

our weather in all seasons of the year : and how

much these affect the heads and hearts , espe-

cially ofthe finest tempers, is hard to be believed

by men whose thoughts are not turned to such

speculations.-Sir W. Temple.

ORIGIN OF BANKING.
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In this age of debt, and scrip , and consols, the

public may be curious to learn the origin of

banking. Money was wanting to the public

coffers, and the Doge, having exhausted every

other financial expedient, was obliged to have a

forced loan from the most opulent citizens , each

being required to contribute according to his

ability. On this occasion, the Chamber of Loans,

(La Camera degl' imprestiti) was established.

To this chamber the contributors were made

creditors , at an annual interest of four per cent. ,

a rate far below the standard of the age. These

creditors, in process of time, were incorporated

into a company for the management of their

joint concerns, and thus formed the basis upon

which afterwardswas erected the BankofVenice,

the most ancient establishment ofits kind, and the

model of all similar institutions. The method in

which the above-named loan was repaid is be-

lieved to be the earliest instance on record ofthe

funding system, and the first example in any

countryofapermanent national debt. "-Sketches

ofVenetian History.

QUEEN ELIZABETH.

WITH all the strength of mind which Queen

Elizabeth possessed , she had the weakness of her

sex as far as related to her age and her personal

attractions. " The majesty and gravity of a

sceptre," says a contemporary of this great prin-

cess, " could not alter that nature of a woman

in her." When Bishop Rudd was appointed to

preach before her, he wishing in a godly zeal as

well became him, that she should think some

time of mortality, being then sixty-three years of

age, he took his text fit for that purpose out of

the Psalms, xc. v. 12.-0, teach us to number

our days, that we may incline our hearts unto

wisdom; which text he handled most learnedly.

But when he spoke of some sacred and mystical

numbers, as three for the Trinity, three times

three for the heavenly hierarchy, seven for the

Sabbath, and seven times seven for Jubilee ; and,

lastly, nine times seven for the grand climacterical

year [her age,] she perceiving whereto it tended ,

began to be troubled with it. The bishop dis-

covering all was not well, for the pulpit stood

opposite to her Majesty, he fell to treat of some

more plausible numbers , as of the numbers 666,

making Latinus, with which, he said, he could

prove Pope to be Antichrist, &c. He still , how-

ever, interlarded his sermon with Scripture pas-

sages, touching the infirmities of age, as that in

Ecclesiasticus, ' When the grinders shall be few

in number, and they wax dark that look out of

the windows, &c. and the daughters of singing

shall be abased ; ' and more to that purpose. The

queen, as the manner was, opened the window ;

but she was far from giving him thanks or good

countenance, that she said plainly, ' He might

have kept his arithmetic for himself; but I see

the greatest clerks are not the wisest men ; ' and

so she went away discontented."

THE HEAD.

THE head has the most beautiful appearance

as well as the highest station in the human

figure. Nature has laid out all her art in beau-

tifying the face ; she has touched it with vermil-

lion, planted in it a double row of ivory, made it

the seat of smiles and blushes , lighted up and en-

livened it with the brightness of the eyes, hung

it on each side with curious organs of sense,

given it airs and graces that cannot be described,

and surrounded it with such a flowing shade of

hair as sets all its beauties in the most agreeable

light. In short, she seems to have designed the

head as the cupola to the most glorious of her

works; and when we load it with a pile of super-

numerary ornaments, we destroy the symmetry

of the human figure, and foolishly contrive to

call off the eye from great and real beauties to

childish gewgaws, ribands, and bone lace .-Ad-

dison on Ladies' Head Dresses.

DR. ARNE'S DEATH.

THE manner of Dr. Arne's death was very

singular. The day after his decease his intimate

friend, Vernon, the favourite singing actor of

Drury Lane Theatre, came into the music room,

and in my presence described it as follows :-" I

was talking on the subject of music with the

doctor, who suffered much from exhaustion ,

when, in attempting to illustrate what he had

advanced, he in a very feeble and tremulous

voice sung part of an air, during which he be-

came progressively more faint, until he breathed

his last ! making as our immortal Shakspeare

expresses it, ' a swan-like end, fading in mu-

sic,'"
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LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP.

BY H. BRANDRETH, JUN.

THE BELL AT SEA.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

—

FORwhom art thou, maiden, so anxiously watching,

With hair all dishevell'd and cheek wan and pale ;

Yet buoyant thy step as the fawn's when first catching

The sound ofthe wild horn afar on the gale ?

I'm watching for Love-herehe promised to meet me,

What time the bright moon sailed herbark through the sky;

The bark and the blue starry ocean both greet me-

Yet absent is Love , with his smile and his sigh!

But who art thou, stranger, that thus, uninvited ,

His place hast usurped in his own leafy bower?

And why art thou seeking a maiden thus slighted-

Why pluck from the myrtle Love's own token-flower ?

Young maids call me Friendship , when hearts are in danger,

And thus, unimpeded , I stray through the grove;

For where is the maiden would banish the stranger,

Who, Friendship to-day, may to-morrowbe Love?

WHEN the tide's billowy swell

Had reached its height,

Then pealed the Rock's lone Bell,

Sternly by night.

Far over cliff and surge,

Sweptthe deep sound ,

Making each wild wind's dirge

Still more profound .

Yet that funeral tone

The sailor blessed ,

Steering through darkness on

Withfearless breast.

E'en thus may we, that float

On Life's wide sea,

Welcome each warning note,

Stern though it be!
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SKETCH OF DR. FRANKLIN'S LIFE.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN was born at Boston, in

New England, in 1705. His father had emigrat-

ed from Great Britain in 1682 ; his mother, the

second wife, was an American. At twelve

years of age, he was apprenticed to his brother,

a printer; but left the situation , in consequence

of a disagreement, before the expiration of his

indentures. He then hired himself as journey-

man at Philadelphia, went over to England for

employ, came back, superceded his old master ,

set up a newspaper, and became printer to the

provincial assembly. Having been employed to

print the paper currency, he defended an in-

crease of emission in a pamphlet which drew

attention. He married, in 1730, a widow lady

to whom he had been attached before her first

marriage. In 1731 , he proposed to found the

still subsisting public library of Philadelphia on

K

a subscription plan. In 1732 he began to publish

Poor Richard's Almanac, a book which has in-

spired some ofthe coldness that distinguishes the

American character. In 1736 he was appointed

clerk to the general assembly of Philadelphia;

and in 1737, post-master. About this time, on

the occasion of some loss by fire, he suggested

a hand-in-hand assurance office.

His attention was next drawn to the pheno-

menon of electricity. He first ascertained, in

1752, by an experiment with a silken kite, the

identity oflightning and the electric fluid. This

great fact is well recorded in the inscription on

his bust: Eripuetfulmen cœlo. He was already

at this time a member of the general assembly

of Pennsylvania, having been elected as a bur-

gess for the city of Philadelphia , in 1747. He

spoke seldom , sententiously, concisely, but with
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convincing aptness. In 1749 , he drew a plan

for an academy to be endowed by the state, and

managed by trustees; it was realized in 1755.

In 1754, the depredations of the Indians on the

American frontiers had become grevious and

alarming; the colonies of New Hampshire , Mas-

sachusetts , Rhode Island , New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, and Maryland appointed commissioners,

or deputies, to meet at Albany, and to devise

some plan of military defence. Dr. Franklin

attended on behalf of his province, and produced

" The Albany plan of Union." The idea was to

solicit an act of parliament for establishing a

general government over the colonies , consisting

ofa governor to be named by the crown, and of

a parliament to be named by the assemblies of

the provincial states , in the proportion of their

respective populousness . This general govern-

ment was to raise troops , build forts, and to pro-

vide for the public defence. This scheme was,

in America, held too favorable to the influence

of the crown, and was therefore rejected by the

colonial assemblies: in England it was held too

favorable to the independence of the colonies,

and was therefore rejected by the ministry of

Great Britain. But the discussion served to

familiarize the words congress, general govern-

ment, American army, and thus to prepare the

very form of confederacy which was resorted

to during the rebellion. Dr. Franklin was

deputed, in 1757, to Great Britain, there to

solicit the abolition of certain exemptions from

taxation which had been foolishly conferred on

the selfish family of Penn. He succeeded in the

object of his embassy; and , during his stay in Lon-

don , he published a pamphlet pointing out the

advantages whichwould result from the couquest

ofCanada . This pamphlet produced the desired

effect, and thus delivered the North Americans

from the danger of a French neighbourhood.-

When it is considered how exactly the Albany

Plan ofUnion was adhered to during the rebel-

lion , and how unsafe such a rebellion would have

been for the friends of independence , if the

French had retained the sovereignty of Canada,

it seems reasonable to attribute to the foresight

or providence of Franklin , the whole scheme of

events which was subsequently realized; an in-

stance of sagacity, or rather of power over fate ,

of which there are few examples even among

the greatest men. In the summer of 1762 he

returned to America, and was remunerated with

five thousand pounds currency for his services.

In 1764, the Penn family, irritated at the taxa-

tion to which Dr. Franklin had rendered their

estates liable, caballed against his re-election ,

and found means to exclude him from the repre-

sentation of Philadelphia; but the assembly con-

tained a majority of his friends , who appointed

him provincial agent, and deputed him once

more to Great Britain. He embarked for Hol-

land, where he landed in 1766 , and made a cir-

cuit which included some German territory. Af-

ter presenting his credentials in Great Britain ,

he also visited France, and became acquainted

among men of letters and talent, who were af-

terwards to support the American cause. On

returning to London , Dr. Franklin obtained the

secret correspondence of some over loyal Ame-

rican with the British government, by the pub-

lication of which, a great odium was excited

against themin America ; and thus the friends

of the British ascendancy were deterred from

making the communications essential to their

purposes.

The presentation of a petition from the Mas-

sachusetts assembly, occasioned Dr. Franklin to

be called for examination before the Privy Coun-

cil. The solicitor-general, Wedderburn , poured

on him a torrent of abuse, and charged him with

sedition and disloyalty : there was foresight in the

speech; he could perceive the drift withoutknow-

ing how to intercept the purposes of Franklin.

Hostilities having begun against the British go-

vernment at Boston , in 1772, Dr. Franklin re-

turned, in 1775 , to America, and was immediate-

ly elected a delegate to congress by the legisla-

ture of Pennsylvania. Under the command of

Washington, the friends of independence dis-

played a perseverance in the field not unworthy

of their conduct in the senate. Dr. Franklin

was deputed to France in 1776, and accomplish-

ed, in 1778, an alliance between the United

States and the French. This recognition of their

independence was acceded to by the British king

in 1782, and Dr. Franklin triumphantly signed

the treaty extorted from his humbled sovereign.

A purer Magna Charta of liberty was won for

America than that which had been obtained of

old at Runnemede: Franklin was the Langton,

and Washington the Fitzwalter, of this new and

greater revolution.

In 1787, Dr. Franklin projected and establish-

ed the Pennsylvania Society for promoting the

Abolition of Slavery, and the relief of free ne-

groes unlawfully held in bondage, and the im-

provement ofthe condition of the African race.

The constitution ofthis society is far better devi-

sed than that ofthe English societies against the

slave trade, which begin attempting the refor-

mation at the wrong end .

After the year 1788, Dr. Franklin was confined

to his room, and died in 1790 , afflicted with gout

and stone, onthe 17th ofApril. His will bequeaths

a considerable fortune to public purposes.

WIRT, in a powerful panegyric on the charac-

ter of Franklin, says-Neverhave I known such

a fireside companion as he was!-Great as he

was, both as a statesman and philosopher , he ne-

ver shone in a light more winning than he was

seen in a domestic circle. It was my good for-

tune to pass two or three weeks with him, at the

house of a private gentleman in the back part of

Pennsylvania; and we were confined to the house

during the whole ofthe time, by the unremitting

constancy and depth ofthe snows. Butconfine-

ment could never be felt where Franklin was

an inmate. His cheerfulness and his colloquial

powers spread around him a perpetual spring.-

When I speak however of his colloquial powers ,

I do not mean to awaken any notion analogous

to that which Boswell has given us, when he so
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frequently mentions the colloquial powers ofDr.

Johnson.-The conversation of the latter conti-

nually reminds one of the " pomp and circum-

stance of glorious war. " It was , indeed , a per-

petual contest for victory, or arbitrary and des-

potic exactions of homage to his superior talents.

It was strong, acute , splendid and vociferous , as

stormy and sublime as those winds which he re-

presents as shaking the Hebrides, and rocking

the old castles that frowned upon the dark roll-

ing sea beneath. But one gets tired of storms,

however sublime they may be, and longs for the

more orderly current of nature. Of Franklin

no one ever became tired. There was no am-

bition of eloquence, no effort to shine, in any

thing which camefrom him. There was nothing

which made any demand either upon your alle-

giance or your admiration.

His manner was as unaffected as infancy. It

was nature's self. He talked like an old patri-

arch; and his plainness and simplicity put you , at

once, at your ease, and gave you the full and

free possession and use of all your faculties.

His thoughts were of a character to shine by

their own light, without any adventitious aid.—

They required only a medium of vision like his

pure and simple style to exhibit, to the highest

advantage, their native radiance and solidity.-

It seemed to be as much the effect of the system-

atic and salutary exercise of the mind as of its

superior organization . His wit was of the first

order. It did not show itself merely in oc-

casional corruscations ; but without any effort or

force on his part, it shed a constant stream of

the purest light over the whole of his discourse.

Whether in the company of commons or nobles,

he was always the same plain man; always most

perfectly at his ease , his faculties in full play,

and the full orbit ofhis genius forever clear and

unclouded. And then the stores of his mind were

inexhaustible. He had commenced life with an

attention so vigilant, that nothing had escaped

his observation, and a judgment so solid, that

every incident was turned to advantage. His

youth had not been wasted in idleness, nor over-

cast by intemperance. He had been all his life

a close and deep reader, as well as thinker; and,

by the force of his own powers, had wrought up

the raw material, which he had gathered from

books, with such exquisite skill and felicity , that

he had added ahundred fold to their original va-

lue, and justly made them his own.

FLOWERS .

THE following beautiful passage is from the " Book ofthe

Seasons," by the poetie Quaker, William Howitt.

"Of all the minor creations of God, flowers

seemto be most completelythe effusions of his love

ofbeauty, grace and joy. Of all the minor ob-

jects which surround us they are the least con-

nected with our absolute necessities.-Vegetation

might proceed, the earth might be clothed with

a sober green ; all the processes of fructification

might be perfected without being attended by

the glory with which the flower is crowned ; but

beauty and fragrance are poured over the earth

in blossoms of endless varieties, radiant evidences

of the boundless benevolence of the Deity.-

They are made solely to gladden the heart of

man, for a light to his eyes , for a living inspira-

tion of grace to his spirit, for a perpetual admi-

ration. And accordingly they seize on our affec-

tions the first moment that we beholdthem. They

bound about in flowery meadows like young

fawns-they gather all they come near-they

collect heaps-they sit among them, and sort

them, and sing over them, and caress them till

they perish in their grasp. We see them coming

wearily into the towns and villages with their

pinafores full, and with posies half as large as

themselves. We trace them in shady lanes, in

the grass of far off fields by the treasures they

have gathered and have left behind, lured on by

others still brighter. As they grow up to ma-

turity, they assume, in their eyes, new characters

and beauties . Then they are strewn around

them the poetry of the earth.

" The ancient Greeks, whose souls pre-emi-

nently sympathized with the spirit of grace and

beauty in every thing, were enthusiastic in their

love, and lavish in their use of flowers. They

scattered them in the porticos of their temples-

they were offered on the altars of some of their

deities-they were strewed in their conquerors'

path-on all occasions of festivity and rejoicing

they were strewn about, or worn in garlands.

The guests at banquets were crowned with them

-the bowl was wreathed with them-and where-

ever they wished to throw beauty , and to express

gladness, like sunshine, they cast flowers.

* * *

Something of the same spirit seems to have

prevailed amongst the Hebrews. ' Let us fill

ourselves,' says Solomon, ' with costly wine and

ointments, and let no flower of the spring pass

by us. Let us crown ourselves with rose buds

before they be withered." But amongst that

solemnand poetical people, they were commonly

regarded in another and higher sense-they were

the favourite symbols of the beauty and the fra-

gility of life. Man is compared to the flower of

the field, and it is added , that man withereth

and the flower fadeth.'

6

" In our confined notions, we are often led to

wonder why beauty, and flowers and fruit, should

be scattered so exuberantly where there are

none to enjoy them. But the thoughts of the

Almighty are not as our thoughts. * **-To

Omnipotence creation cost not an effort, but to

the desolate and the weary, how immense is the

happiness thus prepared in the wilderness !

Who does not recollect the exultation of Villant

over a flower in the torrid waste of Africa. A

magnificent lily which, growing on the banks of

a river filled the air far around with its delicious

fragrance, and, as he observes, had been respect-

ed by all the animals of the district, and seemed

defended even by its beauty. The affecting

mention of the influence of a flower upon his

mind in a time of suffering and despondency, in

the heart of the same savage continent , byMungo

Park, is familiar to every one."
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THE BRIGHT SUMMER-TIME. SONG.

We met in a region of gladness ,

We met in the beautiful bowers,

Where the wanderer loses his sadness,

Mid blossoms , and sunbeams, and flowers ;

Around us , sweet voices were breathing

The songs of a far distant clime ;

Above us , in gariands were wreathing

The buds of the bright Summer -time !

That vision offairy-land never

Can fade from my heart or my sight-

It casts on my pathway for ever

Its sparkles of magical light ;

I still hear the harp's joyous measure ,

Still scent the faint bloom of the lime ;

Oh! years cannot banish one pleasure

Ifelt in the bright Summer-time !

THEY tell us of yore , that the harp lay enshrin'd

In the earth's chilly bosom , and never

Had thrill'd to sweet numbers ,till haply, the wind

Passing over, awoke it for ever :

Thus many a sweet gem ofsong may have lain

In the soul , until beauty awoke it,

And silence held many a lyre in her chain

Tillwoman and loveliness broke it.

Oh! trembling as Autumn's thin leaf, is the tone

Ofthe Poet's first song when he wakes it,

Till passion hath made one vibration its own,

And apathy's cold chill forsakes it ;

Ambition full many a bosom hath fed,

And glory hath counted her numbers,

But what , save the bright look of woman , e'er led

The young Poet's soul from its slumbers ?

SCENES IN POLAND .

1794--M ACEJOWICE AND PRAGA. †

"You will deliver this to his Excellency the

Field-Marshal, and wait for the answer."-

"But General- "

" I have served twenty years, and never ut-

tered a but. No reasoning; I shall wait here."

It was necessary to obey. The fact was that

the General wanted a little sleep-and no won-

der; for he had never closed an eye since we left

Petersburgh. We had travelled at the rate of

sixteen miles an hour overLithuanian and Polish

roads, so celebrated for their smoothness. It may

be, too, that he was not desirous of obtruding

himself in the way of the balls and bullets. It

matters not. The right of the Poles againshowed

their colours, and pushed forward. Their sharp-

shooters were seen coming out like locusts.

While the General was yet speaking, the fusilade

began in good earnest; and from the thickets , the

hollows, and the ditches alongside of the public

roads, the balls came whistling to our hearts' con-

tent. At short intervals a brace of bright gleams

flashed out, softly shaded with smoke, and down

tumbled half a dozen metal capst never to rise

again; while the glorious bass thundered after like

the requiem defunctorum . This portentous mu-

sic continued. For my part my road was not dif-

ficult to find; I had merely to follow the roar of

the cannon with my fifty cuirassiers through the

thickest of the dead and dying, and on through

the centre. It was already broken, and the af-

fair over on this side: towards the extreme left,

however, on the road to Warsaw, four regiments

of infantry were still maintaining their ground.

*The battle which decided the fate of Poland in 1794.

†The Suburb of Warsaw.

The Russian grenadier's cap ofthis time was of a singu

lar form, and not unlike the mitre of the Catholic bishops.

Instead of the bearskin, it was decorated with a brass es-

cutcheon ofthe imperial arms in relief.

"Where is he?" demanded I , for the second

time of a dragoon major, who sat bending for-

wards in his saddle, his feet firm in the stirrups ,

and his hand grasping the mane of the horse. He

gaveno answer, but dropped gently to the ground.

Theman was dead.

Bravo! Here we are in the midst ofa whole re-

giment of guard-cossacks coming up at full gal-

lop, and taking us along with them as the whirl-

wind does a feather,-where? Heaven knows. I

hope not before the Polish squares.

"Ztupay! ztupay! Comradi! " cried a voice

from amidst a cloud of smoke. I knew it well.

"Now or never!" thought I ; and, wheeling to the

right, we dashed straight through the guard-cos-

sacks, accompanied by millions of curses, and at

least a dozen of good byes from their pistols . I

was in the presence of the Field-Marshal.

66' Ztupay! Comradi!" exclaimed he.

"Your Excellency! despatches from Mother's

Majesty."

"Ztupay! Comradi! No time to read despatch-

es; glory to our Mother and God. St. Nicolas

is great! Suwarrow fears not the rebels:" and

kissing an image of his favourite saint which

hung from his neck, he crossed himself with a

grimace, gave his horse the spur , and galloped

towards the Poles. We followed. The square

stood without flinching. Wherever a man drop-

ped, the very staff officers picked up his musket,

and leapedinto the gap-but, poor fellows! it was

a desperate game.

66
Ztupay! Comradi!" cried the shrill voice ofthe

Ztupay! Comradi"-the favourite expression of Suwar-

row when attacking. " Forward! comrades!"

"Glory to our Mother and God"-the expression used by

Suwarrow. It is scarcely necessary to remark , that there is

no exaggeration in the picture ofthis man. It is drawn to the

life.
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Field-Marshal once more shriller than ever, and

the guard-cossacks set on with a tremendous

hurrah! The square is broken. Good night Po-

land! •

" Courier!"

"Your Excellency."

His Excellency turned round towards me, and

looked for a moment into my face. " Bravo!

Comrado-not afraid of powder? Suwarrow fears

not the rebels." I had seen that plainly enough,

for he had killed three Poles with his own hand;

and he now coolly drew his bloody sword along

the palm, which he wiped on the sleeves of his

uniform .

"Yourname?" demanded he.

66 Captain Count D- y."

"Who has sent you?"

"General Count R--n?"

"Who sent General R- n?"

"Mother's Majesty."*

"Poh! General R--n don't like to smell pow-

der. Heh? Suwarrow fears not the rebels. Heh?

Swaty Nicolast before Suwarrow, Suwarrow be-

hind Swaty Nicolas, and behind Suwarrow his

comrades. Good night, enemies!"

He broke open the autograph letter of the

empress , ran over its contents, tore off a piece of

the paper, and, stretching out his hand for a pen-

cil which the adjutant held in readiness , he wrote

a fewlines on the pummel of his saddle.

" You return to Mother," said he looking up,

"not General R- ."

But your Excellency?—"

"Who dares debate with Field Marshal Suwar-

row?-what living man?"

His Excellency's face assumed a certain blood-

red hue, which I had heard spoken of as an

ominous sign; and I retreated a few steps. The

tempest, however, passed away, and he calmly

handed the scrap to the adjutant.

" Stay, Captain D—y,” said he; "

powder; you go, not General R——."

you like

I touched my hat, received from the aid-de-

camp the scrap enveloped and sealed, galloped

acrossthe battle-field towards the burning Mace-

jowice, showed my General the letter, told him

the orders, and took my seat in his place after

having handed him out of his own carriage, leav-

ing him under the agreeable necessity of pro-

viding himself with another.

* * * *

"And youhave left our good Suwarrow before

Macejowice," said the empress?

"The centre of the rebels was forced, and the

right wing rolling up. On the left, four regiments

still held out, of which I saw one broken. The

battle was decided when I quitted the field....”

"You are again the bearer of our despatches,

Colonel."

Three weeks had done more for me than the

preceding three years. I was a Colonel at

twenty years of age. I started for Poland, the

bearer of the august will of her Majesty.

" Mother,"-thus Suwarrow and the Russians used to

call Catharine II.
† Saint Nicolas.

"Make haste, good Dy," admonished the

august Mother; and I did make haste. It was ex-

actly six days since I had left St. Petersburgh,

and already the Vistula lay before me. I was

within fifty wersts of Warsaw.

" All is quiet milosti officer, since yesterday

morning," whispered the black-eyed Jewess,

pointing down towards the banks ofthe Vistula,

and handing me a tumbler with gorzalka, the

only beverage I had tasted since leaving Wilna.

My eyes was fixed on a regiment of Cossacks,

who came trotting up the hollow, laden as ifthey

had plundered a whole country.

"What news?"

"Pragataken," saidthedirty Hetman , pointing

significantly to his throat. "We must on to

Dobry; woe to the rebels!"

Praga taken! mused I, with an involuntary

shudder; but it saves ten wersts of my journey.

The morning was cold, the ground frozen , the

vault of heaven calm and blue. But away far

over the borders ofthe Vistula hovered a wreath

of thick heavy mist. Mist? It was the smoke

arising from a chaotic mass, from which nowand

then a pale flame darted upwards. That mass

was Praga!—the great fauxbourg of Warsaw,

as the geographers say; what it really was, how-

ever, it would have been difficult to tell; for

Suwarrow had passed through it! The road

was strewn with broken ammunition carriages,

wheels, cannons, dead and dying horses, in pic-

turesque disorder. The muskets and balls and

dead soldiers were untouched even by the Jews.

I passed a score of the latter dangling from the

door-posts oftheir brethren, the tavern-keepers,

to serve as scare-crows against further appro-

priations of imperial property. This must have

been something like a battle, thought I. The

bridge over the-what is its name?-is broken

down; but they have laid the beams over the

frozen bodies of men and horses, which now

serve instead of arches. There now Praga should

begin; but where is it? I can see nothing of Sa-

piehas, nothing of Vladimir street. It looks as

though all had been blown into the air. Frag-

ments of walls, black -burnt stones, intermingled

with thousands of carcasses of man and beast

roasted into hideousness; and not a living being

to be seen! The sound of my Stepanku's trum-

pet re-echoed fearfully in the empty hollow!

Our very horses seemed troubled . Their manes

bristled up, their ears and limbs trembled as if

terror-stricken, and they gazed upon the objects

at their feet shrinking and shivering.

Here begins something like a street, if a street

it may be called . The houses doorless, window-

less , nay roofless; the ways are choked up with

the inhabitants: none living. Aye, truly, Suwar-

row! thou art a glorious fellow! right willing to

destroy more in one day than United Poland has

raised in a thousand years.

There at last again life is seen: it is a picket

of Cossacks stationed on the Vistula bridge.

Even they are tired; for they have quitted the

Milosti, gracious. Gorzalka, brandy.
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backs to lie under the bellies of their horses.

Here we must cross, and let us cross hastily, for

a spectacle is before us which should not be dwelt

upon. The wearied Cossacks are still on duty:

they are guarding about two thousand prisoners,

men, women, and children-lying, sitting , and

standing, on the Sigismund-place; some half-

naked, some wholly naked, some wounded , others

starving, and all freezing to death.

Myescort halted . " Here his Excellency keeps

head-quarters," said the corporal. I looked up-

not a window was unbroken in the whole palace

of the Diet. I alighted and entered ; I cannot say

through the gate, for there was none. The fore-

hall, the court-yard , the staircase, were filled

with officers of all grades and colours. Before the

doorless anti-chamber stood another group of of-

ficers, ofCossacks ofthe Don, and the Ukraine,

and uhlans and dragoons, grenadiers and cuiras-

siers, sleeping on straw. A large straputz* in the

next room , had the honour of being occupied by

the adjutants, and some general and staff officers,

and in the adjoining cabinet his Excellency was

seen stretched on his bed ofstraw covered with a

bearskin.

The adjutant-general went to announceme.

"Come in," cried the Field-Marshal .

I entered the room. It had neither door nor

windows, but a broken china stove, the pieces of

which lay scattered upon the floor, with rubbish

and straw.

" From Mother?" cried the Field-Marshal,

leaping from his bearskin, donning his hat, and

girding on his sword.

"Her Majesty has commanded me❞—

"Ah! Captain D― y, am I right?"

" Colonel, by the grace ofher Majesty."

" Mother likes Suwarrow. Suwarrow fears no

cold, no Poles; Mother will be satisfied-killed a

good many-Cossacks have had a good day of

it. Bravo, Colonel, you are going back again ;

Mother wants you immediately. We shall not

detain you. "+

Suwarrow shivered a little , for he had no uni-

form on. His countenance was blood- red , with

black streaks , and his eyes blood-shot. He seem-

ed rather embarrassed, and having waved his

hand, turned me abruptly out of the room. He

looked like a murderer.

" His Excellency will not expect me to depart

immediately," said I to the adjutant-general,

CountGy.

"Indeed, Colonel Count D- y, you must

depart immediately. The despatches are ready

and scaled."

I hastened down throughthe hetmans and colo-

nels, captains, cossacks, and dragoons, wishing

them with their leader at the devil.

" Stepanku turn round!"

We trotted towards the bridge, Ah! Og— y's

place! What a delightful ball there was here

* Straw spread on the ground and covered with anything

so as to render it a substitute for a bed.

† The very words used by Suwarrow.

three years ago! And now? The provost-general‡

and his myrmidons, with their hanging appara-

tus, are making their rounds. The great exe-

cutioner stops before the house , looks and listens.

He enters, and so must I , though his Excellency

were at my heels. The provost applies his ear

to the wall. The whole house is worse than

waste. Every thing broken, torn, every where

desolation, and filthiness-Russian filthiness.—

What is that? A spectre-like figure, gliding be-

hind one of the columns of the entrance hall , into

a side passage, seized by his long beard, as we

are descending from the upper apartments.

" Quiai!" whistled the pale , death-like Hebrew,

with a breath too feeble to blow out a candle.

" Milosti officer , I am innocent!"

"We shall see-"

Oneofthe executioners dragged him along the

marble pavement, and we descended.

" Perhaps, provost, I may be of some use as

a guide, for I know the house-I am Colonel

D—y, courier to her Majesty," said I to pre-

vent unnecessary delay.

"The Russian dialect, slavish enough as is

well known, had not sufficient words to express

the obsequiousness ofthe provost, and he follow-

ed with a curved back. We entered the ser-

vants' apartment. There they lay-three, six ,

eight-men andwomen, promiscuously-all dead,

all mangled , the apartment flowing with blood-

articles of dress, gold, silver , plate, were scat-

tered here and there.

" The blood is fresh," said the provost, " but

where are the men?"

1 opened a door which communicated with the

upper apartments by a secret passage. Suddenly

we heard a loud snoring, which proceeded from

three Cossacks who were sitting squatted on

their hams, stupified with drinking.

" Dobragorzalka," stammered one ofthem, an

officer. A couple of lashes with the knout made

him rise from his seat-that seat was a dead

body. " Have you not heard the rallying signal?

-Why have you not joined yourpulk?"

" Pulk? Pulk?" stammered the men.

"Take all the three," said the provost.

The Cossacks , whohad become sober at once,

ran out into the kitchen , and opening the iron

door of the stove , disclosed three Hebrews, in-

tending them, no doubt, to serve as scapegoats

for themselves.

"Take them also!" said the provost.

The passage led into the upper apartments.

The secret cabinet on the right side-yes, I re-

member it. But what have we here? It is

Og- y, pierced by numberless wounds, his

eyes glazed, his hands cold, lying before the very

door where he had fallen in the defence of his

household gods.

I opened the door. Heavenly powers! the

Countess lying dead in the middle of the room-

at her side a child-a new-born child-alive!

Provost-general , an office now abolished. He combined in

his own person the jurisdiction of court-martials, and had the

jusgladii in its utmost extent, so as to be allowed to order an

immediate execution.

7
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Ten minutes were gone-1 caught up the boy,

threw him upon a pillow, and ran down the stairs

as if Ihad been hunted by the Cossacks.

When I stepped into my carriage, I beheld , on

turning round, the three Cossacks, with twice as

many Jews dangling from the iron bars of the

window. This was so far satisfactory.

" But drive on, Stepanku,-fast on- go on for

life and death: ' tis fifty miles out of my way-a

day's ride. It may cost my life-yet the last hope

ofone ofthe noblest houses of Poland deserves a

sacrifice." Happily I remembered Abraham's

wife, who had handed us the last tumbler of

brandy. She was nursing her child. She must

along with me-I again took a glass-my Ste-

panku threw her into the carriage, and on we

went-the children crying and screaming at the

sudden disappearance of their mother. After

twelve hours desperate riding, I had delivered

my charge over to Count Z- y, hunted two of

his best horses dead, and found myself again on

the road to St. Petersburgh. My head was in

danger-I knew it. Humanity is but a poor ad-

vocate with our gracious Katinka. *
** **

Just as I expected. Our gracious Mother

looked a little oddly when I stepped into her au-

gust presence. Behind her stood General R —n,

with so courtly a smile of satisfaction hovering

upon his lips , that I knew at once how matters

stood.

" Our good Suwarrow is well?" said her Ma-

jesty.

I bowed.

"You left Warsaw on the ninth-we have an

express ofthetenth. You thought fit, it seems , to

serve the family of a Polish rebel before serving

your Empress! You are dismissed!"

When I left the imperial apartment, Major G.

had the kindness to tell me that I was under

arrest. When I arrived before my house, a

pritschka, with three horses, stood ready. 1

knew then my destination-Tobolsk-Irkutsk-

perhaps Kamtschatka-butit was Tobolsk . I shot

sables there for two years, was recalled, gra-

ciously received, and advised to take care for

the future.

Happily, however, Baron W--ch, the impe-

rial body physician, was the friend of my family,

and he being of opinion that I could not well

stand the air and climate of St. Petersburgh, I

received permission to travel-of which I have

now been availing myself these twenty years.

REMINISCENCES OF A COURTIER.

LOUIS PHILIPPE--CHARLES X.-TALLEYRAND.

SOME years have glided over my head since I

have been under Louis-Philippe's roof ; but, as

those who have been admitted into his society of

late assure me that time has wrought no change

in him , you may accept former reminiscences as

drawn to the present life . He is of full stature ,

strongly built, and of portly appearance, though

by no means what would be termed corpulent.

His hair is dark and luxuriant ; his visage round

of form, and brownish in tint ; his features have

more ofthe southern cast about them than those

of any other member of his family, and, though

sharply turned, are pleasing in expression ; he

has dark eyes, and their look is lively and pene-

trating ; his smile is rendered still more winning

from its betokening manifestly the possession of

a firm and cheerful temper of mind . The tout

ensemble of the outward man (in which I must

not omit to notice the manner of wearing his

hair) conveys a complete idea of the soldier,

whose earlier youth has been passed under arms;

but there is a military freedom of deportment

about him, which is perfectly in harmony with

the dignity of his station. His language is full

of brevity and firmness. He has always been

forward in evincing his esteem for the more dis-

tinguished, of all parties, among his fellow coun-

trymen. He has not only much experience in

military affairs, (having derived a means of live-

lihood from active service for no inconsiderable

length of time,) but he is well versed in the arts

ofpeace ; and he left every other of the Bourbon

family far behind in promoting science and in-

dustry on his native soil after the restoration . As

that of one ofthe most affluent princes in Europe,

the court of the Duke of Orleans was kept up

with becoming splendour and dignity ; yet it was

always distinguished by a system of unusual re-

gularity in its arrangements. I have frequently

formed part of a throng, to which every indivi-

dual, down to a certain sphere in life , was freely

admitted. Whether as placed at the head of his

domestic affairs , or as superintending the excel-

lent education which his children have enjoyed,

Maria Amelia of Naples, his consort, has always

stood distinguished for her indefatigable attention

and discerning judgment ; indeed , she has been

quite as muchthe favourite with every one, from

the obliging cheerfulness of her manners, as

Louis-Philippe has been, from his manly and

condescending deportment.

I well remember the forenoon of the 20th of

March, 1815. A rumour of the king's departure

the preceding night had collected an immense

concourse in the court and gardens of the Tuile-

ries, as well as on the Place du Carousel. I was

at the time in that part of the palace which is

called the " Pavilion de Flora ;" and was stand-
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ing in the saloon on the ground-floor, amidst a

throng of courtiers . Monsieur (now the ex-king,

Charles the Tenth) was one of the number. To

all outward appearance, he seemed quite at his

ease, and was conversing with several present,

who were kissing his hands and weeping over

them, whilst he was chatting with all that light-

someness of heart which is peculiar to him. He

did not appear to pay the least attention to the

confusion and uproar whichwere going forwards

out ofdoors. On a sudden our ears were assailed

by hundreds of voices, crying out, " Orleans !

long live Orleans !" and this in so audible a tone,

that Monsieur (though he did not break off the

conversation,) slowly, and as it were , undesign-

edly, turned his head towards the spot from

which the cry proceeded. Immediately after-

wards we heard the Duke repeatedly exclaim-

ing, in his energetic manner, “ Not Orleans, but

the King ! —long live the King !" and, in another

five minutes, the Duke entered the saloon , went

up to the Prince, made a low obeissance to him,

and addressed him in an under tone of voice.

Monsieur replied , in an equally low accent, but

with a melancholy sort of smile, though with his

usual grace and dignity. Whilst Charles conti-

nued to receive the condolences of those near to

him, Louis-Philippe was taking leave of several

of the officers present ; his voice was firm and his

manners cheerful ; some he shook hands with,

and others he embraced.

There has seldom been a man whose exterior

has carried about it so little ofthe ambitious cour-

tier as Talleyrand's ; and I know scarcely ano-

ther individual whose extraordinary intellectual

endowments are associated with so unfavourable

an impression as accompanies this statesman's

cast of features. He is notoriously misshapen,

and besides this , lame of one foot ; his counte-

nance indicates deep design, and gives the idea

of sinister views rather than of the nobler specu-

lations ofthe statesman- and this , even on those

occasions where his whole soul is at work upon

topics which are of momentous interest to him.

His manners are far from elegant, and the tone

of his voice is not agreeable. He has a habit ,

when in conversation , of kneeling upon a chair

and rocking himself in that posture. It was a

most extraordinary scene to see this peculiar

personage in his uncourtierlike attire, wandering

about in the saloons of Vienna in the year 1814 ,

among the most distinguished diplomatists of

Europe, and associating with men, many of

whomwere not only eminent for rank and talent,

but admired for their personal endowments and

gorgeous trappings : yet, he so completely en-

grossed every one's attention , that he seemed to

be the pivot on which the whole party revolved.

He had but to open his lips , and all was wrapt in

deepest silence ; every eye was watching the

minutest turn of his countenance ; the national

pride of the Englishman, the formal wiliness of

the Austrian courtier, the meditative tempera-

ment of the Prussian, and the lofty pride of the

Russian, were all met with consummate dexte-

rity by the quondam minister of that individual,

So

whom every one of them had proclaimed their

common enemy, in whose negotiations he had so

long taken the lead , and against whose throne he

had assisted in raising his present master.

truly does the intellect sit at the helm of human

affairs ! It were a matter of supererogation to

add, that the conversation of such a man as Tal-

leyrand is anything but inane ; in social inter-

course, it possesses even much of the attractive.

He is the father of hosts of bon-mots, full of

wit, and piquant, from the sharpness of their

sting.

SUNSET.

WHO is there who has ever looked up to the

"golden gates of the resplendent West"-and

beheld them arrayed in all their magnificence ,

and watched the beautiful departure of the God

of day, and has not felt himself lifted from earth

to heaven , and his feelings spiritualized by the

contemplation of the scene ? The glories of sun-

set can be seen and enjoyed in their greatest

fulness only in the country. The winds are now

hushed among the foliage-the birds of heaven

have ceased their warbling-the voice of the

labourer is no longer heard-silence hangs like

a canopy upon the scene. At such a season , go

walk abroad in the country-carry along with

you no book to aid your reflections- go alone or

with a friend-let your heart be open to the in-

fluence of the scene-let its home-felt delights

rise up unrepressed-resign yourself freely and

entirely to the emotions of your own bosom-

and if you have not been too far corrupted and

contaminated by intercourse with the world,

you will return a better, happier, and a holier
man.

A BOOK PUFFED BY A GHOST.

A BOOKSELLER of Defoe's acquaintance had,

in the trades-phrase, rather overprinted an edi-

tion of" Drelincourt on Death," and complained

to Defoe of the loss which was likely to ensue.

The experienced bookmaker, with the purpose

of recommending the edition , advised his friend

to prefix the celebrated narrative of Mrs. Veal's

ghost, which he wrote for the occasion , with such

an air of truth, that, although, in fact, it does not

afford a single tittle of evidence properly so

called, it nevertheless was swallowed so eagerly

bythe people, that Drelincourt's work on Death ,

which the supposed spirit recommended to the

perusal of her friend, Mrs. Bargrave , instead of

sleeping on the bookseller's shelf, moved off by

thousands at once ; the story, incredible in itself,

and unsupported as it was by evidence or in-

quiry, was received as true , merely from the

cunning of the narrator, and the addition of a

number of adventitious circumstances, which no

man alive could have conceived as having oc-

curred to the mind of a person composing a

fiction.-Walter Scott.

L
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THE BLUSH. SONG OF THE TROUBADOUR.

-

Was it unholy ?-Surely no !

The tongue no purer thought can speak,

And from the heart no feeling flow

More chaste than brightens woman's cheek.

How oft we mark the deep tinged rose

Soft mantling where the lily grew,

Nor deem that where such beauty blows

A treach'rous thorn's concealed from view !

That thorn may touch some tender vein ,

And crimson o'er the wounded part !-

Unheeded, too, a transient pain

Will flush the cheek, and thrill the heart.

Onbeauty's lids, the gem-like tear

Oft sheds its evanescent ray,

But scarce is seen to sparkle , ere

'Tis chased by beaming smiles away!

Just so the blush is formed-and flies-

Nor owns reflection's calm control-

It comes-it deepens-fades and dies ;

Agush offeeling from the soul!

LIST, love, list,

The night bells chime;

Come, come with me;

To Agnes' shrine.

Long, long has the sun sunk behind the dark mountain ,

The valley beneath us is silent and dim ;

Nought is heard , but the gush of the silvery fountain ,

The sounds ofthe convent's fast evening hymn.

Starlight is on the water,

My light barque on the tide ;

Fairest ofItaly's daughters,

Away and be my bride :

My oars shall strike the sparkling wave,

Our boat fly swift along ;

Each pearly tear I'll chase away,

And charm thee with my song.

Come, my love, come,

The night bells chime ;

Come, my love, come,

To Agnes' shrine.

THE ORNAMENTAL ARTIST .

CHARADE FLOWERS.

Cur a piece of any coloured paper in an ob-

long form . Rule a very light pencil line along

the middle of it, lengthwise, and, taking the

centres in that line, describe segments of circles

completely across the paper ; fix the compasses

again at the opposite side of each segment, and

join the two extremities ; the segments on one

side of the paper must then be neatly cut out and

the whole piece creased by the hand. Run a

thread through the part not cut out, draw it into

a circle, and thus the form of a flower will be

obtained. Make a handle of wire, and fasten it

3 to the flower, covering the seam

which will be in the centre,

with a piece of paper repre-

senting the central filaments of

the flower. The wire should

be covered with thin green

paper, or gauze , twisted into the

shape of a stalk; at intervals,

introduce a leaf or two, formed

likewise ofgreen paper, with a

thin piece of wire up the cen-

tre to preserve the shape and

resemble the stem (Fig. 3) . Be-

fore creasing the flower, cha-

rades, enigmas, &c. should be written on each

of the imitative petals. The artist may carry

herrepresentation of flowers, on the above prin-

ciple, to a very considerable extent. She may

use double, or even treble paper, placing one

piece behind another ; and by a judicious selec-

tion of colours may copy, not merely the shape,

but thevarious tints ofthe flowers. She will show

her good taste by imitating, as closely as possi-

L

ble, the colours of her original ; instead of sub-

stituting red for lilac , blue for green, or yellow

for vermilion, &c.

An immense variety of other elegant and use-

ful articles may be constructed of pasteboard

and paper ; indeed, the application of the art is

so extensive, that it would be impossible for us

to afford space for describing an hundredth part

of the various works in those materials which

have fallen beneath our notice. The elementary

principles of the art may be sufficiently acquired

by constructing the articles which we have de-

scribed, to enable the young artist to copy others,

or tofabricate and embellish novelties of her own

invention. Working in pasteboard is by no

means restricted to trifling productions : very

elaborate and exquisitely finished architectural

subjects, ingenious models of the most delicate

works, grottoes, trees, &c. and even views on an

extensive scale, may be admirably executed in

parchment or paper, either in a plain state , or

coloured to imitate the objects represented. The

attempt to describe the mode of constructing

such a class of works, would be fruitless , pro-

ficiency in this amusing, and we may venture to

say instructive, art, is only to be attained by

practice, taste, and natural ingenuity.

Several of the boxes, baskets, &c. classed

under the subsequent heads of the Ornamental

Artist, are constructed on nearly the same prin-

ciples, and some of them partially made of the

same material, as many ofthe articles described

in the preceding pages ; from such, therefore,

the reader will derive a still further insight into

the art ofworking in pasteboard.

With a little ingenuity, very neat and elegant

boxes, and other ornaments, may be constructed
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of glass ; the parts being bound together with

riband in such a manner as to produce a very

pleasing effect. Boxes may be made in a variety

of forms, according to the inclination and taste

of the artist : we shall commence by giving di-

rections for making one of the most simple

shape.

OBLONG GLASS BOX.

Procure from a glass-cutter the following

pieces ofground glass :-four in an oblong form ,

of precisely the same length and breadth, for the

top and bottom, back and front; and two others ,

equal indepthtothebackand front , and in breadth

to the top and bottom, for the ends. It is indis-

pensable that all the pieces should be cut with

accuracy, otherwise it will be impossible to put

them together so as to produce a correct shape :

the artist should , therefore, send patterns in

pasteboard, the accuracy of which she has pre-

viously proved. The next step is to bind the

edges of each of the pieces with narrow riband.

The mode of doing this is very simple : begin at

one corner ofthe glass with one end ofthe riband,

and thence carry it round the entire edge of the

piece of glass, until it is brought to the corner

from which you commenced, where the two ends

must be neatly and firmly sewed together. It is

necessary to bring the riband round as tightly

as possible, and to keep the edges of the glass in

the centre of its breadth. Having done this, the

riband is to be pressed down on each side of the

glass ; it should then be plaited at each of the

corners ; the plaits must be fastened with a stitch

or two of silk ; and whenthe last of them is done,

the inner edges of the riband will be stretched

so as to lie close to the surface of the glass, which

will thus be completely and securely bound.

Silk of precisely the same colour as the riband

should be used in sewing the corners , and the

riband should be kept tight, and stitched securely

at the plaits, otherwise the box, when complete,

will not be sufficiently firm to retain its shape.

All the pieces, being bound in this manner, are

to be successively stitched together, in their

proper situations , by the bindings. The stitches

are only to be inserted at the corners : they must

be drawn tolerably tight, and may be concealed

by little bows of riband, or rosettes. The box is

then to be mounted on small knobs or pedestals ,

of ivory or wood, pierced round their upper

edges, and fastened with sewing silk to the bind-

ing of the four corners ofthe bottom ; to the in-

terior ofwhich, a cushion ofwadding or wool , co-

4.

每

vered with quilted

silk, may betack-

ed. The back

part of the lid ,

afterbeingbound,

is to be stitched

at the corners to

those ofthe back;

thushinges ofsew-

ing silk will be

formed. To lift the cover, a bit of riband, ter-

minating in a bow or rosette, must be tacked to

the centre of its front binding ; and for the con-

venience of suffering it to remain open, the cover

may be prevented from falling back by two

pieces of riband, of equal length, being tacked

to the corners of the front and the front corners

of the lid. The box is now complete, and will

form rather an elegant ornament to the toilet.-

(Fig. 4.)

THE FATE OF THE DUKE DE BIRON.

FRANCIS , Count of St. Maurice, was born at

Poictiers, in France, in the year 1580. His father

perished in battle before his eyes opened to the

day, and his mother scarcely survived his birth a

week. His patrimonial property hadbeen wasted

in the wars of the league, and his only inheri-

tance was his father's sword, and a fewtrembling

lines written by his dying mother to the famous

Baron de Biron, with whom she was distantly

connected by the ties of blood. A trinket or

two, the remnant of all the jewels that had deck-

ed her on her bridal day, paid the expense of

arraying the dead wife of the fallen soldier for

the grave, and furnished a few masses for the

repose of both their souls ; and an old servant,

who had seen her mistress blossom into woman's

loveliness, and then so soon fade into the tomb ,

after beholding the last dread dear offices be-

stowed upon the cold clay, took up the unhappy

fruit ofdeparted love, and bore it in her arms, on

foot, to the only one on whom it seemed to have

a claim. Biron, though stern, rude, and selfish,

did not resist the demand. Ambition had not

yet hardened his heart wholly, nor poisoned the

purer stream ofhis affections ; and gazingon the

infant for a moment, he declared it was a lovely

child, and wondrous like his cousin. He would

make a soldier of the brat, he said, and he gave

liberal orders for its care and tending. The

child grew up, and the slight unmeaning features

of the infant were moulded by time's hand-as

ready to perfect as to destroy-into the face ofas

fair a boy as ever the eye beheld . Biron often

saw and sported with the child, and its bold,

sweet, and fearless mood, tempered by all the

graces of youth and innocence, won upon the

soldier's heart. He took a pride in his education,

made him his page and his companion, led him

early to the battle field , and inured him almost

from infancy to danger and to arms.

Although occasionally fond of softer occupa-

tions-ofmusic-of reading and the dance, the

young Count of St. Maurice loved the profession

in which he was trained. Quick-sighted and
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talented, brave as a lion, and firm as a rock, he

rose in his profession, and obtained several of

those posts, which, together with the liberality of

his benefactor, enabled him , in some degree to

maintain the rank which had come down to him

without the fortune to support it. Attaching

himself more and more to Biron every year, he

followed him in all his campaigns and expedi-

tions , and paid him back, by many a service and

many a care, the kindness he had shown him in

his infancy. So that twice had he saved the

Marshal's life , and twice , by his active vigilance,

had he enabled his leader to defeat the enemy,

beforehe himselfhad reached the age of eighteen.

Gradually, however, a change came over the

mind of Marshal Biron. Henry IV. , his too

good master, became firmly seated on the throne

of France, and Biron, attributing all the king's

successto his own support,thought no recompense

sufficient for his services, no honours highenough

for his merit and his deeds . Henry was any

thing but ungrateful, and though, in fact, he

owed his throne to his birth, and to his own right

hand, more than to any man on earth, he, never-

theless, loaded Marshal Biron with all the ho-

nours in his power to bestow. He was created

a Duke and Peer of France, High Admiral , and

Lieutenant-General of the king's armies ; and

many a post ofdistinction and emolument, raised

his revenues and his dignity together. But still

he was not satisfied : pride , ambition , and discon-

tent, took possession of his heart ; and he medi-

tated schemes of elevating himself, till the insa-

nity ofambition led him to thoughts of treason.

His manners, too , grew morose and haughty : he

was reserved and distant to those he had former-

ly favoured, and his household became cold and

stately.

At the same time a change, but a very differ-

ent change, had taken place in the bosom of the

young St. Maurice ; and to explain what that

change was, a fact must be mentioned , which is

in itselfa key to all the newfeelings and the new

thoughts, the new speculations, and the new

hopes, which entered into the bosom of the young,

but fortuneless Count, about the end of the year

1600. About eight years before that period,

there had been added to the family of the Duke

de Biron a young niece of about nine years old ,

a lively gentle girl , with bright fair hair and soft

blue eyes, and pretty childish features, that

had no look but that of innocence, when they

were in repose, but which occasionally took

a glance of bright, happy eagerness, with

which we might suppose an angel gazing on the

completion of some bright and mighty work. In

her childhood, she played with the young St.

Maurice, till they loved each other as children

love ; and just at that age when such things be-

come dangerous to a young girl's heart, flutter-

ing between infancy and womanhood , the Duke

de Biron was ordered to Brussels on the arrange-

ments ofthe peace , and taking St. Maurice with

him,he sent Mademoiselle de la Roche sur Marne

to a convent, which she thought very hard, for

her father and mother were both dead, and all

that she loved on earth the Duke carried away

with him.

St. Maurice was left behind at Brussels to ter-

minate some business which Marshal Biron had

not concluded, and when, after some lapse of

time, he returned to France, and joinedthe Duke

at the Citadel of Bourg, where that nobleman

commanded for the King, he found Marie de la

Roche no longer the same being he had left her.

The bud had at once burst forth into a flower,

and a flower of most transcendant loveliness.

The form which his arm had encircled a thou-

sand times, in boyish sport, had changed in the

whole tone of its beauty. Every line, every

movement, breathed a different spirit, and woke

a different feeling. The features too, though

soft as infancy, had lost the roundness of infancy ,

and in the still innocent imploring eyes, which

yet called up all the memory of the past, there

was an eloquent glance beaming from a woman's

heart, in which childhood was outshone. The

young Count felt no alteration in himself, but

was dazzled and surprised with the change in

her, and felt a sudden diffidence take possession

of him, which the first warm, unchanged wel-

come could hardly dispel. She seemed scarce to

dream that there was a difference , for the time

that she had spent in the convent was an unfilled

blank, which afforded scarce a circumstance to

mark the passage of a brief two years. The

Duke de Biron received his young follower with

rough kindness, but there were always various

causes which kept him more from the society of

St. Maurice than formerly. There were many

strangers about him, some of whomwere Italians,

and St. Maurice saw that much private business

was transacted, from a knowledge of which he

was purposely excluded . The Dukewould take

long, and almost solitary rides , or go upon distant

expeditions, to visit the different posts under his

government, and then, instead of commanding

at once the young soldier's company, he left him

to escort Mademoiselle de la Roche to this fair

sight, or that beautiful view. In the pride and

selfishness of his heart, he never dreamed it pos-

sible that the poor and friendless Count of St.

Maurice would dare to love the niece of the great

Duke de Biron, or that Marie de la Rochewould

ever feel towards him in any other way than as

the dependent follower of her uncle. But he

knew not human nature. Mademoiselle de la

Roche leaned upon the arm of St. Maurice as

they strayed through the beautiful scenery near

Bourg, or yielded her light form to his grasp, as

he lifted her on horseback, or listened to him

while he told of battles and dangers when he had

followed her uncle to the field , or gazed upon his

flashing features and speaking eye while he spoke

of great deeds, till her heart beat almost to pain

whenever his step sounded along the corridors ,

and her veins thrilled at the slightest touch of his

hand. St. Maurice, too, for months, plunged

blindly into the vortex before him. He thought

not-he hesitated not at the consequences. But

one feeling, one emotion, one passion filled his

bosom-annihilated foresight, prudence, reflec-
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tion altogether-took possession of heart and

brain, and left the only object for his mind's con-

ception-love !

It went on silently in the bosom of each ; they

spoke not what was in their hearts; they hardly

dared to look in each other's eyes for fear the

secret should find too eloquent a voice ; and yet

they each felt and knew that loving, they were

beloved. They could not but know it, for con-

stantly together, there were a thousand voiceless ,

unconscious modes ofexpression ,which told again

and again a tale that was but too dear to the heart

ofeach. And yet there is somethingin the strong

confirmation of language which each required for

the full satisfaction oftheir mutual hopesand there

aremoments when passion will have voice. Such a

moment came to them. They were alone ; the

sun had just sunk, and the few grey minutes of

the twilight were speeding on irrevocable wings.

Therewas no eye to see , no ear to hear, and their

love was at length spoken .

They had felt it-they had known it long ; but

the moment it was uttered-its hopelessness-its

perfect hopelessness-seemed suddenly to flash

upon their minds, and they stood gazing on each

other in awe and fear , like the first two , when

they had tasted the fatal fruit of the knowledge

of good and evil. But the never-to-be-recalled

words had been breathed, and there was a dread

and a hope and tenderness, mingled with every

glance that they turned upon one another.

Still the Duke de Biron did not see, for his

mind was so deeply engrossed with the schemes

of his mad ambition , and the selfishness of his

pride, that nothing else rested in his thoughts for

a moment. Messengers were coming and going

between him and the Duke of Savoy, a known

enemyto France , and whenever he spoke with

St. Maurice, it was in terms of anger towards

the good king Henry IV. , and of praise and plea-

sure towards the cold hearted monarch of Spain.

Often, too, he would apparently strive to sound

the disposition of his young follower, and would

throw him into company with men of more art

and cunning than himself, who would speak of

the destruction ofthe Bourbon line as necessary

for the good of France and the tranquillity of

Europe, and insinuate that a time might be at

hand when such a sacrifice would be completed .

St. Maurice frowned, and was silent when the

design was covered, as often happened, with

much art, and boldly spoke his mind against trai-

tors when the treason was apparent.

" Come

At length one dayhe was called to the presence

of the Duke, whom he found alone.

hither, St. Maurice," said his friend ; " I have

brought you up, young Count, from your infan-

cy to your manhood- I have been your friend in

fair days and foul-I taught you the duty of a

soldier and the duty of an officer-I have raised

you higher than any other man in France could

do, or would do-and now tell me whether do

you love best Henry of Bearn or me?"

"Your words, my lord," replied St. Maurice,

"taught me in early years to love the King, and

your actions taught me to love yourself, but the

honour of a French noble teaches me to love my

duty, and that joins ever with my love towards

my King."

" Ha !" exclaimed Biron, his dark brow burn-

ing," must you teach me what is duty? Begone,

ungrateful boy !-leave me-thus , like the man

in the fable, we nourish serpents in our bosom ,

that will one day sting us-begone, I say !" St.

Maurice turned to quit the cabinet, with feelings

of sorrow and indignation in his heart. But

grief to see his benefactor thus standing on the

brink of dishonour and destruction , overcame all

personal feeling, and he paused , exclaiming,

" Oh ! my lord, my lord ! Beware how you bring

certain ruin on your own head -." But

remonstrance only called up wrath. Biron lost

all command over himself. He stamped with his

heavy boot till the chamber rang ; he bade St.

Maurice quit his presence and his dwelling ; he

stripped him , with a word, of all the posts and

employments which he had conferred upon him,

and bade him , cre two days were over, leave the

castle of Bourg, and go forth from his family a

beggar as he had entered it.. Nor alone , in his

rash passion, did he content himself with venting

his wrath upon his young follower , but he drop-

ped words against the monarch and the state,

which left his treasonable practices beyond a

doubt.

The young Count heard as little as possible,

but hurried from the presence of a man whom

pride and anger had frenzied , and hastening to

his chamber, he paused but to ponder over all

the painful circumstances of his own situation.

Nothingwas before him but despair, and his brain

whirled round and round , with that vague wild

confusion of painful ideas, which no corporeal

agony can equal. The predominant thought,

however, the idea that rose up with more and

more frightful prominence every moment, was

the necessity of parting from her he loved-and

of parting for ever, without one hope, without

one expectation to soothe the long cold blank of

absence. He could have borne the unjust and

cutting unkindness of the Duke-he could have

borne the loss of fortune, and the prospect of that

hard fierce struggle which the world requires of

men who would rise above their original lot-he

could have borne the reverse of state and sta-

tion, comfort and fortune, without a murmur or

a sigh, but to lose the object in which all the ar-

dent feelings of an ardent heart had been con-

centrated, was more , far more than he could bear.

Thus he pondered for near an hour, letting the

bitter stream of thought flow on, while every mo-

ment added some new drop of sorrow, as reflec-

tion showed him more and more the utter hope-

lessness of all his prospects.

The setting out of a large train from before his

window, first roused him from his painful dream,

and, though he knew not why, he felt relieved

when he beheld the Duke de Biron himself lead

the way, caparisoned as for ajourney . The next

moment found him beside Mademoiselle de la

Roche. Her eyes were full of tears, and he in-

stantly concluded she had heard his fate, but it
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was not so. She was weeping, she said, because

her uncle had come to her apartments, angry on

some account, and had harshly commanded her

back to her convent the next day ; and as she

told her lover, she wept more and more. But

when he in turn , related the Duke's anger with

him , and his commands to quit the citadel-when

he told her all the destitution of his situation-

and his hopelessness of winning her when all his

fortune on the earth was his sword and a thou-

sand crowns, Marie de la Roche wept no more,

but drying her bright eyes, she put her hand in

his, saying, " St. Maurice, we will go together !

We love each other, and nobody in the world

cares aught about us-my uncle casts us both off

-but my inheritance must sooner or later be

mine, and we will take our lot together !"

Such words, spoken by such lips , were far

more than a lover's heart could resist. Had he

been absent when that scheme was proposed-

had he not seen her-had he not held her hand

in his-had her eyes not looked upon him, he

might have thought of difficulties and prudence ,

and danger, and uncomfort to her. But now her

very look lighted up hope in his heart, and he

would not let fear or doubt, for a single instant ,

shadow the rekindled beams. He exacted but

one thing-she should bring him no fortune.

The Duke de Biron should never say that he had

wedded his nicce for her wealth-if she would

sacrifice all , and share his fate, he feared not that

with his name and with his sword, and her love

to inspire him, he should find fortunein some dis-

tant land. Marie doubted not either, and wil-

lingly agreed to risk herself with him upon the

wide unknown ocean of events. It seemed as if

all circumstances combined to enable them more

easily to make the trial. The Duke de Biron

had gone to Fontainbleau , boldly to meet the ge-

nerous master he had determined to betray, and

the old chaplain of the citadel, whose life St.

Maurice had saved at the battle of Vitry, after

many an entreaty , consented to unite him , that

very night, to his young sweet bride. Their

horses were to be prepared in the grey of the

morning, before the sun had risen, and they

doubted not that a few hours would take them .

over the frontier, beyond the danger of pursuit.

The castle was suffered to sink into repose,

and all was still , but at midnight a solitary taper

lighted the altar of the chapel, and St. Maurice

soon pressed Marie to his heart as his wife. In

silence he led her forth , while the priest followed

with trembling steps , fearful lest the lightest foot-

fall should awaken notice and suspicion ; but all

remained tranquil-the lights in the chapel were

extinguished, and the chaplain retreated in peace

to his apartment.

There was scarcely a beam in the eastern sky

when St. Maurice glided forth to see if the

horses were prepared . He paused and listened

-there was a noise below, and he thought he

heard coming steps along some of the more dis-

tant corridors. A long passage separated him

from his own chamber, and he feared to be seen

returning to that of Marie, for he might be oblig-

ed at once to proclaim his marriage , lest her fair

fame should be injured , and he therefore deter-

mined to hasten forward , and strive to gain his

own part ofthe building. He strode onward like

light, but at the top of the staircase a firm hand

was laid upon his shoulder, and a loud voice de-

manded " Who are you?" St. Maurice paused,

undetermined whether to resist and still try to

shake off the person who stopped him, or to de-

clare himself at once ; but the dim outline of

several other figures against a window beyond,

showed him that opposition was vain , and he re-

plied, " I am the Count of St. Maurice ; why do

you stop me, sir?"

" In the King's name, I arrest you , Count of

St. Maurice," replied the voice ; " give me your

sword."

"In the King's name, or in the Marshal de

Biron's, gentlemen ?" demanded St. Maurice,

somewhat bitterly. " You jest with me, gentle-

men ; my lord the Duke I may have offended,

but the King never."

" I said in the King's name , young gentleman,"

replied the other gravely , taking the sword , which

St. Maurice yielded. "You, sirs," he continued,

turning to those who stood near, " guard this pri-

sonerclosely, while I seek for the Baron de Lux."

St. Maurice was detained for a fewminutes in

the corridor, and then bade to prepare to jour-

ney to Fontainbleau. The whole castle wasnow

in confusion, and all the principal officers of

Marshal Biron, the Count found, were, like him-

self, under arrest. At his earnest entreaty, the

Count de Belin, who commanded the party of

royal troops, permitted him to take leave of her

he had so lately wedded, though only in his pre-

sence. Marie de la Roche sur Marne was

drowned in tears , but alarm for her uncle's safe-

ty easily accounted for that, and the few low

words of comfort and assurance which St. Mau-

rice spoke , betrayed not at all the secret of their

union. She suffered himto speak, uninterrupted

but by her sobs ; but whenhe bent over her hand

to raise it to his lips, with the formal courtesy of

the day, all was forgotten but her love and her

despair, and, casting herself into his arms , she

hid her eyes upon his shoulder, and wept with

the bitter agonizing tears of unavailing love.

The old Count de Belin gently unclasped her

arms, and removed St. Maurice, who turned,

and, grasping his hand, said, with a meaning

look, " Sir, you are a soldier and a gentleman-

our confidence, I am sure , is safe?"

"Upon my honour," replied the officer, laying

his hand upon his heart, and St. Maurice was sa-

tisfied . He was soon after put on horseback,

and conducted, with several others, to Fontain-

bleau, from whence he was immediately carried

to Paris, and lodged in the Bastile. But it may

be now time to turn to himwhose weak ambition

had brought ruin on his own head.

As is well known, the Duke de Biron, sum-

moned by the King to his presence on clear in-

formation of his treason, proceeded at once to

Fontainbleau, depending fully on the fidelity of

the very man who had betrayed him, and entered
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the gardens in which Henry was walking, at the

very moment when the monarch was declaring,

that beyond all doubt he would not come. He ad-

vanced at once towards the King, and Henry,

whose frank and generous heart would fain have

believed him less guilty than he really was, em-

braced him, according to his custom , saying,

"you did well to come, Lord Duke, otherwise I

should have gone to seek you ;" and, taking him

by the hand, he led him into another garden,

where he could speak with him unobserved.

There Henry at once, with the noble candour of

a noble heart, told him that good information had

been received, of his having carried on a long

correspondence with the enemies of the state.

" Speak the truth, my lord," he added ; " tell me

all, and, good faith, no one shall know it; the

matter shall go no further, and all it shall cost

you shall be a sincere repentance."

The Marshal replied, proudly, that he had

nothing to confess, and that his purpose in com-

ing, was to meet his accusers. There was a

rudeness in his answer, which was not the bold-

ness of innocence ; and Henry, turning away,

rejoined the court. Still Henry tried, more than

once, during the day, to win from the traitor one

repentant word. He again and again solicited

him to speak. He sent his friends to him, and

his relations ; and though urged by his council--

before which full proofs of the Marshal's guilt

had long been laid , and which had taken prompt

measures, as we have seen, for securing his fol-

lowers and dependents-still Henry's heart re-

belled against his better judgment, and would not

suffer him to order his arrest. "If this matter

be tried, and proved against him," said the King,

"justice must have its way for the sake of public

example; but I would fain avert the necessity."

At length, even at midnight, Henry once more

called his treacherous servant to his presence ;

and again begged him, for his own sake, to con-

fess his fault. " Let me hear from your own

mouth," said the monarch, " that which, with

great sorrow, I have heard from too good autho-

rity ; and, on a frank acknowledgment, I promise

to grant you pardon and kindness. Whatever

crime you may have committed or meditated

against my person, if you will but confess it, I

will cover it over with the mantle of my protec-

tion, and forget it myself for ever."*

" Sire !" replied the Marshal, boldly, " I have

nothing to say but what I have said. I did not

come to your majesty to justify myself, but to beg

you only to tell me my enemies, that I may seek

justice against them, or render it to myself."

Henry turned away disgusted, and the Duke

advanced through the door of the saloon into the

ante-chambers beyond. At the door of that,

however, which led out upon the staircase, he

was met by the Count de Vitry, who, seizing his

right hand in his own left , caught the hilt of Bi-

ron's sword with the other hand, exclaiming,

"The King commands me to give an account of

your person, sir. Yield me your sword."

*These two remarkable speeches are upon record .

Biron started, and amortal paleness came over

his face; for it would seem, that he never dreamed

for a moment, either that the monarch had accu-

rate information of his treason, or would proceed

to do justice against him. He suffered himself

to be disarmed, however, and led to a secure

apartment, where, after he had recovered from

his first surprise , he passed the night in violent

and intemperate language, injurious to his own

cause, and indecent in itself. From thence he

was conveyed to the Bastile, and his trial pro-

ceeded inwith great rapidity. Athousand efforts

were made to save him, by his friends and rela-

tions ; and Henry was besieged , wherever he

appeared with tears and petitions. But the day

of mercy had gone by ; and the same monarch

who had almost supplicated his rebellious subject

to say one word that might save himself, now

sternly declared that justice must take its course ;

and that whatever the law awarded, without fail

should be put in execution.

In the meanwhile, St. Maurice passed his time

in bitter meditations, confined in a dull cell of

the Bastile, which, though not absolutely a dun-

geon, contained nothing but one of those small

narrow beds , whose very look was like that ofa

grave, a crucifix, and a missal. The hours and

the days wore on, and he saw no one but the peo-

ple who brought him his daily food , and a few

persons passing occasionally across the inner

court of the Bastile ; so that solitude and sad

thoughts traced every day deeper and deeper

lines upon his heart, and upon his brow. He

thought of her whom he loved-of what her situ-

ation was, and what it might be ; and when that

was too painful, he turned his mind to his own

fate, and tried to look it calmly in the face, but

still the image of Marie rose up in every scene,

and reduced all the native resolution of his heart

to woman's weakness.

He was thus one day cast heedlessly on his

bed, when the door of his cell opened, and the

jailor desired him to follow. St. Maurice rose

and obeyed, and a few minutes brought him to a

larger chamber, which he was bade to enter. At

the other side of the room there stood a middle-

sized man, habited in a plain suit of rusty black

velvet, with strongmarked aquiline features , and

grey hair and beard . His eye was keen and

quick, his forehead broad and high, and there

was somethingpeculiar in the firm rooted attitude

with which he stood, bending his eyes upon the

open door. Even had St. Maurice never seen

him before, he could never have doubted that he

was a King.

"Come hither, Sir Count," said Henry IV.

abruptly," and tell me all you know ofthis trea-

son ofthe Duke de Biron. Tell me all, tell me

true, and, by myfaith , you shall have full pardon ."

" Sire," replied St. Maurice, " when my

father died in the service of your majesty, and

my mother left this world a few days after my

birth, I was left a penniless orphan, for all our

fortunes had been lost in your royal cause-

Henry knitted his brow-" I was a beggar," con-

tinued St. Maurice, " and the Duke de Biron
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" Say

took pity on me-brought me up-led me to the

field-protected- provided for me"-

"Hold ! hold ! hold !" cried the King.

no more ! say no more-getyou gone-yet stay-

I seek not, sir , this unhappy man's death. Jus-

tice shall be done, but no more than justice-not

severity. If you know any thing which can mi-

tigate his offence, speak it boldly, and the King

will thank you ; any thing that may render his

crime less black."

66
I know little , Sire, of the Marshal's late con-

duct," replied the Count, " for in truth I have

been less in his confidence than formerly ; but

this I know, and do believe, that he is one of

those men to speak, aye , and to write, many base

things in a hasty and a passionate mood , that he

would be the last on earth to act."

Henry mused for a moment in silence , and

then, without any farther observation , ordered

St. Maurice back again to his cell .

Another long week passed, and day after day

grewmoreweary and horrible thanthe last. Each

hour, each moment, added to anxiety, uncertain-

ty, and expectation , already beyond endurance.

The rising and the setting of the sun, the heavy

passing away of the long and tardy minutes, the

wide vague infinity through which apprehension

and care had leave to roam , overwhelmed his

mind, and shook even his corporeal strength.

Each noise, each sound, made him start ; and

the very opening of his cell door brought with it

some quick, indistinct fear. It is said that those

long accustomed to solitary confinement, get in-

ured to the dead, blank vacancy of existence

without action ; lose hope , and fear, and thought,

and care ; and exist, but hardly can be said to

live. But St. Maurice had not yet had time to

let one ofthe fresh pangs of his situation become

lulled by the opiate of custom, and every moment

of its endurance was a moment of new agony.

He heard no fidings, he received no comfort, no

hope, from any one. The very joys that he had

known, and the love he valued most, became a

torture to him ; his own heart was a burden, and

while the future was all dark and lowering, the

past was full of regret, and prolific of apprehen-

sion.

At length one evening an unusual number of

footsteps traversing the court below, called him

from the bed on which he usually cast himself in

prostrate despondency, and he beheld , from the

small window of his cell, a number of people

gathered together in the open space, of a quality

which showed at once that some great and for-

mal act was about to take place within the walls

of the prison. The Chancellor was there, and

various judges and officers of the Parliament, and

a number ofthe municipal body of Paris were on

the spot, with clerks and serjeants, and the two

chief prevots. A small body of soldiers also

guarded the different doors of the court, and on

the side next to the garden was raised a scaffold,

about five feet above the ground, at the foot of

which a strong man in black stood, with two

others of an inferior grade, examining the edge

of a large heavy sword, which was suddenly put

into the sheath on the sound of some voices at

the other side of the court.

At that moment the Duke de Bironwas brought

in through the opposite door, accompanied by

several of the officers of the prison. His dark

swarthy countenance was not a shade paler than

usual, and, with his hat and plume upon his head ,

he walked boldly forward, with an erect and

daring carriage ; but, as his eye first fell upon

the scaffold, he paused a single instant, exclaim-

ing, " Ha !" He then strode forward again , as

if he had been marching against an enemy, and

came to the foot of the ladder which led to the

scaffold. There he paused , and looked round

him with furious and impatient eyes, as if he

would fain have vented the wrath that was in his

heart upon some of those around him.

"Sir Chancellor ! Sir Chancellor !" he cried,

"you have condemned a man more innocent

than many you have suffered to escape, and that

upon the evidence of two perjured villains. You

have done injustice , sir, which you could have

prevented, and you shall answer for it before

God. Yes, sir, before him to whose presence 1

summon you before a year pass over." Then

turning to the commandant, he added, " Ah !

Monsieur de Roissy, Monsieur de Roissy ! had

your father been alive , he would have aided me

to quit this place. Fie ! fie ! is this a fate for one

who has served his country as I have?"

"My lord duke." said the Chancellor, " you

have heard the sentence of your peers, and it

must now be executed. The King commands

me to demand the insignia of that noble order to

which you once belonged."

"There sir, take it !" cried the duke, giving

him his star and riband. " Tell the king, that,

though he treat me thus, I have never broken

one statute of the order to which my deeds in his

service raised me. Pshaw!" he continued, turn-

ing from the priests, who now pressed him to

confess " I makemy confession aloud. All my

words are my confession- Still," he added , as his

eye rested for a moment on the scaffold and all

the awful preparation for his fate , " still I may as

well think a while of where I am going."

He then spoke for a few minutes with the

priest who stood by his side. His countenance

grew calmer and graver ; and , after having re-

ceived absolution and the sacrament, he looked

for a briefspace up towards the sky, then knelt

down before the scaffold, and prayed for some

time, while a dead silence was maintained around

-you might have heard a feather fall. As he

still knelt, the sun broke out, and shone calmly

and sweetly over the whole array of death , while

a bird in the neighbouring garden, wakened by

the sunshine and the deep stillness, broke into a

clear, shrill, joyful song, with the most painful

music that ever struck the ear.

The prisoner started on his feet, and, after

looking round for an instant , mounted the scaffold

with the same bold step wherewith he had ap-

proached it. His eyes, however, still had in

them that sort of wild, ferocious gleam, which

they had exhibited ever since his arrest ; and,
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though he seemed to strive for calmness , and dis-

played not a touch of fear, yet there was an an.

gryspirit in his tone, as he addressed those around

him. " I have wronged the King," he said,

sharply, " I have wronged the King. 'Tis bet-

ter to acknowledge it. But that I ever sought

his life , is a lie and perjury. Had I listened to

evil counsel, he would have been dead ten years

ago. Ah! my old friends and fellow-soldiers,"

he added , turning to the guards, " why will none

of you fire your piece into my heart, instead of

leaving me to the vile hands of this common

butcher." And he pointed to the executioner.

"Touch me not ," he continued , seeing the other

approach him with a handkerchief to bind his

eyes-" Touch me not with those hellish fingers ,

or, by heavens, I will tear you limb from limb !

Give me the handkerchief."

He then cast his hat away from him, and

bound his own eyes ; --knelt--prayed again

for a moment-rose suddenly up as the ex-

ecutioner was about to draw the sword-with-

drew the covering from his sight-gazed wildly

round him for an instant, and beckoned one of

the officers to tie up his long hair under the

handkerchief. This was immediately done, and

his eyes being covered, he called out, " Haste !

haste !" "Repeat the In manus, my lord ," said

the executioner , taking the heavy sword which

had been hitherto concealed by the attendants.

Biron began to repeat the psalm of the dying

-the blade glittered in the air-swayed round

the head of the executioner ; and, before the eye

could trace the blow which ended the earthly

career of the unfortunate but guilty soldier, his

head was severed at once from his body, and Bi-

ron was no more.

A feeling of intense and painful interest had

kept St. Maurice at the window till the moment

that the unhappy soldier covered his own eyes

with the handkerchief; but then a sensation of

giddy sickness forced him away, and he cast

himself down once more, with bitterer feelings

than ever at his heart. The world seemed all a

hell ofcares and sorrows, and he could have died

that moment with hardly a regret. After he had

lain there for near two hours, he once more rose

and approached the window. The crowd were

all gone, but the dark scaffold still remained , and

the young soldier drew back again, saying to

bitself,"Who next ? who next ?" He lay down

and tried to sleep , but his throbbing temples and

his heated blood , rendered the effort vain.

Strange wild images rose up before his eyes.

Fiends and foul shapes were grinning at him in

-the air. Fire secmed circling through his veins,

and burning his heart ; he talked with no one to

hear-he raved--he struggled-and then came a

long term of perfect forgetfulness , at the end of

which he woke as from a profound sleep.

He was weak as a child , and his ideas of the

past were but faint and confused . The first

thing, however, that returned to memory was the

image of his cell, and he cast his heavy eyes

around, in search of the bolts and bars, and grat-

ed windows ; but no such things were near. He

was in a small but handsome room, with the

open lattice admitting the breath of many flow-

ers, and by his side sat an old and reverend dame,

whom he had never seen before. A few faint

but coherent words, and the light of intelligence

re-awakened in his eye, showed the nurse, for

such she was , that the fever had left him, and

going out of the chamber, she returned with a

soldier-like man, whom St. Maurice at once re-

membered as the old Count de Belin, who had

arrested him at Bourg. Many words of comfort

butand solace were spoken by the old soldier,

St. Maurice was forbidden to utter a word, or

ask a question for several days. A physician,

too , with a grave and solemn face, visited him

twice each day, and gave manifold cautions and

warnings as to his treatment, which the young

gentleman began soon to think unnecessary, as

the firm calm pulse of health grew fuller and

fuller in his frame. At length one day, as he lay

somewhat weary of restraint, the door opened,

and Henry IV. himself stood by his bed-side.

"Now, faith, my good young Count," said the

monarch, " I had a hearty mind to keep you to

silence and thin bouillon for some days longer,

to punish certain rash words spoken in the Bas-

tile , casting a stigma upon royal gratitude , for

leaving faithful friends , who had lost all in our

behalf, to poverty and want. But I have lately

heard all your story, and more of it than you

thought I everwould hear ; and therefore, though

I shall take care that there be no more re-

proaches against my gratitude, as a punishment

for your crimes , I shall sell you as a slave for

ever. Come hither, sweet taskmaster," he add-

ed, raising his voice , " and be sure you do all that

woman can-and that is no small power-to tease

this youth through all his life to come."

As the King spoke , the flutter of a woman's

robe-the bright, dear eyes-the sweet, all-

graceful form-the bland , glad smile of her he

loved, burst upon the young soldier's sight ; and

she, forgetting fear, timidity, the presence of

royalty-all, all but love,sprung forward at once,

and bedewed his bosomwith her happy tears .

ACTIVE BENEVOLEN
CE.

is
No man existing, be his station what it may,

exempted from the duty of inquiring what good

he can do to others. That man must have seen

little of mankind who is ignorant of human mi-

sery ; yet such knowledge is not to be acquired

by those who converse merely with persons of

theirown rank ; they must enter into the cottages

and garrets of the poor ; they must see them

naked, hungry, and thirsty , exposed to the in-

clemencies of the weather, to the sudden attacks

or slow wasting of disease ; they must see the

effects of their unruly passions , and their grovel-

ing vices ; they must be acquainted with all the

consequences of ignorance and poverty. Evils

like these must be known before they can be

ranks
upperremedied ; yet the generality of the

know little what their inferiors suffer.
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HE PASSED.

BY THOMAS HAYNES BAYLY, ESQ.

THE POLE'S ADIEU.

HE pass'd as if he knew me not!

Unconscious I wasnear!

And can hethen so soon forget

A being once so dear !

No-through composure ill assum'd

I mark'd the blush ofshame-

I saw him tremble when he heard

Another breathe my name.

I ask not now a lover's smile,

Those eyes are sunk and dim ,

But in their ruin they possess

An eloquence for him.

Thoughothers pass me,from his heart

More sympathy I claim:

When I am gone-perchance he'll weep

Whene'er he hears my name.

STAR ofmysoul , farewell !

I go to death and danger,

I haste to meet in conflict fell

The proud invading stranger.

I leave thee, love, to save

The land we dearly cherish,

To breakthe yoke that binds the brave,

To rescue orto perish.

Star of mysoul ! thy light

No more will shine before me;

The flame ofwar glares redly bright,

Destruction hovers o'er me.

Yet mourn not, love, for me;

Remember, tho' we sever,

The patriot brave who falls will be

With glory crown'd for ever.

OUTLINE OF MUSIC ,

FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD TO THE PRESENT TIME.
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THAT We should entertain a desire to become

acquainted with the origin of any art, or science,

which contributes to us either in utility or orna-

ment, comfort or enjoyment, is the natural con-

sequence of that spirit of inquiry , which is for

the wisest of purposes, infused into the compo-

sition of the human mind. The child that de-

stroys the toy purchased for him by some indul-

gent relation or friend, is prompted by the rest-

less curiosity inseparable from our frame of

ideas ; he is anxious to know " how it is made,"

and he seeks the attainment of his end by the

demolition of the object. The same impulse

operating in a higher degree upon the philoso-

pher, the astronomer, the geologist, the chemist,

and the botanist, produces the noblest specula-

tions, and the most interesting discoveries ; the

analysis ofthe imperishable mind, the theory of

M

the heavens, the investigation of " the great

globe itself," its qualities , capacities, and pro-

ductions , with the origin and growth of the arts

and sciences, in fact, of every thing conducive

to the information of man, may be included

amongthe effects of this commanding cause. The

vast discoveries ofNewton emanated from this

focus ; and while the illiterate and obtuse were

content to gaze stupidly upon the colours of the

rainbow, the master-spirit dived into the scource,

and produced that clear and beautiful theory,

which alone would immortalize his name. The

fortuitous development of the principles of gra-

vitation may be adduced as an evidence, if such

be wanting, that to chance we are indebted for

some ofourmost important and undisputed theo-

ries; and perhaps it is not a visionary idea to

presume, that the material of science is coeval
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with the creation of the world , and that the in-

genuity and research of man, aided by favour-

able accident , alone are required to call it forth

into systematic arrangement. Until the chord

is touched the harp is silent , and the fire lies dor-

mant in the flint till elicited by the collision of

the steel. Invention has but a minor theatre for

action, while discovery may command the uni-

No science has yielded more largely to

the enjoyment of man than the one whichwe are

about to trace, briefly, from the cradle of its in-

fancy, and born in the earliest ages of the world,

none has been more assiduously cultivated , or

more deservedly admired. In our rapid survey

all technical disquisition will be laid aside , as in-

consistant with our intention to sketch the pro-

gress of this enchanting science , without touch-

ing upon the abstract features or philosophical

detail.

Whoever has listened to the flowing of a gen-

tle stream, the roaring of a cascade, the mur-

muring of the wind among the trees, and the

sighing of the breeze as it passes over a corn-

field, or rustles amidst reeds and bulrushes , must

have been struck with the natural melody of the

sound; and it may be allowed , that the ancients

do not assume an improbable position, when they

infer that the plaintive dirge-like cadence, full

of melancholy tenderness , produced by the ac-

tion of the water and the wind, suggested the

idea of Music. Imitation, the parent of so many

arts, set to work, and a reed pulled from the

sedgy banks of a stream, is the first musical in-

strument upon record . The assertion of Pytha-

goras, that the birth of music may be ascribed

to the noise occasioned by the revolutionary mo-

tion of the celestial bodies, is too airy to be re-

ceived, although backed by the venerable au-

thority of that great teacher of the philosophy of

sounds ; and the humbler opinions of Lucretius

and Varro, both of whom ascribe it to terrestrial

causes, appear worthier ofdeference.

Vocal music is, unquestionably, of higher an-

tiquity than instrumental ; and they, to whom

the must of centuries is an object of surpassing

veneration, will, by analogy, place additional

value upon the former. Athenagoras and Lu-

cretius coincide in a statement that the wild-

wood notes of birds created a rivalry in the

breast of man, and that the feathered bipeds

were emulated in their mellifluous art. Pope's

elegant fable of the nightingale and the shep-

herd, is thus supplied with more than a fanciful

foundation, and rendered of still greater interest ;

but how truly successfully the contest for supe-

riority has been maintained , the brilliant vocal-

ists of the present day may determine. Songs

were in existence long prior to the introduction

of letters by Cadmus, and it is affirmed that not

only the prayers , but the laws and oracular dis-

pensations of the ancients were, originally, sung

or chanted. Miriam's. thanksgiving after the

passages of the Red Sea, is the earliest which

we are enabled to trace ; the effect of this was

considerably increased by the addition of the

timbrel. Under David and Solomon, the He-

brews are said to have excelled in music ; and

it is known that the Levitical service consisted

principally of vocal performances. A reference

to the Bible will show that the harp , the organ ,

and the silver drum were in use ; and that wind

instruments as well as others strung with hair,

were known anterior to the deluge.

Plato asserts that the Egyptian divinities , Osi-

ris , Isis, and Hermes, were the joint inventors of

musical instruments, and that with them the

sciences originated : the Indians , also, ascribe it

to the Gods , and to this day their priests main-

tain that it was derived from Brahma himself.

The invention of the lyre is attributed to the

Egyptians by Apollodorus ; and from vestiges

found in the sepulchral ruins of ancient Thebes,

particularly in the tomb of Ismandes, it is evi-

dent that these people were in possession of mu

sical instruments two thousand years previous to

the introduction of Christianity.

Bythe Greeks this most beautiful of the sci-

ences was held in the highest esteem , and even

considered an important feature in their code of

education. Eloquently termed , " the Science of

the Muses," it found a home in every heart, and

few ofthe Grecian Provinces were not undistin-

guished by public games, in which the poets and

musicians of the age contended for pre-emi-

nence. In referring to the earliest records of

the science, we find them so closely interwoven

with the fabulous dreams of mythology, as to

render the history perplexing and unsatisfactory

to the minute enquirer, and far from interesting

to the general reader. It will , therefore , be suffi-

cient to state, that in passing from the mists and

gloom of extreme antiquity-the dust and cob.

webs of ages long buried in uncertainty, we find

music cultivated with that passionate enthusiasm

displayed by the Greeks for every thing con-

nected with the finer arts and sciences ; and a

country that gave birth to some of the most

celebrated painters and sculptors, was no less

remarkable for the number and excellence of

its musicians.

The first era of Greek music may be dated

from the time of Cadmus, and the second, com-

mencing with the Trojan war, may be carried

down to the revival of the Pythian games. Tha-

letas, Timous , Sappho , Simonides, Corinna,

Timotheus, Antigenides, Dorion , Lamia, &c.

&c. , may be enumerated in the list of the prin-

cipal musicians of the country , while among the

many eminent theorists of the age, Plato and

Pithagoras occupied a distinguished rank. The

discovery of the mathematical division of sounds

by the latter, and the consequent construction

of the musical chord , are too well known to need

repetition.

Vocal music acquired its greatest celebrity in

Greece during the existence of the monarchy ;

but the rapid decline of the science followed

upon the subjugation of the country by the Ro-

mans, and it appears never afterwards to have

been thoroughly regenerated.

In common with the other arts and sciences,

which, as the most splendid trophies of their con-
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quests, were carried by the Romans into Italy,

music was transplanted , like a costly and deli-

cate exotic , and treated with proportionate care ;

but until after the overthrow of Antiochus, king

of Syria, it attained no degree of eminence in

Rome. Nero's admiration of it requires little

comment to be recollected ; the musical exer-

cises which he instituted in the sixtieth year

after the birth of our Saviour ; his public dis-

play, as a vocalist at Naples, and his contests

with the ordinary musical candidates at the

Olympic games, sufficiently prove his desire to

encourage and patronize the science, while at

the same time they almost shake the assertion of

the poet-

" Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast. "

Commodus, in imitation of Nero, entertained

a predilection for appearing on the stage as a

singer ; but even with the illustrious patronage

bestowed upon music, both vocal and instru-

mental, the Romans never equalled the modern

Italians.

In the early days of Christianity , music was

introduced with the hymns and devotional songs

made use of in religious assemblies, and Lucian

states the fact ofpsalms having been sung by the

primitive Christians . Ambrosius , Bishop ofMilan ,

and Ephram Syrus, who flourished in the fourth

century, raised the character of sacred music to

an important height. The Ambrosian chant was

established in the Milanese church in the year

384, and St. Augustine dwells upon its rapturous

effects upon the congregation. Indeed , accord-

ing tothe records ofthe period, so powerful was

the influence of the church music , that many of

the unconverted being attracted by its charms,

entered the sanctuaries of GoD, and , filled with

divine enthusiasm , knelt at the baptismal font,

and exchanged the cloak of infidelity for the

pure raiment of Christianity. The first compi-

lation from the psalms was made by Gregory the

Great, to whom is ascribed the honour of being

the inventor of choral music , and of having in-

stituted an academy for singing. Pope John Da-

mascenus, who died in the year 760 , displayed a

deep interest in the promotion of the science as

applied to ecclesiastical purposes ; he composed

the intervals by which the rising and falling of

the voice were influenced , and more thoroughly

reduced its exercise to musical restrictions.

Quartetto music is by some stated to be the

composition of St. Dunstan , while other writers

maintain that it is the more modern invention of

Guido Aretinus, who flourished in the eleventh

century. Guido included his new system in his

"Micrologus :" his six notes, Ut-re-mi -fa-sol-la,

were represented to be the initial letters of the

words of a hymn of St. John's. In the middle

ages a school for sacred music was founded at

Canterbury, and William of Malmesbury re-

cords that the Saxons possessed organs in their

churches prior to the conquest, one of which was

a present from Dunstan to the Abbot of Malmes-

bury. In the year 666, the organ was first ad-

mitted into the church at Rome by Pope Vita-

lian ; and Bede relates that in 1680 Pope Aga

tho commissioned John , the Prosentor of St.

Peter's, to instruct the Monks of Wearmouth,

and to teach music in other parts of the kingdom

ofNorthumberland.

The invention of musical notes by Jean de

Muria is well known to have taken place to-

wards the end of the eleventh century. Music

met with general encouragement in France,

where the national war-songs may be traced

back to the most remote periods. The Trou-

badours, originally from Provence, with their

attendant minstrels, every where disseminated

and kept up a feeling for the science, while

their romantic adventures, the strange habits of

their lives, and their chivalrous spirit, contri-

buted to throw an additional charm over their

profession ; and too often formed an apology for

that notorious profligacy which ultimately led to

their exile and disgrace. To wean himselffrom

an ardent but unfortunate passion for the fair

Blanch ofNavarre, the celebrated Thibaut ap-

plied himself to the fascinations of poetry and

music ; and in the course of his pursuits the

royal bard is said to have produced many exqui-

site songs and melodies, some of which have

escaped the ravages of time. The lyre that

breathes of hopeless love, could not have been

otherwise than sweet and impassioned , although

full of plaintive , and despairing tenderness ; and

it cannot, therefore, create a feeling of surprise

upon discovering that no military effusion ema-

nated from the inspiration of the kingly poet.

Many musical instruments were in possession of

the French, which have descended to us in name

alone ; and more than thirty were enumerated

in the time of Philip of Valois. A high feeling

for music stimulating to that excellence , upon

which a decided character only can be establish-

ed, appears, however, to have been foreign to

the French ; and, notwithstanding the munifi

cent patronage of Louis XIV. , who founded a

royal academy of music in Paris, that country

has produced few professors of distinguished

fame. Varilla's assertion , that the airs applied

to the French version ofthe Psalms, were those

of the best songs of the time, contrasts curiously

with the statement of Menestrier, which says ,

that psalms and hymns were the opera songs of

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. What

would our devotees at the King's Theatre say to

a revival of this taste ? Music progressed but

feebly in France in the sixteenth century, at

which period the lute was the favourite instru-

ment, not only with our Gallic neighbours, but

with the other continental states of Europe.

Under Catherine de Medicis , the French began

to adopt the Italian style, both vocal and instru-

mental, and an evident improvement was the

consequence.

The Germans are presumed to have acquired

the science from Bardus I., the fifth king of the

ancient Gauls. Metrical psalmody originated in

Germany, and Roger Ascham, in a letter from

Augsburg, states, that " three or four thousand

persons singing at a time in church in this city

is but a trifle." " Mysteries," accompanied with
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music, were known in this country in 1322 ; and

chimes common in Bavaria at a very early pe-

riod, were from thence carried into the low

countries. Encouraged by their princes and

nobility, many ofwhom had musical dramas or

operas performed for their entertainment in the

beginning ofthe seventeenth century, the Ger-

man professors gradually rose to a degree of

eminence which even equalled that attained by

their rivals in Italy ; that they have not forfeited

their fame, is borne out by the fact that they

are now considered the first performers in Eu-

rope ; and how far the taste of the country has

gone, may be inferred from the circumstance

that at present there is scarcely an inn, or com-

mon public-house, in Germany, which is not in

possession of a piano-forte.

In the annals of Italian music , much confusion

is occasioned by the destruction of the records

ofthe Pontifical Chapel at the burning of Rome,

in the year 1527 , by the army of Charles V.; but

that Italy constituted a school for the instruction

of surrounding nations, that music was there

carried to the most exquisite pitch of perfection,

and that she produced some of the most brilliant

composers, cannot for a moment be questioned.

The oldest melodies , to Italian words, are pre-

served at Florence, and comprise a collection of

sacred songs, for the performance of which a

society was established in 1310 , which existed so

late as the year 1789. Lorenzo, the Magnifi-

cent, was a distinguished patron of the science ;

and some historians relate, that he died in the

act of playing upon the flute, A. D. 1494. At

Naples, music was cultivated with singular fer-

vour in the sixteenth century, and the school of

.Lombardy was fertile in eminent professors.

About the same period , the Italians gave instruc-

tion in counter-point to the rest of Europe, while

the musical theorists employed themselves in

subtle divisions of the scale. Deservedly ac-

quiring the name of " the land of music," the

fame of its composers passed like a wildfire over

the continent, and kindled the generous flame of

emulation in other countries. A rivalry of talent

produces excellence, and from the time that this

mistress ofthe arts and sciences shone forth con-

spicuous in the cultivation of music , France,

Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Poland, Den-

mark, and Russia, with Britain in the van, en-

tered the arena oftrial.

That the English are not a very musical na-

tion, may be presumed from the fact that the

number ofvolumes upon music contained in the

British Museum, bears no proportion to that on

the other sciences ; but as painting and sculp-

ture were unfortunately proscribed and driven

into exile by the religious intolerance of the

times, so music suffered in public estimation , and

was reduced to the situation of a malefactor and

an outcast. Alfred is known to have been a

performer on the harp, and Coeur-de-Lion was

not ignorant of its use. Henry VIII. is recorded

as an eminent musician, and is said to have com-

posed two masses, which were always sung in

the Royal Chapel. Metrical psalmody, as now

sung in parochial churches, was introduced in

the reign of Edward VI.; and choral music be-

came as eminent in England, under Elizabeth , as

in any other part of Europe. James I. , by let-

ters patent, incorporated the musicians of Lon-

don, but, nevertheless, gave little encouragement

to their exertions .
•

Learned and pedantic , he had no feeling for

music, and it consequently languished beneath

his indifference , for the taste of the monarch is,

invariably, assumed by his courtiers, and natu-

rally, in some degree , influences the people.

In Ireland the minstrels, or harpers, were

long the favourites of the people, and in Wales

they were no less honourably regarded. In

Scotland psalmody was very early practised by

the Reformers ; and we find that James 1. (king

of Scotland) was the inventor of a novel species of

plaintive melody different to all others : he is

also commemorated as having been, like our

eighth Harry, a composer of sacred music . A pa-

tron of all the liberal arts , Charles I. , whose fine

taste was, perhaps , improved on the continent,

evinced an ardent desire to promote the interests

of musical science ; and , in the sixteenth cen-

tury, music was deemed the highest gratification

that could be afforded to a distinguished visitor

from foreign courts. England was, however ,

exceedingly deficient in instrumental perform-

ances ; and until the dawning of the eighteenth

century, vocal ability was but poorly cultivated.

In the violent religious animosities which dis-

tracted England for so many years , and almost

banished the Fine Arts from the soil ; music suf-

fered an alarming depression , while in the rigid

times of the Protector, when the fierce and

gloomy spirit of fanaticism extended its iron rod

over the productions of fancy, and threatened

the destruction of all that throws light and

ornament over the circle of society, it was re-

garded as a vehicle of Satan-a lure of the arch

deceiver of mankind, and a stumbling block in

the paths of the righteous. The total suppres-

sion of the cathedral service followed this opi-

nion ; organs were taken out of the churches,

and organists and choristers turned adrift to

perish, like rats, amidst the prejudices of the

times. The restoration of Charles II . , proved

the signal for the revival of music ; its unfortu-

nate professors stole forth from their retirement

and secrecy, and once more indulged in the

bright beams of patronage and royalty. A court

band was established, upon the French model,

and organs were replaced in ecclesiastical build-

ings. A professed lover of music, Charles lent

himself eagerly to its advancement ; the tenor

and violoncello brought from Italy into France,

were from the latter carried into England, and

the guitar became the fashionable instrument of

the day. The first Italian opera was performed

in this country under the auspices of Sir Wil-

liam Davenant, in May, 1656 ; and a taste for

the Italian style sprung up and rapidly matured.

Nicolo Matteis , the Italian violin player, intro- -

duced engraved music in this reign, by publish-

ing his Duos , which were executed on oblong
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octavo copper-plates. James II. paid but slight

regard to the science , and the troubles of his

brief reign left him but little leisure for the cul-

ture of the arts. Under his successor they ex-

perienced no favourable reverse ; and to the

military education of William III. , his neglect of

these ornaments of the state may, perhaps , be

partially attributed . Nevertheless, in 1706, ope-

ras became objects of attraction in the beau-

monde ; and under the countenance of George

I., a " Royal Academy of Music ," was establish-

ed in 1728, to which that monarch made a liberal

donation of £1000 .

New principles of music were disseminated on

the continent by Huygens and Sauveur in the

year 1701 ; and in 1722, harmony was, by Ra-

meau, reduced to systematic precision , although

clogged with many extravagances. In the year

1739 , Euler fixed the science of tone upon ma-

thematical rule, and in this task he was consi-

derably aided by his taste and judgment as a

performer on the improved wind instruments.

Progressive refinements took place in every

part ofEurope where a taste for the science was

fostered ; and the march to excellence was car-

ried on with unabated enthusiasm.

George III. , celebrated for his munificent pro-

tection ofthe arts and sciences , proved a liberal

patron of music . Prompted by the charms of

the science, and, doubtless, stimulated by that

sentiment which induces an adoption of the pe-

culiar tastes and feelings of royalty, the nobility

were not slow in imitating the example set by

his Majesty. They patronized professors both

British and continental, held concerts at their

houses, and introducing the performers to fa-

vour and fortune, lavished upon them every

mark of deference for the talent they displayed.

The exquisite taste and judgment of his late Ma-

jesty, upon every thing connected with literature

and art, and the brilliant encouragement which

he yielded to painting, poetry, and music , are

engraved upon every breast. Under his august

patronage a Royal Academy of Music has sprung

into existence ; and making reasonable deduc-

tions from the promise of its infancy, the most

perfect maturity may be anticipated . That a

science whose triumphs have not only been cele-

brated by the fervid powers of Dryden, Pope,

and Collins, but whose breathings find a sympa-

thetic chord in every bosom , shall be permitted

to fall into neglect, cannot for an instant be pre-

sumed ; the root has struck deep, and it requires

but common care to ensure the vigorous dura-

tion of the plant. In an era which has been

justly designated " the Augustan Age of Litera-

ture," and which has renewed the remembrance

of the golden days of Italy, beneath the princely

auspices of Leo X. , Lorenzo the magnificent ;

and in a country where , under a brilliant admi-

nistration, the arts of war and peace have been

carried to the highest pitch of excellence, where,

in common with its necessaries, the luxuries

oflife have received the most assiduous cultiva-

tion , and where, banished by oppression from the

attic soils of Greece and Rome, painting , poetry,

and sculpture, have found an asylum and a home,

music cannot fail to be received and cherished

with enthusiasm.-Extracted from the MS. of

an English writer.

" ALL'S WELL."9

WRITTEN ON GUARD.

THE FORSAKEN.

-

" ALL'S well !"-I'd give the world that 1

Could echo back that sound ;-

'Twould soothe me more than melody ,

From harp or viol-that lone cry

Of vigilance profound.

" All's well !"-It may be so with thee,

Thou watchful sentinel !

But ' till my mind from sorrow free,

Or steep'd in Lethe's waters be,

I dare not say--" All's well !"

" All's well ! --To him whose breast is clear

As yon moon-lighted sky,

Those words may meet his willing ear

As gently soft, as free from fear,

As infant's slumb`ring sigh.

" All's well !" -Oh ! that thy voice would hush

And not afflict me more ;

I feel my very life's blood gush,

With feelings, swift as lightning's rush,

From my heart's inmost core.

" All's well !” —-I'd give the world that I

Could echo back that sound ;

"Twould soothe me more than melody,

From harp or viol-that lone cry

Ofvigilance profound .

" ONE Spirit we worship-one Chiefwe obey,

One bright sun gives lustre and warmth in our day,

One mate has the eagle , the turtle one love-

I am proud asthe eagle, and true as the dove.

" Oh! think not to tread in your pride o'er my grave !

I will sleep with my babes buried deep in the wave,

Where thou canst not follow-unworthy to be

A husband, a father, to them or to me.

" If stung with remorse , thou shalt seek for my tomb,

To mock at my weakness or mourn o'er my doom,

Thy voice shall be drowned in the cataract's roar,

And my spirit be vexed with thy false vows no more !"

As she sung, the sad strain came prolonged o'er the cliff-

Every cave, as in sympathy, echoed her grief,

So deep each response , as it murmured along,

No mortal e'er heard so terrific a song.

And onward the barque swiftly glides o'er the spray,

No hand gave the motion , or guided the way,

But headlong through breakers , it swept as the wind,

No pathway before it, no trace left behind.

Amoment it paused on the cataract's brow,

Then sunk into fathomless caverns below,

And the barque, and the song, and the singer no more,

Were seen on the wild wave or heard on the shore !
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A STORY OF GOOD QUEEN BESS .

BY THE ETTRICK SHEPHERD.

IT is a fact, well known to those versed in the

annals of illustrious British families, that, after

the death of Mary, Queen of Scots, there was

still another accomplished young lady, who was

an only child, and so nearly related to both the

English and Scottish crowns that Elizabeth be-

came restlessly jealous of her, and consulted

with the timid James, by what means the young

lady might be prevented from having a legiti-

mate offspring. James, entering keenly into the

same feelings, urged Elizabeth to claim her as a

royal ward, and then , having her under her own

eye, she might readily find means, on some plau-

sible pretence or other, to prevent her from mar-

rying. Elizabeth acquiesced, and forthwith sent

a message to that effect. The young lady, little

knowing with whom she had to do, would wil-

lingly have gone to the court of her cousin, the

English queen ; but neither her mother, step-

father, nor guardian, would permit it. And

though the answer they returned to the Queen

was humble and subservient, there was one inti-

mation in it which cut Elizabeth to the heart,

and prompted her to the most consummate

means of revenge : it was, that the young lady

was placed by her father's will under noble

guardians in Scotland, who would not suffer the

sole owner of two earldoms , and the presumptive

heir of two crowns, to be removed from under

their charge. This roused the jealousy of the

old vixen into perfect delirium , and from that

moment she resolved on having the young lady

cut off privately.

These being known and established facts , the

following story will casily be traced by a few to

the real actors and sufferers ; but, at the same

time, I judge it incumbent on me to change the

designation of the family and of the castle in some

degree, that the existing relatives, numerous and

noble, may not be apparent to every reader.

Shortly after this message, there came into

Scotland, by King James's permission, a party of

Englishmen, with a stud of fine horses for sale.

They lingered in the vicinity of Acremoor castle

(as we shall denominate it ) for a good while,

showing their fine horses here and there ; and

one of them, on pretence of exhibiting a fine

Spanish jennet to the young lady, got admittance

to the castle, and had several conversations with

the mother and daughter, both together and

separately.

At the same period, there came to a farm-

house on the Acremoor estate, late one evening,

a singular old woman, who pretended to be sub-

ject to fits, to be able to tell fortunes, and pre-

dict future events. Her demeanour and lan-

guage had a tint of mystical sublimity about

them, which interested the simple folks greatly ;

and they kept her telling fortunes and prophesy-

ing great part of the night. Among other things,

after a grand fit , she exclaimed , " Ah ! is it so ?

Is it so ? How came I to this place to-night to

be the herald of treachery and misfortune ! The

topmost bough of the noble tree must be lopped

off, and the parent stem fall in the dust ! Woe

is me! The noble and beautiful ! Curses on

the head of the insatiable wretch !" And with

such ravings she continued , till suddenly she dis-

appeared.

There lived in the castle a very pretty girl,

named Lucy Lumsdaine. She was the young

lady's foster-sister, her chief waiting-maid and

confidant, and there subsisted a strong attach-

ment between them. That very night, about

midnight, or, as some alledged , considerably after

it, Lucy raised such an alarm in the castle as

roused the terrified sleepers with a vengeance.

She ran from one room to another, screaming

out Murder ! and after the menials were aroused

and assembled together, the poor girl was so

dreadfully affected that she could scarce make

herself intelligible. But then she had such a

story to deliver ! She heard some strange sounds

in the castle , and could not sleep , but durst not

for her life leave her chamber in the darkness.

She kept constantly listening at her key-hole , or

looking from her lattice . She at one time heard

her young lady sobbing, as she thought, till her

heart was like to burst ; and then the door of the

catacomb beside the dungeon open and shut, then

heavy footsteps moving stealthily to and fro ; and

finally, long after, she saw a man leap out at a

window on the ground-floor , and take the dead

body ofheryoung mistress on his back in a sack,

and retreat with hasty steps towards the church-

yard. She saw one arm and the head outside

the sack, and the beautiful long hair hanging

down; and she was convinced and certain that

her young lady was ravished and murdered by

an English horse-jockey.

The ladies were both amissing. They had

never been in their beds, and what to do the ter-

rified inmates knew not ; but, in the plentitude

of their wisdom , they judged it best to proceed

in a body to the churchyard , and seize the mur-

derer before he got the body buried, and wreak

ample vengeance on him. When they arrived

at the burial-ground , there was nobody there,

nor any thing uncommon to be seen, save an

open grave newly made , into which not one of

them dared to look, pretending that they knew

for whom it was made. They then returned

home, contented after this great exertion. In-

deed, what could they do, as no trace of the la-

dies was heard of?

There was little cognizance taken of such mat-

ters in that reign ; but on this occasion there

was none. King James, perhaps , either knew

ofor suspected the plot, and kept quiet ; and the

only person who made a great outcry about it
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was poor Lucy, who tried all that she could to

rouse the vassals to enquiry and revenge ; and

so far prevailed, that proclamation was made at

the pier of Leith and the cross of Edinburgh, and

rewards offered for the apprehension of those who

had carried the ladies off, and kept them in con-

cealment. Murder was not mentioned, as it was

a thing not to be suspected.

But behold, in afewdays, Lucy also disappear-

ed, the great mover of all this ; and her sweet-

heart, Alexander Graham, and her only brother

Lowry, with many other relations among the

peasantry, were left quite inconsolable , and knew

not what course to take. They had resolved to

take vengeance in their own hands , could they

have discovered whither to have directed it ; but

the plot had been laid beyond their depth.

The old witch-wife about this time returned,

and having obtained universal confidence from

her prophetic ravings about the topmost bough

being lopped off, and the parent stem, and the

noble and the beautiful, &c. &c. so , at the far-

mer's request, she was placed by David Dallas,

the steward on the estate , in a little furnished

cottage, a sort of winter resting-place for the

noble family, near a lin in the depth of the wood ;

and there she lived , feared and admired, and sel-

dom approached , unless perchance by a young

girl who wished to consult her about a doubtful

sweetheart.

After sundry consultations , however, between

Alexander Graham, Lucy's betrothed sweet-

heart, and Lowry Lumsdaine , her only brother,

it was resolved that the latter should go and con-

sult the sibyl concerning the fate of Lucy. One

evening, near the sun-setting, Lowry , taking a

present of a deer's ham below his plaid, went

fearfully and rapidly away to the cot in the lin .

That his courage might not eventually fail him,

he whistled one while and sung another, " Turn

the blue bonnet wha can ;" but in spite of all

he could do, heavy qualms of conscience some-

times came over him, and he would say to him-

self, " Od, after a', gin 1 thought it was the deil

or ony o' his awgents that she dealt wi' , shame

fa' me gin I wadna turn again yet !"

Lowry, however, reached the brink of the

bank opposite the cottage, and peeping through

the brambles , beheld this strange being sitting in

a little green arbour beside the cottage, dressed

in an antique and fantastic mode, and , as it ap-

peared to him, employed in plucking leaves and

flowers in pieces. She sometimes cast her eyes

up to heaven, and then wiped them, as if she

had been weeping. " Alas ! poor creature !"

said Lowry to himself, " wha kens what she may

hae suffered i' this wicked warld ! She may hae

lost an only daughter, or an only son, as I hae'

dune an only sister, and her losses may hae in-

jured her reason . Aye, I hae little doubt , now

when I see her, but that has been the case ; an'

that's the way how she sees intil hidden myste-

ries an' events. For it is weel kend that when

God bereaves o' ae sense, he always supplies

another, and that aften of a deeper and mair in-

comprehensible nature. I'll venture down the

brae, and hear what she says.-How's a' wi' ye ,

auld lucky o' the lin?-Gude ' e'en t'ye. What's

this you are studying sae seriously the night?"

" I'm studying whether a she fox or a wild boar

is the more preferable game , and whether it

would be greater glory to run down the one with

my noble blood-hounds , or wile the other into a

gin. Do you take me, Mr. Lumsdaine?"

" Lord sauf us ! she kens my name even , an'

that without ever seeing me afore. I thought

aye that we twa might be auld acquaintances,

lucky, an' see what I hae brought ye in a pre-

sent. It will be ill for making you dry, but ye're

no far frae the burn here."

"You have been a simple, good-natured fool

all your life , Lowry ; I can perceive that, though

1 never saw your face before. But I take no

gifts or rewards. Leave your venison, for it is

what I much wanted, and here are two merks

for it. Do as I bid you , else you will rue it."

" Aih ! gudeness, d'ye say sae? Gie me a haud

o' the siller then. It will sune turn into sklait-

stanes at ony rate ; sae it will make sma' odds to

ony o' us. But, gude forgie us, lucky, what war

ye saying about hunting? Ye may hunt lang

ere ye start a wild boar here , or a she fox either,

as I wad trow ; sae an ye wad tell me ony thing,

it maunna be in parables."

"Aye, but there's a she fox that sees us when

we dinna see her, and whose cruel eye can pick

out the top chickens of the covey, and yet they

cannot all suffice her insatiable thirsting after

blood. She reminds me of the old song, to which

I request your attention. It will tell you much:-

*

1.

"The bear he would a-wooing go

To a mistress ofcommand,

And he's gone away to the lady fox,

And proffer'd her his hand.

'You're welcome here, Lord Bruin, ' she says,

'You're welcome here to me;

But ere I lie into your den,

You must grant me favours three.'

2.

" Yes-favours three I will grant to thee,

Be these whate'erthey may,

For there is not a beast in the fair forest

That dares with me to play.

Then bid me bring the red deer's heart,

Or nombles of the hind,

To be a bridal supper meet,

Fitting mytrue love's mind. "

3.

" Ono, Ono,' said the lady fox,

These are no gifts for me ;

But there are three birds in fair Scotland,

All sitting on one tree ;

And I must have the heart of one,

And the heads ofthe other two,

And then I will go , for weal or woe,

To be a bride to you.'

4.

" Now woe be to that vile she-fox,

The worst of this world's breed,

Forthebonny, bonny birds were reaved away,

And doom'd by her to bleed;

And she tied the bear up by the neck,

And he hung till he was dead."

་
1
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As she sung these verses with wild vehemence,

Lowry looked on and listened with mingled ter-

ror and admiration, trying to make something

out of them relating to the subject nearest his

heart, but he could not, although convinced that

they bore some allusion to the subject. " I am

convinced, lucky, that ye hae a swatch o' a'

things, past, present, an ' to come," said he ; " for

ye hae foretold some wonderfu ' things already.

But I can mak naething o' sic wild rants as this ,

an' unless ye spake to me in plain, braid Scots,

I'll never be a bawbee's worth the wiser."

" Because, Lowry, that head of yours is as

opaque as a millstone. Kneel down there, and

I'll throw a little glamour over you, which will

make you see a thousand things which are invi-

sible to you now."

"Na, na, lucky ! Nane o' your cantrips wi'

me. I'm as feared for you as ye war a judge o'

death and life afore me. I just came to ask you

afewrational questions. Will you answerthem ?"

"Perhaps I may, when I get a rational being

to converse with. But did it ever strike that

goblet head of yours, that it formed any part or

portion ofthe frame of such a being?"

" But then, lucky, I hae nature at my heart,

an' that should be respectit by the maist gifted

body that exists. Now, as I am fully convinced

that ye hae a kind o' dim view of a ' that's gaun

on aneath the heaven-as for ony farrer, that's

rather a dirdum-we maunna say ought about

that. But, aince for a' , can ye tell me aught

about my dear sister Lucy?"

"Alas, poor fellow ! There, indeed, my feel-

ings correspond with yours. Can it be that the

rudest part of the creation is the most affection-

ate? Yes, yes, it must be so. From the shaggy

polar bear to the queen upon the throne, there

is one uniform and regular gradation of natural

affection. In that most intense and delightful

quality of the human heart, the lowest are the

highest, and the highest the lowest ; and hence-

forth will I rather ensconce myself among na-

ture's garbage thansnuffle the hateful atmosphere

of heartless indifference and corruption. Why

did it behove poor Lucy to suffer with her bet-

ters? Her rank glittered not in the fox's eye.

But the day of retribution may come, and the

turtle-dove return to her mate. There is small

hope, but there is hope ; such a villain can never

sit secure. Mark what I say, hind-

'When the griffin shall gape from the top ofGoat- Fell ,

And the falcon and eagle o'er Scorbeck shall yell,

Whenthedead shall arise, and be seen bythe river,

And the gift, with disdain , be return'd to the giver,

Then you shall meet Lucy more lovely than ever. '

Now leave me, good hind, leave me; for a hand

will come and lead me in, which it is not meet

you should sec. But ponder onwhat I have told

you."

Lowry was not slow in obeying the injunction,

not knowing what might appear to lead her in ;

and as he trudged homeward, he conversed thus

with himself:-" She's a terrible auld wife that!

an' has something about her far aboon the com-

mon run o' women, wha are, for the maist part,

great gouks, for as bonny and as glib-tongued as

they are. But here is an auld grim wrinkled

lucky, wha, forby good sense an' right feeling,

has a tint o' sublimity about her that's perfectly

grand. May they no as weel be good spirits as

evil anes that she converses wi' ? If ane could

but trow that, what a venerable creature she

wad be ! She bids me ponder on her rhymes,

but I can make naething o' them. That last ane

refers to something they ca ' coats wi ' arms, that

the gentles hae, an' sounded like a thing where

there was some hope, save ae bit o't, ' when the

dead shall arise.' When she came to that, oho !

that's rather a dirdum, thinks 1 , and lost hope,

and I'm now fairly convinced that myyounglady

an' sister are baith murdered ; for I dreamed ae

night that the spirit o' my dead mother came to

me an' tauld me that they were baith murdered

by this new lord, and sunk wi' sackfu's o ' stanes

in the Acremoor Loch. Now, O what heart can

stand sic a thought as that!"

All the three females being thus lost without

the least trace of any ofthemhaving been disco-

vered, shortly thereafter an heir appeared, with

a patent from King James for the estates , but

not the titles ; and he took forthwith uninter-

rupted possession . He was a sullen and gloomy

person ; and though at first he tried to ingratiate

himselfwith his people, by giving to the poor

and employing many day-labourers, yet every

one whocould shunned his presence, whichseem-

ed to shed a damp and chilliness over the human

heart. At his approach the school-boys left the

play-green, retiring in detached and listless

groups, till the awe-inspiring look scowled no

more upon them. The laugh along the hay-field

ceased at his approach, and the songof the reap-

er was hushed. He was styled Sir Herbert; but

Sir Herbert soon found that his reign was likely

to become an uneasy one. For word comingto

Acremoor that he had been expressly sent forby

Queen Elizabeth, and having waited on her, left

her on some private commission for Scotland,

shortly before the disappearance of the young

heiress and her mother, then it was that an inde-

finable sensation of horror began to inspire all

ranks in that district. Their young lady's claim

to both crowns was well known, and often boast-

ed of among her vassals, and they dreaded that

some dark and infamous deed had been commit-

ted, yet theywist not by what means to implicate

their new and detested master, whom they thence

forward regarded as either a murderer, oran ac-

complice of murderers, and disclaimed alle-

giance to him.

The government of Scotland was at that time

very inefficient, the aristocracy having quite the

ascendant ; and betweenthe chief and his vassals

there was no interference, his will being the su-

preme law among them, from which there was

rarely any appeal. But with regard to who was

the rightful chief, to whom they were bound to

yield this obedience, that power the vassals kept

in their own hands, and it was a right that was

well looked into. Of course, at this very time,

there was a meeting among the retainers and
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chief tacksmen on these extensive domains, to

consult whether or not it was consistent with

honour and propriety to pay their rents to this

upstart chief, while their late lord and master's

only daughter was probably still in life, and

might require double payment from every one of

them ; and it was decided unanimously , that, un-

less afull explanation of his rights was laid before

them, they would neither pay him rent nor obe-

dience in future ; so that at this time Sir Herbert

found his vassals in open and avowed rebellion.

It was in vain that he showed them his titles of

recognition by the king ; the men answered that

the young lady's rights and titles never had been

forfeited ; and, without a charter from her, they

denied his rights of inheritance. They said far-

ther, that they would take no single man's word

or oath that their lady was dead , and they were

determined to preserve her rights till they had

sufficient proof where she died , how she died, and

where she was buried.

While the chief vassals were thus interesting

themselves more and more about the fate of their

young lady, Lowry and Graham were no less

perplexed about that of their beloved Lucy.

The former had again and again waited on the

sibyl , with whose wandering and visionary aspi-

rations he was mightily taken ; and having at-

tended her by appointment early one morning,

the following dialogue concluded their conversa-

tion :-

"But I hae been thinkin' , dear lucky, what's

to come o' you, gin ye tak your death here-for

ye ken that maun come some time ; an' there's

naebody to tak care o' ye, to gie ye a drink, or

haud your head, or to close your een, whan ye

gang away."

"Fear not for me, honest lad, for I am resolv-

ed to die beneath the open eye of heaven, with

my eyes open upon it, that I may feel the odours

of paradise descending from it, and breathing

their sweet influence over my soul ; for there is

a living animating spirit breathes over the open

face ofnature, of which mine forms an item ; and

when I breathe it away at the last , it shall be into

the pure elastic element. "

Lowry was so struck with this , that he stepped

aside, and exclaimed to himself, " Now, wha

could suspect sic a woman as that for a witch ?

The thing's impossible? There's something

heavenly about her ! Breathe her soul into an

element! I wonder what an element is ! Aha,

there's the dirdum ! Dear lucky, gin it be your

will, what is an element ?"

"Now,whatdo you think it is, honestLumpy?"

" I'm rather in a dirdum ; but I think it is a

great muckle beest, without joints." Then aside,

"Hout, that cauna be it neither, for how could

she breatheher soul into agreat unfarrant beast?"

"What is that you are muttering to yourself,

fool? It is an elephant you are wrestling with.

The elements are the constituent parts of nature.

Fire is the primeval and governing one..

"Aih! gudeness preserve us ! that's ten times

waur than a muckle beast ? Then she is a witch

after a' ; an' when she dies , she's gaun to breathe

N

her soul into fire. That gars a' the hairs o' my

head creep ; I wish I were away. But dear,

dear lucky, ye haena tauld me ought aboutLucy

as yet, or whether she be dead or living?"

" I have never seen her spirit. But death's

safest to hide the crimes of a villain.

There's villany at the heart, young man ;

There's blood upon the head ;

But the worms that he would tread upon,

Shall lay him withthe dead !"

Lowry was little or nothing the wiser of this

wild rhapsody, and went away to his work with

a heavy heart. But that day one of the most

singular incidents befel him that ever happened

to mortal man. Lowry was draining a meadow

on the side of Acremoor Loch, and often wishing

in his heart that Lucy's fate might be revealed

tohim one way or another, when, all at once, he

felt a strange overpowering heat come over him,

and, on looking about to see from whence it pro-

ceeded, there was his mother standing close by

his side. " Gudeness preserve us mother !" cried

Lowry; whereaway are ye gaun ? or what has

brought you here ?"

"O fie, Lowry ! whaten questions are these to

ask at your mother? Where can a mother gang,

or where should a mother gang, but to her only

son? Ye maybe thought I was dead , Lowry, but

ye see I'm no dead."

"I see sae, indeed , mother, an' glad am I to

see you lookin' sae weel and sae bien. But stand

a wee bit farrer aff, an it be your will, for there's

a heat about ye that's like to skomfish me."

"Na, na, Lowry, lad , ye're no sae easily skom-

fished ; ye'll hae to stand ahantle mair heat than

this yet. But tell me now, son, are you just gaun

to delve and howk away a' your days there, an'

never think o' revenging the death o ' your dear

sister?"
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Why, the truth is , mother, that's rather a dir-

dum ; forwe canna discover , neither by witchery

nor warlockry, what has come ower her, or wha

to revenge her death on ; or, my certy ! but they

wad get their dickens !"

" Dear Lowry, didna I tell ye lang syne, that

she was murdered an' sunk in the Acremoor

Loch in a sackfu ' o ' stanes, an' that exactly op-

posite to the place where we stand."

“Weel, mother , in the first place , I think I do

mind o' you telling me this afore ; but in the next

place, as to where I am to find her, that's rather

a dirdum, for ye ken twa things or twa places are

always right opposite ane anither. Sae unless

ye can gie me a third mark, I may fish in that

great braid loch for my sister an' her sackfu' o'

stanes for a towmont."

" Then, Lowry, do you see yon willow-tree on

the ither side o ' the loch ? yon lang sma' tree

that stands by itself, bent i' the tap , and wantin'

branches ?"

" Aye, weel aneugh, mither."

" Then, exactly in a line between this spot and

yon willow tree, will you find the corpse o ' your

sister an' her lady, my other dear bairn , sunk in

that loch wi' sackfu's o' stanes tied to their necks.

Didna I tell you a' this afore, Lowry?"
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"Aha, lucky, but I didna believe ye , for, d'ye

ken, I never had muckle to lippen to your word

a' my life-for as for telling ane the even down

truth, that never aince cam into your head. I

winna say that ye didna sometimes tell the truth,

but then it was merely by chance ; an' for that

very reason, I'm a wee doubtfu' o ' the story still ,

it is sae unnatural for a man to murder twa bon-

ny young creatures , an' sink them into a loch, wi'

a sackfu' o' stanes tied to their necks. Now, be

sure o' what ye say, mother, for life and death

depend upon it. Did ye see them murdered and

sunk into that loch, wi' your ain bodily een ?"

" Baith, baith, by your new laird's ain hands !

He is the villain and the murderer !"

"Then, mother, off goes his head, an' on the

clay dumpling-that's settled. Or howwad it do

to rack his neck to him? But for mercy's sake

stand a wee bit farrer off, an it be your will-for

I declare there's a heat about you like a fiery fur-

nace. Odsake, stand back, or I'll be baith suf-

focat an' roasted in five minutes.'
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"O Lowry, Lowry ! my dear son Lowry!" ex-

claimed the old wife, clasping him round the

neck, and smothering him with kisses of the most

devouring heat. Lowry bellowed out most lus-

tily, laying on bothwith feet and hands, and then

added, Od, I declare she has downed me,

the auld roodess, and smothered me, an' roasted

me into the bargain ! I'll never do mair good !

Mither where are you? Mither, what's become

o' you ? Hilloa , mither ! where away are ye

gane? Gude forgie me, gin this disna ding a'

things that ever happened in this world ! This is

beyond the comprehension o' man !"

Gentle reader , honest Lowry had all this time

been sound asleep , with a burning sun beating on

him. He had sat down on the edge of his drain

to rest himself, and ponder on the loss of his sis-

ter, and, laying his broad shoulders back upon

the flowery meadow, had fallen asleep , while in

the mean time, the heat of the day had increased

to such a pitch, that when he awoke from the

struggle with his mother, his face and breast

were all blistered , and the perspiration pouring

from his ample sides like water. But the iden-

tity of his mother, and the reality of her personal

presence, were so strongly impressed on his

mind, and every thing having been so particular-

ly related to him , he believed all as a real vision.

He could work no more that day, but there he

sat panting and conversing with himself in some-

thing like the following style :-

"Was there ever aught like my stupidity , no

to remember a' the time that my mother was

dead; an' yet that never ance cam into my head,

although she gae me a hint about it. I saw her

dee wi' my ain ee, saw her nailed in the coffin-

aye, an' laid her head mysell in a deep grave, an'

saw the mools heap it on her, an ' the green sods

aboon a' ; an' yet never to remember that the

grave separated her an' me-that the great val-

ley o' the shadow o' death lay between us ! Wow

me, but there be mony strange things in nature !

things that a body'scomprehension cannafathom,

if it should rax out its arms till they crack. It

was my mother's spirit that spak to me, there

can be nae doubts about that, an' it maun hae

been my spirit, when I was in a dead sleep, that

spak to her again ; for spirits hae nae compre-

hension o' death. Let me now consider what's

to be done, for I can work nae mair at my handi-

wark. She has tauld me that our new laird is a

villain and a murderer. May I take this for gos-

pel? Can I seriously believe this to be true? It

is rather a dirdum that. Not that I think my

mither's spirit wad come frae the ither warld to

tell me an e'endown lee ; but then it may hae

been mista'en. It strikes me that the spirit o'

nae mortal erring creature can be infallible.

They may see wrang wi' their mental een as

easily as I may do wi' my mortal anes. They

may hear wrang, an' they may judge wrang , for

they canna be present every where, an' maun

aften see an ' hear at a distance. An' whether

ane is warrantit in taking justice into his ain

hands on sic information , is mair than I can com-

pass.-1 have it ! I'll drag for the bodies, and ifI

find them , I'll take the rest for grantit."

Lowry now began to settle his land-marks, by

setting up a coil of sods on the place where he

slept, but the willow-tree on the other side he

could not discover. He then went and commu-

nicated the whole to Graham, who agreed at

once that they ought to drag for the bodies , but

not let any one know what they were about, or

on what grounds they had proceeded.

The next morning they were out early with a

boat and grappling irons ; but the loch being

broad and deep, they found, that without disco-

vering the willow-tree it was a hopeless and end-

less task. But, as soon as Sir Herbert rose and

discovered it, he sent express orders for them to

come instantly ashore, which, when they did , he

was exceedingly wroth with them, ordering all

the boats to be chained up and secured with pad-

locks, and even threatened to fire on the first

vagabonds he saw out on the lake disturbing his

fisheries.

But this injunction proved only anewincentive

to the young men to persevere ; for they were

now assured that all was not right, for the loch

had hitherto been free to all the parish, and over

it they had been accustomed to ferry their fuel ,

and all other necessaries. The two friends spent

the remainder of that day searching for the wil-

low-tree among all the hedges and ditches on the

south side of the lake ; but willow-tree they could

find none. Towards the evening, they came to

a single willow stem on the verge of the loch, a

mere twig, not exceeding four feet in length, and

as they passed it, Graham chanced to say care-

lessly, "There is a willow, but oh ! it will be lang

afore it be a tree !" Lowry turned round and

looked eagerly at it. " That's it, that's it ! That's

the verra tree !" cried he. "Howthat should be

the tree is rather a dirdum ; but things are a'

gane ayont my comprehension now. Wow me,

but a spirit's ce does magnify a thing terribly,

for that willow was ten times as big when I saw

it in my vision. Nae the less , it is the same, the

very same, I ken it by its lang stalk without
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branches, an' its bend at the tap." There the

two set up their landmark, and, the night being

a summer night, and moonlight, they soon pro-

cured a boat, and began a-dragging in a line be-

tween the marks. They had not dragged ten

minutes ere the grapple fixed in some moveable

body, which they began a-heaving upward, with

strange looks in each other's faces. Lowry at

last stopped the windlass, and addressing his

friend in a tremulous voice, said , " Wad it no be

better to stop till we hae daylight, an' mae een to

see this sight? I'm feared my heart canna stand

it i' the moonlight. The thoughts o' seeing my

dear sister's corpse a' riddled wi' the eels , an'

disfigured, an ' a sackfu ' o' stanes tied to her

neck, are like to put me beside mysell."

“ I hae something o' the same sort o' feeling,"

said Graham. " But I wadna like to bring out

a' the folks in the morning , merely on suspicion

that this is a corpse, whereas it is maybe only a

log o' wood."

"Weel, weel, if ye will bring it aboon, I shall

reel the windlass ," said Lowry ; " only ye're to

allow me to turn my face the tither gate." On

this arrangement they proceeded, until Graham

was assured, by sensible demonstration, that it

was a human carcass tied in a sack, and sunk

with a weight! They then let it go, and tying

the boat-bunker to the end of the rope fora buoy ,

went ashore to consult what was next best to be

done.

Early in the morning they had a number of

their friends assembled at the side of the lake.

But the late offence taken by the lord of the

manor at the two friends , and his threat of firing

upon any who should venture out on his fishing-

ground, induced all the friends present to counsel

the asking of his liberty. A deputation according-

ly waited on Sir Herbert, who requested permis-

sion to drag the lake for some bodies which were

suspected to have been sunk there. But without

deigning any answer to the men, he, to their as-

tonishment, that moment ordered out a body of

his people, and at their head, hasted down to the

side of the loch, driving the assembled friends off

with blows and threats, and then left a guard of

seven men with fire-arms, to guard the boats and

the loch in general.

The two young men were now assured of the

truth of the vision, but said nothing of it to their

friends , who were all astonished at their laird's

unreasonable conduct. Lowry and his friend

were convinced of his heinous guilt, and deter-

mined not to give it up ; but they knew not how

to proceed, for there was no sheriff in the county,

that office having been hereditary in their chief's

family ; so that if Sir Herbert was the real heir,

he was likewise sheriff. But it so happened, that

John, Earl of Montrose, the king's viceroy for

Scotland, was at that time in the vicinity , taking

infeftment of some new grants of land, and he

had likewise some of the principal official people

of the country along with him. To him, there-

fore, the young men went, and told him all the

story from the beginning , including Lucy's tale

of the murder of their young lady. The Lord

Viceroy was a good as well as great man. He

had been a Lord of Session , Lord Chancellor of

Scotland, and was now raised as high as a subject

could be raised, being his sovereign's Viceroy,

and acting by his authority. He was greatly

taken with the young men's candour and simpli-

city, perceived that they were serious , and had

too much discernment not to see that there was

something wrong with this upstart ; knowing, as

he well did, the powerful and relentless enemy

the late heiress had in Queen Elizabeth, and that

the present possessor was her tool . It was pro-

bablyonsome previous knowledge ofthese events ,

that, at the very first , he entered strenuously into

the enquiry ; but when he asked the two friends

who it was that told them where the bodies were

deposited, they refused to tell, saying they were

not at liberty to mention that.

Without pressing them farther, he accompa-

nied the young men to Acremoor Castle, taking

his official friends along with him. It may well

be supposed that Sir Herbert was a little sur-

prised by this unceremonious visit from the Lord

Viceroy ; he, however, put on a bold and hardy

look, welcoming the party to his castle, and in-

viting them to alight, and enter it, which they

declined, till they saw the issue of the affair on

which they had come. Montrose then asked

him sternly his reasons for preventing the young

man from searching for the body of his only

sister, and the vassals for that of their lady ? He

answered that it was all a pretence , in order to

get opportunities to destroy the salmon ; that he

heard the scoundrels had been out by night, and

he determined to check them in time. The

Viceroy answered, that, by virtue of his autho-

rity, he not only granted warrant for the search,

but had come with his friends to witness the

issue, and examine the evidences. Sir Herbert

bowed assent, and said, as long as his Highness

was present, no depredation on his preserved

fishing ground could take place , only he request-

ed him not to leave any such warrant behind

him. He then furnished them with boats, but

refused to accompany them himself on what he

called such a frivolous expedition.

The Viceroy and his friends, however, went

all out in several barges-for he had been too

long a judge not to perceive the truth, though

told to him in simple guise. Of course they at

once brought up the one body, to which the buoy

was attached, and found it to be that of a female,

wrapped in a fine winding-sheet, and then put

into a sack, with her head towards the bottom,

and sunk with a large stone, and an iron ring in

it. The stone was at once recognised by all the

old vassals as one that had belonged to the castle

dairy, but the identity of the body was uncertain.

It was not greatly decayed, having been sunk

among the mud in the bottom of the lake ; and

all the stranger gentlemen thought it might have

been recognised by intimate acquaintances. But

it was manifest that a great uncertainty prevail

ed, as some thought it the body of their young

lady, some that of Lucy, and more thought it

neither. Even Lowry and Graham both hesi-
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tated, notwithstanding of the extraordinary in-

formation they had received, and its no less ex-

traordinary accuracy.

The party continued to drag on, and at length

actually fished up another female corpse , simi-

larly disposed of in every respect, save that it was

sunk by a leaden weight, which was likewise

known to have been appended to the castle gate.

The bodies were conveyed to a barn in the vil-

lage, and all the inhabitants of the castle and its

vicinity were summoned to attend on the instant,

before the bodies were corroded by the action of

the atmosphere , and the suspected murderer was

obliged to attend , like a culprit, among the

rest.

Strange as it may appear, though all the people

suspected that the two bodies were those oftheir

young lady and Lucy, not one of them would

swear to the special identity of either. The

Viceroy was fully convinced in his own mind

that they were the bodies of the two young fe-

males. He made it clear that these two had

been murdered at the castle about the time these

ladies disappeared, and if no other person in the

neighbourhood was missing, the presumption

was strong that the bodies were either those of

the mother and daughter, or those of the latter

and her foster-sister. Nevertheless, for all this

clear and explicit statement, not one would

swear to the identity of either. The Viceroy

then stated, that as no criminality attached to

any one from all that he was able to elicit, no-

thing more remained to be done, but to give the

bodies decent interment, and leave the murder-

ers to the judgment ofthe Almighty. When he

had proceeded thus far, Lowry stepped up and

addressed him as follows :-:-

" My Lord, the maist part o' the fo'ks here

think that these bodies are the bodies of my sister

andheryoung mistress ; an' if ye wad swear us a',

we wad swear to that purpose. But ye see, my

Lord, death makes an awfu' change on the hu-

man face and frame, and waste and decay mair.

But as ye hae gi'en up the murderer to the judg-

ment o' Heaven, to the judgment o' Heaven I

make appeal. There is an auld law o' nature,

or rather o' Divine Providence, which I can de-

pend on; and 1 humbly request that it may be

tried if these are the bodies o' my sister and

young mistress, the murderer is among us. [At

this word, Lowry lifted his eyes to one which he

had no right to do. ] Now, wad ye just order

every ane present to touch these bodies, it wad

gie a great satisfaction to my heart, an ' the hearts

o' mony mae than me."

The Viceroy smiled at the seriousness of the

demand, but added , “ If such a direct appeal to

the justice of God can give satisfaction to the

minds of friends and relatives , the process is an

easy one." He then lifted up his hands and

prayed the Almighty to give a just judgment, and

straight ordered that all present should pass be-

tween his friends and himself, arranged on each

side, as witnesses that every one touched the

bodies. Sir Herbert also ranked himself up

among the gentlemen as one of the witnesses.

The people passed , one by one , and touched the

bodies; but they bled not. Lowry and Graham,

who had touched first , stood looking with apathy

until the close, when the Viceroy, ordering them

forward as witnesse , first touched the bodies

himself, then his friends , one by one, touched

them, and last of all , Sir Herbert approached.

Lowry's eyes then gleamed with an unearthly

ardour, from an internal assurance of Divine jus-

tice and retribution being instantly manifested,

and clasping his hands together, he exclaimed,

“ Now, now, now !" Sir Herbert fixed on him a

look of rage and indignation—went forward and

touched both bodies-No-neither of them gush-

ed out a bleeding, nor was there any supernatu-

ral appearance whatever.

Lowry's elated eye sunk, and his heart was

humbled, but it was to the will of Providence,

for he lifted both his hands, and said, " Well, it

is past, and no more can be said ! The will of

the Lord be done ! But as sure as there is a God

in heaven, the murderer of these virgins shall

not go down to his grave in peace, for their blood

shall cry to their Creator from the ground, and

his curse shall be upon the guilty heart for ever!

They hae met wi' a cruel and untimely death ;

but be who they may, I'll lay them baith in my

ain burial place."

Every heart bled for Lowry and his friend, and

every tongue was muttering curses , not loud, but

deep, on their new laird, whom all the old vassals

both suspected and detested. And no sooner

had Montrose left that quarter to preside in the

Parliament at Perth, than Sir Herbert's people

began to show symptoms, not only of dissatisfac-

tion, but of open rebellion. Resolved to make

an example of those most obnoxious to him, in

order to strike others with terror, he warned

seven tenants and feuars off the estate , against

Friday next, Lowry and Alexander Graham's

father being among the number.

The community were amazed at these tyran-

nical proceedings, so different from the kind

treatment they had been accustomed to receive.

Accordingly, they seemed , by some mutual assent,

to regard the mandate with disdain , and made no

motions of removal, either previous to, or on the

appointed day. As if glad of such an opportu-

nity of revenge, and of manifesting his power,

down came Sir Herbert with his proper officers ,

and ordered all the furniture of the devoted fami-

lies to be thrown to the door, and if not removed

before night, to be burnt. The men did as they

were ordered; and this work of devastation went

on from morning till towards the evening, the

women crying, beseeching, and uttering anathe-

mas on the usurper, as they called him. He

regarded them not otherwise than to mock them,

and superintended the work the whole day, en-

couraging the tardy and relenting officers.

But while the women and children were thus

bewailing their hard lot, there appeared adogged

resignation among the men,who sauntered about

in pairs, regarding the aggressor often with grim

smiles, as of satisfaction, which inflamed him still

the more. They probably knew what he little
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dreamed of, that there was then in preparation

for him a catastrophe, which, if it had not been

kept on record in the family annals, would not

gain credit at this distance of time. It was the

effect of one of those bursts of popular indigna-

tion against oppression, which is most apt to

break out when they have no other redress ; and

in this case, the provocation was double, for they

regarded their oppressor as likewise the mur-

derer of their rightful heiress.

But the term of lording it over the trusty vas-

sals of an ancient and noble stock was concluded.

About seven o'clock in the evening of the 23d of

July, 1602, a body of armed men rushed from a

barn, which, it appeared, they had entered by a

back door. Some of them had their visors down,

others their faces blackened, and concerning

their numbers, there were many differences of

opinion. But the main facts were well authen-

ticated. They instantly surrounded Sir Herbert,

seized him, and ordered him to prepare for in-

stant death. At that fearful injunction , the na-

ture of the villain and craven became manifest.

He fell on his knees , and cried out, " Mercy,

mercy!" He prayed, he tore his hair, and wept,

braying out like a maniac. He proffered free

remission of all debts-all offences. He even

proffered to leave Scotland , and renounce all

claim on the estate. " We'll make shorter wark

wi' such a cursed claim as yours ," said they, and

instantly put a running cord about his neck , and

bore him on their arms into the barn , with fero-

cious alacrity, while he continued roaring out,

" Murder, murder !" and " O mercy, mercy !"

time about ; but none pitied him, or came to the

rescue. " Mercy !" cried they in derision ;

" such as you gave , so shall you have." With

that, they threw the end of the rope over a high

joist ofthe barn. A gigantic fellow, who seemed

the leader of the gang, seized it ; and wrap-

ping it around both his hands, tightened it, and

then asked his victim if he had no prayer to pray,

and no confession to make ?
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"O yes, yes ! I have, I have !" I have a

prayer to pray, and a confession to make," cried

the wretch, glad to gain a little respite by any

means, in hopes of some motion in his favour.

" Grant me a reprieve, and I will confess all."

" Then in this world there is only one chance

ofa respite," said the gigantic chief, " which is ,

by confessing all that you know regarding the

deaths of our young lady and her friend Lucy

Lumsdaine."

" I will, I will !" cried he-" Only let me be

heard before a tribunal of justice, and not be

tried by masked assassins. This, however, I will

confess, that my hands are guiltless of their

blood."

" It is a lie !" said his accuser fiercely ; " and

it is meet that such a ruffian go to hell with a lie

onhis tongue. Pull him up !"

"O no, no !" cried he in agony-" I tell you

the truth. The hands of another assassin shed

their blood. These hands are clean of it, as I

shall answer at the tribunal above !" And so

saying, he spread forth his hands towards heaven.

" It is a lie, I tell you , and a blasphemous one!"

said the chief. " So either confess the whole

truth, or here you go ; for we know you for the

Queen of England's agent, and guilty of their

murder." So saying, he tightened the rope, and

began to heave the guilty wretch from the

ground.
66
Stop, stop , master !" cried

66
one ; perhaps he

will yet confess the whole truth and live."

" Yes, yes ! Hold, hold !" cried the culprit in

the utmost desperation , seizing the rope with both

hands, and dragging it down to slacken it ; " I

will, I will ! I will confess all and live. Did you

not say live, friend ? I long only to live until

brought to a fair trial, and I will confess all. I

swear then, by all that is sacred , that I did not

murder the maidens. But to save my own life,

and at the express command of my sovereign,

whom I dared not disobey, I connived at it.

Theywere murdered , and I saw them sunkin the

place from whence they were taken."

66
" Then the corpses could not bleed," observed

one, since he was not the actual murderer.

This is wonderful ! The judgment of Heaven

still is just!"

" So is that of Eachan M'Farlane !" cried the

gigantic chief, who held the farther end of the

rope, and in a moment he had the victim dang-

ling round and round in the air, five feet from

the ground. Then there was a great hubbub,

some crying one thing and some another, and

some madly trying to pull him down again, which

finished his existence almost instantaneously.

They then fastened the end of the cord, and

leaving him hanging, they marched away in a

body, going over the Burrow Swire in the even-

ing, as ifmen from another district.

This singular violence was very little looked

into. There was little intermeddling between

chiefand vassal in those days ; and , moreover, it

was probably shrewdly guessed from what high

and dangerous source the removing of the heir-

ess proceeded. Lowry and Graham were seized

next day, but shortly released, it having been

proven at once that they were not present, hav-

ing been both engaged in loading a cart with

furniture at the time the outrage took place,

and totally ignorant of what was going on; and

it is a curious fact, that there never was one of

the perpetrators discovered , nor was any one of

that district particularly suspected. A M'Far-

lane there was not in it ; and it has, therefore,

been often hinted that the vassals had bargained

with that wild clan for a body of men to come

down and rid them of their upstart tyrant.

That very evening, as a number of the retain-

ers were going to remove the body from the

barn, who should they see but the Countess

Dowager, their late young lady's mother, who

had disappeared on the same night with her

daughter, and whom they believed to have been

murdered along with her ; yet there she was

standing at the door of the barn. True, there

had been no confession made of her death, nei-

ther had it been revealed to Lowry in his vision.

But she was missing withthe rest, and the horror
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of the group may well be conceived when they

beheld her standing watching the corpse of the

murderer. She was recognised at once , and

though she beckoned them onward, and moved

forward slowly and majestically to meet them,

this was a visitation they had not courage to

abide, but retreated in a body to the castle. Still

she advanced. It was the dusk of the evening,

and as she approached the great front door that

looked towards the lake, there were visages of

dismay peeping from every window ; and as the

spectre entered the gate, there was a rush from

the castle by the other entrance, which created

a noise like thunder.

Great was the consternation that ensued ; for

from that moment no one durst enter the castle

either by day or night, for there were wailings

heard within it, and lights seen passing to and

fro in the darkness of midnight. At length the

old witch wife issued from her cot in the lin , and

summoned Lowry and Graham, and several of

the head families, to attend at the castle, and

receive their Lady Dowager's commands , who

was actually returned to her daughter's castle

and estate, living, and in good health. But the

warning, coming as it did from such an equivocal

source, remained unattended to for a time, the

people believing it was the Countess's spirit, not

herself, till she showed herself walking about

publicly, and then the servants and retainers

gathered to her, and obeyed her as in former

times.

As she did not reveal to any one where she

had been, so no one took it on him to enquire.

But she told them that her grief and perplexity

had never till then reached its height, for until

the dying confession of the wretch whom she

knew to be the accredited agent of a tigress , she

had strong hopes that her daughter was alive.

But that confession had changed her fondest

hopes to the deepest sorrow ; and she durst not

set a foot in England while Queen Elizabeth

lived , nor yet remain in Scotland, save in con-

cealment, therefore she thought of proceeding to

Flanders.

He

While things were in this confusion at the

castle, who should make his appearance in the

vicinity, but the identical horse-jockey who was

known to have been the murderer of the young

lady their mistress, and suspected likewise to

have made away with poor Lucy, the only wit-

ness of his atrocities. The fellow now came in

grand style, having livery servants attending

him ; and he was dispatching messengers back-

wards and forwards to England every day.

had even the effrontery to ride openly about, and

make many enquiries of the state of affairs about

the castle, supposing, as the vassals judged, that

in his new and grand capacity he was not recog-

nised. But his features had left among them an

impression of horror not to be obliterated.

Every one who had seen him on the former oc-

casion, knew him, and none better than Alex-

ander Graham.

A consultation was called of all the principal

retainers, on which it appeared that every one

suspected another English plot, but neither

knew what it was, nor how to frustrate it. No

one who has not heard the traditionary story, or

consulted the annals of that family, will guess

what was resolved on at that meeting. Simply

this, that they would go in a body and hang the

English villain. The late event had been so

much talked about, so much applauded , and so

well kept, that hanging had become rather po-

pular among these sturdy vassals. It was the

order of the day ; and accordingly that very

night a party was made up, accoutred much as

the former one, who proceeded to the stranger's

hostel, which was not in the village at the castle,

but in the larger one at the west end of the loch.

There they made a simultaneous attack, de-

manding the English scoundrels to be delivered

into their hands. But they had to do with better

men in these English scoundrels than the other

party had, and in all probability the attacking

party was greatly inferior to the former one, for

the Englishman at once, with many tremendous

oaths and curses, prepared to defend himself

against the whole mob, with no one to support

him but his two livery servants. A stout battle

ensued at the door, and ten times did the English

hero drive them back almost single-handed,

cursing them , meanwhile, for all the lousy cow-

ardly assassins oftheir country gathered together,

and swearing, moreover, to extirpate every soul

of them; but at length rushing too far forward,

he was surrounded , wounded , and taken. For

all that, he never ceased laying about him and

struggling to the last ; and it was questioned if

all the men there would have been able to have

put the rope about his neck. They never would,

without binding both his feet and hands, and

neither of the pairs were very easily restrained.

Theywere dragging him away to a tree, when

Habby Simpson, the landlord, arrived to the

rescue, with a strong band of villagers , who drew

up in front and opposed the assailants ; and

Habby told them that he would be security for

the gentleman's appearance at any tribunal in

the kingdom ; but that before a stranger should

be butchered in such a cowardly way, within his

premises , he and his assistants would fight till the

last drop of their blood. And, moreover, he

requested them to remember, that men who ap-

peared in masks were held as vagabonds , and

that he and his friends were at liberty to shoot

them all with perfect impunity.

" Why, but, honest Habby," said one, “ ye

perhaps dinna ken that this is the ruffian who

murdered our young lady and Lucy Lums-

daine ?"

“ It is a lie, you scoundrel,” cried the horse-

dealer, with great indignation ; " mine are the

hands that never injured a woman, though I have

risked my life often to save them. But mine is

a tale that will not tell here. I appeal to your

lady, and backed by this mine host and his friends ,

I defy you ."

The conspirators then insisted on taking him

to the castle, but Habby Simpson would not

trust him in their hands, but kept him, and be-

•
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came bound for him. The next day, David

Dallas, the steward on the estate, came down to

take the deposition ; but the Englishman lost all

patience at the accusation , and would do little

else save curse and swear. He denied the mur-

der of the virgins, with many horrid oaths, and

proffered to produce them both alive if suffered

to depart on his parole.

David replied, " That as for producing the

virgins alive, after their murder had been con-

fessed by his companion, with the rope about his

neck-after their bodies had both been found

and buried, was what no Scottish judge would

swallow; he doubted if even an English one

would ; and that it was natural for such a culprit

to wish to be set at liberty ; but for his part, he

certainly knew of no man living who better de-

served the gallows."

The Englishman then began an explanation ,

as well as his rage would let him ; but his dialect

was not quite intelligible to David Dallas, who

could only smile at such a strange defence, the

tenor of which was, that " he undertook the

murder of the two young ladies to save them

alive."

The steward had no farther patience ; so

he ordered him to be manacled , conveyed to

the castle, and chained in the dungeon. The

Countess, after consulting with the steward and

several others, entertained no doubt that this

man was the murderer of her only daughter and

Lucy. Indeed, as the evidence stood, it was im-

possible to believe otherwise. And it is there-

fore probable, that, before she left her country,

she had resolved to give up the detested agent of

a detested woman to popular vengeance, for

shortly after he was brought to the castle, at

least in a few days, a great mob assembled and

peremptorily demanded his life. So he was, as

if by compulsion, given up to them, placed on a

platform in front of the castle, the rope put about

his neck, and a certain time allowed him to

make a full confession. He began the same

confused story about the Earl of Northumber-

land, and of his undertaking the murder of the

two young ladies to save their lives ; but his voice

was often drowned by repeated hurras of deri-

sion.

At length, as if driven to desperation , he be-

gan a hurraing louder than any of them, jump-

ing on the platform as ifgone mad, and shouting

louder and louder, till, on looking around, they

beheld a party coming up at full canter, their

own young lady in front, and the young Lord

Piercy on her right hand, and Lucy on her left,

who were now shouting out to save the brave

fellow. The order was instantly obeyed ; he was

set at liberty, and, ere he left the platform, was

invited to be the principal guest of the noble

party in the castle.

So ends my tale ; and it would perhaps be

better to let it end here, without any explana-

tion, as there is one circumstance, and one only,

which I cannot explain. This brave English-

man's name was Henry Wilson. He had been

for a number ofyears house-steward to the Earl

of Northumberland, and heard daily that this

great and royal heiress's name was a favourite

theme with that ambitious family. On his lord's

going up to court at London , Wilson was dis-

missed for some irregularities , which he took

greatly to heart. And he being a man out of

place, and probably a dissipated character, was

applied to, among others , to make away with

this dangerous heiress to two crowns. He

agreed to it at once, promising, for a high re-

ward, to be the principal agent, but determined ,

bysome means or other, to save the young lady's

life , as the sure means of ingratiating himself

with his beloved and indulgent master. Fortune

favoured him particularly on his gracious intent

in the first instance ; for on the night when he

had promised to bring the young lady, dead or

alive, to his associates, there chanced to be the

corpse of a French girl in the castle, newly dead

and screwed in her coffin , and it was for her the

new grave was made in the churchyard. That

body he took to his associates , filling the coffin

with rubbish ; and the young lady he convey-

ed safe to Alnwick Castle. She being most

anxious to have her foster-sister, Lucy , with her,

and the latter proving a great stumbling-block

to the new claimant, he undertook, on the pro-

mise of another reward, to make away with her

also, and sink her in the loch beside her mistress.

He so managed matters, that he received the

reward, and deceived the villain a second time,

conveying Lucy safe to her beloved mistress ;

but where he procured the second body that was

sunk in the sack, is the only circumstance which

I never heard explained. The presumptive

heiress of two crowns was joyfully received, and

most honourably treated by the Piercys, while

young Lord Piercy and she were privately be-

trothed to each other, while the indefatigable

Henry Wilson was raised higher in his chief's

favour than ever.

I must now add a suggestion ofmy own, ofthe

certainty of which I have no doubt. It is , that

the witchwife was the Countess Dowager in deep

disguise, remaining on the estate to watch and

assist the progress of events. And I think, that

in order to keep her people free of all blame or

suspicion, that it was she who had engaged a

sept of the M'Farlanes to come down and cut off

the intruding incendiary.

Now, although a small share of these incidents

are traditionary, if any one suspects that the

story is forged out of malice to Queen Elizabeth,

the greatest and vilest of her sex, let such turn

to Lodge's Illustrations of British History, vol.

ii. p . 123 ; ditto , vol. iii. p. 178 ; Pennant's Lon-

don, p. 259 ; and see, also, Grainger's Biogra-

phical History, and the Peerage of Scotland , vol.

ii. p. 98 , and State Trials, vol. i. p . 174 , and such

will be satisfied , that, had Elizabeth never been

guilty of another act of cruelty during her long

and illustrious reign , the treatment which that

beautiful and accomplished lady received, was

more than sufficient to have made the name of

this sovereign to stink in the nostrils of all her

sex, and every free subject of this empire.
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SHE HATH PASSED FROM THE EARTH. SEEK NOT WITH GOLD OR GLITTERING GEM.

WRITTEN BY T. H. BAILEY.

She hath passed from the earth but we may not lament her,

Nor mourn her return to a holier clime ;

She but lingered below until he who had sent her

Recalled her to Edenin morning's sweet prime.

Could the beauty and freshness of youth have retained her,

We had not been called o'er her slumber to weep ;

Yetmourn not, since death in his power hath but gained her

A joyful awaking from earth's transient sleep.

Erethe sorrows of earth or its passions had moved her;

Eredarkened the light ofher innocent brow;

She bade a farewell unto those who had so loved her,

And whispered-My father, I cometo thee now.

The terrors of death had no powerto alarm her-

She felt not his darkness and feared not his sting,-

The thought of her Saviour's kind mercy could calm her,

And the spirit went upward on Faith's ardent wing .

--

Seek not with gold or glitt'ring gem,

My simple heart to move;

To share a kingly diadem

Would never gain my love.

The heart that's formed in virtue's mould,

For heart should be exchanged;

The love that once is bought with gold,

Maybebygold estranged .

Can wealth relieve the lab'ring mind!

Or calm the soul to rest?

What healing balm can riches find

To soothe the bleeding breast?

'Tis love, and love alone, bas power

To bless without alloy ;

To cheer affliction's darkest hour,

Andheighten every joy.

MIRROR OF THE GRACES :

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUBJECT.

" Not equal , as their sex not equal seem'd ;

For contemplation he, and valour form'd ;

For softness she, and sweet attractive grace ;

He for God only, she for God in him. "-MILTON.

In discoursing on the degree of consequence ,

in the scale of creation, that may be allowed to

the human body, two extremes are generally

adopted. Epicureans, for obvious reasons, exalt

our corporeal part to the first rank ; and Stoics,

by opposite deductions , degrade it to the last.

But to neither of these opinions can the writer

of these pages concede.

The body is as much a part of the human crea-

ture as the mind ; by its outward expression , we

convey to others a sense of our opinions, hopes,

fears, and affections-we communicate love , and

we excite it. We enjoy , not only the pleasures

of the senses, but the delights which shoot from

mind to mind, in the pressure of a hand, the

glance of an eye, and the whisper of the heart.

Shall we then despise this ready and obedient

vehicle of all that passes within the invisible

soul ? Shall we contemn it as a lump of encum-

bering clay-as a piece of corruption , fitter for

the charnal-house than the bosom of affection?

These ascetic ideas may be consistent with the

thankless superstition of the ancient Zenos , or

the modern fanatics, who see neither beauty nor

joyfulness in the works ofthe bounteous Lord of

Nature; butthe rational and fair-judging mind ,

which acknowledges " use and decency" in all

the Creator's works, while it turns from the

pagan devotion which the libertine pays to his

own body, regards that inferior part of himself

with the respect which is due to it in considera-

tion of its Maker and its purpose.

" Reverence thyself!" says the philosopher,

" not onlywith relation to the mind which directs ,

but to the body which executes. God created

the body, not only for usefulness , but adorned

it with loveliness ; and what he has made so

pleasing, shall we disesteem, and refuse to apply

to its admirable destination ?-The very approv-

ing and innocent complacency we all feel in

the contemplation of beauty, whether it be that

of a landscape or of a flower, is a sufficient wit-

ness that the pleasure which pervades our hearts

at the sight of human charms, was planted there

by the Divine Framer of all things , as a princi-

ple of delight and social attraction." To this

end, then, I seek to turn your attention, my fair

countrywomen, upon YOURSELVES !-not only

to the cultivation of your minds, but to maintain

in its intended station that inferior part of your-

selves , which mistaken gravity would, on the one

hand, lead you to neglect as altogether worthless;

and vanity, on the other, incline you too much

to cherish, and egregiously to overvalue.

From this you will gather, that the PERSON of

a woman is the primary subject of this dis-

course.

Mothers, perhaps, (those estimable mothers

who value the souls as the better parts of their

daughters,) may start at such a text. But I

call them to recollect, that it is " good all things

should be in order !" This is a period when ab-

surdity, bad taste , shamelessness, and self-inter-

est, in the shapes of tire-men and tire-women,

have arranged themselves in close siege around

the beauty, and even chastity , of your daugh-

ters ; and to preserve these graces in their ori-

ginal purity, 1, a woman of virtue and a Chris-
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tian, do not think it beneath my dignity to lift

my pen.

Dr. Knox will not refuse to be my auxiliary,

as a grave auxiliary may be necessary to give

consequence to a subject usually deemed so tri-

vial. " Taste requires a congruity between the

internal character and the external appearance,"

says he ; "and the imagination will involuntarily

form to itself an idea of such a correspondence.

First ideas are in general of considerable conse-

quence ; and I should, therefore, think it wise in

the female world to take care that their appear-

ance should not convey a forbidding idea to the

most superficial observer."

66

Another author shall speak for me besides this

respected moralist. The very High Priest of the

Graces,the discriminating Chesterfield , declared ,

that a prepossessing exterior is a perpetual

letter of recommendation." To show how dif

ferent such an exterior is from affectation and

extravagance, is one object of these pages ; and

I hope that my fair and candid readers will,

after perusal, lay them down with a conviction

that beauty is a blessing, and is to be used with

maidenly discretion ; that modesty is grace ;

simplicity elegance ; and consistency the charm

which rivets the attracted heart of well-judging

men.

That you have sought my sentiments on these

subjects makes it easier to me to enter into the

minute detail I meditate. Indeed, I have ever

blamed, as impolitic, the austerity which con-

demns, without distinction, any attention to per-

sonal appearance. It is surely more reasonable

to direct the youthful mind to that medium be-

tween negligence and nicety which will preserve

the person in health and elegance, than , by

leaving a young woman ignorant ofthe real and

supposed advantages of these graces, render her

liable to learn the truth in the worst way from

strangers, who will either insult her aggravated

deformity, or teach her to set off her before-

obscured charms with, perhaps, meretricious

assistance.

It is unjust and dangerous to hold out false

lights to young persons ; for , finding that their

guides have, in one respect, designedly led them

astray, they may be led likewise to reject as un-

true all else they have been taught ; and so no-

thing but disappointment, error, and rebellion

can be the consequence.

Let girls advancing to womanhood be told the

true state of the world with whieh they are to

mingle. Let them know its real opinions on the

subjects connected with themselves as women,

companions, friends, relatives. Hide not from

them what society thinks and expects on all

these matters ; but fail not to show them, at the

same time, where the fashions of the day would

lead them wrong-where the laws of heaven and

man's approving (though not always submitting)

reason, would keep them right.

Let religion and morality be the foundation of

the female character. The artist maythen adorn

the structure without any danger to its safety.

When a girl is instructed on the great purposes

of her existence-that she is an immortal being,

as well as a mortal woman-you may , without

fearing ill impressions, show her, that as we

admire the beauty of the rose, as well as esteem

its medicinal power, so her personal charms will

be dear in the eyes of him whose heart is occu-

pied by the graces of her yet more estimable

mind. We may safely teach a well-educated

girl, that virtue ought to wear an inviting aspect

-that it is due to her excellence to decorate her

comely apparel. But we must never cease to

remember that it is VIRTUE we seek to adorn.

It must not be a merely beautiful form ; for that,

if it possess not the charm of intelligence, the

bond of rational tenderness, is a frame withouta

soul a statue which we look on and admire,

pass away and forget. We must impress upon

the yet ingenuous maid, that while beauty

attracts, its influence is transient, unless it pre-

sents itself as the harbinger of that good sense

and principle which can alone secure the affec-

tion of a husband, the esteem of friends, and the

respect of the world. Show her that regularity

of features and symmetry of form are not essen-

tials in the composition of the woman whom the

wise man would select as the partner of his life.

Seek, as an example, some one of your less fair

acquaintance, whose sweet disposition , gentle

manners, and winning deportment, render her

the delight of her kindred , the dear solace of her

husband. Show your young and lovely pupil

what use this amiable woman has made of her

few talents ; and then call on her to cultivate her

more extraordinary endowments to the glory of

her Creator, the honour of her parents, and to

the maintenance of her own happiness in both

worlds. To do this , requires that her aims should

be virtuous, and the means she employs to reach

them of the same nature.

We know, from every record under heaven ,

from the sacred page to that of the heathen

world, that woman was made to be the helpmate

of man-that, by rendering herself pleasing in

his sight, she is the assuager of his pains, the

solacer of his woe , the sharer of his joys, the

chief agent in the communication of his sublu-

nary bliss. This is beautifully alluded to in the

Book of Genesis, where the work of Creation is

represented as incomplete, and the felicity of

Paradise itself imperfect, till woman was be-

stowed to consummate its delights :-

" The world was sad! the garden was a wild ;

And man, the hermit, sigh'd--till'woman smiled."

We have all read in the sacred oracles, that

"6 a woman's desire is unto her husband !" and

for that tender relation, the first on earth, (for,

before the bonds of relationship , man and woman

became a wedded pair,) woman must leave fa-

ther and mother, and cleave unto him alone.

Hence, I shall no longer beg the question, whe-

ther it be not right that a chaste maid should

adorn herself with the graces of youth and mo-

desty, and, with a sober reference to the duties

of her sex, present herself a candidate for the

love and protection of manliness and virtue in

the most agreeable manner possible.
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Bymaking the fairness of the body the sign

of the mind's purity, man is imperceptibly at-

tracted to the object designed for him by heaven

as the partner of his life , the future mother of his

children, and the angel which is to accompany

him into eternity. Hence, insignificant as the

means may seem, the end is great ; and poor as

we maychoose to consider them, we all feel their

effects, and enjoy their sweetness.

Having thus explained my subject, my fair

friends will readily perceive, that there cannot

be any thing hostile to female delicacy in the

prosecution of my scheme. I give to woman all

her privileges ; I allow her the empire of all her

personal charms ; 1 will assist her to increase

theirforce: but it must be with a constant refer-

ence to their being the ensign of her more esti-

mable mental attractions. She must never sup-

pose that when I insist on attention to person

and manners, I forget the mind and heart ; or

when I commend external grace , that I pass un-

regarded the internal beauty of the virgin soul.

In order to give a regular and perspicuous

elucidation of the several branches of my sub-

ject, I shall arrange them under separate heads.

Sometimes I may illustrate by observations

drawn from abroad, at other times by remarks

collected at home. Having been a traveller in

my youth, whilst visiting foreign courts with my

husband, on an errand connected with the gene-

ral welfare of nations, I could not overlook the

influence which the women of every country

hold over the morals and happiness of the oppo-

site sex in every rank and degree.

Fine taste in apparel I have ever seen the

companion of pure morals, whilst a licentious

style of dress was as certainly the token of the

like laxity in manners and conduct. To correct

this dangerous fashion , ought to be the study and

attempt of every mother-of every daughter-of

every woman.

NIGHTINGALES.

It is amazing how much superfluous poetry

and enthusiasm have been lavished on the night-

ingale. From Ovid to Milton-from Milton to

Anacreon Moore, every bard who can cry Ay

me !--and " couple but love and dove," has

wasted a stanza or so , in honour of that

"Sole voice, the poet's and the lover's bird ,"

which charmed the ear of silence in Eden, and

formed the time-piece of Romeo and Juliet in

Verona. Wordsworth, the lover of nature , and

Horace Walpole-the lover of point ruffles and

old Dresden-have shown themselves unanimous

in this predilection , and , not content with utter-

ing, in praise of Philomel, as much fulsome adu-

lation as might serve to propitiate a queen, or

puff a prima-donna, the scribblers of every time

and every country have falsified the records of

ornithology, and taught this quavering minstrel

to sing with her breast against a thorn !

But hark how these doctors disagree in their

judgment on the patient and her characteristics!

While one defines the nightingale as a bird

which

" Turns its sad soul to music ,"

and Byron asserts of his transmigrated Zuleika's

feathered representative , that

" It were the bulbul, but her throat,

Though mournful, pours not such a note,"

Milton defines it as

" The wakeful nightingale,

Who all night long her amorous descant sung."

Now, in point of fact , there is nothing either

sad or sentimental in the song of the nightingale .

It is an incessant tinkling, trilling, monotonous ,

yet laboured effort of execution ; and with the

exception of the " jug, jug, jug," which occa-

sionally interrupts the thin and Rossinian cha-

racter of its strains , there is not a poetical note

in its whole gamut. Philomel is the Henrietta

Sontag of the woods-unimpassioned , artificial,

but miraculous in point of delicacy of execution;

and the fact of her being a night vocalist, instead

of establishing her claims to sentimentality as

" Most musical, most melancholy,"

proves only the self-conviction of the bird that

its strains are incompetent to vie with those of

its fellow choristers or perhaps an envious and

invidious desire of distinction . The ancient

apologue of the nightingale expiring in the suc-

cessful effort of rivalship with the poet's lute,

proves that it has ever been suspected of a paltry

and narrow jealousy of competition .

Who, that has ever listened to the mellowves-

per hymn of the blackbird, or the thrush-notes

gushing in bursts of gladness from the heart ofa

hawthorn bush, but must acknowledge that there

dwells more poetry in their music than in all the

demi-semi-quavers ofthe " plaintive Philomel?"

What loverof poetical justice but longs to trans-

pose the line of Petrarch,

E garrir Progne-e pianger Filomele ,"

and distribute the garritura to the tinkling

nightingale?-But we forbear !-We are con-

scious that the theme is importunate to our civic

readers, and rustic in the ears of the clubs. But

we are also aware that this midnight minstrel,

whose variety is mistaken for vexation of spirit,

has been heard, during the present week, to great

advantage inthe fashionable latitudes of Knights-

bridge Barracks, and Buckingham Gardens ;

andwhereas many ofthe subscribers tothe Court

Journal, in addition to our unlucky selves, may

be at this moment plunged into the desolation of

sylvan exile, in order to canvass an ungrateful

county, it is probable that other ears, besides our

own, may be vexed by the untimely and impor-

tunate quavering, which at this very hour of the

night is burstingfrom the lilac trees beneath our

window. With such parliamentary pilgrims we

claim some sympathy ; and appeal from Straw-

berry Hill to all the rational ears in Christen-

dom against the monopoly of praise which has

been partially bestowed on the daughter of Pan-

dion .-London Court Journal.
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--

Too soon !-too soon !-how oft that word

Comes o'erthe spirit like a spell ;

Awakening every mouruful chord

That in the human heart may dwell;

Ofhopes that perish'd in their noon-

Of youth decay'd-100 soon- too soon !

Too soon -too soon ! -it is a sound

To dim the sight with many a tear;

As bitterly we gaze around ,

And find how few we loved are here!

Ah !-when shall we again commune

With those we lost-too soon !-too soon !

Too soon !-too soon !-how wild that tone

Bursts on our dearest hours ofbliss,

And leaves us silent and alone,

To muse on such a theme as this :

Tofrown upon the quiet moon ,

Whose parting light comes all too soon !

Too soon !-too soon !-if e'er were thine

Thejoys, the fears, the hopes of love ;

Ifthou hast knelt before the shrine

Ofbeauty in some starlight grove :

Whose lips, young roses breathed ofJune,

Thou'st wept these words-too soon !-too soon !

Too soon is stamp'd on every leaf,

In characters of dim decay!

Too soon is writ in tears ofgrief,

On all things fading fast away!

Oh is there one terrestrial boon,

Our hearts lose not-too soon !-too soon !

We walk in mystery, from the careless morning

When young existence finds its hopes begun ;

When to a goal whence there is no returning,

Our frolic feet the race of childhood run ;

In the soft breeze of eve-the sky -the ground,

A dicam like mystery hovers all around .

We markthe mountains rise , their summits peering

In independence through the azure air—

Where-feariess eagles in their pride careering,

Fan the gay motes in streaming sunbeams there ;

We hear the cataracts mingle with their scream ;

"Tis like the mystery ofa lofty dream.

Bythewild sea we stray, when day descending

Pours its rich colours on the painted tide ;

Occiduous light with the blue surges blending,

That brightly onward , uttering music, glide ;

Till sweetly melting on the golden sand,

Theirsolemn anthem stirs the haunted land.

Then comethe whispers ofsome parted spirit

That blessed our pilgrimage in days gone by;

Who, some fair crown ofvictory to inherit,

Left earth's low phantom's for a rest on high ;

Mysterious voices seem to reach the ear

Asifthe rush ofseraph wings were near !

In the deep hours of winter's starry even,

Whenthe pale hills are robed in stainless snow ;

In the rich calm ofsummer's twilight heaven ,

When balm and music on their journeys go ;

High mysteries, like clouds , are cast abroad-

Their depths are awful- and their source is God!

THE LETTER-BELL,

BY THE LATE WILLIAM HAZLITT .

COMPLAINTS are frequently made of the va-

nity and shortness of human life, when, if we

examine its smallest details , they present a world

by themselves. The most trifling objects, re-

traced with the eye of memory, assume the

vividness, the delicacy , and importance of insects

seen through a magnifying glass. There is no

end of the brilliancy or the variety. The habi-

tual feeling of the love of life may be compared

to " one entire and perfect chrysolite," which, if

analyzed, breaks into a thousand shining frag-

ments. Ask the sum-total of the value ofhuman

life, and we are puzzled with the length of the

account, and the multiplicity of items in it ; take

any ofthem apart, and it is wonderfulwhat mat-

ter for reflection will be found in it! As I write

this, the Letter-Bell passes : it has a lively,

pleasant sound with it, and not only fills the street

with its importunate clamour, but rings clear

through the length of many half- forgotten years.

It strikes upon the ear, it vibrates to the brain,

it wakes me from the dream of time , it flings me

back upon my first entrance into life , the period

ofmy first coming up to town , when all around

was strange, uncertain , adverse-a hubbub of

confused noises, a chaos of shifting objects-and

when this sound alone, startling me with the

recollection of a letter I had to send to the friends

I had lately left, brought me as it were to myself,

made me feel that I had links still connecting me

with the universe, and gave me hope and pa-

tience to persevere. At that loud tinkling,

interrupted sound (now and then) , the long line

of blue hills near the place where I was brought

up waves in the horizon , a golden sunset hovers

over them, the dwarf-oaks rustle their red leaves

in the evening breeze, and the road from to

by which I first set out on my journey

through life, stares me in the face as plain, but

from time and change not less visionary and

mysterious than the pictures in the Pilgrim's

Progress. I should notice , that at this time the

light of the French Revolution circled my head

like a glory, though dabbled with drops of crim-

son gore : I walked confident and cheerful by its

side-

" And bythe vision splendid

Was on my way attended."

It rose then in the east : it has again risen in the

west. Two suns in one day, two triumphs of

liberty in one age, is a miracle which I hope the

Laureate will hail in appropriate verse. Or may
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not Mr. Wordsworth give a different turn to the

fine passage, beginning-

"What, though the radiance which was once so bright,

Be now for ever vanished from my sight ;

Though nothing can bring back the hour

Ofglory in the grass, ofsplendour in the flower ?"

For is it not brought back, " like morn risen on

mid-night," and may he not yet greet the yellow

light shining on the evening bank with eyes of

youth, of genius, and freedom , as of yore ? No,

never! But what would not these persons give

for the unbroken integrity of their early opinions

-for one unshackled , uncontaminated strain-

onelo pœanto Liberty-one burst of indignation

against tyrants and sycophants, who subject

other countries to slavery by force , and prepare

their own for it by servile sophistry, as we see

the hugeserpent lick over its trembling, helpless

victim with its slime and poison, before it de-

vours it! On every stanza so penned would be

written the word RECREANT ! Every taunt,

every reproach, every note of exultation at re-

stored light and freedom, would recall to them

how their hearts failed them in the Valley ofthe

Shadow of Death. And what shall we say to

him-the sleep-walker, the dreamer, the sophist,

the word-hunter, the craver after sympathy, but

still vulnerable to truth, accessible to opinion,

because not sordid or mechanical? The Bour-

bons being no longer tied about his neck, he may

perhaps recover his original liberty of speculat-

ing ; so that we may apply to him the lines about

his own Ancient Mariner—

" And from his neck so free

The Albatross fell off, and sank

Like lead into the sea."

This is the reason I can write an article on the

Letter-Bell, and other such subjects ; I have

never given the lie to my own soul. If I have

felt any impression once, I feel it more strongly

a second time ; and I have no wish to revile and

discard my best thoughts. There is at least a

thorough keeping in what I write- not a line

that betrays a principle or disguises a feeling.

If my wealth is small, it all goes to enrich the

same heap ; and trifles in this way accumulate to

a tolerable sum.-Or if the Letter-Bell does not

lead me a dance into the country, it fixes me in

the thick of my town recollections, I know not

how long ago. It was a kind of alarm to break

off from my work when there happened to be

company to dinner or when I was going to the

play. Thatwas going to the play, indeed, when

I wenttwice a-year, and had not been more than

half a dozen times in my life. Even the idea

that any one else in the house was going, was

a sort of reflected enjoyment, and conjured up a

lively anticipation of the scene. I remember a

Miss D , a maiden lady from Wales (who in

her youth was to have been married to an earl) ,

tantalized me greatly in this way, by talking all

day of going to see Mrs. Siddons' " airs and

graces" at night in some favourite part ; and

when the Letter-Bell announced that the time

was approaching, and its last receding sound

lingered on the ear, or was lost in silence, how

anxious and uneasy I became, lest she and her

companion should not be in time to get good

places- lest the curtain should draw up before

they arrived-and lest 1 should lose one line or

look in the intelligent report which I should hear

the next morning ! The punctuating of time at

that early per od-every thing that gives it an

articulate voice-seems of the utmost conse-

quence ; for we do not know what scenes in the

ideal world may run out of them: a world of

interest may hang upon every instant, and we

can hardly sustain the weight of future years

which are contained in embryo in the most mi-

nute and inconsiderable passing events. How

often have I put offwriting a letter till it was too

late ! How often had to run after the postman

with it-now missing, now recovering, the sound

of his bell- breathless, angry with myself-then

hearing the welcome sound come full round a

corner-and seeing the scarlet costume which

set all my fears and self-reproaches at rest ! 1

do not recollect having ever repented giving a

letter to the postman, or wishing to retrieve it

after he had once deposited it in his bag. What

I have once set my hand to, I take the conse-

quences of, and have been always pretty much

of the same humour in this respect. I am not

like the person who, having sent off a letter to

his mistress, who resided a hundred and twenty

miles in the country, and disapproving, on se-

cond thoughts, of some expressions contained in

it, took a post-chaise and four to follow and in-

tercept it the next morning. At other times , I

have sat and watched the decaying embers in a

little back painting-room ( just as the wintry day

declined) , and brooded over the half-finished

copy of a Rembrandt, or a landscape by Van-

goyen, placing it where it might catch a dim

gleam of light from the fire, while the Letter-

Bell was the only sound that drew my thoughts

to the world without, and reminded me that 1

had a task to perform in it. As to that landscape,

methinks I see it now-

" The slow canal, the yellow- blossomed vale ,

Thewillow-tufted bank, the gliding sail."

There was a windmill, too , with a poor low clay-

built cottage beside it :-how delighted I was

when I had made the tremulous, undulating re-

flection in the water, and saw the dull canvass

become a lucid mirror of the commonest features

ofnature ! Certainly, painting gives one a strong

interest in nature and humanity (it is not the

dandy-school of morals or sentiment)—

" While with an eye made quiet by the power

Ofharmony and the deep power ofjoy,

Wesee into the life ofthings ."

Perhaps there is no part of a painter's life (if we

must tell the " secrets of the prison-house") in

which he has more enjoyment of himself and his

art, than that in which after his work is over,

and with furtive sidelong glances at what he has

done, he is employed in washing his brushes and

cleaning his pallet for the day. Afterwards,

when he gets a servant in livery to do this for

him, he may have other and more ostensible
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sourcesofsatisfaction--greatersplendour,wealth,

or fame; but he will not be so wholly in his art,

nor will his art have such a hold on him as when

he was too poor to transfer its meanest drudgery

to others too humble to despise aught that had

to do with the object of his glory and his pride,

with that onwhich all his projects of ambition or

pleasure were founded . " Entire affection scorn-

eth nicer hands." When the professor is above

this mechanical part of his business , it may have

becomeastalking-horse to otherworldly schemes,

but is no longer his hobby-horse and the delight

of his inmost thoughts-

"His shame in crowds, his solitary pride !"

I used sometimes to hurry through this part of

my occupation , while the Letter-Bell (which was

my dinner-bell) summoned me to the fraternal

board, where youth and hope

"Made good digestion wait on appetite

And health on both;"

or oftener I put it off till after dinner, that I

might loiter longer and with more luxurious in-

dolence over it, and connect it with the thoughts

ofmy next day's labours.

Thedustman's-bell, with its heavy monotonous

noise, and the brisk, lively tinkle of the muffin-

bell, have something in them, but not much.

They will bear dilating upon with the utmost

license of inventive prose. All things are not

alike conductors to the imagination. A learned

Scotch professor found fault with an ingenious

friend and arch-critic for cultivating a rookery

on his grounds : the professor declared " he

would as soon think of encouraging a frog-

gery." This was barbarous as it was sense-

less. Strange, that a country that has produced

the Scotch Novels and Gertrude of Wyoming

should want sentiment !

66

The postman's double knock at the door the

next morning is more germain to the matter."

How that knock often goes to the heart! We

distinguish to a nicety the arrival of the Two-

penny or the General Post. The summons of

the latter is louder and heavier, as bringing news

from a greater distance, and as, the longer it has

been delayed, fraught with a deeper interest.

We catchthe sound of what is to be paid-eight-

pence, nine-pence , a shilling-and our hopes

generally rise with the postage. How we are

provoked at the delay in getting change-at the

servant who does not hear the door ! Then if

the postman passes , and we do not hear the ex-

pected knock, what a pang is there ! It is like

the silence of death-of hope ! We think he

does it on purpose , and enjoys all the misery of

our suspense. I have sometimes walked out to

see the Mail-Coach pass , by which I had sent a

letter, or to meet it when I expected one. 1

never see a Mail-Coach, for this reason, but I

look at it as the bearer of glad tidings-the mes-

senger of fate . I have reason to say so.-The

finest sight in the metropolis is that of the Mail-

Coaches setting offfrom Piccadilly. The horses

paw the ground, and are impatient to be gone,

as ifconscious of the precious burden they con-

vey. There is a peculiar secrecy and despatch,

significant and full of meaning, in all the pro-

ceedings concerning them. Even the outside

passengers have an erect and supercilious air, as

ifproof against the accidents of the journey. In

fact, it seems indifferent whether they are to en-

counter the summer's heat or winter's cold , since

they are borne through the air in a winged cha-

riot. The Mail-Carts drive up ; the transfer of

packages is made ; and, at a signal given, they

start off, bearing the irrevocable scrolls that give

wings to thought, and that bind or sever hearts

for ever. How we hate the Putney and Brent-

ford stages that draw up in a line after they are

gone ! Some persons think the sublimest object

in nature is a ship launched on the bosom of the

ocean: but give me, for my private satisfaction ,

the Mail-Coaches that pour down Piccadilly of

an evening, tear up the pavement, and devour

the way before them to the Land's-End !

In Cowper's time, Mail-Coaches were hardly

set up ; but he has beautifully described the

coming in ofthe Post-Boy :-

" Hark ! ' tis the twanging horn o'er yonder bridge,

That with its wearisome but needful length

Bestrides the wintry flood, in which the moon

Sees her unwrinkled face reflected bright :-

He comes the herald ofa noisy world,

With spattered boots , strapped waist, and frozen locks ;

News from all nations lumbering at his back.

True to his charge, the close packed load behind,

Yet careless what he brings , his one concern

Is to conduct it to the destined inn ;

And having dropped the expected bag, pass on.

He whistles as he goes , light-hearted wretch !

Cold and yet cheerful ; messenger ofgrief

Perhaps to thousands, and ofjoy to some ;

To him indifferent whether griefor joy.

Houses in ashes and the fall ofstocks,

Births, deaths, and marriages , epistles wet

With tears that trickled down the writer's cheeks

Fast as the periods from his fluent quill ,

Orcharged with amorous sighs of absent swains

Or nymphs responsive , equally affect

His horse and him, unconscious ofthem all."

And yet, notwithstanding this, and so many

other passages that seem like the very marrow

of our being, Lord Byron denies that Cowper

was apoet !-The Mail-Coach is an improvement

on the Post-Boy ; but I fear it will hardly bear

so poctical a description. The picturesque and

dramatic do not keep pace with the useful and

mechanical. The telegraphs that lately commu

nicated the intelligence of the new revolution to

all France within a few hours, are a wonderful

contrivance ; but they are less striking and ap-

palling than the beacon-fires (mentioned by Es-

chylus) , which, lighted from hill-top to hill-top,

announced the taking of Troy and the return of

Agamemnon.

WOMAN.

How continually, in retirement and in the

world, is the lesson of submission forced upon

woman. To suffer and be silent under suffer-

ing, seems the great command she has to obey ;

while man is allowed to wrestle with calamity,

and to conquer or die in the struggle.
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THE HУРОСНO N D R I АС .

"HERE is a day ! an English day in February !

-rain, snow, wind-sleet, snow, rain-snow, rain ,

sleet-reciprocated ad nauseam, and all in the

course of three little hours of sixty minutes each

-Horrible climate !-Wretched beings who are

heirs to it !-Lapland is a perpetual Paradise to

it-Siberiaan eternal summer ! . . . Whyshould

I stay here and die ? for die 1 must-Who can

live in such a country? and how can people, re-

spectable people, be guilty of such a lie as to say

that they do live in sucha country ? Theydon't;

and they know they don't. It is not life , nor is

it death-it is some intermediate state which they

cannot understand, and have no term to express.

But I see the horrid distinction too palpably, and

sink, sink hourly under the knowledge !

" I'll go out :-I cannot catch more than fifty

entirely English complaints, which no man at-

tached to the institutions of his country can wish

to be without. Yes, I'll go out ; for I shall have

that simpering Simpson calling again, who pre-

tends to cheerfulness-the impostor ! -Cheerful-

ness in the city ! -Preposterous lie !-and comes

here grinning, chuckling, and crowing out his

good-humour, as he thinks it-his melancholy,

the unhappy man !-That Johnson, too, threaten-

ed he would call-Heaven avert such an inflic-

tion ! I hate that fellow ; and I hate his fat

French poodle, waddling and wheezing about

the place, like a hearth-rug with an asthma !—

And that Mr. Montmidden, the poet-poet, pah !

-That's a puppy-one of the sore-throat-catch-

ing school-fellows who think a sonnet and a

neck-cloth incompatible ! He'll be coming

here with his collar down on his shoulders , like

a greyhound's ears, and his eyes turned up to the

attic windows, as if he was apostrophising the

nursery-maid over the way. Thank heaven,

I hate every affectation most heartily !

" I must go out ; for, only listen a moment to

those Miss Thompsons, next door, beating Rossi-

ni to death with wires !-and he deserves the

martyrdom;-that intolerable Italian has done

more to break the peace of this country than all

the radicals and riotists in the last quarter of a

century. And there's that Betty, below , buzzing

about like a bee, with that eternal Barcarole ! I

begin to be of opinion with Mrs. Rundell (Do-

mestic Cookery, p. 18,) that " Maids should be

hung up for one day at least." If I stay at home,

I shall be bored again with that rhubarb-headed

Doctor counting my pulse and the fractional

parts ofhis fee at the same time-one, two, three,

four, five pulsations-shillings , he means, in fewer

seconds ; and looking at my tongue-What's my

tongue to him, the quack ! -as Figaro sings,

" Let him look to his own."

"Yes, I'll go out ; for it is as safe out of doors

as in. More wind!-There's a gust ! A Trini-

dad tornado is a trumpet- solo to it !-More sleet

-now snow-and that's rain ! What a country !

what a clime !-Good heavens ! there's a gust !-

Ha ha ha! the chimney-pots at No. 10 are off

on a visit to those at No. 11 !-and the fox which

surmounted the chimney at No. 9, is at his old

tricks with the pigeons at No. 8 !-Whew !-

well-flown pigeon !-well-run fox !-Down they

go over the parapet, with a running accompani-

ment of tiles and coping-stones !-That slow gen-

tleman with the umbrella !-the whole is about

his head !-down he goes !-he is killed !-Mur-

der !-no, up he gets again !-away goes his um-

brella !-and now his hat !-a steeple-chase is se-

dentary to his pursuit !-they have turned the cor-

ner, hat, umbrella , and gentleman !-two to one

on the hat !-no taker's ?-Oh lachrymose laugh-

ter ! melancholy mirth !

....

"Mrs. Fondleman , if anything should happen

to meinmy absence-why do you smile, Madam?

-my affairs are arranged-you will find my will

in the writing-desk ; and the cash in the drawer

will disburse your account for the last quarter."

' La, sir ! are you out of your senses ?

"Suppose I am, Madam, have not I , as an En-

glishman, the birth-right to be so, if I choose ?—

Not a word more, but give me my paraboues,

cloak, and umbrella, and let me go, for go I will.

It is a sullen and savage satisfaction, in a

day like this, when nature plays the churl, and

makes one dark and damp at the heart as herself,

to look abroad at her in herown wretched woods.

and swampy fields , and to see that she is as me-

lancholy and miserable as she has rendered us.

Pish ! pah ! pho ! rain, sleet , and snow.

Merry England !—but no matter-out I will go.

No, I will not have a coach-a hearse would be

more german to the weather. It is of no use your

dissuading me, Madam, I am determined. . . .

* * * * *

...

"Well, here I am, I care not how many miles

from town, that charnel-house of cheerfulness !--

What a walk I have had! Walk? wade, I should

have said. And what a frightful series of faces I

have met all along the road !--and all , I am hap-

py to say, to all appearance as miserable and un-

happy as myself-all climate-struck, winter-

wretched, English-happy ! . . . . . But I am

wet, weary, and hungry-where shall I dry my-

self?-where dine myself? Psha ! what is the

use of drying or dining, either? Todet me vitæ.

.

"What have we here ? The Marlborough

Head. ' Another glorious cut-throat's fighting

face, making five in ten miles ; two land, and

three amphibious ! --I wonder when the men of

peace may hope to have their heads hung out for

signs ? Well, the men of war are welcome to

the preference, and may divide their out-of-door

honours with the Blue Boars and Red Lions of

less naval and military publicans. 'Horses

taken in to bait' --aye , and asses too-I'll enter.

Cursethe bell-rope !-wovenof cobweb,

I suppose, that it may be added as another item

to the bill. Waiter!
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[Enter Boots .]—" Zur."

"What a brute ! in a smock-frock tucked up

-one hand in his pocket fumbling his half-pence

-a head like a hedgehog-a mere mandrake in

top-boots and corduroys--with a Salisbury-plain

ofcheek ; the entire being a personification of

that elegant compound word chaw-bacon. What

is man, if this Cyclops is one !--Have you any

thing to eat?"

" Zur?"

"Why do you stand there rubbing your hair

down ? It's flat enough, you sleek roughness !

Send your master."

"lze noa measter, Zur."

"What have you then? who is your keeper?"

" Missuz."

"Well,send in the Sycorax. What a horrible

dungeon of a room they have put me into !--fit

only for treasons , stratagems, and spoils ! -dark,

dismal, black-wainscoted , and ringing to the

tread like a vaulted tomb ! But what matter !

--can it be more dreary than my mind? No.

Then here will I take ' mine ease in mine inn.'

Curses on that peg in the wall ! It

was put up to hang a hat upon ; but it seems by

its look to hint that it could sustain the weight of

the wearer. And that imp there, perched on the

point of it; how busy it is adjusting an unsub-

stantial rope , with a supernatural Jack Ketch-

like sort of solemnity ! --Shadows seem to flicker

along the wall , and hideous faces mop and mow

at me! That knot in the oaken wainscot glares

at me like the eye of an Ogre ! The worm-eaten

floor cracks and squeaks under my tread ; and

the cricket shrills under the hearth-stone !--And

that hideous half-length of a publican of Queen

Anne's Augustan age ! -how the plush-coated

monster stares at me, like an owl from an ivy-

bush metamorphosed into a wig !-1 cannot bear

this !-Waiter! waiter !-[ Enter the Landlady.]

-What, in the name of all that is monumental,

have we here ? TheWhole Duty of Man, in one

volume, tall copy-neat.-I never beheld such a

woman till now ! -six feet two, I should think, in

her slippers ! Respected be the memory of the

late landlord of the Marlborough Head ! If he

subdued such an Eve as this, he was a greater

conqueror than him whose sign he once lived

under."

" What is your pleasure, sir ?" curtseying re-

spectfully.

(1 stand up-and my eyes are on a line with

" Mrs. Mrs. -"
the keys at her waist. )

" Furlong, sir , at your command. "

"Furlong ! -mile, exactly-not a foot less. Be

good enough, Mrs. Furlong, to let me have a

couple of chops , cooked in your most capable

manner ; and, pray , do show me into a more

cheerful room !"

<< Certainly, sir." (1 follow, like a minnow in

the wake ofa leviathan !)

"Aye, this will do better. Here I can see

what is going on in the world , though it is not

worth looking at. [Exit Landlady. ] I have an

antipathy to tall women, but really there issome-

thing sublime in this Mrs. Furlong ; and as a

""

lover of the picturesque, I shall patronise her.

Now, if I was not sick of this working-day world,

and all the parts and parcels of it, I should be

tempted to propose for about one half of Mrs.

She has blue eyes
Furlong, twenty poles or so.

-fair hair-a complexion like a May morning,

and really looks handsome , and somewhat of the

lady in her widow's weeds : Fore heaven ! I've

seen worse women !-Then her voice is soft and

And this
low " an excellent thing in woman.'

is a snug inn too ;-a comfortable room this--

carpeted, clean, and cosey-a view of watery

Venice, in oil , over the fire-place, and Before

Marriage and After Marriage, in Bowles and

Carver's best manner, on opposite sides, as they

should be... Ha! the chops already !—

and very nice they look !-a shalot too !-Really,

Mrs. Furlong, the outworks ofmy heart, no very

impregnable fortress-are taken already. Now

let me have just a pint of your particular sherry.

Ha,this looks well-pale and sparkling

too, like a sickly wit. I insist upon your taking

a glass with me, Madam."

" Sir, you are very good."

"Quite the contrary.-A good-sized husband

to you !" (Mrs. Furlong smiles , shows a very

good set of teeth and curtseys. )

" Ah, sir, you gentlemen will have your joke.

Your better health, sir-for you do not look very

well. "

"She has spoken this with such a pitying ten-

derness of tone that it has gone through myheart,

and would, had it been iron !-What makes my

lips quiver, my tongue falter, my voice thicken,

and an unusual moisture come into my eyes?

One touching word of sympathy ?-Am I then

again accessible to those blessed influences upon

the heart and affections-pity and human kind-

ness ? Yes-then I live again ! -Oh ! honey in

the mouth, music to the ear, a cordial to the heart,

is the voice of woman in the melancholy hours of

man! Mrs. Furlong is called away, and I am

spared from making a fool of myself in her pre-

sence. Ah, Mary, I will not accuse thee with

all the changes which time and disappointment

have made in my heart and feelings ; but for

some of these thou must answer !-Thou wert my

first hope and carliest disappointment ! What I

am thy little faith has made me ;-what I should

have been-but no matter-I feel how desolate a

wretch I am, how changed from all I was and

ought to be-it is thy work, it is thy deed, and

Behold me here , a broken-spi-I forgive thee !

rited man with furrowing cheeks and whitening

hair, tears in my eyes and agony at my heart !

Behold me an unsocial man , suspected by the

world and suspecting the world-I , who trusted

in it, loved it, and would have benefited it ! But

I have done with it now-I loathe it and avoid it!

And why? Why am I nowharsh of nature-un-

charitable in thought, if not in speech-unforget-

ful of slight offences-revengeful of deep ones—

jealous of looks-watchful of words ?—I that was

gentle , tender of others, to myself severe ; for-

giving, incapable of anger , open-minded, suspi-

cionless -But why should I anatomise myself?
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I give my heart to the vultures among men-let

them glut on it ; and good digestion wait upon

their appetite?"

" Did you call, sir ?"

"No, Madam ; but I am glad you are here , for

your coming in has interrupted a melancholy

thought."

"A melancholy thought !-Lud, sir , do you

surrender yourself to such a weakness as melan-

choly? Life, to be sure , is a serious thing to the

most cheerful of us ; but to the over-anxious , and

those who groan under its cares, death werehap-

pier than such life ! -The really heavy obliga-

tions of existence are worthy of our gravest

thoughts ; but the lighter evils , the cares and

anxieties of the day-sir, I never allow them to

make a deeper impression on my mind than my

pencil does on my slate : when I have satisfied

myself as to the amount, I rub the lines off, and

begin again."

"And am 1 to be taught philosophy by a Plato

in petticoats, and the economy of life by a Dods-

ley in dimity?-Nunc dimittis, then, be my ditty !

Pardon my expressions, Madam-the insolence

of humbled pride. I sit rebuked. You are a

sensible woman , Mrs. Furlong-have , apparent-

ly, right views of life ; now tell me what is the

end of it?"

"Death, I should think, sir."

"A pertinent answer, Madam ; but you are on

the wrong premises."

"I am on my own."

"Indeed—I am happy to hear it ; and if I was

a widow-watcher, I should make a note of that

fact. I meant, Madam-what is the design, the

intention, the moving motive of life?"

"Happiness here and in another and a better

world."

"Yes, Madam; but our happiness here-what

an uncertain good it is-ahope never in our own

hands, but always in those of others ! And what

do they merit, who, entrusted with so precious a

trust for our benefit, deny it to us, and withhold

it from us?"

"Thesameunhappiness at the hands ofothers?"

"What ifyou would not, if you might, whiten

one hair of their head with sorrow who have sil-

vered the whole of yours-what do they merit?"

"They do not merit so much mercy . "-(She

leaves the room.)

"A negro has a soul , your honour !" said Cor-

poral Trim, putting the right foot of his postulate

forward, but in an undecided attitude, as if he

doubted whether his position were tenable. " My

uncle Toby ran through in his memory all the

regimental orders from the siege of Troy to that

of Namur, and remembering nothing therein to

the contrary, came to the Christian conclusion-

that a negro had a soul." And why not an inn-

keeper-especially if awoman ? My prejudice is

to let against that abused class of hosts and

hostesses : to be sure, it was formed on an ac-

quaintance with those only of the Bath road :

they may not require souls , as their guests are

chiefly fashionable people. Here is a woman

"with a tall man's height," humbly stationed be-

P

side one ofthehighways of life-and stunned and

distracted with the stir and bustle of the goers to

and comers from the shrine of the great Baal , who

has yet contrived to keep her heart from harden-

ing, and her soul in whiter simplicity, in a com-

mon inn, than the shrinking and secluded nun,

shut up from the world in a convent! There is

indeed a soul of goodness in things evil !—an in-

born grace, which the world cannot give and

cannot take away ! Else how should this poor

woman have that which so many minds, so much

safer placed to preserve their freshness and na-

tive worth, have altogether lost and live without?

One half the vices of the world are only acts of

conformity with the prejudices of the world.

Give a man an ill name, and he wears it as if it

were a virtue and proper to him, and keeps up

the tone of his depravity with a due sense of its

decorum-its keeping, and colour and costume.

When will the world learn better ? Oh thou

worst and vilest weed in the beautiful fields of

human thought.-Prejudice-grow not in any

path ofmine, for I will trample thee down to the

earth which thou disgracest and must defile !-

But " Thinking is an idle waste of thought."

"Waiter."

" Zur."

"What, Cyclops again ! But that's a preju-

dice too. Have you an entertaining book inthe

house?"

" Missuz have, I daur to zay, Zur.”
66
Bring it then, my good fellow. A change of

thought to the mind, like a change of air to the

body, refreshes, invigorates , and cheers."

"Here be one, Zur."

66
Aye, this will do-nothing so well. Joseph

Andrews ! Good ! good ! Blessings be on thee,

inimitable Fielding !—for many a lingering hour

hast thou shortened , and many a heavy heart hast

thou lightened. See the book opens of itself at a

page which a man must be fathoms five in the

Slough ofDespond if he read it with a grave face

and a lack-lustre eye ! -World, I bid you good

den !-for here will I forget you as you are, and

re-peruse you as you were... Ah ! I remem-

ber well my first acquaintance with Joseph An-

drews. I was then a very serious, yet very hap-

py boy- any book was a treasure, but a stolen

perusal of one like this was a pleasure beyond all

price and worth all risks ; for works like this

were among the profanities from which I was

carefully debarred :-mistaken zeal ! If disco-

vered in my hands, it was snatched away ; and if

it escaped the fiery ordeal it was well. But who

shall control the strong desires of youth !-I re-

member, too, the candle secretly purchased out

ofmy limited penny of pocket-money ; the early

stealing to bed ; the stealthy lighting of the

"flaming minister" to mymidnight vigil ; the un-

seen and undisturbed reading of this very book

deep into the hours of night ; and the late wak-

ing and pallid look, the effects of my untimely

watching. I remember, too, how nearly my

secret was discovered ; for laughing too loudly

over the merry miseries of poor Parson Adams,

the thin wainscot betrayed me : I remember , ere
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I had breathed thrice, the sound of a stealing foot

heard approaching my bed-room door-the light

out in an instant-the book thrust deep down

under the bed- clothes, and how Iwas heard snor-

ing so somnolently, that I should have deceived

Somnus himself."

" Ecod, you did'um capital !"

" Eh? what ! -what have you been eaves-drop-

ping at my elbow all this time, you Titus Oates

of a traitor?"

"Yeez, Zur-you didn't tell I to go."

"Go, bring in candles and a pint of sherry-

let down the blinds-heap the fire-and don't dis-

turb me till 1 disturb you. "

"Yeez, Zur. . . . "

"Vanish, then, good bottle imp !-And now

for Joseph Andrews.

" Capital ! excellent ! inimitable and immortal

Fielding !-And thy bones lie unhonoured in an

alien's grave, and not a stone in thy native land

records the name of the instructor and delighter

of mankind!-Well there is no accounting for

* Who
the negligence of nations.

knocks? Come in."

"Do you mean to sleep here to-night, sir ?"

"Sleep here, Mrs. Furlong ! No-quite the

reverse."

"I thought you did, as it is so late."

"So late ! how late?"

" Eleven, sir."

" Impossible ! Have I been reading so long ?"

"It is very true, sir."

" And what kind of night is it ?"

"Starry and frosty, and the moon is rising."

"What in England ? Then let me have my

bill, for I shall be glad to witness such a pheno-

menon."

La, sir, it is ten miles to town, and a gentle-

man was stopped on this road only last week !"

" How long did they stop him , Mrs. Furlong ?"

"Long enough to rob him of his watch and ten

pounds, I assure you."

"Well, as I have no watch, and only five , they

need not detain me half the time. And if I should

come back, bare and barbarously beaten, like

poor Joseph Andrews, you are no Mrs. Tow-

wouse, Madam-I could not be in better hands."

" I am glad to see you so merry, sir. "

66 Merry, Madam ! I never meanto be serious

again, except at myown funeral, and then it will

be expected of me that I should look grave. I

have learnt, since that I have been here, that

melancholy is to be medicined by mile-stones ;

that a slight attack of it is to be subdued by four

ofthose communicative monuments taken in the

morning before breakfast, and four at night, fol-

lowing supper ; a severe one, by twenty ditto, in

two portions or potions, washed down by three

pints of sherry, and kept down by two mutton

chops and shalots, and two volumes of Joseph

Andrews-a prescription of more virtue than all

which have been written from old Paracelsus's

days to Dr. Paris's ."

"Well, sir, you certainly are not the gentle-

man you came in, and I am glad to see it. Here

is your bill, and if you will run the risks of the

road at this late hour, I can only wish you safe

home, and a long continuance of your present

good spirits."

"Thank you Mrs. Furlong, thank you ! And

ifI come this way again, I shall certainly, as the

poet says,

* *

Stop at the widow's to drink. '

So good night, Madam. Once more, good night.

* Blessings be on every foot of Mrs. Fur-

long-that best of physicians ; for SHE HAS CURED

ME OF MYSELF !"

THE LAND OF THE LEAL.

In aliquo abdito et longinquo rure.

THERE's a land that we dream of, when fancy is free,

Distant and dim though the vision may be-

Where the faithful and true , after sorrowful years ,

Shall meet in delight, though they parted in tears.

Here love, when 'tis brightest , is shaded with care,

But distrust and despondence can never comethere-

And ' tis sweet to believe ofthe absent we love,

Ifwe missthem below, we shall meet them above.

Alas ! there is sorrow and doubt on theway-

The kind and the careless in danger may stray ,

And so dark be their maze, and so dismal their fall,

That Mercy in vain may entreat their recall .

Can you fail, with a land ofsuch promise in view ?
Willyou leave, for the evil, the good and the true ?

Toreach that far country, O, will you not strive,

Where never the feet ofthe slothful arrive?

Ofor that region, that home ofthe blest,

Where the wretched are glad, and the weary at rest ;
Where sorrowfinds balm, and innocence bliss-

Oforthat world-I amweary ofthis.

OUR FLAG.

Lift, lift the eagle banner high,

Our guide to fame-

On ocean's breezes bid it fly,

Like meteors wafting through the sky

Their pomp offlame,

Till wide on every sea unfurl'd

It tells to an admiring world

Our name.

Oh! proudly burns its beacon light

On victory's path-

Thro' Freedom's dawn, thro' danger's night,

Onward, still onward, rolling bright,

It sweeps in wrath-

Still lightning- like , to him who dares

Confront the terror of our stars ,

Its scath .

Still heavenward mounts the generous flame,

And never tires-

Does Envy dare insult our name,

Or lurking falsehood brand with shame

Our buried sires ?

The armed Colossus thunders by,

Wide Wave our stripes- the dastard lie

Expires.
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE.

THIS is one of those things of accident, resting

with nature. No man or woman can form their

own persons, and none should be praised or blam-

ed on this head. The disposition for looking well,

is ruining half the young people in the world-

causing them to study their glasses, and paint or

patch, instead of pursuing that which is lasting

and solid- the cultivation of the mind. It is al-

ways a mark ofa weak mind, if not a bad heart,

to hear a person praise or blame another on the

ground alone that they are handsome or homely.

Actions should be the test-and a liberal source

of conduct pursued to all. It matters little

whether a man is tall or short- whether the blood

stains the cheek or runs in another channel.

Fashion makes the difference as to beauty. The

lily is as sweet if not so gay as the rose , and it

bears no thorn about it. As to appearance, fash-

ion should not be allowed to bear upon that

which cannot be changed, except by deception ,

and what indeed, in reality, is not worth the

trouble of being so, even if it could.

The sight of a white man in Africa is much

more homely than that of an African here-and

in Scotland, at one time according to Walter

Scott, the fashion to judge of a handsome man

was in a broad face and a red nose.

MORALITY OF SUMMER.

THE season of flowers, is not necessarily that

of animation and lightheartedness. It has its

tone of sentiment and grave reproach, and every

fruit and bud of its creation is at once an emblem

and a commentary . The four seasons, united ,

have been made to image forth, a grand division ,

into corresponding parts, of the life ofman ; and

each, in turn, embodies a series of reflections ,

promoting at the same time, the knowledge of

the vanities of their own as well as of his exist-

ence.

Summer among these, has been made to do

her share. She is one of the largest contribu-

tors to the store of homily and reproof, and all

the flowers ofher kingdom , and all the odours of

her breath, have been converted by an oriental

indulgence, into stern and warning lessons of a

rigid morality. The sights with which she would

gladden,the scents with which she would refresh,

the colours with which she would give cheer,

and give variety to the subjects of our contem-

plation, are coupled with thoughts , and associa-

tions of gloom and rebuke. The wild vine,

which, left to itself, would gad at will, in fan-

tastic mazes through the copse , is bent studiously

into a shelter for some new made grave. The

tree to which she has imparted greenness and

luxuriance, forms its head stone ; and the de-

struction of the sweetest flowers of her store, to

cast upon decay and corruption, is made by the

morbid imagination of man himself, to minister

to his own gloom-to feed his misanthropy, and

to contribute to that feeble and childish me-

lancholy, which springs, not from that which

it merely cannot controul, but from that, which

is unavoidably an incident of its own exist-

ence.

Why should this be so ? Why should that sea-

son, with which all is loveliness and fragrance

-of which life and animation are the chief in-

gredients, and about, and with which, Nature

seems studiously to have sought the connexion

of all that is sweet and innocent and lovely-why

should this season be made to minister to de-

pression and gloom. It is peculiarly fitting , that

as life and death form , in our contemplation , but

parts of the same existence and destiny, they

should be perpetually coupled in all our surveys

of objects common to either ? Must we be al-

ways reminded of the certainties which belong to

life; and, must it be the peculiar charge of the

very element of vitality to hold the lamp for de-

cay-to facilitate and contribute to the triumphs

ofits antagonistic principle of death ! It would

seem so, from the inviolable union, and uninter-

mitted communication which man himself has

assigned them.

The morals of summer should be of a more

gentle and generous description. In our view,

she is the hand maid of nature, the thoughtless,

the blooming, the perpetually glad, gay girl, em-

bodying forth a new and renovated creation.

She is the minister of hope and teaches lessons

of consolation. To the mourner she brings the

sweets of her wilds and her gardens, laden on

the fresh and odoriferous breathings of the south,

her own especial province. To her courts, she

calls the desolate. In her palaces she feasts the

gentle and the young. Her voice is the very

spirit of music , and every sound she utters, is

fragrance. Whether upon the hills , or among

the valleys, in the depths of the forest , or in the

more cultured, but less luxuriant gardens of

man, she flings her flowers lavishly about us,

takes no task in return. She calls us to no la-

bour, but as if, rather to enforce the knowledge

of her bounties, she throws about us that profu-

sion of silence and that " languor of repose"

which enables us to hear the very breathings of

the flowers-to detect the gentle heavings of each

folded leaf, and almost to believe , that like our

own, their powers of contemplation are suscep-

tible of the graces of that noiseless influence,

which is so attractive to ourselves. Where,

in this , are the germs of that morbidity, from

which the misanthrope has gathered so many

emblems of mortality. With him, the German

has rightly conjectured, that the colour of the

flower, and its scent alike , is in the sense that

receives them- and not in themselves. To

such, all nature carries a similar aspect, and

all the phases of her glory, are dim and lustre-

less alike. Like the bee of Trebizond, they

extract poison from the innocent flowers, yet

complain of that doom which they gather of

themselves.

" Now summer weaves

Her gentle chains around us-"

"Go forth into her kingdom , and be glad."
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THE BETTER LAND.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

-

" I HEAR thee speak ofa better land,

Thou call'st its children a happy band ;

Mother! oh where is that radiant shore ?

Shall we not seek it, and weep no more ?

Is it where the flower ofthe orange blows,

And the fire flies dance ' mid the myrtle boughs ?"

" Not there, not there, my child."

"Is it where the feathery palm-trees rise,

And the date grows ripe under sunny skies ?

Or midst the green islands of glittering seas,

Where fragrant forests perfume the breeze,

And strange bright birds on their starry wings,

Bear the rich hues of all glorious things?"

" Not there, not there, my child."

" Is it far away , in some region old,

Where the rivers wander o'er sands ofgold,

Where the burning rays ofthe ruby shine,

And the diamond lights up the secret mine,

And the pearl gleams forth from the coral strand ,

Is it there , sweet mother ! that better land ?"

" Not there, not there , my child ."

"Eye bath not seen it, my gentle boy !

Ear hath not heard its deep sound ofjoy :

Dreams cannot picture a world so fair,

Sorrow and death may not enter there ;

Time doth not breathe on its fadeless bloom ;

Beyond the clouds and beyond thetomb,

It is there, it is there, my child ."

HE IS GONE : HE IS GONE :

He is gone ! he is gone !

Like the leaffrom the tree,

Or the down that is blown

Bythe wind o'er the sea,

He is fled, thelight-hearted !

Yet a tear must have started

To his eye when he parted

From love-stricken me!

He is fled he is fled!

Like a gallant so free,

Plumed cap on his head,

And sharp sword by his knee;

While his gay feathers flutter'd,

Surely something he mutter'd,

He at least must have utter'd

Afarewell to me!

He's away! he's away!

To far lands o'er the sea-

And many's the day

Ere home he can be ;

But where'er his steed prances

Amid thronging lances,

Sure he'll think ofthe glances

That love stole from me!

He is gone ! he is gone !

Like the leaf from the tree ;

But his heart is of stone

Ifit ne'er dream of me!

For I dream of him ever !-

His buff coat and beaver,

And long sword , O ! never

Are absent from me!

DEATH.

DEATH can never be indifferent till man is

assured, which none was ever yet, that with his

breath, his being passes into nothing.-Whether

his hopes and fears steer by the chart and com-

pass of a formal creed, or drift along the shore-

less sea of a faithless conjecture , a possible

eternity of bliss or bale can never be indifferent.

The idea of extinction is not terrible , simply

because man cannot form such an idea at all.

Let him try as long as he will- let him negative

every conceived and conceivable form of exist-

ence ! he is as far as ever from having exhausted

the infinitude of possibility. Imagination will

continually produce the line of conscientiousness

through limitless darkness . Many are the de-

vices of fancy to relieve the soul from the dead

weight of unideal nothing. Some do crave a

senseless duration in dry bones or sepulchral

ashes, or ghastly mummies ; or rather than not

to be, would dwell in the cold obstruction of the

grave, or the damp, hollow solitude of the char-

nal house. Some choose a life in other's breath,

an everlasting fame, and listen delighted to the

imaginary voice of unborn ages. Some secure

a permanence from their works, their country,

their posterity ; and yet, neither the protracted

dissolution of the carcass, nor the ceaseless tra-

dition of renown, nor a line of progeny stretched

to the crack of doom , can add an instant to the

brief existence of a conscious being. Our fa-

thers held a more palpable phantom-adream of

grosser substance--that the soul, the self, per-

sonal identity, only shifted its tenement, and

subsisted by perpetual change.

THE ACROPOLIS.

THE Acropolis of Athens is a hill 250 feet high,

situated near the centre of the ancient city. It

was strongly fortified and ornamented with tem-

ples, the chief of which was the splendid temple

of Minerva, the glory of Grecian art. The

Persians, under Xerxes, took the citadel , put the

garrison to the sword, and set fire to the fortress ,

and the temple of Minerva. The temple was

rebuilt by Pericles with great additional splen-

dour. Within was the statue to Minerva by

Phidias the master-piece of the art of statuary.

It was of ivory, 39 feet in height, and covered

with pure gold to the value of $530,000. In the

year 1687, the Venetians attempted to make

themselves masters of Athens ; in the siege, the

Turks having converted the temple of Minerva

into a powder magazine, a bomb fell into it, and

blew up the whole roof of that famous edifice.

The Turks afterwards converted the inside into

a mosque. This edifice , mutilated as it is, retains

still an air of inexpressive grandeur and excites

the admiration of every beholder.--" For these

forty years," said the French Consul to Poque-

ville, " do I behold this matchless structure, and

every day do I discover new beauties in it."

The Turks fortified the Acropolis and built a

large irregular wall around it. In the year 1821 ,

soon after the commencement of the Revolution

in Greece, this fortress was unsuccessfully be-

sieged by the Greeks. The Turks, who had

with them about 50 of the principal Greeks,

daily cut offthe heads of several, and rolled them

down the walls of the citadel. The next year it

surrendered to Ulysses.
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INFANCY.

INFANCY can mer be overburdened with too

many languages, and thinks the utmost care

should be taken to teach the to children ; there

is no condition in life in which the are not use-

ful to them, and lead them equally to depths of

learning, or the easier and more agreeable parts

of knowledge. If this kind of study, so painfur

and so laborious, is put off till men are somewhat

older, and come to that age styled by the name

of youth, either they cannot make it the object

oftheir choice, or, if they do, they find it impos-

sible to persevere in it, it is to consume that time

in quest of languages, which is set apart for the

use which ought to be made of them ; it is con-

fining to the knowledge of words an age which

wants already to go further and seek for things ;

it is, at the best, losing the finest and most valua-

ble years of( ne's life. So great and so necessa-

ry a foundation can never rightly be laid , unless

it be when the soul naturally receives every

thing, and is capable of deep impressions ; when

the memory is fresh, quick and steady ; andwhen

the mind and heart are void of passions, cares,

and desires ; and when those who have a rightto

dispose of us, design us for long and painful la-

bours. I am persuaded the small number of

true scholars , and the great number of superfi-

cial ones, comes from the neglect of this practice.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

THIS knowledge of oneself (a thing very diffi-

cult to be attained) is never to be acquired by

the help of others ; nor can we, indeed, depend

upon our own word or opinion in the case-for

this oftentimes is short-sighted ; it discovers not

all that is to be seen ; and makes a false report

ofwhat it discovers , like a bribed or treacherous

witness, that shuffles in his evidence, and is

afraid to speak out. Nor can we form a judg-

ment from any single action ; for this may come

from a man without being intended , or so much

as thought of: it may be a sudden push upon an

unusual, pressing occasion-the work of neces-

sity or chance-a lucky hit or sudden sally-and,

owing to heat or passion-to one , to all of these,

rather than to the man himself, and, therefore,

we can fix no character from a thing which is

not of our own growth. One courageous action

no more proves a man brave, nor one act ofjus-

tice just, than the breadth and depth of a river,

and the strength of its current are to be taken

from a sudden accidental flood, when all the

neighbouring brooks empty themselves into it,

and swell it above its banks. Vice itself has

sometimes put men upon doing very good things

-so extremely nice a thing it is to know men

truly. We can learn nothing to the purpose by

all the outward appendages of the man, his em-

ployments, preferments, honours, riches, birth,

good acceptance, and general applause, nor yet

by his deportment when he appears abroad ; for

there the man plays in check, stands upon his

guard, and every motion is with reserve and

constraint. Fear, and shame, and ambition, and

a thousand other passions, put him upon playing

the part you see then acted. To know him tho-

roughly, you must follow him into his closet, see

him in his dressing-room, and in his every-day

garb. He is oftentimes quite another thing at

home than what he appears in the street, at

court, or on the exchange-one sort of man to

trangers, and another to his own family. When

he goes out of his house, he dresses for the stage,

and thefarce begins ; you can lay no stress upon

what you see of him there ; this is not the man,

but the character he sets upon himself to main-

tain ; and you will never know any thing of him

till you make a difference between the person of

the comedian that plays, and the person re-

presented by him. The only way to arrive at

self-knowledge, is by a true, long, constant

study of oneself. No motion of a man's mind

must eseape his notice; he must view himself

ncar ; must be eternally prying , handling, press-

ing, probing, nay pinching himself to the quick :

for there are many vices in us that lurk close

and lie deep ; and we know nothing of them,

because we do not take the pains to search far

enough and ferret them out.-Charron.

JAMES FERGUSON.

This celebrated writer on astronomy, is one of

the most remarkable instances of self-education

which the literary world has seen. His father

was in the humble condition of a day labourer.

At the age of seven or eight, young Ferguson

discovered two of the most important elementary

truths in mechanics ,the lever and the wheel and

axle. He afterwards hit upon others, without a

teacher or book, and with no tool but a simple

turning lathe, and a little knife. While he was

feeding his flock, in the employment of a neigh-

bouring farmer, he used to busy himself in mak-

ing models of mills, spinning wheels, &c . during

the day, and in studying the stars at night.

Before his death, he was elected a Fellow of

the Royal Society ; the usual fees being remit-

ted, as had been done in the cases of Newton and

Thomas Simpson. George III . who , when a boy,

was occasionally among the auditors of his pub-

lic lectures, soon after his accession to the

throne, gave him a pension of fifty pounds per

annum from the private purse.

GOOD HUMOUR.

GOOD humour is the fair weather of the soul,

which calms the turbulent gust of passion, and

diffuses a perpetual gladness and serenity over

the heart ; and he who finds his temper naturally

inclined to break out into sudden bursts of fret-

fulness and ill humour, should be as much upon

his guard to repress the storm , that is for ever

beating in his mind, as to fence against the in-

clemencies of the season. We are naturally at-

tached even to animals that betray a softness of

disposition. We are pleased with the awkward

fondness and fidelity of a dog.-Anon.
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THE DYING POLE.

ISTOOD, and I gaz'd on the dying man,

As he struggled hard for life-

Of his country's host he had led the van,

Till the close of that noble strife.

He lay on his back in a pool of gore

That had well'd from his wounded side-

But his eye was bright as it gleam'd before,

Mid the surge of the battle's tide.

The current of war had swept aking,

But the wind as it whistled oy,

Bore on its pinion the shoat ofthe strong,

And the voice of victory.

It came on the breeze , that thrilling sound,

And he knew that the field was won-

He sprang like a fawn from the gory ground,

And was darting wildly on-

But he gasp'd as he sank onthe gory sod,

And his voice was faint and low ;

" Beloved Poland"- " my soul to God"—

" My curse to my country's foe"-

'Tis done !--and no more those lightning rays

Illumine the eye of the dead-

"Tis o'er!-and the curse of the dying weighs

Like lead on the foeman's blade. S.

THE GROWTH OF LOV

BY MISS JEWSBUR

GIVE tothe gar rose her praise,

A queer
amongthe flowers !

Butturing skill , and many days,

Of sunshine and of showers,

She claims alike ofman and heaven ;

And blooms not, ifthey are not given.

The patriarch monarch ofthe glade,

The oak-to him praise render !

But many a human life must fade,

And many a scene of splendour-

Cities themselves grow old with time

Before he reach and pass his prime.

Then say, why in that wondrous thing,

The soul, such power should be.

In bloom, and joy, and strength to spring,

Soonerthan flower or tree ?

Why needs there not a length ofyears

To fashion all its hopes and fears ?

Iknow not-'tis enough I ween

For simple hearts to know,

That seven bright days ofsummer sheen

Can oft-times make Love grow-

That Love than roses quicker thrives,

Yet longer than the oak survives.

THE GATHERER.

"A snapper up of unconsidered trifles."

Shakspeare.

It is related of Michael Angelo that he ex-

claimed on seeing the statue of St. Mark, at

Florence, " If that statue really resembles St.

Mark, I would believe every word of his writ-

ings on the credit of his physiognomy.”

The first fine edge of the feelings, fortunately

for mankind, both in pleasure and pain, is worn

off by the first enjoyment and the first suffering.

If men of genius were to express their own

opinions of their works, they would prove the

severest critics. Boileau once said, " Of all cri-

ticisms, those which hurt me the most, are such

as my own judgment makes on my own works."

The depth of the ocean is a point, says M.

Brun, which has puzzled alike philosophers and

practical men, and is , after all , left in a wild field

of conjecture. The most probable guide is ana-

and the wisest men, judging by this crite-logy ;

rion, have presumed that the depth of the sea

maybe measured by the height of the mountains ,

the highest of which are 20,000 and 30,000 feet.

The greatest depth that has been tried to be

measured, is that found in the northern oceans

by Lord Mulgrave ; he heaved a very heavy

sounding lead, and gave out along with it a cable

of the length of 4,980 feet without finding
rope

the bottom.

Generals are prone to magnify the enemythey

have vanquished, and to exaggerate the disci-

pline and courage of their own troops ; but bul-

letins are not peculiar to warfare, nor yet to per-

formers in legerdemain, or wire and slack rope

dancers. They are the proper instruments of

quacks, charlatans, and mountebanks, of every

sort and description, puffing being the aliment

upon which they feed and fatten. Even the best

characters are but compounds of good and evil,

so saith Holy Writ. What a lesson of charity

and humility !

I know a man who has a mortal dread of see-

ing his name put before the public . It is a weak-

ness truly, but amiable, and less deserves blame

than its extreme opposite.

It is not abundance and riches that can render

us happy , but the use we make ofthem. Horace,

therefore, is not contented by wishing wealth

from the gods , he begs also that they would teach

him the art of enjoying it—opes, artemquefru-

endi.

It is good when the week is ended, to look

back upon its business and its toils, and mark

wherein we have failed of our duties or come

short of what we should have done. The close ,

of the week should be to each one of us like the
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close of our lives. Every thing should be ad-

justed, with the world and with our God, as if we

were about to leave the one and appear before

the other. The week is, indeed , one of the re-

gular divisions of life, and when it closes it should

not be without its moral. From the end of one

week to the end of another, the mind can easily

stretch onward , to the close of existence. It can

sweep down the stream of time to the distant

period when it will be entirely beyond human

power to regulate human affairs . Saturday is

the time for moral reflection.-When for the

mercies of the week we are thankful, and when

our pastmonths , and years come upin succession

before us-we see the vanity of our youthful days,

and the vexations of manhood, and tremble at the

approaching winter of age. It is then we should

withdraw from the business and the cares of the

world, and give a thought to our end, and to

what we are to be hereafter.

The statesman, lawyer, merchant, man oftrade,

Pants forthe refuge ofsome rural shade,

Where, all his long anxieties forgot,

Amid the charms ofa sequester'd spot,

Or recollected only to gild o'er,

And add a smile to what was sweet before ;

He may possess thejoys he thinks he sees,

Layhis old age upon the lap of ease,

Improve the remnant of his wasted span,

And having lived a trifler, die a man.-Cowper.

A man, who had fretted himself into ill health

by his anxiety for a cardinal's hat, once asked

his friend how he managed to enjoy such excel-

lent health, while he himself was always a vale-

tudinarian ? " The reason is," replied the other,

" that you have your hat always in your head,

and I have my head always in myhat."

:

Love may exist without jealousy, although this

is rare but jealousy may exist without love, and

this is common : for jealousy can feed on that

which is bitter, no less than on that which is

sweet, and is sustained by pride as often as by

affection.

Little minds endeavour to support a conse-

quence by distance and hauteur. But this is

a mistake. True dignity arises from conde-

scension, and is supported by noble actions.

Superciliousness is almost a certain mark of low

birth and ill-breeding.-People who have just

emerged into greatness, think it necessary to

maintain their superiority by a proud look and

a high stomach. The consequence is generally

hatred and contempt. In fact, this proud , high

bearing reserve is a great crime.-Every person

who bears the image of his Maker is entitled to

our attention , and indeed our benevolence. In-

feriority is of itself a sufficient burden , without

being aggravated by ill nature or neglect.

A habit of procrastinating is to the mind what

a palsy is to the body.

An apparatus has lately been invented in

England, by means ofwhich the action of galva-

nism on patients can be so graduated as to allow

it to be applied daily either in the same degree

or with a gradual increase of intensity. The

inventor attributes the small advantages hitherto

derived from the application of galvanism in

medicine, to the fact ofthe apparatus not having

been so disposed as to allow of comparative re-

sults being obtained.

Two things are necessary to make any person

prudent : the power to judge, and the habit of

acting in consequence of his conviction.

Augustus Cæsar was born with his body spot-

ted with moles. Those on his breast were so

disposed as exactly to represent the constellation

ofthe great bear.

Those who maintain their disciples , will never

want converts.

There were no less than three hundred differ-

ent opinions among the ancient philosophers re-

specting what constituted the summum bonum,

or chief good.

Macrobius has recorded a good jest of Cicero

on Caninius Belvilius , who was consul only for

one day. " We have had," says he, 66 a consul

of such extraordinary vigilance, that he has not

slept one single night during the term of his con-

sulship."

The Pacha of Egypt, when visiting one of his

military schools , exhorting the young officers to

zeal and perseverance, the first difficulties being

already overcome, said :-" If I had any influence

in Heaven, I should work miracles in your be-

half; but I am nothing morethan a man, and can

only give you salaries."

We are imposed upon by the affectation of

grace and gentility only till we see the reality ;

and then we laugh at the counterfeit, and are

surprised that we did not see through it before.

Women, when women truly , are much more

Than women only- to the enthusiast lover,

Theyare inspiring night gems, and their lore,

Is of unearthly images, that hover,

Like living stars upon a spell bound shore,

That spirits of the dead are watching over-

Their love is the fixed planet that has shone,

And lit the heart, when all its other lights are gone.

Oppression makes wise men mad ; but the dis-

temper is still the madness of the wise, which is

better than the sobriety of fools .

To a people who have once been proud and

great, and great because they were proud, a

change in the national spirit is the most terrible

of all revolutions.

Power which destroys astonishes mankind

more than power which perpetuates.

The virtues flourish best in the form of a com-

monwealth where each is required to fill its

proper place, and is expected to do no more.

It is said that every virtue has its counterpart,

and so every vice. Take care that they do not

change places.

It is as certain that, as in the body when no

labour or manual exercise is used, the spirits

which want their due employment, turn against

the constitution , and find work for themselves in
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a destructive way; so in the soul or mind unex-

ercised, and which for want of action or employ-

ment, the thoughts and affections being obstruct-

ed in their due course, and deprived of their

natural energy, raise disquiet , and foment a ran-

corous eagerness and tormenting irritation. The

temper from hence becomes more impotent in

passion, more incapable of real moderation, and,

like prepared fuel, readily takes fire by the least

spark.

Ifvanity does not overturn the virtues, it cer-

tainly makes them totter.

The Parisian trip (say what they will) is not

grace. It is the motion of a puppet, and maybe

mimicked, which grace cannot. It may be differ-

ent from the high, heavy-heeled walk of the

Englishwoman. It is not equally remote from

the step, (if step it may be called) of an Andalu-

sian girl?

She moves in beauty through the rich parterre

As though the bright and breathing blossoms there

Were emanations of her loveliness.

Now, like a queen, she graces yonder bower,

Now, from its cool retreat, behold her glide ,

Put forth her hand to raise some drooping flower,

Seeming to plant a lily by its side-

Her eye glanced up, and , ere he caught its beam,

She vanish'd .

Never talk of your parentage : for if it is ho-

nourable, you virtually acknowledge your claims

to rest on the merit of others ; or, if it is mean,

you wish to show that something good has at

length come out of Nazareth; or if it is neither,

your conversation can be interesting only to

yourself.

It is no inconsiderable part of wisdom to know

how much of an evil ought to be tolerated ; lest,

by attempting a degree of purity impracticable

in degenerate times and manners, instead ofcut-

ting off the subsisting ill practices , new corrup-

tions might be produced for the concealment

and security of the old.-Burke.

The major part of mankind so far forget they

have a soul, and launch out into such actions

and exercises, where it seems to be of no use,

that it is thought we speak advantageously of

any man when we say he thinks ; this is become

a common eulogium , and yet it raises a man only

above a dog or a horse.

Self-blame is equally to be distrusted with self-

praise. I no more believe a manwhenhe speaks

ill than when he speaks well of himself. In the

former case he only does it to be contradicted.

The employments of our particular calling,

the social ties and endearments of life , the im-

provement ofthe mind by liberal enquiry, and the

cultivation of science and of art, form, it is true,

no part ofthe Christian system, for they flourish-

ed before it was known, but they are intimately

connected with the happiness and dignity of the

human race. A Christian should ever act con-

sistently with his profession, but he need not

always be attending to the peculiar duties of it.

The profession of religion does not oblige us to

relinquish any undertaking on account of its

being worldly, for we must then go out of the

world ; it is sufficient, that every thing in which

we engage is of such a nature , as will not violate

the principles of virtue, or occupy so much of

our attention, as may interfere with more sacred

and important duties.

In the progress of society, all great and real

improvements are perpetuated ; the same corn

which, four thousand years ago, was raised from

an improved grass, by an inventor worshipped

for two thousand years in the ancient world

under the name of Ceres, still forms the princi-

pal food of mankind ; and the potatoe, perhaps

the greatest benefit that the old has derived from

the new world, has spread over Europe, and will

continue to nourish an extensive population,

when the name of the race by whom it was first

cultivated in South America is forgotten.

RECIPES .

BRUNSWICK JELLY CAKE.

STIR together half a pound of powdered white

sugar, and half a pound of fresh butter, till per-

fectly light. Beat three eggs till very thick and

smooth, omitting the whites. Sift three quarters

of a pound of flour and pour it into the beaten

eggs and butter and sugar. Add a tea-spoonful

of mixed spice (nutmeg, mace, and cinnamon)

and half a glass of rose-water. Stir the whole

very well, and then lay it on your paste-board,

which must first be sprinkled with flour. It will

be a soft dough ; but if you find it so moist as to

be unmanageable, throw on a little more flour.

Spread the dough into a sheet about half an inch

thick, and cut it out in round cakes with the

edge of a tumbler. Lay them in buttered pans

and bake them about five or six minutes. When

they are cold spread over the surface of each

cake a liquor of fruit-jelly or marmelade.

Beat the white of three or four eggs till it

stands alone. Then beat into it by degrees a

sufficiency of powdered loaf-sugar to make it as

thick as icing. Flavour it with a few drops of

strong essence of lemon , and with a spoon heap

it up on each cake, making it high in the centre.

Put the cakes into a coal oven, and as soon as

the tops are coloured of a pale brown, take them

These cakes are delicious.out.

PUMPKIN PIE.

CUT up the half of a small dark coloured

pumpkin, and stew it till dry. Then rub it

through a cullender and set it away to cool, add-

ing to it sugar and salt to your taste, and a large

spoonful of ginger or beaten cinnamon. Having

boiled a quart of rich milk, set that also away to

get cold. Beat four eggs till very light, and mix

them with the milk and stewed pumpkin, a little

at a time. This quantity of the mixture is suffi-

cient for two pies which must be without lids.

Cream, ifyou can procure it , is for this purpose

preferable to milk.
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THE SUNSHINE AND ROSES. FIRST LOVE.

CHILDREN ofSummer, the glowing

And beautiful roses ofJune,

In the light of the morninggrowing,

Or turned fromthe hot breath ofnoon.

In the sigh of the south wind they circle the bowers

With bosoms all beauty, and breath all perfume,

Ob, were it not for the sunshine and flowers,

What were this world but a desert and tomb !

To garland young brows with a splendour

That nothing but roses can give,

Or still on young bosoms in tender

And beautiful slumber to live-

By the azure of morn and the crimson ofeven

Forthe lip they have smiles, for the fair cheek a bloom-

With the sunshine and roses this world is a heaven,

Without them , it were but a desert and tomb.

I LOVED thee, yet thou didst not know

Thetears my eyelids poured ;

I loved thee, yet thou didst not know

Howmyyoung heart adored ;

Thatdeep-felt love to me was pain-

I dared not tell it thee;

I strove-alas ! the strife was vain !

My aching breast to free.

Thustime flew on-the waveless wind

Unmurmuring died away;

Regret came saddened to my mind

I had not pressed thy stay ;

I saw thee with slow steps depart-

Alas ! thou could'st not tell

What anguish wrung my breaking heart,

When I pronounced farewell !

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF DANCING.

ASLIGHT sketch of the history of this agreeable art,

will, we doubt not, prove acceptable to our readers: some

ofwhommaybe surprised at its antiquity and feel consider-

able pleasure at being informed, that this recreation ,

which, in modern times, is the delight of the youthful,

wasdeemed worthy of notice, as an amusing and benefi-

cial exercise, by many ofthe sages of old times, several

ofwhom were at once fine philosophers andgood dancers,

and a few ofthem, even when far advanced in life, became

pupils in the art. Timocrates first beheld an entertain-

ment of dancing in his old age, and was so pleased with

what he saw, that he is saidto have exclaimed against

himselffor having so long sacrificed such an exquisite en-

joyment to the vain pride of philosophy.

Among the Jews dancing was practised at their religi-
ous ceremonies:-

Soon as the men their holy dance had done,

The Hebrew matrons the same rites begun:

Miriam, presiding o'er the female throng,

Begins and suits the movement to the song.

The Jews probably derived this custom from their ancient

oppressors, the Egyptians; for we find that they indulged

in it during their passage through the wilderness, shortly

after their departure from the land of Pharaoh . David

danced before the ark, Jeptha's daughter is described as

meeting her father with a dance; and one ofthe joys enu-

merated by the Prophet, whenforetelling the return ofthe

Jews from captivity, is that of the virgins rejoicing in the

dance.

Forthe advancement of the art towards some degree of

perfection, we must look to Greece, where we find that

music and dancing were cultivated in the earliest ages,

and where the latter still seems to flourish, notwithstand.

ingthe thraldom in which the land has for ages been held;

for, according to De Guys, among the modern Greeks

the passion for dancing is common to both sexes, who suf-

fer nothing to deter them, when an opportunity offers of

indulging in its delights. The origin of this art is thus

૧

accounted for: -The Curetes, a people of Sicily, who

were entrusted with the care of the infant Jupiter, in or-

der to prevent his being discovered by his father, Saturn,

invented a kind ofdance, and drowned his cries byaccom-

panying their movements with the sounds of their shields
and cymbals. The Athenians had a slow movement,

which they danced at funeral processions, accompanied

with solemn music. The old Spartans had a dance in

honour of Saturn: they had another kind of dancing,

termed the Prygian, which was the step, or movement,

they adopted when advancing to attack their enemies;

and, according to Athenæus, they had a law, by which

their children were compelled to exercise themselves at

the Pyrrhic dance, from the time they attained the age of

five. Lycurgus instituted festivals of dancing in honour

of Apollo; and it is even stated of the philosopher, So-

crates, whom the Delphic oracle had proclaimed the

wisest of mankind, and who, as it is related, was a pupil

ofDamon, in the art of music-that in his old age he ac-

tually received instructions in dancing from the accom-

plished Aspasia. Charmidas, who caught him dancing
one morning at his own house, upon the circumstance

being mentioned by Socrates himself to his disciples, ob-

served, that he was so astonished at first, that he thought

the philosopher's brain was turned ; but that afterwards,

when he heard the reasons given by Socrates for indulg-

ing inthe exercise, he was so satisfied, that the first thing

he didon his return home, was to follow his example.

The ancient Romans undoubtedly performed dances at

their religious ceremonies, in the earliest age. Numa

Pompilius, in honour of Mars, ordained twelve dancing

priests, called Salii, which number was doubled by Tullus

Hostilius, in the war against Fidenæ, a town of the Sa-

bines, so that the whole college contained twenty-four

priests; who, habited in parti-coloured coats, with swords

bytheir sides and javelins in their hands, occasionally

danced about the city.

Perhaps in the earliest ages, but certainly in after-
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times, individuals availed themselves of the benefits

which the practice of dancing confers on the person and

spirits . We find, that the guests of Scipio Africanus

were entertainedbythe hero with dancing; andtheyounger

Cato, the friend of Pompey, a man remarkable for gravity

and austerity ofmanners, when above sixty years ofage,

practised this art, which he had learned in his younger

days, as a graceful accomplishment. The name of Marc

Antony is also enrolled among the votaries of this art at

Rome; for it is recorded, that he was censured for taking

an improper part in the dances performed at some religi

ous ceremony. That dancing was practised at marriages,

weknow, from the fact , that in the days of Tiberius , a de-

cree was not only made by the senate against it, but the

dancers by profession were actually banished from Rome.

In the time of Nero, a dancer represented the labours

ofHerculeswith such admirable truth and expression , that

a king ofPontus , to whom such an exhibition was perfect-

ly novel, followed the action of the artist so closely, as to

comprehend, with facility, every circumstance intended

tobe represented; and, impressed with admiration at such

a display oftalent , he entreated ofthe emperor to be allow-

ed to take the dancer home with him, ashe had barbarous

neighbours, whose language none of his subjects under-

stood , and who had never been able to learn his own;

and he thought, by gesticulation and dancing , such as he

had seen exhibited bythe performer in question, that his

wishes and ideas might be conveyed to them with cer-

tainty.

As, amongthe ancients, dancing constituted one of

the principal ceremonies in their religious festivals, it

could not be suddenly abolished, on similar occasions, in

those nations which were converted, at an early period,

to Christianity. According to Menestrier and Scaliger,

the solemn dances ofthe Romans and Hebrews were per-

formed by the dignitaries ofthe church, in the time of

Constantine.

In France, at so early a period as the year 1581 , during

the reign of Henry the Third, a splendid ballet was pro-

duced, underthe auspices ofthe court; and the king hav-

ingunited his favourite, Le Duc de Joyeuse, to the queen's

sister, almost ruined the nation, it is said, in similar en-

tertainments ofthe most costly description . The queen,

also, gave a superb fete, at the Louvre, in honour of her

sister's nuptials, in which a ballet was exhibited, called

Ceres andher nymphs, the music ofwhich was afterwards

published by the celebrated Piedmontese, performer

on the violin, Balthazar de Beaujoyeau, then va-

let-de-chambre to the king . From that time , which

maybe considered the age of its revival in Europe, danc-

ing made a gradual progress towards its present state of

refinement in France andthe neighbouring nations.

A very ancient holiday amusement of the people of

England, was a species of ballet, called Mumming; which

name was derived from the old vulgar phrase, " Mum!"

signifying " be silent. " The performers in this pastime,

represented by gestures, accompanied with dancing, co-

mic incidents, and droll adventures; and, in these rustic

exhibitions, Mr. Doddsley is of opinion , that comedy, in

England, had its rise.

Among the recreations of the English court, during the

reign ofHenry the Eighth, dancing is frequently mention-

ed. The king himself was , doubtless, an admirer of this

art. Lloyd says that " Sir W. Molyneux got in with

King Henrythe Eighth, by a discourse out of Aquinas in

the morning, and a dance at night." In the age of Eliza-

beth, dancing seems to have been held in considerable

esteem: the queen took great pleasure in it; and many of

her favourites were indebted as much to their elegant ac-

complishments, as to their valour or wisdom, for the sun-

shine of her favour. In that reign, to use the words of

Gray,

Full oft within the spacious walls,

Whenhe had fifty winters o'er him,

My grave Lord Keeper led the brawls;

The seals and maces danc'd before him.

From thedeath of Elizabeth , until after the restoration

of Charles the Second, the turbulence of the times, and

the peculiar character of the age, prevented this art, which

flourishes only in "the bowers ofpeace and joy," from

makingmuch progress; but in the days of the merry mo.

narch it began to revive, and advanced, more or less, in

all the succeeding reigns. The celebrated Beau Nash,

who was, for a long time, M. C. at Bath, may be con-

sidered the founder ofmodern ball-room dancing; which,

however, has been divested of much of its cold formality,

and improved, in various other respects, since the time of

that singular person. It is, nevertheless , a matter of re-

gret, that the graceful and stately Minuet has been entire-

ly abandoned in favour of the more recently invented

dances.

The French Country Dances, or Contre-Dances (from

the parties being placed opposite to each other) , since

called Quadrilles (from their having four sides) , which

approximate nearly to the Cotillion , were first introduced

in France about the middle of Louis the Fifteenth's reign.

Previously to this period, the dances most in vogue were

La Perigourdine, La Matelotte, La Pavane, Les Forlanes,

Minuets, &c. Quadrilles, when first introduced, were

danced by four persons only: four more were soon added,

and thus the complete square was formed; but the figures

were materially different from those ofthe present period.

The gentlemen advanced with the opposite ladies, menac-

ed each other with the fore-finger, and retired clapping

their hands three times; they then turned hands of four,

turned their own partners, and a grand round of all con-

cluded the figure. The Vauxhall d'Hiver was, at that

time, the most fashionable place of resort: the pupils of

the Royal Academy were engaged to execute new dances ;

a full and effective band performed the most fashionable

airs, and new figures were at length introduced and an-

nounced as a source of attraction; but this place was soon

pulled down, and re-built on the ground now occupiedby

the Theatre du Vaudeville. The establishment failed,

and the proprietor became a bankrupt. A short time

after it was re-opened by another speculator; but on such

a scale, as merely to attract the working classes of the

community. The band was now composed of a set of

miserable scrapers, who played in unison, and continually

in the key of G. sharp ; amid the sounds which emanated

from their instruments, the jangling of a tambourin and

the shrill notes of a fife were occasionally heard . Thus

did things continue until the French Revolution ; when,

about the time the Executive Directory was formed, the

splendid apartments ofthe Hotel de Richelieu were open-

ed for the reception of the higher classes, who had then

but few opportunities ofmeeting to " trip it on the light

fantastic toe." Monsieur Hullin, then of the Opera, was

selected to form a band of twenty-four musicians, from

among those of the highest talent in the various theatres:

he found no difficulty in this, as they were paid in paper

money, then oflittle or no value; whereas, the adminis-

trators of the Richelieu establishment paid in specie.-

The tunes were composed in different keys , with full or-

chestral accompaniments, by Monsieur Hullin ; and the

contrast thus produced to the abominable style which had

so long existed , commenced a new era in dancing: the old

figures were abolished , and stage -steps were adopted;-

Pas de Zephyrs, Pas de Bourres , Ballottes , Jetes Battus,

& c. , were among the most popular. Minuets and For-

lanes were still continued ; but Monsieur Vestris displaced

the latter by the Gavotte which he taught to Monsieur

Trenis and Madame de Choiseul, who first danced it at

a fete given by a lady of celebrity, at the Hotel de Valen-

tinois, Rue St. Lazar, on the 16th ofAugust, 1797: atthis

fete, Monsieur Hullin introduced an entirely new set of

figures of his own composition. These elicited general

approbation: they were danced at all parties, and still re-

tain pre-eminence. The names of Pantalon, L'Ete, La

Poule, La Trenis, &c. which were given to the tunes,

have been applied to the figures. The figures of La Tre-

nis was introduced by Monsieur Trenis's desire, it being

part of the figure from a Gavotte, danced in the then fa-
vourite ballet of Nina.

Tothe French we are indebted for rather an ingenious ,

but in the opinion of many professional dancers, an useless

invention, by which it was proposed, that as the steps in

dancing are not very numerous, although they may be in-

finitely combined, that characters might be made use ofto

express the various steps and figures of a dance, in the

same manner as words and sentences are expressed by

letters; or what is more closely analogous, as the musical

characters are employed, to represent to the eye the

sounds ofan air. The well known Monsieur Beauchamp,

and a French dancing-master, each laid claim to be the

original inventor of this art; and the consequence was a

law-suit, in which, however, judgment was pronounced
in favour ofthe former. The art has been introduded in

Great Britain, but without success. An English dancing-

master has also, we believe, with considerable labour and

ingenuity, devised a plan somewhat similar to that ofthe

French author: diagrams being proposed to represent the

figures, or steps , instead ofcharacters .

There are a variety of dances to which the term Na-
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tional may, with some propriety, be applied. Among the

most celebrated of these are--the Italian Tarantula, the

German Waltz, and the Spanish Bolero. To dwell on

their peculiarities would, however, as it appears to us. be

useless: the first is rarely exhibited, even on the stage:

the second, although it still retains much of its original

character, has in England, been modified into the Waltz

Country Dance, and all the objections which it encoun-

tered, on its first introduction, seems to have been gradu-

ally overcome, since it assumed its present popular form;

and the graceful Bolero is restricted to the theatre only,

being never introduced to the English ball - room.

HOWEVER impossible it maybe to acquire a knowledge

ofdancing unassisted by a master, we feel satisfied, that

without depreciating the talent or attention of those by

whom they have been instructed in the art , many of our

readers may derive much benefit from an attentive perusal

ofthe following observations. It would be folly for us to

attempt teaching steps, and useless to offer a series of

figures; our attention will be much more profitably direct-

ed, so far as regards the reader, to the carriage and de-

portment ofthe person, and in suggesting such simple ex-

ercises as will tend to improve those who are deficient,

and to confirm those who are correct.

OF THE ARMS AND HANDS.-The proper carriage of

the arms is certainly one of the greatest difficulties in

dancing, it therefore demands the utmost attention on the

part ofthe pupil. Of all the movements made in dancing,

the opposition or contrast ofthe arms with the feet is the

most natural to us: to this, however, but little attention

is in general paid. Ifany person be observed, when in

the act of walking, it will be found, that when the right

foot is put forward, the left arm follows, and vice versa;

this is at once natural and graceful; and a similar rule

should, in all cases, be followed in dancing. As much

depends on placing the arms properly, and in moving

them with grace, as in the execution of steps-for danc-

ing consists not in the motion of the feet alone -it requires

the appropriate accompaniment of the arms and body:

without which, the art degenerates into a mere fantastic

mode of stepping. The arms should be kept in an easy

semi-oval position, sothat thebend of the elbows be scarce

ly perceptible; otherwise, they would present right angles,

which would so offend the eye, as to destroy all appearance

of ease or elegance. Care must be taken, neither to raise

the shoulders nor spread the arms too far out. The pro-

per situation ofthe arms, in dancing, is a little in front of

the body; they should advance or recede in a natural se-

ries of oppositions to the direction of the feet in the exe-

cution of the various steps ; their movements, in perform-

ing these contrasts , must not be sudden or exaggerated ,

but so easy as to be almost imperceptible. The dress

should be held between the fore-finger and thumb ofeach

hand: it is a matter of importance to overcome both tre-

mor and rigidity of the fingers, which should be gracefully

grouped, so that the palm be partially seen in front.

In dancingQuadrilles, when the lady advances with her

partner, and in all the figures where the hands join, the

arms should be kept of such a moderate height as is con-

sistent with grace ( Fig. 1 ). It is also necessary that the

arms should be properly supported, and not suffered to

weigh or drag upon those of the persons with whom it

maybe properto join hands in the course of the dance.

To say nothing of the positive impropriety of falling into

such an error, the mere act, during its continuation, is

quite destructive to grace, which cannot exist where ease

is not apparent Elegance, without affectation , may be

shown in presenting the hand to a partner: rustic abrupt-

ness, and childish timidity, are equally to be avoided; a

modest confidence is the golden meanto be observed in

this, as in every other department of ball-room dancing.

To grasp the hand of a person with whom it is necessary

tojoin hands-to detain it when it should be relinquished

-are faultswhich, we trust, our reader's good sense would

preventher from committing, even when dancing with one

ofher own sex; but even these offences, in the consider-

ation ofpropriety and taste, are not more grave than that

ofdisplay.

However excellently a young lady may dance, and

whatever powers of brilliant execution she may pos-

sess, she should never forget that she is in a ball-room,

and not on a stage: studied attitude in presenting the hand

(Fig. 2) is reprehensible, as being productive of too much

effect, and as showing an inclination for display. Cor-

rect execution of the figure and steps, and unobtrusive

grace ofdeportment, should be the zenith of a younglady's

ambition ; as Shakspeare finely expresses the perfection of

dancing, she should move like a wave ofthe sea; it being

ofcourse understood, whenthe elements are in theirmost

gentle motion. When the hand is not to be presented to

another, the arm should depend from the shoulder in an

easy oval shape, as previously directed.

OF THE FEET, &c.-The principal study, with regard

to the feet, in dancing, consists in acquiring a power of

turning them properly outward; in bending the instep,

without effort , immediately as the footquits the ground ; and

in alternately practising with each foot so that both may

attain an equal degree of execution ; it being decidedly in-

elegant and awkward for one foot to be constantly active

and correct in its movements, while the other remains

comparatively unemployed.

To dance with the instep concave, instead of convex,

and the toes turned upwards, instead of the contrary, is

termed dancing flat-footed, and is ungraceful to the last

degree. The toes should be well pointed downward, and

the knees outward, to correspond with them; but it is im-

possible to produce an union of grace in these particulars,

unless the action of the instep and the knee be supported

and accompanied by that of the hip. In the ball-room,

all the steps should be performed in an easy, graceful man-

ner; no noise ofstampingshould, on any account be made;

the steps should be performed with minute neatness, and

in as small a compass as possible; the feet should never

be violently tossed about, or lifted high from the ground:

the younglady should rather seem to glide, with easy ele-

gance, than strive to astonish by agility: or, byviolent

action, make it appear, that, to her, dancingis a boisterous

and difficult exercise. But while we thus caution our

reader against adopting those styles-one of which may

be deemed operatic, and better adapted to a Ballet than a

Quadrille, and the other, rustic, and more applicable to

the village-green than the ball-room-it is necessary for

us to warn her against falling into the opposite error of

listlessness and inaccuracy; with these, elegance can ne-
ver be obtained: the former makes her appear to be con-

descending to join in an amusement she despises, and the

latter induces a supposition in the minds of those who

may not be supposed to know aught to the contrary, that
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she is either unusually dull, or has never had an opportu-

nity ofobtaining the benefit of instruction from a proper

master.

The positions constitute the alphabet of dancing, and,

although generally treated lightly of by the majority of

dancing-masters, are of the highest importance. They

form the basis ofevery step; and if each ofthem be tho-

roughly understood, and an accurate mode of performing

it acquired, the subsequent progress of the pupil will be

materially facilitated.

POSITION, BATTEMENS, AND OTHER EXERCISES.-

The Battemens, &c. in the positions, form a series of

very graceful domestic morning exercises, and westrong-

ly recommend their frequent practice, even by those who

have acquired some proficiency in the art; as they tend

to correct many errors which are acquired by careless-

ness, during or after tuition, as well as to impart brilliancy

and correctness of execution-to facilitate the bendingof

the ankle-to improve the balance, the carriage of the

arms, and the development of the bust-and to produce

that general harmony ofmotion in which the chief beauty

of dancing and general elegance of deportment con-
sists.

The first position is formed by placing the two heels to-

gether and throwing the toes back; so that the feet form a

parallel line. The body should be kept perfectly erect:

the shoulders should be thrown back, and the waist ad-
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vanced; the arms rounded, and the forefinger and thumb

occupied in holding out the dress; the other fingers being

gracefully grouped (Fig. 3) . During the first attempts,

the toes should not be more turned back than will admit

of the body maintaining its proper balance; they must be

brought to assume the correct position by degrees, until

the pupil can place the feet, heel to heel, in a parallel line

with each other, without affecting the steadiness of the

body or arms.

The second position is formed by moving the right foot

from the first position, sideways, to about the distance of

its own length from the heel of the left (Fig 4. ) When

the foot is thus placed, the heel must be raised so that the

toes alone rest on the ground; the instep being bent as

much as possible, and the foot turned so as to retain its

primitive direction outward: as in the case ofthe first po-

sition, the foot should be brought to performthe action of

the second, in a perfectly correct manner, by degrees;

and the toes should be gradually thrown back as far as

the pupil's power to preserve her balance will permit.

The third position is formed by drawing the right foot

fromthe second position, to about the middle of the front

ofthe left: the feet are to be kept close to each other

(Fig. 5 ). In drawing the right foot into this position, the

heel must be put to the ground as it approaches the left,

and kept forward during its progress, so that the toe may

retain its proper direction outward.

8
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THE fourth position is formed by movingthe foot about

its own length forward from the third position, directing

the heel outward, and turning back the toe during the

progress ofthefoot (Fig. 6, ) it may also be slightly rais-

ed, and should be so placed as to be exactly opposite to

the centre ofthe left foot, which, in this, as well as in all

the preceding positions, and also in the next, is to retain

its primitive situation.

The fifth position is formed by drawing the right foot

back fromthe fourth position, so that the heel is brought

close tothe toes ofthe left foot, the feet being completely

crossed (Fig. 7). The right heel, in this position, is gra-

dually brought to the ground as it approaches the left foot

as in drawing the left foot from the second to the third.

Battemens en avant are performed by raising the right

leg fromthethird position into the fourth in front, as high

as the knee, with a quick jerk; keeping the knee straight

and the toe well pointed-the heel maintainingthe same

position as ifon the ground; and letting the leg fall back

into the fifth position in front. The left leg, during this

exercise, remains steady, theknee straight, with the whole

weight ofthe body upon it, so that the right leg may act

with perfect ease and freedom, ( Fig. 8. )

Bendingthe knees outward and rather backward, with-

out raisingthe heels, and still keeping the body perfectly

erect, is an exercise which should be performed in all the

positions; it will impart flexibility to the instep, and tend

to improve the balance. The pupil in her early essays in

this exercise, should support herself, alternately with each

hand, against some fixed object. She must by no means

attempt to raise herself by swinging one arm in the air;

it should rather be occupied in holding out the dress, in

the manner previously directed. The knees should be

only slightly bent at first; and the difficulties, of the exer-

cise may be overcome by degrees, until she can perform

it perfectly well without any support, or discomposingthe

proper position ofthe body and arms.

It has been very judiciously remarked, by a contempo-

rary writer on this subject, that the pupils of a great

artiste will display his merit in the graceful movement of

the figures, as much as in the neat execution of the

steps .
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The body should never be suffered to sink into idle at-

titudes: as rounding the back, forcing the shoulders up to

the ears, projecting the back part ofthe waist, or stooping

forward; suchcareless habits, if long permitted, eventually

produce local deformities. Affectation of primness is as

muchto be avoided as indolence; the admirable union of

ease and grace; whichconstitutes elegance ofdeportment,

can never be obtained bythose who indulge in either of

these faults. The body should alwaysbe kept in an easy

9 10

and unaffected erect position, except in the execution of

certain steps which require the bust to be thrown a little

forward; but, even in these cases, care must be taken

that thebodydoes not lose its perfect balance. The chest

should be advanced, the waist retiring, and the shoulders

depressed: by these means, the bust will be naturally and

elegantly developed: and the shoulders, by being brought

to range evenly with the back, appear of their proper

breadth, and form a graceful contrast to the waist.
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BATTEMENS en arriere (Fig. 9) are performed by

throwing the right foot up behind in the fourth position,

with the same rules as for the Battemens en avant: great

attention must be paid to prevent the body inclining for-

wardinthis portion of the exercises; it should be kept

perfectly straight, but without any appearance of stiffness.

The Battemens en avant and en arriere, are performed,

among professional dancers, by raising the foot much

higher; but it is unnecessary to do so as a domestic exer-
cise for ball- room dancing.

Battemens on the second position, may be made in the

following manner:-The pupil must support herself in the

same manner as in the practice of bending, before de-

scribed; she should then pass the foot into the second po-

sition-the knee being kept perfectly straight-draw it

back into the fifth position before; pass it again into the

second position, and draw it into the fifth behind; and so

on, until by repetition of the exercise, she can perform

these Battemens with rapidity, ease and correctness

(Fig. 10. )

When the bends in the various positions have been

practised some time, the pupil should endeavour, after

each bend, to raise herselfon the toes (see fig. 11 ) , be-

ing careful that the knees are kept straight, and that the

feet do not change their positions. This is an excellent

practice, as it imparts to the feet the point so much ad-

mired, and, at the same time, considerably increases the

power ofthe instep and ankle .

12

The head should be kept centrally between the shoul-

ders by the erectness ofthe neck: theface may, ofcourse,

be occasionally turned to the right or left, not merely for

convenience, or to avoid an appearance of constraint, but

because the opposition which may be produced by a judi-

cious change ofthe direction in whichthe countenance is

turned, to the posture ofthe body or limbs, materially en-

hances the grace of the whole figure. The turn of the

head should be so managed as to perfect the real and ap-

parent balance of the figure. If the greatest weight be

thrown on one side, the head may, generally speaking,

be very advantageously turned, in a trifling degree, in an

opposite direction. The reader may convince herself of

the benefit to be derived by a graceful inclination ofthe

countenance, so asto produce an easy opposition , by per-

formingthe positions before a glass, and turning her face

alternately to each side, or keeping it in the same direc-

tion, and practising, in turns, with each foot. The head

should be thrown considerably backward, and the fore-

headbrought to project in a slight degree, by drawingthe

chin towards the neck. The countenance, during a

dance, should be illumined by a smile: it is perfectly ab-

surd for a young lady to exhibit a melancholy aspect amid

the gaieties of a ball-room, and painful to see her assume

an aspect of care, when going through a Quadrille; as it

induces the spectators to imagine, that the performance

ofthe steps or figure, so entirely engross her faculties, that

she is incapable ofpartaking inthe pleasures ofthe dance.

13 14

PETITS Battemens sur le coude-pied (Fig 12) are very

difficult of execution: they are practised by accomplished

dancers, for the purpose of giving ease in elevation, and

what is termed Aplomb; they also impart, in certain

steps, that vivacity, which no other practice will give: we

here, of course, allude to professional, and not private

dancing. The reader may, however, attempt them; and

ifshe can succeed in executing them, they certainly form

a graceful and beneficial exercise. They are first per-

formed with one foot entirely on the ground; but after

some practice, the pupil lifts the heel from the ground, so

as to rest entirely on the toes, and executes the battemens

in that position with great rapidity . Ifthe knee and hip

be free from stiffness, the difficulty ofthe exercise is par-

tially overcome; and it is, in the first instance, to produce

an easy pliability in those parts, that they are principally

practised. These Battemens consist of a rapid move-

ment ofthe right foot, fromthe instep to the hinder part

ofthe leg, by a mere movement ofthe knee.

Having gone through the position and Battemens with
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the right foot, it is absolutely necessary to do them with

the left; observing, at the same time, that when the posi-

tions are practised with the right foot, the left must, of

course, in its turn, remain stationary, and the whole of the

weight bethrown upon it . The Battemens should be prac-

tised until the pupil can make them with some degree of,

what a professional dancer would call, brilliance, with

either foot, unassisted by the support which is necessary

when they are commenced.

Before concluding our article, we deem it expedient to

describe the approved mode of performing the Curtsey,
and as our aim is to improve the general deportment in

society, as well as in dancing for the ball-rooin, we shall

offer a few observations on walking.

The performance of the curtsey in a proper manner,

proves a matter of difficulty to some young ladies ; but it

will be found very easy, after a little practice, to curtsey

with grace, if proper directions be given and attended to.

The following is the usual mode: -The front foot is first

brought into the second position ; the other is then drawn

into the third behind, and passed immediately into the

fourth behind-the whole weight of the body being thrown

on the front foot ; the front knee is then bent, the body

gently sinks, the whole weight is transferred to the foot be-

hind while rising, and the front foot is gradually brought

into the fourth position . The arms should be gracefully

bent, andthe hands occupied in lightly holding out the

dress . The first step in walking, after the curtsey, is

made with the foot which happens to be forward at its

completion. The perfect curtsey is rarely performed in

society, asthegeneral salutation is between a curtsey and

a bow ( Fig. 13 ) .

The manner ofwalking well is an object which all young

ladies should be anxious to acquire; but, unfortunately , it

is a point too much neglected . In the drawing-room, the

ball-room, or during the promenade, an elegant deport-
ment- a 66 poetry of motion ,"-is, and ever will be, ap

preciated. The step ought not to exceed the length ofthe

foot; the leg should be put forward, without stiffness , in

about the fourth position ; but without any effort to turn

the foot out, as it will tend to throw the body awry, and

give the person an appearance of being a professional

dancer, as exemplified in fig. 14, which is tolerably correct

in other respects, except in the position of the feet. The

head should be kept up and the chest open: the body will

then attain an advantageous position, and that steadiness

so much required in good walking. The arms shouldfall

in their natural position, and all their movements and op-

positions to the feet be easy and unconstrained . The em-

ployment of a systematized method to teach young ladies

how to walk, a practice adopted by many parents and

heads of seminaries, is much to be deprecated . The stiff-

ness acquired under regimental tuition, is adverse to all

the principles ofgrace, and annihilates that buoyant light-

ness which is so conducive to ease and elegance in the

young.

VILLAGE BELLS.

1 WAS induced to ascend intothe belfrey , where

I found ropes for eight bells-those musical tones

which extend the sphere ofthe church's influence

by associations of pleasure , devotion , or melan-

choly, through the surrounding country. What

an effective means of increasing the sympathies

of religion, and exciting them by the fire-sides ,

and on the very pillows of the people ! Who

that, as a bride or bridegroom, has heard themin

conjunction withthe first joys ofwedded love , does

not feel the pleasurable associations of their lively

peal on other similar events? Who , thatthrough

a series of years has obeyed their calling chime

on the sabbath morning, as the signal of placid

feelings towards his God, and his assembled neigh-

bours, does not hear their weekly monotonywith

devotion? And who is there that has performed

the last rights offriendship, or the melancholy

duties of son, daughter, husband, wife, father,

mother, sister , under the recurring tones of the

awful tenor, or more awfuldumb peal, and does

not feel at every repetition of the same ceremony

a revival of his keen but unavailing regrets for

the mouldering dead .

THE VINE.

HUMBOLDT tells us that it grows wild in Ar-

menia and Caramania, as well as along the coasts

ofthe Caspian. Thence it travelled into Greece,

and from that classic sky was introduced into

Sicily. The Phoenicians carried it to the south

of France, and the Romans domesticated it on

the banks of the Rhine. In both of these coun-

tries the vine is attached to poles ; but in Spain

these are not used-and the plant is kept short

in its growth, in order that it may possess a stout

stem. In Greece and Italy it clings to trees,

walls, and trellis work, or verandas. It attains

to a good old age ; even Pliny speaks of a vine

that had survived six centuries ; and it is matter

of notoriety that there are vineyards in France

and Italy, which are not only precisely in the

same condition as theywere three hundred years

ago, but continue to yield abundant crops. The

wood of the vine becomes uncommonly solid

when of old standing, and, in warm climates, the

stem grows to such a size , that boards are sawed

out of it, and converted to the manufacture of

furniture and other articles. Strabo even men-

tions a vine-tree the girth of which required the

arms of two men to compass.

RATIONAL DEVOTION.

WHEN engaged in devout admiration of the

Supreme Being, every other object will be lost

in the comparison ; but this, though the noblest

employment of the mind, was never intended to

shut out all other concerns. The affections

which unite us to the world have a large demand

upon us, and must succeed in their turn. If

every thing is to be deemed criminal that does

not interest the attention in the moment of wor-

ship, political concerns are not the only ones to

be abandoned, but every undertaking of a tem-

poral nature, labour and ingenuity, must cease.

Science herself must shroud her light. These

are notions rather to be laughed at than confuted ,

for their extravagance will correct itself. Every

attempt that has been made to rear religion on

the ruins of nature, or to render it subversive

of the economy of life, has hitherto proved un-

.successful, whilst the institutions that have flow-

ed from it, are now scarcely regarded in any

other light than as humiliating monuments of

human weakness and folly. The natural vigour

of the mind, when it has once been opened by

knowledge and turned towards great and inte-

resting objects, will always overpower the illu-

sions of fanaticism .
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THE MIND.

WHATEVER act decomposes the moral machi-

nery of mind, is more injurious to the welfare of

the agent than most disasters from without can

be; for the latter are commonly limited and tem-

porary the evil of the former spreads through

the whole of life . Health of mind as well as of

body, is not only productive in itself of a greater

sum of enjoyment than arises from other sources ,

but is the only condition of our frame in which

we are capable of receiving pleasure from with-

out. Hence it appears how incredibly absurd it

is to prefer, on grounds of calculation , a present

interest to the preservation of those mental

habits on which our well being depends. When

they are most moral they may often prevent us

from obtaining advantages. It would be as ab-

surd to lower them for that reason , as it would

be to weaken the body, lest its strength should

render it more liable to contagious disorders of

rare occurrence.- Sir James McIntosh.

THE FATHERS.

SOMEwho never read the Fathers, are frighted

at their very names. How dull , how rough, how

insipid, how pedantic do they fancy them in their

discourses, in their expressions and arguments!

But howwould these men wonder at the strange-

ness of such a notion , ifthey perused their writ-

ings, and found in them a morc exact eloquence,

a smoother style , a more ingenious, more expres-

sive, and more convincing way of arguing ,

adorned with greater vigour of expression, and

more natural graces than most of those modern

books which are read with applause, and give

the greatest reputation to their authors ? With

what satisfaction , if they had any love for reli-

gion, would they see it explained , and its truth

believed and asserted by men who were masters

of so much wit and judgment? Especially since

any one who will but observe the vastness of

their knowledge , the depth of their penetration,

the solid principles of their philosophy, their un-

wearied diligence, their capacity in unfolding

holy mysteries, the reasonableness of their infe-

rences, the nobleness of their expressions , the

beauty of their sentiments and morals, cannot

compare for example any author to St. Austin,

but Plato or Cicero.

RAIL ROADS AND CANALS.

IT is well remarked in the Boston Courier,

that it is distance, and the impediments to inter-

course, which have formed the world into dis-

tinct nations. No moral agents are so effectual

for giving a common feeling to the distant por-

tions of a large empire, as the mechanical means

of roads and canals , or rather, the latter afford

the former the medium for acting. It is no

wonder the scientific journals have hailed the

introduction of locomotive engines on rail roads

as a new erain the moral and political history of

nations. The results to trade and wealth will

not exceed those arising to manners, habits of

life, and modes of thought. The very derivation

of the word Rustic shows what an influence a

secluded life was supposed to exert on the habits.

The roads through the highlands of Scotland

mentioned by the journal just quoted, effected

for the pacification and good order of that coun-

trywhatwhole regiments ofdragoons could never

do. In the United States , the effects of certain

improvements in navigation have been magical,

and they are only leading the way to other yet

greater. The wheels ofempire , as they are called ,

are to be sought it would seem , in SPINNING

JENNIES , STEAM ENGINES , and LOCOMOTIVES .

GENIUS.

GENIUS of every kind belongs to some innate

temperament ; it does not necessarily imply a

particular bent, because that may possibly be

the effect of circumstances ; but, without ques-

tion, the peculiar quality is inborn, and particu-

lar to the individual. All hear and see much

alike; but there is an indefinable though, wide

difference between the ear of a musician, or the

eye ofa painter, compared with the hearing and

seeing organs of ordinary men; and it is in

something like that difference in which genius

consists. Genius is , however, an ingredient of

mind, more easily described by its effect than by

its qualities. It is as the fragrance, indepen-

dent of the freshness and complexion of the

rose ; as the light on the cloud ; as the bloom

on the cheek of beauty, of which the possessor

is unconscious until this charm has been seen by

its influence on others ; it is the eternal golden

flame of the opal ; a something that may be ex-

tracted from the thing in which it appears , with-

out changing the quality of its substance , its

form, or its affinities.-- Galt's Byron..

AN EXTRACT.

A

AT what time of life a human being-man or

woman- looks best, it might be hard to say.

girl of eighteen , straight and tall , bright, bloom-

ing, and balmy, seems, to our old eyes, a very

beautiful and delightful sight. Inwardly we bless

her, and pray that she may be as happy as she is

innocent. So, too, is an oak tree , about the same

age, standing by itself, without a twig on its

straight, smooth, round, glossy silver stem, for

some few feet from the ground,and then branch-

ing out into a stately flutter of dark-green leaves ;

the shape being indistinct in its regular but not

formal over-fallings, and over-foldings, and over-

hangings of light and shade. Such an oak tree

is indeed truly beautiful, with all its tenderness ,

gracefulness and delicacy-ay , a delicacy almost

seeming to be fragile, as if the cushat whirring

from its concealment, would crush the new

spring-shoots, sensitive almost as the gossamer,

with which every twig is intertwined . Leaning

on our staff, we bless it, and call it even by that

very virgin's name ; and ever thenceforth, be-

hold Marian lying in its shade.



THE PRIDE OF THE VALLEY,

An Admired Ballad.

FROM THE MUSICAL GEM FOR 1831 .

THE POETRY WRITTEN BY G. J. SEYMOUR,

ANDANTINO

3

4

THE MUSIC COMPOSED BY HEMMEL.

Ah tell me in kindness , ye spir...its that rove these

3 3

grottoes, these bowers, dear haunts of my love! where is she now;

echo

Ah! tell me, where? ah! tell me, where? for..bear, for.... .........bear, I hear thee

3

sad echo, my dark fate I see, and the pride of the

3

valley returns not to me.

2.

No answer but thine to my lorn heart reply,

No more her sweet music responds to my cry,

I hail her song, alas! no more.

Echo Alas! no more-The charm is o'er!

Mourn with me, sweet Echo! to this lovely shore

The Pride of the Valley returns never more.
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" FASTER, faster ! your horses creep like

snails ! drive for your life !" cried the impatient

Morley, as the noble animals he so slandered

dashed along the pebbly turnpike road, whilethe

sparkles flew from their iron-shod hoofs like a

flight of fire flies.

The postillion, with voice and whip , put them

to the top of their speed ; and the chaise, in its

rapid course, left behind it a trail of light, as

though its wheels had been ignited.

A high and steep hill in front, at length, en-

forced a more moderate gait, when Morley, as if

struck by a sudden recollection , turned his head

anxiouslytowards his companion, a lovely young

woman, who, pale, silent, and motionless, reclin-

ed on his shoulder.

"Ellen, my love," said Morley , tenderly, " I

fear this will prove too much for your delicate

frame."

There was no reply.

Morley leaned his face nearer to hers, and, by

the moonbeams , saw that her features were fix-

ed, her open eyes gazing on vacancy, while the

tears which had recently streamed from them,

seemed congealed upon her bloodless cheeks.

"God ofHeaven !" exclaimed Morley, " what

mcans this? Ellen , beloved , adored ! do you not

hear me? will you not speak to me-to Morley,

your Morley?" and he gently pressed her in his

arms.

The name he uttered , like a charm, dissolved

the spell that bound her. A long drawn sigh, as

ifstruggling from a breaking heart, escaped her

cold, quivering lips ; a fresh mountain of tears

burst forth ; and with an hysteric sob she fell

upon the bosom of her lover.

The alarmed, but enraptured Morley folded

her in his arms, and bent to kiss away her tears-

when, with a sudden start , she disengaged herself

from his embrace, and drawing back , looked

wildly and earnestly in his face.

" Morley," she said , in a voice of thrilling tone,

"do you love me ?"

" Dearest, best Ellen ," he replied , " do you ,

can you doubt it ?"

"Do youlove me, Morley ! " she repeated with

increased carnestness.

" Truly-devotedly-madly," cried Morley, on

his knees. " By the heaven that is shining over

us

" No more oaths-enough of protestations.--

R

Are you willing, by one action-at this moment,

to prove that I am truly dear to you , Morley ?"

"I am, though it carry with it my destruc-

tion !"

"I ask not your destruction-I implore you to

prevent mine. Return !"

Morley gazed at her, as if doubting his sense

ofhearing.

" Return !"

" Return , instantly !"

" Ellen, are you serious-are you," he might

have added, " inyour senses ?" but she interrupt-

ed him.

"Iam serious-I am not mad , Morley ; no, nor

inconstant, nor fickle," she added, reading the

expression that was arising on Morley's counte-

nance . "That I love, and in that love am inca-

pable of change, do not, Morley, insult me by

doubting, even by a look. But O, if you love

me as you ought, as you have sworn you do, as a

man ofhonor, I implore you to take me back to

my father- 19

"To your father !" exclaimed Morley, almost

unconscious of what he said.

" Ay, to my father, my gray headed , my doat-

ing, my confiding father : take me to him before

his heartis broken by the child he loves. I have

been with him ," she cried in wild agony, " even

now, as I lay in your arms, spell bound in my

trance, while the carriage rolled on to my per-

dition . I could not move-I could not speak ;

but I knew where I was, and whither I was hur-

rying: yet even then was I with my father," she

said, with a voice and look of supernatural solem-

nity: "he lay on his death-bed ; his eye turned

upon me--his fixed and glaring eye, it rested on

me as I lay in yourarms ; he cursed me and died !

His malediction yet rings in my ears-his eye is

now upon me. Morley, for the love of heaven ,

cre it is too late— "

" Compose yourself, iny beloved-my own El-

len."

"Do you still hesitate," she cried ; " would you

still soothe my frantic soul with words ? Your

Ellen ! short sighted man, your Ellen ! What

shall bind her to a husband who could aban-

don a father- what power may transform the

renegade daughter into the faithful wife ! Mor-

ley, listen to me: as you hope for mercy, do not,

do not destroy the being who loves you-who

asks you to preserve her soul !"
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Morley caught her as she sank at his feet ; and

she remained in his arms in a state of insensibi-

lity.

He was confounded-subdued.

The fatigued horses had laboured about mid-

way up the acclivity, when Morley called to the

postillion.

"Turn your horses' heads," he said,

return."

66 we shall

The steeds seemed to acquire renewed vigour

from the alteration in their course , and were pro-

ceeding at a brisk pace on their return , when

Ellen again revived.

"Where am I-whither am I carried ?" she

wildly exclaimed.

"Toyourfather, my beloved ," whispered Mor-

ley.

"To my father, Morley, to my father !-can it

be ?-but no, I willnot doubt ; you never deceiv-

ed me-you cannot. God bless you, Morley ;

God bless you, my brother, my dear brother,"

and with her pure arms around his neck she im-

printed a sister's holy kiss upon his lips , and , dis-

solved indelicious tears , sank with the confidence

of conscious innocence upon his bosom. The

etherial influence of virtue fell like a balm upon

the tumultuous feelings of the lovers ; and never

in the wildest moment of passion , not even when

he first heard the avowal of love from his heart's

selected , had Morley felt so triumphantly happy.

* * * * * *

"Where is he-let me see him-is he alive-is

he well?" shrieked Ellen, as she rushed into the

house of her father.

"For whom do you inquire, madam," coldly

asked the female she addressed, the maiden sister

of Ellen's father.

"Aunt, dear aunt, do not speak to me thus. I

am not what you think me. But my father-my

father, is he-is he alive , is he well? O beloved

aunt, have pity on me, I am repentant , I am in-

nocent-

"In one word, Ellen, are you not married ?"

"I am not."

""

" Heaven be praised ! follow me-your father

is not well-___"

"Forthe love of heaven-before it is too late ;"

and the distracted girl rushed into the room and

knelt at her father's side.

" Father ! do not avert your face-father, I am

your own Ellen. I am restored to you as I left

you. By the years of love that have passed be-

tween us, forgive the folly-the offence-the

crime of a moment. By the memory of my mo-

ther '

"Cease" said the old man, endeavoring,

through the weakness of age and infirmity, and

the workings of agonized feelings, to be firm ;

"forbear, and answer me--is this gentleman your

husband ?"

Ellen was about to reply , but Morley stept for-

ward. " I am not," said Morley, " blessed with

that lady's hand ; she has refused it , unless it is

given with your sanction ; and without that sanc-

tion, dearly as I love her, and hopeless as I may

be ofyour consent, I will never hereafter ask it."

" Do you pledge your word to this, young

man?"

66
My sacred word as a man of honour-I may

have inherited your hate ,but I will never deserve

it."

Children, you have subdued me !" exclaimed

the father. " Morley, my daughter is yours !"

Morley seized the old man's hand , scarcely be-

lievingthe scene before him to be real.

66 My father !" said the weeping Ellen on her

knees, her arm around his neck, her innocent

cheek pressed to his.

The good aunt partook of the general joy, and

even Ellen's favourite dog seemed to thank her

father for his kindness to his dear mistress .

The happy father sat with an arm around his

daughter's waist, and as he pressed her lover's

hand, he said,

"Behold, in all this, the goodness of God : be-

hold the blessings that follow the performance of

our duties. Your father, young gentleman, be-

fore you saw the light, had entailed my hate on

his offspring. I had nourished this bitter feeling

even against you , who had never offended me,

and whom every one else loved. This very day

the cherished hostility of years had given way be-

foremy desire to secure my daughter's happiness.

I felt that age was creeping on me-and but the

morning of this blessed day I had resolved, over

this holy book, to prove my contrition for my

sinful harboring of hatred towards my fellow

creatures, by uniting you, my children, in mar-

riage. The tidings of my daughter's elopement

scattered to the winds all my better thoughts , and

revived my worst in tenfold strength. I did not

order a pursuit : I did more. I felt, at least 1

thought so, the approach of my malady to a re-

gion where it would soon prove fatal. No time

was to be lost : my will was hastily drawn out,

bequeathing my beggared daughter but her fa-

ther's curse ; it would have been signed this

night ; for over this book I had taken an oath

never to forgive her who could abandon her fa-

ther."

"O my father !" interrupted Ellen, to whom

the horrible images of her trance returned, " in

pity, my dear father— ”

" Bless you, for ever bless you, my ever excel-

lent Ellen. Your filial obedience has prolonged

your father's life . "--Atlantic Souvenir.

ELASTICITY OF FEATHERS.

THE elasticity of feathers was well illustrated

byan experiment lately performed in the library

of the Royal Institution , London, of immersing

feathers, rumpled and bent in almost every di-

rection, in boiling water, and on withdrawing

them they were seen to have resumed their

regular and natural form. This was accidentally

discovered by a specimen of a foreign bird, the

plumage ofwhich had been very much rumpled ,

falling into some hot water, which restored it ;

and the process appears to be one that may prove

of much advantage to the preservers of those

beautiful animals.
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Now hear me relate

Mystory, which perhaps thou hast not heard.

MILTON.

It is not more than three years since , when I

was present at one of those assizes for Tipperary;

so little distinguished in the annals of that coun-

try, and so infamous in the records of Ireland for

the horrible but accustomed detail of atrocity ,

assassination, and recklessness of human life. I

had been listening for some days, with horror and

disgust, to the crimes ofthe murderers who were

brought to the bar of justice, and to the shame-

less and bare-faced perjuries of those whosought

to shelter them from the consequences of their

guilt; I had listened until my senses recoiled

with affright at the villanies that were detailed

to me; and I had marked with equal abhorrence

and contempt, the stolid countenances of the

alibi witnesses for the prisoners , while their na-

tive perjuries were translating into the English

language, with which they pretended to be un-

acquainted. From the midst of this scene of

misery, vice, and sin , I gladly received an order

to return immediately to Dublin..

Upon inquiring at the coach-office, I was in-

formed that all the inside places to the metro-

polis were engaged for a " particular company;"

but the clerk could not tell me who or what they

were, nor even satify my inquiries so far as to

inform me to which sex the " particular com-

pany" belonged. My curiosity was, I confess,

excited by the circumstance ; and it was with

little of the listnessness of a stage-coach passen-

ger that I took my place beside the driver the

next morning. Before I mounted the box, I

took care to look into the coach : it was empty.

There were not upon the roof any one of those

innumerable and nameless depositories of stow-

age, that indicate the profusion or attention to

personal comfort of a female traveller. The

coach had no outside passenger but myself; and

the blank countenance of the hostler , as he pock-

eted his solitary shilling, sufficiently manifested

that there was for his advantage but one depar-

ture that morning from Clonmel.

We had travelled for about two miles when

we came to a place where the road turns in di-

rectly upon the river's bank. Here about ten

or twelve persons could be observed collected

together. The low whistle of a mounted police-

man, whom we had once or twice encountered

on the road, was responded to by them . I could

distinguish the military step and bearing of some

amongst the group ; and the protrusions in the

dark frieze coats with which they were enve-

loped, showed that they carried the short muskets

with which every one of the Irish police are

armed. The coachman was directed to pull up

-in a few seconds afterwards a movement took

place in the distant body, and five persons walk

ed towards us. Two of them were dressed like

the peasants ofTipperary, in their best apparel,

or as they themselves term it , " their Sunday

clothes." There were two immediately behind,

and as if watching with a practised glance every

attitude of the countrymen-these I at once re-

cognised as two of the Dublin peace-officers ,

while, in front of the four walked a gentleman ,

who, either for the purpose of concealment or

more probably to protect himself from the cold,

had his face covered up nearly to the eyes with

a silk handkerchief, while his person was enve-

loped with a rug coat, over which was thrown a

large camlet cloak. He appeared to be con-

versing with one of the countrymen , whose pale ,

but still handsome features, his dark and heavy

eye-brows, his steady manner, his crouching de-

meanour, and the quick glances of his lively

black eyes at once betrayed him to me as the

notorious and intelligent approver Fitzgerald-

the man who had first conspired to murder the

unfortunate Mora, who afterwards betrayed his

associates in guilt, and brought to justice a ma-

jority of them . While Fitzgerald was speaking

to the gentleman, his associate in guilt, and fel-

low-approver, Ned Ryan, was walking care-

lessly along, kicking at the stones on the road ,

and watching apparently with the most intense

interest the distance he would be able to drive

them. It could not be known that he was taking

anypart in the conversation that was going on, ex-

cept that whenever the gentleman turned towards

him , he raised his hand to his hat, and seemed

to give a brief reply to the question put to him.

The only words I could hear were these-they

proceeded from Fitzgerald-" Know Kerby, is't?

I'd know him, your honour, in a patthern-I only

saw him while we were settlin ' Mora's business ,

and by , he has a curl o' the eye, that I'd

never forget, barrin ' I lost the recollection I have

of my own mother, rest her sowl ! Know him ?

by he has a twist wid the forefinger o' the

right hand, that maybe yourself 'd never forget,

supposin' you saw it once, counsellor ."

,

I could see a large full gray eye turn upon

Fitzgerald as he made use of this dubious ex-

pression. In a few seconds the entire party was

at the coach-door, and the gentleman, who was

still muffled up, exclaimed, " Peace-officers, you

will look carefully to these two men-not a word

is to be spoken by either of them on business—

detachments of the police and military will pro-

tectyou to Kilkenny, from thence to Dublin there

can be no apprehension of violence. " Fitzger-

ald, Ryan, and the two peace-officers entered the

coach, and it proceeded at a rapid rate on its

journey. On my looking round , 1 observed that

1
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the mysterious gentleman had joined the police,

and that they were turning through a bye-road

to Clonmel.

" Musha, sweet, bad luck go with you , long

Jack," said the coachman ; " but it's a pair of

informin ' , murderin' villains you're after puttin'

into the dacent coach this mornin'."

"Whodo you call long Jack ?" said I.

"Who do I call long Jack? who but the coun-

sellor ?"

"What counsellor?"

" The counsellor ? Oh ! the counsellorfor the

crown-the villain o ' the world, that's hangin' all

the boys in Tipperary-long Jack D― , that

has a tongue that ' d twist a rope round a man's

neck in a pair of minutes-that's the long Jack I

mane-him, that's after puttin ' two blackguards ,

and two dealers, that's greater blackguards

again, into my coach-barrin' that my own neck

'd be broke by it , I wished it was knocked to

smithereens this minute."

" I am certain you must be mistaken," I ob-

served ; " the tones of that gentleman's voice are

much hoarser than Mr. D- 's."

" Hoarser ! Why then if they are, it's with

roguery they're hoarser-it's the fellow's voice

that frets me, for he's as pleasant at hangin ' as

another man is at a christenin' or a berrin' , and

he cracks a joke at the very minute he's crackin'

a man's neck. Old Taler was bad enough ; but

long Jack is ten times worse entirely. So it's

poor Ned Kerby they're now lookin' after? Oh!

then one way or another somebody will hear who

they want most before I'm a day oulder-an' for

me to be drivin ' in a coach them that brought

him into a scrape, and now wants to swear his

life away. Oh ! but wasn't it hard fortune that

I should ever know a cow from a garron, when

it's four o' them that I'm drivin ' this blessed day

to please the murderin' rapscallions , Fitzgerald

an' Ryan."

" Assuredly," said I, " you are not vexed with

those two wretched men, if they now are instru-

ments in bringing to justice the murderers ofan

innocent, an unoffending, and an industrious

man. It is true, that they were wicked enough

to combine with other miscreants to deprive a

human being of life ; but that is a crime of which

they have repented, and they are now endea-

vouring to make every reparation for it, by the

prosecution and conviction of the assassins of

Mora."

" It's ' asy seein' , that it's little you know o'-

them , or the counthry. I'll tell you what, Sir,

that you have in the coach two boys, that ifthey

were out, an' free, would be afther doin' the

same thing only for the askin'. Sure, all they

did was only for a wornin' , that neither kith nor

kin ofany informer should dare show his nose in

the bounds o' the county. And as to ripintin'—

what would they ripint of? Is it that there was

put out o' the way a man that was doin ' as all

the tyrants in the land are doin'-takin' the

places over their heads-raisin ' the rints onthem,

and lavin' them as they are this day, with two of

the bloody lubers beside them. Ripint ! the devil

a ripint they ripint. I be bail you, they never

tould long Jack-convarsible, an' full o' dis-

course as they are for him-where they hid their

arms last. No-and now mind my words, that,

except the poor lads they're afther gibbetin' , the

never a man more will ever be got by them.

The rest o' the sufferers are safe any way."*

"Then you have not, I perceive," said I , " any

great respect for an informer."

66
Respect !" cried the coachman,

66 no, the

devil a respect—but as this is a long stage I will

tell you a story about what we call an inform
er,

and which I know to be a real truth in a man-

ner.

" It's something more nor forty, or five-and-

forty years ago, that there lived in Kilsheelan , in

thisverycountyofTipperary, a realold gentleman

-he was one Major Blennerhasset-one of the

real old Protestants. None o' your upstarts that

comein with Cromwell or Ludlow, or any o ' the

blackguard biblemen o' them days-for the only

difference between a bibleman now, Sir, and the

biblemen o' former times was just this-that

Cromwell's biblemen used to burn us out of

house an' home, while the bibleman now only

tells us that we are goin' to blazes-so , your ho->

nour, you see they were determined to fire us

one way or another. Well, as I was telling you,

Major Blennerhassett was a real old Protestant,

and though he'd curse an' swear, an' d-n the

Papists when he'd be in a passion , the devil a

one of him would be ever after turnin ' us out of

our little holdings, supposin' we were two, or

three, or may be five gales in arrear.

" Now you may be sure that all the boys were

distracted one morning, to hear that the Major

was found with his throat cut from ear to ear, in

a most unhandsome manner. There wasn't a

Papist in the parish but knew that he hadn't a

hand in it-for the Major was as dead as a door

nail, or Queen Elizabeth. There wasn't a neigh-

bour's child in the entire barony that wasn't up

at the Major's big house in no time, to hear how

the poor master's throat was cut,' and when they

saw him it was plain to be seen that the Major

didn't do it himself-for there was the poor right

hand cut in two nearly, and such a gash as he

had in his throat, they all said, couldn't be given

by himself, because the Major, it was well

known, wasn't kithogued (left handed) . Besides

that, there was the old gold watch gone, an' his

bonds , an' what money he had in the house, along

with a £500 note.

"To be sure the magistrates had an inquest,

* The coachman was correct both in his opinion and his

prophecy. It appeared at a subsequent assizes , on the cross-

examination of Ryan, that he had informed the government

of every matter connected with himself but one-the place

where he had his gun concealed . This was a secret which

he said he never would disclose to them , and he also declared ,

on his oath , that he hoped to live to be able again to use it !

None ofthe murderers of Mora, except those first apprehend-

cd, have yet been taken. One ofthem , Edward Kirby, defied

forseveral months all the plans and stratagems ofthe police

to arrest him. He was , at length, shot accidentally by one of

his own pistols , as he was leaping across a hedge , and at a

time whenthe police were not in pursuit of him .
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an' prettywork they made about it-an' may be

the newspapers didn't make fine talk about it—

they never stopped for three months sayin' all

the Protestants in Tipperary were murdered by

the Papists,' and so on, till this peaceable county

was under the Insurrection Act, an ' then to be

sure they never stopped transportin ' us-an' all

this was by raison of a decent gentleman's throat

bein' cut by some blackguard or another. At

all events there was no makin' head nor tail o'

the Major's murder till comin' on the assizes,

when two young innocents-one Jack Carey,

and one Bill Dorney were taken up for it. My

father knew the two chaps well, and except that

they didn't care what they did to come round a

girl, he often tould me, that milder, nor inno-

center, nor modester, nor partier behaved boys

he never seen. The people, in fact, were sure

theywould be acquitted till they heard that Lord

Norbury was comin' the circuit, an' then they

gave it up as a bad job.

"At last the day o ' the trial came , an' to the sur-

prise and wonderment of every body, who should

get up on the table, an ' take the book in his

hand, to swear awaythe lives of poor Jack Carey

and Bill Dorney, but one Kit Cooney ! Now,

Kit, you must know, was the only creature that

lived with the Major-for the Major was an ould

batchelor and Cooney fled the country afterthe

Major was murdered , an' , in troth , every one

thought it was he who did the Major's business—

for he wasn't the best o' character at any time,

an' every one was wonderin' why the Major let

him live with him, at all , at all. Up Kit got on

the table, as bould as a lion, an ' he swore hard

an' fast, as a trooper, that Dorney and Carey

murdered the Major in his bed, and that he him-

self, Kit Cooney, the vagabond, agreed to join

them in doin' so ; but that he ripinted of it, and

wouldn't lay a hand on the ould man, but ran

away to Dublin, when it was all over, and tould

the Polis there all about it. He was, you see,

Sir, a king's evidence , an informer, and , in short,

he hung the two men. The truth was, Cooney

had the Dublin Polis magistrates to back him

out, an' the two poor boys wouldn't prove an

alibi at all-but this indeed I often heard their

friends say, that if the two gassoons liked it they

could have proved alibis for them in twenty dif-

ferent places, all at the same time, an ' each o'

them forty miles away from the murder ; besides

that thetwo boys themselves could show, as clear

as day-light, where they really were the night the

Major was murdered. The fact is , it was said,

that Careyand Dorneywere doing something that

night they didn't want the priest to know any-

thing about. At all events they might have let

such evidence alone, for they'd have been hung

on Kit Cooney's affidavy at any rate. They, to

be sure, said they were innocent, and the people

believed them-the judge said they were guilty,

and the jury believed him, and the two young

men were hung accordingly. This , Sir, I was

tellin ' you, happened five an ' forty years ago , and

just like the present times, Cooney knew the

country too well to stop in it--at best he was but

an informer, an ' Tipperary is a spot that was

always ' counted too hot for them kind o' rapscal-

lions. It wasn't for many years afther that he

was heard of, an' the way that mention was made

ofhim was just thus.

"

.

" It was, you see, about six and twenty years

next Holy-Eve night, that my aunt Biddy-an'

it's from her own son I have the story , which is

next to knowin ' it myself-it was on that very

night-(an' it's a night that's mighty remarkable

entirely for quare stories of the good people)—

that she was standin' at the door of poor ould

Major Blennerhassett's house that was, and look-

in' out to see what in the world was keepin'

Paddy (that was her husband's name) so long at

the market of Golden-(for it was market-day

in Golden) when she seen a well -dressed , farmer-

like man with clothes on him that looked as if

they were made in Dublin-you see, they hadn't

the Tipperary cut upon them , at all.-And there

was this decentish ould man standin' right oppo-

site her on the road, an' lookin' terrible narrow

at the house. Well, she thought nothin' at all o'

that ; for it's few people could pass the road with-

out stoppin' to look at the Major's house , it was

such an out o' the way big one to be so near the

high road. God save you, ma'am ,' says he.-

' God save you kindly, sir,' says she.
It's a

could night, ' says he. "Tis, ' says she, will you

come in, an' take an air of the fire ?' ' I will,'

sayshe. Soshe brought him down to the kitchen,

an' the first thing she remarked was, that she

forgot to tell him of an ugly step, that lay in his

way, an' that every body tripped over, if they

wern't tould of it, or didn't know it well before .

And yet, without a trip or jostle , but smooth, and

smack clean like herself, the stranger walked

down stairs before her. By my sowkins,' said

she to herself, you were here before, my good

mon , whoever you are , and I must keep my eye

upon you'-an ' then she talks out to him, ' are

you dry or hungry ?' says she. No, but I'd like

a drink of buttermilk,' says he. Whythen , I'll

get that same for you,' says she ; ' what country-

man are you ? Then to tell you the truth ,' says

he, I'm a Connoughtman. ' Why then you

hav'n't a bit o' the brogue, ' says she, ' but talk

English almost entirely, as well as myself.’—

'Oh!' says he, ' I was in Dublin polishing offthe

brogue. That accounts,' says she, ' for the fine

accent you have-were you ever in these parts

before?' ' Never,' says he. That's a lie, ' says

she to herself; but I'll go an' fetch you a noggin

o' the buttermilk. ' Thank ' ee ,' says he. You

see, she left him sitting in the kitchen, and while

she went for the buttermilk, which was to a

pantry like, off the kitchen, an' while she was

there, she saw the stranger put his hand to the

second brick, in the hob, take out some little

parcel, and run it into his breeches pocket.

While he was doin' this , she saw his little black

ferret-eyes, that were not longer in appearance

nor a hawk's, but were bright and glisenin' and

dazzlin ' like them, wheelin' all round the kitchen ,

to see if any one was watching him. In a minute,

she knew the gallows-look of him-it was Kit

6

•
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Cooney that had hung her own flesh an' blood,

till they were high an ' dry as a side o' bacon.

To be sure, the poor woman was frightened

enough, but she was very stout, and didn't let on,

an' accordingly, she came out with the noggin,

an' when he drank it off, she sat down opposite

him , an' asked him would he stop the night, as

her husband would be home in a few minutes ,

an' would be glad to see ony one that could tell

him about the castle , an' the parliament house,

an' the bridges , an ' the lord-mayor, an' all the

fine sights of Dublin. No, thank ' ee, ' says he,

' I must be in Golden to-night-I've got all I

wanted from you.' ' Faith you have,' says she

to herself again , but whatever it is , it's more nor

a drink of buttermilk.'

6

"Well, Sir, the man left her, an' she sat down

waitin' for her husband, quite melancholly like,

an' wondrin' what in the world it was that Coo-

ney had taken from behind the hob ; she sarched

it mighty cutely, but if she was lookin' from that

day to this, not a ha'p'orth she could find , but an

empty hole, an' nothin' in it.

" Ten o'clock struck-eleven o'clock struck,

an' no Paddy was yet come home-so to comfort

herself, she sat down to make a cup of tay, an'

to make it strong she determined to put a stick

(a glass of whiskey) in it. She had the bread an'

the butter, an ' the whiskey bottle , and the tay-

pot laid comfortably on the settle-bed , an' there

she was sittin ' on a creepeen (little stool) beside

it, when the clock struck twelve-the very in-

stant it did, she heard the drawing - room door

open-an'-tramp-tramp-tramp, she heard two

feet comin' down stairs-an'-whack-whack-

whack went a stick against the bannisters, as if

somebody, who was lame, was hobbling down to

her, as well as his two legs an' a stick would

carry him. To be sure the poor woman was

frightened enough-she knew it could not be

Paddy; for if he had a stick in his fist , he would

be more likely to knock it against a man's head

than an ould wooden bannister. The Lord

save us !' says she to herself, is this Kit Coo-

ney's comin' back to massacree me?' ' Hilloa!'

She then called out, You vagabone, whoever

you are, don't be afraid to show your face to an

honester woman than ever your mother was.'-

Devil an answer she got. ' Oh,' says she, ' may

be it's nobody at all-I'll take another cup o' tay

't any rate. ' She had just filled it out, an' put

the second stick in it, an' was maixen it with a

spoon, when she turned up her eyes, an' who in

the world should she see leaning over the settle-

bed, an' lookin ' quite cantankerous , an' doleful

at the same time at her, but-the Major him-

self!!! There he was with the very same dress

that she had seen on him the very last day he was

out with the Tipperary Militia.

6

"He had on him a cocked hat that was, at

least, three feet broad, an' two gold bands on it,

that were glistenin ' as grandly as if they had

only that minute come out o' the shop , an' had

never got a drop a rain on them-then he had a

large black leather stock on his neck, an' a

grand red officer's coat, that between the green

that it was turned up with, an' the gold that was

shinin' all over it , you could hardly tell what co-

lour it was his shirt was as fine as silk, an'

fringed with beautiful tuckers-an' then , the

leather-breeches on his thin ould legs were as

white as the driven snow, an' his boots that came

up to his knee were as black an' polished as a

craw's neck. The Major in fact was dressed out

in thevery shute that he went up to Dublin to get

made for himself, an ' that he never wore, barrin'

it was on the King's birth-day, or the like. To be

sure poor Biddy, who knew that the Major was

buried many a long day ago, an' knowin' too

right well that she got drunk-with grief-at his

wake, was spifflicated , an ' in fact, Sir, completely

nonplushed with admiration, when she saw him

standin' before her in his best clothes. She hadn't

time to say God save you kindly' to him, when

he said to her,

C

" So, Biddy, a man can't walk down his own

stairs, that was, without your abusin ' like a pick-

pocket, an' callin' him names. I little thought

I'd ever hear your mother's daughter call poor

ould Major Blennerhassett, that was a friend to

you an' yours, a vagabone. It's ' asy knowin ' it's

in my grave I am, an' not here , or you'd cut the

tongue out o' your ugly head, before you'd dare

to say such a word to me, you drunken black-

guard.'

" O! then, Major,' says Biddy , ' sure enough,

if I knew that it was you, that was in it, I'd be

the biggest o' vagabones to call you names ; but

how in the world was I to think, that you'd be

walkin' like a whiteboy at this unseasonable hour

o' the night?'

" Oh ! then, Biddy, if you knew how glad I

am to get a walk, you wouldn't wonder at my`

walkin' whenever I'd be let-may be you'd be

glad to stretch your limbs yourself, if they were

afther being cramped twenty-five years in a cold

grave. But how is Paddy?'

" Heis mighty well, thank ' ee, Major. '

666 How many childer have you, betwixtyou ?'

" Only ten, Major. '

" What's become of them?'

666 Why then, it's mighty good o' you to ask

after them, Major. Then to tell you the truth,

my four girls are married, and have three childer

each-two o' my boys were hanged in the risin'

in '98-three more were transported because

their brothers were hung for that same, an' my

youngest son is in hospital from an accident he

met with at the last fair o ' Golden , when one o'

the Kinnealies broke his leg, with a blow or a

stone, because he was fightin ' as well as his shil-

lelagh would let him, for the Hogans, who you

know yourself are our cousin-germans or his

own. But, Major, I'm sorry to see you look so

delicate. Is there any thing the matter with

you?'
" Any thing the matter with me ! why then,

Biddy, you're enough to drive a man mad. It's

no wonder Paddy often gives you a molloo-

roguing (beating) ; any thing the matter with

me? Blur-an-ounty-fish , am n't I dead and

buried ? What worse could be the matter with
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a man nor that? Besides I'm cruel dry-my

mouth is filled with the saw-dust that was put in

my coffin, an' I did not taste a drop o' wine, malt,

or spirits this mony a long day. '

" Whythen, Major,' says she, ' may be, you'd

take a cup o' tay with me-I've some green in

the house.'

6

" Oh ! hould your tongue, Biddy, or you'll

drive me ragin' mad entirely, an ' then I might

disremember what brought me here. You

couldn't take much tay yourself, ma'am, if you

met with such an accident as that in your gullet.

Look at me,' says the Major, taking off his lea-

ther stock, am n't I like an ould turkey cock

on a Friday, that you were goin ' to dress for my

dinner on a Sunday. Wouldn't this be a purty

throat to go to a tay-party with?' And as he said

this, the Major loosed his stock, an' then sure

enough, upon the sight of that, Biddy didn't won

der, that he held his head steady with one of his

hands, for fear it might fall off his shoulders en-

tirely.

" Oh! Major,' says she, it's plain to be seen

that they were takin' the head offyou. Bad luck

to their hands that did that same for you !'

" Amen !' says the Major, an ' high hangin'

on a windy day to them too- but the dirty rascal,

you see, Biddy, that did it is still walkin ' the face

o' the earth- he hung your innocent nephews for

it too- but I won't have my walk for nothin ' ,

Biddy, ifyou remember what I'm goin' to say to

you. Do you know who was here to-night ? It

was Kit Cooney. Now, mind my words. You

seen him take somethin ' out o' the hob to-night

-that was a purse o' mine as full o' guineas as

the Cat'lic church is full o ' saints ; an' it was

Cooney put it there, afther killing me, an' my

blood is on the purse still--an' you recollect , he

swore on my trial that he got none o' my money.

Now, the lying scoundrel, at this very minute he

has my gold watch in his fob, with my own name

on it, and that five hunder' pound note, that my

cousin was more sorry for the loss of than he was

o' myself that is this very minute in the inside

o' my gold watch, an' my name's on it-the vil-

lain was afraid by reason o' that to change the

note ever since . Let you an' Paddy follow him

now to Golden-you will find him in a shebeen

house there charge him with this murder, an'

tell him what I say to you, an' let him take my

word for it, that I'll never stop walkin' till I see

him walk to the gallows-an' , Biddy , now that

you mayn't be thinkin' this is a drame you have,

here's a guinea that I saved out of the fire, an'

I'll make you a present of it.'

" Thank'ee Major, ' says she, ' you were al-

ways good to me. ' So she held out her hand to

him for the golden guinea he was goin ' to give

her-her heart leaped up to her mouth when she

saw it, for it was as shinin' and as yellow as a

buttercup in a green field on a May morning.

" There it's for you,' says he, ' hold it fast, an'

don't forget I was with you. With that, she shut

her hand on the guinea, an' the minute she closed

her fingers on it , she thought the hand was burn't

offher.

" Oh! Major, Major,' says she, ' you've mur-

dered me entirely. '

" Ah! what Major are you talkin ' of?' called

out Paddy, who was that moment come home,

and found Biddy jumpin' an' skippin' round the

kitchen like a mad dog, or a young kitten.

"What Major ?' answered Biddy, ' why the

ould Major, that was here this minute. ' ' It's

drunk you are, or dramin', said Paddy. Why

then, if I am,' said Biddy, look in the tay-cup,

an' you'll find the Major's guinea, that I threw

there to cool it-by the powers it has burnt the

finger an' thumb offme. '

" With that, Paddy went to the cup, an' in-

stead of a guinea, he found nothin ' but a smokin'

cinder. If Biddy took her oath of it, nothin'

would persuade Paddy but that she was dramin',

till she tould him o' Kit Cooney bein' there , an'

all the Major said to her.

"Well, the upshot of it was , that Paddy an'

Biddy went to the priest an ' tould him all that

happened, an' the priest went to a magistrate-

Mr. Fitzgibbon, that he knew had a spite to the

father o' the magistrate, that took Kit Cooney's

swearin' against Carey an' Dorney.

" But as I'm near the end o' my stage, I must

be short with my story : Cooney was arrested by

Mr. Fitzgibbon, an' the purse, an' the watch ,

an' the £500 note were found exactly as the

ghost tould Biddy ; and Mr. Fitzgibbon an ' the

priest never let Cooney alone till he owned to the

murder, and that the two poor boys, who by this

time should be the father of fourteen, or fifteen

children apiece , were completely innocent.—

Cooneywas accordingly hung at the next assizes ,

an' there wasn't a Carey, nor a Dorney , in Tip-

perary, that wasn't at the hangin ' in Clonmel.

As to that, we have revenged ourselves well on

themCooneys ; for at the last fair o' Thurles , the

Careys gave three Cooneys such a thrashin' , that

it will be mighty quare thing entirely, if one o'

the three live to see next Christmas day. Take

my word for it that the worst kind o' cattle in

Ireland are the informers ; but this , your honour,

is the town of Callen : I don't go any farther-I

hope you won't forget myself, that's both guard

and driver."

NATURE.

Every thing is great and wonderful in nature

-there is nothing which does not bear the mark

of the workman, in some corner ; the very irre-

gular and imperfect things which we sometimes

observe, imply regularity and perfection. Vain

and presumptuous man ! make a worm, which

you trample under foot and despise : you are

afraid of a toad ; make a toad if you can . How

excellent a master of his art is he, who fabricates

those things which men not only admire, but

fear! I don't require you to show your skill in

making a man of sense, a handsome man, or a

beautiful woman ; the undertaking is too hard

and unequal : try only to make a deformed crea-

ture, an ideot, a monster, and I'm content.
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I WANDER, LOVE.

A SONG.

STANZAS.

BY WILLIAM KENNEDY.

I WANDER, love , in the stilly night,

Whenthe idle world is dreaming;

When the woods and the waves shine in silv'ry light,

And the stars from high heaven are gleaming;

All my hopes, they have sunk in the dreary night,

The night of the endless tomb ;

Theyhave fallen ' neath the canker of fate's blighting breath,

And despair is my only doom !

I wander, love, in the gay sun-beams,

Wherethe butterfly loves to dwell;

Amid the radiance ofjoy's best dreams,

'Neath the magic of beauty's spell ;

But no ray oflight ever reaches to me,

No warmth ever glows in my breast;

A pilgrim forsaken , for e'er doom'd to be

Awanderer, ne'er finding his rest !

I yield, I must yield to the power,

That crushes my heart in its bloom :

Likethe death-wind that withers the flower,

The graves that the fairest entomb ;

For one star directed my life's thorny way,

One beacon beam'd o'er life's rough sea ;

That beacon and star have both sunk in decay ,

That beacon and star, love, were thee !

WOULD that the hour you called me thine,

Deserted girl had been our last,

Before the star had ceased to shine,

Whose influence mild was o'er us cast!

Would that we had not linger'd here,

But, in the rapture of that dream,

Floated to some less troubled sphere,

Like rose-leaves down a summer-stream ;

Thenthouto loneliness and grief

Hadst not become an early prey;

Nor had I felt my fond belief.

In life's illusion fade away.

O more--I had not lived to mourn

The choice I in my madness made ,

Oftoys, by folly won and worn,

Which left for banished Peace, a shade.

The world-my uncomplaining love !

The world I braved-avenged thee well .

The golden shower, I prized above

Thy young affection , on me fell ;

The hand ofpower-the voice offame-

In later days have both been mine ;

But never have I felt the same

In heart, as when you called me thine !

1

FRANCES BURKE .

It is only once in a century that a lady blos-

soms into life so eminently beautiful that all the

world agree to style her the belle. Such an one,

however, was Frances Burke. She was neither

too tall nor too short, and, without forfeiting the

graceful epithet of slender, had a becoming de-

gree of embonpoint.-The colour ofher eyes was

often a subject of dispute. They had the melting

softness of the blue with the quick and animated

expression of the black ; and then they were so

beautifully shaded by the long dark eye lashes

that they had a Madonna expression which

charmed the grave, while their vivacity fasci-

nated the gay. It was around her mouth , how-

ever, that Cupid with his train resided. The old

loved to watch her dimpling smiles-they brought

with them the sunny recollections of youth, and

in her varying complexion there was an expres-

sion of sensibility that spoke ofinward gifts.

Had Frances been born in humble life , she

would have been compared to the lily of the

valley, or the rose of Sharon, or a gem in the

caverns ofthe ocean. But it must be confessed

that she enjoyed every advantage which educa-

tion could bestow, and glittered in the circle of

fashion, not only the most beautiful , but the best

dressed lady. Fortune too, as if to prove that

she could occasionally raise her bandage, had

showered her gifts upon Frances. Many a cal-

culation was made of what would be the income

of the heiress when her father should be called

to surrender what he could not carry with him.

She had lovers of all nations , all complexions,
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and all tempers ; and they were probably less

disinterested than the suitors ofmodern days , for

it was strongly suspected that a few were attract-

ed by the prospect of Miss Burke's future pos-

sessions. But there was one among them whose

situation in life exempted him from all suspicion

of mercenary views. He possessed an ample

fortune, and had sustained the favours which

fashion heaped upon him with becoming modesty.

It was confidently asserted that there was an

engagement between Carlton and Miss Burke,

and this report was authorized by symptoms of

mutual interest. He was more tenacious, how-

ever, of the lady's smiles than she herself was,

and complained that they were often wasted upon

the unworthy and undeserving, while Frances

contended that she had neither the power nor the

wish to become the judge of others ; that affa-

bility was a coin of light value , and ought to be

exchanged with all. Carlton became more and

more irritable on the subject, and, at length,

with an impression on both sides sufficiently

powerful to have ripened into a strong and last-

ing affection, they concluded to separate-he to

travel, and she to feel at liberty to form any new

engagement. Had the countenance of Frances

been as demure and her smiles as rare previous

to his departure, as theywere immediately after,

the lover would have had no reason to be dissa-

tisfied ; but youth is the season of transient im-

pressions and good humour :-again her smiles

returned, and apparently no disappointment

clouded her mind.
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Mr.Burke doted on his daughter as it was

natural he should ;-her mother was a descend-

ant of a respectable Dutch family, and had died

soon after the birth of her child. The little

Frances had then been the engrossing object of

his thoughts, and, as she grew older, he was not

elated with the admiration she received , for he

considered it only her due, yet he sometimes dis-

covered an anxiety about her settlement in life

that seemed inconsistent with his conviction of

her deserts. Though it has been agreed ever

since Shakspeare's time , that " there is a tide in

the affairs of men ," Frances seemed to have no

idea of taking it at its flood. Inthe mostthought-

less manner she refused many offers , some be-

cause the lovers were too old , others merely

because they were disagreeable , till it was posi-

tively asserted that she had gone through the

four and twenty letters ofthe alphabet. But she

was too disinterested and too happy to make any

calculation for herself. It is true that when

Prince Edward arrived in Boston , and was to

grace a splendid public ball, at which Frances

was expected to be the brightest star, it did occur

to her mind that it would be no ordinary affair to

become a princess of England ; and as the hair-

dresser threw the last puff of powder among her

locks. (for belles then wore powder,) she could

not but be conscious as she gazed upon her taper

waist, brought almost to a point, her sleeves,

fitted to show off the admirable symmetry of her

arm, and her white satin shoes with heels so high

that they permitted only her toe to touch the

ground, that she was a figure upon which even

royalty might gaze with delight. Let not our

modern fair ones, with their glossy curls , their

Grecian waists and gigot sleeves, despise the

belles of former times, but let them remember

that our loveliest portraits will one day look as

grotesque as those of our grandmothers now ap-

pear. When Frances took her station at the

head ofthe ball-room , by the side of a fashionable

beau, and began the minuet de la cour with a low

courtesy, a murmur of applause ran through the

room , and Prince Edward was said to have en-

quired who she was. But those days are over,

and many a revolution in dancing has succeeded

the slow graceful step of the minuet, from

pigeon's wing to the pirouettes of Monsieur La-

basse.

It was in the midst ofthis career of fashion and

splendour that Mr. Burke was suddenly seized

withanapoplexy, which terminated his existence

in a few hours. His death excited much ofwhat

the world calls sympathy, but many calculations

were hazarded as to the amount of the thousands

he would leave. A few weeks put an end

conjecture. After a minute investigation the

fate of the heiress was decided , and the estate

declared insolvent !

Frances at first met this accumulation of dis-

tress with the anguish of a mind undisciplined by

sorrow. There can hardly be a greater shock

to a generous heart than to feel the sources of

its liberality suddenly cut off. She had ever been

ready to impart of her abundance to all who

wanted, and had never for a moment felt that

there was any merit in giving ; for she justly

considered that the excellence of virtue is in the

sacrifices it is willing to make, and her situation

had been such that none were required. But

when she was obliged to withdraw her subscrip-

tions and individual bounties, she felt the first

sting ofpoverty. For a short time her grief was

excessive-but that mind must be perverted that

can cherish gloom and despair in a world abound-

ing with objects to interest and call forth its

energies and affections. If nature be permitted

to exercise its sway no grief can be incurable.

Frances every day felt some new alleviation.

The kindness of friendship soothed her heart,

and many a house was open for her reception.

There were still admirers who were willing to

take her portionless, but she shrunk from a

match of convenience. At this crisis she re-

ceived a letter from a cousin , an early friend of

her mother's, residing not far from the Hudson ,

in which a home was cordially offered to the

orphan,the writer promising to send her husband

to accompany Frances to Duchess County. It

was an unexpected pleasure to the young lady to

find an asylum among her mother's relations.

She knewthat they were High Dutch, but there

had been so little intercourse with them that such

a prospect had not occurred to her mind. There

was a feeling of human nature that made this

arrangement pleasant. She was glad to avoid

appearing as a dependant in that circle where

she had once presided. She made every preli-

minary arrangement for her departure , disposed

of all superfluous articles of jewelry and dress,

and waited with impatience the arrival of her

relative , Mr. Vanderhoof. It was late in the

daywhenthe good gentleman drove into the yard

in an ordinary one horse chaise. Frances re-

ceived him with grateful cordiality, and felt that

it was no common degree of kindness which

could induce him to make a journey of nearly

two hundred miles with such an equipage. She

had still remained in her father's house, but she

knew that it was no longer her's and was eager

to quit it. Mr. Vanderhoof did not appear

dazzled with the splendour of the apartments,

or the beauty and elegance of the young lady,

probably preferring the Dutch rotundity of his

own frau. They left Boston in the last week

ofNovember.

There is no more agreeable way of travelling

than in a one horse chaise with a companion of

congenial taste, but scarcely two beings could

have been found more uncongenial than Miss

Burke and Mr. Vanderhoof. There are many

long and tedious hills between Boston and Hart-

ford, as every traveller knows. The horse, ac-

customed to no other pace than that ofthe plough,

ascended them with slow and weary steps, and

Frances often quitted the chaise and gained the

summit long before the vehicle arrived. When

they entered Hartford they found the Court in

session and the town crowded. Frances had

often pursued this road with her father, in his

Phaeton, on their way to New York. There
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were several public houses at which they were

accustomed to lodge, but a Phaeton with two

noble bays and an outrider, can gain admittance

where there is no room for an ordinary looking

one horse chaise. They gged from house to

house receiving the short answer, 66 we are full,"

and finally one of the innkeepers advised them

to seek accommodations a few miles out of town.

Frances felt more amused than mortified at their

reception, and slept quietly at a neat little tavern

beyond Hartford. In the morning she arose re-

freshed-but as the horse resumed his task with

little alacrity they made no very rapid progress.

On the fourth morning the day was dark and

drizzling. At any other season of the year,

Frances would have found much to interest her

mind, but the trees were bare and leafless , and

though the river which is called Mad Tom, still

wound its eccentric course by the road side ,

sometimes foaming over beds of rocks , and some-

times leapingfrom precipices, still it wanted the

picturesque beauty of an earlier season ; the

luxuriant green of summer, or the variegated

hues of Autumn.

Frances tried in vain to extract something

like conversation from her companion, but to

her question she usually answered , " Well, I don't

know," and to her observations, " I make no

objection." She merely learnt that he was a

German and blessed with a numerous offspring.

As they advanced into the interior of the coun-

try, aconsiderable portion ofthe road was formed

by trunks of trees. The horse dragged the shat-

tered vehicle over the huge logs, the stumps of

which were standing by the road side among

black and charred wood and stunted grass.

Frances could not but compare their dreary

way with the fertile country and smooth shaven

roads around Boston, interspersed with villas ,

cottages and ornamented farms. As night ap-

proached, the clouds, which had been lowering,

condensed into one heavy mass and the rain

poured down in torrents . Cold, comfortless, and

weary, the fortitude of the young traveller seem-

ed wholly to forsake her ; she contrasted her

present with her past situation , and gave herself

up to a violent burst of grief. " Well," exclaim-

ed her companion when her sobs became less

audible, "we must all die, and I don't know but

them are the best off, that die first."

Frances took her handkerchief from her eyes,

roused to attent on by a remark so nearly ap-

proaching to conversation.

" Did you see that man that just passed us ?"

continued Mr. Vanderhoof. She replied in the

negative.

" It was parricide Bob," said he, " I hope we

shan't fall in with him to-night." Frances en-

quired why he gave him such an appellation.

" Why," said the man, some people think

him the very devil. "
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"What crime has he committed ," asked Fran-

ces. To this enquiry he went on in a less laconic

manner with his observations.

" I was a thinking," said he, "when I first

spoke, that it was a pity he had not died at his

mother's breast-there might have been a good

many tears shed then, but there have been a good

many more since." By degrees and in his own

language he related to her that parricide Bob

had always been a wild and lawless boy , that his

father had put him to school but that he would

never study, and, when only eleven years old,

quarrelled with one of his companions and stab-

bed him on the spot ; that he was confined in the

state prison several ycars, and came out appa-

rently reformed ; that some time after hewent to

his father and demanded a sum of money, which

being refused, he sprung upon the old man and

would have throttled him had no one been near.

" Since that time," continued Vanderhoof, " he

has been heard to say that he would be the death

of his father. He has been bound over to the

peace, and though he is continually committing

some outrageous action, there is no officer that

dares to seize him, for they know it would be

certain death. He always goes armed, and sleeps

with his doors and windows fastened and with

loaded pistols by his side."

When they arrived at the tavern where they

were to pass the night, Vanderhoof said he must

take the horse to the blacksmith, and Frances

gladly made her way to the house. She was

conducted to a large low apartment where brush

and underwood were blazing upon the hearth.

Two men were seated by the fire ; one was the

landlord and the other an athletic well- made

young man with the demeanour of a gentleman.

He arose as Frances entered , offered her his

chair and left the room.

The next day brought them to the banks of the

Hudson. They were rowel across and in a few

hours arrived at the village . The countenance

ofVanderhoof brightened as he approached his

home. They rode up to a long low house , with

a stoop running the whole length . Innumerable

children seemed to issue from the doors and win-

dows, shouting in joyful accents to their father.

He drove into the enclosure, and, telling

Frances that she would find his wife inthe house,

went with truc German phlegm, to fodder his

horse before he embraced his family. In the

mean time Frances ran up the steps and was met

by her cousin, a short and thick woman with a

fresh complexion , white teeth, and a good hu-

moured smile. She welcomed Frances with the

mostfrank and cordial familiarity, and presented

her sons and daughters by their different names

-then a troop of little black children came for-

ward and the same introduction was demanded

for them. When she entered the house she found

a blazing fire and the table set out with all the

dainties of Dutch cookery, crullers , rulleges,

head-cheese and preserves, to all of which the

numerous family, partly assembled, did ample

justice, while the little black children performed

their antics in a remote part of the room. Frau

Vanderhoof's family was the true picture of a

Dutch residence. The parents of the black

children had once been slaves, but now they did

not even retain the name and were treated as

pets by the family.
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Frances found, in the honest simplicity of her

cousin, much to love. For the first few weeks

she was amused with the novelty of her mode of

life , and the children, good tempered though un-

manageable, interested her affections. She tried

to keep a regular school for them, but this she

found quite impossible, they had so many out- of-

door amusements and avocations , and she con-

tented herself with giving them such incidental

instruction as opportunity afforded.

Whenthe long tedious winter came on and the

roads were blocked up with snow, poor Frances

sighed in the weariness of her heart ; her little

store of books was exhausted and the house

afforded none to supply their places. Even the

Dominie ofthe village preached in German, and

she had drawn on the resources of her own mind

till every thought had lost its freshness. It is not

wonderful that, under such circumstances , she

sometimes thought of Carlton.

Frances became a great favourite among her

cousin's friends ;-they loved her for her beauty

and good nature , and she delighted to give them

her assistance. It was a relief to her to perform

any active duty, and when one of the neighbours

fell sick and Frances assisted his wife in attend-

ing upon him, she felt the weariness of her life

relieved. When he died , Frances attended the

funeral ceremonies. The simple , artless ex-

pressions of grief fell with kindred sympathy on

her own heart. The mourners assembled , and

in soft and plaintive strains , sang one of the

hymns ofthe Lutheran Church.

" Alle menschen mussen sterben ,

Alles fleisch vergeht wie heu ;"

The simple, solemn music struck on the chords

of her heart, and she wept her own sorrows

anew .

As the winter passed away and the spring

came on, the elasticity of hope again returned.

She explored the environs in search of natural

beauty. The aspect of the country, so wholly

different from the regular cultivation to which

she had been accustomed, excited her imagina-

tion. She often gained the summit of a hill , that

in Massachusetts might have been as much a

resort for prospect as the Blue hills , and spent

hours in gazing on the country around. She

could trace the course ofthe Hudson, sometimes

spreading out into lakes and then imprisoned

between mountains of rock ;-now bearing on its

bosom green islands like emerald gems, and now

contrasting its snowy sails with the groves of

oaks and pines through which they passed.

Therewere then no lumbering steam-boats send-

ing out volumes ofsmoke to dim the atmosphere,

but all was in harmony. The Catskill moun-

tains , too, could be seen, rising one above ano-

ther, bounding the prospect on one side and ex-

pressing their own sublimity in silent grandeur.

There was one resort to which Frances delighted

to repair ;-it was a water-fall several miles dis

All men must die,

All flesh wither like grass.

tant from her residence. There were seasons of

the year when it was remarkable only for its

high and woody banks and shelving rocks-but

in the spring it poured over two immense bodies

of rock, clearing the one and the other like a

cataract, falling many feet into the abyss below

and winding its way to the Hudson. It now

rushed forth from a quiet little lake above, as if

the flood-gates of Heaven were opened. Here

Frances frequently wandered and spent whole

days.

In one ofher solitary rambles a gunner started

from behind a thicket with two large dogs,

who rushed towards her. She sprang up in

evident terror-but he whistled to his dogs and

then approaching her, said, " They wont hurt

you-they are the best creatures in the world."

As he spoke, a faint recollection came over her

mind of having seen him before, but she could

not remember when. He seemed to feel no cu-

riosity, but passed on. It was not long after that

she prevailed on her cousin, who was timid and

seldom went from home, to take a ride with her

to this beautiful spot. The horse was the same

which had been used in the family for years, and

Frances was in the habit of driving him. Just

as they turned into the road that led to the falls,

the report of a gun with the dashing of the water

seemed to awaken the last spark of eccentricity

that existed in the animal. Giving a violent

spring, he darted forwards towards the precipice

and all efforts to arrest his progress, by Frances,

were useless, while the screams of her companion

only served to accelerate his speed. At that

moment the gunner, who had occasioned the

mischief, sprang over the wall, and, by heading

the horse and clinging to his neck, so arrested

his velocity as to enable the females to leap from

the chaise, but finding himself on the edge ofthe

fall , he suddenly loosed his hold and darted on

one side. The horse rushed over the precipice.

A frightful crash of the vehicle was heard-its

scattered remnants, and the mangled body of the

horse were at once before them. With Mrs.

Vanderhoof the consciousness of safety was pre-

dominant ;-Frances gazed for a moment and

fell senseless on the ground. When she reco-

vered, she found herself alone with the stranger

and supported by him. She eagerly enquired for

her cousin he told her that she had gone for a

" You have savedwagon to convey her home.

our lives," said Frances with emotion-" O, how

can we be thankful enough? What a dreadful

death you have saved us from !" said she, shud-

dering. At that moment a man was seen cross-

ing the lake above, in a little boat. He landed

and, approaching Frances, offered to convey her

to the other side, where there was a house. But

she declined, saying she would wait for Mrs.

Vanderhoof, who would expect to find her there,

and she was yet too faint to move.

" I hope you know your company," said the

man, casting a glance of defiance and distrust at

her companion.

"What do you mean by that?" exclaimed the

young man, starting forward.
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"Mean!" said the other, with a scornful laugh,

' why, that I hope she knows you are Bob Wil-

kinson."

It appeared as if the youthmade a strong effort

to suppress his rage, for though he clenched his

fist, he said, " you had better begone."

"What !" replied the man, " and leave her

with you ?-with parricide Bob?"

Theyoungman threwdown his gun and sprang

upon his antagonist. In vain Frances shrieked

and implored-they were both athletic , and the

most horrible conflict took place. They writhed

in each other's arms and both were dashed to the

ground. The sight was too dreadful to witness.

Frances had hid her face in her hands, but the

power of motion was taken from her. The con-

flict was short. All was now stilled , except the

hard breathing of some one near. She ventured

to look up. Wilkinson stood alone on the edge

of the precipice, gazing intently below. His

eyes were like balls of fire , his nostrils distended

and swollen, and he frothed at the mouth. At

that moment Mrs. Vanderhoof appeared in sight

accompanied by two men. Wilkinson seemed

to recollect himself;-he turned to Frances

and said emphatically, " Remember ! I have

saved yourlife !" and seizing his gun, disappeared

among the woods. The men conveyed Frances

to the wagon. She was unable to answer the

enquiries or remarks of her cousin , but begged

that she might go immediately to bed and be left

alone. Mrs. Vanderhoof, after exulting a little

in her own firmness and representing that the

danger was over, left her to her reflections. It

was hours before she could cease to think of the

horrible scene she had witnessed, and of the cer-

tainty of murder. Perhaps she might be ar-

raigned as an accessary, if the body was disco-

vered, at any rate as a witness. It was not till

towards morning that she lost the vivid recollec-

tion of the scene in broken slumbers, and it was

beyondthe usual breakfast hourwhen Mrs. Van-

derhoof burst into the chamber. " O , Frances !"

said she, " what a dreadful day was yesterday !

O , such news !"

"What? what ?" exclaimed the poor girl , co-

vering her face.

" You know John Snider, who ground our

corn ? he was missing all last night, and this

morning he was found crushed in his own mill.

It is a dreadful thing, for he was as honest a man

as ever lived ; he had but one fault-be would

drink now and then, and they suppose that that

was the way the accident happened. O , it is a

dreadful warning. I amgoing right away to see

poor Mrs. Suider, for she has seven little chil-

dren, and they say she is almost distracted . Van-

derhoof is gone for a wagon, but I am sure we

shall miss our poor horse."

Frances faintly asked where the mill was.

"Why, on that beautiful stream that you talk

so much about, and that like to have been the

death of us yesterday." The good woman has-

tened away on her benevolent errand and left

Frances once more alone. A day or two passed

and Francesfound that nosuspicions ofthe actual

cause of Snider's death were excited . Probably

Wilkinson was experienced in deception and

had taken his measures so promptly and securely

as to avert all suspicion . The dreadful secret

rested alone with her, and she shared it with the

murderer ! She was fully resolved that nothing

should induce her ever to accuse him, either in

public or private , yet the thought could not but

arise to her mind that, if she were out of the way,

the secret was Wilkinson's own. To him it

would be an easy task to silence her forever. He

might consider it his only safety. The most

nervous apprehensions seized upon her : the sud-

den opening of a door, a quick or unusual step

brought on alarming tremors. One circumstance

however occurred that served to divert hermind

from its distressing apprehensions. She received

a letter, from a former agent of her Father's,

stating that, by the recovery of property supposed

to be lost and the unexpected arrival of ship-

ments, the estate would fully answer the demands

of the creditors and that the declaration of in-

solvency had been retracted. Her heart beat

with pleasure at this information ; it was hap-

piness to feel that no one had a right to re-

proach her father's memory ; for a few hours her

usual cheerfulness returned , and she once more

enlivened the little circle with her smiles and

gaiety. As night came on there was every ap-

pearance of a thunder-shower. Mrs. Vander-

hoof on similar occasions was always extremely

alarmed, and her children partook of her terrors.

They clung round their mother, and at length

all the family retired to the protection of a fea-

ther-bed, leaving Mr. Vanderhoof smoking his

pipe, and Frances to dispose of herself as she

pleased. For some time she remained with him,

preferring him and his pipe , (one as companion-

able as the other, ) to the solitude of her room,

but as it grew late she felt it necessary to retire.

The room which she occupied opened into a little

garden and looked towards the Catskill range.

The thunder storms in this part of the country

are extremely severe, and the deep and pro-

longed reverberation is appalling to the heart

and ear. The rain now poured in torrents, and

the frequent flashes disclosed the dark outline of

the distant woods, and occasionally a tremendous

peal, followed by the vivid glare of the lightning,

seemed to burst from the mountains themselves.

Frances seated herself at a little distance from

the window, and was rapt in contemplating the

awful grandeur of the scene. Her lamp was

shaded in a corner-the other parts of the room

were entirely dark. As she sat, watching the

heavens, she plainly discerned the figure of a

man, with his head stretched forward, gazing

intently upon her. For a moment horror took

from her the power of motion . But there are

many who meet certain evils with more resolu-

tion than those of the imagination. The mind of

Frances had been unusually elevated ; she felt

the power of Him " who guides the whirlwind

and directs the storm ," and human beings at that

moment seemed but the agents of his will.-Col-

lecting all her firmness, she approached the
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window to close it-as she laid her hand on the

bar, a head was suddenly thrust in- it was Wil-

kinson's ! She gave a piercing shriek and sank

upon the floor. Mr. Vanderhoof slept in an ad-

joining room : fortunately, his wife had been

unable to close her eyes, but hearing the cry of

distress she started up and awoke her husband,

tellinghim that Frances was struck by lightning.

Both hastened to the room of their fair cousin ,

and found her lying on the floor immediately

under the window. Not a doubt rested on their

minds as to the cause of her situation. When

Frances was sufficiently recovered to speak, she

assured them that she had received no injury-

but that terror had deprived her of her senses.

Mrs. Vanderhoof required no other explanation,

and kindly offered to remain with her, but

Frances said she could not stay in that room , and

would rather go and lie down with the children.

As soon as she was able to reflect, her dread of

Wilkinson was rather diminished than increased

by this visit. She was convinced that he meant

her no personal evil , or he would not have waited

as ifto catch her attention :--indeed upon recol-

lection she had no doubt that he had called. her

name more than once, though the sounds had

mingled with the storm so as to be hardly distin-

guishable. "He has come," said she, " to re-

quire my oath that I will not betray him." She

now determined to give him an opportunity to

speak to her; " it is better thought she, " to die

at once, than to live in perpetual terror." She

walked out as usual, carefully however, avoiding

all solitary or remote places ; but Wilkinson was

never seen. She ventured to enquire after him ,

and learnt that he had quitted that part of the

country. So much time had elapsed since the

horrible event took place, that Frances ceased

to fear that a suspicion of the circumstances at-

tending Snider's death might be excited : her

nerves recovered their usual firmness, and she

walked and rode without apprehension.

At this time she received a second letter that

evidently completed the restoration of her cheer-

fulness. Its contents were as follows :-

MY DEAR FRANCES-You must allow me to

address you as formerly, for , though I have tra-

velled half over the globe , I have seen and felt

nothing that could obliterate my recollections of

home. I was a fool to quarrel with you about

your smiles, forwhen I was in Italy I would have

given the Venus de Medicis herself, for only half

an one. I am truly glad to get back to my na-

tive land, and hope when I travel again, that it

may be with a companion. I was disappointed

when I arrived at not finding you, and as I am

about making an excursion to New York, I

think I shalljump on board a North River packet.

I hope you will not receive me coldly if I should

pay my respects to Mynheer Vanderhoof. If 1

behaved like a froward child, I have been pun-

ished like one, by being deprived for two whole

years of what I loved best ; don't therefore, put

me on my new probation , or if it is necessary,

let it be a probation for life , and immediately

under your own eye.”

The letter did not require the signature of

Carlton to convince Frances from whom it came.

As it had the New York post mark upon it , she

was not surprised that it only preceded him a few

hours. Carlton had no reason to complain of

any redundance of smiles, when Frances met

him ; for afterafew moments of internal struggle

she burst into a shower of tears-and he actually

began to be quite in despair , lest the sun would

never shine again. If there is any foretaste here

of the happiness of Heaven, it is in the exercise

of the affections-it matters not underwhat head

they are classed-love, friendship, or parental

tenderness ; it is the ever springing fountain of

these emotions that gives freshness even to the

winter of life. There was but one inn at the

village and that a miserable habitation , but Carl-

tonwas so much pleased with its accommodations,

that he concluded to pass a week or two there.

It is true, he spent not much time under its roof,

for he was engaged in attending Frances on her

frequent excursions. It was scarcely possible

that the danger which the two ladies had so lately

escaped should not be related by Mrs. Vander-

hoof in all its minuteness. Carlton listened with

breathless attention and eagerly enquired where

the young man who had risked his own life for

their's , was to be found. Frances replied with

quickness that he had left that part of the coun-

try.

" Let us go to the spot," said Carlton ; "why

have you never carried me there?"

" It brings back too many painful recollec-

tions," replied she, her whole countenance ex-

pressing the horror of her mind—and rising she

left the room .

"We all think that Frances is nervous about

this accident," said Mrs. Vanderhoof, " for she

can't bear to hear the place, nor Wilkinson's

name mentioned, and though she used to tire

us to death with talking about its beauties , since

the accident, I have never heard her name

it."

Carlton took an accurate direction and found

the place. He was no less charmed with it than

Frances had first been-and he determined to

persuade her to make an effort and come once,

and then the struggle would be over. But he

found to his surprise that when he urged the ex-

cursion she discovered an irritability wholly new.

He dropped the subject, but with the painful im-

pression that her temper might not be entirely

perfect. It was not long after, that he took a

letter from his pocket as he entered the house

and said to Frances, my landlord asked me to

give you this-it was left at the tavern. It was

directed " To Miss Burke." Frances opened it

and glanced her eye over the page. Instantly a

deathly paleness overspread her countenance.

" My dear Frances," said Carlton tenderly,

" what has distressed you?" She made no reply.

" I wish I had thrown the letter into the fire , in-

stead of giving it to you," added he.

"Carlton," said she, recollecting herself, " this

letter does distress me, but the communication of

its contents to you would not alleviate my dis-
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tress. I have no right to disclose the secret it

contains, for it concerns another person."

" Don't you wish me to convey your answer

back to the inn ?" asked he pettishly, a lover

may surely serve as valuable a purpose as a well

trained spaniel." The tear-swollen eyes of

Frances struck reproach to his heart, and , re-

covering his good humour, he gaily added, " you

shall tell me what you please ;-I will make no

inquiries , and be thankful that you are willing to

tell such an unreasonable being any thing." Yet

when he took leave and Frances said , " don't

come here this evening, I shall be engaged and

can't see any one," he found it difficult to abide

by his good resolutions.

The letter was from Wilkinson ; he intreated

for an interview. " I swear by all that is sacred ,"

wrote he, " that no evil shall come to you. It is

importantto my life that I see you , perhaps even

to your own. For God's sake come this evening

to the little thicket on the right-if you refuse,

you may drive me to desperation.-1 shall be

there at eight."

Frances determined to go, perhaps it might be

as a victim. There is , in a generous heart, a

confidence in our fellow beings, that even crime

cannot wholly destroy. With tottering steps ,

when the clock struck eight, she repaired to the

spot: it was nearthe house-and the moon shone

clear and bright. " It is not such an evening as

this," said she , trying to gain courage, " that

they choose for deeds of darkness." When she

reached the edge of the little wood , she perceived

Wilkinson waiting. She stopped and leaned

against a tree. He approached her, but she said

in a resolute voice,

" No nearer! All you have to say, say there,

and quickly."

" Do you know," said he , in a deep hollow

voice, " that there have been discoveries ?"

" I know nothing," said she-" speak-while

1 have power to hear."

" First tell me," exclaimed he with vehe-

mence, "what you saw in that last struggle ?"

" I sawnothing," said Frances, " for the scene

was too savage to look upon. My eyes were

covered."

" Did I give the first provocation ?"

" You did not," said Frances, " you warned

him to begone. I know nothing further," said

she, " nothing."

"Were you to be summoned before a court of

justice, is this all you would swear to?"

"Were I to be summoned before my God ,"

said she, solemnly, " it is all I could say, except

that when I looked up, you were alone, and

gazing, on the fall below. You have saved

mylife, and nothing," continued she, " shall ever

lead me to mention even these circumstances

voluntarily. If I am summoned before a court

of justice, which God forbid , these are the only

facts to which I can swear. I must now intreat

ofyou to seek no more interviews with me ; they

may destroy my peace forever, and I would not

hurt a hair of your head. Would to God that

my prayers" —she was interrupted by the sound

of steps-and quickly added, " if my testimony

can be of use to you on such an emergency as

you dread, I will not hesitate to give it." She

turned away and in a few moments perceived

Carlton.

"To whom were you talking?" said he. She

made no reply, but took hold of his arm.

" I will see for myself !" exclaimed he , press-

ing forward.

"Carlton !" said she, " advance but one step ,

and we part forever !" He stood irresolute.
66
Why, this is queening it indeed ! " said he ,

" it may be best we should part if you desire it."

" Desire it !" she exclaimed , " O Carlton, you

are the only earthly good I possess, there is no-

thing I would withhold from you, except that

confidence which I have no right to impart, and

which were I to betray, would cause you to de-

spise me."

" I find I must submit," said he " but it is your

own fault that I came here to-night. I under-

stood that your engagement was alone-you said

you could see no one, and I naturally concluded

you were going to devote the evening to answer-

ing the letter I brought you. I therefore strolled

here from mere idleness and was perfectly asto-

nished when I heard your voice as if parting

from some one. But I hope ," continued he half

seriously, " when our vows are plighted in the

Church you will have none of these secrets."

" I hope not," said she, " at any rate no new

one."

"Forwhatthen arewewaiting?" exclaimed he,

" No one can tie the knot faster than a German

Dominie." The proposition that was started

in jest every moment became more practicable.

And before they parted, Frances had consented

that in a few days they should part no more.

They were both singularly independent in situa-

tion. Mrs. Vanderhoof was the nearest relation

Frances possessed , and she smilingly gave her

consent when it was dutifully asked.

66

Ifthe marriage of Carlton and Miss Burke had

taken place during her Father's life time , it

would have excited no little stir. The world

would have heard of bridal dresses, bride-men

and bride-maids , wedding-cake and “ setting up

for company," but there was nothing ofthe kind

on the occasion to which we are about to allude.

First Mr. and Mrs. Vanderhoof walked to

Church-then followed Carlton and Frances,

arm in arm-then innumerable little Vander-

hoofs. Half a dozen barefooted black children

brought up the rear. When they arrived at the

Church, they found a number of broad-faced

honest Dutch people already assembled to wit-

ness the ceremony , and though it was performed

in German, neither of the parties made any

mistake.

It was now the beginning of September, and a

most propitious season for travelling. This,

rather than fashion , induced the bridal couple to

set off on a journey. The choice of the vehicle

was left to Frances, and she decided for a one

horse chaise. After a short stay at Albany , they

concluded to cross the lakes and visit Canada.
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Six weeks had passed pleasantly by, when Fran-

ces one day taking up an Albany paper was

attracted by the words, " HORRID DISCO-

VERY !"

In the article beneath this caption, which was

printed in large capitals , was related a melan-

choly account of Snider's death-of his being

found, crushed and mangled in his own mill-of

the heart-breaking distress of the widow and the

blighted prospects of the children. " Great sym-

pathy," continued the relation, " was shown by

every body for this unfortunate family, and it

was not till several weeks afterwards that any

suspicion was entertained of the real circum-

stances." It was then stated that the first sus-

picions were excited bythe discovery of portions

of his dress suspended to a precipice on the op-

posite side, and of one of his shoes that had been

missing; that every investigation was then made,

and that after much difficulty , the circumstances

of his death, were collected, forming a regular

chain of discovery ; but that, as a trial of the

young man implicated was to take place the

next week, it was proper to suppress all further

statement and leave the public to form an un-

prejudiced opinion .

She had no sooner read the article than she

thought how important her testimony might be

to Wilkinson. It could now only operate in his

favour, for he was already in the hands of justice,

yet she doubted her right to communicate the

circumstances even to her husband. She had

given Wilkinson her solemn promise that she

would only reveal them before a court ofjustice,

and nothing had absolved her from the promise.

"My dear Carlton," said she to her husband

as he entered, " I have one more demand to

make upon your forbearance and kindness-will

you accompany me immediately to Albany ?—

convey me there in the most expeditious way

possible?"

Carlton looked astonished :-"It is impossible,"

said he, " what shall we do with our engage-

ments ?"

"They are all those of fashion and ceremony,"

said Frances with energy, " but mine is an affair

oflife and death !"

66 My dear Frances," said Carlton, " ask me

to give you up any thing but my reason and 1

will do it for you, but to go blindly about a step

so apparently capricious-indeed you will think

better of it after a night's sleep. Your business

cannot be so very important as you represent it,

and if it is, it ought not to be concealed from

me."

"On that subject," replied she, " I can say

nothing new. But Carlton," continued she, so-

lemnly, " you have chosen me for your friend

and companion through life ; you have taken me

destitute and an orphan ; you have entrusted to

me your honour and your happiness, and can

you hesitate to confide in me for one short week

and be guided by my wishes ? Had you told me

that it was your duty to depart this afternoon for

Siberia, do you think I should have made an ob-

jection ? and have not women the same moral

responsibilities as men? Trust me but this once,

and if I abuse your confidence withdraw it for-

ever. "

66

66

If you are really so serious on this subject,"

said Carlton, we will go immediately." And

he went to prepare for their expedition. There

was no time to be lost, as the paper was dated

several days before Frances had seen it.

The husband certainly behaved remarkably

well on this occasion, though there was now and

then a little gloom on his brow and a little reserve

in his manner. Once he expatiated in a more

sentimental tone than was common to him,

66
on the alienation produced by want of confi-

dence." Though the eyes of the young bride

were filled with tears, she preserved her secret

with a resolution that might have entitled her to

the honour of becoming a free-mason.

When they arrived at Albany the town was

crowded. Frances informed her husband that

she wished to be subpoenaed as a witness in the

trial of Wilkinson . He was horror-struck at the

idea of his delicate , sensitive and beautiful wife's

appearing at a criminal court as a witness for a

murderer. Again poor Frances was obliged to

go over her stock of arguments and persuasions,

and finally-conquered.

It would be exaggeration to say that, when she

appeared at court supported by her husband, the

judges, lawyers , and students , were struck dumb

at her beauty, for certainly they pleaded most

eloquently , but her appearance excited the ut-

most admiration. She listened , with the deepest

attention, to the statement of the case, and ob-

served closely what were the facts that crimi-

nated him. It was stated that Snider was seen

crossing in his boat ; that afterwards Wilkinson

was seen in the same boat ; that he landed near

the mill, took the dead body of a man in his arms

and disappeared. Another witness said that he

was at work on the roof of a barn , a quarter ofa

mile distant, from whence he saw two men fight-

ing-and one he was ready to take oath was

a shortWilkinson, because he always wore

jacket of a peculiar shape ; that he hastened to

the spot as quick as possible ; that when he ar-

rived there, they were both gone , and he thought

no more about the affair, till suspicion came up of

Snider's being thrown over the precipice. There

were others who saw Wilkinson gunning near

the place where he had been arrested , and so

many circumstances united to prove that he and

Snider had met and fought, that that part of the

story was put beyond doubt. It now remained

to be proved which was the aggressor, and whe-

ther the man had been thrown over, or had stood

so near the brink as to have accidentally fallen

over. On this part of the story all was dark, and

conclusions could be drawn only from presump-

tive evidence. The atrocious character ofWil-

kinson-the enmity that had been known to

exist, between him and Snider-the pains and

methods he took to secrete the body in the mill,

and to make it appear like accidental death,

besides many other minute circumstances all

weighed heavy against him. It was evident that
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but one opinion prevailed. Wilkinson's counsel

now requested Frances to give her testimony.

In a clear, but at first tremulous voice she be-

gan her narrative ; described the dangerous

situation of herself and cousin ; the brave and

prompt assistance of Wilkinson at the risk of his

own life, and then went on to detail, with perfect

truth and simplicity, the insulting language of

Snider, and the warning to " begone" of Wilkin-

son ; that she knew but little after they closed in ,

except that she saw them dash each other against

the ground and then spring up ; but she believed

they were equally near the precipice and both

on the brink of it.

It would be tedious to go further into detail.-

The case was submitted to the Jury, who retired

for a short time and brought in their verdict of

not guilty.

Usually, when a man is acquitted of murder,

there is a sort of exultation prevails among the

multitude ; but the character of Wilkinson had

repelled human sympathy. Though young and

withthe prospect of many years before him, none

approached him to offer their congratulations.

He walked slowly and somewhat sadly into the

large hall, where Frances stood surrounded by

the gentlemen of the court ; -he approached re-

spectfully towards her and then said in a low

voice, " If there is one spark of virtue in my

heart, you have kindled it," and passed on. As

he has never been heard of since, and no deed

of darkness has been recorded of him, it is

charity to suppose that a reformation has taken

place.
66
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Henceforth,"," said Frances gaily, as she put

her arm under her husband's, no secrets ! "

After an affectionate leave-taking ofthe Van-

derhoofs, Carlton returned to his native state,

where he has since resided with his still lovely

wife, who has relinquished the honours of youth

and beauty to two promising girls who are just

coming into life. The Misses Vanderhoof occa-

sionally make a visit to the metropolis ; but their

mother could never be persuaded to venture on

such an enterprise . Mr. and Mrs. Carlton make

an annual excursion to Dutchess County, and

never fail to visit the little Dutch Church where

they first plighted their vows,

LINES TO AN INFANT CHILD. THE THREE HOMES.

UNKNOWN- unseen-yet cherish'd in my breast,

Child of my love- my happiness and woe!

I leave thee, lingering with a soul opprest ;

To climes afar-to other worlds to go :

Yet ere I lose the mountains ofmy land-

The last blue glimpse ofthy maternal shore-

Hopes ofmyheart recorded by my hand,

Shall be my child's when life and grief are o'er.

Whilst on thine infant innocence I gaze,

'Tis but the fondness ofa father's mind,

And cast a glance of prophecy on days

With bliss-perchance with wretchedness-combined ;

'Twerewise to wish thee-pure and faultless- dead,

Ere passion, and incentive gifts oftime

Around thy heart delusive feelings shed,

And stain thy spotless innocence with crime .

Yes-wise it were ; but from this ruined heart,

Where every year hath triumph'd in decay,

From thee, sweet solace ofmy soul , to part,

Were e'en to chase the blood of life away.

I'd havethee live some few bright summers yet,

Till toil and sufferance have blanch'd my brow ;

Thenthy pure tears, at least, my tomb may wet,

Tho' o'er my grave no other sorrows flow .

And when, as haply, thou in autumn's eve,

May'st steal from boisterous joys a pensive hour,

O'er the cold ashes of thy sire to grieve,

And gild with filial drops his grave- sprung flower.

As the last tints of wan effulgence shed

Asad complexion o'er the solemn scene ;

Since little thy conception ofthe dead

May tell, like whom, thine unseen sire hath been.

Go -lean thou o'er unruffled waters deep ;

There trace the features o'er the mirror thrown,

And , haply, those that rest in endless sleep

May greet thy sire-developed in thine own!

T

"WHERE is thy home ?" I asked a child,

Who, in the morning air,

Was twining flowers most sweet and wild

Ingarlands for her hair.

Myhome," the happy heart replied,

And smiled in childish glee,

" Is on the sunny mountain side

Where soft winds wander free."

O blessings fall on artless youth,

And all its rosy hours,

When every world is joy and truth,

And treasures live in flowers !

Whereis thy home ?" I asked ofone

Who bent, with flushing face,

Tohear a warrior's tender tone

In the wild wood's secret place ;

Shespoke not, but her varying cheek,

The tale might well impart ;

The home ofher young spirit meek

Was in a kindred heart.

Ah! souls that well might soar above,

To earth will fondly cling,

And build their hopes on human love,

That light and fragile thing!

"Where is thy home, thou lonely man ?"

I asked a pilgrim grey,

Whocame, with furrowed brow, and wan

Slow musing on his way.

He paused, and with a solemn mien

Upturned his holy eyes,

" The land I seek thou ne'er hast seen,

Myhome is in the skies!"

O blest- thrice blest ! the heart must be

To whom such thoughts are given ,

That walks from worldly fetters free ,--

Its only home in Heaven!
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CROAKINGS OF A DOWAGER BEAUTY .

My May oflife is fallen into the sear and yellow leaf."

" So," said the Dowager Countess of Matton

to her toady, Mrs. Gelatine, as her ancient bays

and antediluvian coach waddled and jolted round

the ring in Hyde-park, between dinner and tea,

a few mornings ago-" So I find that my grand-

daughter Lady Warcister's picture has been en-

graved, and that she is called in the print-shops

'the beauty of the house of Matton!'"

" A very lovely young creature, indeed , my

lady; quite the belle of the day."

" Humph !-all nonsense ! mere stuff! I re-

member that was what they used to say of me

fifty years ago.'

11

" No one has forgotten it, my lady ; all the

world is struck bythe resemblance between Lady

Warcister at five-and-twenty and your ladyship

at eighteen. The same eye-brows to a hair !-

just what our friend , the Reverend Dr. Fuzbos ,

called the twin reflection of Diana's bow.'"

" That was very prettily said of the Doctor ;-

almost equal to the sonnet penned by Jerning.

ham on my first appearance at court."

" And Merry, if I recollect, struck out some

very elegant stanzas on the same interesting

subject."

" Ah, Gelatine ! few of the Della Cruscans

but said something about me. They used to call

me Alcibella in their verses. But, Heaven

knows, I thought very little of their praises in

those days ! for , after all , it was only the twitter-

ing of sparrows after the song of the nightingale.

Fitzpatrick had already penned in my honour

those charming lines-

Were she but fair as Houris when they wait,

Dark-eyed and soft, atthe immortal gate !'

Bless my soul ! nobody writes in that style now-

a-days."

"And your ladyship forgets Sheridan's epi-

gram !"

"And Hare's bon-mot."

66 Ah, my dear Lady Matton ! nobody talks in

that style now-a-days. Nothing but political

squibs and lampoons are the order of the day!"

" In fact, my dear Gelatine, there is so much

of everything in these times, that nothing makes

so much sensation as it formerly did ;-beauty,

wit, talent, luxury, taste-on every side the mil-

lion press so closely upon us-the little world has

forced its pretensions so strangely upon the ac-

ceptance of the great world-that it is very

difficult for any person to become really distin-

guished."

"Very true, my lady."

"Whereas, in my day, half-a-dozen beauties,

half-a-dozen beaux esprits, and half-a-dozen

givers of fetes , regulated the ton of London."

" The influence of the court was then so con-

siderable, that, like Gulliver in Lilliput, it im-

parted a character of pigmyism to the rest of

society. Among such minnows, it was less diffi-

cult to be a Triton."

6

" After all--to what amounts my grand-daugh-

ter Warcister's fame as a belle ? What fashion,

what carriage , what whim of the day was ever

called a Warcister? The utmost praise she re-

ceives consists of Lady Warcister looked very

well at the last drawing-room ; ' or, ' Lady War-

cister is one of the prettiest women in the circle

at the Opera-only she dresses too much in the

extreme of the French fashion ;' or, ' Lady W.

did not look amiss at Almacks-but she should

not waltz in a hat and feathers. ' Now, in my

time, my dear Gelatine, in those madcap days

when the Prince took off my white satin slipper,

filled it with Burgundy, and drank it off in my

honour there were Matton phaetons, and Mat-

ton fly-caps-Matton ponies and Matton negliges

-Matton footstools and Matton hammercloths.

Books, songs , operas, sermons, sonnets, were

dedicated to the divine Lady Matton. Whenever

Lady Matton's equipage appeared in the ring,

there was as great a crush as on the occasion of

the Don Cossack's first gallop round Hyde-Park;

-Townsend always considered it his duty to

allow me a runner for my sedan to the drawing-

room ;--and Taylor of the Opera was obliged to

take precautions for the dispersion of the crowd

that used to assemble in Fop's Alley under my

box. One never hears of so many as two or

three gathered together in honour of any fashion-

able beauty now-a-days."

" No Lady Coventry-nothing to compare

with Isabella Duchess of Rutland, Georgiana

Duchess of Devonshire, or Lady William Gor-

don , or "

" Pardon me, my good Gelatine, pardon me!

-For the Duchess of Rutland, we have her

lovely grand-daughters, Lady Chesterfield and

Mrs. Anson ; and my friend the Duchess ofDe-

vonshire, whose fascinations depended very little

on the beauty of her face, is fully rivalled by

Lady Gower and Lady Georgiana. I admit that

there maybe as many handsome faces in the days

of William IV. as in those of George III., but

they do not produce halfthe sensation--

Where none admire , ' tis useless to excel :

Where none are beaux, ' tis vain to be a belle.' "

" The utmost tribute bestowed on these said

belles of the new century is to name a horse, a

dog, or a yacht in their honour. When Count

St. Antonio first visited Yorkshire, he found a

horse entered for the St. Leger as " La San Ca-

talda," the name of his own beautiful sister-

and was about to resent the affront, when the

Sicilian noble was informed that such a mark of

favouritism was intended as a signal proof of

homage by the English noble to whose stud the

racer belonged."
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"Ah! Gelatine, Gelatine ! -howdifferent were

the proofs of devotion tendered to myself! --If I

had but a cold, Arlington Street was crowded

with inquirers to the imminent danger of every

pannel of every fashionable equipage in London;

and once, when my vis-a-vis was overturned in

coming from Pacchierotti's concert, for full ten

days I was obliged to have bulletins issued by

old Warren and Sir Walter Farquhar."

"There is not a beauty of the year 1831 , but

might break every bone in her skin without any

such necessity."

" And again, when I accidentally burnt offmy

side curls on one temple, and appeared at St.

James's with a bouquet of pearls to supply their

place, Constable, the jeweller, was employed to

make two hundred and ninety-three ornaments

exactly similar, in the course of the following

week; and before the close of the season every

woman in London had cut short the ringlets over

her left eye-brow! Ah ! ces beaux jours defete

sont passes !"

" Your ladyship does not consider that your

ladyship's influence- "

"Would not suffice to introduce a new collar

for puppy-dogs ! Ah! Gelatine ! It was a hard

trial when the first symptom of the crow's-foot

revealed by one of those clear bright mornings

in June, which no blemish can escape , told me

the frightful tale that my kingdom was taken

from me! I was going to the drawing-room; no

friendly bonnet—no kindly frill, was there to

overshadow the fatal fact ; it defied Gowland-

pearl powder was mere powder of post in its re-

moval! For many nights I was kept sleepless by

the excruciating discovery ; and want of rest,

and fretting , and fruitless repining over the past,

only tended to accelerate the progress of prema-

ture old age. I tried Bath ;-I attempted the

Harrogate, Boston, Cheltenham, Malvern , Spa,

Pyrmont, Barege, Bagneres, Plombieres, Emms,

and Carlsbad waters, in hopes of experiencing

some renovating magic , but all without success !

Not a cosmetic was advertised, but I put it to

the proof; not a fashionable quack assisted the

depopulation of the west end, but I gave a fair

trial to his nostrums. Every year was signalized

by some further misfortune ; by an increase of

hoary hairs, or a decrease of pearly teeth ;-my

locks grew white-my enamels black ! I tried

succedaneum-I attempted vegetable dye- wore

plumpers, or semi-billiard balls, in my hollow

cheeks-slept with plantain leaves on my nose

to keep it white, and a balsamic poultice to my

face to render it fresh and blooming. At the

opera I turned my white shoulders to the audi-

ence, and my withering visage towards the sha-

dowy side of the box ; and no longer ventured to

encounter the stare of the ring, unless through

the qualifying medium of a blonde veil ! Ah!

Gelatine ! I soon discovered that had my vis-a-

visbeenshipwrecked a second time, and my neck

broken, a bulletin would have been wholly super-

fluous !"

"Yourladyship's salts ! Mydear Lady Matton ,

pray compose yourself!"

"Year after year I changed mymantua-maker

-season after season threw myself on the mercy

ofsome new milliner. I thickened the substance

ofthe holland blinds of mydrawing-room- varied

the tint ofmy carriage-linings , and deepenc 1 the

shade of my rouge. I migrated from the pit-

circle to the third tier at the opera- chose a

box in discreet equidistance between the chan-

deliers ; but all in vain !-Ugliness pursued me

like a shadow-old age croaked after me like

an echo. Draughts of air and open doors

drove my rheumatic joints from the ball-room

--an indigestive red nose from the dinner

table-wrinkles and white lead from daylight

-somnolency and decrepitude from candle-

light ! And lo ! I am here ! I, the once-wor-

shipped beauty of the park, am humdrumming

my afternoon , airing with a companion and a lap-

dog "

" Your ladyship's pocket handkerchief ! My

dearest Lady Matton, pray compose your-

self!"

" Look at Lady Wycombe !" muttered the

weeping dowager from behind the folds of cam-

bric ministered to her use by Mrs. Gelatine ;-

" Look at Lady Wycombe ; that was her chariot

which just rolled by ! What has she to render

her discontented with the progress of time ? She

was a fright from her birth ;-her minuet never

gave rise to an ode--her marriage to afelo-de-se.

Nobody ever cared whether she was sick or

sorry; and she is just as much an object of in-

terest now, in her old grey bonnet and mode

cloak, as during the riots of eighty ; while I—

oh ! Gelatine ! Gelatine ;-why was I ever born

a beauty ?"

" Coachman !-drive home ! Her ladyship is

in a swoon !"

ORIGIN OF NEWSPAPERS.

AFTER the defeat of the Spanish Armada in-

tended by Philip II. of Spain for the invasion of

England, great interest being excited in every

class , which gave rise to a very important inven-

tion- that of Newspapers.- Previous to this pe-

riod, all articles of intelligence had been circu-

lated in manuscript, and all political remarks

which the government found itself interested in

addressing the people , had issued in the shape of

pamphlets. But the peculiar convenience at

such a juncture, of uniting these two objects, in

a periodical publication, becoming obvious to

the ministry, there appeared sometime in the

month of April, 1588 , the first number of the

English Mercury, a paper resembling the present

English Gazette, which must have come out

almost daily, since No. 50 , the earliest specimen

ofthe work now extant, is dated July 23d of the

same year. This interesting article is preserved

in the British Museum.

By this statement it appears that it is now 243

years since the first newspaper was published in

England. This was in the reign of Queen Eli-

zabeth.
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RGHARRISON

PAINTING.

This is an art akin to Nature's self,

So mighty in its means, we stand prepared

" To see the life as lively mock'd , as ever

Still sleep mock'd death. "

Or all those attainments, which contribute as

well to the gratification of the senses, as to the

refinement of the taste, and the enlargement of

the intellectual powers, the art of Painting is,

perhaps, the best adapted to the female mind.

The satisfaction derivable from the contempla-

tion ofa beautiful work of art, possesses a pecu-

liar advantage : it is renewable at pleasure,

without any continuance of the exertion by

which it was produced. But a rare combination

of talent with industry, or, at least , great indus-

try, can alone lead to productions which may

claim admiration beyond the circle of our own

partial relatives and friends. Experience has

proved the impracticability ofconveying aknow-

ledge of the elementary principles of this art, in

anymanner, so as to supercedethe useful labours

of the drawing-master ; yet, there is much to be

learned before the pupil can go alone, with con-

fidence, after the period when his attention

ceases, and which the limited duration of his

lessons cannot include ; to this we must attribute

the fact, that so many, who make a fair progress

underthe master's eye, either never attempt any

performance with the pencil, after he has ceased

to superintend and direct their studies, or finding

themselves embarrassed at the outset, abandon

the pursuit, and fancy " their genius does not lie

that way." We will presume that our readers

have gone through the usual elementary course

of instruction ; that they are able to copy, with

accuracy, the outline, at least, of any object

which may be set before them: this, and much

more, may be obtained by any person of mode-

rate abilities, byindustry, without an iota of that

much-misunderstood quality, genius, which has

proved an ignis fatuus to thousands. One of

the greatest artists England has produced, was

right when he said " Nothing is denied to well-

directed industry ;-nothing is to be obtained

without it." Depend, then, wholly upon your own

exertions ; and listen rather to the criticisms of

the judicious , than to the praises of those whowill

flatter you with assurances, that you possess in-

tuitive excellencies, which may render applica-

tion unnecessary. To recommend a proper

course of study, will be the most useful purpose

to which these few pages can be devoted ; for it

cannot be dispensed with.

Before any attempt be made beyond copying,

the student is enjoined to acquire a clear view

of the leading principles of perspective, on pain

of committing absurdities, for which no beauty

ofcolour can atone : it will be found less difficult

than is generally imagined. Although it would

be impossible to compress into our limits all the

explanations and diagrams necessary to an illus-

tration of its theory, we shall subsequently offer

a few observations, which, we trust, will prove

beneficial to the student.

The minor considerations of materials and

preparations for study are not unimportant. An

easy position of the body is not only conducive

to health, but leaves the mind disengaged for the

occupation , which, for the time, should wholly

engross it. The subject to be copied must be

placed directly before you, and the pencil held

withfreedom. Never omit straining your paper

on a flat board, framed together so as not to warp:

this may be done by damping with a clean

sponge, which expands the paper, then pasting

or gluing down the edges, and suffering it to dry
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:gradually but a neater method is to use a draw-

ing-board, with a separate frame, which, as it

may be had at any of the shops which supply

artists with materials, it is unnecessary to de-

scribe.

The first point to be determined, either in co-

pying from a picture, or from nature, is the

horizontal line , or that height in the picture with

whichthe eye of the painter is supposed to be

exactly level. In the representation of a flat

country, this is placed at one-third of the height

of the picture.

The extent of the subject to be included in a

drawing from nature, will require the next con-

sideration ; and this is found to be as much as can

be contained in an angle of about fifty degrees,

or as much as can be conveniently seen by an

eye in a fixed position , without turning the head:

nevertheless, objects may often be introduced

from a greater distance , as trees , &c . to improve

a composition, especially when no importance is

attached to the identity of the scene.

There are two points, to which we would par-

ticularly wish to call attention , because they are

errors that greatly retard the progress : one is a

want of command of hand ; the other, an impa-

tience to produce a finished effect, without the

systematic and gradual process necessary to the

production of a good picture. To remedy the

first will require great attention and practice, if

the uncertainty of hand , or timidity of touch,

exist in a great degree. It is never found among

the artists of necessity, with whom quantity of

production is an object of importance ; as deco-

rative painters, and designers for furniture and

manufactures : with these , freedom and precision

of hand are seldom wanting. We advise the

pupil to study well every line before it is begun;

to determine its exact course and bearing ; in

short, to look from the object to be represented ,

to the surface on which it is to be drawn , again

and again, until the mind's eye transfers it, and

the imagination sees it in the place it is to occu-

py: that is the moment to be seized ; and then

the quicker the line is drawn the better. Large

objects should be copied on common sheets of

paper; it is a great check to the freedom of the

hand, to have the materials so delicate, or costly,

as to produce any degree of fear about spoiling

them. This advice , however, must not lead you

into an opposite extreme. Remember, always,

that correctness is the first principle of the art.

Anoccasional hour or two would not be misspent ,

if occupied in drawing straight lines , perpendi-

cularly; diagonals , parallel to each other ; and

circles without the compasses. This observation

is applicable to many who would be ashamed of

being seen so employed ; who have, in fact, begun

tomakepictures, without sufficient practice in the

rudiments of the art. The second error is even

still more common , from the infant who lisps his

petition for" a box of colours to paint with," to

the"children ofa larger growth," whowaste their

time in shadowing, or colouring, upon an outline

which might mean anything. There is no time,

in the progress of a picture, when the forms of

objects can be so convenientlyimproved, as when

they are in a faint outline : a thorough conviction

of this, and experience of the pleasure of model-

ling, as it were, into substance, by shadows, and

addingthe charms of colour to well-studied forms,

will render patient labour less irksome, by anti-

cipation of certain ultimate success.

In your early practice of drawing from solid

objects, it would be well to make several studies

from a white globe , placing it in different lights,

and having only one window in the room. You

will find , that there is but a single spot upon it

which can be represented by perfect whiteness ;

and that all the other rays falling obliquely upon

a receding surface, a weakened light is received,

diminishing, at last , into absolute shadow, until

again relieved by reflection from surrounding

objects on the opposite side . For a globe, a bil-

liard-ball may be used ; a cylinder may be made

of a roll of writing-paper ; an egg will serve as

an oval ; and a cone may be obtained by rolling

up a sheet of paper in the shape of an extin-

guisher. Thus the models are easily obtained ;

and the pupil has but to study them well, and she

will imbibe all the principles of light, shadow,

and reflection. She may then proceed to the

plaster bust, which must be kept perfectly clean

and free from dust, as discolorations greatly em-

barrass an inexperienced practitioner. The out-

line should be sketched faintly, at first, with soft

charcoal-that made from the willow is best-the

superfluity of which may readily be removed

from the paper, by a light whisk of the handker-

chief, or even a feather, leaving a faint, but

sufficiently distinct representation : this should

be repeated till the pupil is satisfied with the

form and proportions , when chalk may be used .

The paper selected for this style of drawing is of

various tints-some persons preferring brown ;

others, blue ; a grey is, however, our favourite

colour, as it forms the most natural medium be-

tween the black and white chalk, and must al-

ways appear between them. The soft French

chalk is the best for general purposes ; and the

Italian chalk, which is harder, for finishing, or

where great neatness is required.

As the general proportions of the human figure

may be found in all books upon drawing , we

shall not here detail them elaborately; but merely

give those which must be constantly borne in

mind, or referred to in designing.

The human figure is measured by a scale

formed from the length of the head in a full-

grownperson, the whole height is generally eight

heads , or ten faces. The head is subdivided into

four parts, each of which is the length of the

nose ; and the arms, when extended, will cover

a space equal to the whole length of the figure.

Thebreadth varies according to the age , strength,

and other characteristics, of the person. The

hand is the length ofthe face ; and the length of

the foot is generally one-seventh part of the

whole height. These proportions must not be

understood to apply strictly to every human fi-

gure; but are deduced from the measurement of

several antique statues , the acknowledged stand-
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ards of ideal beauty. Although these general

proportions must be known , they are only useful,

as the rules ofgrammar are in language, for re-

ference in cases of doubt : it would be impossible

to draw a figure solely by the application of them;

in almost every position, some of the limbs come

under the influence of fore-shortening, and mea-

surement is impracticable. The technical term,

fore-shortening, expresses the greatest difficulty

a student in drawing has to encounter ; because,

although dependant upon geometrical principles,

no practical rules can be laid down for its exe-

cution: it is the art of representing, in perspec-

tive, an infinite series of curved lines , occasioned

by the development of the bones and muscles.

There is but one mode of acquiring skill in this ,

which is the grand characteristic of a master in

the art of design ; namely-practice ; long and

patient practice from the same figure. We will

suppose a statue-as the Apollo Belvidere, in

which, one arm is extended :-it should be first

drawn in either of the side views, in which there

is no fore-shortening, until the student is well

acquainted with the length, substance, and ana-

tomical development of the arm ; it should then

be so placed, that the arm advances towards the

eye of the spectator, and be drawn in that posi-

tion. These exercises should be varied and con-

tinued, until the student can, by means of her

pencil, give a clear idea of a part advancing or

receding without the assistance of shadow.

In the study of the human figure , heads, hands,

and feet being the parts most frequently deve-

loped, and possessing the greatest expression,

should be studied, as large as in life , from good

prints, which may be had, at the principal shops,

very cheap , since the fertility of lithography has

enabled artists to multiply their own works with-

out the intervention of the engraver. Too much

care cannot be taken in the choice of the figures,

or busts, which are used as subjects for study ; in

general, the casts from original antiques , or good

copies of them upon a reduced scale , are far

more useful in forming the taste, than the fanci-

ful , or affected creations of modern talent. There

is nothing to fear, in point of style , from the cold

severity of the ancients : a thorough knowledge

of the abstract principles of beauty , can only be

derived from them ; individuality of character is

an after-consideration , and must be acquired by

studying the expression of the passions in the

looks and attitudes of those about us.

In copying prints, as a study of light and sha-

dow, it will be well to select such as have been

taken from sculpture ; as in these alone the en-

graver confines himself to their imitation. In

prints, which are taken from paintings, there

is always a degree of strength given to the

engraving, in exact proportion to the local

tints in the picture : this is termed colour ;

and, when skilfully executed , it contributes

greatly to give an idea of the effect of the picture

imitated. It would by no means be a waste of

time to copy, in Indian ink, or sepia, a good print

or two in each style-which you will have no

difficulty in distinguishing, by attending to the

above observations-one from marble ; say, for

instance, an antique statue, or bas-relief ; and

one from a fine painting.

Although it would be wrong in us to encourage

the smallest expectation of producing a good

original picture, unless the student be acquainted

with geometry, perspective, anatomy, &c.-we

by no means intend to restrain her from prac-

tising, until a perfect knowledge of these sciences

is acquired : practice and theory should go hand-

in-hand ; the sketch-book cannot be too much in

use ; a happy thought should never be suffered

to escape, even before the manual skill is ac-

quired, which is requisite to transfer it to paper

with correctness : indeed , sketches of ideas, re-

collections, and hasty observations, will always

form a class in the portfolio, separate from the

more careful studies of form, colour, light and

shadow.

It is an excellent practice, after studying any

subject, to put the drawing aside, and endeavour

to make another from recollection : this is the

first step towards composition ; and a comparison

of the two studies will show how much of-the

original you have made your own, by impressing

it on the memory.

The next step towards rising above the cha-

racter of a mere copyist, is to choose an example,

similar in style and general effect to one you

wish to take from nature ; and placing it before

you, after a critical examination of the principles

upon which it has been executed , to endeavour

to produce a similar picture ;-an imitation-not

a copy ;-an exercise of the same process, upon

a composition of objects altogether different from

those of the original.

The principles of light and shadow, as applied

to landscapes, should be studied in sepia, or In-

dian ink, as the combination of their effects with

colour only tends to perplex the student in a

preliminary course of study.

:

In drawing from nature, the principal object,

or that which formed the inducement in choosing

the subject, must be carefully distinguished ; and

it is the more necessary to mention this, as it is a

point frequently neglected by masters, who en-

deavour to make all parts of the picture equally

interesting the result is, that the subordinate

divisions attack and destroy the effect of the

principal. Simplicity is one of the leading cha-

racteristics of beauty. Whatever the principal

object may be-for instance, a building, a tree,

a mountain, an animal, or a river-place it so as

to receive the strongest light and shadow. Ifthe

subject have been selected for the sake of the

beauty of its distance, the foreground should not

detractfrom the attention due to it, by the intro-

duction of figures ; for it must be particularly

noticed, that the actions of human nature are so

much more interesting than inanimate objects in

general , that even a peasant reposing, will some-

times balance, in point of attraction, an object

many times larger, and which is intended by the

artist to be much more important, on the other

side of the picture. Every thing introduced,

which is not subservient to some definite and
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well-understood purpose, is prejudicial to the

general effect of the whole. The spectator should

never be suffered to doubt, for a moment, the

intention of the artist in the choice of his subject.

We often hear young practitioners complain

ofthe difficulty of drawing trees : they should be

made the subject of separate studies : and the

character of each species ought to be carefully

distinguished. There is quite as much difference

between two sorts of trees , as of animals : a tree

in the foreground of a picture, should never be

so drawn, as to leave the spectator in the dark,

as to whether it is intended to represent oak,

ash, beech, or elm. Excellent prints , as exam-

ples, are to be had ; and they should be taken out

into the fields by the student, and compared with

nature. The next lesson is to drawthe tree from

nature, without the assistance of the print, and

to compare the drawing and print together after-

wards. To those who spend much of their time

in the country, (and who else may hope to suc-

ceed in landscape ?) we will point out an oppor-

tunity which they possess of acquainting them-

selves with the characters of trees :-There are

many fine days, early in the year, when the wea-

ther is mild enough to admit of sketching from

nature, before the groves are clad with their

summer verdure ; and if accurate drawings be

made at this season, and kept till summer, they

will greatly assist in studies from the same trees;

indeed, it will be found a most pleasing, as well

as an instructive , practice, to compare the

sketches so made, in spring, with the trees them-

selves, in summer ; and to account for the large

masses of foliage, by tracing, with the assistance

of the previous sketch, the branches, now hidden

from the sight, from which they spring and still

derive support.

Many good sketches are lost , or produce un-

satisfactory pictures, by effects being chosen

unsuitable to the character of the scenery. It

may happen, that a castle, or massive building,

has been drawn in the morning, and it may have

a dull, heavy effect ; when the same structure,

indistinctly seen in the repose of evening, or the

solemnity of twilight, would convey to the mind

an impression of grandeur and gloomy majesty.

It is right to sketch at all times and in all seasons;

but it is the province of an artist, when he selects

from the sketch-book a subject for painting, to

determine under what aspect it would appear to

the greatest advantage ; and not to be influenced

by the accidental circumstance of having seen

it in one effect only. Painting a scene from na-

ture, is something more than copying. A morn-

ing effect is suitable to a composition of pleasing

forms: busy scenes are consistent with the bright,

open light of mid-day : and repose is in harmony

with the softness of evening. In the represen-

tation of a low, flat country , with a single object

standing unsupported , as the subject of the pic-

ture, a great interest is required in the sky ;

while a scene full of detail or attraction in itself,

should not exhibit any atmospheric phenomena

calculated to withdraw the attention from the

principal object.

MY NEW LODGINGS.

Ah! who can tell how hard it is to climb

The steep where Fame's proud temple shines afar!

BEATTIE .

It is superfluous to expatiate on the advanta-

ges of a quiet, unmolested study to a reading or

writing man. Splendid works of genius have

been conceived and born in the silence of the

dungeon ; monuments of learning have been

reared in the still seclusion of the cloister ; Cer-

vantes, Raleigh, with a host of monks and

fathers, are famed for the literary wonders which

they wrought in gloom and solitude ; but what

age, or what country can produce an instance of

talent developing itself in a mill , or intellect at-

taining its full stature in a seminary for young

ladies ? While Tasso lay in the bedlam of Fer-

rara, he never added a stanza or threw a single

new beauty over his " Gerusalemme." Demos-

thenes studied his godlike art in a cell under

ground ; he never forged so much as a single

thunderbolt in his father's smithy ; and the Ora-

cle would never have pronounced Socrates

"wisest ofmen," had he not had " the olive-grove

of Academe" for a retreat from the din of Xan-

tippe's tongue. There are undoubtedly sounds,

and even noises , which seem to harmonize with

the pursuits of learning. Is the collegian dis-

turbed by his college-bell? Quite the reverse.

So long have the reading and ringing , the think-

ing and tolling gone on together, that, were the

steeple suddenly struck dumb, the most melan-

choly confusion might be the consequence : a

right line might be mistaken for a curve-a logi-

cal proposition for its direct converse, or-which

were infinitely worse-his moral speculations

might be so disordered that wrong might appear

right, and a bottle in his chambers be preferred

to a lecture in the hall. Then there are babbling

brooks, dashing surges, whispering winds and

whistling blackbirds-a respectable family of

noises. But what shall we say of squalling chil-

dren, braying donkeys, scolding wives, creaking

doors, snoring nurses, and rattling windows? In

no department of learning arethese of the slight-

est service. Students protest against them with
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one accord ; and doctors-who never agreed on

any other point-agree in denouncing the squeak-

ing ofa pig under a gate—

"Poor swine ! as if its pretty heart would break !"

as glorious John Dryden expresses it. In short,

it has become a principle in the republic of let-

ters, that nothing great was ever said or sung

with a continual dinning in the immediate pre-

cincts of the author's sanctum-sanctorum. It

has been my misfortune to have had this truth il-

lustrated so remarkably in my own individual

case, that painful as the recollections are , I am

tempted to lay the circumstances before the pub-

lic in the present article. If they answer no

other purpose, they will serve as valuable hints

to literary men in the selection of their places of

abode.

About six weeks or two months back, I took

up my residence , as lodger, in the house of a re-

spectable tailor. The street is immaterial; but

it was in that debateable region , east of Clinton

place, and north of Oxford street . This tailor ,

not having the fear of Malthus before his eyes,

had, with the co-operation of a buxom wife, aug-

mented the population of the country by seven

male and female " innocents," who, I verily be

heve, had escaped small-pox , measles, chin-

cough, and all the other maladies of infancy, for

the sole purpose of murdering my repose, and

defrauding society of the fruits of my studies and

lucubrations. Seven devils incarnate could not

have plagued me more efficiently. Their fond

parents called them " their little angels ; " and

such certainly they were, according tothe literal

acceptation of that passage in the Liturgy-

" cherubim and seraphim continually do cry;"

for a perpetual concert it truly was of mewling,

piping, sobbing, bawling, and all the melodies of

the nursery, with more variations than Beetho-

ven and Rossini between them ever composed.

They managed never to be asleep all at the same

time ; two or three were always on duty ; and

most effectively did the pretty little ones perform

it. In the course of a short month, the literary

world sustained damage, in consequence of the

life I led at the tailor's, to the amount of ten son-

nets, fifteen epigrams, seven serious , six comic ,

and five serio-comic prose essays, with three poli-

tical articles, some of which I never trusted out

of my desk ; while those which were " cast upon

the waters" returned invariably to their author,

after having obtained for themselves and him

such flattering notices as the following :~

"Fortunatus is not fortunate enough to please

us." " The writerwho subscribes himself ***,

is not sufficiently starry for our pages." " The

author of the paper against Taxes upon Know-

ledge is unreasonable ; it willbe some time before

the collector calls upon him."

That I was indebted for these editorial urbani-

ties to the tailor's progeny , I am prepared to ve-

rify by affidavit ; nay , I could actually apportion

to each of the " little dears" the share he or she

had in occasioning my disasters. All the time I

was composing the verses signed " Fortunatus,"

one oftheyoung gentlemen was blowing a penny

trumpet, and his charming sister trying a new

skipping-rope, in the room immediately over

mine. I only wonder the verses were not attri-

buted to Mr. R. My. Another pair was

struggling and screaming under the operation of

the comb and towel, just at the precise moment

the unfortunate article with the three stars was

on the anvil : it was an ill-starred production, as

a matter of course. The failure of my political

speculations is to be divided equally amongst the

remaining trio, whose never-ceasing contests

about the property of an unlucky kitten led to

the cat-astrophe of my " Taxes upon Know-

ledge." In fact, the only composition of any

merit that came from my pen during this unhap-

py period, was an Essay on Infanticide, in which

I think I have rested the defence of that practice

upon grounds that it will not be easy to impugn.

But the time is not yet come for promulgating so

bold a doctrine to the world.

There is nothing I hate so much as the trouble

of changing my domicile ; but the dread of hav-

ing my swan again mistaken for a goose, pre-

vailed over my inhabitive propensity ; so , having

given the man of the shears due notice , I struck

my camp in the midst of a full chorus, which the

infant Stentors seemed to have set up on purpose

for the occasion-I suppose to send me on my

way rejoicing ; and a few hours saw me regular-

ly installed in My New Lodgings, where I had

previously assured myself by the most rigorous

investigation, that there was not a child, either

in esse, or in posse, upon the premises- my land-

lady being a maidenly dame of threescore and

ten years, and no other lodger in the house, ex-

cept a respectable, quiet gentleman," who oc-

cupied, in the golden estate of a bachelor, the

apartment immediately adjoining mine upon the

same floor. " No children?" was the sole inter-

rogatory I put. I put it with the air of a pleni-

potentiary propounding his ultimatum. The an-

swer was in the negative, and the bargain was

concluded.

66

When the door was shut, and my chair drawn

close to a comfortable fire , the sensations I ex-

perienced were of the most enviable nature.

After one retrospective glance at my late mise-

rable situation, my present felicitous circum-

stances passed in review before me ; I fancied

myself in Paradise ; and formed a hundred lite-

rary projects to retrieve my reputation and re-

cruit my purse. I would run no risk in future

of having my verses ascribed to the poet of Mil-

ford, or any other bardling of the day; I would

be a constant and brilliant contributor to the

Monthly Magazine ;" my random rays and

scintillations I would throwto other periodicals ;

perhaps I would even produce a novel, the ap-

pearance ofwhich would be an epochin English

literature, like the publication of Waverley.— It

is a question , I continued , whether I should give

my name at once to the world or become

another " Great Unknown." Another difficulty

suggested itself. My portrait will be solicited

for some gallery of living literary characters ;

66
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perhaps I had better sit to Rothwell at once-or,

quere, would it not be more ecletant to refuse-

refuse them my countenance ! They will press

me, of course-I will be peremptory, fierce, in-

flexible. But suppose a hundred pounds offered

to overcome my scruples-how should 1 act?

Would it look mercenary to take the money ?

Ahundred pence would be a great matter at

present-my malison on the tailor's lady ! I'll

agree they shall have it for the hundred. Oh !

but I forget my novel-I shall not want a paltry

hundred pounds. If I consent to be engraved , it

will therefore be out of pure magnanimity-to

encourage literature and the arts.-But this is

wandering ; let me think of an article for next

month. Thank Heaven ! here is no wilderness

of squalling brats to distract me. This is just

the place-just the place for an author. Gibbon !

I do not envy you your bower by Lake Leman.

Simeon the Stylite ! I do not grudge you the

summit of your famous pillar in the solitudes of

Syria ! Here I have all the solitude , quiet re-

pose, silence- What noise was that?

The sound which broke my soliloquy, and oc-

casioned this abrupt interrogatory, was a note of

a flute from the “ respectable quiet gentleman"

in the adjoining apartment. "A flute-player !" I

ejaculated in a tone very different from that of

myformer musings-"my next-room neighbour

is a flute-player!" It was not until that moment

that I particularly noticed a door which actually

communicated between our quarters. The door

to be sure, was locked ; but Bramah himself can-

not lock out sounds. My first impressions , there-

fore, on hearing the note of the flute , were like

those of one who , couching on roses, discovers

an adder preparing to sting him. The thought,

however, soon occurred , that it would be only a

tune or two- three at the utmost ; and itwas for-

tunate to have a " respectable, quiet gentleman"

for a neighbour on no harder terms than three

airs on the flute, even were the performance to

be daily repeated. With this reflection I laid

down my pen, threw myself serenely back on

my chair, and resolved to wait en philosophe

until my melodious neighbour had taken his in-

nocent recreation. "The day," said 1 , parody-

ing a speech of Uncle Toby, " is long enough,

both for him and me." I listened . It is possible,

as my friends know, to be more of a musician

'than I am, without endangering the supremacy

ofHandel or Mozart. I pretend not to the mys-

teries of the flat ninth, or diminished seventh-

but I know a crotchet from a quaver ; and a few

seconds informed me that the unseen instrumen-

talist had yet to reach that measure of proficiency.

Now the vicinity of a flute-player was bad

enough in all conscience ; but a flute-learner-

Ifit were polite to swear in a magazine , I would

let you know my sentiments of a flute-learner !

Still I determined to " bide my time." A quar-

ter ofan hour's practice, methought, will content

him; and the deuce is in it if the residue of the

twenty-four hours is not enough for me. A quar-

ter of an hour is often but a brief space. Tome

-condemned to hear harmony murdered in the

U

next room, with nothing but a pannel half an

inch thick between me and the murderer ; and

my situation aggravated by the remembrance

that my pen was idle the while, and all the bright

thoughts which I had just collected into a focus

to dazzle the world , in imminent danger of dis-

persion-to me it appeared a quarter of a cen-

tury. You have heard , perhaps, a beginner on

the flute or some other instrument? Time and

tune set at defiance ; flats , sharps, and naturals

in as beautiful confusion as chairs in a fashiona-

ble drawing-room ; the performer as ignorant

of the gamut as a peer of political economy ;

tones and semi-tones, quavers and semi-quavers

all alike ; no standing upon such trifles . Alto-

gether, I believe it is comparable to nothing but

to Discord herself executing a solo at a musical

festival in Pandemonium. When the fifteen

minutes were elapsed, I dipped my pen in the

ink-stand. The ink dried, and the practising

stillwent on. Vexation muttered, " unconscion-

able !" Patience whispered , " give him another

quarter of an hour !" I agreed in hopes of get-

ting quarter myself in return. But no ! I was at

the mercy of a ruthless enemy. The second

half-hour commenced its course ; but no inter-

mission, except while the leaves of the music-

book were turning. Once there was a little de-

lay in performing this operation : two leaves , I

suppose, were turned instead of one. My pen

was once more in the ink-stand ; but, before it

could reach the paper, the mistake was correct-

ed, and the indefatigable practiser was on his

way again in full career after luckless music ,

whom he worried like a true sportsman , thinking

as little (to borrow a pun from Geoffrey Crayon)

of clearing five or six bars at a leap, as a fox-

hunter in the heat of the chase. I was now

wrought to a pitch of frenzy, and resolved to

leave the house instantly ; but, alas ! how often

"the native hue of resolution

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought !"

I had taken the apartment by the month ; and ,

in my horror of children, I had never dreamed

of making a proviso against musicians. Of

course, there was no alternative but to submitto

be practised to death, or pay a month's rent for

a day's lodging-a course which the editorial

civilities above mentioned dissuaded me from

taking, by that powerful mode of reasoning call-

edan argumentum ad crumenam.

At length it ceased !-but the spirit of compo-

sition had evaporated ; my neighbour's flute had

produced the effect of Gideon's pitcher and

trumpets on my cogitations ; and, on reviewing

the ideal host, with whose aid I had meditated

the gathering of so many laurels, so many of

my thoughts were on the missing-list-not to

speak of those which had actually perished in the

din-that it was impossible to proceed a step

until I had raised new recruits, or given the

stragglers time to return to their ranks. This

was not the work of a few minutes. It required

much walking up and down the room, much

scratching of the head, much thumping of the

table, and much mending of the pen. At length
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they began to rally : one leading idea came so

near within my reach that I laid hold of and se-

cured it. " Aha !" I exclaimed , " I have got

you at last ; and to make sure of you , down

you go on paper this very instant ; down you

go ; the world shall have you-all the flutes in

the kingdom to the contrary, notwithstanding. "

A single sentence from the next room defeated

my purpose and defrauded the world . " It is

just Signor Ritornelli's time ; I think I am al-

most perfect in that sonata." Signor Ritornelli's

time! blissful announcement ! What heinous

sin had I perpetrated to incur such a visitation?

I went through the decalogue.

My next step was to settle my account, low as

my finances were, and sally forth in quest of a

new lodging. "Well!" said 1 to myself, " expe-

rientia docet. Musicians are as much to be

dreaded by a literary man as children. I shall

insert clauses against both in my next agree-

ment." It cost me a good deal of perambulation

to combine the two conditions. Inthe firsthouse

I entered, a young lady in the parlour was prac-

tising the" Battle of Prague ;" she had just ar-

rived at "the cries of the wounded!" That, you

know, would never answer ; so I crossed the

street to another house with " Lodgings for Sin-

gle Gentlemen" upon the windows. A dame

opened the door, surrounded with as numerous

a litter as Virgil's " sow of imperial augury," or

the wife of a country curate. The apartments ,

of course, were not exactly to my mind. The

drawing-room window of the third was open ; and

a voice as sonorous as that of the Hermit of Cop-

manhurst, thundering his De profundis, was

roaring, " Oh ! no, we never mention her," to a

guitar which seemed to be cracking its strings

to maintain its rightful place in the performance.

Several more attempts were equally unsuccess-

ful. But-to be brief-by dint of perseverance,

I ultimately lighted upon exactly the thing I

wanted." There was no child , male or female ;

neither flute, fiddle , nor so much as a jew's-harp

from kitchen to attic ; and, to crown all , my land-

lord was not only a bachelor but a man of the

pen like myself, and of course personally con-

cerned to have a studious silence preserved upon

his premises. I had it from his own lips-" Dab-

ble a little in ink now and then-the cacoethes

loquendi,' you know-take for granted , sir , if I

may take the liberty, you are a literary man as

well as myself?" I nodded assent, though I

should rather have been fraternized by a better

classical scholar. But was this a time to be hy-

percritical? Here was every thing I wanted-a

residence fit for Silence herself ; the streetwas a

cul-de-sac ; and so deep was the repose of my

new apartments, that " the tiniest mouse that

creeps on floor" could not journey across them

unperceived.

My first day in My New Lodgings I neither

read nor wrote a syllable-not that my library

took a long time to arrange, or my wardrobe

either the former is anything but a dubia cœna;

and the latter might vie with that of Curran,

when he wrote to his mother for a supply of

eleven shirts, assuring her that in college every

gentleman had a dozen. But it was business

enough for one day to contemplate the various

agremens ofthe quiet little creek where I had at

length cast anchor, and refit my shattered bark

for a more prosperous voyage. It was not,

therefore, until after breakfast onthesecond day

(I never could compose before breakfast) that,

ordering myself to be denied to all the world, (a

pulpit would hold the entire circle of my acquain

tance in town ! ) I sat me down , in all the dig-

nity of authorship , to my literary labours. The

influence of an able writer over his species

pressed itself irresistibly on my mind. I mused

upon the famous aphorism, " knowledge is pow-

er," and was quoting the lines of Byron-

" But words are things ; and a small drop of ink,

Falling like dew upon a thought, produces

That which makes thousands, perhaps millions , think—”

when a tap at the door caught my ear. I instinc-

tively said, " Come in !"-and my landlord enter-

ed, smirking and scraping, with an immense

bundle of papers under his left arm.

All my visions of glory vanished into thin air !

Against flutes and families I had taken every pre-

caution ; but the peril of a politico-literary land-

lord had never once entered my head!

His face , in which self-complacency made a

comical effort to look like diffidence, was suffi-

cient to inform me that there subsisted between

him and the said papers some very near and dear

relationship. But he left no doubt upon the sub-

ject. "An humble attempt, sir!" said he, laying

on the table as he spoke, a manuscript of at least

a hundred pages of closely-written letter-paper ;

"an humble attempt , sir , to which I humbly beg

to solicit your favourable attention . We litera-

ry men, sir-if I may presume to make so bold-

must assist each other. It is entitled , you will

observe, A Political Panorama of the British

Empire'-most important at the present crisis.

Perhaps, if I may make so bold, you will do me

the honour to give it one or two careful perusals

-anytime in the course of the day ; your candid

opinion will oblige me. I flatter myself it will

meet your approbation , as it has, 1 assure you,

met that of Mr.-a member of the Imperial

Parliament, my most particular friend . Perhaps

you know Mr.--?"

Peruse a hundred pages of solid pamphlet ! It

was well for my landlord my organs of comba-

tiveness and his of self-esteem, were not equally

developed. But great provocations have fre-

quently a tranquillizing effect : ladies who storm

when a single cup falls , are serene when a whole

service is dashed to pieces. So it was with me.

I replied composedly that I was at present occu-

pied with indispensable business ; but, if he would

leave his MS. I would look over it when I was at

leisure. It would not do ; I was obliged to listen

to the Table of Contents. That was not enough

-there were two chapters to which he wished to

call my attention-he would just run over them

for me, if I had no objection. I had every objec-

tion in the world ; but I was happy to compound

for a preface of a dozen pages. The text was
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bad enough, but the oral comment was still

worse ; and even this was not so trying to my

patience as the apologies that accompanied it.

He begged my pardon for digressing ; hoped he

had not interrupted the thread of the argument;

and kindly offered to go back again, if it were

necessary! I now rose from my chair. He ap-

peared to take the hint, and moved a step or two

towards the door. I occupied the ground thus

abandoned, and kept it. It was impossible, how-

ever, to prevent him from laying hold of one of

my coat-buttons. Men of business ought either

to wear no buttons, or take care to have their

edges sharp and serrated, as a security against

bores of all descriptions, but particularly politi-

cians. While in this " durance vile ," I was so-

licited to give " my candid opinion on the affairs

of Poland." As you may conjecture, therequest

was onlyproforma, and intended not to extract

my sentiments, but to introduce his own. " If I

may presume to offer the opinion of so humble

an individual as myself," he proceeded , lower-

ing his voice almost to a whisper, and looking

oracular, " the Poles would never have taken up

arms against Russia, if they had not had some

hopes of success !" In his triumph at being de-

livered of so sagacious a remark, he forgot him-

self so far as to let go my unfortunate button.

The advantage was not to be lost ; I gained two

steps more upon my political persecutor and this

brought him within a few inches of the door ; I

then opened it myself, and growling a good

morning, left him no alternative but to evacuate

the apartment. My ferocity, however, seemed

only to excite his good-nature. As he withdrew

-a movement he performed as reluctantly as a

hunted wolf retires from his prey-he expressed

his determination to avail himself often of the

pleasure of my conversation ; dropped something

about kindred spirits ; and intimated he had

several other literary works on which he would

take leave to solicit my opinion- not, however,

(he was considerate enough to add,) until I had

read and digested the " Political Panorama !"

I had endured the tailor's family, and even the

flute-player, without ever once thinking of deli-

vering myself from my troubles by suicide.

Now, however, that dreadful idea rushed into my

mind; and I tremble to confess how long it oc-

cupied it. A literary landlord is certainly the

climax of human miseries. The next thought

was a country curacy , and this was succeeded

by a determination to take my passage for Ame-

rica in the course of the evening. In the silent

and pathless forests ofthe new world , I would be

in no danger from bores-at least of the human

species. How many more wild projects chased

each other through my agonized brain, I cannot

recollect for I was in a state of desperation,

pacing the room with the gait of a maniac, curs-

ingtheday I was born, and the folly of my friends,

who had induced me to come to London, as-

suring me it was the only place for an author.-

Yet who could have supposed that there is no

such thing as a quiet lodging in all this vast me-

tropolis ?

FAIRY RINGS.

IN August, fairy rings in the grass are most

conspicuous, of which Mr. Howitt gives by far

the most plausible account we have any where

seen-more than plausible , indeed, for it is built

upon incontestible facts, and such as seem ade-

quate to explain the effects. Fungi and insects

always abound in them ; but the insects are a

consequence of the fungi, and not a cause of the

circle, for where there are fungi there will be

insects to devour them. The commencement of

these circles , too , favour the fungi theory. That

commencement is, indisputably, nothing but a

small mushroom bed, made by the offals of cattle

lying undisturbed , where first deposited , till it

becomes incorporated with the soil. Where this

occurs a tuft of rank grass springs, and in the

centre a crop of fungi appears and perishes.

This is the nucleus of the fairy ring. The next

year the tuft is found to have left a green spot,

of perhaps a foot and a half diameter, which has

already parted in the centre. This expansion

goes on from year to year-the area of the circle

is occupied by common grass , and successive

crops of fungi give a vivid greenness to the ring

which bounds it. That only a few tufts are con-

verted into fairy rings may be owing to their not

being sufficiently enriched to become mushroom

beds ; but that all fairy rings have this origin , will

be found to admit of little doubt. This, though

true, is nevertheless an humiliating expose of the

charmed fairy-rings ; but

Do not all charms fly

Atthe mere touch of cold philosophy?

As a naturalist, and given to prowling, Mr. H.

exclaims, and not without reason, against the

shutting up of footpaths upon estates in the

country. The exclusive spirit of country gen-

tlemen would gladly keep the world to the high

roads. They look with jealousy upon one who

crosses a field. Trespass formerly meant mis-

chief, an actual injury, by breaking, destroying ;

but now to be seen in an enclosure is enough to

constitute a crime-a violation of the statute.

The country squires have had influence to get

such an appearance denounced as a crime, and

as a body are armed with authority to carry their

own paltry wishes into execution. The unlucky

botanist cannot now venture, in the country, out

ofthe lanes with any safety.

HOW TO LIVE.

A MAN should live in the world like a true

citizen; he may be allowed to have a preference

to the particular quarter, or square, or even

alley in which he lives ; but he should have a

generous sympathy for the welfare of the whole;

and if, in his rambles through this great city, the

world, he chances to meet a man of a different

habit, language, or complexion, from his own,

still he is his fellow creature, a short sojourner,

in common with himself; subject to the same

wants, infirmities , and necessities ; and one who

has a brother's claim on him for his charity, com-

fort and relief.
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STANZAS.

BY LORD BYRON.

-

VILLAGE BELLS.

BY N. MITCHELL.

-

Oн, talk not to me ofa name great in story,

The days ofour youth are the days ofour glory ;

Andthe myrtle and ivy ofsweet two-and-twenty

Are worth all your laurels, though ever so plenty.

What are garlands and crowns to the brow that is wrinkled?

"Tis but as a dead-flower with May dew besprinkled .

Then away with all such from the head that is hoary!

What care I for the wreaths that can only give glory ?

Oh, Fame ! ifI e'er took delight in thy praises,

'Twas less for the sake of thy high-sounding phrases ,

Than to see the bright eyes of the dear one discover

Shethought that I was not unworthy to love her.

There chiefly I sought thee, there only I found thee ;

Herglance was the best ofthe rays that surround thee ;

When it sparkled o'er aught that was bright in my story,

I knew it was love , and I felt it was glory.

THE lute may melt to love-to war

The trumpet rouse the soul-

The organ waft the spirit far

Above earth's dull control,

But oh what sound hath magic spells ,

To charm and soothe, like village bells ?

They wake remembrance in the heart,

Of all that once was dear;

They prompt the sigh , bid tear drops start,

And yetwe love to hear-

They open all the close shut cells,

Where Contemplation darkly dwells.

Their sounds which charmed youth's happy day,

For me, I ne'erforget,

And oft 1 dream , though far away,

I hear their music yet,

And home returns, and streams and dells,

With those remember'd village bells.

THE ORNAMENTAL ARTIST .

TRANSPARENT SCREENS.

Draw onrather a thin piece of drawing-paper,

any kind offigure, animal, or small composition;

forinstance-a boy holding a mouse in a trap, with

a dog jumping up towards it. The design should

be sketched very lightly, without any dark sha-

dows. Trace it exactly on another piece of

paper, line for line ; then, by adding a frock,

bonnet, curls , bracelets, &c. the boy may be

changed to a girl ; particular care being taken

to keep the entire outline of the boy on the folds ,

&c. ofthe girl's frock : or the mouse-trap may be

converted into a cage, by lengthening the bot-

tom ; the mouse into a bird, by the addition of

plumage ; and the dog into a cat, by putting a

longer tail, rounder head, &c. Again, should the

first drawing be a boy blowing bubbles, by the

addition of an old hat, longer skirts to the coat, a

little beard and a few wrinkles, and blending the

bubbles into a little cloud, an old man, smoking

his pipe, may be produced. When the second

drawing is finished, cut it out neatly, and paste

it at the back of the first, with great care , so that

the lines of the original, and the copy which has

received the additions , may be exactly opposite

each other. At the back of these , paper is to be

pasted on, and the production may then be used

as the interior, or centre ornament of a screen.

When it lies flat on the table, or if placed against

the wall over the chimney-piece , with the front

exhibited, the first picture only is seen : when

held against the light , or fire , it changes into the

second. The taste and ingenuity of the artist

will, doubtless, suggest a variety ofdesigns , which

will be more elegant in the original, and more

amusing in the change, than those we have men-

tioned. In accordance with our plan of leaving

as much as possible beyond the general mode of

operation to our readers, we refrain from sug-

gesting anyother subject. Handles may be added ,

similar to those of the screens we have before

mentioned, and they may be ornamented in the

same way. To strengthen the paper part ofthe

screen, a thin piece of wire, covered with gold

paper, should be fixed round its edges.

GLASS BOXES WITH RAISED COVERS .

A box, very superior in appearance to the

foregoing one (which we have described rather

on account of its simplicity than for any beauty

in its shape,) may be made , with a very little ad-

ditional trouble. Let the bottom be cut square :

the front, back and sides of equal lengths, but

rather less in depth than the breadth of the bot-

tom . The pieces are to be bound , fastened to-

gether, mounted on pedestals, and ornamented

as the box before described . The top consists

9.

b

of five pieces of glass ; four of

them cut as fig. 9-being as broad

at a as the lower part of the box

—and the fifth a square, having

all its sides equal to the breadth

of the other four at b. The five

sides are to be bound and fastened

together at the corners ; each of the large pieces

forming one side of the cover, and the little

9. square one , being fixed

to them by their upper

edges, constituting its

top. All the corners are

to be ornamented with

bows or rosettes, and

the cover fastened on

with a riband to raise it,

and others to prevent it

falling back, in the manner before described

(Fig. 9.)
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THE EFFECTS OF CLANSHIP .

BY THE ETTRICK SHEPHERD.

Ir was during the time of Cromwell's usurpa-

tion that the chiefs and chieftainships of the

Highlands were most disputed , and held in the

highest estimation. The efficiency of the clans

had then been fairly proved : and every propri-

etor was valued according to the number of

the vassals that called him lord , and rose at his

command; and in proportion with these was his

interest with the rulers of the realm.

It was at that time, however , that the following

extraordinary circumstance occurred in a great

northern family, now decayed ; and therefore , for

the sake of its numerous descendants and rela-

tives, to whom the story is well known, I must

alter the names in a small degree, but shall de-

scribe the scene so that it cannot be mistaken.

Castle-Garnet, as we shall call the ancient

residence of the chief to whom I allude , stands

near to the junction of two notable rivers in the

north of Scotland , having tremendous mountains

behind it towards the west, and a fine river and

estuary towards the east. The castle overhangs

the principal branch of the river, which appears

here and there, through the ancient trees, foam-

ing and toiling far below. It is a terrible but

grand situation , and an emblem of the stormy

age in which it was reared. Below it , at a short

distance, a wooden bridge crossed the river at its

narrowest roughest part ; the precipitate banks

on each side were at least twenty fathoms deep,

so that a more tremendous passage cannot be

conceived. This bridge was standing in myown

remembrance : and, though in a very dilapidated

state, I have crossed by it little more than thirty

years ago. It was reared of oak, unhewn as it

came from the forest ; but some of the planks

were of prodigious dimensions. They rested on

the rocks at each side, and on a strange sort of

scaffolding in the middle, that branched out from

one row of beams. It had neither buttress nor

balustrade, and yet troops of horse were wont to

pass it.

But the ancient glory of Castle- Garnet had

sunk to decay during the turbulent reigns ofthe

Stuarts, whose policy it was to break the strength

ofthe too powerful noblemen , chiefs , and barons,

bythe arms of one another. The ancient and

head title of the family had passed away ; but a

stem of nobility still remained to the present

chiefin the more modern title of Lord Edirdale.

He was, moreover , the sole remaining branch of

the house ; and , on his demise, the estate and re-

maining title, as well as a chieftainship of a

powerful clan, descended to the man whom of

all others he hated in this world-to the manwho

had deprived him of wealth and of honours ; and

who at this very time, was endeavouring to un-

dermine and ruin him.

This being a hard pill to swallow, Edirdale , by

the advice of his chieftains and duniwhastles,

married Julia, the flower of all the M'Kenzies,

while bothwere yet very young. She was lovely

as an angel, kind , virtuous, and compliant-the

darling of her husband and his whole clan : but,

alas , years came and passed by, and no child

appeared to heir the estate of Glen-Garnet and

lordship of Edirdale ! What was to be done ?

The clan was all in commotion ; and the chief-

tains held meeting after meeting, in all of which

it was unanimously agreed, that it were better

that ten of the chief ladies of the clan should

perish, than that the whole clan itself should fall

under the control of the hated Nagarre.

When the seventh year of the marriage had

elapsed, a deputation of the chief men, headed

by the veteran laird of Carnach, the next in

power to the chief, waited upon Lord Edirdale,

and boldly represented to him the absolute ne-

cessity of parting with his lady , either by divorce

or death. He answered them with fury and dis-

dain ; and dared them ever to mention such a

thing to him again. But old Carnach told him

flatly , that without them he was nothing ; and

they were determined that not only his lady, but

all the chief ladies of the clan should rather

perish, than that the clan should become bond

slaves to the hateful tyrant Nagarre. Edirdale

hearingthem assume this high and decisive tone,

was obliged to succumb. He said it was a hard

case ; but ifthe Governor of the world saw meet

that their ancient line should end in him , the

decree could not be averted ; and to endeavour

to do so by a crime of such magnitude, would

only bring a tenfold curse upon them. He said,

moreover, that his lady and he were both very

young, scarcely yet at the prime of life ; and

there was every probability that she might yet be

the mother of many children . But that, at all

events, she was the jewel of his heart, and that

he was determined much rather to part with life

than part with her.

Carnach, shook his dark grey locks, and said

the last part of his speech was a very imprudent

and cruel answer, and one which they did not

deserve. But for that part of it regarding his

lady's youth, it bore some show of reason : and

on that score alone they would postpone com-

pulsion for three years more to come, and then,

for the sake of thousands who looked up to him

as their earthly father and only hope, it behoved

him to part with her and take another ; for on

this the very existence of the clan and the name

depended.

Three years present a long vista of existence

to any one ; and who knows what events may

intervene to avert a dreaded catastrophe ? Lord

Edirdale accepted the conditions ; and the cadets

of the family returned to their homes in peace.

The third year came , being the tenth from the

chief's marriage ; and still there was no appear-

ance of family ! Julia remained courteous and

beautiful as ever : and quite unconscious of any
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discontent or combination against her. But,

alas , her doom was sealed ! for the dissatisfaction

of the clan now raged like a hurricane. Every

voice both male and female, denounced her re-

moval ; and several of the old women had entered

into combinations to take her off by poison , for

they had tried enchantment, and that would not

do. The day arrived ; and the chieftains of the

clan once more came as a deputation, with the

old Carnach at their head. The chief knew not

what to do : he had given his word to his clan ;

their part had been fulfilled ; his behoved to be

so. He had not a word to say ! A splendid din-

ner was spread ; such a dinner as never graced

the halls of Castle-Garnet ; and Lady Julia took

her seat at the head of the table, shining in her

silken tartan of the clan, and covered with gold

and jewels. She was never so lovely, never so

gay, never so perfectly bewitching. The young

men were struck with admiration ; and the old

men were often seen to wipe the salt tear from

their faded eyes. When she rose from the table

and left them, there was not a dry eye in the

company, nor had one a word to say ; all sat

silent, and gazed at one another. The chief

seized thatmomentof feeling anddeep impression,

to implore his kinsmen for a farther reprieve.

He said that he felt that to part with that jewel

of his heart, and of all hearts, was out of his

power; death and oblivion were nothing to it.

Consent to her death he never would ; and to

divorce and banish her from his side, and from

her country, would be to her still a worse death

than the other; for that she lived but in his affec-

tions ; and a great deal more he said of her cour-

tesy, virtue, and beauty. The chieftains wept ;

but they made no reply ; they entered into no

stipulations ; but parted from their lord as they

met with him, in a state of reckless despair, re-

solved to be ruled by circumstances, and to take

their own way.

Shortly after this, the perturbation of Lord

Edirdale's mind threw him into a violent fever,

which placed the whole clan in the last degree of

consternation . They thought not then of shed-

ding their lady's blood ; for, in the event of their

chief's demise, she was their only rallying point,

and as all the cadets of the family now showed

only anxiety about him, he became impressed

with the idea, that his Julia's beauty and virtue

had subdued all hearts, as well as his own, and

that his kinsmen were incapable of doing her any

injury . This fond conceit working upon his

fancy was the great mean of restoring him to

health even after his life had been despaired of,

so that, in the course of five months, he was

almost quite well.

But strange news arrived from the south, and

events were manifestly approaching that would

again call out the clan to show its influence in

the balance of the power of the north. What

was to bedone? Something-any thing but sub-

jection to Nagarre. Prophets, sibyls , and second

sighters were consulted , and a fearful doom read,

but, never thoroughly comprehended . A depu-

tation once more waited upon the chief; but it

was not to crave the dismission of his lady, but

only a solemn pilgrimage to the shrine of St.

Bothan on Christmas day, for that they had

learned from a combination of predictions , that

from such a pilgrimage alone, and the offering

bequeathed, an heir was to arise to the house of

Edirdale and Glen-Garnet, and that from the

same predictions, they had ascertained that the

chieftainship was never to be held by the cursed

Nagarre.

Lord Edirdale was delighted. His beloved,

his darling Julia, was now to be his own for ever.

He invited all the cadets of the family and all

their ladies to assist in the grand procession. But

Christmas brought such a storm with it that

scarcely a human being could peep out of doors.

Though the weather at that season throughout

the Highlands is generally of the most boisterous

description , this winter exceeded them all. The

snow fell to a great depth, and on Christmas Eve

such a tempest of wind and rain commenced as

the oldest inhabitant of that clime had never wit-

nessed. The country became waist-deep of

lopper, or half-melted snow, impassable torrents

poured from every steep, and the rivers were

flooded to an enormous degree, so that, in place

of the whole gentlemen of the clan and their

ladies, only four chieftains appeared at the castle,

and these at the risk of their lives, all of whom

declared that the procession must of necessity

take place that very day, for that no other sub-

sequent one to the end of the world would an-

swer. A part of the way was perilous , but the

distance to the shrine was short ; so Julia,

who was prepared for the event, with her usual

sweet complaisance, wrapped herself up, and

away they went on their gloomy pilgrimage. At

their very first outset, they had to cross the river

by Drochaid-maide (the Wooden Bridge, I sup-

pose.) Never was such a scene witnessed in

Scotland! The river was half-way upthe linn,

while the frail fabric tottered like a cradle. Lady

Julia's resolution failed her-a terror came over

her heart ; but on seeing the resolute looks ofall

the rest, she surmounted it , and closing her eyes,

she laid fast hold of her husband's arm, and they

two led the way. Carnach and Barvoolin were

next to them, and Auchinsheen and Nathair-

nimhe last the four nearest kinsmen of the chief

--and just when at the crown of the bridge , Car-

nach and Barvoolin seized Lady Julia, and in

one moment plunged her into the abyss below !

The act was so sudden, that she had not time to

utter a scream-nay, it was supposed even to

open her eyes-but descending like a swan in

placid silence, she alighted on the middle of the

surface of the fleet torrent. Such was its density

and velocity, that iron , wood, or a feather , bore

all the same weight there. The lady fell on her

back in a half-sitting posture. She did not dip

an inch, but went down top-water swifter than

anarrow out ofa bow, and still in majestic silence;

and at the turn of the rock, they lost sight of her

for ever.

The moment that the lady was tossed from the

Drochaid-maide, the two chieftains seized on her
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husband, and bore him back to the castle in their

arms. He was raving mad ; but he only knew

that he had lost his lady, by what means he could

not comprehend. At first he cursed Barvoolin,

and swore that he saw his hand touching her-

"Alas ! I was only endeavouring to prevent the

dizzy and distracted leap," said he ; and before

night they had persuaded him that the terror of

the scene had produced a momentary madness,

and that the Lady Julia, in such a fit, had flung

herself over.

Men on horseback were despatched on the

instant, some to the meeting of the waters, others

towards the estuary, where all the boats were

put in requisition ; but in that unparalleled flood

both of tide and fresh, the body of Lady Julia

could not be found. This was a second grievous

distress to her lord, but so anxious were the

clansmen for his own preservation , that they

would not suffer him to assist in the search. He

had loved his lady with the deepest and purest

affection of which the heart of man is capable ;

for his pathetic lamentations over her loss often

affected the old devotees of clanship to the heart,

and they began to repent them of the atrocious

deed they had committed-particularly when ,

after representing to him that he lived and acted

not for himself but for his clan , and that it now

had pleased the Almighty to take home unto him-

self his own amiable and lamented lady, they

proceeded to argue, that it therefore behoved

him to take another wife without delay, in order

to preserve the houses of their fathers from utter

oblivion, and themselves , their sons , and daugh-

ters, from becoming the vassals and slaves of an

abhorred house.

" These are indeed strong, and powerful mo-

tives, my friends," said he ; " I have always ac-

knowledged it with deep regret, that Heaven

should so have decreed it. But man has not

these things in his power, and though there are

some hearts that are so much swayed by self-

interest that it becomes the motive of all their

actions, and modulates all their feelings , such

heart is not mine, and there are certain lengths

it can go, and no farther. As soon as it forgets

myJulia, I will then take to myself another wife;

but when that may be, I have no mode of calcu-

lation. How can I woo another bride ? I could

only woo her as Julia-I could only exchange

love or marriage vows and tokens with her as

Julia-and when I awoke in the morning, and

found that another than Julia had slept in my

bosom , I should go distracted , and murder both

her and myself. Believe me, my dear and brave

kinsmen, when I assure you that the impression

of my lost Julia is so deeply engraven on my

heart, that it can take no other. Whenever 1

feel that possible , I will yield to your entreaties,

but not till then."

This was a cutting speech to the old proud

cadets of the chief, and made them scowl and

shake the head with indignation. They had

brought innocent blood on their heads, and made

matters onlyworse. While Lady Julia was alive ,

there was some chance remaining for family

heirs-for, alas , she had been cut off before her

twenty-ninth year ; but now there was none.

They now began to repent them heartily ofwhat

they had done.

While matterswere in this taking, while the fate

of Lady Julia was the sole topic of conversation

up stairs at the castle , it was no less so down stairs;

but there conviction appeared arrayed in differ-

ent habiliments. The secrets and combinations

of a clan are generally known through all its

ramifications, except to the person combined

against. It is a curious trait of this patriarchal

race , that they only see, hear, feel, and act, in

conformity with their chiefs ; and in the present

instance, Lady Julia, perhaps, was the only indi-

vidual of the whole clan who did not know of the

dissatisfaction that prevailed, and the danger she

was in. The menials strongly suspected that

their lady's death had been effected by force or

stratagem ; they were almost convinced of it, but

their lord spoke otherwise, and so did they. But

there was one maid, named Ecky M'Kenzie,

who had come with her lady from her own dis-

trict, who was loud and vituperative against the

chieftains, and Carnach in particular, as the

leader of them ; asserting boldly, that he had

blinded her lord , and murdered her lady, because

he himselfwas next of kin, and would succeed

to be chief. The rest of the servants threatened

her, and said she was lying ; but they gathered

round her, and gaped and stared upon one ano-

ther, at her asseverations. " I know it all !" she

would add ; " I know all how that angelic crea-

ture has been hated , combined against, and mur-

dered by your vile , servile race ; and particularly

by that old serpent Carnach, who has all this

while acted as huntsman to a pack of blood-

hounds. But vengeance will overtake him !-

There will a witness appear at the castle in a

few days, that shall convict him to the satisfaction

of the wholeworld, and I shall yet see him hanged

from the castle wall, and lying a mangled corpse

at the foot of it."

These asseverations were so unreserved and

violent, that Angus Scan Riaghlear went direct

and told his lord every thing that Ecky had said ;

adding, that unless she was made to hold her

tongue, she would bring disgrace on the whole

clan. The chief judged for himself in that in-

stance ; happy had it been for him had he done

so always ! but nothing in the world was now of

interest to him , save what related to his lost lady.

So after dinner , while seven of the subordinate

chieftains of the clan were present, he sent for

Ecky M'Kenzie up stairs , saying to his friends-

" There is a little pestilence of a maid here, who

was kinswoman to my late lady, and who is

spreading reports so injurious to me and to you,

that I must call her to account for it.-Ecky

M'Kenzie , come up here-stand before me, and

look me in the face. What wicked and malicious

reports are these that you have been spreading

so broadly, and asserting so confidently before

my domestics ?"

"I have asserted nothing but the truth, my

lord, and nothing that I will not stand to before
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all your friends, and before the very man whom

I have accused ."

"Ecky, you cannot assert any thing for truth

ofwhich youwere not a witness; therefore, think

before you speak. Say, then, how or by whose

hands my late lady died ?"

" By the hands of these two men who now sit

on your right and left. In particular, by that

old fiend Carnach, who has for years been hatch-

ing a plot against my dear lady's life , and who at

last executed it in one moment of terror and

confusion. Ay, and not unassisted by his trucu-

lent nephew, the redoubted Barvoolin. You may

scowl ! I care not ! I know the foundation of

your devilish plot. My lord does not. You knew

that you would be chosen as the leaders of the

clan, and they never would nor could be trans-

ferred to the house of Nagarre. Ay, well may

you start, and well may the tears drop from your

aged and remorseless eyes ! You know I have

told you the truth, and you are welcome to chew

the cud upon it !"

"What is this that I see? Why do you weep ,

cousin?" said the chief to Carnach.

" It is, my lord, that in my researches into

futurity, I discovered, that the death of Lady

Julia was to bring about my own. I had forgot

the prediction, unconscious how the one life

could hang upon the other, until this wicked

minx's bold and false assertion reminded me of

it, and convinced me that she herself would be

the cause of it. My lord, shall such falsehood

and audacity pass unpunished under your own

roof?"

"No, they shall not. But punishment must

follow conviction , not antecede it.-Now, Ecky,

they are all present who witnessed my lady's

death. You did not. Whence, then , have you

your information , that you have the audacity to

accuse these my kinsmen to their face?"

" I have my information from another country;

and my testimony is true, and theirs is false.-

They know well that I am telling the truth, and

that they have blinded your too confiding heart

by a farrago of lies."

66
Hold, hold !" cried Carnach, springing to his

feet, and laying his hand on his sword. My

lord, this is not to be borne. That infatuated

girl must die ! --must die this very night."

"No, Carnach !" cried the elf, laughing and

shaking her little white fist in his face-" No,

Carnach ! I must not die to-night, nor will I for

your pleasure. I know that your proud and re-

lentless heart will scek my life this night ; but I

will sleep far beyond the power of thy feeble

arm , and have intelligence , too, with her whom

that arm put down. And hear and note well

what I say : If a witness from another country

does not appear at this castle within three days

from this date, who will bring full conviction to

the consciences, and vengeance on the heads of

these guilty men, 1 give you liberty to cut me all

in pieces, and feed the crows and the eagles with

me! No, Carnach, I must not die to-night, for

I must live to see you hanged, and lying a

mangled corpse at the foot of the castle-wall,

next tothe river.-Good-night, sir : and remem-

ber I won't die to-night, but will live out of spite

to you !"

"What does the baggage mean?" said the

guilty compeers , staring at one another. " She

will give us liberty to cut her all in pieces, if a

witness from another country does not arrive?

What does the infernal little witch mean?"

"Her meaning is far beyond my comprehen-

sion," said Edirdale-not so her assertion . Would

to God, that I did not suspect it as bearing upon

the truth ! But it is easy for us to wait for three

days, and see the issue of this strange witness's

intelligence. After that, we shall bring the minx

to judgment."

" She may have escaped beyond our power

before that time," said Carnach. "The reptile

that would sting should be crushed at once. My

advice is , that she be put down this very night,

or confined in the dungeon. I myself shall take

in hand to be her jailor."

" I stand her security that she shall be forth-

coming at the end of three days, dead or alive,"

said the chief.

There was no more to be said-not a word on

that head; but on the girl's asseverations many

words passed ; and though the guiltiest of the

associates pretended to hold the prediction light,

it was manifest that it had annoyed them in no

ordinary degree-Carnach in particular, whose

countenance was quite changed ; for, with all his

cruelty and pride of clanship , he was the most

superstitious of mortals ; and the idea of an un-

earthly witness appearing against him almost put

him beside himself. He had no intention of stay-

ing outthethree days ; and , after a sleepless night,

which he groaned out beside his nephew Bar-

voolin, he prepared for his departure next morn-

ing. But his chief shamed him out of his reso-

lution, conjuring, and even ordering him to re-

main and await the issue of the extraordinary

accusation.

That evening, it being the first after Ecky's

examination, the chief perceiving the depression

of his kinsmen's spirits , and of old Carnach's

in particular, who appeared quite nervous, plied

his guests well with wine, which wrought vari-

ously on the various characters. Carnach was

excited in an extraordinary manner : his looks

were wild and unstable ; his voice loud and inter-

mittent; and whenever the late lady of the man-

sion was named, the tears rushed into his eyes.

It was presumed that he meant to have made a

full confession that night ; and, if he had , his

kinsmen would have saved him from destruction.

But while the glass was running the ninth hour,

they were interrupted by the arrival of an extra-

ordinary guest.

It was , as I said, between the eighth and ninth

hours of a dark January night. The storm ,

which raged for many days, had died away, and

a still and awful calm succeeded. The sky was

overspreadwith a pall of blackness. It was like

a house of death after the last convulsion of na-

ture ; and the arrival of any guest at the castle,

on such a night, and by such paths, was enough
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to strike the whole party with consternation.

The din of conversation in the chief's dining

apartment had reached its acme for the evening ,

when a gentle rap came to the grand entrance

door, at which none but people of the highest

quality presumed to enter. Sure there was

something equivocal in that rap, for never was

there another that made such an impression on

the hearts and looks of so many bold and warlike

men. The din of approaching ebriety was

hushed in a moment. A blank and drumly dis-

may was imprinted on every countenance ; and

every eye, afraid of meeting with the gleams of

terror from another, was fixed on the door.

Light steps were heard approaching by the great

staircase ; they came close to the back of the

door of the apartment, where they lingered for

a space, and an awful pause it was for those

within! The door was at length opened slowly

and hesitatingly by Ecky M'Kenzie, wrapped in

her winding sheet, and a white napkin about

her head, who fixed one death-like look on Car-

nach, raising her fore-finger at him, and then

retired , introducing Lady Julia.

This is no falsehood-no illusion of the brain.

It is a fact as well authenticated as any event in

the annals of any family in Great Britain. Yes,

at that moment Lady Julia entered, in the very

robes in which she had been precipitated from

the bridge. Her face was pale , and her looks

severe-still she was the Lady Julia in every

lineament. A shudder, and a smothered ex-

pression ofhorror, issued from the circle. Car-

nach in one moment rushed to the casement. It

opened like a door on hinges. He pulled it open,

and threw himself from it. Barvoolin followed

his example ; and so terror-smitten were the re-

mainder, that no one perceived the desperate

exit of the two chieftains, save the apparition

itself, which uttered a piercing shriek at the dis-

appearance of each. These yells astounded the

amazed kinsmen still the more , laying all their

faculties asleep in a torpid numbness. But their

souls were soon aroused by new excitations : for

theincidents , as they came rushingoneon another,

were all beyond human comprehension. The

apparition fixed its eyes, as if glistening with

tears, on oneonly of those present; then, spread-

ing forth its arms, and throwing its face towards

heaven, as if in agony, it exclaimed, " Is there

no one here to receive me, or welcome me back

tomyown house ?" The chief assumed the same

posture, but had not power to move, till the appa-

rition flying to him with the swiftness of light-

ning, clasped him in her arms, laid her head upon

his bosom, and wept. " God of my fathers ! It

is my Julia !-my own Julia, as I live and

breathe!" It was the Lady Julia herself.

Sir, does not this require some explanation?

It does.

On the side of the river opposite to the castle,

and, consequently, in another country, according

to the constant phrase in those parts, there lived

a bold yeoman, called Mungo M'Craw, miller of

Clach-mhuilian (I cannot help the alliteration , it

is none of my making.) But, in those days, mill-

X

ponds and mill-leads , with their sluices and burns,

(to say nothing of mill-stones and mill-wheels ,)

were in a very rude and ineffective state. The

great Christmas flood levelled Mungo M'Craw's

wears and sluices , as if no such things had ex-

isted; and, what was worse, as the dam came off

at the acute angle of the river, the flood followed

on in that straight-forward direction , threatening

instant destruction to the whole mill-town. Mun-

go, with his son Quinten, his daughter Diana,

and his old wife, yclept Mustress M'Craw, were

all busily engaged rearing a rampart of defence

with wood, stones, divots, and loads of manure

from the barn-yard.

" Ply, ply, you deil's buckies , or we shall all

beoverwhelmed and swept awayfrom the world,

with that roaring ocean of destruction that is

coming down from the hills . Fie, Mustress

M'Craw, ply your fingers ; fill all the sacks of

the mill with dirt, and plunge them into the

breach! Diana, you jade ! You are not car

rying above ten stone weight at a time. Quin-

ten, you dog, you cur, you great lazy puppy

of a cueannich, do you not see that we shall all

be carried away, unless you ply as never man

plied before?"

" Father, is Montrose charged ?"

" Malluchid! If I don't break your head for

you ! Whatwant you with the gun just now?"

"Because here is a swan coming full sail upon

us."

"Kem damh fealmhar ! run and bring Mon-

trose. Him always charged and dry, and let us

have a pluff at the swan, come of the mill what

may. Life of my soul, if she be not a drowned

lady, instead ofa swan ! Mustress M'Craw, and

you young witch, Diana, where be your hearts

and your souls now? Och, now, there will be

such splashing and squalling, and crying, for

women's hearts are all made of oladh-leighis ;

while I have lost my grand shot, and shall lose

my mill, and all my goods and chattels ! Alas ,

dear soul, a warmer couch would have fitted

thee better to-day ! Come, help me to carry her,

you jades ; what will howling and wringing your

hands do? See, give me hold of all your four

arms , and let her face hang down , thatthe muddy

water may pour from her stomach like a mill-

spout"-

"No, no, Mungo, keep my face upward. I am

little the worse. My head has never yet been

below the water."

"As I shall be sworn before the day of shudge-

ment, it is the great and good lady of the Castle!

God be with us, my dear and blessed madam !

How did you come here ?"

"Even as you see , Mungo. Put me in your

warm bed, and I will tell you all ; for I have had

a dreadful voyage to your habitation , although

the space of its duration could scarcely be ex-

tracted from the column of time. It is scarcely

a moment since I lost hold of my husband's

arms."

With many acclamations, and prayers and

tears, the Lady Julia was put into the miller's

bed, and nursed with all the care and affection
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ofwhich the honest and kind-hearted miller and

his family were capable. But her recovery was

not so sudden as might be expected ; an unde-

finable terror oppressed her spirits, which, at

first, it appeared impossible to remove, a terror

of that which was past. And besides, there was

one feeling of horror which was quite unbrook-

able, a worm that gnawed at her heart, and

almostdrank up the fountains of existence within

her; it was a painful thrilling consciousness that

her husband had pushed her over. She had not

the heart, nor the capability of mentioning this to

any one, although it continued more and more

to prey on her spirits and health ; but she bound

all the miller's family to secrecy, and resolved to

remain in concealment with them, till the mys-

tery of her intended death was cleared up.

She contrived at length to obtain a private in-

terview with her humble confidant and god-

child, Ecky M'Kenzie. The meeting was affect-

ing, and full of the deepest interest ; but I may

not dwell on the subsidiary matters. At that

meeting, and by the conversation that occurred

between Ecky and the old miller, Lady Julia's

eyes were first opened to the horrid combination

to take her off, and it brought such ease and

comfort to her heart, that she recovered daily.

She was now convinced of her husband's inno-

cence, and that all the love he had ever expressed

towards her was sincere ; and, as she lived butin

his affections , all other earthly concerns appeared

to her as nothing. And so , to have further proof

against those immediately guilty , the time, man-

ner, and mode ofher return to the castle were all

settled and arranged by the miller and maid, and

the above narrated catastrophe was the result.

On going out with torches, the foremost of

which was borne by Ecky M'Kenzie, they found

old Carnach lying at the bottom ofthe wall next

to the river, with his neck broken, and his body

otherwise grievously mangled ; while Barvoolin

was so much crushed and bruised by his fall, that

he proved a lamiter for life.

When these two cruel and determined men

threw the lady from the top of Drochaid-maide,

she went down like a feather on the surface of

the dense current, until hid from their sight

by the acute angle at the mouth of the linn.

From the angle on the other side, the miller's

dam was drawn nearly in a straight line with

the current, and his sluices having been all

demolished, the lady was naturally borne right

onward in that direction, straight into the

old miller's arms ; so that, from the time she

quitted her lord's arm, and found herself in

those of Mungo M'Craw, the miller of Clache-

mhuilian, was not perhaps above the space of

half a minute. But far the best of the story

is yet to come.

Whether it was in consequence of sleeping for

a fortnight on a hard heather-bed , or the subsist-

ing for that fortnight on black brochen, and

brose and butter ; or whether the ducking and

corresponding fright wrought a happy change

on Julia's constitution-which of these causes it

was, or if all of them combined , I know not; but

of this I am certain , that, within a twelvemonth

from the date of her return to the castle , she gave

birth to a comely daughter, and subsequently to

two sons ; and the descendants of that affectionate

couple occupy a portion of their once extensive

patrimonial possessions to this day.

LINES.

BY S. K. HERVEY, ESQ

--

FIRST INQUIRIES,

FROM SWAIN'S "BEAUTIES OF THE MIND."

" THEY WOve bright fables in the days of old !

Whenreason borrow'd fancy's painted wings ;

When truth's clear river flowed o'er sands ofgold,

And told , in song, its high and mystic things !

And such the sweet and solemn tale of her,

The pilgrim-heart, to whom a dream was given

That led her through the world-Love's worshipper-

To seek, on earth, for him whose home was heav'n !

As some lone angel, through night's scattered host,

Might seek a star which she had loved-and lost !

In the full city-by the haunted fount-

Through the dim grotto's tracery of spars--

'Mid the pine temples on the moonlit mount,

Where silence sits to listen tothe stars-

In the deep glade , where dwells the brooding dove-

The painted valley-and the scented air-

She heard far echoes of the voice ofLove,

And found his footstep's traces everywhere !

But never more they met !-since doubts and fears,

Those phantom shapes that haunt and blight the earth,

Had come ' twixt her, a child of sin and tears,

And that bright spirit of immortal birth ;-

Until her pining soul and weeping eyes

Had learnt to seek him only in the skies--

Till wings unto the weary heart were given ,

And she became Love's angel-bride- in heaven !"

FATHER, who made all the beautiful flowers ,

And the bright green shades of the summer bowers ?

Is it the warm beaming sun that brings

The emerald leaves and the blossomings-

Flowersto the field , and fruits to the tree ?

-Notthe sun, my dear child, but one greater than he!

Father, whose hand formed the blue tinted sky,

Its coloured clouds and its radiancy ?

What are those stars we view shining in air ?

What powerever keeps them suspended there ?

Was it manformed the skies and the glories we see ?

-Notman, my dear child, but one greater than he!

Father, from whence came our own lovely land,

With its rivers and seas, and its mountains so grand ;

Its tall frowning rocks, and its shell-spangled shore ?

Were these not the works of some people ofyore?

Owe these not their birth to man's own good decree ?

-Notto man, my dear child , but one greater thanhe !

From God came the trees, and the flower, and the earth ,

To God do the mountains and seas owe their birth ;

His glory alone , love , created on high

The sun, moon , and stars , and the beautiful sky-

It was heformed the land , and no people ofyore :

Bend thy knee , my sweet child, and that God now adore.
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GITANOS OF THE SIERRA MORENA.

THERE exists in Spain a race of beings whose

lineage may be much more clearly traced by

both moral and physical distinction , than that of

the lofty and effeminate nobility. In the gitanos

or gipseys of the Peninsula, may be yet seen the

nervous and flexible limb, the fiery eye, and coal

black hair, the courage, and love of adventure

of their Arab ancestry. They are the samewild

free-booting race, unused to the bonds of law,

and impatient of the restraints imposed by the

conventions ofsociety-denizens of the mountain

and the glen, living beneath the free and bound-

less canopy of heaven ; a mode of life in perfect

unison with their temper and dispositions. The

mysterious influence of this wandering and ori-

ginal tribe, though often derided , is , notwith-

standing, both felt and dreaded by most classes.

The traveller who refuses to listen to their ad-

vice, and to pay for it too, when given, may find

himself involved in inextricable difficulties , and

learn too late the folly or heedlessness of despis-

ing the gipsey's warning.

That part of the Sierra Morena which divides

La Mancha from New Castile , and particularly

the environs of the pass of the Despenaperros,

has, from time immemorial, been the abode of

numerous bands of these gitanos . The wild ro-

mantic beauty of the mountains, their thousand

hues and shapes, the foaming cataracts which

rush impetuously down their sides, the alternate

luxury of herbage, or sterility of brown, rocky

soil, the snow-capped peaks reflecting their sil-

very light into the depths of some of the hollow

caverns, mark it the peculiar habitation of these

roaming, uncontrolled spirits, and lead us at once

to identify the tenantry with their mountain

home.

In one of these fastnesses , in a strangely-insu-

lated position, accessible only on one side, and

that by a bridge traversing an abrupt and im-

measurably-deep cleft in the mountain (the ef-

fect of some volcanic revolution,) resided a

gipsey band, whose chief had formerly headed a

party of contrabandistas. Report had ascribed

to this man various delinquencies which called

for the long dormant interposition of the law ; but

the apathy ofjustice, or the dangers and difficul-

ties attendant on any interference, had left him

in a species of independent sovereignty, so that

theband remained unmolested in their mountains,

or encamped peaceably upon the plains , and even

enjoyed, in some measure, the protection of per-

sons who possessed estates in the vicinity.

Amongst those who extended to the gipseys a

more than ordinary share of favour, and whose

visits amongst them were more frequent than

mere accident seemed to warrant, was the young

Count Alphonso de Floresca, whose father, the

Marquess, possessed a vast domain and summer

palace called the Retiro , situated in a part ofthe

province of New Castile, closely adjoining the

Sierra, where the gipsey retreat is described.

The young Count was, indeed, a constant sharer

in the gipsey revels and adventures, a fact but

ill concealed. He had, it was said, appeared in

a distant province , beneath the gipsey garb, and

had collected money by his happy prophecies,

which won the generosity ofthe credulous. On

one of these occasions he effected the gipsey

king's releasefrom the prison of Malaga, in which

he had been confined upon the accusation of a

friar, who deposed to his having been robbed by

him, when formerly on his route to his monastery,

of a collection whichhe had made for his convent.

The young Count's gold on this occasion bribed

the judge, the friar, and the gaoler ; for on the

following morning the gipsey had broken his

prison, and the accuser had departed from the

town.

Count Alphonso had, at the period of this his-

tory, nearly attained his mayorazgo , or twenty-

first year, an event which was about to be cele-

brated at the Retiro on a scale of magnificence

which suited the rank and wealth of the family

to which he belonged. The preparations ex-

ceeded any thing which had been heard of for a

long time previous. Numbers of the Spanish

nobility were invited to the fete, and a series of

amusements was devised for their pleasure, which

was to last a month ; after which, the Marquess

had determined to take up his residence in the

capital, and to introduce his son to court.

programme of the entertainments contained

tournaments, bull-fights , theatricals, and chariot

races ; indeed, whatever ingenuity could devise,

or money command.

The

The Retiro formed a scene of splendour and

brilliancy seldom witnessed at such a distance

from the metropolis. Pride and contentment sat

on every brow ; if a cloud could have been dis-

covered, it was on that of Alphonso himself, to

whose bosom this feasting brought less of joy

than regret, for he foresawin its termination the

opening ofa new era in his life , on whichhe was

little disposed to venture. This young noble-

man's skill and address in all the sports of the

period, and his no less accomplished manners

and elegant deportment, gained him the admira-

tion of all, and had silently secured the hearts of

many proud doncellas, whom more courtly cava-

liers had failed to engage.

Amongst the guests of the Retiro were the

Count and Countess de Mariolana, whose estates

lay contiguous to the Marquess's domain , and

whose family was once to have been united with

that of De Floresco, by the marriage of an only

daughter with Count Alphonso, but circumstan-

ces which caused no breach of friendship, had

long since dissolved this tie. Nor was the inte-

rest of Count de Moriolana in Alphonso at all

diminished thereby, for being nowwithout issue,

he had devised his estates and title , at his death,

to his once-intended son-in-law, whom he consi-

dered as his own child.
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The fete, which it would be tedious to de-

scribe , was drawing towards a conclusion , and

invention of new pleasures seemed to be on the

wane, when Alphonso, to whose lot it had fallen

in his turn to suggest something new for the

amusement of the party, did so , by sending to the

Sierra for the gipsey band, with whose songs and

dances he proposed to divert the company. The

idea was joyously seconded ; in a short time the

gipsies were within the ground of the Retiro ,

telling the fortunes , and contributing to the de-

light of the noble guests. The plan succeeded

to admiration . All found something to flatter

their hopes or wishes, in the predictions of the

gipsies, among whom was a young girl, who, by

her vivacity and intelligence, and almost in-

spired answers, had rendered herself an univer-

sal favourite: this was Adelma, the daughter of

the gipsey chief. Her grace of person and gen-

tleness of manner, the even classical beauty of

her features, the softness of her large black

melting eyes, and glossy streaming jet hair, had

excited an interest which could not be dispelled.

The coarse costume in which she was clad,

scarce detracted from a certain elegance distin-

guishable in spite of her mean garb. Her inte-

resting voice, which she accompanied on the

guitar, drew all hearts towards her. Wherever

Adelma appeared, she excited the sympathy of

all who saw her. Her parents were solicited to

part with her, and none were so forward in their

offers of service as the Count and Countess de

Mariolana, who took great pains to persuade the

gipsey's mother to place the girl under their

care ; but the woman was inflexible, and spurn-

ed their offers with indignation.

An event however occurred in the course of

the gipsies' visit to the Retiro , which threatened

a separation on less agreeable terms than those

just proffered . The Count de Mariolana had

during the noon-tide heat retired to one of the

pavilions of the garden to indulge in the siesta.

On awaking, he missed from around his neck a

gold chain of some value. It was a loss not to

be borne without a murmer; it in fact caused so

much concern, that every one became interested

in the discovery of the lost treasure, for which

the most scrupulous search was immediately in-

stituted.

The wanderers of" the sandal shoon and scal-

lop shell" were about to return to the mountains

-the materials which formed their equipage

were slung across their shoulders-the wild strain

of their departure-the tramping of their march

broke upon the ear, while the noise of the

Count's loss caused them to be detained. The

servants of the Retiro particularly busied them-

selves in inspecting the baggage of the gipsies.

They soon came forward, dragging after them

Adelma, and holding up the lost chain, found

curiously concealed amongst her effects.

"I always said what would become of letting

these gipsey thieves into the grounds," said one

of the officious menials ; " notwithstanding our

superior vigilance the vagabonds have contrived

to steal a gold chain !"

"Insolent slave !" exclaimed Alphonso, " free

the gipsey girl from your grasp instantly."

The affrighted domestic loosed his hold, and

skulking away, muttered to himself, that "he

would go count the silver plates and spoons im-

mediately."

All looked with astonishment at Alphonso : his

earnestness in the gipsey's cause excited some

surprise. " Why," said he, " should you accuse

so gentle a creature of such a crime?"

" Circumstances !" cried one and all.

"Even so : they are deceitful, though irrefu-

table at first sight. But use the girl tenderly,

and my life on't she will satisfactorily account

for the possession of the chain."

But the artless Adelma was totally confound-

ed. " I aminnocent !" exclaimed she, " and pray

your noble natures to condemn me not, though

appearances are against me. Believe me, I

spurn the thought of a theft."

"But where got ye the chain ? Onthy answer,

gipsey depends thy fate !" said the Marquess de

Floresca.

"That chain has been in my possession many

years; ' twas a gift of my mother's ; she gave it

me with injunctions I cannot reveal !"

" Artful girl," said the Marquess , " that ready

coined falsehood shall not excuse ye. Away

with her to prison."

" Hold !" said Alphonso, " would you con-

demn that look of innocence-that tear which

undeserved suspicion wrings from her beauteous

eye? Hard must be the heart and bold the

tongue, which dares suspect her truth. Let the

gipsey's mother appear, and this mystery will be

unravelled."

Butthe gipsey's parents had fled.- They had

profited by the confusion which turned all eyes

on their daughter, and had stolen away unper-

ceived. Adelma was left alone to support her

innocence. She turned a look towards Alphon-

so-a look which craved pity and protection-it

spoke to his heart ; 'twas a language not to be

misunderstood ! And at this moment the gipsey

girl held up her hand, displaying a ring to

Alphonso, who alone understood the signal.

"Whence this interest, my son," said the Mar-

quess, " for this obscure gipsey, and these efforts

to repel an accusation which confirms itself by

every circumstance with which it is connected ?

I do perceive a something here which explains

suspicions already vaguely hinted, to which I've

yet lent unwilling credence. Depend on't jus-

tice shall not be warped. What can you have

in common with the gipsey girl thus to intercept

its course?"

"Listen," said Alphonso, " and you shall judge.

You may recollect the time when, during my

studies at Seville, by your command I was

ordered to make a tour to visit the Moorish cities

of Cordova and Grenada. In my route my car-

riage was beset by banditti, and my life with dif-

ficulty saved from the ferocity of the robbers.

My tutor, who accompanied me, unfortunately

recognized one of them as being an old servant

of his , and thinking to excite his pity called upon
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him by name. The consequence of which im-

prudence was his immediate assassination. I

should have shared the same fate, but had the

good fortune to loose myself from the tree to

which I was fastened, ere the robbers came to

execute their purpose. 'Twas dark ;-I fled to

a hut in a mountain of the Sierra Nevada, to

which I was guided by the glimmering of a fire.

This I found to be the residence of some gipsies.

I entered, and supplicated their hospitality and

protection. I was regarded with an eye of sus-

picion, and after some indistinct murmuring,

was told to depart. In this extremity I knew

notwhich way to turn, when, by the intercession

of this young girl, my request of a little food and

a night's lodging was granted . During my slum-

bers I was awoke by the tramping of horse.

Some men who had arrived spoke of an escape

which would ruin them , and demanded of the

gipsey chief the immediate aid of his scouts to

scour the country in search of the fugitive. 1

needed little to convince me these were the rob-

bers in search of their lost prisoner, and collect-

ed from the answers of the gipsey chief that he

was but a reluctant instrument in their service ;

and from the imprecations heaped on him, that

his own life depended on his obedience to their

will.

"The gipsey scouts were dispatched in differ-

ent directions. Scarcely had the noise subsided,

ere this same girl, who had interceded for my

protection and shelter came to inform me of my

present danger. She brought me a disguise , in

whcih I might escape suspicion , and a guide to

conduct me on my way, bidding me, if I at all

valued my life , instantly to be gone. I clasped

the beauteous and trembling creature to my

arms, and with a heart nigh to bursting, for this

spontaneous and unlooked-for generosity , I min-

gled my tears with hers ! I knew not how to

thank or reward her. In my foolish zeal I drew

forth my purse, of which the robbers had not yet

despoiled me, and offered her gold. Her look of

sorrow told me how woefully I had mistaken her

motives. I felt renewed reluctance to withdraw

from a spot to which I stood rivetted , notwith-

standing the dangers which beset me. With-

drawing from my embrace, she reminded me of

my delay, and pointed to the grey streaks of the

morning's dawn ; she whispered the guide , and

waving her hand disappeared.

" I was conducted down the steep descent

through a narrow and broken ravine, which had

been the bed of a mountain torrent, and, after

passing through some subterranean windings,

came to an outlet which disclosed the open coun-

try and the high route. Here 1 paused, for this

angel again stood in my path.

" I would fain ,' said she, ' ere you depart,

have something in remembrance of you, and

therefore have I intercepted your passage.' I

begged her to name what she wished. She re-

moved a small gold ring from my finger, asked

my name, and said- If ever your poor gipsey

girl should be in danger, will you promise, if you

have the power, to protect her ? I vowed, reli-

giously, to stake mylife for her if it was necessa-

ry-to bear her away from the wretched asso-

ciates with whom she was linked- to place her

beyond the rude contact of the desperate beings

in whose company I had found her. She spoke

of feelings paramount to her dislike of her mode

of life, and allowing me again to press her to my

bosom, and kiss her gentle cheek, once more bade

mefarewell.

"Now, Marquess," continued Alphonso, " tell

me, have I not a right to proclaim this girl inno-

cent? She who saved my life, who refused my

gold, who spurned affluence and comfort to the

miserable life of a wandering beggar-can such

a being be guilty of a crime? or can I, in viola-

tion ofmyword refuse to protect her now?"

The tale made a deep and affecting impression

on all the hearers , and formed a striking contrast

to the situation in which the gipsey girl now

stood. It caused , however, a greater effect on

the Marquess de Floresca than on any other per-

son, who, in the energetic defence of the delin-

quent thought he read the feelings of the advo-

cate. His patrician blood was roused to indig-

nation at the thought of his son's love for a va-

grant. He was confirmed by this new light

which broke on his mind, in his suspicions re-

garding his son's frequent absences, and now ac-

counted in his own mind for the rumours he had

heard of Alphonso's connection with the gipsey

band. He sawthe solution now of all his solitary

rambles, and the reason of the degree of favour

he had always laboured to obtain for these chil-

dren of the mountain , and determined inwardly

on a course which should ensure the extinction

of such a misplaced passion .

Adelma was put into confinement, from which

no efforts or stratagem of the young Count could

free her. The warmer he became in his endea-

vours to extenuate heroffence, themore resolved

were her accusers to sacrifice her to their of-

fended pride. She was brought to trial. With

such a weight of influence, and such damning

testimony of guilt, it was not difficult to obtain a

speedy sentence against her. The Count de

Mariolana deposed to the identity of the chain,

which, with the unsatisfactory account of its pos-

session, was considered overwhelming proof of

her crime. The gipsey girl was condemned to

die !

During the short interval between sentence

and execution, Alphonso threw himself at his

father's feet, and implored him to use his influ-

ence to cause the harsh doom of Adelma to be

remitted. Finding entreaties useless, he assumed

another tone, and boldly declared his irrevocable

attachment for the gipsy girl, telling his father

that if she perished, his son was also lost ! His

altered and resolute mannerconvinced the Mar-

quess that some violent emotion agitated his son's

mind. He would willingly have restored it to

peace at any less price than that at which it was

to be purchased. Alphonso retired to his cham-

ber, absorbed in grief. In the evening the Mar-

quess sought his son, to try the effect of reason-

ing and persuasion , but he had quitted the Retiro,
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nor could the servants give any account of his

disappearance.

It was a dark and miserable night. The rain

fell in torrents. The heavens were of one dense

blackness, save when at intervals the fitful gleam

of the lightnings illuminated the sky. Inthe fury

of this pelting storm, a person closely muffled in

a gipsey garb, presented himself at the bridge of

the ravine, leading to the gipsey cave.

"Quien vive?" exclaimed the guard.

“Un hijo delpenon !" was the answer.

"Passe Adelante !" and the bridge was lower-

ed, over which the stranger quickly passed.

"What brings you here, Signor, at this late

hour ofthe night?" said the sentry.

" No time for questions now! Tell me quickly,

where is the gipsey chief?”

"We have no tidings. Since the troop escaped

the fangs of the lowlanders we are without a

master. Biorenka returned last night, but we

have no intelligence of our chief."

" Rouse instantly the gipsey crew !" said the

stranger, flinging back his mantle, " quick ! both

man, woman and child; there is work on hand

to-night which brooks no delay ; ere the morrow

dawn, innocent blood may be shed !"

The guard passed on to the mouth ofthe cavern

in which the gipsies slept. The red embers of a

wood fire shed a crimson light on the fretted roof

and sides of the cave, a work which nature had

carved in mockery of art. Numerous rude

masses of stone, which had caught the fiery hues,

presented fantastical images to the sight , resem-

bling giants, dwarfs, and beasts. Some of the

gipsies had spread their mats around the fire , on

which they were locked in deep sleep, whilst the

flapping of the bat's wing above the flame seem-

ed to hush them in fearful music to their rest.

The long shrill whistle of the gipsey guard,

called the whole tribe into motion . Yawning,

and shaking their matted locks, they crowded

round the stranger to ask his purpose.

"Despierta muchachos !" They knew the

word, and eagerly waited his commands.

“ Arm, arm, and follow me ! Bring fire-brands,

and every combustible ye can find ; you , alone ,

Torrero, keep watch here. Let the rest follow

to where I shall conduct them ."

The troop was ready and eager for a fray.

Their leader, in whom Alphonso may be easily

recognised, led them down the craggy precipice ,

over which they scrambled with all the celerity

which custom and long acquaintance with the

spot enabled them to do. In a short time the

gipsey gang, under the command of their some-

time leader, were drawn up before the prison

where Adelma was confined.

This prison was situated on an eminence, at

no great distance from the Retiro. It was the

remains of an old Moorish castle, covered with

arabesques, and constructed of those durable ma-

terials which distinguish the Moorish architec-

ture. But an outwork of less permanent and

modern materials had been thrown up around it,

in order, as was imagined, to complete its secu-

rity ; this once demolished, the entrance to the

keep, which was the ruins of the Arab fortress,

became of easy access. Firebrands were im-

mediately applied to the exterior building, which

contained much wood, whilst a battering of the

gates and barricades was at the same time car-

ried on.

The women and children sought, in every di-

rection fuel to nourish the flames, which had al-

ready taken such fast hold , that the pouring rain

did not in the least serve to quench them. The

men ran wildly round the fire , brandishing their

swords and knives, the blades of which were

glittering in its light , and with shouts and screams

seemed like demons protecting and defending

the devouring element.

During this work of destruction, Alphonso

animated the gipsies with their ownwild piercing

cheers. He moved through every dangerwitha

fearless and giant stride , urging and encouraging

the completion of their task. At last a loud crash

told the fall of a part of the defences, the gipsies

entered the breach, disarmed the guard , and de-

priving the gaoler of his key, released Adelma

from her cell.

The crackling of the burning timbers, the heat

of the flames, and the noise of the onset, had

nearlydeprived her of her senses. She, however,

recognised Alphonso, and sunk into his arms. A

retreat was now sounded, and the young Count

bore off the liberated captive to the mountain

hold.

The light of the flames of the prison had been

observed at the Retiro, and the guards who had

fled communicated the full news of the disaster.

The Marquess immediately ordered all his re-

tainers to arm and to pursue the fugitives, with-

out mercy, to their den.

But all that the Marquess's force could accom-

plish was a partial engagement. The gipsies

had gained the mountain , and had greatly the

advantage of their pursuers. They kept on an

orderly retreat, covering their leader, whose

charge impeded the rapidity of his movements ;

but several of the gipsies, amongst whom was

Biorenka, were wounded and taken prisoners.

Alphonso himself, who, in his disguise was not

known, although the dawn had already broken,

was so hard pressed, that he only gained the

bridge of the ravine by felling two of his oppo-

nents to the ground ; a third, who hurried for-

ward, had already planted himself on the bridge

just as Alphonso had gained the other side, and

was beckoning on his companions, when, by an

unexpected movement, the end of the bridge on

whichhe stood was lowered into the ravine, and

the unfortunate man was hurled into the fathom-

less chasm beneath.

The Marquess de Floresca was brooding over

the inexplicable departure of his son , when the

defeat of his retainers was communicated to him .

He could scarce credit the information, nor be-

lieve the daring that had animated the gipsey

leader. His sorrow, however, now gave way to

exasperation ; he vowed to annihilate the whole

gang of gipsey outlaws, and immediately sought

the Count de Mariolana, who was Captain
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General of the province, to concert measures for

this object. It was agreed that means commen-

surate with the undertaking should be employed,

and to this end an order was dispatched to the

nearest town for a reinforcement of soldiery.

During the interval the vigilance of the Mar-

quess's scouts had detected the gipsey chief; he

was discovered nearly famished with hunger,

from the concealment he had been obliged to un-

dergo, in order to effect his escape, and was

brought in bound and a prisoner. He reluctantly

confessed the guilt of having robbed the Count

de Mariolana of his chain during his sleep in the

pavilion, but protested he had given it to his wife

Biorenka, in whose possession he said it yet was,

and that she, on learning what he had done, ad-

vised him to fly. He had resolved on going to a

distant part of the country to take up an abode

where hewas not known , and where he intended

his wife and daughter should have joined him.

The story of the gipsey chief's having stolen

the chain would have exculpated Adelma, but the

impossibility of its being still in Biorenka's pos-

session, whilst it had been found on the daughter,

and was now restored to its owner, threw such a

colour of improbability over the whole affair,

that the gipsey was treated as an impostor, and

handed over to the corregidor.

The troops for which the Captain General had

dispatched orders , had now arrived, and left no

farther cause of delay in storming the gipsey

hold. Preparations were made for the attack on

the following morning. The Count de Mario-

lana, who was an experienced officer, undertook

to conduct it himself, and was occupied at mid-

night in his apartment meditating the plan of his

operations, when the wounded Biorenka was an-

nounced, as wishing to speak with him on most

urgent business.

A wretched-looking female, writhing with

pain, was ushered in. She looked wildly round ,

and said-" Count, are we alone ?"

The servants were ordered to retire. " What

mystery," said the Count, " have ye to unfold at

this lone hour ofthe night?"

" Count, my business is pressing . That paper

before you, the glittering of piled arms, and the

bivouack fire I just now passed, tells me Death

has mounted the pale steed, whose hoofs ere long

shall plough the mountain soil. Would ye destroy

the lovely and the innocent? Have ye no child

to judge of a mother's pangs for the destruction

of her's ?"

"What babbling hag art thou, that at the dead

of night, with words of mysterious meaning on

thy lips, thinkest to turn aside the sword of jus-

tice by thy doleful ravings ?"

66
Count, despise me not, though I am of the

wretched Gitano race ! Oh, think for once that

truth and sincerity may dwell where tattered

weeds appear! The gipsey girl is innocent! I

implore ye abandon the attack on the mountain

hold, or never shall ye sleep in comfort more."

"Justice," said the Count, " shall speedily be

done on their outlawed heads !"

" Justice ! didst thou say? Since when has

she had such claims for Mariolana, that he in-

vokes her name? Since when has conscience

stifled remorse, that that word does not choke

your utterance ?"

The Count was agitated ; long-drowned reflec-

tion seemed at this moment to rush across his

mind. " Gipsey," said he, " if you value your

safety begone ! If by your damned art you

should possess a secret-But, no ! it cannot be,

I'll not believe it . I say, recollect my power;

your safety's in your absence !"

" Never ! Count, till ye have yielded to my

prayers, and restore to me my husband and my

child." Saying which, she threw herself at his

feet, and clung to his knees. The Count could

scarcely disengage himself from her grasp, and

was about to call his attendants.

"Hold! Count," cried Biorenka, " if prayers

and tears are useless, refuse this evidence if ye

can !" So saying, she drew the lost chain from

her bosom .

" Sorceress, avaunt ! I know not by what

spell thou hast conjured up that chain, so like the

one I wear, but never shall thy evil juggle stir

me from my fixed purpose. I owe thy wretched

race a long arrear of deep revenge, and I will

discharge it now ! Some robber vagrant like

thyself once dashed the cup of happiness from

my lips, and left me a draught of bitter disap-

pointment in its stead!"

66
" I see thy motive now," replied Biorenka ;

revenge is rankling at thy heart, and to gratify

thy hatred thou wouldst overlook that whichmay

exculpate an innocent individual ; but nevershall

that be ! If my waning strength permit, with

trumpet tongue I will unburthen my soul to the

winds a tale of terror shall be borne on every

blast ! My child shall be saved ! Know ye

these features ?" cried Biorenka , throwing back

the thick hair which had hitherto veiled her face.

"Were it not for that sunken eye, the time-

ploughed furrows of thy cheek, that haggard,

shrivelled form , I could liken thee to one I would

fain forget."

"Behold in me the wronged Amelia ! Now,

Count, you shall hear and judge my story.

Twenty years have elapsed since you first beheld

me! Iwas then in the bloom and pride of youth

and beauty. My confiding disposition, and the

seeming sincerity of your addresses , gained you

possession of a heart too full of love and sensibi-

lity, alas ! to resist attractions like your own.

The control you possessed over me, made a doat-

ing woman the blind victim of the love that

usurped her soul . But soon were you satiated

with the happiness for which you thirsted, and

when victorious grew cool , and wooed one who

set a higher price upon her charms. Your in-

gratitude stung my soul to madness ; with the

coming claims of a mother and child to your af-

fection , you laughed at my complaints ; but oh !

worse than all , you sought an unsuspecting mo-

ment to administer a poisonous potion to cancel

the bond!

" Your design but too well succeeded ; you

also succeeded in turning the guilt on me-on
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me who would have dared all sooner than sucha

crime ! An outcast and a murderer, I was

spurned and shunned by all. Friends, fortune,

happiness , all vanished from my sight ! With

broken heart and faltering step I hastened to

bury my shame and woes in the deep lake that

bounds the wood on my father's domain , whilst

the wretch who triumphed in my ruin, possessed

fortune and an unsullied name !

"But Providence was watching over me, and

reserved me for other trials. Some gipsies in

the neighbouring forest heard the plashing of the

water as I precipitated myself into it , and came

to my rescue. The same gipsey chief who is now

your prisoner drew me to the shore, and with

accents of pity lamented that so much beauty

should seek so rash an end. Restored to life, I

reluctantly consented to accept of their cares ,

and was at last persuaded to marry my preserver

and join the gipsey band.

"The rambling life I led diverted my mind

from my misfortunes, and in time restored my

health. I became accustomed to wend the moun-

tain path, and to repose beneath the open sky ;

but the villany of my seducer was not forgotten

-it sank deep into my heart.

"Now, Count, my story is drawing to a close ;

and the gipsey cares not, if she must resign all

she loves, how soon her life closes too ! The

world for her is now one wide-spread desolation !

The gipsey would sink to her rest on the heather,

far from the pity or ridicule ofman !"

Biorenka's voice grew faint-her trembling

knees scarcely supported her frame-the hues of

death were passing in quick succession over her

face-the emotions of her soul were overpower-

ing her fast-her wound was mortal !

After a pause, she continued-" A few years

subsequent to my initiation into my new mode of

life, chance brought our band to a Quinta on the

banks of the Guadalquivir, in the province of

Andalusia. It fell to my lot to go forward and

offer to tell the fortunes of its inmates, when I

learnt (oh, God ! the recollection alone over-

powers me now ! ) that the Quinta was the resi-

dence of the Count de Mariolana, and that the

lady to whom he had been married was living

there at that moment.

"I enteredthe plantations. Revenge fired my

bosom. I dashed on , I knew not why or where-

fore. In my path I met a lovely child ; her fea-

tures , her voice , all told me she was the offspring

of the Count. Now! now, cried 1, is the hour

of retribution come! This shall be the sub-

stitute for my murdered infant ! The father shall

now feel the pangs that once tore my heart

asunder !

"With savage joy I counted up the miseries

you would endure , I revelled in the anguish that

would afflict your breast, and rejoiced in the

thought that you should drink deep ofthe cup of

misery with myself! I snatched the child with

Amazonian strength, and with the speed of the

bounding antelope bore it, heedless of its cries,

to the gipsey tent. Its beauty , its gracefulness ,

the jewels with which it was decked , rendered it

a greedy prize. We hastily decamped, leaving

no trace of our footsteps behind.

" I had reserved the child for a signal retribu-

tion of my own wrongs, but I mistook my feel-

ings ; the germ of a mother's love was in my

bosom ; I hung over it with the tenderness of

Cain's wife over her infant child when she quit-

ted Eden, and heeded not the father's guilt. Its

guileless caresses subdued my soul, and as I kiss-

ed its ruby lips, I blessed the chance that gave

the infant to my arms.

" The girl grew in strength and beauty. We

came to reside in the Sierra, hard by; here the

young Count Alphonso, who already owed his

life to my daughter, sought by his kindness to

repay the deep debt of gratitude he owed her-a

pure and irreproachable passion arose in their

bosoms !

I

" Count, you will have guessed, ere now, who

is the gipsey girl. You may recollect when

you missed your child she wore your household

chain: this alone of all her jewels did I preserve.

gave it her with injunctions of secresy that she

should never disclose whence it came, save mis-

fortune or distress should overtake her, after my

death. In such a case I bade her seek out that

mansion in Madrid , where the same chain should

form part ofthe armorial bearings of the house-

to show it there-to tell her story , and then all her

wants should be relieved !

" But, oh ! do not tear her from me yet ! she

still thinks herself my daughter. Ere the film

which gathers in my eye shall close it quite, let

me gaze upon her once more, and receive her

forgiveness and farewell. Let the dying gipsey's

last sigh be breathed in the arms of her child , and

her last prayerto heaven shall be to dispense that

forgiveness to you which she now does. . . . . ”

The shaft of death had smitten the wronged

gipsey's bosom, ere a horseman's utmost speed

could convey her last request. Adelma, after-

wards the young Countess de Floresca, arrived

too late. The gipsey's soul had fled to that abode

where sorrow and complaining cease.

PRIDE.

THE proud heart is the first to sink beneath

contempt-it feels the wound more keenly than

others can. Oh, there is nothing in language

can express the deep humiliation of being re-

ceived with coldness when kindness is expected

—ofseeing the look, but half concealed, of strong

disapprobation from such as we have cause to

think beneath us, not alone in vigour of mind

and spirit, but even in virtue and truth. The

weak, the base, the hypocrite, are the first to

turn with indignation from their fellow mortals

in disgrace ; and whilst the really chaste and

pure suspect with caution, and censure with

mildness , these traffickers in petty sins, who

plume themselves upon their immaculate con-

duct, sound the alarm bell at the approach of

guilt, and clamour their anathemas upon their

unwary and cowering prey.
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FAREWELL- LOVE AND HOPE-THE PILGRIMAGE TO GLEN ORA.

FAREWELL. LOVE AND HOPE.-SWISS AIR.

FAREWELL ! that fond and love - fraught word,

Whose talismanic power

Awakens many a thrilling chord

Which has slumber'd till that hour-

When, like a rich Æolian strain,

Affection gashes forth again,

'Tis heard above the wild hurrah,

When charging squadrons meet,

And those who fall amid the fray

Are trodden under feet ;

From many a bosom gash'd and gored

Is moan'd that one love-breathing word.

In prayer the warrior utters it

Before the battle fray ;

In tears the sailor mutters it,

When wings his barque away-

Upon thewhitening surge's swell,

He flings to home his foud farewell.

When o'er the ship with wrathful roar

The blackening waters boom,

Shrouding the fated seamen o'er-

Their winding sheet and tomb ;

Then, high above the tempest's yell,

Is heard their anguish-shriek'd farewell.

Bythe believer's bed of death

Ifthou hast ever stood ,

And mark'd how calmly firm his faith,

How tranquil was his mood ;

His spirit longs with God to dwell,

Yet lingers till they say farewell.

The exile weeping on the deck,

While gazing on his home-

Now slowly lessening to a speck,

Now lost amid the foam-

Still thinks he hears his own adored

Maria breathe that mournful word.

AT morn, beside yon summer sea,

Young Hope and Love reclined ;

But scarce had noon-tide come when he

Into his barque leap'd smilingly,

And left poor Hope behind-

And left poor Hope behind.

I go , said Love , to sail awhile

Across this sunny main ;

Andthen so sweet his parting smile,

That Hope who never dream'd ofguile,

Believ'd he'd come again-

Believ'd he'd come again.

She linger'd there till evening's beam

Along the waters lay ;

And o'erthe sands , in thoughtful dream,

Oft traced his name, which still the stream

As often wash'd away-

As often wash'd away.

At length a sail appears in sight,

And tow'rd the maiden moves :

'Tis Wealth that comes, and , gay and bright,

His golden barque reflects the light ;-

But ah ! it is not Love's-

But ah! it is not Love's.

Another sail-' twas Friendship show'd

Her night- lamp o'er the sea ;

And calm the light that lamp bestow'd,

But Love had lights that warmer glow'd,

And where, alas! was he?

And where, alas! was he?

Now fast, around the sea and shore,

Night threw her darkling chain ;

The sunny sails were seen no more ;

Hope's morning dreams of Love were o'er-

Love never came again-

Love never came again.

THE PILGRIMAGE TO GLEN ORA .

OR RECOLLECTIONS OF BY-GONE YEARS .

YET once more we shall see thee-sainted to

our heart's recollection by the friends who made

thee dear to us-yet once more shall we see thee,

O Cottage of the Glen ! White-walled , with thy

porch thick clustered over with woodbine, thy

windows glowing in the light of the setting sun,

and the river spreading

" Its tiny thread of golden hue,"

a belt of beauty round thy close shaven lawn,

thou risest on our spirit in the stillness of this

midnight hour, clear as when of old we gazed on

thee from the small " planting" at thy side , and

blessed thee as the home of our first, our only

love ! Years, many long years, have passed-

haply not hereafter to be considered blanks in

our existence ; thoughts have sprung up in the

heart-baply not without awakening echoes in

other bosoms, which, when this frame is mingled

with the dust, shall retain them as the voicings of

an Immortal Spirit, which disdained not to mingle

itself in the hopes and fears, the joys and sor-

rows, of lowlier men. Aspirations after fame

have thrilled through our being- haply not alto-

gether without their consummation ; but years,

thoughts, and aspirations have floated at this

moment from our mind, like morning mists from

thine own romantic lake, and leave thee, in thy

pastoral and simple beauty, mirrored in clearness

and serenity, on the calm still waters of our

heart. Lo! in that modest parlour, whose small

window is diminished to still smaller size by the

roses which have thrust themselves into beautiful

profusion over half the lower panes-dim lighted,

and yet how bright !—are seated two creatures,

in the deep embrasure of that picturesque case-

ment-a Boy and Girl ! Long auburn tresses

falling over a neck of snow, a figure buoyant

with the first glorious, and to herself but half-

revealed consciousness of Womanhood-what is

it that can be added by the imagination of the

Painter or the Poet to improve one noble feature,

one splendid lineament of Marion Scott ! There

1
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they sit the two-in that hour the sole inhabi-

tants of the world-motionless as the statues of

Nymph and Hero, moulded by a Grecian sculp-

tor in his mood of loftiest inspiration , till his soul

quailed, awe-struck, before the unearthly radi-

ance of its own dream-born creations- motion-

less , save where that snow-white bosom heaves

timidly beneath its silken vest , like a pure water-

lily moved gently to and fro by the ripple of some

mountain tarn, when the Spirit of the Wind

breathes out his softest sigh upon its waters.

They speak not. Mute are that joyous pair-

one word uttered by human lips is useless now-

they have spoken it with their eyes, they have

heard it with their hearts-they love !

Their love, how it prospered ! Howoften they

wandered together in that blissful state of youth

and innocence, when the present comprehends

an eternity, it boots not how to tell. Three

summers passed on, and found them loving and

beloved; the fourth came, and never, O ! never,

were those hands clasped again ! -never were

those eyes gazed on in the mutual rapture of un-

calculating affection ! -and now, when fiftyyears

have rolled their dark shadows over that picture

of glory and enchantment, a gray-headed, infirm

old man is setting out to visit the scenes of his

youth's delights.

Carefully is our crutch deposited in our easy-

going vehicle-our feet are assiduously arranged

in many a roll of cloth and flannel, and at lastwe

commence our long intended pilgrimage on a fine

bright morning in April, prepared equally for its

smiles and tears.

Can there be a more gentlemanly object in

the compass of creation than a fine, tall , grace-

ful looking Poplar, a more noble, independent

sort of a fellow than an Oak ! And see where

that delicate frail being hangs mournfully over

the deep winding of the stream , all her locks

dishevelled, and her form bending as if beneath

a load of premature and unendurable sorrows—

a Willow; called well and truly, and with a feel-

ing of the gracefulness and poetry of grief-a

Weeping Willow. That cherry tree to be sure

is a little too gaudy in her attire , considering it

is yet so early in the morning, but still she retains

her loveliness even beneath such a load of un-

timely ornament, and drops us a curtesy as we

pass with the air of a juvenile Duchess. Now

do we feel ourselves every inch a king ! Spring,

after a few yawnings and rubbings of her eyes,

has at last fairly awakened-nay, in her morning

dishabille, lovelier a thousand times than in her

dress of ceremony, she has come out, with a bod-

dice still unlaced, her hair only decked with the

blossoms she gathers on her way, and trips

through by-lanes and hedge-rows, unseen bythe

eyes of the irreverent and profane, but revealed

in the enchantment of her budding loveliness to

the hearts and spirits of worshippers so true and

so zealous as ourselves. There just where

yonder thorn begins to give symptoms of its

" Shower ofpearl ,"

we caught a glimpse of the bright smile of the

Youthful Season-her blue eye fixed upon us

with a fond regard-but away, and away ! as

if playfully hiding herself from our glances, she

fleets over the green tops of yonder hedge, and

shelters herself in security behind the wither-

ed Elm. Her steps have been everywhere, on

earth,

" In heaven, and o'er the sea."

Above, below, around us , the spirit of her grow-

ing beauty has spread itself. Ethereal mildness

is diffused over all the face of nature, and even

Glenlivet becomes more ineffably soft and fasci-

nating beneath this bright April sky.
•

Yonder flows the Daisy Burn ; yon roofless

cottage is the subject of our pilgrimage, and this ,

with its blighted firs , its lawn overgrown with

thistles, this- this is all that is left of Glen Ora !

Up, dark curtain ofthe past ! And as we rest

ourselves on this broken lintel , let us meditate on

the days of old-a Tale of other Years. The

Reverend Gideon Scott , when we first became

his pupil, was a widower with an only child.

That child was a girl-a few years younger than

ourselves the last of four. One after another

he had seen his roof-tree stript of its blossoms,

and when at last, worn out with watching and

sorrow, his wife was laid beside them in their

peaceful sleep, that heart-broken father seemed

to have no farther tie that bound him to the

world. He left his small lowland parish ; the

scene of so many bereavements-and with his

one remaining child settled in this beautiful and

secluded Glen. Here for a time he lived, bowed

down by the magnitude of his griefs. As if fear-

ing to commit the precious freightage of his love

to sq frail a bark as his infant seemed to be, he

kept her as much as possible from his thoughts

-or ifhe thought of her at all , he taught himself

to consider her as one dedicated to the grave.

But when year passed on after year, and she had

outlived the period which had uniformly been

fatal to the rest, hope began to revive in his

bosom, and he thought Surely this one also

shall not be taken away." Buoyed up with these

expectations, he became more cheerful than he

had ever been since her birth , and lavished upon

this last-and as he fondly thought, this loveliest

-of his flock, the affection which had been shut

up in his heart for so many years. His inter-

course with the rest of the world was now, at

distant intervals, renewed. And as on these

occasions, when he returned to his ancient parish,

he took an especial interest in our studies, it was

not difficult to persuade him to take on himself

the duties of our preceptor. At fourteen years

of age the fancy for solitude is not so strong as

when we become tired and sated by a long inter-

course with the world. We confess that for the

first year, our time hung heavy on our hands.

Though Marion in all excursions was our

constant companion-though, with an activity

nearly equal to our own, she climbed the moun-

tain or threaded the ravine-still we longed for

some bolder competitor, with whom in proud

rivalry to climb the eyrie for the eagle's nest, or

66
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dash over the lochwhen our pinnace was dancing

in the

" Joy ofstorms."

But soon these regrets and longings gave wayto

tenderer and more delightful feelings . We were

never so happy now, as when, after our tasks

were over, we wandered into the deepest recesses

of these mountainous defiles , with our Highland

lassie by our side , and ere sixteen summers had

stampt us man, we lived and breathed only for

our Marion.-Gentle and imperceptible to young

hearts is ever the approach of love. We talked ,

we laughed , we wandered as before ; but twilight

deepened oftener into eve before our steps were

turned homeward. We watched till the bright

Star ofVenus rose high over the ridge of Ben

Erient, and then we knew that it was time to

bend down the Glen , so as to reach the Cottage

before the hour of our simple supper. Then,

after a blessing from the gray haired father-for

both of us he called his children-we went off

with the light spirit of youth to our beds, to dream

of the same walk to-morrow, and to sigh for the

hour of gloamin. Winter in the midst of this

happiness came on-the third winter of our resi-

dence at Glen Ora. Still , although we-that girl

and ourself-were bound to each other by the

deepest passion that ever spread its ennobling

and purifying influences over the human heart-

little didwe think that the feeling we experienced

-so warm, so tender, was the same wild and

peace destroying, which, in our old romances,

we read of under the name of Love. Too soon

were we to be awakened from our ignorance.

We had been up the Glen upon some business

of the farm, and were warned to hurry home-

ward as fast as possible , as the clouds, which had

been lowering and gathering all day seemed to

foretell a blast. At length, when about three

miles from the cottage, the heavens let forth

their wrath. We struggled against the tempest

as well as we were able, and slowly--in spite of

hail and snow-we made our way along the val-

ley. Glad were we that our Marion was safe

under the shelter of a roof ; we thought of her as

wepressed onward-how kindly she would hasten

out to welcome us, and how her eyes would

glisten with delight as she congratulated us on

our safety. In the midst of these thoughts, the

storm grew fiercer and fiercer every moment-

the snow was lifted up into enormous wreaths ,

and the wind dashed the snow into our faces till

we were nearly blind. Still- as we perfectly

knew every inch of our way-we pressed for-

ward undaunted. The cottage appeared in view;

inspired with fresh vigour we darted forward on

our path, and with a joyous shout we rushed into

the parlour. There sat no one but Mr. Scott.

" Thank God !" he said, when he saw us. " I

began to be somewhat alarmed ; the storm came

on very suddenly , and Marion must be cold and

wet; I have ordered a fire in her room , so that

Jennywill soon put her all to rights." Marion,"

we exclaimed , gasping with horror, " is Marion

out in an hour like this ? Which way? Where

has she gone?"
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" She went over the loch this morning, to see

Donald Stewart's bairn , and I thought you were

to go round that way, and bring her home."

" Overthe loch, and this tempest blowingfrom

the East ! Oh ! God, and only Neil Angus to

manage the boat !"

We rushed with the speed of madness once

more into the Storm-we dashed our way amid

the snow drifts and made directly for the lake.

We reached the creek where the boat was gene-

rally moored-she was away-we knocked at

Angus's cottage-it was deserted. We strained

our eyes ifwe could discover any moving object

amid the strife of elements-we saw nothing but

the sleet and snow driving furiously over the

loch. We listened-we shouted-but our own

shout was lost to us in the now redoubled howl-

ings of the Storm. Though the sun was yet in

heaven, darkness fell in a bodily shape upon the

earth, and it seemed as if the shadow of the

wrath of God were stretched across that black

impenetrable sky. At length we fancied that

something at a great distance was moving upon

the waters. But the loch was now trembling

with unnumbered waves, and even if the object

were the girl , how was she to come to land

through all the Storm. We saw her !-at last we

saw her-making slowly for the creek. In an

agony of hope and doubt, and thanksgiving and

fear,we watched her every motion. She was lost

occasionally for a moment and then became

visible on the ridge ofsome vast billow. Nearer

and nearer she came in her perilous course, and

when about twenty yards from where we stood ,

she grounded on the rock. The water sprung

high above her into the air, and a death-shriek of

agony and despair made itself distinctly audible

through the roaring of the wind. We saw but

one flutter ofthe turban plaid that Marion always

wore, and with a spring that carried us far into

the loch we dashed through the breakers. By

the exertion of all our strength we reached the

boat. Joy, joy ! we have that blessed one in our

arms, and the timbers of the shattered pinnace

are floating in broken pieces over the lake.

With our precious burden, insensible from fear

and cold, we fought our way once more to shore.

We landed, but no help was near. We therefore,

still keeping her close to our bosom, attempted

to carry her to the Cottage. We toiled, we

strove-and what will not young limbs accom-

plish when love strengthens their sinews?-we

reached the house at last. Hope, fear, and joy,

joined to the fatigue, now overcame us, and lay-

ing our dripping and still fainting burden gently

before the parlour fire , we sank at Marion's side

as insensible as herself. But not long is youth

in recovering its energies. That very night we

saw our Marion , pale, indeed, but beautiful as

ever, presiding at the frugal but contented

board. Yet did that widowed father seem to

take noshare in our rejoicing , no gladness seem-

ed to mingle in his thanksgivings for her escape,

and as he kissed her that night his eyes filled to

the brim with tears, and he bent over her long

and passionately in prayer, and said, " God who
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has stricken me and afflicted me aforetime hath

seen meet to chasten me still further. It hath

been revealed to me , when solitude and fear

gathered themselves around my spirit-even this

night it hath been revealed to me that I prepare

for yet greater sorrow."

But these forebodings were lost upon hearts so

joyous, so buoyant, so devoted as ours. Again

we wandered-

" From morn till noon , from noon till dewy eve;"

no longer as mere boy and girl , for that hour of

peril and deliverance had given to our love the

maturity of many years ; and we felt that there

was now a tie between us which no earthly power

could break.-Months passed away, and now the

fourth spring of our residence at Glen Ora was

deepening into summer, when a letter came to

inform us that we must prepare to leave it.—

Never till this communication had either of us

known how absorbing was our affection. Still

more together than before, we felt how love is

hallowed by the prospect of separation , and vows

-how truly and how fondly pledged ! -were in-

terchanged, that no distance , no time should ever

divide our hearts.

It was the parlour, whose decaying floor we

now tread-that embrasure of the window now

damp and clammy with the rain and snow, that

witnessed our parting hour. In the little back-

room-the scene of our former studies-we had

received the adieus of her father. With solemn

earnestness he had thanked us for the preserva-

tion of his child, and he had said-" When you

leave these walls and mingle in the race of life

with men, look back on these days, as on a

dream. Forget us. Above all , forget my Ma-

rion as one who is sealed unto a higher doom.

She is spared to me yet a little longer, but her

day offate draws near. Suffer us then, the father

and his child, to go down into the grave without

adding to the sorrow of their only friend. Forget

us-forget us. It will save you much grief in

after time." Subdued into tears by the misery

of our kind and indulgent father, we came into

this very parlour ; how different then ! All our

wretchedness, as we entered, rushed into our

hearts-our love, our happiness ! -and grief was

too powerful for words.

Pressing that pale and trembling girl to our

bosom, we kissed her but once , as tearful and

voiceless she lay within our arms, and rushed

into the open day !

Removed to new scenes, engaged in the active

pursuits of men , did our heart for one moment

wanderfrom thee Glen Ora? Never, oh ! never!

Still amidst all our thoughts rose that one sur-

passing dream of youth and happiness ; still

glowed that pure and holy flame in the sanctity

of our inmost soul. Other skies were over our

head- we were far in another land, holding

commune with the great minds of antiquity, be-

neath the shadow of academic towers, and in the

silence of old umbrageous groves, when, startled

from our dream of ancient days , we were called

back to the dearest interests of Marion and Glen

Ora, by a letter which reached us three months

after our separation . And was she-so young,

so loved, so beautiful- indeed to die ? Had the

destroyer, who had withered all beside , at last

laid his hand on this last blossom of the tree?-

Fast, fast as space could be traversed, we jour-

neyed by day and by night to Glen Ora. No-

where did we stop in our headlong course, till

we reached the well-known scenes. Wildly, as

we came near, we sped along the heather, and

rushed, careworn and breathless, into the well-

remembered cottage. All within was silent. A

dread ofsome undefined , yet unenduringcalamity

oppressed our spirit, and we entered the parlour

half sinking with the thought ; and there-pale ,

emaciated, so changed from what she was when

last we saw her !-our Marion was supported on

the arm of her father, and gazing on us with a

longlast look of deep cherished and devoted love.

" Did I not tell you," she said with sudden joy

-" did I not tell you he would come-that I

should see him yet before I died ? come near me

-nearer-nearer yet. Let me but lay my head

upon your shoulder, as it used to lie long, long

ago, whenwe looked not to such an ending ofall

our hopes as this. You love me still-I see you

do-oh! what a happy life has mine been-a long

bright dream of joy-and now , while I nestle

thus-thus-into your bosom-how happily, how

contentedly I die !"

Back, back into thy cell , O Memory ! Away !

and disappear from our vision, thou time-shat-

tered , life-forsaken cottage, seen dimly glisten-

ing through our tears ! for lo ! even as we form

the wish, there rises to our retina the present-

ment of another home. Half hid amongst a

grove of sheltering oaks-above which curls in

many coloured wreaths into a sky of spotless

blue, the smoke from the white-walled cottages

of a happy and secluded village, it presents to

our imagination the image of that

" Blest retirement, friend to life's decline ,"

which forms the charm and value of English

country life. The Church, a short way down

the valley, just shows itself through the young

leaved trees, with a flood of light poured on its

venerable gray tower. And hark ! as we drop

off into a sleep beneath the Sycamore, we are

wafted into Elysium by the sound of its musical

and heaven seeking bells !

RELIGION.

MAN, in whatever state he may be considered,

as well as in every period and vicissitude of life,

experiences in religion an efficacious antidote

against the ills which oppress him, a shield that

blunts the darts of his enemies, and an asylum

intowhich they can never enter. In every event

of fortune it excites in his soul a sublimity of

ideas, by pointing out to him the just judge, who ,

as an attentive spectator of his conflicts , is about

to reward him with his inestimable approbation.

Religion also, in the darkest tempest, appears to

man as the iris of peace, and dissipating the dark

and angry storm, restores the wished-for calm,

and brings him to the port of safety.
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MATRIMONY .

" Oh Matrimony !-thou art like

To Jeremiah's figs,

The good, are very good indeed ,

The bad, too sour to give the pigs."

Dr. Wolcott.

" Is she engaged ?"-" Is he paying attention

to any one ?" " When will they be married ?"

Such are the questions, which are invariably

heard wherever there is a gathering together of

66 grown up children" of the present day. Ma-

trimony, love and courtship , form the standing

subjects of conversation . The very unfrocked

urchins catch the cant words of their elders, and

talk of" beaus" and " wives," and act over their

mimic courtships and marriages. Mothers talk

to their daughters of their chances of matri-

mony ; and fathers reckon up in the presence of

their children, the amount of Bank Stock, or

the acres of landed property, which are respec-

tively held by their different visitors, neighbours

or acquaintances ; and having ascertained to a

mathematical certainty, the wealthiest of the

number, invariably recommend him or her as a

prize worth seeking after. The first-we had

almost said the only, definite idea which a

young woman just entering upon her teens can

boast of, is that she must be married-some time

or other to somebody or other-married well,

if she can-poorly ifshe must-but at all events

married she must be. The bare idea of an old

maid jars upon her sensitive nerves , and acts as

a spell to call up associations of disgust and hor-

To her-the barren and blasted tree-

blossomless and leafless-and rocking to every

breeze that sweeps coldly around it, is an em-

blem of the state of single-blessedness.

knows not-dreams not, that woman in the ex-

ercise of the holy charities and sympathies of

her nature, may live on in lonely and unappro-

priated loveliness- like some beautiful wild-

flower smiling apart from its clustered sister-

hood,-

ror.

" Fair as a star , when only one

Is shining in the sky."

She

And, wherefore all this talk of matrimony?-

Why should the young and beautiful so soon

learn to fix her thoughts with an all-engrossing

interest upon this subject-to speculate and de-

vise plans for what is usually termed " marrying

well," which, being interpreted , signifies mar-

rying a large estate-a handsome house-with-

out much regard to the person or the intellect

necessarily appended to these desirable commo-

dities ? And what is marriage after all !-A leap

in the dark-a launching out upon an untried

ocean. It may indeed be happy-hearts may

unite in all the felicity of kindred feeling and

sympathy, melting like two clouds of a summer

sunset into one another. But this cannot al-

ways be. The mysterious chords of human

sympathy, are each, in a measure, distinct and

peculiar-they have no general character- no

definite and irreversible affinity.

" Few are the hearts whence one same touch

Bids the same fountain flow."

Marriage too often takes place before the par-

ties have been able fully to understand each

other-before the guarded reserve-the dissimu-

lation of courtship have passed away and given

place to the frank impulses of nature and feel-

ing, and disappointment falls keenly and heavi-

ly upon the votaries of wedlock, when once the

irrevocable vow is spoken. In the caustic lan-

guage of M. de Argens in his " Philosopher turn-

ed Hermit"-'—" Amanwho would please , careful-

ly conceals his faults,-and this is woman's pe-

culiar talent. For six long months two persons

study to cheat one another ; at last they are

joined in wedlock, and their dissimulation

proves a mutual punishment during life.”

66
We cannot say with Edward Fitzgerald, that,

we never saw a bridal but our eyelids have

been wet -but we have seen some-one at

least, when we could have wept had not the

fever of the world long before dried up the

fountain of our childish tears. It was a mar-

riage for money-you might read that in the

miserly and decrepid form which drew up its

bended proportions before the altar at the side

of a young, beautiful and simple hearted girl.—

She was pale-and her delicate little hand

trembled as it adjusted the folds of her rich

garments, and there was a quiver about her fine

mouth which told of repressed agony:—and,

when the ceremony began, she turned one hasty

glance upon her ill-suited bridegroom, and I

could see her shrink from him, with a slight but

evident feeling of disgust and abhorrence. 1

looked upon the bridegroom. He was regard-

ing her with as much fondness as his cold and

selfish heart was capable of-a miserly chuckle,

as if he had just counted over his gold-the

smile of an Ourang Outang. And was this the

man to whom that beautiful creature was to be

bound-a living and lovely being upon a lifeless

corpse-beauty and greenness upon barrenness

and decay? And her friends , and her relatives

-they stood clustering around her with their

eyes fixed, not upon the agonized countenance of

their victim, but upon the jewelry and gauds

which adorned her. Fools- fools-knew they

not that the victim of a pagan immolation is as

gaudily decked when she is placed upon her

pile of consuming ; and that her sacrifice is far

less terrible than that of a young and lovely
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creature, made in the perfect similitude of an-

gels, and glowing with rich and ardent affec-

tions, upon the polluted shrine of Mammon.-

Alas-what could ever atone for this chaining of

the human affections-this binding of loveliness

and innocence to age, disease and avarice!-

Sick at heart we turned away from the melan-

choly spectacle, while these words ofthe immor-

tal William Penn, rushed strongly upon our

"Oh-how sordid has man grown!-

man, the noblest creature of the universe, as a

God upon Earth and the image of Him who

made it, thus to mistake Earth for Heaven and

worship gold for God!"

memory .

If not for money, marry for love. Aye-and

starve for it too-starve like the bride of Jaffier.

Love is a very good thing in its proper place.—

It will do very well-to talk of, especially in

the dalliance hour of a moonlight evening, when

the perfect stars are looking down from above,

and the flowers of Spring time are glowing like

rival stars beneath. Love sounds well in theo-

ry-it is beautiful in practice-it reads well in

romance-it is the soul of poetry. Love is a

blessed thing in the halls of affluence-or even

of competence-but it is the mortal enemy of

poverty. Its home is in the romance of our

young years, and when that home is violated as

it too frequently is , by the gnawing wants of ex-

istence, think ye the beautiful idol will survive

the utter desolation of its temple? Believe it

not. There are, connected with the marriage

state of the loving and the poor, a thousand

difficulties--a thousand evils, unknown and un-

heeded in the delirium of young affection.--

For a time the unfortunate lover may bear up

against evils which increase with the dawning

of every morrow, he may sacrifice ease and

personal convenience-he may toil on in unceas-

ing but hopeless energy, and still hide from the

beautiful young creature who has given herself

up to a dream of love, the doubts and fears

which darken and distract his own bosom. A

few months-or years more, and this dream is

broken in upon-the painful truth is made mani-

fest. Then comes the bitterness of poverty-

the increasing wants-the decreasing means.—

Children are around them-young, innocent

children and these must also suffer. Sorrow

must greet them prematurely--they must learn

from the hollow cheek and the mournful eye of

their parents the awful lesson of their own des-

tiny. Then come the coldness-the estrange-

ment, which want and care are so well calculat-

ed to produce. There is something terrible in

such a change. It is like " a cypress breath-a

funeral odour exhaled from the expanding rose

bud."

Call money if you please the " root of all

evil." In the present state of society, it is the

very mainspring of existence,-the philoso-

pher's lever whereby this great matter of fact

world is moved. Love, without it, is but a

beautiful delusion . It can neither boil the pot,

nor pay for its savory contents. It cannot look

unconcerned in the face of a dun , or escape the

visitation of the Sheriff. It cannot shorten the

long phiz of the doctor by the prompt payment

of his longer bill. It cannot move the sympa-

thy of the landlord, or reconcile the lawyer to

the loss of his fee. It is an old, but we fear a

true saying, " When Povertycomes in atthe door

Loves goes out at the window. "-N. E. Weekly

Review.

MISS LANDON.

Miss Landon, better known as L. E. L. , the

initial poetress , is a young lady whose age, at a

glance, you might estimate at some twenty four

or twenty five; short of stature; a figure light and

elegant, with "the twinkling feet so sylph-like. "

Ifyou do not consider her pretty, why , you have

no taste; though, if you analyse the features it

would be difficult to say where the beauty is si-

tuated; but it is the mind that flings its charms

over all, and the intelligence that beams upon

her face is the true secret of its attraction. She

dresses somewhat singularly; the hair is tied back

so as completely to display the forehead, which,

however, is not a high one, though remarkably

broad, intimating a great degree of animation

combined with interior reasoning powers. A

bright pair of grey eyes occasionally betray the

spirit of song that dwells within, notwithstanding

the laborious efforts to conceal it. A remarka-

bly small nose, pretty mouth, rather cherry

cheeks, and dimpled chin complete the invento-

ry ofher features. If a stranger were to con-

verse with her, ignorant of her poetical powers,

he would scarcely believe that the "Improvisa-

trice" and "Golden Violet" were the productions

of the gay being with whom he had been quad-

rilling. Her poetry breathes of disappointed

love and broken hearts ; nature is its frequent

theme, yet the writer never felt the one nor lik-

ed the other. Her volumes are the very excess

of the sentimental; she is the very reverse of it.

Thedance and the crowded assembly are the ele-

ments in which she lives, and beyond which she

has not a wish or a hope. She prefers the atmos-

phere of a square or crescent to the sweet and

fresh breezes ofspring, and the odours of eau de

Cologne to the delicate fragrance of the May

flowers . Pity it is that a mind of so high an or-

der as Miss Landon's should be chilled into very

heartlessness by over much contact with the

world, in which feeling is accounted folly, the

heart voted a bore, and the head only valued as

the medium ofuttering soft nonsense , and ridicul-

ing all that is good and great in human nature.—

English Journal.

LORD CHESTERFIELD in the latter part of his

life , called upon Mrs. Ann Pitt, the sister of the

great Minister of that name, and complained

very much of his bad health and his incapacity

of exerting his mind.-I fear , said he, that I am

growing an old woman-I am glad of it, my

Lord, replied the lady ; I was afraid that you

were growing an old man, which you know is a

much worse thing.
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GRECIAN FEMALES.

THE degradation ofwomen in Greece is owing,

principally, to a faulty education, and an early

seclusion from that society which they are in-

- tended to ameliorate and adorn : but, indeed, if

the first ofthese evils were removed, the second

would soon vanish- for when good principles

and a sense of moral duties are early instilled

into the mind, there is no need of seclusion or

confinement. Women, who know their duties,

are as apt to practise them as men, and, possess-

ing a greater share of sensibility, are more easily

led to cultivate the mild and social virtues . Of.

all the countries which we visited, I saw none

where this false system of treatment was more

to be regretted than in Greece. To judge from

the countenances ofthe Grecian females,they ex-

hibit a vivacity and brilliancy of expression that

denote a high degree of sentiment and genius:

they appear also naturally to possess affectionate

and kind dispositions, without any tendency to

that spirit of profligacy which characterises

the sex in many countries of the South ; but

what can be expected from the system that is

pursued? As soon as a girl approaches the age

of twelve, she is as studiously shut up from the

public sight as a Catholic nun : in the interior of

the gynekaios she is confined , but taught nothing

beyond the art of embroidery, or afewother such

frivolous accomplishments ; and, if her nurse or

mother should be able to read, is instructed in

the science of relics, the history of miracle-

mongers, and other absurdities whichsuperstition

has engrafted upon religion : as soon as she ar-

rives at a marriageable age, she is affianced by

her family, as a matter of convenience or sordid

interest, and may be reckoned lucky if she find

a parity of age in her partner for life. Rarely,

indeed, is the hymeneal torch lighted here at the

altar oflove ; all preliminaries are carried on by

the intervention of a third party; no opportunity is

given to a young couple of acquiring that know-

ledge of each other's character which is so es-

sential to connubial happiness ; there is nothing

to excite those tender anxieties and delicate at-

tentions, which interest and refine the soul : the

wishes of the parties most concerned are not

thought of; the suitor expects nothing from his

bride but a silent acquiescence in the will of

others ; and the girl herself, anxious for liberty,

gives her consent, without consulting or even

knowing the inclinations of her heart. Very

curious surprises sometimes take place, when

the bridegroom goes to fetch his affianced spouse.

The beautiful infant turns out a piece of defor-

mity ; or the plain child is transformed into an

angelic woman. Nothing can exceed the anx-

iety of parents and friends in this country to

contract a marriage for their girls. The brothers

in a family make it an invariable rule not to

marry until their sisters are disposed of; the

truth of which was confirmed to me by the most

respectable authority. The strongest instance

I met with of this zeal, was in a poor decayed

tradesman of Ioannina, whom the exactions ofthe

Vizier, and failures in commercial speculations ,

had reduced to the last stage of poverty : his still

venerable, though melancholy appearance, so

excited our compassion, that we contributed a

sum ofmoneyfor his relief, which might possibly,

withgoodmanagement and fortune, have enabled

himto regain a tolerable livelihood ; but he chose

rather to give it all as a dowry with a beautiful

daughter to a young Greek, who, according to

custom, refused to marry her without one.-

Hughes's Travels in Greece.

AMUSEMENT FOR LADIES.

THAT division of the fair portion of our com-

munity, who, as Cowley wittily says of the ex-

courtier, " are condemned to do what they please

all themorning," will take an interest in a method

Mr. Ackerman has discovered of transferring

prints, both plain and coloured, upon fire screens,

work boxes, &c. so as towear the appearance of

being original drawings, made upon the imple-

ments themselves. The print after being cut

close to the margin, is placed for about half a

minute in a shallow vessel of water, the printed

side uppermost, which must be kept carefully

dry. When properly soaked the back must be

well sponged. The printed surface is then com-

pletely covered with caustic varnish and imme-

diately placed under the wood, rubbing it down

with a piece of fine cambric, that it may adhere

uniformly. This done, the back is still to be

kept moist, while it is rubbed carefully with the

finger until half the thickness of the paper be

fretted away, when it must be left to dry; after

which the finger only should be wetted, rubbing

it upon the paper until the whole is removed.

The white dust which will remain may be taken

off with the aid of a little oil, after which a coat

of caustic varnish is applied ; and when dry the

ornament is ready for the polisher. Previously

to the transferring, the wood itself is covered

with varnish, and left twenty-four hours to dry.

Coloured prints are dipped in a composition of

two thirds vinegar and one of water, in order to

destroy the size in all paper of coloured prints.

When they have been dried between blotting

already detailed may be com-paper, the process

menced.

INJURIES.

NOTHING helps a man more to bear quietly the

injuries he receives from kindred and friends,

than the reflection, they are done by the vices of

humanity; and how painful it is for men to be

constant, generous and faithful, or to love any

thing better than their own interests ; as he

knows the extent of their power, he does not

require them to penetrate solid bodies, fly in the

air, or be equitable. He may hate mankind in

general, for having no respect for virtue, but

he excuses it in particulars, he is engaged by

higher motives to love them; and studies as

much as possible never to deserve the same in-

dulgence.
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THE RECALL.

For the Lady's Book.

BACK, back to your home from the rural retreats,

Where pass'd the hot hours of summer away--

Leave moss-cover'd grottoes and vine-shaded seats ,

With a favourite tome through the long sultry day.

Back, back ! to your home-leave the torrent to roar,

As shoots its green wave from Niagara's steep-

Leave the billows ofocean to break on the shore,

When the voice of the tempest awakes on the deep.

Leave the forest , where the waters of health springing

brightly

Give lustre to Beauty, and strength to the Fair-

Where the foot ofthe dancer to music bounds lightly,

Andthe song ofthe wild bird is loud on the air.

Return to the home and the dwellings ofmen-

Tothe cares, the employments , the troubles oflife ;

To your lovers, your husbands, your children again-

Yewanderingfair ones, maid , widow, or wife. S.

•

YOUTHFUL ASPIRATIONS.

" PRESUMPTUOUS man ! ere boyhood's loom is o'er

How high thine ardent aspirations soar !

How fast thy hopes, that spurn their humbler source ,

Spring to the skies beyond the eagle's course !

Bright with earth's rapture, free from earth's alloy,

They seek a purer atmosphere ofjoy

And claim that sphere to grosser sense ungiven-

Their fond, their fair, their native home in Heaven.

Enjoy thatvision of thy dawning day,

Too soon its exstacies shall pass away,

And thou, at length , awaken to repine

Because the common lot of earth is thine.

To feel , despite thy pride, predestined here

Thou too must mingle with this baser sphere ;

Speed to the goal where others blindly run,

Share each wild act, thy heart would wish undone ;

Sigh with the throng for life's contracted aim ,

Debase thy thought and pant for meaner fame;

Indulge, though pleasure sicken on the zest,

And woo , though passion lacerate the breast ;

Join each pursuit whence loathing feelings shrink,

And drain the bowl ' tis agony to drink !"

THE UNWEDDED.

"And so I pledged another troth ;

My former vows seemed light as air:

Whywas it so ?-for I have given

My life to pitiless despair."

A GAY day it was in Falaise : all the French

nobles were flocking to witness the signing of

the treaty between Henry II . of England, and

"William the Lion of Scotland ; and, moreover,

the beauty of kingdoms had wended its way

thither. The sun shed its most brilliant beams

on the court-jewels and plumes, and the eyes that

vied withthem in brilliancy were rife with smiles.

William looked around him with a pleased eye,

but his gaze became fixed when it encoun-

tered the form of Ermengarde La Belle, or, in

other words, thefar-sought Ermengarde de Beau-

mont. There were many, very many bright

eyes, but none so soft and sweet as her's-there

were more blooming cheeks, but her's wore the

pure hue of that child of spring, the snowdrop-

yet they became at once the richest damask

when she perceived the earnest gaze of King

William. Other eyes noted it too-the jealous

ones of rival beauty-the Prince Cœur de Lion's,

and, above all , the bright sunny orbs of a young

page, in attendance on William , were fixed on

herwith eager scrutiny.

After the business which had drawn them

thither was completed, the hours were beguiled

with various sports-feats of strength and skill—

combats for honour, love , or beauty, while the

laugh and gibe were circled freely . William

and the prince Richard of England, in heart and

temper one, joined in the sports with unshackled

spirits : for William, though yet a prisoner, was

detained only till he should render homage at

Z

York to fulfil the treaty, which would take place

ere many days should elapse.

" Didst note the beauteous Ermengarde,

Richard?" said William , as they at length sought

together the solitude of the apartment in which

the latter was attended by King Henry's sol-

diers .

"We will speak of her anon, Will," said

Richard, motioning the guards to leave them

alone; then, as they left, he resumed, " I must

first tell thee , ay, and swear it, Will, by all the

saints in the calendar, that if ever I sit on Eng-

land's throne, I will repay thee all thou hast lost

in mycause."

66
Nay, nay, Richard. We have had enough

of treaties, and castles, and kingdoms for this

day. I will rely on thy generous heart : but,

now, what thinkest thou of the beautiful Ermen-

garde?"

"Why, truly, she is the Norman lily ; but I

prefer the roses of our own kingdoms. By my

knighthood, Will, but I think thou art verily

smitten. Thy hand hath set sign and seal to one

treaty ofhomage and thy heart hath given witness

to another. It hath been whispered in my ear,

William, that there is a sweet wild flower bloom-

ing in thy court ; and 'twas thought thou mightest

plant it in thy bosom. And, moreover, since

thou camest hither, I have heard that thou hast

transplanted it, to bear it whithersoever thou

goest."

At this moment Wlliam's page entered.-
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Richard gazed curiously on him : he seemed to

measure with his eye the tiny foot, and to scan

narrowly each graceful turn in the boy's round-

ed figure ; but, be his thoughts what they might,

he gave them not utterance ; but rose, and wish-

ing William a good rest, took his leave.

For a minute not a word passed. The boy

stood a few yards from William , with a fixed and

sorrowing look. At length the monarch held

forth his hand, and said, softly , " Isola !"

In an instant the head was raised-the eyes

flashed, and the mouth curved in a bright smile.

" Isola," he continued, " what wouldst thou ?"

"What would I, William ! Bid me not so

coolly tell thee what I would , because I seek

thee. What should I want, William, but to read

love in thine eye ? Oh, I would rather hear thee

in words of hot anger chide me for interrupting

thee and the Prince Richard : but sit not there

with that pitying smile on thy lip. My brain , my

brain, William. I have been sitting in my soli-

tude, and imagining thee with yon beauty on thy

throne."

" Isola," he uttered, almost unsconsciously,

"thou knowest I loved thee."
·

" Loved ! Why should it not be love Tell

me, William, am I so changed since I became-

alas ! alas ! not a wife ; and what other word can

my lips utter- not that which crawls in my brain

and chokes in my throat. William! would I

might say I loved thee ; but see-" and she step-

ped nervously to his side, then dropping her head

on his shoulder, she took his hand gently and

placed it beneathher bosom. He started , for he

thought her heart was bursting from her side ;

but tears came to her relief, and she became

calm , for she felt that his were mingled with

them, and that his arms were round her, as they

were wont to be.

In a few moments she raised her head. Every

trace oftear and sorrow had disappeared, as had

also William's thoughts of the young and noble

Ermengarde ; or if he gave her a momentary

consideration, it was by wondering how he could

ever think of any, save the bright and child-like

being at his side, who had knelt and was now

twining one ofher long bright ringlets around his

finger, while she hummed playfully one of her old

border ballads. Suddenly she paused, and gazed

earnestly as though embodying on her mind's eye

some shadow of her imagination , and she mur-

mured-" She is very, very beautiful ; if I might

bear to look on Scotland's Queen, it would sure-

ly be her ; but she shuddered convulsively as

she concluded .

" Isola, rise !" exclaimed William, as he took

the beautiful hand which had now forgotten its

task. " Come, love , there is none in my heart,

save thee."

•
Ermengarde de Beaumont !" she rather

shrieked than uttered ; " doth not the name thrill

thy bosom? Doth it not bring to thy mind all

that is beautiful- doth not thy fancy place her on

a throne?"

"No,no,myown Isola !" again spoke William,

as he regarded with surprise herwild look ; " put"

thy arms softly around my neck, love, and tell

mein the tones of old thou canst forgive me."

He needed not to speak again-her arms were

folded around him-her eyes were living in the

rays of his-her lips were pressed on those she

loved too well. " Our child, too , William," she

said smiling-" tell me thou lovest him. Thou

hast oftimes told me his eyes were very like to

mine"-and she blushed.

" Ay, Isola, I love him and thee : not a jot too

well for thy sake, but all too well for Scotland's,"

he murmured. But at that moment he knew not

his own heart.

"When, thinkest thou, William, this King

Henry will let thee depart? I am weary of this

mumming habit ; it suits me not. I doubt my

own seeming-and 1 oftimes fancy thou wilt for-

get the Isola of Holyrood in the masculine figure

before thee. And our child-' tis true, I see him

in dreams by night and day-but I cannot see by

his smile that he inheriteth his father's love. 1

cannot trace the lines of thy brow as his grows

in beauty ;" but, had she spoken all the truth she

might have added- " I like not our neighbour-

hood with Ermengarde de Beaumont."
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Whywouldst thou comewith me?" said Wil

liam ; " it is more than conjectured that thou art

not as thy seeming. The Coeur de Lion hath

openly avowed his belief that thou art—”

" Ah ! say it not, William. Thatword haunts

me by day and night. If I kneel to pray, that

only will rise to my lips . If I would kiss my

child, it rests between his eyes and mine-there

is but one time it comes not-I think not of it-

with thee, with thee William. If thy smile is

bent on me, heaven is in my heart and on my

soul. Whenwith thee I amnot the guilty wretch

of other times-I am then only thine, proudly

thine. But shield me from the eye of Richard-

I should sink 'neath his keen gaze ; " and she sank

on his bosom.

With the next morning's dawn, Isola was

tending as a page the King William's bridle, as

the royal cavalcade was wending its way to the

sea-side , whence they were to embark on their

way to York.

Richard was constantly by William's side, be-

guiling his waywith his ever ready wit and laugh ;

and even Isola could smile , for she saw that

though her sex was no secret to him, he was not

oneto scorn her condition , or make it matter for

the gibes of a rude court. Thus they reached

York, where William did homage to Henry for

all Scotland, which history tells us will ever re-

main a foul blot on his noble fame, though the

pledge was redeemed on the accession of Rich-

ard to his father's throne, whose generous heart

would not hold his friend bound in any bond of

subjection, especially recollecting that William's

imprisonment was incurred by aiding him in his

rebellious conduct. But homage he did, and the

blood mounted to the temples of Isola as she

heard her heart's idol acknowledge himself the

vassal of one , whom, in her woman's pride she

called not his equal .

So soon as the ceremony was completed , Wil-
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liam was declared free, and received the congra-

tulations of his friends ; amongst whom was

Prince Richard. After clasping the hand of

William, he approached the page. " Thou art a

seemly youth," he said, kindly ; and, taking the

trembling hand, " wilt thou wear this as a token

Richard thought thee so?" and he slipped a

beautiful ring on the taper finger.

Isola looked on the face of William for appro-

val, and then, bending her knee , kissed the be-

stowing hand. " Rise, rise, young Sir," added

Richard, " we have noted thy attention to thy

master, and could almost find it in our nature to

deprive him of such a page , but that he seems to

value thee much."

Again Isola looked in the face she had beenso

accustomed to read-and where she had been

wontto see the kindling fire ofjealousywhen the

nobles ofthe court made gallant speeches. She

looked, and her heart misgave her, for she saw

it not there now-she would have given worlds

had he frowned on her-had he spoken harshly

to her; but her soul shrunk within itself as she

noted the indifference of the bow with which he

acknowledged Richard's compliment.

Words may not describe the joy with which

this wild, guilty, and yet innocent child of affec-

tion greeted the walls of Holyrood. Her heart

bounded, for it seemed toher as though the world

had been lost and gained-and that its better se-

curity depended on her reaching this home of

many happy months ; and so, indeed, her world

had beenlost and regained-for awoman's world,

ay, and I fear me oftimes Heaven, lies in the

little she may call her own-' tis but very little

she may-the heart of him she hath chosen

whereon to rest her hopes, and centre her deep

mine of affections.

Weeks rolled quickly by with Isola, now that

she was once again, as she imagined, unrivalled

in the affections of King William, and could

smile on his child and her's. A buoyant and a

sunny spirit was Isola's : true, her face had some-

times clouds, as the April day, and lasting, like

them, only till the sun should chase away their

briefbeing; and her sun was the bright beam of

love from the smile of him she loved, or the

laughing lips ofher child.

William's affairs had become now somewhat

more settled. Richard of England had succeed-

ed tothe English throne, and a still closer friend-

ship was cemented between these kindred spi-

rits ; consequently he of Scotland, felt secure

from any harassing quarrel in that quarter, and

was thus enabled to enjoy many happy undis-

turbed hours. It was during such, in the apart-

ment assigned Isola , that she had been assaying

all her wit and her infant's gambols, to draw a

smile, or an approving look from William, till at

length, wearied out with the useless labour, and

sick in heart and soul, (for , though he seemed to

look on them , she saw that the gaze was vacant,

and thethoughts in the society of another,) she sat

herself downon a rich cushion, and with the large

tears on her long lashes, she proceeded to hush,

with a low murmuring sound her child to sleep.

" Isola !" at length spoke William. In an in-

stant the sleeping child was laid on her soft scat,

and she was kneeling at William's side. The

tears were no longer on the lash, but were trick-

ling on the hand she was passionately caressing,

and when she raised her face, there was a bright

smile, and, despite the tears, a joyous eye.

" Isola!" he continued, and his calm tone

chilled the warm blood that was rushing to her

heart, " I would speak with thee on a subject

nearly concerning thee and me. Have done

with thy childish tears : rise and listen. Thou

knowest that our brave Lord of Roxburgh hath

thought much of thy beauty, nay, hath even as-

serted its worth in tournies almost numberless."

" Speak not of it , Sire. What should Isola

care though the Lord Roxburgh should be pleas-

ed to worship her as a saint?" said Isola, still

kneeling, with her lips on the almost withdrawn

hand.

"Why, Isola," he returned , " thou mightest

become our lady of Roxburgh-might be held up

as the bright paragon of excellence ; and now-
,,

"I am kneeling where I would rather die, than

stand at the altar with another. ( I am, oh God!

an unwedded mother the murderess of my pa-

rents-the scorned minion of him for whom 1

have done all this. Hear me , William! I will

go far from thee-thou shalt not even hear me-

but do not ask me to become the wife of another.

Will the child of my guilt be the better if his

mother becomes a titled wife?-will myheart be

less withered when it beats in another's bosom ?-

will my soul be less weighed down with guilt that

the velvet robes of much cost grace my limbs?

No, no, William; tell methou wilt give me a drug

shall make me and my child sleep a long untrou-

bled sleep, and I will bless the hand that gives it,

but never, never believe woman's love so lightly

given."

For minutes William sat motionless. He had

not expected such a torrent of passion to lie in

that meck and loving bosom-he had tried

others, and found it different ; but that was where

the love borne him was in honour conferred, in

the presents given, or in the power derived ; but

Isola's was a virtuous mind though an erring

heart. She had loved but once, and her love was

drawn from her soul's depths, and never might

rest there again. She now rose witha proud and

tearless eye, and a pale cheek, and was about to

rejoin her child, but William passed his arm yet

once again around her, and pressed his lips on

her's. The scalding tears came to her relief,

and her head rested on his bosom. At that mo-

ment he looked as though he wished she had not

fallen-for then might he have proudly placed

her on his throne-but now it could not be ; and

the bright imagination which had filled his soul

since he left Falaise, came to fill up the picture

his heart could not have finished without it.

And now a servant entered , and having deliv-

ered some despatches retired . William took

one of the papers. Isola seated herself, statue-

like , at a distance, but her eyes were on his

countenance- her soul in deep communion with
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his. He perused and re-perused the vellum , his

eye brightening as it scanned anew the lines.

This escaped not Isola ; she rose, and taking her

sleeping child, once more stood beside William .

" Thou art paining thy fancy," she said, " to

find out a speech meet to tell me from whom

come those papers-but it needs not. William,

I know they come from Normandy-the Lady

Ermengarde de Beaumont hath been woed and

won-the beautiful and happy hath consented to

share thy throne : and surely ' tis well that such a

one should be thy wife! Yes! the word hath

been uttered, and it hath not burst my heart.

William, will it please thee to kiss the child of

Isola's shame, and breathe a benediction on his

lips."

" Isola Montcairn ," replied the monarch, " sit

thee down, and listen to one whose love thou

knowest thou hast, and the fair child of thatlove.

Thou hast wisdom, and must have expected the

time when I must seek from some one of the

sister kingdoms a queen; to increase our power

and please our subjects. "

" Stay, stay," she exclaimed, franticly, " thou

art reasoning. I have not the power to listen to

the cold wire-drawn arguments of policy. I have

no reason-my soul is dead within me-my brain

is on fire-and my heart is in the grave. Will it

please thee bless our child ?" and she knelt,

holding up the child , which William kissed fond-

ly, and blessed ; then pressing his lips on the

burning brow of the sweet suppliant, he held

forth his hand for her salute, but she touched it

not, and murmured-" William, wouldst thou

have me now rest my lips on that hand-will it

not soon be leading another to the altar."

"Tush ! tush! thou art a fond and silly child,"

he returned ; " I will send one anon shall com-

fort thee;" and he was about to leave her- but

she flew towards him, seized the but now rejected

hand, and pressed it madly to her lips and heart.

She felt but that a long farewell was printed on

her lips, and she fell fainting on the couch.

Willam despatched to her the Lord of Rox-

burgh, ofwhom he had made mention. In a few

minutes she began to revive, and raised her eyes

to the face bent tenderly over her, to discover if

indeed her head rested where her hopes were

centered-but she closed them again, and relaps-

ed into the swoon when they met the pitying gaze

ofhim whom William had sent to tend her reco-

very.

" I see ! I see !" said the brave knight, " I see,

William, the woful wreck thou hast made. Oh!

Isola, why didst thou reject my suit when I sought

thee in thy father's ancient hall? Thou wert

then a pure, bright, and beauteous flower, and

William would perchance never have looked

on thee but for me. I have done all this , and it

shall be my effort now to win thee from thy de-

graded state. Alas ! how thou wouldst laugh

when I painted such a scene as this to thy young

imagination; and thou wouldst tellme Iknew how

to plead for myself; but that I should think thee

much more graceful with a throne for thy seat,

and a crown on thy brow, and that amongst the

court beauties 1 should soon find one to love bet-

ter than thee. Isola ! Isola ! the throne 1 could

have wished for thee would have been of a hus-

band's love, and thy crown purity ; and my heart

tells me none of the court hath power to call

forth its affections like thee, all fallen as thou

art. Can Ermengarde love him better than thou?

No ; but her wondrous beauty hath enslaved him.

Isola," andhis breathfannedher colourless cheek;

"look thee up, love, the world's scorn shall not

touch thee-say thou wilt become my bride."

66
Thy bride !" she said faintly--" whose ? I

am any thing, every thing. I was Isola Mont-

cairn the loving-the loved-the duteous-but

that thing of vanity called beautiful ; now I am,

alas ! alas ! still Isola Montcairn-but how chang-

ed-the undutiful-the mother of a nameless boy

-the unloved--the loving still. Roxburgh, dost

thou now ask me to be thine? Look on me ; are

not my eyes dimmed by anxiously watching his

looks- my lips, are they not seared with kisses

of guilt-my hair, which it was once thy pride

to fashion to thy liking by turning it in ringlets

around thy fingers, doth not its touch now pollute

thee? And see yonder, thou knowest whose is

that child ?"

"Ay, Isola, it is thine . I loved thee-howwell,

thouknowest in thy father's hall; I lovedtheewhen

1 first knew thou hadst been false to me--I love

thee now-I will with pride yet make thee mine.

I will lavish a father's care on yonder playful

cherub."

But Roxburgh pressed her not farther now, for

shebesoughthim to leave her. For minutes after

his departure , a stranger to past events would

have fancied her a beautiful statue. Her eyes

were fixed on the setting sun, which threw its

bright rays on the rosy cheek of her child, and

her hands braced her dishevelled hair tight across

her brow but at length the tears started , and

gushed in streams of passion down her cheeks,

and she flung herself madly on her knees, with

her head bowed almost to the earth. This re-

lieved her burthened spirit : for though tears

were ever and anon upon her cheek, they were

only the bright drops of momentary depression,

which a look of love would kindle into a smile ;

but these were the overflowings of a bowed spi-

rit seeking communion with things not of earth.

" I will call on thy name," she said, softly ; "is

it possible that years have passed, in which I have

thought lightly of the spirits hovering around

in my career of guilt? Father ! mother ! speak

to me. Father! I am thy fondling Isola-a

child, a very child ; put thy hand on my head, as

thou wert wont to do, and tell me I am like my

mother.--Mother, let me hide my face in thy

bosom ; I am thy child : what child, thou askest

--oh, I heard thee. Mother, I will whisper thee

the words-I am the child of wickedness and

shame. But look on me now. I dare not pray,

mother, thy voice will be heard for me at the

throne ofmercy. Thou wert used to tell me thy

ambition looked not beyond seeing me the wife

of Roxburgh. Pray, oh pray, that I may be

worthy to become his wife."
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Thus she laid bare her heart to her God, pray-

ing to become the child of truth ; but yet passion

would have its sway sometimes, and then she

would ask of Him, who alone can give it power

and strength, to overcome her sinful love. Rox-

burgh sought her again, and with joy did he hear

the calm words from her lips when she consented

to become his. But had he known thoroughly

that heart in its depths, he would have left her to

sink calmly, and with the love of God in her

heart to the grave, without seeking to draw that

heart into fellowship with the world. But he did

not know it, neither did Isola. She fancied that

when she should be called upon to acknowledge

her queen, that she could now do so without

cherishing a feeling unworthy of Roxburgh's

wife, or William's liege subject.-But woman

may not be allowed to judge on such occasions.

She had communed with the spirits of those with

whom her childhood, and first year of woman-

hood , had passed so beautifully, and she felt calm

and purified by the communing-she had also

prayed with her God-and she fancied she had

released her spirit from-its guilty thraldom , be-

cause she was more inclined to place that spirit

under his guidance ; but no, she was too strong

in her own strength. Perhaps had the event been

deferred she might have attained that serenity

which she now only fancied she possessed.

The Lady Ermengarde was arrived-every

face wore a joyous smile- Holyrood was begirt

with hearts and tongues ready to welcome their

new queen. The chapel was gaily decorated,

and the court displayed an unusual blaze of

beauty, for many were the arts used to outshine

the famed Norman beauty. On that morning

Isola knelt in vain-not a prayer rose to her lips

-many supplications were in her heart : but,

alas ! they took not the form of prayer. There

was but one form before her-but one name

would tremble on her lips.

William led Ermengarde proudly through the

admiring galaxy of wealth and beauty. The

ceremony commenced-and he was about to pass

the ring on her finger, when a wild voice rang

through the chapel-" Ermengarde, wear it not !

I once thought it would be a glorious thing to see

around my finger-but it eats into my very heart

-presses tight round mybrain. But I remember

me, thou wilt be a queen, and I-," the voice

ceased, for the mad speaker was hurried out.

There were many there who knew whence the

voice came; and many more, amongst whom may

be classed the queen, who conjectured it to pro-

ceed from the lips of some misused wife. King

William knew whence it came, and felt whither

it went; but, above all , Lord Roxburgh was

wounded in his soul's depths, for he bore from

that chapel his maddened Isola, and soon after he

followed her to the grave.

THE MOON other, " what part of you

should be liable to so very minute a pain, unless

it beyour soul."

When men of sense approve , the million are

sure to follow : to be pleased, is to pay a com-

pliment to their own taste.

Women generally consider consequences in

love, seldom in resentment.

Most of our misfortunes are more supportable

than the comments of our friends upon them.

To delicate minds the unfortunate are always

objects of respect : as the ancients held sacred

those places which had been blasted by lightning,

so the feeling heart considers the afflicted as

touched by the hand of God himself.

Religion ought to be left in her native simpli-

city, rather than hang her ears with counterfeit

pearls.

Learning is like mercury, one of the most

powerful and excellent things in the world in

skilful hands ; in unskilful, the most mischievous.

Charpentier has the following cloquent pas-

sage. " Whenever," says he, " I cast my eyes

on ostentatious epitaphs , I feel a wish to write

under them, ' As man is composed of pride and

infirmities, passenger, you here behold them fully

exemplified. This tomb indicates the feebleness ,

and this epitaph the pride of his nature. ' How

just a picture is this of the character of the de-

xercise. This goes

to all men in all situations, to whom education

can be denied.

The happiness of every man depends more

upon the state of his own mind, than upon any

one external circumstance ; nay, more than upon

all external things put together.

Common conversation is the best mirror of a

man's heart ; and he that can be deceived by a

person with whom he has been intimate , disco-

vers a want of discernment, that would, were it

possible, excuse the imposition.

Attempts at reform, when they fail, strengthen

despotism ; as he that struggles , tightens those

cords he does not succeed in breaking.

Reproaches and injuries have no power to

afflict either the man of unblemished integrity

or the abandoned profligate. It is the middle

compound character which alone is vulnerable ;

the man who, without firmness enough to avoid

a dishonourable action, has feeling enough to be

ashamed of it.

It is , it seems, a great inconveniency, that

those of the meanest capacities will pretend to

make visits , though indeed they are qualified

rather to add to the furniture of the house by

filling an empty chair than to the conversation

they come into when they visit.

Many men have been capable of doing a wise

thing, more a cunning thing, but very few a

generous thing.
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THE ENGLISH MOTHER-SONG- THE GATHERER.

THE ENGLISH MOTHER.

BY THE HON. MRS. NORTON.

SONG.

I KNOW THAT HE LOVES ME."

YES,high-born lady , well may England claim ,

As a proud gift, the glory ofthy name !

With life's best blessings crowded round thy way,

Gladdening the summer ofthine early day;

With girlhood's graces lingering even now,

Young mother ! on thy fair, majestic brow !

And, amid all its loftiness, revealing

Thy soul's rich tenderness and depth of feeling ;

Thy gaiety , thy purity ofthought;

The all which Nature's cunning hand hath wrought ;

Changing that feeling which for thee we prove,

From almost awe, to something more than love ;

And giving sweet assurance silently,

To the young eager rose-bud on thy knee,

That shemay claim her privilege ofbirth ,

And wakethe fountain of thy graceful mirth ;

Echo thy low, light laughter, in a tone

Almost as full of music as thine own ;

Nor, as that lofty browto her's doth bend,

Read aught but smiles-half playmate and halffriend.

Haply that fairy child , in after years,

Athing of shadowy smiles , of hopes , and fears,

With brow unstained by grief, untouched by pain,

Shall bring thy gentle image back again.

Oh, then,do thou direct those laughing eyes

To the bright portrait where thy spring -time lies !

Nor let it bewithout a sigh for him

Whose soul decayed not-gradually dim-

But sank at once all gloriously bright

In thefull splendour ofits sunset light,

And left us on such forms as these to gaze

Where genius hath concentrated its rays,

And lead the saddened looker-on, like me,

This to remember hím-and reverence thee !

not, and murmurea-

have me now rest my lips on that hand-will it

not soon be leading another to the altar."

"Tush! tush ! thou art a fond and silly child,"

he returned ; " I will send one anon shall com-

fort thee ;" and he was about to leave her- but

she flew towards him , seized the but now rejected

hand, and pressed it madly to her lips and heart.

She felt but that a long farewell was printed on

her lips, and she fell fainting on the couch.

Willam despatched to her the Lord of Rox-

burgh, ofwhom he had made mention. In a few

minutes she began to revive, and raised her eyes

to the face bent tenderly over her, to discover if

indeed her head rested where her hopes were

centered-but she closed them again, and relaps-

ed into the swoon whenthey met the pityinggaze

ofhim whom William had sent to tend her reco-

very.

"Isee! I see !" said the brave knight, " I see,

William, the woful wreck thou hast made. Oh!

Isola, why didst thou reject my suit when I sought

thee in thy father's ancient hall? Thou wert

then a pure, bright, and beauteous flower, and

William would perchance never have looked

on thee but for me. I have done all this , and it

shall be my effort now to win thee from thy de-

graded state. Alas ! how thou wouldst laugh

when I painted such ascene as this to thy young

imagination ; and thou wouldst tell me I knew how

to plead for myself ; but that I should think thee

much more graceful with a throne for thy seat,

and a crown on thy brow, and that amongst the

I KNOW that he loves me-I could not live on,

Though loved by a thousand, ifhis love were gone;

But my soul with the thought bounds in rapture no more

For alas though he loves me, ' tis not as of yore!

No wonder the shadow oft steals o'er my brow,

When I think what he was, and see what he is now!

Tho' they say he is true as heart e'er was before,

1 feel that he loves me-ah ! not as ofyore!

Time waswhen he watch'd every glance , every tone,

And made my emotions the guide of his own ;

When he looked fond alarm if I heaved but a sigh ,

And his cheek lost its rose when a tear dimmed my eye!

But now, ifI weep. he just asks, why so sad ?

And says when I sorrow he cannot be glad;

Oh! so calmly he speaks of the gloom ofmy mind,

His voice never falters- it only is kind.

YetIknow that he loves me--I feel there is none

That he loves half as well, or could love , were I gone ;

But in solitude often my tears will run o'er,

To think,tho' he loves me, ' tis not as ofyore!

Oh! whydoes the rainbow so soon fleet away,

And affection's fresh beauty so quickly decay!

Whymust time from the spirit its summer glow steal ,

Why, as once we have felt, can we not ever feel ?

Though lovely the fall ofmild evening may be,

Oh the light and the glory ofmorning for me!

'Twas a vision of bliss , but its brightness is o'er,

And I weep that he loves me- ah ! not as of yore!

:

his departure, a stranger to past

have fancied her a beautiful statue. Her eyes

were fixed on the setting sun, which threw its

bright rays on the rosy cheek of her child, and

her hands braced her dishevelled hair tight across

her brow but at length the tears started, and

gushed in streams of passion down her cheeks,

and she flung herself madly on her knees , with

her head bowed almost to the earth. This re-

lieved her burthened spirit : for though tears

were ever and anon upon her cheek, they were

only the bright drops of momentary depression,

which a look of love would kindle into a smile ;

but these were the overflowings of a bowed spi-

rit seeking communion with things not of earth.

" I will call on thy name," she said , softly ; "is

it possible that years have passed, in which I have

thought lightly of the spirits hovering around me

in my career of guilt ? Father ! mother ! speak

to me. Father! I am thy fondling Isola-a

child, a very child ; put thy hand on my head, as

thou wert wont to do, and tell me I am like my

mother.--Mother, let me hide my face in thy

bosom ; I am thy child : what child, thou askest

--oh, I heard thee. Mother, I will whisper thee

the words-I am the child of wickedness and

shame. But look on me now. I dare not pray,

mother, thy voice will be heard for me at the

throne ofmercy. Thou wert used to tell me thy

ambition looked not beyond seeing me the wife

of Roxburgh. Pray, oh pray, that I may be

worthy to become his wife."
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The First vessel built in New England, was

in 1622, at Plymouth, and was a large boat or

shallop.- The Second, was the " Blessing of the

Bay," a vessel of forty or fifty tons, built by Gov.

Winthrop, in 1631 , at Mistick, now Medford, and

launched on the fourth of July.-The Third was

built in 1631 , at Marble Harbour, (Marblehead)

by the " Salem people. " This vessel was one

hundred and twenty tons burthen, and called the

" Desire."-In 1641 , the 66 Plymouth people"

built another offifty tons.

In every situation of life there are comforts.

Find them out, and enjoy them.

Philosophers sport with the follies of mankind;

tradesmen make money by them. Which is the

wiser ofthe two?

A contented mind and a good conscience will

make a man happy in all conditions.

The treeof knowledge is grafted upon the tree

of Life, and that fruit which brought the fear of

death into the world, budding on an immortal

stock, becomes the fruit of the promise of immor-

tality.

A man of business may talk of philosophy ; a

man who has none may practise it.

A man of exceedingly contracted mind, was

one day complaining to an acquaintance, that he

had a very acute pain not bigger seemingly than

the point of a pin. " It's amazing strange," he

continued, " don't you think it is ? what do you

suppose is the cause of it ?" " Why really I don't

know," replied the other, " what part of you

should be liable to so very minute a pain, unless

it beyour soul.” .

When men of sense approve , the million are

sure to follow : to be pleased, is to pay a com-

pliment to their own taste .

Women generally consider consequences in

love, seldom in resentment.

Most of our misfortunes are more supportable

than the comments of our friends upon them.

To delicate minds the unfortunate are always

objects of respect : as the ancients held sacred

those places which had been blasted by lightning,

so the feeling heart considers the afflicted as

touched by the hand of God himself.

Religion ought to be left in her native simpli-

city , rather than hang her ears with counterfeit

pearls.

Learning is like mercury, one of the most

powerful and excellent things in the world in

skilful hands ; in unskilful, the most mischievous.

Charpentier has the following eloquent pas-

sage. "Whenever," says he, " I cast my eyes

on ostentatious epitaphs , I feel a wish to write

under them, ' As man is composed of pride and

infirmities , passenger, you here behold them fully

exemplified . This tomb indicates the feebleness,

and this epitaph the pride of his nature. ' How

just a picture is this of the character of the de-

ceased person when alive ! Under robes of silk

and embroidery he concealed from the eyes of

the world the weakness and diseases of his decay-

ing body. A wounded conscience, a feeble un-

derstanding, and eternal toil of solicitude and

sorrows, were hidden beneath the mask of a

tranquil countenance, a steady and penetrating

eye."
1

The mind is but a barren soil ; a soil which is

soon exhausted, and will produce no crop, or

only one, unless it be continually fertilized and

enriched with foreign matter.

The flights of genius are sometimes like those

of a paper kite. While we are admiring its vast

elevation, and gazing with boyish wonder at its

graceful soarings, it plunges into the mud, an

object of derision and contempt.

The prosperous man has every thing to fear,

and the poor man every thing to hope. To the

former every chance threatens loss, to the latter

it promises benefit. He little fears the turning

of the wheel who is already at the bottom.

If we cannot be accounted to live but at such

times as we enjoy ourselves , life will be found to

be very short ; since were we only to reckon the

hours we pass agreeably, a great number of

years would not make up a life of a few months.

I have ever thought the prohibition of improv-

ing our rational nature, to be the worse species

of tyranny that the insolence and perverseness

of mankind ever dared to exercise. This goes

to all men in all situations , to whom education

can be denied.

The happiness of every man depends more

upon the state of his own mind, than upon any

one external circumstance ; nay, more than upon

all external things put together.

Common conversation is the best mirror of a

man's heart ; and he that can be deceived by a

person with whom he has been intimate , disco-

vers a want of discernment, that would, were it

possible, excuse the imposition.

Attempts at reform, when they fail , strengthen

despotism ; as he that struggles, tightens those

cords he does not succeed in breaking.

Reproaches and injuries have no power to

afflict either the man of unblemished integrity

or the abandoned profligate. It is the middle

compound character which alone is vulnerable ;

the man who, without firmness enough to avoid

a dishonourable action, has feeling enough to be

ashamed of it.

It is , it seems, a great inconveniency, that

those of the meanest capacities will pretend to

make visits, though indeed they are qualified

rather to add to the furniture of the house by

filling an empty chair than to the conversation

they come into when they visit.

Many men have been capable of doing a wise

thing, more a cunning thing, but very few a

generous thing.
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RECIPES.

The only way for a rich man to be healthy, is

by exercise and abstinence, to live as if he was

poor ; which are esteemed the worst parts of

poverty.

Iam satisfied that a mind which has no restraint

from a sense of its own weakness , of its subordi-

nate rank in creation , and of the extremedanger

of letting loose the imagination upon some sub-

jects, may very plausibly attack every thing the

most excellent and venerable ; that it would not

be difficult to criticise the creation itself, and

that ifwe were to examine the divine fabrics by

our ideas of reason and fitness , and to use the

same method of attack by which some men have

assaulted revealed religion , we might, with as

good colour, and with the same success , make

the wisdom and the power of God, in his crea-

tion, appear to many no better than foolishness.—

Burke.

Witin conversation is only readiness ofthought

and a facility of expression.

It is quite a mistaken idea, that a woman can-

not keep a secret-nobody so well .- Trust her

but with half, or try to keep it from her altoge-

ther, and she is sure to beat you, because her

pride prompts her to find out what the man

thinks it right to conceal, and then her vanity

induces her to tell what she found out ; and this

in order to show her power of discovery.-Trust

all to her, and she will never betray you ; but

half a confidence is not worth having.

The best rules to form a young man, are, to

talk little, to hear much, to reflect alone upon

what has passed in company, to distrust one's

own opinions , and value others that deserve it.

Political lying can conquer kingdoms without

fighting and sometimes without the loss of a

battle. It gives and resumes employment, can

suit a mountain to a molehill, and raise a mole-

hill to a mountain ; hath presided for many years

at committees and elections ; can wash a black-

a-moor white ; can make a saint of an atheist,

and a patriot of a profligate ; can furnish foreign

ministers with intelligence ; and raise or let fall

the credit of the nation.-Swift.

There is nothing wanting to make all rational

and disinterested people of one religion , but that

they should talk together every day.

IT may not be generally known, that the tad-

pole acts the same part with fish, that ants do

with birds ; and that through the agency of this

little reptile , perfect skeletons , even of the small-

est fishes, may be obtained . To produce this , it

is but necessary to suspend the fish by threads

attached to the head and tail , in an horizontal

position, in a jar of water, such as is found in a

pond, and change it often till the tad-poles have

finished their work. Two or three tad-poles will

perfectly dissect a fish in twenty-four hours.

No man has ever been more assailed by ca-

lumny than Napoleon , which is not to be won-

dered at, but he would never permit any one to

reply to the attacks that were made upon him.

"Whatever pains, (he said) might have been be-

stowed on such answers, they would only have

given additional weight to the accusations they

were intended to refute . Facts were the most

convincing answer. A fine monument, another

good law, or a newvictory, were sufficient to de-

feat a thousand such falsehoods. Declamation

passes away, but deeds remain .”

What a vast advantage has a discourse spoken

over a piece that is written! Men are the bub-

bles of tone and action. If there be ever so little

pre-engagement in favour of the person who

speaks, they admire him, and set themselves to

comprehend him; they commend his perform-

ance before he has begun, sleep the sermon time,

and only wake to applaud him. There are few

who so warmly engage in behalf of an author ;

his works are either read in the leisure of retire-

ment, or in the silence of a closet ; there are no

public meetings to cry him up ; no party zealous

to prefer him to all his rivals , and advance him

to the prelacy ; his book, however excellent so-

ever it may be, is read with an intention to find

it indifferent.

A. MODIST of Vienna recommends her fair

clients to adopt certain ornaments for the head,

of coloured stones, and undertakes to provide

crescents for the bashful, doves for the tender-

hearted, parrouquets for the babblers, butterflies

for the lightsome, stars for the intellectual , vio-

lets for the modest, forget-me-nots for the sus-

ceptible, pensees for the thoughtful, glow-worms

for the ephemeral, anchors for the bride, nests

for nestlings for mamma in petto, and ears of

corn for mammas with sons and daughters.

RECIPES.

QUINCE PUDDING.

Pare and core three large quinces, and boil

themtill soft, but not tillthey break. Drain offthe

water, and mash the quinces with the back of a

spoon. Stir into them a quarter of a pound of

sugar, and the juice of an orange or small lemon,

and set them away to cool. When quite cold,

mix with them about two ounces of butter, and

seven eggs, (which have been well beaten ,) and

bake the mixture in shells of puff-paste. Before

they go to table, grate white sugar over the top.

Apple puddings may be madein the same man-

ner, and also puddings of stewed gooseberries.

TO EXTRACT LAMP OIL FROM LINEN OR COTTON.

As soon as the oil has been spilt, take the ar-

ticle on which it fell, and immerse it in clean-

cold water. Let it soak a while, and change the

water when the oil begins to float on the surface.

Renew the water frequently during several hours,

and by this simple process the oil will be gradu-

ally and totally discharged without any rubbing

or washing.

Then dry the article and iron it, and no vestige

ofthe oil will remain ; neither will the colour be

disturbed .

"
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MEMOIRS OF A BUTTERFLY .

" "Tis greatly wise to talk with our past hours."

THE approach of autumn, and the conviction

that I shall not survive the first sharp frost , would

fill me with dismay did I not belong to the edu-

cated class of butterflies. I can submit to the

laws of nature , and die ; I cannot submit to die

and leave no record of my existence : but I am

not called to this trial ; my friend , the gadfly,

promises to take charge of these memoirs when

completed, and to trumpet their praises through-

out the insect world. That world is hastening

to its end; but, doubtless , the next generation,

and especially that of butterflies , will hold my

namein estimation ; I shall certainly be regarded

as their standard author. Unquestionably I

should like to live to hear my own praises ; but

one cannot have every thing, so I must be satis-

fied with deserving them, and commence my his-

tory.

Of my infancy I remember nothing, except,

indeed, that it was said, I was a remarkably fine

catterpillar ; but my own recollections begin at

the moment when I burst from my cone, and

found myself a butterfly! I belong to that splen-

did tribe called the Atalanta, and, when in my

prime, I was one of its chief ornaments , my wings

being glossy black, edged with the richest car-

mine. How well do I remember the morning of

my first flight! From being shut up in a dusky

prison, I suddenly found myself at large, flutter-

ing among flowers that I continually mistook for

brother butterflies-the glorious sun shining in

the heavens without a cloud-and thousands of

insects sporting, like myself, in his golden beams !

How many friendships did I form on that happy

day ! How sweet were my slumbers, when at

night I folded my wings in a rose that was shel-

tered from the dew by a laurel branch that hung

over it! From that day it was evident that na-

ture designed me for the poet of my tribe ;

doubtless, circumstances were highly favorable,

but I think that I must, even in my catterpillar

state, have possessed the organs of fancy and

imagination.

I will now describe my way of life . In a few

days, my rose-tree became the resort of a selec-

tion from the most approved species of butterfly.

The swallow-tailed , the peacock , the buck-thorn,

and the atalanta kind , took the lead, on account

of the splendour of their attire : the inferior or-

ders were only bowed to at a distance, and of

course every insect that was not a butterfly was

regarded with the utmost horror. The gadfly,

the wasp, and the bee, were exceptions ; the first

was necessary as a newsmonger, and as all three

carried stings , if was not safe to despise them.-

Every day the coterie on the rose-tree formed a

party of pleasure to visit a different spot of the

garden, which, as it belonged to a nobleman , and

being extremely retired, was a most fitting resi-

42

dence for butterflies of fashion. Sometimes we

danced quadrilles in the air, then rested on a wood-

bine, and returned home in the cool ofthe evening.

Sometimes we formed a party for conversation

beneath the shade of a myrtle-tree, at which

times I was expected to furnish a song or a tale,

invariably in honor of some one belonging to our

own body. Occasionally, for the sake of the ho-

ney he contributed , we invited an old bee to join

our pic-nics; but so much did we fear that he

might presume upon the honor, and join us when

it might be unpleasant to recognize him, that I

do not think we invited him more than twice.

This delightful kind of life lasted for about a

month; towards the close ofthat period something

like weariness stole over us ; pleasure was the

sole object of our search, and, having exhausted

all we knew, the inquiry was, what should be

done next? Labor was out of the question; our

high birth and refined habits equally forbade us

to enjoy vulgar excitements ; we had , therefore ,

no resource but to quarrel amongst ourselves.

We did so. Jealousies , rivalries , and bickerings ,

now disturbed the tranquil rose-tree. Aswallow-

tailed beau challenged a peacock dandy : they

met; one got his beautiful coat (yellow, laced

with black) covered with dust, and the other re-

ceived a wound in one foot , which occasioned

him to limp ever afterwards. The ladies of the

respective combatants, of course, took part in the

quarrel, and scandalized each other without mer-

cy. For myself, I made satirical verses on all

parties; but I was so really vexed at the disturbed

state of our politics, that I contrived to make my-

selfthe head of a party, whom I drew off and es-

tablished on the myrtle-tree before alluded to.

Unalloyed felicity is not, however, destined to

be the fate of butterflies . Soon after our re-

moval, two of the party met with an untimely

death; one was crushed by a little ruffian of a

school-boy, and the other, a particular friend

of my own, took cold from incautiously ven-

turing into a damp lily. I honored each with an

elegy ; and the occupation somewhat soothed my

grief.

For the last fortnight my troubles have been of

a personal nature. I feel the approaches of old

age: I do not enjoy company as I once did, nei-

ther can I fly so briskly ; grave thoughts will in-

trude upon my mind ; and on reviewing my past

life, I almost suspect that the despised ant and

bee have been more honorable insects than my-

self, because more useful. To be sure, I have

enjoyed much pleasure; but then it is over, and

the recollection of it is but cold comfort; and if

I have been greatly admired , I am not sure that

I was ever loved. I cannot help wishing I had

a few good actions to remember-a few benevo-

lent sentiments; but I cannot call any to mind.

•
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1 certainly once felt ashamed of my party for

scoffing at a poor black beetle-(it could not help

its ugliness) but then I did not use my influence

to protect it. I did certainly once wish to re-

lieve the anguish of a dying moth, by lifting it

from the gravel-walk to a rose leaf; but then I

abstained for fear of soiling my wings. Well,

if I might again emerge from my chrysalis, I

would live a very different life ; but as I cannot,

I must hope that the posterity of butterflies, to

whom I dedicate these memoirs, will profit by

my experience and my regrets!

INSECT TRANSFORMATIONS .

THE natural process by which one insect is

transformed into the other, or rather by which

the one ceases and the other begins to exist, for

the word transformation is almost as objection-

able as transmutation , well deserves the attention

of the student. A sailor would find it no easy

process to cut for himself a suit of clothes out of

a set sail , holding, the while , only by the portion

he was cutting. This is an operation which is

performed every day by the tent-making cater-

pillars. Difficult, however, as this may be con-

sidered to be, it appears as nothing when com-

pared with another problem performed by a

different family of caterpillars. " Country fel-

lows, for a prize," says Kirkby, " sometimes

amuse the assembled inhabitants of a village by

running races in sacks. Take one of the most

active and adroit of these , bind him hand and

headfoot, suspend him by the bottom of his sack,

downwards, to the branch of a lofty tree ; make

an opening in one side of the sack, and set him

to extricate himself from it , to detach it from its

hold, and suspend himself by his feet in its place.

Though endowed with the suppleness of an In-

dian juggler, and promised his sack full of gold

for a reward, you would set him an absolute im-

possibility ; yet this is what our caterpillars ,

instructed by a beneficent Creator, easily per-

form." The manner in which this is effected we

shall now describe . A caterpillar, when about

to change into a chrysalis, usually steals away

from the plant on which it has been feeding, to

find some secluded corner where it may undergo

its transformation unmolested ; as if it were pre-

viously aware, that it would no longer be able to

escape from its enemics. Having thus selected

a safe spot, the caterpillar begins, in order to

attach itself securely, to weave a mooring of

silk, the structure of which is well worthy of

notice. The threads ofwhich this is composed

are so fine that they are not easily distinguished;

and we recollect being not a little astonished at

seeing a chrysalis of the admirable butterfly

(Vanessa Atalanta) hanging within an inverted

glass tumbler, where we had confined it, the silk

being transparent, and all but visible. It is

necessary, therefore , in order to see it distinctly,

to confine the caterpillars within a black box or

other vessel. The silk threads are not drawn

tight along, so as to be parallel with the surface,

but are formed into a sort of projecting button,

the caterpillar, for this purpose , alternately

raising and depressing its head over the spot so

as to draw out the threads , in the same way as a

tambouring needle is worked in making a dot

upon muslin : the base is accordingly made the

broadest part, and the centrethe most projecting,

for a reason which will immediately appear.

When it has finished this little button of silk ,

which is thickly interlaced and strong, it turns

round to examine it with its hinder pair of pro-

legs ; and, if it judges it to be sufficiently firm , it

thrusts these among the meshes, taking secure

hold with the numerous hooks with which these

are fringed, and swings itself fearlessly into the

air, hanging with its head downwards. All this

seems easy enough of performance, but it is only

preliminary ; for it has still to throw off its skin,

together with the hooks by which it is suspended,

and this without loosing its hold. The old skin

is rentby theforcible bending round ofthe upper

part ofthe body,whichpushesthroughsome ofthe

angular projections ofthe chrysalis ; atedious and

probably a painful operation , in which it is often

engaged the greater part of a day, and sometimes

two, according to its strength. When the first

rent is made, however,the included chrysalis soon

wedges itself through the breach, the lower por-

tion swelling out greatly more than the upper,

so astoform an inverted but somewhat irregular

cone. The included insect continuing its labo-

rious exertions , by successively contracting and

dilating the rings of its body, pushes off the now

rent skin by degrees from the head towards the

tail. There are two circumstances worthy of

notice in this process : the position of the insect,

in hanging with its head downwards, throws a

greater portion of the fluids of the body towards

the head, by means of their weight, which swell

out the part that splits , and also pushes back the

old skin, while the sloughing skin is prevented

from resiliating by a series of pegs, which act

like the toothed rack of a sluice-gate. The old

skin, being by these means pushed towards the

tail, is of course compressed into several folds,

which in some degree prevent the extension of

the rent, and serve to keep the chrysalis from

falling ; for, being now detached from the skin,

it has no hold uponthe meshes of the silk button,

and is , in fact, at some distance from it. This,

then, is the part of the process where the nicety

ofthe mechanism is most worthy of admiration ;

for the hooks by which the insect is in the first

instance suspended from the meshes of the silk

are sloughed off, together with the skin, the

grasp of whose folds becomes then the only sup-
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port of the chrysalis . But this chrysalis , now

deprived of feet, and some distance from the

suspensory cordage of silk, has still to reach this,

fix itself there, and cast off the sloughed skin

altogether. This operation causes, says Bonnet,

a spectator to tremble for the consequences,

for every movement seems to render its fall

almost certain . It is, however, provided with

means which answer the same purpose as

hands, to enable it to climb ; it can elongate

and contract at pleasure the rings of its body.

It accordingly, with two contiguous rings , lays

hold as with a pair of pincers, of the portion of

the sloughed skin nearest the head ; and, elon-

gating the rings beyond this , seizes upon a more

distant portion, while it lets go the first. Re-

peating this process several times, it at length

arrives at the silk button.

THE EYE.

THE following beautiful description of the eye,

forms a part of the chapter upon light, in Arnott's

Physics, a work of great interest and learning :-

" But this miracle of light, would have been

totally useless, and the lovely paradise of earth

would have been to man, still a dark and dreary

desert, had there not been the twin miracle of an

organ of commensurate delicacy, to perceive

the light, viz. of the eye ; in which there is a

round cornea of such perfect transparency,

placed exactly in the anterior centre of the ball,

(and elsewhere it had been useless,) then exactly

behind this, the beautiful curtain, the iris , with

its pupil dilating and contracting to suit the in-

tensity of the light-and exactly behind this

again, the chrystaline lens, having many qualities

which complex structure only, in human art can

attain, and by the entering light forming on the

retinabeautiful pictures and images of the objects

in front, the most sensible part of the retina

beingwherethe images fall. Of these parts and

conditions, had any one been otherwise than as

it is , the whole eye had been useless , and the

light useless, and the great universe uscless to

man, for he could not have existed in it. Then,

further, we find that the precious organ the eye,

is placed, not as if by accident, somewhere near

the centre of the person, but aloft on a proud

eminence, where it becomes the glorious watch-

tower of the soul ; and again , not so that to alter

its direction , the whole person must turn , but in

thehead, which on a pivot of admirable structure,

moves while the whole body is at rest ; the ball

ofthe eye, moreover, being furnished, with mus-

cles , which as well direct, as turn it with the

rapidity of lightning to sweep round the horizon ,

or take in the whole heavenly concave ; then is

the delicate orb secured in a strong socket of

bone, and there is over this the arched eyebrow

as a cushion to destroy the shock of blows, and

with its inclined hairs to turn aside the descend-

ing perspiration which might incommode ; then

there is the soft pliant eyelid, with its beauteous

fringes, incessantly wiping the polished surface,

and spreading over it the pure moisture poured

out by the lachrymal glands above, of which

moisture the superfluity, by a fine mechanism , is

sent into the nose, there to be evaporated by the

current of the breath : still further, instead of

there being only one so precious organ, there are

two, lest one by accident should be destroyed,

but which two have so entire a sympathy, that

they act together only as one more perfect ;

then the sense of sight continues perfect during

the period of growth, from birth to maturity,

although the distance from the lens to the retina

is constantly varying, the pure liquid which fills

the eye, if rendered turbid by disease or accident,

is, by the action of life , although its source bethe

thick, red blood , gradually restored to transpa-

rency. The mind which can suppose or admit,

that within any limits of time , even a single such

organ of vision could have been produced by

accident, or without design-and still more, that

the millions which now exist on earth-all equally

perfect, can have sprung from accident, or that

the millions of millions in the past ages were all

accidents, and that the endless millions through-

out the animate creation, where each requires a

most peculiar fitness to the nature and circum-

stances of the animal, can be accident, must

surely be of extraordinary character, or must

have received unhappy bias in its education."

LONDON FASHIONS FOR AUGUST.

MORNING DRESS.-A white jaconet muslin

dress; the corsage square, and gathered round

the top into a band, which is lightly embroidered

at each edge; the fulness disposed in small plaits,

arranged en cœur. The sleeve is an improve-

ment on the imbecile form, very large at top, and

wide, but not extravagantly so at the wrist.

Twodeep flounces of rich embroidery, placed one

immediately above the other, go round the border,

and reach rather above the knee. The apron

is of changeable gros des Naples, lilic shot with

white; it is arranged in bands, disposed en cœur

before andbehind; and ornamented on cach shoul-

der, and at the back ofthe ceinture, with nœuds

of ribands to correspond. English lace cap; the

caul ofmoderate height; the trimming ofthe front

light , short at the cars, and partially drooping

over the left side of the forehead. It is trimmed

with knots of cut riband to correspond with the

apron; the brides fasten in bows and ends on

the right side.

EVENING DRESS .-A dress of mousseline de

soie, white figured in gold colour: the corsage

cut plain and square behind, and in crossed

drapery and very low in front. A guimpe-that

is a plain standing-up tucker of blond lace, is

seen in the centre of the bosom only. Beret

sleeves, of the usual form . The hair is turned

back in a low soft bow on each side of the fore-

head, which is ornamented with agold ferroniere,

and disposed in full bows on the summit of the

head. A blond lace scarf is arranged in the lap-

pet style round the bows; it is attached by a bou-

quet of roses placed in front, and another behind.

Neck chain, bracelets, &c. , gold, of rich , but

light, workmanship.-La Belle Assemblee,

1
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NUMEROUS as are the subjects treated on in this work,

there are few which furnish a more pleasing occupation

than Embroidery. To this art our readers are indebted

for some of the most elegant articles of dress. It may,

also, afford them opportunities of displaying their taste

and ingenuity; and offers a graceful occupation, and an

inexhaustible source of laudable and innocent amuse-

ment.

This art may be traced to the most distant periods of

antiquity. Coloured Embroidery and Tapestry were,

according to Pliny, known, in very remote ages, among
the Jews and Babylonians.

The manufacture ofTapestry in France, was introduc-

ed under the auspices of Henry the Fourth; and that

kingdom may boast of having once possessed the most

magnificent establishment of the kind that ever existed:

we allude to the Hotel Royal des Gobelins , which a

French dyer, of the name of Giles Gobelin , early in the

sixteenth century, erected for the purpose of carrying on

his business, near a rivulet, which ran throughthe suburbs

of St. Marcel, in Paris. In the water of this rivulet he

discovered certain qualities, which he supposed would be

beneficial in the prosecution of his improvement on the

mode of dyeing red. His undertaking appeared to be so

absurd, that the building was called Gobelin's Folly ; but,

eventually, he produced so splendid a scarlet, that he

grew into high repute as adyer; and he and his family

continued to carry on the business in the same place , un-

til about the year 1667; when the building was purchased

bythe French government, and Tapestry, on an im-
mense scale, was manufactured there for a considerable

period. The establishment is still kept up, but has long

been a mere shadow ofits former greatness.

A slight sketch of the mode in which Tapestry was

woven in this great manufactory, may not be altogether

uninteresting. Artists ofeminence were employed to de-

sign and paint in water-colours , on stiff card, or paste-

board, patterns, called cartons, or cartoons, of the full

size of the subjects intended to be woven. The carton

was covered with perpendicular and horizontal black

lines; its surface thus presenting a series of squares, cor-

responding with those formed by the upright and cross

threads ofTapestry. Theworkman counted the number

ofsquares in each colour on the carton, as a guide to the

number ofstitches, orthreads, to be inserted in worsteds,

or silks, oftherespective colours, in the Tapestry; looms,

both perpendicular and horizontal were employed, similar

in general principle to those in which carpets and hearth-

rugs are woven at the present day. Threads, called the

warp, were stitched the long way of the intended piece;

and alternately elevated and depressed by machinery,

for the purpose of introducing between them the silks, or

worsteds, intended to formthe pattern, and which were

collected, by the side of the workman, wound on reels,

and inserted in the warp bymeans of a stick, called the

flute, corresponding witha weaver's shuttle. The Tapes.

trybeing thus woven in breadths, when joined or fine-

drawn together, formed one grand subject,frequently large

enoughto cover all the sides of a splendid apartment.

The manufacture of the loom-woven Tapestry originat-

ed in Embroidery with the needle, and presented a pre-

cisely similar appearance; being merely an extension of

the artby means ofmachinery.

White Embroidery comprises the art ofworking flowers ,
and other ornamental designs, on muslin, for dresses, or

their trimmings; capes, collars, handkerchiefs, & c.

There are two sorts of cotton proper for this work; that

which is most generally used, because it washes the best,

is the dull cotton; sometimes called the Trafalgar, or In-

dian. The other sort is the glazed, or English cotton,

and is only proper to be used on thin muslin; although

looks infinitely the more beautiful of thetwo, previouslyto

its being washed, yet that operation destroys its beauty,

and removes all its gloss; nor is it so smooth and pleasant

to use asthe other. Patterns for working may be purchased

at most of the fancy-shops ; but ladies possessing a taste

for drawing, may design their own subjects, by making

sketches on paper, in pencil, and afterwards going over

them again with ink. Apattern maybe copied, by plac-

ing a thin piece of paper over the original and tracing it

through against a window. The outline of a subject al-

ready worked, if of a thick, rich description, may be ob-

tained by laying the muslin on a table, placing a piece of

white paper over it, and rubbingthe paper with a nutmeg,

partly grated: this outline may, afterwards, be perfected

with a pen.

1

The paper pattern for a running design of flowers,

foliage, &c. should be from twelve to eighteen inches

long, in proportion to its breadth, and shifted alongthe

muslin as the work proceeds. As this sort of pattern is

liable to be soon damaged, it is advisable to strengthen it

by alining of cambric muslin. The pattern for a cape of

a dress is usually ofthe size of the intended cape; but a

sketch ofone-halfof the pattern (Fig. 1 ) may be made

to answerthe purpose equally well, by retracing the de-

sign on the other side of the paper, against awindow, and

when half the cape is worked, turning the pattern overto

the other side; in this case the half-pattern must terminate

exactly at the middle, or halfof the work. The muslin,

cambric-muslin, or French cambric, intended to be work-

ed, must be smoothly and evenly tack-

ed on the pattern, so as to prevent its

getting out ofplace; the stems, and ex-

ternal edges ofleaves , flowers , or orna-

ments, must then be traced, by running

them round with cotton (Fig. 2 ): great

care should be taken to preserve their

shape and form accurately, as a faultin

this stage of the work is not easily re-

medied afterwards. In working the

bottom ofa dress, flounce, cape, or col-

lar, the edge of the pattern, which is

usually a running scallop, a series of

scallops, forming largerones, a vandyke,

or a chain, should be done first. The

best and strongest way of working this

part, is in the stitch used for button-hole work.

2

Lace-making, though formerly practised by ladies, hav-

ing nowbecomeso important a branch ofEuropean manu-

facture as to furnish employment for many thousands of

females, to give properpractical instructions would be use-

less; we have, therefore, only aimed at conveying such

information as would afford our young friends a general

idea ofthe process.

The stalks, leading to leaves, or flowers havingbeen run

round as directed, must next be sewn over tolerably thick.

Where it appears desirable to thicken a stem, or anyother

part of the outline, a piece of the cotton should be laid

along the running thread, and both be sewn over together.

Leaves, or flowers, are worked in what is called satin-

stitch (from the length of the stitches resembling the

threads in satin) : but great care should be taken that the

stitchesdo not lie over each other, but are evenly ranged

side by side. Flowers, or stars , worked in fine worsted,

or crewel, of various colours, may be used, with very good

effect, in satin-stitch. The work should be slightly press-
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ed with the finger, now and then, to assist in keeping it in

shape.

3

Round eyelet holes, or oval ones, in a circle, like a star,

or the headof a flower, are sometimes introduced. These

are first run round; then a very little bit of the muslin is

cut out in the shape of the intended hole, but much small-

er, and sewn thickly round;

the necdle being run through

the centre, and passed under

the running thread (Fig. 3.)

Aleaf, or the head of a flower,

is formed, occasionally. by

placing a piece of thread-net

on the muslin, then running it

round in the pattern required,

and covering the running .

threadin button-hole stitch, or

thick sewing: the outer part of

the thread net is then cut off

with fine-pointed scissors ; and the muslin, under the net,

cut out inthe same way, when removed from the paper

pattern.

The middle of a flower is sometimes ornamented bythe

introduction of very beautiful open work, in imitation of

antique Lace; but the various kinds of stitch requisite, and

the mode ofusingthem, are so complex and intricate, that

a practical description is scarcely possible; and nothingbut

personal instruction can properly convey a perfect know-

ledge oftheir application. We shall, however, endeavour

to illustrate the subject, by an engraving of a fancy sprig

ofleaves and flowers, in the style of rich Antique Lace

Embroidery, and attempt to convey a general idea ofa

few of the stitches used; of which, sixteen distinct kinds

are comprised in this pattern (Fig. 4 ) Several portions

of the leaves and flowers are shown on a larger scale,

with references to the various stitches of which they are

composed.

The stalk is composed of rows of eyelet holes, which

are an agreeable variation from the usual mode ofsewing

stems. The running-thread, which first formed the out-

line, is withdrawn; and the slight marks left in themuslin,

serve as a guide for further operations. Four threads of

the muslin are taken on the needle, and sewn over three

times; the needle being passed through the same places

each time, and the four threads drawn tightly together.-

The next four threads, higher on the line, are then taken

up and sewn over, as the last, thus, a series of bars is

formed-the thread passing, alternately, on the right side,

and on the left, from one bar to another: care must be
taken tokeep at the side, and not to let it run across

the apertures. Having proceeded the intended length of

the stalk, the sides of the holes must be sewn down; the

needle being passed through each aperture three times,

including, within the sewing, the alternate threads before

mentioned as running between the bars.

5

The outline ofthe leaves, in feather-stitch (Fig. 5), be.

ing run round, each separate

leaf is done with fine glazed cot-

ton, in an elongated button-hole

stitch, fromthe centre vein to its

outer edge, the stitch being gra-

dually shortened towards the

points; the threads ofmuslin will

thus be divided in a line up the

middle, which must be filled up

in glover's-stitch; this resembles
the button-hole stitch, except that

each stitch is taken a little high-

er up thanthe preceding one.

The outer edge, and the outline of the separate parts of

the leaf, (Fig. 6. ) comprising a variety of stitches, are

b

6
run round: the right hand

edge of the leafis composed,

alternately, of feather-stitch,

and a pattern worked, with

glazed cotton, in double but-

ton hole stitch, when two

stitches are taken, side by

side: then an equal space is

left, and two more are taken;

and thus to the end. The

next row is formed by placing

similar stitches under the al-

ternate spaces left above, tak-

ing in, each time, the threads
which run between each pair

of stitches. The parts (op

posite a) are done in halfher.

ring-bone stitch, the cross

wayofthemuslin; fourthreads

being taken on the needle at a

time. In forming the second,

and the succeeding rows, the

needle passes throughthe low-

er side ofthe first rowofaper-

tures.-The ground (b) is

composed of a series of lines,

each formed by drawing to-

gether, and sewing over very closely with fine thread, six

threads of the muslin. Square spots are formed in the

spaces, by sewing, in glazed cotton, over eight of the cross

threads; passing the needle, alternately, overthe first four,

and under the second four. The large rosette (c) is work-

ed in feather-stitch. All the other stitches used in this

leaf are described in the succeeding flowers.

The cup ( a) of the fancy

flowers, (Fig. 7, ) is donein
feather-stitch -The centreis

a series of eyelet holes, form-

edbypassingthe needle twice

through the same hole; then

repeating the same process at

the distance of four threads;

and so, in succession, to the

end ofthe row. The second

row is formed at the spaces

between the holes of the first

row, with four threads be-

tween each, as before, sothat

the holes of each row areper-

fected in thefollowing row.-

The part (b) is done in half-

herring-bone stitch, leaving four threads of the muslinbe-

tween each row; (e) is formed by drawing together and

sewing over tightly, four threads of the muslin between

each row; (d) is worked in double-button-hole stitch; (e)

is the same asthe centre, with spots in satin-stitch.

tice

Pictoral, or Coloured Embroidery, is similar in some

respects, tothe ancient Tapestry, although it is generally

worked on a smaller scale, and is rather different in prac-

It comprehends the admired productions of the

needle in coloured Embroidery, with worsteds and silks

ofvarious hues, and is applied to the imitation of paintings;

comprising all the varieties of landscape, groups of ani-

mals, historical subjects, fruits, flowers, birds, shells, & c:

Its effect is very brilliant if it be well executed, and judg-

ment and taste be displayed in the selection ofthe various

shades of colour; it is, in fact, the soul and sentiment of

the art."

The fine twisted worsted, called crewel, and both twist-

ed and flos silks, are employed in coloured Embroidery.

1
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Silk is principally used for flowers , birds and butterflies ,

and is worked on a silk or satin ground. The latter is

byfar the richest in appearance; and nothing, in this art,

can have a more splendid effect than a well-arranged group

offlowers, embroidered in twisted silks on black satin.

talent for painting is ofmaterial advantage in this delight-

ful pursuit; the variety and delicacy of the tints giving

ample scope to the genius ofthe embroideress.

8

A

The centre ofthe fancy flower

( Fig. 8 ), is in half-herring-

bone stitch, worked in glazed

Cotton The small eyelet holes

(4)are formedby taking up two

threads of muslin all round; by

the sides of them is a stitch like

the cross-stitch in marking, and

a short stitch passes over each

end of thethread , forming the

cross ; then follows another eye-

let hole and a cross, and the

subsequent rows are done in a

similar manner: the eyelet holes

in cach line being invariably

placed under the crosses of the

line above. The series of holes (b ) is formed by sewing

overfour threads in a cross direction of the muslin , then

passing tothe next four, and thus till the line is finished;

the following rows are done in the same manner, until all

the space is filled; the holes arethen sewn over in a simi-

lar way, but in the contrary direction. At (c) six cross-

threads ofthe muslin are drawn together by passing the

needle underneath, from one side to the other, and then

in contrary directions, thus forming a little spot. The

part (d) is formed by sewing over four threads ofthe

straight way of the muslin, and leaving four threads be-

tween each stitch; the same line is sewn back again, so

asto form a cross over the top.

These stitches are susceptible of an endless variety of

changes, by introducing spots, bars, or cross lines , in sa-

tin-stitch; and in the half herring bone stitch, by changing

the direction of the threads, or leaving spaces, as fancy

may dictate. The use of glazed cotton, instead of fine

thread, will also give a very different effect to the same

stitch. The edge of each flower, and of each compart-

ment of a flower, is to be sewn closely over with glazed

cotton. It isnot expected that these imitations of Antique

Lace-work should be practised on the extended scale

here described: the separate stitches may, however, be

introduced, as taste may direct, to fill up the centres of

modern flowers , or fancy leaves.

Muslin, worked with glazed cotton, was formerly called

Dresden-work, but is now known by the name of Mora-

vian, from its production having formed the principal em-

ployment of a religious sect, called the Moravian Sisters,

which originated in Germany, and some of whose esta-

blishments exist in this country: the shops, in London,

called Moravian-warehouses, were, originally, opened for

the sale of their work; though they are now become ordi-

nary depots for the various kinds of Fancy Embroidery,

produced bythe immense numbers ofyoungfemales, who,

in that country, derive their maintenance from this art.

Strips ofwork intended for insertion in plain muslin, or

lace, should have a row ofhem-stitch on each side, which

is thus produced :--A margin of the muslin is left on the

sides of the pattern, sufficiently broad to wrap over the

finger; at a few threads distant from the work, on each

side, threads are drawn out to the width ofa narrow hem;

and three or four threads, which cross the space thus

formed, are taken upon the needle ( beginning at one side

of the space), and sewn over, with very fine cotton,

about three times, whenthe thread will have reached the

other side; at which point three or four more ofthe cross-

threads are to be added, and the whole sewn twice over,

so as to tie the six or eight together at that side: the last

number taken up must be then sewn over three times, as

the first; by this time the thread will have reached the

side from which it first proceeded; fresh threads are then

added, and tied , each time, at the sides,

as before; and so on, from side to side,
to the end. Three or four threads are to

be taken at atime, according to the width

of the space formed by drawing the
threads out. The whole hem-stitch,

when completed , forms a sort of zig-zag

(Fig. 9). The muslin is joined , by its

outer margin, to whatever article of dress
it is intended to adorn,

w
w
w

10

Another species of hem-stitch is called Veining, and is

introduced to give the same appearance as the regular

hem-stitch, in curved, or other positions, which would not

admit of drawing the threads out (Fig.

10). It is done on the angular direction,

or bias of the muslin, by sewing over two

threads ofthe muslin one way, thentaking

up two threads ofthe contrary way, tying

them together at one side, as directed in

the straight hem stitch; then sewing over

the latter two threads twice; after crossing

to the opposite side, two more are sewn

over; and so in continuity, according to
the direction required.

Embroidery in Chenille is usually done on white Gros

de Naples, or white lutestaing, for producing representa-

tions of groups offlowers in their natural colours, princi-

pally for pictures. Chenille is a fine silk poil, or nap,

twisted spirally round a thread, for purposes such as we

are now describing, and round a fine wire when used in

making artificial flowers; and has derived its name from

its slightly caterpillar-like appearance. The silk, on which

it is to be worked, must be strained in the middle of a

frame, similar to that used in Worsted-work. A coloured

copy is requisite, from which alight outline sketch should

be made in pencil on the silk. Chenille of all the requisite

shades having been provided, it is attached to the silk,

not bypassing through, after the manner ofWorsted Em-

broidery, but by sewing, or tacking down, as the nap

would bemuch injured by being drawn through the silk.

A fine needle, and silk ofthe same shade as the Chenille

to be attached, having been provided, the stalk of the

flower isto be commenced by confiningto the silk ground

the end ofthe Chenille, with a small stitch of similarly co-

loured silk, and which will be concealed in the poil. The

Chenille is then to be carried along the stalk, according

to the sketch, tacking it in a similar way at intervals; the

stalk may be ofone, two, or three rows, according to the

thickness required. A leaf,if large, is formed by passing

the Chenille from the centre vein towards one edge, in a

bias direction, backwards and forwards, laying the rows

closely together, and confining them at the turnings and

at the centre; the other side is done in a similar manner.

For a small leaf, or bud, the Chenille may be passed

across the whole breadth of it, and may be turned over

itself where necessary. The flowers are to be formed of

Chenillein the tints ofthe coloured pattern, and attached

in the various directions which may seem most accordant

to their shape.

When it is desired to quit any colour, the end of the

Chenille is secured by passing a fine silk loop over it,

threaded in a needle, and drawing the end of the Chenille

through the silk with the loop; it is then cut off, and the

poil will prevent its slipping back. To produce the effect

of shading, or blending one tint into another, the Chenille

must be set wide, the ends must terminate by being drawn

through, as before described, instead of turning again, and
the next colour is to be introduced between.

Cambric pocket-handkerchiefs are generally ornament-

edwith a row of hem-stitch, bordered by a broad hem, or

with the outer edges scalloped, and a small pattern em-

broidered in each scallop. It is fashionable to have the
11

corners embellished with a fancy

sprig, and, frequently, with a dif-

ferent pattern in each. Em-
broidered initials and crests, in

one corner, have a very beautiful

effect. They are usually sur-

rounded by a wreath of laurel, or

some fancy device, in which the
leaves and stem are worked in

satin-stitch, relieved by a row of

eyelet holes. In working the

letters, which are also in satin-

stitch, great care and delicacy

are required to preserve their pro-

per shape, by lengthening or

shortening the stitches, so as to

correspond with the varying breadth of the written cha-

racters in the pattern . A coronet, or crest, may be work-

ed in satin-stitch, varied with eyelet holes, or any other

appropriate stitch, according to the subject. [ Fig. 11.]

LAG

The making oflace is not nowamongthe pursuits ofla-

dies; it will, therefore, be unnecessary to enter intoits de-

tails . In a previous part of this article, however, wehave

given such general information on the subject, as will, pro-

bably, haveproved interesting. The only branch oflace-
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work which seems to come within our plan, is embroidery

on net, in imitation ofBrussels point-lace, which, for veils,

dresses, or their trimmings, is very beautiful in its effect ,

and perhaps, exceeds in delicacy every other branch of

white embroidery.

12

Embroidery on net is performed by placing a piece of

French cambric, of a size proportioned to the subject,

over the net, and the paper pat-

tern under both . Then the de-

sign (of which each particular

leaf, or sprig, ought to be very

small, though the clusters should

be large) must be run twice

round with cotton, the running

thread sewn over pretty closely

with rather finer cotton, and the

external edges of the cambric

cut neatly and closely off.-

[Fig. 12. In designing a veil,

a small running pattern, worked

quite at the edge, is proper; and, when completed, a

pearling, which is a species of lace edging, to be had at

the lace-shops, should be sewn round the outside, to give

it a finish. Onthe lower part of the veil, within the run-

ning border, there should be a handsome pattern worked

across. This style is very easy of execution, and is an

excellent imitation of what it is intended to represent .

LACE WORK.-Net is worked by running the outline

ofleaves and flowers withglaz-

ed cotton, darning inside the

running with fine cotton, dou-

bled, and filling upthe centre of

the flower with half herring-

bone stitch, from one side to

the other. [Fig. 13. ] Instead

of darning within the flower,

chain-stitch is sometimes intro-

duced; andisthus performed:-

Having secured the cotton , one

thread of the net is taken up,

and the cotton beinghelddown

by the left thumb, the first stitch is taken, as in button-

13

hole work, leaving a loop, through which the needle is

passed, toform a second stitch or loop, and so on, after

14 the manner of a chain; until, having

arrived at the extremity of a leaf or

flower, the cotton is turned round

and worked back, until the whole

space is covered . [Fig. 14. ] An

agreeable variety may be introduced

among the flowers, byfillingup their

centres in a stitch formed bysewing

over two threads across the space;

then leaving one rowofthreads, and

taking up the next two, until the in-

terior is completely occupied. This

kind of stitch may be varied by

crossing it with the same stitch. Small clusters of spots,

or net, are very pretty; each is formed by passing the

needle backwards and forwards through one mesh, and,

alternately, over and under two ofthe

threads, formingthat mesh, which are op-

posite to each other. [ Fig. 15, a . ] Sprigs,

or branches , formed by eyelet holes, either

singly along a stem, orin clusters ofthree,

afford a pleasing variation. [Fig. 15, b.]

The eyelet holes are worked in button-

hole stitch; one mesh of the net being

left open for the centre.

น
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Book-muslin is sometimes worked into net, by placing

it under the net, and both over a paper pattern; the out-

line is then run round: the running is either sewn over, or

worked in button-hole stitch, and the external edge of the

muslin cut off. This mode is not confined to small pat-

terns, as the cambric net which is intended to resemble

Brussels point-lace.

In Spitzbergen, says professor Willdenow, there are 30

plants; in Lapland 534; in Iceland 553; in Sweden 1299;

in the marquisate of Bradensburg 2090; in Piedmont

2800; onthe coast of Coromandel 4000; as many onthe

island ofJamaica; in Madagascar above 5000.

THE MIND.

THE most compendious, the most noble, and

themost effectual remedy which can be opposed

to the uncertain and irregular motions of the

human mind, agitatedby various passions, allured

byvarious temptations, inclining sometimes to-

wards a state of moral perfection , and oftener,

even the best, towards a state of moral depriva-

tion , is this. We must choose betimes such vir-

tuous objects as are proportioned to the means

we have of pursuing, and as belong particularly

to the stations we are in, and to the duties of

those stations. We must determine and fix our

minds in such a manner uponthem, that the pur-

suit of them may become the business, and the

attainment of them the end, of our whole lives.

Thus we shall imitate the great operations of

nature, and not the feeble, slow, and imperfect

operations of art. We must not proceed in

forming the moral character, as a statuary pro-

ceeds in forming a statue, who works sometimes

on one part, and sometimes on another : but we

must proceed, as nature does in forming a flower,

an animal, or any other of her productions ;-

"rudimenta partium omnium simul parit et pro-

ducit." " She throws out altogether, and at

once, the whole system of every being, and the

rudiments of all the parts." The vegetable or

the animal grows in bulk and increases in

strength, but is the same fromthe first.- Boling-

broke.

INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF MATTER.

THEdestruction produced by fire is most strik-

ing. Inmany cases, as in the burning ofa piece of

charcoal or ataper,there is nosmoke, nothingvisi-

ble dissipated and carried away; the burning body

wastes and disappears, while nothing seems to be

produced butwarmth and light , whichwe are not

inthehabitofconsidering as substances; andwhen

all has disappeared, except, perhaps , some trifling

ashes,wenaturallysuppose it isgone , lost, destroy-

ed. But, when the question is examined more ex-

actly, we detect in the invisible stream of heated

air which ascends from the glowing coal or flam-

ingwax,the whole ponderable matter, only united

in anew combination with the heated air, and dis-

solved in it. So far from being thereby destroyed,

it is onlybecome again what it was before it exist-

ed in the form ofcharcoal or wax, an active agent

in the business of the world, and the main support

ofvegetable and animal life, and is still suscep-

tible of running again the same round, as circum-

stances may determine ; so that, for aught we can

see to the contrary, the same identical atom may

beconcealed for thousands of centuries in a lime-

stone rock, may at length be quarried, set free in

the limekiln, mix withthe air, be absorbed from

it by plants, and, in succession, become a part of

the frames of myriads of living beings, till some

concurrence of events consigns it once more to

long repose, which, however, no way unfits it

from again resuming its former activity.



HERE DO WE MEET ,

Sadly.

A BALLAD,
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b

Here do we meet again, but broken hearted , These are not like the tears

Wept when we part...ed; Oh! no, those drops were like ev'ning's calm

b

sorrow , The dews that fall weeping, but promise sweet morrow !

Here do we meet again, but broken hearted , These are not like the tears

b

Weptwhen we part...ed .

2.

Here do we meet again, but oh! how faded,

All the sweet flowers that Yough and Love braided ?

Not one dear link of those garlands around us,

In which the Hope-dream ofour Fancy had bound us!

Here do we meet again, but broken hearted,

These are not like the tears wept when we parted.

3.

Yet thus to meet again, though 'tis in tears, love!

Something of joy, even rapture appears, love!

Oh! the cold grave, how much dearer we'd find it

Than that living death our Farewell left behind it!

Here do we meet again, but broken hearted,

These are not like the tears wept when we parted.
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PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS FOR THE PRESENT MONTH .

MORNING DRESS.-A pelisse of lavender gray gros de Naples, corsage en guimpe, and sleeves a

la Medicis. A ruche ofthe same material trims the corsage en cœur and descends in a perpendicular

direction down the front of the skirt. The collerette is of white tulle, capote de paque-bot—it is of

Leghorn straw, with a square brim lined with green satin. The crown is trimmed with three bands

of green riband and a full cockade in the centre. The neck-knot is also of green riband. Black

gros de Naples brodequins.

EVENING DRESS .-A dress of Chinese green gros de Naples ; corsage a revers ; the revers is formed

of dark green velvet. Sleeves a la Medicis with velvet cuffs. The trimming of the skirt consists of

a velvet band, from which depend large leaves. The head dress is a white gros de Naples hat

trimmed with rose coloured riband, and birds of Paradise plumes. The hair is dressed in full curls

on the forehead , and in bows of moderate height on the summit of the head. A chaperon of roses

and blue-bells surrounds the base of the bows.

FASHIONS OF THE PAST AND PRESENT TIMES.

"Manners with fortunes, humours turn with climes,

Tenets with books, and principles with times."

Pore.

For

WHEN Innocence left the world, astonished

man blushed at his own and his partner's naked-

ness, and coverings were soon invented.

many an age the twisted foliage of trees, and the

skins of beasts, were the only garments which

clothed our ancestors. Decoration was unknown,

excepting the wild flower, plucked from the lux-

uriant shrub, the shell from the beach, or the

berry off the tree. Nature was then unsophisti-

cated ; and the lover looked for no other attrac-

tion in his bride, than the peach-bloom on her

cheek-the downcast softness of her consenting

eye.

In after times, when Avarice ploughed the

earth, and Ambition bestrode it, the gem and the

silken fleece, the various product of the loom,

and the Tyrian mystery of dyes, all united to

give embellishment to beauty, and splendour to

majesty ofmien. But even at that period, when

the east and south laid their decorating riches at

the feet ofwoman, we see, by the sculpture yet

remaining to us, that the dames of Greece (the

then exemplars of the world) were true to the

simple laws of just taste. The amply-folding

robe, cast round the harmonious form ; the mo-

dest clasp and zone on the bosom ; the braided

hair, or the veiled head ; these were the fashions

alike ofthe wife of a Phocion , and the mistress of

an Alcibiades. A chastened taste ruled at their

toilets ; and from that hour to this, the forms and

modes ofGreece have been those of the poet , the

sculptor, and the painter.

Rome, queen of the world ! the proud dicta-

tress to Athenian and Spartan dames , disdained

not to array herself in their dignified attire ; and

the statues of her virgins , her matrons , and her

empresses, show, in every portico of her ancient

streets, the graceful fashions of her Grecian pro-

vince.

The irruption of the Goths and Vandals made

it needful for women to assume a more repulsive

garb. The flowing robe, the easy shape, the

soft, unfettered hair, gave place to skirts , short-

ened for flight or contest-to the hardened vest,

and head buckled in gold or silver.

Thence, by a natural descent, have we the

iron boddice, stiff farthingale, and spiral coiffure,

of the middle ages. The courts of Charlemagne,

of the Edwards, Henries, and Elizabeth, all ex-

hibit the figures of women as if in a state of siege.

Such lines of circumvallation and outworks ;

such impregnable bulwarks of whalebone, wood

and steel ; such impassable mazes of gold, silver,

silk, and furbelows , met a man's view, that, be-

fore he had time to guess it was awoman that he

saw, she had passed from his sight ; and he only

formed a vague wish on the subject, by hearing,

from an interested father or brother, that the

moving castle was one of the softer sex.

These preposterous fashions disappeared, in

B 2
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England, a short time after the Restoration ; they

had been a little on the wane during the more

classic , though distressful reign of Charles I.;

and what the beautiful pencil of Vandyke shows

us, in the graceful dress of Lady Carlisle and

Sacharissa , was rendered yet more correspondent

to the soft undulations of nature , in the garments

of the lovely, but frail beauties of the Second

Charles's court. But as change too often is

carried to extremes, in this case the unzoned

tastes of the English ladies thought no freedom

too free; their vestments were gradually un-

loosened ofthe brace , until another touch would

have exposed the wearer to no thicker covering

than the ambient air.

The matron reign of Anne, in some measure,

corrected this indecency. But it was not till the

accession ofthe house of Brunswick, that it was

finally exploded, and gave way bydegrees to the

ancient mode of female fortification, by intro

ducing the hideous Parisian fashion of hoops,

buckram stays, waists to the hips, screwed to the

circumference of a wasp, brocaded silks stiff

with gold, shoes with heels so high as to set the

wearer on her toes ; and heads , encumbered with

quantities of false hair, either horse or human,

in height to outweigh, and perhaps outreach, the

Tower of Babel ! These were the figures which

our grandmothers exhibited ; nay, such was the

appearance ofmany not half a century since ; and

something like it may yet be seen in England , at

a drawing-room , on court-days.

When the arts of Sculpture and Painting, in

their fine specimens from the chisels of Greece

and the pencils of Italy, were brought into Great

Britain, taste began to mould the dress of the

female youth after their more graceful fashion.

The health-destroying boddice was laid aside ;

brocades and whalebone disappeared ; and the

easy shape and flowing drapery again resumed

the rights of nature and of grace . The bright

hues of auburn, raven, or golden tresses , adorn-

ed the head in its native simplicity, putting

to shame the few powdered loupees, which yet

lingered on the brow of prejudice and defor-

mity.

Thus, for a short time, did the Graces indeed

preside at the toilet of the British beauty ; but

a strange caprice seems now to have dislodged

these gentle handmaids. Here stands affectation

distorting the form into a thousand unnatural

shapes ; and there, ill-taste , loading it with gro-

tesque ornaments, gathered (and mingled con-

fusedly) from Grecian and Roman models , from

Egypt, China, Turkey, and Hindostan . All na-

tions are ransacked to equip a modern fine lady ;

and, after all, she may perhaps strike a contem-

porary beau as a fine lady, but no son of nature

could, at a glance, possibly find out that she

meant to represent an elegant woman.

To impress upon the minds of our fair readers,

that symmetry of figure ought ever to be accom-

panied by harmony of dress, and that there is a

certain propriety in habiliment adapted to form,

age, and degree, is the purport of these obser-

vations.

ZOOLOGICAL WEATHER GLASS.

AT Schwitzengen , in the post-house, two frogs,

of the species rana arborea, are kept in a glass

jar, about eighteen inches in height, and six

inches in diameter, with the depth of three or

four inches of water at the bottom, and a small

ladder reaching to the top of the jar. On the

approach of dry weather the frogs mount the

ladder, but when wet weather is expected they

descend into the water. These animals are ofa

bright green, and in their wild state , climb trees

in search of insects, and make a peculiar singing

noise before rain . In the jar they get no other

food than now and then a fly, one of which, we

were assured, would serve a frog for a week,

though it will eat from six to twelve in a day if

it can get them. In catching the flies put alive

into the jars the frogs display adroitness.-Ann.

des Sciences d'Observations.

SPIRE AT STRASBURG.

THE principal curiosity at Strasburg, is the

spire ofits far famed cathedral. It is the highest

steeple in Europe ; indeed the great pyramid of

Egypt, exceeds it in altitude but about three

feet. It is formed of a red sand-stone, brought

from quarries near the Rhine, and is built in

open work, each block of stone being pierced

through and through, with large holes of different

shapes. Many of these openings are so large,

that iron bars are placed across them, in order

to secure those who ascend the spire from falling

out. I do not recollect ever to have had my

nerves more excited, than when climbing the

635 steps which lead to the top of this tower.

Gusts ofwind rushed and howled with such fury

through the open work, in the upper part of this

pinnacle, that I was fearful of being blown out

through the openings, or that the whole fabric

would be dashed to the earth ; though I knew it

had stood, " unhurt, amidst thewar of elements,"

for more than six hundred years. The gothic

open work is so finely carved, that it is difficult

to realize that it should have lasted so long, or

howthe various parts support each other. The

tower is erected on one side of a quadrangular

base, ofbeautiful architecture , about three hun-

dred feet high, the top of which is called the

platform. It seems to have been the original

design of the architect to build another spire,

corresponding with the one which now exists , on

the opposite side of the platform ; but it required

one hundred and sixty-two years to construct as

much as is now completed. On the platform

there is a large cistern , kept always filled with

water, to be used in cases of fire. The view of

the city below, and of the surrounding country,

from this elevation , is magnificent indeed. The

prospect is bounded on one side by the dark

mountains ofthe black forest ; nearer, the mighty

river Rhine stretches as far as the eye can trace

it, through richly cultivated fields, now dressed

out in all the rich array of summer; and on the

opposite side, meadows, and castles, and villages

exhibit a picture equally beautiful.

J
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SONG.

AIR-" All the Blue Bonnets are over the Border."

BY JOHN GRAHAM.

SONG.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

O FAIR yon green bank where the bright stream is kissing it,

Summer trips o'er it so light and so airy,

Sweet with her loveliest robe she is dressing it,

Come dearest Helen cross over the ferry.

Cometo yon sylvan scene, waving its plume of

Gilded with bowers where the lover may tarry,

Gay birds are singing there , soft echoes ringing there,

Come dearest Helen cross over the ferry.

green ,

Swift is the bark, and the boatman is ready, love,

Soon to yon green flowery bank it will carry,

Smooth flows the stream and the breeze light and steady,

Jove,

Come dearest Helen cross over the ferry.

All is delighting, love , all is inviting, love,

Sweet as thy smile that forbids us to tarry ;

O'tis a scene ofbliss, fair as thy loveliness ,

Come dearest Helen cross over the ferry.

WHAT Woke the buried sound that lay

In Memnon's harp ofyore ?

What spirit on its viewless way

Alongthe Nile's green shore ?

-Oh! notthe night, and not the storm,

And notthe lightning's fire-

But sunlight's touch-the kind -the warm-

This woke the mystic lyre !

This, this, awoke the lyre!

What winsthe heart's deep chords to pour

Their music forth on life,

Like a sweet voice , prevailing o'er

The sounds of torrent strife ?

-Oh! not the conflict midst the throng,

Not e'en the triumph's hour;

Love is the gifted and the strong

To wake that music's power !

His breath awakes that power!

RECOLLECTIONS OF SCENES AND CITIES :

THE TYROL , BAVARIA , THE VOSGES.

Ir is an old saying that reality seldom equals

expectation ; and I have heard some experienc-

ed travellers assert, that the planning of a jour-

ney, its arrangements, and the many pleasing

anticipations connected with it, afford greater

enjoyment than the journey itself. Frommyown

experience, I would say that there is much truth

in this ; but I am strongly inclined to think, that

recollections are productive of more real enjoy-

ment than either the anticipation or the reality,

there is no limit to them ; they live as long

as life endures, and we can renew them as often

as we have a mind. They possess this advantage

besides, that nothing can wrest them from us ;

expectation may never ripen into reality, and

reality may be clouded by disappointment ; but

the recollection of the past is ours for ever ; be-

yond the reach of vicissitude , or the malevolence

offate. All recollections are not, indeed, remi-

niscences of pleasure ; scenes may have been

chequered by difficulty , or darkened by danger ;

but difficulty that is past, and danger that exists

no more, are seldom remembered with muchun-

easiness, but rather give rise to a pleasurable

consciousness that we have vanquished the one

and escaped the other.

Let me wander for awhile among the scenes I

have visited, and through the cities where I have

dwelt.

To me, the Tyrol is full of interesting recol-

lections ; and if the limits of this paper would

permit the details of a personal narrative, I would

conduct the reader into many as sweet valleys as

lie among the mountains of more travelled Swit-

zerland ; I would lead him by the margin of

lakes, as beautiful and as tranquil as any that

sleep in Alpine solitudes ; I would introduce him

to many lively , and many quiet, but interesting

companions-mountain streams, prattling of a

hundred things-grave and gay, never weary ,

discoursing ever, talking and running on ; com-

panies of summer flowers, enjoying sweet fellow-

ship-nodding to each other-all silent, but all

smiling. I must content myself, however, with

selecting a few portraits and recollections , from

the many that crowd upon me.

I remember, with peculiar distinctness, that

charming morning-I think one of the first days

ofJuly-upon which I left Meran, to journey to

Glurus. One travels for more than a league

under an arcade of vines, which are trained over

head, from one trellice to another ; but then the

vines and cultivation are left behind, and give

place to pastoral scenes ; and it is among these,

that I would sketch a portrait. The river Adige

presents here, one of the most extraordinary

spectacles that are to be met with in Europe-a

rapid-almost a cataract-extending at least a

mile in length. It is one continued sheet offoam,

rushing with a deafening noise, and resistless

force, between quiet green banks, that resemble

more the shores of a gentle lake, than the skirts

ofa cataract. I leapt over the wall that bounds

the high road, to cross the slope and reach the

margin ofthe river-and never shall I forget the

picture that offered itself to my contemplation ;

it was a woman sitting upon a little knoll, six or

eight yards from the margin, with bare head and

braided hair ; there she sat, knitting, and singing

to herself snatches of a wild but monotonous

mountain air ; a cow and five goats were feeding

around her-and there she sat , with her little

flock-a beautiful and perfect image of placidi-

ty; how strangely contrasted with the angry,
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impetuous, and roaring torrent that rushed by. I

wishWordsworth had seen this picture-he could

have made it immortal.

Most people have heard of Mount Brenner. It

was a few weeks earlier when I walked into the

very small village that bears its name, and which

is situated at the summit of the pass. " Spring

comes slowly up that way"-for although in the

low grounds the woods were leafy, and summer

had spread around her garb of beauty, its only

indication at Brenner was the bright green of

the fir-tree's tender shoots. Nowhere in Europe

is simplicity of manners so untainted as in the

Tyrol. At six o'clock in the evening, a small

treble chime from the village church called the

villagers to prayer, and they all obeyed the sum-

mons ; the two or three little shops were shut up ,

the cottages were locked , even the inn-doors

were closed , and some seventy or eighty people,

old and young, the whole inhabitants of the vil-

lage, repaired to church. I did not remain alone

in the inn, but went with the flock. There was

little of the pomp and majesty of the Catholic

church to be seen there ; it was as lowly a house,

and as unadorned as any of our protestant tem-

ples ; but for the single image of the Redeemer,

it might have been a meeting house. I sawmuch

apparent, and I have no doubt, genuine devotion,

among these simple-minded villagers .

Of all thetowns in the Tyrol, I like Botzen the

best ; I like it for its situation, I like its cleanli-

ness , I like its excellent inn, and civil landlord ;

and as for its inhabitants, their manners are

nearly as primitive as they are at Brenner. I

have seen ladies returning from mass at five in

the morning ; dinner is generally served by half-

past eleven, and at eight o'clock the streets of

Botzen are almost as quiet as they are in other

towns at midnight. It chanced to be the annual

fair when I was there, and I shall not easily for-

get the picturesque dresses of the peasantry. A

noble peasantry are the Tyroleans ; and well are

their tall, slight , but firmly knit figures set off by

their dress; the tight breeches and white stock-

ings, show well the lower part of the figure, and

there is a peculiar smartness in the high hat,

tapering to the crown, with its green silk tassels .

But what shall we say ofthe women , who conceal

the form within as many folds as might serve for

the wrappings of a mummy? At first, one sup-

poses they are decorated with hoops, but the ro-

tundity is occasioned by ten petticoats, without

which number no woman can be considered re-

spectably or modestly attired.

Riva, beautiful Riva ! let me add thee to my

recollections of the Tyrol. It is a charming jour-

ney from Roveredo to Riva ; mulberry trees line

the road, and vines are trained from tree to tree

-and at every door, maidens are seen sitting,

winding silk. It was a lonely evening when I

descended the steep mountain of Riva, and saw

below me the Lago di Garda, stretching down

almost to Verona ; the windows of the inn look

down upon the lake , and one or two pomegra-

nates-then with their bright crimson blossoms

-and a crooked fig-tree, hung over the water.

But I have yet one other portrait to offer ; it is

the house of Hoffer, in the retired valley of the

Passauer. I walked thither from Meran, and

passed the night in it-for it is now indeed " liber-

ty hall," having been converted into a little inn.

The brawling Passauer runs past the door-and

on either side are seen high mountains, their

lower acclivities spotted with patches of corn,

and a small church with a tapering spire , crown-

ing a neighbouring height. I passed part of the

evening on the balcony over the door , sharing,

with two peasants, a bottle or two of pleasant

wine ; and although we could see the Austrian

soldiers sitting smoking at the gate of the Castle

of St. Leonhard, whose time-worn walls reposed

upon the side of the mountain, we ventured to

toast the memory of Hoffer-and to drink to "li-

berty without licentiousness."

From the Tyrol, ' tis but a step to Bavaria-

'tis but ascending the Bavarian Alps, and we

drop at once into the plain. The charm of the

Tyrol lies in its natural beauty ; the attraction of

Bavaria is found in its cities . But let me pause

at a country village , where there chanced to be

a children's feast. About two hundred boys and

girls , all the girls attired in white, and headedby

aband of music , walked in procession to a neigh-

bouring hill--and first, havingformed two circles,

the girls inside and the boys without, a grave but

goodhumoured elderly gentleman made a speech

to the little people-he praised their proficiency

at school, and told them that they had assembled

to enjoy themselves ; that they might eat as much

bun as they pleased, and play till sunset; and he

concluded by exhorting the little boys to behave

with gentleness and politeness to their female

companions. The next moment all were at play

-boys and girls mingling promiscuously. One

beautiful little girl, about twelve years of age,

appeared to be queen of the games ; she wore a

chaplet of flowers, and seemed to be invested

with the authority which was yielded alike to her

superior age and charming countenance. Itwas

a beautiful and a pleasing scene. New fangled

notions of education and propriety, had evidently

made no progress in Bavaria ; there was no tor-

turing of nature ; children were children , not

ridiculous caricatures of men and women ; and

the buoyancy of youth was not curbed by the

silly and prosaic maxims of modern philosophers.

As for the sensible and kind-hearted old gentle-

man who lent his countenance to the children's

feast, I could not resist the temptation of intro-

ducing myself to him ; I found he was a magis-

trate of the town ; and we spent a pleasant hour

over a bottle of Rhine wine, and in talking ofthe

supposed improvements ofmodern times. They

know little in Bavaria of the march of mind. The

old gentleman had never heard of the Mechanics'

Institutes , or libraries for the people. ""Tis agreat

discovery," said he ; " but tell me one thing : are

crime and vice diminished in your country, and

are the people happier?" but, as my Voiturier

was impatient, the reins already in his hand , and

the pipe in his mouth-I had an excuse to rise

suddenly, and take leave ofmy kind entertainer.
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I remember, with great pleasure, the ten days

I spent in Munich. There is no city of Europe,

three times the size of Munich, that contains so

much that is worthy of observation ; and if it

were for nothing else than to see the dress of the

women, I would advise the traveller to include

Munich in his way. Take the following portrait

of the washer-woman who came to receive my

commands at the " Black Eagle." Asilver head

dress, confining all the back hair, and forming a

tiara in front ; a blue satin brocaded waist, and

shirt of flowered muslin ; a worked muslin apron ;

blue gloves; in one hand, a blue satin bag de-

pending from a silver chain, and a handsome pa-

rasol in the other. I need scarcely say, after

this , that the women of Bavaria are extravagant-

ly fond of dress ; the girl who waited at the table

d'hote in the hotel, wore a gown, the waist of

which was entirely of silver. Customs like these

give great life and beauty to the picture of a

population ; nor is it easy to forget the brilliant

effect of these silver tiaras and silver-waisted

gowns, when on Sunday evening, a Munich holi-

day is held in the royal gardens.

I was in Munich when the King returned from

Italy, where he had been for some months on ac-

count of his health. If the King of Bavaria owns

a smaller dominion than some other kings , he can

boast of alarger measure of his people's affection .

It was an universal holiday-the town seemed

mad with joy and his entree was like a triumph ;

one might almost have envied even a crown.

The same evening, his majesty honoured the

theatre with his presence, and there his reception

was equally enthusiastic ; he deserves his popu-

larity ; he lives as moderately as any gentleman

about court, and the large surplus which he has

been enabled to save from his private revenue,

enables him to beautify his capital, and to be the

munificent patron of literature and the arts.

That most splendid edifice in Europe, the Glyp-

thothek, before which the Louvre sinks into in-

significance, has been erected at his own expense ;

and the magnificent palace, now in progress , is

also the offspring of his moderation and public

spiritedness. His majesty is a slight , gentleman-

like person, with a pleasing, but not a handsome

countenance-and may be seen any day among

the ancient statues in the Glypthothek, or walk-

ing over the new palace.

From Bavaria, my recollections carry me

across the lake of Constance into Switzerland.

When Ithink of the Swiss towns, one, not the

most celebrated , rises to my memory ; it is not

Lucern, nor Berne, nor Zurich, nor any of the

towns bestknown to fame ; it is Zoug-the quiet,

secluded, catholic Zoug, passed over by some

travellers, and cried down by others : but com-

mend me to along summer's day at Zoug-a day

of musing, with no interruption but that of an

excellent dinner at the Hotel de Cerf. Zoug has

nothing of the bustle and money-getting air of

Zurich ; neither is it like Berne, full of vanities

and distinctions-nor like Lucern , full of filth,

beggars, and idleness-nor, like all the smaller

towns-such as Thun, and Unterseen, and Ne-

vay, and Altorf, full of travelling English, who

makethe inns dear, and the people idle. 'Tis the

perfect picture of a country town in an out-of-

the-way place ; only a few children are to be

seen in the streets, and matrons sitting at their

doors-the men and the maidens are all in the

fields at work, or with the cows or the goats ; and

in the evening, long processions of these tame

creatures are seen returning, straggling along

the streets, and every one stopping at its own

door. I was nearly concluding a bargain with

the inn-keeper at Zoug to spend the summer with

him-he asked the moderate sum of four francs

per day.

I was the spectator , and indeed partly a parti-

cipator, in a curious scene , in the country of the

Grisons, which is now the only district of Swit-

zerland where the primitive manners of the peo-

ple are prescrved . I walked into Fettam , a small

town of the lower Engadine , about ten in the

morning ; it seemed to be a holiday ; it was not

Sunday, and yet all the men were clad in their

best blue homespun-and the womenalso in their

best printed calicoes. In the inn , I found all was

preparationfor something unusual ; and naturally

on inquiring the cause of what I saw, I was toldtI

that Felix Zerner had returned. It is the custom

in the Engadine for youths to go from their

native valleys in quest of fortune, and to return

when they have found it-and Felix Zerner was

one of those sons of adventure who had returned

rich to his native town ; it was only the evening

before that he had arrived at Fettam, and that

day an entertainment was to be given at his ex-

pense to many of the villagers. The houses of

the Engadine are of extraordinary size, and in a

large upper room the table was laid out : the

feast was fixed for mid-day, and I was invited

by Felix Zerner himself to partake of it. The

table was laid with a cloth that would have done

credit to a nobleman's feast, and forms were set

round, upon which upwards of forty Grisons took

their places-Felix Zerner at the head, and my-

selfon his right hand. Perhaps the reader would

like to know what were the dishes at this Grison

feast-there were capons without end, enormous

pieces of pork, several preparations of chamois ,

cheese scattered here and there, and pastry in

extraordinary abundance ; and as for drink, a

bottle of pale coloured wine was placed at the

side of each guest.

The entertainer, who spoke French well, and

English a little , told me that he left his native

town whenhe was seventeen ; and thathe carried

with him twenty crowns. He went first to Lyons ,

where bypaying eight crowns to the master of a

caffee, he got the place of under-waiter ; here he

picked up a little money and more knowledge,

and at the end of a year he left Lyons for Paris,

with forty crowns in his pocket. There he hired

himselfto a restaurateur in the Rue de St. Denis,

paying twenty crowns for his place ; and after

remaining there till he was twenty-two, he found

himself in possession of fifteen hundred francs.

With these he left Paris, and set up a restaurant

at Orleans, in which he continued twelve years,
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having in that time amassed no less a sum than

forty thousand francs ; he was then thirty-three,

and during the seven years that had elapsed since

that time, he had travelled to Russia, Germany

and England, in the capacity of a valet and inter-

preter, and he had now returned to Fettam with

ahundred thousand francs (£4000 sterling. ) This

sketch may serve for the outline of the career of

almost all those sons of the Grison valleys who

leave their homes in quest of fortune, and return

after having found it.

After a while, the company became uproari-

ous ; political liberty was the theme of discourse

and congratulation ; for the Grisons suppose they

are the only free people upon earth ;-but the

conversation being carried on in the old Proven-

cale, it was unintelligible to me, and I retired

below, where I was introduced to the grisette

whom Felix Zerner had already made choice of

for a bride. He must have been a true Grison

at heart, to have chosen any thing so homely,

after having spent half a life time among the

piquantes Orleanoises.

The primitive scenes which I have witnessed

among the Grisons, recal to my mind the simpli-

city of life among a race of mountaincers , who

inhabit that range which divides Alsace from

Franche Comte, and is called the Vosges moun-

tains. Europe is ransacked for the picturesque :

-but the department of the Vosges is passed by ;

and yet I do not know of any place in Europe,

where it is to be found in so much perfection. In

one feature of the picturesque it is peculiarly

rich--the ruinswithwhichit everywhere abounds.

Searcelyis there an isolated eminence that is not

crowned by the ivied walls of one of those strong

holds, that in former times were the baronial

castles of the German nobles ; nor in any spot

that I have yet visited , have I found more primi-

tive manners than in the Vosges ; and this will

create little surprise when I add that I could not

learn that any foreigner had visited these moun-

tains for manyyears. One evening inthe Vosges

deserves a more minute record.

It was on the second day after leaving Stras-

burg, and when I had penetrated into the heart

ofthe mountains , that on a delicious August even-

ing, I looked down upon the village of Rannes,

one straggling street, suspended over the brawl-

ing stream that watered the little valley, and

overtopped by the ruins of two, once, no doubt,

rival castles. I inquired for an auberge ; but

there are no inns in the Vosges, for there are no

travellers ; and uncertain how the night was to

be spent, my pace had gradually waxed slower,

till it came to a dead halt, when an old respecta-

ble looking man, coming from the vine-covered

porch ofa house opposite, asked me if I were a

stranger ; and learning my difficulty he offered

me the hospitalities of his house. It was a patri-

archal establishment, and there might be seen all

the domestic virtues-reverence for age , indul-

gence for youth, motherly love , sisterly and

brotherly affection. I was received as strangers

were received of old, before the inhabitants of

cities hadcarried theirrefinements--perhapstheir

corruptions-into the lands ofsimplicity and hos-

pitality. How equally flowed the stream of life

in this seclusion !-what a picture of peace and

serenity ! and yet to one whose scenes of life are

varied every day, and who is accustomed to men

and cities, it is rather a painful, at all events a

regretful sensation , that is awakened by the con-

templation of life without variety, and, as it would

seem, almost without enjoyment. The old man ,

whose head was frosted over with eighty winters,

and his spouse seemingly as aged, sat during the

evening at the door, upon two seats formed of

plaited vine-twigs, watching silently the labour

of their progeny. Their son , a healthy man of,

perhaps, forty years, was digging little troughs

at the roots of his vines ; while two boys of about

ten and twelve years old, were carrying pitchers

ofwater from a neighbouring well ; the old man's

daughter-in-law was within the house preparing

supper, and pleasing a little pet of three or four

years old, that sat upon a stool, eating a pear ;

but the gem, the chief figure in the group, was

the grand-daughter, whostood upon the threshold

with her arms crossed , having just returned from

the neighbouring cottage of a married sister. She

was somewhat above the middle height ; slender,

but with that beautiful roundness of form which

is so captivating in woman, but so rare among

her country-women : her eyes were dark and

expressive, but mild ; and two rows of pearly

teeth were seen betwixt two parted lips of roses.

Her straw-bonnet was slung over her arm ; and

abundance of beautiful tresses , gently agitated

bythe air, showed a forehead and neck of ivory ;

her age might be eighteen ; but whatever it was,

she seemed to bear the preserver impress of the

hand of divinity. She was the first and only

French girl I ever saw of whom one might say,

"she is interesting." Many are piquantes , many

gentils, some even jolies comme des Anges-but

interesting ! how seldom .

I have somehow got into France, without in-

tendingit. I havemany recollections of France ;

but few of them either vivid or pleasing ; but as

I have no intention of returning to France after

having crossed the Pyrenees, I may as well

sketch one scene, which, although hackneyed

both in its locality and subject, I would not wil-

lingly let slip from my memory.

Something-1 forget what-had depressed me,

and byway of excitement, I strolled up the Bou-

levard Italienne , turned into the Rue de Riche-

lieu, and then into the Court of Frescatis. It

was about ten o'clock, a rainy night, and the

court was only lighted by the lamps placed under

the arcade. The plashing of the rain prevented

my footsteps from being heard ; and just as I was

about to enter the arcade, I saw a young man,

withwhose countenance and name I was not un-

acquainted, come down the stair and pausing

under the porch, he emptied his pockets and

counted his money. He stood fora few moments

irresolute ; he had evidently been a gainer ; and

was debating with himself, whether he ought to

be contented, or might not, by following up his

good fortune, perhaps double his gains. The
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love of excitement prevailed (for I believe it is

seldom that the gambler is incited by love of

money) and he retraced his steps up stairs ; I fol-

lowed, and entered the room after him. Agam-

bling table is a strange picture of human charac-

ter , and it is a curious fact that the real anxiety

of players is in inverse ratio to the apparent in-

terest they show in the game. He who sits still ,

and keeps his eyes upon the dealer, to see the

fate of his stake, is less agitated, less anxious

than him who affects to have his attention other-

wise occupied while the cards are dealing , and

seems only to have his attention called by the

final announcement. He again is calm in mind,

compared with the player who cannot remain

upon his seat, but who, throwing down his stake

with seeming unconcern, leaves the room, and

only returns to see whether it be doubled , or

swept away. But to return-my young friend,

for such I may call him, again played eagerly

with various success-but at length lost his last

piece. He asked a loan from the man, who, with

powdered hair and hands behind his back , stands

at the window ready to advance money to those

whom he knows, but, being unacquainted with

this young man the loan was refused-and he

walked into the garden. I followed him down

the dark walk to the lamp at the farther end. I

saw him lean for a moment against the wall, and

he then drew a pen-knife from his pocket, and

was about to open it, when I started forward.

" Mr. L." I said.

" Ah!" said he, suddenly putting the knife in

his pocket, " I did not see you in the room."

" Upon one condition ,” said I , “ I will lend you

five hundred francs." He sat down at the foot

of the wall and burst into tears. " R " said

he, after a few moments, " you have saved me

from self-murder ; ten days ago my father gave

me a hundred pounds to come here to pay my

medical classes, and to maintain me for four

months. I have gambled it all away in two nights

-I have not a sous left, and I had resolved- "

"No matter what you resolved," said I, " here
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are five hundred francs-upon condition, that

whether you win or lose them , I shall be your

bankerwhile you remain in Paris." Iknew that

to have endeavoured to exact a promise, without

giving myself a title to exact it, would have been

useless ; for the gambler, however he may curse

fortune or upbraid himself, never fails to imagine

that one stake more would have retrieved his

losses . L- gave me the promise I required ,

and we returned to the room. He threw down

his bill upon the red, saying " la moitie ;" the

black came up, and L- was now worth only

twelve louis and a half. We passed into the

other room, the ball on the roulette-table had

just rested in No. 36. "Messieursfaitez vosjeux,"

said the man ; the ball was whirled round, and

L- clapped down his money upon No. 36-

and the next moment the ball fell a second time

into that number, and L- put into his pocket

nearly nine thousand francs.

" Let's go sup at Riche's," said he , putting my

arm within his ; and we did sup at Riche's , and

there he gave me his gainings, of which I, every

week during his residence in Paris, gave him a

hundred francs. Upon what trifling circum-

stances hang the greatest events-even the

choice of life and death. If I had not felt de-

pressed that evening, or if I had gone to the

opera, as I at one time intended, an excellent

father would certainly have lost an amiable son ;

and society a useful member : for L- now

practises medicine with success in his native

town.

"Tis an easy matter to traverse France from

north to south. 'Tis only stepping into the steam-

boat at Chalons, and so to Lyons ; and in another

day the Rhone carries one to Avignon , and almost

in sight ofthe Pyrenees.

Gigantic barrier ! with thy deep ravines, and

sunnyslopes and valleys-the Edens of the world;

and rocks and snows, and huts, and simple peo-

ple, and portraits of a pastoral life-how many

and vivid are my recollections ! But for the

present, let them sleep.

" HE STRIKES THE MINSTREL'S LYRE AGAIN."

ANSWER TO ALICE GRAY.

-

MOONLIGHT.

VENETIAN BARCAROL.

HE strikes the minstrel's lyre again,

And happy is his song ;

For brightly beams his laughing eye,

And rapture's on his tongue :

The clouds that darkened all his hopes,

Have floated far away,

Her heart, her heart is now his own,

He's loved by Alice Gray.

He quits the dark and sorrowing scene,

His cares are hushed to rest,

His pilgrimage is past and gone,

His faithful love is blest:

And now for him and him alone,

Her eye shines bright and gay ;

Her heart, her heart is now his own,

His bride is Alice Gray.

O, SPEED thee, Ninetta,

The night is so fair,

In our boat let us hasten

To quaff the cool air ;

For oh ! it is soothing

Along the bright sea

All silvered with moonbeams

To float silently.

How blissful the soft hour !

The moonbeams how bright !

Oh! smiling Laguna,

I'm mad with delight !

Come, come, my sweet Nina,

I' the boat let us glide ,

And meet the cool breezes,

That sigh overthe tide.
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MAN.

IT has been often made a subject of dispute-

What is the distinguishing characteristic of man?

And the answer may, perhaps, be given, that he

is the only animal that dresses . He is the only

being who is coxcomb enough not to go out of

the world naked as he came into it ; that is

ashamed ofwhat he really is, and proud of what

he is not ; and that tries to pass off an artificial

disguise as himself. We may safely extend the

old maxim, and say that it is the tailor that makes

both the gentleman and the man. Fine feathers

makefine birds-this lie is the motto ofthe human

mind. Dress a fellow in sheepskin, and he is a

clown-dress him in scarlet, and he is a gentle-

man. It is then the clothes that make all the

difference ; and the moral agent is simply the

lay-figure to hang them on. Man, in short, is

the only creature in the known world, withwhom

appearances pass for realities , words for things ;

or that has the wit to find out his own defects ,

and the impudence and hypocrisy, by merely

concealing them, to persuade himself and others

that he has them not. Tenier's monkeys, habit-

ed like monks , may be thought a satire on human

nature-alas ! it is a piece of natural history.

The monks are the larger and more solemn

species, to be sure. Swift has taken a good

bird's-eye view of man's nature, by abstracting

the habitual notions of size , and looking at it in

great or in little : would that some one had the

boldness and the art to do a similar service, by

stripping off the coat from his back, the vizor

from his thoughts, or by dressing up some other

creature in similar mummery ! It is not his

body alone that he tampers with, and metamor-

phoses so successfully; he tricks ont his mind

and soul in borrowed finery, and in the admired

costume of gravity and imposture. If he has a

desire to commit a base or cruel action without

remorse and with the applause of the spectators,

he has only to throw the cloak of religion over

it, and invoke Heaven to set its seal on a massa-

cre or a robbery. At one time dirt, at another

indecency, at another rapine, at a fourth ran-

corous malignity, is decked out and accredited

in the garb of sanctity. The instant there is a

flaw, a "damned spot" to be concealed, it is

glossed over with a doubtful name. Again, we

dress up our enemies in nicknames, and they

march to the stake as assuredly as in san Benitos.

The words Heretic or Papist, Jew or Infidel,

labelled on those who differ from us, stand us in

lieu of sense or decency. If a man be mean, he

sets up for economy ; if selfish, he pretends to be

prudent; if harsh, firm ; and so on. What enor-

mities, what follies are not undertaken for the

love of glory?-and the worst of all, are said to

be for the glory of God ! Strange, that a reptile

should wish to be thought an angel ; or that he

should not be content to writhe and grovel in his

native earth, without aspiring to the skies ! It

is from the love of dress and finery. He is the

chimney-sweeper on May-day allthe year round:

the soot peeps through the rags and tinsel, and

all the flowers of sentiment !

The meaning of all which is, that man is the

only hypocrite in the creation ; or that he is

composed oftwo natures, the ideal and the phy-

sical, the one of which he is always trying to

keep a secret from the other. He is the Centaur

not fabulous.

THE FINER AFFECTIONS.

DELICACY and modesty may bethought chiefly

worthy ofcultivation , because they guard purity;

but they must be loved for their own sake, with-

outwhich they cannot flourish. Purity is the sole

school for domestic fidelity, and domestic fidelity

is the only nursery of the affections between

parents and children , from children towards each

other, and through these affections, of all the

kindness which renders the world habitable. At

each step in the progress, the appropriate end

must be loved for its own sake ; and it is easy to

see how the only means of sowing the seeds of

benevolence in all its forms , may become of far

greater importance than many of the modifica-

tions and exertions even of benevolence itself.

To those who will consider this subject, it will

not long seem strange, that the sweetest and

most gentle affections grow up only under the

apparently cold and dark shadow of stern duty.

The obligation is strengthened , not weakened,

by the consideration , that it arises from human

imperfection, which only proves it to be founded

on the nature of man. It is enough that the

pursuit of all these separate ends leads to general

well-being, the promotion of which is the final

purpose ofthe creation.

FEMALE CONSTANCY.

If we are to trust to the silence of satirists , we

must believe that there is no reverse of the pic-

ture, and that women never die of bad husbands.

May not this account for the enhanced rate of

policy lately demanded on the insurance of fe-

male lives? Especially as only one woman is

recorded by the same class of writers as having

died of pure constancy :-

" She who lies beneath this stone

Died ofconstancy alone.

Stranger, approach with step courageous ,

Forthis disease is not contagious."

The point of the epigram, however, is general ,

and both sexes must bear the sting. Men

may, indeed, write on constancy, but how truly

can women act it ! " During the course of her

illness (speaking of a woman who died of the

plague,) she uniformly refused all succour

from her husband, nor would suffer him to

approach her : and , carrying her cares for

his safety even beyond the term of her life ;

when she found her last hour approach, she

desired him to throw her the end of a cord,

which she fastened round her body, enjoining

him, with her expiring breath, not to touch her

corpse, but to drag her by means of this cord to

her grave. "-Dates and Distances.
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Ir was Sunday, and one of the finest days of

May; and the sound of the turret clock, as it

vibrated through the valley , was the signal for a

villagefete. The maidens ran hastily with their

white bonnets in hand ; the game-keeper walked

soberly, with his bright-barrelled gun resting on

his arm; the youngsters carried between them

baskets of flowers , and some of them were en-

gaged in tying up garlands to the porch of the

parish church, composed of perriwinkles and

daisies, which floated beneath the ponderous

ornaments of its frontage ; the swallows, too ,

described their large circles in the clear blue

sky, as if they joyously partook of human plea-

sure, and scented the perfumes which exhaled

around.

But at the manor house another picture was

exhibited ! The view of this ancient edifice

presented to the traveller the assurance of an

opulent resident, with family pictures and their

largecourts open to all comers ; from the grandly

painted quarterings on the coach of the neigh-

bouring noble, to the simple landau of the indus-

trious merchant-to the beggar carrying his

wallet ; and to the poor artist who, travelling on

foot, is glad to repose himself beneath the skies

of this beautiful and smiling country.

The mistress of this domain was as hospitable

in her capacity, as the habitation of which she

did the honours was beautiful. She was still

handsome, and possessed a degree of enbonpoint

which ensures the continuance of good looks :

her gray hair was tastefully arranged underneath

a lace cap; it was pleasing to see, amongst those

silvery curls, a few artificial roses, which set

ridicule at defiance. In fact , satire would have

disgraced the lips of any man who encountered

the benevolent and affectionate smile of Madame

de Robert, and when he had pressed her plump

white hand, it was impossible to refrain from that

sympathy with virtue, which existed in the at-

mosphere surrounding this exemplarywoman.

With those splendid talents and high character

which is required in a civil magistrate , Aurelian

de Robert had all his mother's personal charms

and goodness of heart. A firm resolve, or, in

other words, a strong attachment determined

him to espouse a young person , neither distin-

guished by name or fortune, but one whom the

rich and powerful family de Robert could not

reject, without entailing on themselves the charge

of injustice.

There she shone in all her native grace, un-

aided by diamonds or paint, wearing only the

orange blossom in her hair (the bridal flower) ,

and a transparent gauze veil- the picture of

grace, of poetry, and of youth. Laura was no

longer achild, she had a knowledge of the world;

nevertheless , in the midst of the solemn circle of

relatives that were assembled, she felt an awk-

wardness of restraint that betrayed her love of

liberty, and which in her appeared as a new

grace. If she fancied she was neglected, or

treated slightingly in company, she could assume

a different appearance ; her thoughtful aspect

became imposing, and the sweet seriousness of

her countenance partook of the modest con-

sciousness ofintellectual superiority.

It was an affecting scene to witness the love

and respect with which Madame de Robert and

her son treated Laura-the poor deserted orphan

whose claims on them were cemented by the

heart, ere the ritual ofthe law gave it a sanction.

Aurelian was mayor of the district ; and not

being able to performthe civil ceremony himself,

had summoned his assistant, an honest farmer,

who was totally out of his place in such society,

and sighed grievously for the moment when he

should be released of his starched cravat and his

dignity. But that there might be no pause be-

tween the acts of the civil and religious minister,

the agonies of the good civilian were prolonged,

because the curate was not returned from visit

ing a dying person who resided at some distance.

This necessitous absence incommoded more than

the poor magistrate , for the company who were

fully prepared to play their parts in the amuse-

ments of the day, were disconcerted to see their

plans so subverted.

Laura could not resist feeling this inconve-

nience, although she had learnt to submit to cir-

cumstances. She walked out upon a terrace

beautifully ornamented with flowers, where,

leaning upon the balustrade , she cast a pensive

glance over the surrounding country. From

henceforward it was to be hers, within whose

boundaries all her affections , aspirations and

hopes were to be centered ! To her noble and

free spirit , the dominion of the world would

scarcely afford breathing space, how should she

then ever be able to limit her thoughts to this

simple spot of earth ; her steps to paths which

would always lead to the same point !-A low

chamber to shelter every night a head full of

ardent imaginings-panting for travel and asso-

ciates ofgenius !-A climate, bringing in regular

succession both heat and cold , without her having

powerto hasten or retard the effects of either!

In one single hour all would be concluded ! and

a mortal shiver came over her heart.

Then she thought of Aurelian. Love is like

magic: it renders the most improbable things

quite easy and natural. The artist became again

woman, and the anticipations of another species

of felicity effaced the futile regrets for that which

had passed away.

Where shall we seek to find a mind sufficiently

sceptical to doubt the promises of love , to repulse

those flattering vows poured into the ear, and

and which sink so quietly into the heart! If

there does such a mind exist, at least it is not

WOMAN'S! Laura's reflections, being once

turned to love and happiness , was absorbed in

the contemplation , when the hasty steps ofsome

c 2
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one, grated harshly on the gravel. She turned

and beheld a traveller covered with dust : his

disordered hair fell over his sallow forehead, his

beard was thick and black, and his large eyes

shone bright and luminous as the stars of heaven.

-"Oh, my God ! it is you?" cried Laura, as she

threw herself into his arms : " It is you-who

have come to make this the most delightful day

of mylife !"-" My sister, my child ! " said the

stranger, as he caressed her, and her beautiful

ringlets fell over his face, " 1 am not come too

late then ?"

" No, no ; you will assist at my wedding ; you

will see the church and the altar, and you will

make a splendid picture of the ceremony, will

you not? Oh ! how well you must paint by this

time !"

" And you, dear Laura, have you abandoned

the art ?"

"Oh, no ! he loves to see me employed at my

easel !"

" The Cit !" murmured the stranger in a low

tone ofvoice, " are we alone here?"

Lauraturned pale, and threw an uneasy glance

across the park ; then, after a moment's hesita-

tion, she led her brother into the apartment she

inhabited, and, having shut the door, sunk in

affright into a chair, faintly requiring an expla-

nation.

66
My child," said her brother, " twenty years

seniority gives me the right to call you so, and

to consider you as my daughter ; have you re-

flected sufficiently on the step you are about to

take?"

" Reflected? yes, Carlos ! I do love him."

"Ah, woman !" cried he, and stamped his foot ,

"to love a mere cit ! You, my sister, to love an

expositor ofthe written law ; a man of business ,

one who measures out his life by the compass ,

and who will condemn that man to the scaffold

whose span is an inch more or less than his !-

Listen to me. You are free , and I love you ;

you may marry, and I will not quarrel with you;

what I wrote you from Rome, 1 now repeat ;

choose for yourself. But 1 am arrived , a little

too late I perceive ; and it is not when your brow

is adorned with the bridal coronet that I can hope

to restore you to liberty. You shall hear my

parting words , and then I will sign my name to

your marriage contract. I will submit to cir-

cumstances, and love you better than ever, be-

cause you will need it then, my poor child !"

Laura was overcome by his expostulation , and

covering her pure white forehead with her deli-

cate hand, a tear which she vainly endeavoured

to restrain , fell upon her bouquet ofjasmine and

orange blossom.

Carlos, who paced the room in silence, stopped

suddenly to look at his sister. " Beautiful as the

Virgin of Correggio ! " said he, " and with such

poetry of motion, such vigour of soul , such genius

in the fingers , to think of vegetating amongst

lawyers and calculators, who know nothing but

how to get fortunes ; and you , my sister , are to

be the upper servant to one of these men! Oh,

Laura, Laura, without doubt they have taken

pains to prove to thee, that woman was not born

a free agent, and that the love of distinction was

dishonourable to her; they must have sprinkled

water and ashes over the sacred fire which burnt

in your veins ! My sister, my child , my pupil is

lost, for ever lost !"

"No, Carlos ; such as God made me, they have

caressed and loved ; far from sacrificing to them

my tastes, my independence, and my love of the

arts, it is he and his mother who have sacrificed

for my sake their prejudices, to draw meinto the

bosom of their family ; to make me a partaker

of their pleasures without debarring me of my

own."

66
They have deigned then, to pardon thy ex-

celling genius ? Tell me, does thy husband par-

don thee, also, for having the beauty that Van-

dyke was in search of? Has he not commanded

thee to put those rebel curls under the hand of

a friseur? to brace thy Andelusian waist with

irons ? to subdue the lustre of thine eye, and

to use cosmetics to change the oriental tint of

thy skin ? Oh ! calm thy anguish, dear one-

thy spouse is charming ! thy mother-in-law all

perfect ! They resign their tastes to yours; they

admit you to their honours without reproach.

Do you know, however, what duties your condi-

tion imposes on you ? Do you know what slav-

ery is ? Have you spent an entire hour in a

prison ; and do you not know that life is of a long

date ? Dost thou see those dry ditches, those

broken bastions , that bridge whichthey no longer

draw up? it was by those restraints they former-

ly guarded their wives. In the court-yard were

men at arms, and preparations for battle ; outside

the wall existed war, dangers , murders, ravish-

ers, crimes and infamy. These were but trifling

troubles after all, if there was a handsome page

in the castle, and a husband in Palestine ! Now-

a-days there are stronger trammels for woman's

bondage than mailed soldiers and fortified walls

-prejudices, customs ! These are your ties , and

woe to the person who breaks through them?

The women despise him, and the men neglect

him ! Farewell, then, to liberty !-the failing

crops, or the minister's friendship-or, thy mo-

ther-in-law's gout ; or, the care of a rich uncle's

heritage-or, perhaps , when thou art on the

point of giving a son to thy happy spouse, and

fearing that he may be disappointed of that dear-

est hope (for a woman in your station must not

be treated like a common person) , rigid prudence

will condemn thee to a tiresome confinement of

six months, and they will sacrifice , without pity,

that lovely youthful face, to the birth or uncer-

tain hope ofa little Viscount.
66
Farewell my hopes ofthe future ! Farewell

the laurels of victory ! Farewell Italy !"

" Aurelian wishes to visit Italy as much as I

do. Did I not write to you that I would meet

you there ?"

"Yes ; posting it with an escort of soldiers to

protect your movements in the Appennines , and

your places at the theatre, in the ambassador's

box. Adieu to our intellectual repasts , where

the painter's imagination revels in the charms of

1
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the opera dancer's graces, as she skips like a

bacchante to the frenzied song of the inebriated!

The inebriation of the artist ! It is the fiery ex-

altation of a sublime delirium, the burning sen-

sation of intellectual delight ! An irruption of

celestial fire, which showed itself on the pallette

of Salvator, and under the bow of Tartini. * Go!

where, in the circles which await thee, enthusi-

asm is the cause of scandal ; and cold and vapid

of mind, you must renounce all the pleasures of

imagination, and those nocturnal walks we used

to delight in amongst the relics of antiquity ; and

the silent extacies which enshrined us under the

gothic arches of the temples of the middle ages.

Piety is the duty of a mother of a family ; thou

wilt go to church to pray to God, and may be

experience such transport as I have seen thee

express, whenthou wast living by the inspiration

ofthy pencil. Call to mind our residence together

in Paris, our house on the deserted quay, the old

city, the renowned ofhistory. Call to mind those

two towers, rival sisters, raising their luminous

points in the air, while the moon coyly played

among the branches of the trees, forming silvery

festoons in their aerial galleries ! and now thou

wilt live, Laura, in the Chaussee d' Antin , amidst

newly-raised streets , strait as classic verse, white

as the hand of idleness. And what wilt thou do,

Laura? thou a wandering sultana, in the midst

ofavulgar herd, whose scent will overpower the

odour of thy perfumes, and whose young men

will shout aloud the praises of thy beauty, in

spite of the shining broad-sword hanging to the

belt of thy footman. "
66
Stop, Carlos ! stop, I beseech thee ! your

observations disquiet me," said Laura, the rapid

palpitations of whose heart were scarcely bear-

able; " for pity's sake do not compel me to look

back upon a period past beyond recal ; lovely

as youth, and like it too , irrecoverable ! "

" And thou dost think so, " said the artist , as he

seized his sister in his arms , and his eyes emitted

sparks of fire , " thou dost think that we can

never be happy again ! Who then has broken

the cup, and hidden the fragments ? What fet-

ters bind thee ? These alone-" and he hastily

snatched the bouquet of orange-flowers from her

brow, and crushed it to pieces !"

" Carlos, I have sworn- "

" Man has no right to take an oath, since he

is not master of the means to keep it. Madman ,

to bind himself to the morrow ! as well might he

expect that every day should be equally fair."

" But I am a woman, dear brother, and want

something to love. I was alone in the world,

and I have found a family ; I dreamed of love,

and I have been so happy as to inspire it."

" Genius, Laura, is of no sex. The woman

born to perpetuate the species , and the artist

who creates a species of our own , are distinct

beings. The world has claims upon the artist ;

the details of common life were not created for

* This is the inspiration which produces the extraordinary

effects of Paganini's genius-electrifying and delightingto

madness.

her. Soon must disgust and weariness-a wea-

riness the most painful and tortuous , terminate

the futile promises of happiness she looks for-

ward to. Ah ! how often have you promised me

never to be any thing but an artist. You were

so proud of your freedom , of your pure and un-

constrained manners , tranquil in the conscious-

ness of innocence ! It was not worth while to

refuse Manriquez , who adored thee, and would

have placed thy image in all the inventions of his

rising talent. But you abandoned him for your

mutual benefit ; and now that he has obtained

renown under the sky of his native land, he

blesses thy decree ; he dreams still of thee be-

neaththe walls of the Alhambra ; he weeps, while

he blesses thee for having saved him ! Dost thou

remember the day when his pale face expressed

the agony of his soul at thy refusal ; and how his

enthusiasm lit up those features like a shining

lamp , at the dazzling picture of a painter's life,

which thou openedst to his view ! She is right !'

said he to his companions, Alvarez , Guetan ,

Bragos, to Spain !' To Spain, to Spain,' cried

some of them ; To Rome,' exclaimed others.

And a poor plaster-cast, which represented Cu-

pid with his arrows and his bandeau, was broken

in shivers as a holacaus to liberty. Ah ! how

much my pupils loved you ! what respect they

felt for your candour ! Atthe sound of your foot-

steps the models were all laid aside, and the

benches upset ! and when by chance you sat

down on the fragment of a column, your black

hair flowing on the Mantilla, in less than a mi-

nute you were represented on twenty easels, as

if the studio had held twenty mirrors to reflect

your figure.

6

"Ah ! how their hearts palpitated , and their

imaginations became heated, when they saw

thee ! what a spirit thou infusedst into their pen-

cils ! what a vigour was diffused through their

works ! And that passion with which you were

surrounded was pure and holy in all those young

minds captivated by my Laura.

" Now, alas ! you are going to be the object of

a peaceful quiet affection-an affection devoid of

jealousy or reverence, devoid of enthusiasm or

devotion ! Then it will be said of you , she was

celebrated , but she has fallen into obscurity ; she

had a grand destiny in perspective, but she has

obliterated it by household duties ; she has aban-

doned GLORY to obtain RESPECT! O misery ! it

is as much as to say, she turned our brains, and

we cried out when we saw her-on your knees ,

O people ! She was, as a star in the heavens,

and we have stolen her brilliancy to ornament

our diadem ; the world would have claimed her,

but we have stolen her from thence ! Let her

be grateful, then, that we have deprived her of

the renown of history , and have nestled her in

our humble station. And ifthey should suspect

that one passing regret reigns in your heart-if

they should surprise an unbidden tear stealing

down your cheek-the barbarians will make it a

crime. For, my sister, the melancholy of a wife

dishonours her spouse ; to be virtuous to the letter,

she must renounce tears ."
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Carlos wept as he thus spake to his sister , who

threw herself into his arms, and was embraced

with an ardour that seemed to fear she would

instantly be snatched from him.

" Rest thee here," said the painter, pressing

her to his bosom , the tears falling on the head of

the bride. " Child ," added he, " thouwho wouldst

have a family, say, hast thou not the world?

Thou who adoptest it for thy country , dost thou

find it too vast ? Of what consequence to the

Bohemian is the land which his errant steps tread

over, or the sky under which he reposes his in-

dependent spirit ? The earth- is it not his ? does

notthe sun shine in all places of the globe? Thus

it is with the artist ; the universe is his family-

his country is the climate which inspires him.

And canst thou complain of being alone in the

world?-alone ! ungrateful girl ! and Carlos , thy

brother, still alive !"

" My brother," uttered the young girl, as she

threw her white arms round the painter's neck.

"Weep," said he, " weep, my Laura. I saw

thy birth, I cradled thee on my knees, I have

sung thee to sleep , and thou hast forgotten it all!

Thou increasedst in stature by my side-I nou-

rished thee by my tender care-I brought forth

thy youthful talent, and thou leavest me ! I

fashioned thee for freedom, and behold thou art

a slave ! Supported by each other, we set futu-

rity at defiance ! -each of us had a heart for the

other; yet thou sayest, thou wast alone."

Again Laura embraced her brother.

" Curse on it !" cried he, " why didst thou not

tell me thy wishes sooner? I would have formed

thy mind for the world in which thou desiredest

to live ; I would have abridged the bands of fel-

lowship, and speedily naturalized thee into the

society which is so attractive ; thou wouldst not

then have lived amongst them as a stranger,

awkward and timid , in the centre of a circle

where thou must not speak thy own tongue. But

it is useless to talk now, the branches are obe-

dient tothe hands that bend them-the tree bends

not, but breaks ! Go, then, and be consumed

with misery and disgust ; go and vegetate on this

unworthy soil , where space will be wanting for

thy footing, air for thy lungs, and independence

for thy attractions. And I - 1 who have only

thee, my sister , I will toil my weary days away,

far from thee, who could have rendered them so

happy!"

" Ah !" cried Laura, as she tore the bridal

bouquet from her bosom .

" See how clear the sky is , the balmy air is

intoxicating, the horizon is expansive," said Car-

los , his countenance dazzling with joyous hope ;

see how beautiful the country appears ! It is all

our own-the universe is ours !"

Again they embraced each other with fer-

your.

" Freedom !" said Carlos, enthusiastically.

" Freedom !" repeated Laura, drawing a long

breath.

She instantly sat down, and wrote a few words,

and enclosed the white wreath which she took

from her brow, and placing it on the table, she

cast a last look round that room she was aboutto

quit forever-" Let us go !" said she, as she

caught her brother's arm.

The curate was returned, the tapers were lit

uponthe altar, the books of registry were opened,

and the company were ready to repair to the

church, when Aurelian, having vainly sought

his bride in the park and the gardens, repaired

to her chamber ; when he shuddered at the sight

ofthe crushed flowers, which lay upon the floor.

With a trembling hand he caught at the note, and

coronet which lay beside it-" I restore this

bridal wreath," said Laura, " 1 never shall be

yours-I never will be another's !"

" Laura! where is she?" asked Aurelian, in

the voice of a maniac , of the guests, who were

already waiting on the terrace.
66
Mydaughter?" said Madame de Robert, in

alarm .

The party looked at each other in astonish-

ment. Meanwhile, at the extremity of a long

and dusty road, a travelling carriage was ob-

served to post rapidly along ; the smack of the

postillion's whip, and his loud verbiage was yet

to be heard, and the heavy rolling of the carriage

wheels threw up clouds of dust behind it.

Aurelian became seriously ill ; a brain fever

had nearly robbed the country of one of its

brightest ornaments.

In the following year he regained his mental

powers by means of a mercurial dose, which sel-

dom fails. His friends considered it a duty to

rouse him by proportioning the eulogy of his

merits, to the extent of his misfortune and his

talents. It was the first consolatory tribute he

received, and he enjoyed it in spite of himself.

In the succeeding year Madame de Robert

was ill , and Aurelian nursed his mother with de-

votion and anxiety. When she had recovered ,

Aurelian understood the value of the blessing

that was left to him, by the agonies of grief he

experienced when he thought he was about to

lose his parent for ever. His powers of feeling

had not all been exhausted by the flight of Laura,

but his powers of loving had ceased ; he lived

that year solely for his mother.

In the next year, he married a young lady of

good family, whose portion was 30,000 livres; and

by the power of continual repetition , " that For-

tune has a direct influence in the constituence of

happiness," he was brought to believe so.

The following year he became a father, and

attached himself to the mother of his child.

And inthe next year he took his family to Paris.

One day he set out to see those chefd'œuvres of

art, which Horace Vernet had just sent to Paris.

The crowd was extreme in the gallery of the

Luxemburgh, for the portrait of a young Alba-

nian girl attracted every eye. Her robe was of

a pale rose colour, the lace with which it was

ornamented was white as the May-blossom , thus

assimilating in a novel manner, the deep tone of

his warm colouring with the shadows of his fore-

ground. "What delicacy of skin !" said the be-

holders ; " what modesty in the brow! what a

cast of face ! what thoughts are buried under
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that devout look ! what passions hidden beneath

that calm, meditative aspect ! no Frenchwoman

ever inspired the idea of that tender but ardent

subject."

Aurelian walked nearer to the picture of the

beautiful Albanian. It was the portrait of Laura

he beheld. Surprise and admiration overcame

his feelings, and he fainted !

Aurelian is a worthy man ; he will be a peer

of France if the country becomes elective ; or

Minister-and the ministry will become more

constitutional .

MORALITY.

As in the arts, so in morals, the best security

against counterfeits is simplicity and modesty

in the design, and skill and industry in the work-

manship.

Men are prone to make a single perfection the

standard of excellence in morals, for the same

reason that they prefer their own pursuit in

science or the arts to the first rank of respect.

It flatters self-complacency because they always

choose a standard which best suits themselves.

As we have sins that beset us most casily, so

we have besetting virtues. To subdue the first

is a higher grade of excellence than to practice

the last . The one teaches humility , and requires

watchfulness and moral courage. The other is

easy, often begets pride and self-sufficiency, and

indifference to all graces but that onewith which

the individual plumes himself.

To insist too vehemently or exclusively on one

virtue, however exalted , is as if a general should

prefer an army altogether of artillery. Light

troops and cavalry will , under some circumstan-

ces, do better than great guns. A good army is

composed of all in due proportion .

He who is satisfied with having reached his

true standard in morals, is in danger of falling by

false security, as the soldier who guards a sin-

gle post so well that he leaves the rest open to

assault.

To inveigh against a single vice , as the mother

of all poverty and crime, the hive which swarms

in our poor-houses and penitentiaries, tends to

make resistance to other vices more feeble .

Take inebriety for an example ; yet there are

sober rogues and sober paupers ; and covetous-

ness, avarice, ambition, lying, vanity, arrogance,

gluttony, sensuality , and all uncleanness are

found not unfrequently in those who pride them-

selves on drinking nothing stronger than cold

water. The argument is , I am a sober man, and

therefore secure.

It sometimes may happen that a particular

virtue requires to be positively and directly

countenanced, or a particular prevailing vice to

be repressed by extraordinary means, such as

societies, associations, and so forth. Beware,

however, lest like the heathen, we make an idol

ofthe former, or grant an apotheosis to the latter.

In regard to these societies, there is need of

caution, lest they " o'erstep the modesty of

nature," and affect that which is not consistent

with the conscience and rights of others. For

modesty is the true garment of charity, and of

every virtue.

As regards men acting collectively, there is

less danger of such excess. But as some prayto

be forgiven the sins of their holy things, and very

properly, too, so we may deprecate the pride,

vanity, and uncharitableness , which are too often

found in the conduct of individuals who take the

lead, like the alloy in base coin, which may

nevertheless have a good outside, and ring well

to the ear. An invincible passion for ostentation

and parade, an insatiable thirst for notoriety, a

perversion of good designs to the purpose of self-

aggrandizement and glorification, the trading as

it were upon reputation , like the merchant, who

having little capital goes upon credit ; all these

tend to repress the exertions of sterling merit,

and at last to inspire distrust and disgust. " Take

heed, lest your good be evil spoken of," saith the

scripture.

There are some who, like the actor of all work,

excite surprise at their versatility, but that is all.

The gallery may applaud, but not the critic's row.

1 see Monsieur Artignave, a great French

actor, pre-eminent alike in tragedy, comedy,

tragi-comedy, and farce, promises the public

fois , in one evening's entertainment. Is it not sur-

changez ses habits, deuxfois , oui mafoi, sept, dix

prising if he has any clothes fit for a gentleman?

" Let not him that eateth not judge him that

eateth." It is hard to reconcile the text to the

conduct of men who presume to take inquisition

upon the moral and spiritual condition of their

neighbours, pry into their domestic privacy, and

accordingly award the promise or the penalties

of omniscience. Or with this, " judge not that

ye be not judged."

The best and purest treatise on morals,

worthy of Deity, is the sermon on the Mount.

It places crimes, in one respect, on the same

footing in the eye of omnipotent Justice. " Who-

ever, therefore, shall break one of these com-

mandments, shall be called the least in the king-

dom of heaven." And the Scriptures prefer no

virtue but charity, and that because it contains

all the rest.

MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS.

In what is styled the " schone capelle," or cha-

pel of the palace at Munich, there exists a most

interesting relict of the unfortunate Mary, which

the Scottish nunnery at Vienna spent much pre-

cious time, without avail, in claiming as its pro-

perty, both before the ancient Diet of Ratisbon,

as well as subsequently before the council of

religious foundations at Vienna. It consists of a

diminutive altar of molten gold , four inches in

height, and was a present from the French Je-

suits and the Scotch refugees, who were their

allies , to the Jesuits of Munich. The following

inscription was attached to it by order of Maxi-

milian the First, Elector of Bavaria :-

Exilii comes et carceris imaga

Mar. Stuardæ Scot. Reg,

Fuit, frisset, cædis, si vixisset.
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How beautiful the summer sun goes down

Beyondthe mountains, while in the blue east

The stars are lifting their unveiled heads

In solitary glory : not a cloud

Floats now between the green earth and the orbs

That gaze upon her beauty; while the vault

Looks like a passage for the airy feet

Of souls that wish at times to visit earth.

Silence is dreaming o'er the universe,

Lulling the pulse of nature ! Such a night,

Methinks descended on the infant world,

When twilight first prepared the starry bed

To restthe young son on his journey- nights

So calm and beautiful-when God and man

Walked side by side upon the flowery slope

Ofthe green hills of Paradise. The moon

Now rolls in glory o'er the highest heaven ;

The mountains shine beneath the vestal fire,

Eternal towers of adamant, which seem

Lostinthe moonshine , and whose heads are white

With the first snow blown from the lips oftime.

Oh, I could wish for wings to flee away

To yon calm , shining orbs , and be at rest ;

They look so like the bowers our God has made,

To shield the lonely and the broken heart.

I MAY not sigh, I will not weep, I dare not talk of grief-

The pleasure was a moment's space, the pain shall be as

brief.

I scorn myself, that I should think on all I hoped from thee-

Theworld hath brilliant promise yet,but no more friends

for me.

'Tis true, my life is like the stream that wanders slowly on,

Above the broken monuments of peace and beauty gone ;

Another fragment in the waves, thy fair light hand, hath

cast ;

'Tis not the first that moulders there , but it shall be the

last.

Away! I do not wish to cloud that clear and lofty brow

With e'en a passing trace of aught that I remember now :

Still be to those, who know thee not, what hou canst

brightly seem,

I've gained a bitter certainty, and lost a pleasant dream .

But fare-thee-well-the world is wide-our paths diverging

far,

And yet, I turn to gaze on thee , as on a setting star,

That coldly, calmly , silently , in radiance lone, will shine

On other lands, to other eyes , but-never more to mine.

MARIA.

A SKETCH FROM LIFE.

" I saw her in her morn of hope , in life's delicious spring,

A radiant creature of the earth just bursting on the wing ;

Elate and joyous as the lark, when first it soars on high,

Without a shadow in its path—a cloud upon its sky.

" Years came and went-we met again , but what a change was there !

The glassy calmness of the eye, that whisper'd of despair :

The fitful flushing ofthe cheek-the lips compress'd and thin-

The clench ofthe attenuate hands-proclaimed the strife within !"'

MARIA was in the possession of all that birth

and fortune could confer ; she was the only

daughter of affectionate parents, by whom her

every wish was anticipated, and every delight

bestowed: through the first eighteen years of her

existence she had passed without a single care,

without experiencing a single regret. Amiable

as she was good, every one loved her ; and Maria

loved all that partook of that divine essence of

virtue, from whose fountain her own heart had

been supplied. Then she was happy-then she

was innocent-but, alas ! the scene changed ; a

serpent nestled among the flowers of her path,

and its poison vitiated all that was so lovely-

destroyed for ever the happiness of poor Maria!

I was present the very first night Maria saw

Captain Sydenham ; he had returned from the

Peninsula full of glory and honour ; his name

rendered him welcome to every society, and his

bland and courteous demeanour soon established

him a favourite with all men. He was the fel-

low-soldier, too , of Maria's brother ; had expe-

rienced with him the perils of warfare, and with

him returned to his native land to enjoy the re-

ward of his dangers and his toils. I saw him on

that eventful night, when he first entered the

family circle at ; that family whose happi-

ness he was destined to destroy-whose fairest

object was to be the victim of his artifices , and

to sink from her exaltation down to the very

lowest scale of misery. Never looked Maria so

eminently beautiful as upon that night ;-she

listened to the perils of the warrior, and the tear-

pearls, starting from her eye-lids, evinced the

interest she felt in the narration, and more forci-

bly set off the natural pensive cast of her com-

plexion. What breast could have harboured

feelings of evil towards her?-what being could

have cherished thoughts deadly to the purity and

holiness of that spirit which pervaded her fragile

frame? Sydenham was that man.

I marked the attention which was paid her-

the gallantries which Sydenham exerted ; they

were respectful, and the half-blushing girl, wel

comingeven while rejecting the incense that was

offered at her shrine, evinced that her young

heart was not indifferent to her admirer. On

that night I parted with Maria ; the next morn-

ing I quitted and returned to the metro-

polis.
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Still the recollection of what had transpired

the preceding night haunted me as I proceeded

n myjourney; the innocence of the blushing

girl , and, what to me appeared, the honourable

admiration of Sydenham, served to excite a train

ofthe most pleasurable reflections. I beheld, in

anticipation, Maria enjoying the love of her affec-

tionate husband, and imparting that pure felicity

to her own circle in after years , of which she was

now a principal instrument in her father's. In

this manner I passed away the time ; but other

thoughts soon erased the incident from my me-

mory, and Maria and her lover were thought of

no more.

Three years had elapsed since that period,

when one winter's evening, as I was sitting alone

in my drawing-room, my servant announced

that a strange-looking female desired particu-

larly to see me ; she was represented as being in

a state of complete destitution, and so feeble as

scarce able to raise her foot upon the threshold

of the door. Unable to conceive who the stranger

could be, 1 descended to the hall, but in what

terms can I express my feelings, when I disco-

vered in the person of the wretched wanderer-

Maria! Maria, she whom I had once beheld

enjoying all the happiness of life—Maria, the

innocent, the beautiful Maria, knowing no guile

herself, and dreaming not of guile in others ;

unacquainted with aught but good, believing

no evil could exist in the feelings or imagi-

nations of those with whom she was connect-

ed. Poor, mistaken girl , she learned the bitter

truth by sad experience ; her pure spirit be-

came vitiated by the contact of a fiend in human

shape-too truly she believed-too early was a

victim !

The tale of Maria is soon told. Sydenham, the

gallant Sydenham , was a villain ; he won the

heart ofthe guileless girl-he bore her awayfrom

her home of innocence-of happiness ; and for a

time she enjoyed the dream of felicity , but that

dream soon vanished , and the dreadful reality of

her situation became apparent. Too late she

awakened to the delusion-too late she found her

error ; that she had been betrayed when she

thought her happiness most secure ; that her

hopes had been placed upon a fragile reed ,

which, now that the storm and tempest of suffer-

ing burst upon it, broke, and all her joys were

dispersed, and scattered away to the winds of

heaven-perished, as though they had never

been !

" Thus,thus too oft the traitor, man , repays fond woman's

truth;-

Thus blighting, in his wild caprice, the blossoms of her

youth :

And sad it is, in griefs like these, o'er visions loved and lost ,

That the truest and the tenderest heart must always suffer

most!''

Sydenham was a gamester, and he experienced

the gamester's luck-he was ruined, lost his

commission, and became a beggar, and Maria

wasforsaken;-she who had once drunk only of

the bright cup of life , was now destined to pay

the forfeit ofher error, and to drag on her weary

existence in shame, in penury ! The home of

her father would even then have received her-

a drooping mother even then would have wel-

comed back the wanderer-and her penitence

have partially redeemed her crime. But the

distracted girl dared not revisit the scenes ofher

innocence-she could not meet her father's eye-

she could not bear the gentle tones of her mo-

ther's voice ; no, no, her heart was breaking , she

was perishing—she could not now bear the meet-

ing of her parents !

What had Maria left then-but to die ! She

was abandoned-was forlorn ; " she could not

work-to beg she was ashamed ." In this state,

she sought my house ; in this state of wretched-

ness she wandered through the sleet and snowof

a winter's night, chilly, homeless, without a friend

in the wide world to whom she dared apply for

succour. It is impossible to describe her appear-

ance-it was evident that her spirit was fast

progressing to its last home, and that ere long

she would be mingled only with those that had

once been. "Maria !" exclaimed 1 , in astonish-

ment. The afflicted girl shrieked at the mention

of her name, and fell, in an agony of grief, upon

the ground ; tears prevented her utterance ; she

pressed my hand with fevered emotion-strove

to express her sorrow-but her words were ab-

sorbed in her agony-her aspirations buried in

her shame ! She was immediately conveyed to

a chamber, and every assistance procured that

was conceived she needed. Imagining the fear-

ful truth, I sent an express to her parents ; they

arrived but to receive the last words of the dying

girl-to award to her their forgiveness- to press

her once more in their aged arms-to kiss once

more that pale cheek which had once bloomed so

brightly-to soothe her, comfort her, prayfor

her! If the penitence of the guilty is of avail-

if the prayers of the righteous can absolve the

errors of their suffering child-the spirit of poor

Maria has been received to that blessed sphere,

where neither care nor sorrow is known- where

the spirit of innocence, purified from its earthly

taint, rejoices again in all its brightness- where

the beautiful and the good commune together-

where the wicked troubleth not, and the wan-

derer is at rest. Maria is in Heaven!

THE SUPERIOR MAN.

THE superior man looks at his situation and

acts accordingly. He concerns not himself with

what is above his station. If he possess riches,

he acts as a rich man ought to act. If poor, he

acts as a poor man ought to act. To a stranger

he acts the part of a stranger. If a sufferer, he

acts as a sufferer ought to do. The superior man

enters into no situation where he is not himself.

Ifhe occupy an inferior station , he does not court

the favour of his superiors. He feels no dissatis-

faction. Above, he grumbles not with Heaven

-below, he feels no resentment towards man.

Hence the superior man walks at ease, waiting

the will ofHeaven. But the mean man walks in

dangerous paths, and covets what he has no right

to obtain.-Confucius.
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ROSE MALCOLM.

BY MRS. BALMANNO.

THROUGH lonely valleys deep and wild,

With summer herbage thickly piled,

Rose Malcolm walks alone :

Attempting oft with silvery sound ,

To lure again her wandering hound,

Deep in the greenwood gone.

In vain she calls : her thrilling words

Are answer'd but by warbling birds,

Or echoesfrom the rock ;

Till on a sudden, from her cheek

The colourfades-for voices speak

As though her tones they mock.

List'ning she stands, as pale and mute

As when she fear'd Sir Evan's suit

Should with her sire prevail:

And now her terror who may tell?

Forthat same knight, known but too well,

Rides swift o'er down and dale.

Andby his side his henchman bold,

Gaunt as a night-wolfofthe wold,

And dreaded as his lord ;

Whose fiery courser , strong and proud,

With arched neck and neighing loud

Comes trampling o'er the sward.

Nigh as theycome, the maiden's form ,

Like flower that folds before the storm ,

With terror sinks-when, lo !

From a dark thicket springs her hound,

With crouch, and whine, and joyous bound,

Disporting to and fro.

Meanwhile the horsemen hovering near,

Hold parle awhile, with eyes that sear

The modest maiden's gaze-

Who scarce their flushing looks has scann'd,

Ere from her locks a silken band

Sheto her hound displays.

Then with a wild and thrilling cry,

Of "Home!" she flings the pledge on high,

One moment views his speed-

The next, is to Sir Evan press'd ;

And o'er a scorched mountain's breast,

He spurs his flying steed.

Onward they rush o'er mount and moor,

O'er hill and heath, till noon is o'er,

When from a death-like trance,

The maid awakes with piercing scream ,

Beholding, though as in a dream ,

A chieftain swift advance.

On! on! He comes ! 'Tis he-her sire,

His teeth close-clench'd, his soul on fire ,

His sheathless blade in hand;

Beneath whose first resistless blow,

The savage henchman falling low,

Expires upon the sand.

And whilst the recreant's charger flies,

With falcon swoop he wrests the prize

From fell Sir Evan's grasp ;

Holding at bay the furious knight ,

Who, wild with rage, puts forth his might

Towin her from his clasp.

Fruitless his toil : ne'er shall he set

That pearl upon his coronet ;

For now o'er hill and plain ,

The Malcolm's Gathering proudly swells,

And loud and high, at intervals

Is heard the clansmen's strain.

Near as they come, the blaze ofstrife

Less fiercely glows ; Sir Evan's life

Sinks fast beneath the sword;

And his last grim and baleful glance,

Beholds the chieftain's clan advance

To hail their victor Lord.

POPULAR JUDGMENT.

MEN of learning are very apt to undervalue

the taste andjudgment of the vulgar, as they are

called, especially in the fine arts. Yet no persons

are more familiar with nature than people of this

class . The best pictures and statues are those

which are the most natural. Apelles was accus-

tomed to expose his paintings in public that he

mighthearthe criticisms ofthe passersby, ofwhich

he often availed himself. Malherbe consulted his

servant, an old woman, on the music of his

verses ; and Moliere , his housekeeper, on the

propriety of his characters. It is related of An-

nibal Caracci that he formed his opinion of two

pictures of the martyrdom of St. Andrew, by

Dominichino and Francisco Albani, from seeing

an aged female and her daughter standing a long

time surveying the picture of Dominichino, and

Onepassing that of Albani without notice.

thing is certain , the common people are not led

astray by fashion , which is as often the parent of

a bad taste as of a good one.

EFFECT OF COLD ON CHILDREN.

DR. TREVISAN has been making researches

in Italy, principally at Castle Franco, analogous

to those of Messrs. Villerme and Milne Edwards,

in France. The conclusions at which he arrives

are:-In Italy, of one hundred infants born in

December, January , and February, sixty-six die

in the first month, fifteen more in the course of

the year, and nineteen survive ; of one hundred

born in spring, forty-eight survive the first year;

of one hundred born in summer, eighty-three

survive the first year; of one hundred born in

autumn, fifty -eight survive the same period. He

attributes this mortality of infants solely to the

practice of exposing them to the cold air a few

days after their birth, for the purpose of having

Dr. Trevisan, asthem baptised at the church.

well as MM. Milne Edwards and Villerme,

calls the attention of ecclesiastical authority to

measures suited to put a stop to such disasters ,

without, however, violating the precepts or prac-

tice of religion.

D 2
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THE WARD.

A PETITE COMEDY-IN ONE ACT.

DRAMATIS PERSONAR.

LORD ELMWOOD.

LORD FREDERICK.

DR. SANDFORD.

SERVANT.

MISS COURTNEY.

SCENE I -A rich saloon-large door at the bottom-two smaller ones on each side of it. In front, on the right, a table

covered with a handsome cloth.

DR. SANDFORD AND LORD ELMWOOD DISCOVERED.

Dr. Sandford. Yes, I repeat again-you did

wrong.

Lord Elmwood. But, my dear Sandford-

Dr. Sandford. In two instances- first in con-

senting to become a guardian, and in the second

by taking for your ward a female of eighteen.

Lord Elmwood. How could I do otherwise ?-

the daughter of an old friend.

Dr. Sandford. No matter, you could-you

ought to have refused-you might have alleged

twenty reasons. At thirty, one is yet a young

man. In short, sir, the celibacy to which you

are devoted, the vows you have pronounced,

your character and station , all demanded that

you should have declined.

Lord Elmwood. Recollect that-

Dr. Sandford. Yes, I do recollect that the

order of Malta counts you among its first mas-

ters. This title alone, imposes on you duties and

obligations-a severity of principles and conduct,

from which you have derogated by this conduct.

Lord Elmwood. But-

Dr. Sandford. Strive not to exculpate your-

self-1 will not listen to you. Perhaps, you

think, because you are a wealthy and powerful

lord, that he who was only your tutor at Oxford ,

uses a liberty of speech which neither his poverty

nor situation allows. Well, let us part, and you

will no longer be troubled with the officiousness

of an old man, who will not restrain his language

even before a Lord.

Lord Elmwood. Be assured, my dear pro-

fessor, I have too nice a sense of the dignity of

the human character, ever to endeavour to con-

trol any one's independence, or to regard him as

less than a sycophant, who tamely coincides with

me in every thing; but I would wish to discuss

this subject coolly and dispassionately.

Dr. Sandford. Oh, yes , certainly-the ques-

tion and answer as in our theological and other

disquisitions.—(with irony .)

Lord Elmwood. There it is now-those sub-

jects on which you exercised such talent at col-

lege, have-

Dr. Sandford. (Scornfully) You are very

good.

Lord Elmwood. Have given you the habit of

controversy and discussion-You are rarely of

the general opinion , and , if I were not fearful of

making you angry, I should add—

Dr. Sandford. Proceed I pray you-I shall be

enchanted to hear the truth.

Lord Elmwood. That while you are goodness

itself, you appear oftentimes as if you scorned

not only me, but my ward, Miss Courtney-You

always contradict her-you are never of her

opinion.

Dr. Sundford. That is , because she is never

of mine ; but you, her guardian, are blind to all

that is notto be commended inher-you see only

her perfections.

Lord Elmwood. And you , Sandford , sce only

her defects- She has them, I acknowledge ; for

where is the person who is faultless ; but they

pertain to youth and inexperience-to her for-

tune and beauty which have attracted around a

crowd ofyoung men and passionate adorers , who

flatter and caress her ; but at the side of these

light imperfections which strike your eyes, what

excellent qualities do you not perceive?

Dr. Sandford. Now the very warmth with

which you defend her, is what I blame more than

all-you who were formerly so calm , nay , even

grave to a fault. Not less do I censure the

liberty you leave to a young person of her age.

Lord Elmwood . Liberty ! do not our usages

authorise it. Heavens ! what is it you would

make of me !

Dr. Sandford. It is the custom of London, I

know ; but not the better for that. In France ,

for example, it is not thus a young girl is brought

up-she never quits her mother.

Lord Elmwood. And what is the consequence

-their happiness is often sacrificed at the shrine

of a parent's avarice-nourished in solitude they

become victims of splendid misery.

Dr. Sandford. Well, well-but how will you

justify the assiduities of Lord Frederick, so well

known for his gallantries and duels, and who

having been at Paris for three months, believes

himself a model of taste and fashion to all Lon-

don-this coxcomical officer who has made all his

campaigns in the boudoirs of the ladies, or in the

boxes of the Opera. Well, this butterfly is the

declared lover of Miss Courtney-all the world

says so ; and no one can doubt of her preference

for him over all her admirers.

Lord Elmwood. I thank you for this informa-

tion. You well know for some time I have

sought a husband for her-already she has re-

fused twenty-and although Lord Frederick is
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1not the person I would have selected , as he is of

noble family and illustrious birth-and, as you

say, beloved by her, I have only to give my con-

sent, and make her happy.

Dr. Sandford. You'll make her miserable-

he is unworthy the consideration of a woman of

sense. But, here she comes-

Miss Courtney. (Without) Carry those vases

and porcelains into my boudoir, and take care

you break nothing. Here, Thomas, bring along

this picture with me.

ENTER MISS COURTNEY, FOLLOWED BY A SERVANT CARRY-

ING A PICTURE.

Miss Courtney. There, lay it on the table.

Good day, my Lord , good day. How have you

passed the night? [Exit servant.

Lord Elmwood. Well, very well , I thank you:

but have you just returned ?

Miss Courtney. Yes. I have been to the auc-

tion with Lady Sydenham—it was charming- it

was delightful-we were three quarters of an

hour in getting from the carriage—such a crowd

-the whole world was there-nothing but noise

and confusion. Miss Arabella whom you know,

and for whom you have a particular admiration-

Lord Elmwood. Miss Arabella ! -you say this

in badinage, surely-

Miss Courtney. Don't interrupt me, guardy-

Poor Miss Arabella suddenly fainted , overcome

with the delightful racket, without changing

colour ! he ! he ! he!

Dr. Sandford. What levity and folly!

Miss Courtney. Hey? who's that-You there ,

Mr. Sandford-Oh ! I ask your pardon , sir ,

(turning towards him and curtseying profound-

ly.) Positively , Doctor , if I hadn't seen, I could

have wagered it was you who uttered those

words, from the ordinary good-nature of your

observations. Permit me to express my thanks.

(ironically. )

Dr. Sandford. I would rather see you profit

by them.

Miss Courtney. Well now, I declare that's

very kind ofyou ; but you sha'n't make me angry

this morning-I am too happy to be in ill -hu-

mour with any body. You can't imagine what

handsome things I have purchased at auction.

My Lord, among others, I bought this picture,

of which I have heard you say so much-the

portrait of the Grand Master of the Order of

Malta.

Lord Elmwood. How?

Miss Courtney. The Grand Master of the

Order-see-(going to the table . )

Lord Elmwood. This is indeed an unexpected

surprise (examining the picture.)

Dr. Sandford. A piece of flattery! as if the

desire of creating in you this surprise , was the

only motive that took her to the auction-She

went, because she knew all London would be

there to captivate by her presence, and court

attention by her airs-she went, because she

knew Lord Frederick would be present.

Miss Courtney. And pray, why not ? ofall our

beaux and gallants he is the wittiest and most

diverting ; he has the most taste-the pride of

ladies and the envy of his sex. I know he flatters

-but then I don't believe half that he says--but

he is such an amusing creature.-We're going to

a race, to-day, Doctor, and if it will not offend

your dignity, to accompany us, you may see him

in all his attractions , and judge for yourself.

Lord Elmwood. A race !

Miss Courtney. Yes, for a wager of ten thou-

sand guineas-nothing else has been talked of,

for this month past- but, you must excuse me,

gentlemen, for I have but little time to devote to

my toilette-(going.)

Lord Elmwood. Remain an instant, Miss

Courtney. As your guardian-as your friend-

it is necessary that I speak to you on a subject

very important.

Dr. Sandford. I will retire- (going. )

Lord Elmwood. On the contrary , I desire you

to be present at our conversation . I may wish

you to aid me with your counsel.

Dr. Sandford. I will remain then ; for the

least desires of Lord Elmwood are orders for

me.

Lord Elmwood. (Handing chairs) Miss Court-

ney be seated- (they sit . ) From the time you

have been under my care, which is now two

years, while I have remarked in you much levity

and lightness of conduct, I have been pleased to

observe your extreme frankness. It is that I

nowinvoke ; it is that alone which should dictate

your answer to the question I am about to

propose to you-Tell me, is it true, as I am told,

that you love Lord Frederick ?

Miss Courtney. Truly, my Lord , I am as

much astonished at so singular a question , as I

am surprised at the tone in which it is asked . I

have never before seen you assume an air so cold

and severe.

Dr. Sandford. The tone is nothing-your

reply-yes, or no.

Miss Courtney. (With dignity) Is it you, or

my guardian I am to answer?

Lord Elmwood. It is I-I alone- Well , why

do you hesitate?

Dr. Sandford. Why? why? It is very plain :

it is because she loves him.

Lord Elmwood. Pray, reply ! Do you love

Lord Frederick ?

Miss Courtney. (Coldly) No , sir.

Dr. Sandford. How ! you do not love him?

Miss Courtney. (In a firm and resolute tone)

No, sir, I do not love him.

Dr. Sandford. I do not believe a word of it.

Lord Elmwood. And from what reason ?

Dr. Sandford. I cannot say ; but I am sure

she deceives us.

Lord Elmwood. For myself, Miss Courtney,

I have no pleasure in doubting your sincerity-I

believe you ; but I also ask, why you have, for so

long a time, encouraged the addresses of this

young man.

Miss Courtney. I know not.- I could not,

perhaps, explain the motive my self.

Lord Elmwood. It is, however, necessary,

that you should immediately decide on naming
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him as your future husband, or forbidding his

visits.

Miss Courtney. I would much rather that he

should continue them.

Dr. Sandford. And for what?

Miss Courtney. Because he amuses me with

his agreeable tattle.

Dr. Sandford. (Rising) O ! shame ! Such

coquetry is despicable.

Lord Elmwood. (Rising, as also Miss Court-

ney) Well, Miss Courtney, I require that you

will forbid Lord Frederick the house.

Miss Courtney. I promise it , my Lord.

Lord Elmwood. From to-day.—

Miss Courtney. From to-day-(then suddenly)

-Yes, I would promise ; but this race, fromthe

sight ofwhich I have anticipated so muchpleasure,

will not let me I have dreamed of it at night—

I have promised Lord Frederick, and his aunt

Lady Seymour, to accompany them to the course

to-day. I dare not break my word ; for you

know, sir, that an anterior engagement-

Lord Elmwood. And, to those you make with

me, I suppose, you attach no importance ?

Miss Courtney. Much-very much, if you do

yourself; but the present merits it so little , that

I cannot believe, my Lord, that you who are so

good and indulgent-

Lord Elmwood. Indulgence is oftentimes

weakness- Miss Courtney 1 have made known

to you my desires .

Miss Courtney. Your desires-

Dr. Sandford. Yes ; and it follows, that you

must obey them-ifyou were my ward-

Miss Courtney. (With dignity) If I were your

ward, sir,-1-

Dr. Sandford. Well, what would you do ?--

Miss Courtney. I should certainly go to this

race.

Lord Elmwood. And I positively forbid your

going to it to-day. Miss Courtney-I prohibit it

-mark me.-(exit by the right door.)

MissCourtney. What is it I have heard-such

language-it is the first time-angry with me !

Dr. Sandford. It pains you , no doubt- but

you know his will , and you have only to obey.

Miss Courtney. (With dignity) If I obey, sir ,

'tis notfrom fear of his resentment, but from fear

of afflicting him by my disobedience.

Dr. Sandford. Excellent !

ENTER SERVANT.

Servant. A gentleman below desires to know

ifyou are at home.

Miss Courtney. Who is it?

Servant. Lord Frederick, ma'am.

Miss Courtney. Lord Frederick ! O! admit

him by all means.

Dr. Sandford. Miss Courtney, you have been

told to forbid his visits ; but you can inform Lord

Elmwood-where is he now?

Servant. Shut up in his library, sir, busily en-

gaged in reading some important documents he

has just received. He cannot see anybody.

Dr. Sandford. Then say to Lord Frederick,

Miss Courtney is not at home.-(servant going .)

Miss Courtney. Stay, George-Dr. Sandford,

I should be pleased to know, by what authority

you give orders in this house.

Dr. Sandford. In the absence of Lord Elm-

wood, Miss-

Miss Courtney. It is I alone who command.

I have the right, and I will use it. (To servant)

Say to Lord Frederick , I shall be charmed to see

him. Go-and do as I order you.-(exit ser-

vant.)

Dr. Sandford. What audacity ! Is it thus you

brave the commands of your guardian?

Miss Courtney. It is to him alone, sir , that I

will account for my conduct.

Dr. Sandford. Follow your own inclination,

ma'am-l leave you to yourself. [Exit.

Miss Courtney. Excellent ! he he ! he !-I

have put him to flight, and the field is my own.

ENTER LORD FREDERICK, WHO SALUTES HER RESPECT-

FULLY.

Miss Courtney. Lord Frederick ! I did not

expect the pleasure of this visit.

Lord Frederick. I should not, my dear Miss

Courtney, have taken this liberty, but by supe-

rior orders. An important message which my

aunt, Lady Seymour, has charged me to trans-

mit to you-I am bound to obey ; for the com-

mands ofthe ladies , you know—

Miss Courtney. Oh, I know, Lord Frederick

is gallantry itself.

Lord Frederick. Yes, yes, I owe it all to my

three months ' stay in Paris. Our grave and

formal ladies seeing all at once in me a gen-

tleman, whose manners were mingled with

Parisian taste and address, were struck and

captivated by my air. It is true, it has cost me

several quarrels with some jealous husbands , to

support my character with eclat; but at length,

I have perfectly succeeded in acquiring the

title ofafat.

Miss Courtney. A Fat!

Lord Frederick. Yes, a fat-it is a French

word, which signifies a man loved of the ladies-

the mirror of fashion-the model of exquisite

taste and refined manners. The expression is

original with us, and I glory in being the first

who has introduced it. Since I have run three

men through the body, and received two thrusts

of the small sword in my arm, there is no one

who dares dispute my title to it.

Miss Courtney. I dare say not.

Lord Frederick. O, yes-there is one-I had

forgot-Lord Clarendon , my uncle, as starch and

stiff an old curmudgeon as is to be found in the

'three kingdoms-English-true English, " from

top to toe, from head to foot ;" who has no taste for

French manners- besides we are at variance :

would you believe it , the testy old rascal has

refused to discharge my debts.

Miss Courtney. (Laughing) Have you many

then ?

Lord Frederick. Yes ; since my return from

Paris ; because, you see, in order to outrival

plebeian imitators, my expenses are enormous.

Afat always expends double his income ; but as
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soon as I am married, I will become reason-

able.

Miss Courtney. Hadn't you better commence

a little earlier-but, you forget Lady Seymour's

message.

Lord Frederick. Egad, so I have-a la bonne

heure-Itis your fault ; before you I forget every

thing.

Miss Courtney. But that you are afat.

Lord Frederick. Exactly. Lady Seymour,

then, will call in an hour hence, and take you up

for the race.

Miss Courtney. Impossible ! Return, and tell

her 1 am unable to accompany her.

Lord Frederick. What is it you say-and for

what reason ?

Miss Courtney. For a very grave one--I have

a headache which tortures me horribly.

Lord Frederick. Headache !-ma foi! Since

my return from France, I swear I have never

seen you look so divinely beautiful.

Miss Courtney. Well, then , to satisfy you , I

am not permitted.

Lord Frederick. Not permitted ! Whothen

shall hinder you? O ! I know, Lord Elmwood-

who is as austere as an Italian guardian.

Miss Courtney. Speak not disrespectfully of

him, sir. Since my infancy he has watched over

mewith the tenderness of a father-the solicitude

of a friend. In the midst of circumstances the

most difficult, his prudence has preserved and

augmented my patrimony. To his cares I owe

my life. He is, sir, perfection itself- but your

pardon, I speak in a strain you do not under-

stand, and, I only beg that you will respect,

without comprehending him.

Lord Frederick. I perceive that you speak of

him as if his merit was incomprehensible ; and I

firmly believe the reports of him .

Miss Courtney. Of him ! and what does the

world say?

Lord Frederick. What ! havn't you heard ?-

They say that this grave guardian of yours,

whose perfection is of so exalted a character,

is as prone to love as a simple mortal.

Miss Courtney. Of whom, pray?

Lord Frederick. It is said-I know not how

justly-that Miss Arabella, that cold and severe

prude, is the object of his daily thoughts and

midnight dreams.

Miss Courtney. Miss Arabella , it is not possi-

ble. Youforget that Lord Elmwood is amember

of the Order of Malta, and that the vows he has

taken prevent him from ever marrying.

Lord Frederick. True, but they do not pre-

vent him from being in love, for all that. In

Paris, now, it makes no difference . A prude

has always attractions for a sage. I see how it

is. He knows she will be at the race to-day,

he will follow her thither, and for fear that you

should perceive his attentions to his dulcinea,

has commanded you to remain at home.

Miss Courtney. Do you really believe it.

Lord Frederick. Religiously-as truly as I

believe myself to be a fat. But you shall go in

spite ofhim; and we'll enjoy a heartylaugh at his

expense. It will be the most brillia

seen--the rich landeaus-splendid

the grand cavalcades-the magnificer

thousands offemales, vieing each other i

of person and dress-the sounds of the

instruments-the wavingof feathers-all, al will

make it the most seducing spectacle ever seen-

grace it by your appearance, and every eye will

be riveted on you-every one will proclaim you

the belle of the day.

Miss Courtney. Your description charms me,

and, if I thought Miss Arabella would be there-

Lord Frederick. She will-1 know she will-

she promised Lady Seymour to be there.

Miss Courtney. Then I will go- and I will

force my guardian to permit me to accompany

you.

Lord Frederick. You have made methe hap-

piest of men. I run to tell Lady Seymour, and

will return immediately with her. Adieu- adieu

-I will be back in an instant. [Exit.

Miss Courtney. He is right. Lord Elmwood

is my guardian, but he is not my master ; I am

not his slave. What, if he dare refuse me-I will

go without his permission-why should I ask it?

He is in his library, and will not know of my

absence. I will run to my toilette. The new

dress I ordered for to-day is the handsomest thing

in the world. My hat perfectly unique. i shall be

charming, and destroy the happiness of Miss

Arabella.-Now, now to prepare.-Ha ! Lord

Elmwood.

ENTER LORD ELMWOOD.

Lord Elmwood. Heaven be praised, I still see

you here.

Miss Courtney. Why, sir? (Aside) Offended

pride support me now.

Lord Elmwood. I heard the noise of a car-

riage, and feared it was yours . Pardon me for

having suspected you. I see by your dress that

you have no idea of disobeying me. I thank you

Miss Courtney ; for your disobedience would

have been an offence I should not have pardoned

-if you knew how unhappy it makes me to

appear angry with you, how much it costs me to

treat you with severity-

Miss Courtney. You treat me with severity-

no ! never.

Lord Elmwood. I have already reproached

myselfwith what has happened to-day. In re-

garding the contentment and submission depicted

on your countenance, it seems to methat we have

changed parts, and that it is I alone who am

culpable.

Miss Courtney. My Lord !

Lord Elmwood. I must have appeared to you

this morning in the light of a tyrant, who, with-

out recollecting your tastes and your youth,

imposed privations , and interdicted you from en-

joying amusements so natural to your age ; but

deign to listen now, and permit me to justify

myself in your eyes.

Miss Courtney. What you , you my Lord , jus-

tify yourself before me!

Lord Elmwood. Yes ; your reputation has

been confided to me, and for which I am respon-
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sible-it is the richest dowry I can offer to him

who becomes the happy object of your choice.-

I would give it to his hands whole and exact as

your patrimony. It seems to me, my dear Miss

Courtney, that the assiduities of Lord Freder-

ick-

Miss Courtney. Lord Frederick ! I thought

my Lord, I had said I did not think ofhim.

Lord Elmwood. But did you say so from the

bottom of your heart? Perhaps you were with-

held, by the presence of Dr. Sandford, from

speaking plainly. Fearful, perhaps , that with

his usual bluntness ,he would ridicule your choice;

but you are alone with me ; —with your friend—

before whom you need have no reserve--with

one who would willingly yield up his life for you,

and who, unasked , assures you of his consent.

Come, speak-why do you not answer me, my

child-fear nothing-1 shall always be happy in

the knowledge that you are so.

Miss Courtney. I am go now; for never have I

felt so sweet a sensation, as the friendship you

have testified for me has excited in my bosom.

Lord Elmwood. Well, then, answer me, shall

Lord Frederick be the husband of your choice?

Has he received from you any hope?

Miss Courtney. Lord Frederick is not the

person I would choose. I have never encouraged

his addresses ; my only desire is , to remain with

you as I am, and of obeying you in every thing.

Lord Elmwood. Obeying me ! Well, then I

immediately require a proof of your submission

-of your esteem. Make your toilette and go

with me to this race. I will attend you.

Miss Courtney. Oh ! I am not worthy of so

much kindness , I do not merit it , indeed I do not

-This fete will now be odious to me. Permit

me to remain, and pass the day with you at home.

Lord Elmwood. You will accuse me of being

an enemy to your pleasures.

Miss Courtney. Yes, if you insist upon my

going.

Lord Elmwood. If such is really your wish.

Miss Courtney. Yes, my wish-my desire-I

have no other.

Lord Elmwood. You enchant me. We will

remain, and to you and Sandford , I will commu-

nicate a very important affair for me-ofa change

in my fortune.

Miss Courtney. Speak quickly ! What hap-

piness for me to know, that you think me worthy

ofyour confidence.

ENTER SERVANT.

Servant. Lord Frederick.

Miss Courtney. Lord Frederick. O , heavens !

I had forgotten.

ENTER LORD FREDERICK.

Lord Frederick. (Bowing to Lord Elmwood)

Your lordship's most obedient. (To Miss Court-

ney) How, Miss Courtney , not yet ready? The

ladies , below, are waiting impatiently for you. I

claim the honour of giving you my hand. (To

Lord Elmwood) All arranged, my Lord, I sup-

pose. Do you go with us?

Lord Elmwood. Whither?

Lord Frederick. To the race to be sure. Miss

Courtney has promised to take me for her cha-

peron.

Lord Elmwood. You her chaperon ?

Miss Courtney. Yes, my Lord, but that was-

Lord Frederick. O , I'll accept of no excuse,

positively none--I have your word—even here,

not thirty minutes back.

Lord Elmwood. To-day ! here ! Have you

paid her a visit before , this morning.

Lord Frederick. Yes, here, in this very place.

Lord Elmwood. (In a low voice to Miss Court-

ney) You receive his visits after having promised

-Ah ! Miss Courtney .

Miss Courtney. Allow me to explain.

Lord Elmwood. It is useless now. Heretofore

a single word would have sufficed ; but, now I

have lost all confidence in you.- Go-depart with

Lady Seymour and your chaperon.

Lord Frederick. Ah, you are the model of

guardians. Come, Miss Courtney, let us be

gone.

Miss Courtney. No , Sir. (Looking at Lord

Elmwood) I hope soon that you will deign to

listen to me. Lord Frederick, pray make my

excuses to Lady Seymour and the ladies ; for,

decidedly, here will I remain. I will not leave

the house to-day. [Curtseys and exit.

Lord Frederick. A moment Miss Courtney-

she's gone-refuse to attend a race , which but a

minute past seemed to possess such charms for

her. What does this mean ?

Lord Elmwood. That she has changed her

mind-nothing more.

Lord Frederick. ' Sdeath ! it is not natural,

neither I , nor the ladies shall be dupes of such

conduct--her answer was dictated by you. And

the consent which you gave apparently so freely,

was only an artful pretext.

Lord Elmwood. A pretext ! I would have

you to understand my Lord, that I am master

here, and when I command, every one obeys ;

but, supposing, as you say, that I wanted a pre-

text, it seems to me that I have no occasion

to resort to one ; for, as the guardian of Miss

Courtney, I have the right of prohibiting the

visits and assiduities of a young man, of whose

intentions and motives, I am, as yet, totally ig-

norant.

Lord Frederick. If, sir, I have hesitated to

declare myself, it is because circumstances have

forbidden it. I am soliciting a regiment, which

I have not yet obtained , and am at variance with

myuncle, Lord Clarendon, who, I fear, at present,

would refuse his consent ; but, since you require

it, my Lord, I formally demand the hand of Miss

Courtney in marriage. I declare to you, that I

love her-that I adore her-that I am loved in

return.

Lord Elmwood. What reasons have you to

believe that she loves you ?

Lord,Frederick. Because I am irresistable-

No lady, I fancy, can view my figure and address

with indifference. That she loves me, I have

read in her eyes-in her expressions ; but if after
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this avowal you refuse a match as brilliant as

honourable-modesty a part, because in such

affairs truth should be above all-I shall begin to

believe a report, which, to your honour, I have

refused to credit-

Lord Elmwood. And pray what is it, sir?

Lord Frederick. That you are in love, not

with Miss Arabella , but of your ward.

Lord Elmwood. Know, sir, that in my situa-

tion such a doubt is an offence.

Lord Frederick. As you will, my Lord ; but

if I am deceived , it is necessary that you should

prove it to me; for notwithstanding the severity

ofyour principles, I avow I have no confidence

in the protestations of a hypocritical guardian.

Lord Elmwood. And I, sir , happily for you ,

attach no importance to the language of a-fât.

Lord Frederick. Afat-allow me to ask how

you use that expression . No matter.-Yes , sir ,

I am a fat ; for it is my pleasure, and I can not

see why, in England, which is a land of liberty,

one should not be what one pleases. I am a fat,

because I like the title, and I should be happy to

know what there is in it that displeases you.

Lord Elmwood. You will have much to do,

my Lord, ifyou quarrel with all those who are

of my opinion. If you please, my Lord, inform

me ofyour desires.

Lord Frederick. Then, my Lord , let me this

day, nay immediately, have your consent to

marry your ward.

Lord Elmwood. Even now, sir, you acknow-

ledged that your uncle, Lord Clarendon , refuses

his consent.

Lord Frederick. It's immaterial , we can do

without it ; for I declare to you that notwithstand-

ing your tyranny, Miss Courtney shall be mine;

and sooner than she shall submit to your oppres-

sion, I-I will carry her off from this place.-

(putting on his hat.)

Lord Elmwood. (Putting on his hat also)—

Carryher off !-Carry off Miss Courtney !-This

is too much. Sir , if I did not respect the sanctity

of my own house, I should have ordered you

turned into the street by my servants ; but you

stand in need of a lesson, and I will take care to

reserve to myself the teaching of it. There's

the door-quit my house, sir.

ENTER DR. SANDFORD.

Dr. Sandford. How now ! what's the matter?

Lord Frederick. Only a little affair concern-

ing Miss Courtney, with my Lord here.

Lord Elmwood. Leave us, my worthy friend

-we will soon settle our difference-

Dr. Sandford. If there is any dispute, ' tis

better I should remain. My Lord , (to Frederick)

there are some ladies at the door, who seem im-

patient at your stay.

Lord Frederick. I had forgotten-'tis Lady

Seymour, my honoured aunt. I will make my

excuses, my Lord , and in a quarter of an hour,

will be in your garden with a friend. [Bows and
exit.

Dr. Sandford. Whatdoes he mean? Is it with

you he would fight?

Lord Elmwood. (Coolly) Yes-it is with me.

Dr. Sandford. Can it be possible, that you

are so weak.

Lord Elmwood. Hold , Sandford. There are

no means of preventing it-my honour-that of

Miss Courtney demands it.

Dr. Sandford. Miss Courtney ! Yes , I could

have sworn that she was the cause of all.

Lord Elmwood. You are deceived. I have

angered the young man-1 threatened to turn

him out of doors , and between gentlemen, such

language cannot be borne.

ENTER MISS COURTNEY.

Miss Courtney. What, what is the cause of

this disturbance ?

Dr. Sandford. It is you, Miss Courtney , that—

Lord Elmwood. (Interrupting Dr. Sandford)

Sandford-I conjure you.

Dr. Sandford. Nay, my Lord , I will speak-

your honour demands it. I will not see you

quietly risking your life, without endeavouring

to prevent the consequences that may occur by

your exchanging shots with a professed duellist.

Miss Courtney. Heavens ! what is't you say?

Dr. Sandford. That he is about to fight with

Lord Frederick, in your defence.

Miss Courtney. For me ! O-support me-

Lord Elmwood. (Supporting her) She faints.

Miss Courtney. No, it is over now. But tell

me, I implore you , is it on my account that you

are going to meet Lord Frederick ?

Dr. Sandford. Yes, for you. To risk his life

for a woman-but he is deaf to my prayers. (To

Lord Elmwood) I have a plan-I will place my-

self in your stead-I am old , troublesome, and

good for nothing; if I am killed, I shall not be

missed, and, after I am gone, perhaps you will

sometimes think of your old preceptor, and the

last lesson he gave you.

Miss Courtney. (Taking him by the hand)-

Dr. Sandford-Dr . Sandford , 1 ask your pardon

if ever I have offended you.

Dr. Sandford. Offended me! No , child , no .

What say you to my proposition , my Lord.-

(Looking from the window) Your antagonist is

in the garden-your answer (Lord Elmwood is

about to go) Surely, my Lord, you will not go!

Lord Elmwood. My friends, my dear friends,

an instant of reflection must convince you that

this combat will not take place ; but, if it should,

this alarm is useless ; consider howfew duels are´

really fatal.

Miss Courtney. But this may be. Do not-do

not, my Lord, meet him, or 1 shall never again

know a moment's happiness ; and should you be-

come his victim-my death will follow yours.-

Renounce, I implore you, your cruel design , if

you value my peace ofmind.

Lord Elmwood. My honour, as well as yours ,

Miss Courtney, demands an explanation.

Miss Courtney. (Aside) There is but one way

then left. (Aloud) I blush with shame , but dan-

ger renders the avowal necessary. I love Lord

Frederick.

Lord Elmwood. Whom?

Miss Courtney. Lord Frederick.

Lord Elmwood. I cannot conceal, Miss Court-
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ney, that I am profoundly affected with so many

contradictions and apparent untruths.

Miss Courtney. Spurn me-disown me--I am

not worthy of your esteem-from this moment

abandon me.

Lord Elmwood. No. Happily, this confession

will enable me to secure to you that settlement,

which it has been my constant study to procure

you. Yes , Miss Courtney, I promise not to de-

ceive you ,though you have so often deceived me.

From this moment, Lord Frederick runs no

danger. At the price of the world entire , I

would not now harm a hair of his head. Sand-

ford , I presume you will permit me to retire.-

Adieu. [Exit.

Dr. Sandford. Miss Courtney, without wish-

ing to pain you, I , who for a long time have made

the human heart my study, (particularly that of

females,) would ask, only for my information , why

you,who refused Lord Frederick for a husband,

when offered to you unconditionally, have now

expressed your attachment to him .

Miss Courtney. Ask me nothing, Dr. Sand-

ford, I am so troubled and afflicted that I have not

confidence to reply. What an opinion must the

noble and generous Lord Elmwood have of me.

(A pistol fired without) Ha ! has he then fought ?

(Sandford runs to the window) Quick ! quick !

tell me, is he wounded ?

Dr. Sandford. Who? Lord Frederick ?

Miss Courtney. No, no , Lord Elmwood !

Dr. Sandford. They embrace--they separate

-Lord Elmwood comes this way.

Miss Courtney. Heaven be praised ; but are

you very sure that nothing has happened to my

guardian-to him, to whom I owe every thing.

Dr. Sandford. He is here to answer for him-

self.

ENTER LORD ELMWOOD.

MissCourtney. Ah ! is it you , my Lord, what

has happened ?

Lord Elmwood. Assure yourself that your

lover has run no danger.

Dr. Sandford. But the report we heard?

Lord Elmwood. In receiving the fire of Lord

Frederick , I gave him the satisfaction which he

demanded.

Dr. Sandford. And forfeited your word.

Lord Elmwood. No, for in refusing to fire at

him, I kept the promise I made to Miss Court-

ney, not to expose his life.

us.

Dr. Sandford. And does not yours belong to

Lord Elmwood. (Taking his hand) Your par-

don, I forgot I had a friend remaining. Miss

Courtney , I have informed Lord Frederick, that

you accept him for your husband.

Miss Courtney. O Heavens ! he knows it

then.

Lord Elmwood. I also added, that this mar-

riage had my free concurrence. You should

have seen with what transport he threw himself

into my arms and craved my pardon.-Well,

Miss Courtney, what do you say?

Miss Courtney. Nothing, my Lord. I am

satisfied-I am happy. I have spared the days

of him who was precious to me.

Lord Elmwood. Yet, you tremble still for

him, and your eyes are moist with tears. Be

consoled-this day makes you a wife.

it.

Miss Courtney. So soon ! -Did he require it?

Lord Elmwood. No, it was I , who demanded

Miss Courtney. And I supplicate you to defer

it, for at least some weeks.

Lord Elmwood. Not a day-not an instant

should your happiness be deferred ; besides to-

morrow, early, I quit England.

Miss Courtney. My Lord !

Lord Elmwood. Yes. Particular affairs call

me to Italy. The Pope has absolved me from

my vows. I am no longer Master of the Order

of Malta. This is the news, Miss Courtney, I

intended to communicate to you. It now only

rests with me to obtain the consent of Lord Cla-

rendon, the uncle of Lord Frederick, to the

union of his nephew with you.

Miss Courtney. My Lord-

Lord Elmwood. Well, haveyouany command

to prescribe , any thing to ask of me ?

Miss Courtney. No-none-1 only meant to

say I was ready to obey you in every thing.-

(Aside) I am miserable.

Lord Elmwood. Farewell, then- I'll soon re-

turn. [Exit.

Dr. Sandford. Heaven be praised all is at

length satisfactorily arranged, and now I hope,

Miss , your heart is at rest.

Miss Courtney. Oh ! I am so unhappy !

Dr. Sandford. How's this ! in tears-you that

are betrothed.-You who are about to wed the

man whom you love.

Miss Courtney. What if I love him not ?

Dr. Sandford. What does this mean-more

contradictions.

Miss Courtney. Dr. Sandford-Dr. Sandford,

deign to listen to me.

Dr. Sandford. No, Miss Courtney-I have

already heard enough.

Miss Courtney. Hear me only this once-I

cannot wed Lord Frederick-I love another.

Dr. Sandford. Another ! Can it be possible ?

Am I to doubt the truth of my own eyes? Have

I not witnessed your tenderness for Lord Fre-

derick ? Your alarm and consternation at the

time of the duel?

Miss Courtney. It was because his life was

menaced, whom I only value. Are you so blind ,

Dr. Sandford-do you think I took no interest in

Lord Elmwood !

Dr. Sandford. Lord Elmwood ?

Miss Courtney. Yes, yes, I revere him—it is

he only I ever loved .

Dr. Sandford. What is it I hear-at such a

time too-after this duel.-After having given

your word. Why did you not declare your

passion before?

Miss Courtney. How could I , when my guar-

dian was not free to listen to it-it would have

been an offence. The idea itself was a crime,

and får from avowing my love, I sought to con-
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ceal it from myself. Hence my inconsistent and

contradictory conduct. The admiration that I

courted-the dissipation and extravagance in

which I indulged , were means used to dispel his

image from my mind-but far from forgetting

him , I found just in proportion to my efforts to

banish him from my thoughts , my passion aug-

mented, and my unhappiness increased.

Dr. Sandford. Truly your behaviour appears

very paradoxical.

Miss Courtney. I am doubtless very culpable ;

but I suffer exquisite agony. I have no friends

-none in whose bosom I can confide my afflic-

tions and ask for consolation. You-you, Dr.

Sandford-my good Dr. Sandford , be my guide

-my counsellor-what ought I to do?

Dr. Sandford. Poor young girl , you are come

to me in the hour of affliction, and I will not be-

trayyour confidence. Since you love Lord Elm-

wood, avow it to him. No longer a Knight of

Malta, he is now free to marry.

Miss Courtney. Him! to him ! I should die

with shame. After what has passed, he would

believe that I trifled with him, and listen to me

with deserved scorn.

Dr. Sandford. Permit me then-

Miss Courtney. No, no-bury what I have

communicated in oblivion , as I shall endeavour

to banish him from my recollection. The wife

ofanother-absent from him-time or death soon

will ease my aching heart.

Dr. Sandford. (Aside wiping away a tear)-

Poor child poor child !

Miss Courtney. Ah! I hear a carriage.

Dr. Sandford. 'Tis Lord Elmwood's without

doubt. Take courage and open your heart to

him-

Miss Courtney. Never-never-

Dr. Sandford. Well , well, as you will. [Exit.

ENTER LORD FREDERICK, BY THE LEFT.

Miss Courtney. Lord Frederick !

Lord Frederick. Yes ; I have flown hither on

the wings of love, to claim my prize. I have

just quitted my uncle, Lord Clarendon as I,

trembling, presented myself before him , whom

do you suppose I sawthere?-bymyveracity, no

less a personage than your guardian, Lord Elm-

wood, who was pleading my cause. My uncle

has pardoned me--he consents to our union, and

what's better than all-to pay my debts. In

consequence of which, there is to be a general

jollification among all my tailors and creditors ;

and, furthermore, to express their felicity, I am

credibly informed, they intend to have a grand

illumination to-night.

Miss Courtney. Lord Elmwood did not return

with you then ?

Lord Frederick. No, he is gone to the Minis-

ter to solicit a post for me. Positively he is the

best of guardians, andthe most generous of men;

and there is nothing that I would not do for him

now,except renouncing you. O ! here he comes ,

I fear by his melancholy appearance, he has

been unsuccessful. Well, my Lord ?

ENTER LORD ELMWOOD.

Lord Elmwood. I have succeeded to your

wishes.

Lord Frederick. The Minister has appointed

me? I am then a Colonel?

Lord Elmwood. Yes, see. (Giving him a

paper) There is nothing now to prevent your

happiness All is ready-let us go.

Miss Courtney. A moment sir. Are you still

determined to leave us to-morrow.

Lord Frederick. I hope, sir, you will be in-

fluenced by our prayers.

Lord Elmwood. I must not, sir. As guardian

ofMiss Courtney it is my duty to conduct her to

the altar. That done I must leave you . (Rings-

enter Servant) Ask Dr. Sandford to come hither.

(To Miss Courtney) 1 have chosen him as the

witness-if you disapprove of him-ifyour hate

to him-

Miss Courtney. I hate nobody-I have no

cause to hate any one.

Lord Elmwood. You appear troubled-you

are in tears.

Miss Courtney. How can I restrain them at

the idea that we soon shall be separated , perhaps ,

forever.

Lord Elmwood. But you will always be re-

membered. Before we part, for the last time

listen to the counsels of a friend. Be virtuous,

love thy husband-faithfully perform the duties

of a wife, and in thy household never give way

to violence of feeling. Let reason govern you

in all things ; for its power can triumph over

every difficulty. Come, embrace me for the last

time. (Miss Courtney bursting into tears throws

herself into his arms.)

ENTER DR. SANDFORD, PERCEIVING THEM.

Dr. Sandford.

ney in his arms !

arranged then.

What do I see ? Miss Court .

(To Lord Frederick) All is

Lord Frederick. Yes ; to be sure it is.

Dr. Sandford. How came she to declare her

passion for her guardian ?

Lord Elmwood. (Together) What is it 1

Lord Frederick. Shear?

Miss Courtney. How couldyou ?-they are still

ignorant of the truth. (To Dr. Sandford.)

Lord Frederick. The mystery is at length

explained.

Lord Elmwood. Can you suppose sir, that I

Lord Frederick. My Lord , I know you to be

the noblest of men. You and Miss Courtney have

secretly cherished a passion for each other, and

you have not hesitated to sacrifice your peace of

mind in bestowing her upon me. You have

loaded me with benefits and obligations . You

have spared my life-reconciled me with my

uncle and advanced my fortune-and I a rival.

Do not suppose me unequal to the task of ac- -

quitting myself. I will surpass you. (Tenderly

regarding Miss Courtney) I love her-I adore

her-I would die for her-she is mine, you have

given her to me. (Joining the hands of Miss

Courtney and Lord Elmwood) Take her-she is

yours. (Lord Elmwood rushes into the arms of

Miss Courtney-Picture-Curtain falls . )

E 2
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THE SEASON.

THE insect world , now sunbeams higher climb,

Oft dream of spring, and wake before their time.

Bees stroke their little legs across their wings,

Aid venture short flights where the snow drop hangs

Its silver bell, and winter aconite

It- butter-cup-like flowers, that shut at night,

With greenleaffurling round its cup ofgold ,

Like tender maiden muffled from the cold:

They sip and find their honey dreams are vain,

Then feebly hasten to their hives again.

The butterflies by eager hopes undone,

Glad as a child come out to greet the sun,

Beneaththe shadow of a sudden shower

Are lost-nor see to-morrow's April flower.

FRAILTY OF FEMALE BEAUTY.

FROM THE POEMS OF CAREW.

BEAUTY'S sweet , but beauty's frail;

'Tis sooner past , 'tis sooner done,

Than summer's rain or winter's show ;

Most fleeting when it is most dear-

'Tis gone while we but say ' tis here.

Those curious locks so aptly twined,

Whose every hair a soul doth bind,

Willchange their auburn hue and grow

White and cold as winter's snow.

That eye which now is Cupid's nest

Will prove his grave, and all the rest

Will follow :-in the cheek, chin, nose,

Nor lily shall be found, nor rose.

THE ORNAMENTAL ARTIST .

TEMPLE, OR COTTAGE BOXES.

The covers of these may be made to resemble

in shape the roof of a cottage, or temple. In the

former case, the lower part of the box must be

10

b

longer and rather narrower, and

the cover be made of four pieces

only;-two in a triangular shape,

as fig. 10, a, for the ends, of the

same breadth at the bottom as the

ends ofthe lower part of the box ;

and two others, as b, forthe sides, equal in length

to the sides of the box, and in depth, to that of

the sides of the triangular pieces. If it be in-

11. tended to make the box

in the form of a temple,

the lower part maybe cut

in a square or an oblong

shape, either in front or

at the sides. The top is

made nearly as the pre-

ceding one, except that

triangular pieces of less

depth must form the front and back, as fig. 11 ,

c, and broader pieces for the sides of the box,

as d.

12

DIAMOND BOXES.

Another variety of shape is the diamond. For

a box in this form, the front and back must each

consist of two oblong pieces, cut exactly alike.

Theyare first to be joined

together at the edges, and

then fastened by their

lower binding to thesides

of the bottom, which

should be diamond-shap-

ed, andhaving eachofits

sides equal to the length

of each of the oblong

pieces for the front and back. The cover may

be either flat, and cut in a diamond shape, or it

may be made of four triangular pieces, of equal

size, and corresponding in breadth with the

pieces at thefront and back : it should be tacked

to the corner, in the centre of the back, and the

two stays fastened to each end (Fig. 12.) It is,

however, better to make it moveable.

LANDSCAPES, &c. ON TRANSPARENT SCREENS.

Landscapes , that will appear like beautiful

sepia drawings, for the embellishment of screens ,

may be made in the following manner :-Draw,

and then cut in paper, any kind of building, ta-

king care to keep it in good perspective. On

the parts where the shadows fall , paste pieces of

paper, varying in thickness according to the

depth of the shadows, from coarse brown paper

to thin post. Round the mouldings of the win-

dows, &c. paste narrow slips ; and , ifthe requisite

depth of shade should not be produced, paste

other slips of equal or less thickness, until the

part is deepened to the proper tone. Foliage,

water, and clouds, may be very effectively indi-

cated by the same means ; the shape of their

shadows being cut out and pasted on as above

directed ; and where these shadows become

deeper, other pieces of paper of a less size are

to be cut out and pasted on as before; thus, not

only the mere masses, but all the variations of

light and shade may be produced ; as, also, the

nice gradations and soft blending of one into

another, as well as the abrupt projections. A

moonlight view produces the best effect when

the shadows are sufficiently strong, which may

be ascertained by holding the work opposite a

good light. Paste it between thin paper, and at

the corner from whence the light proceeds, put

a round spot of oil or varnish, to imitate the

moon. The landscape may also be improved by

putting a little varnish round the edges of the

lightest parts with a camel's-hair pencil. It may

be formed into screens, and decorated and

strengthened in the manner described under the

head of Transparent Screens. It is scarcely ne-

cessary to observe, that the landscape can only

be seen when the screen is held up between a

light and the spectator ; nothing, however, must

be drawn or fixed to its surface ; but the edges

may be elegantly embellished.

.
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MIRANDA D'ARAGON ;

A TALE OF THE INQUISITION.

"COME, some more wine," said Miranda.

"Letus drink to-night-to-morrow we may sleep

the long sleep."

" Let us rather to rest," said Henrico St. Lo-

rent, " andgather strength for to-morrow's work.

Have you no accounts to settle with conscience,

Miranda ?"

"Accounts ?-yes ; and that is precisely the

reasonwhy I would drink and forget."

'Twas the eve of the battle of Blenheim : the

mind of Miranda was overwhelmed by an extra-

ordinary incident. For some days previous , a

gipsey woman had pitched her tent amongst the

troops, and, in her double capacity of suttler and

fortune-teller, had conveyed something to Mi-

randa's ear which depressed him more than the

circumstance of an approaching battle was in

itselflikely to do. A friendship had been culti-

vated between Miranda and St. Lorent ofno or-

dinary growth. The former, therefore, after

some hesitation , consented to unburthen his mind

to his comrade.

"I am not your countryman , St. Lorent, nor

has my name always been Miranda d'Aragon. I

am by birth a Spaniard. I will say little of my

wild, passionate youth, but come at once to the

subject on which I would unburthen my heart,

and claim of your friendship the last request I

have to make. To fulfil a mother's wishes I was

about to adopt a monastic life, when I accident-

ally became acquainted with a young lady who

wasalso totakethe veil. The similarity of our fate,

the repugnance we both felt at our destined mode

oflife , drew our hearts together by ties to which

persecution but gave strength. By the assistance

of a female companion , who beheld with sacred

sympathy her mistress's affection , I contrived to

effect her escape, though the poor and faithful

girl was left behind. We fled to a solitary val-

ley in the mountains of the Lower Pyrenees. 1

had carefully guarded against any trace of disco-

very, and heard nothing of pursuit. We lived in

this retreat in a happiness known only to those

who love, to the forgetfulness of an exterior

world.

" But my restless mind was not to be satisfied

for ever in seclusion . By degrees I ventured

from our asylum to partake of the pleasures of

the chase. My imprudence showed my pursuers

the way to our abode. I was watched and disco-

vered. Returning one day across the mountains

I looked down from the heights , and beheld with

horror our little hut surrounded by soldiers . Isa-

bella was carried of by an escort of troops, whilst

others guarded the passes of the valley to secure

me. My courage failed . The knowledge of the

punishment that awaited the crime of having

carried off a noviciate from a convent, rendered

it impossible for meto advance. Like a recreant

I fled , leaving my poor Isabella to her fate. I

proceeded to a frontier town of France, where I

met a recruiting party, and enlisted as a common

soldier. Myknowledge of the French language

and numerous acquirements , gained me favour

and distinction. I was rapidly promoted , and ,

after ten years service , obtained the rank of cap-

tain ; and should have , perhaps , continued to ad-

vance, had not an extraordinary circumstance

happened, which overthrew my schemes of am-

bition, by holding out to me again the phantasm

of love—a feeling to which my heart still clung.

"In a skirmish with a squadron of the enemy

I was dangerously wounded , and left behind at

an obscure village till I recovered. As I lay

helpless in inexpressible torments on my bed , 1

prayed heaven to give me relief, or instant death.

A gipsey woman named Zagurina-the lame hag

who sells provisions in our camp-inhabited a

shed of the house in which I lived. She had with

her a remarkably fine , half-grown girl, who to

me appeared an angel. She seemed to attach

herself to me, and I felt such an interest in her,

that her presence alone contributed to my con-

valescence. An indescribable sensation of de-

light took possession of my soul whenever she

was near me. The old woman appeared to re-

gard my attachment towards my young nurse

with pleasure, though she always kept at a dis-

tance herself. Scarcely, however, was I restored

to health, when she came one morning into my

room, and said she was obliged to take her leave

of me! I heard these words with grief and dis-

may ; for I could no longer live withoutthe child ,

and, entreating her to leave her with me, I threw

down a purse of gold.

" No, Sir,' said she, looking kindly at me, ' I.

do not sell my child ; but, on condition you will

behave to her like a father, she may remain with

you. In the course of time, I will return to claim

her. '

"Ashamed of my offer I put away my gold,

gladly promised every thing that the old woman

required, who then left us. At first, the girl was

in great distress at finding herself thus forsaken

by her mother ; but my caresses tranquillized

her, and she became glad of my affection . She

filled up the dreadful chasm in my heart, left by

Isabella, whom I sometimes thought of with the

utmost anguish. I had no other idea than that of

always keeping the girl with me, and contem-

plated with trembling the moment of the gipsey's

return. This made me form the resolution to

make her irrevocably mine, and to hide herfrom

the world till a fit period should arrive. In a re-

tired spot I have brought her up , where the heart

I have moulded is now being cultivated, and in

which I yet hope to find that peace and happiness

which is the principal object of my life."

" And yet you have a second time left all that
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is dear to you," said Henrico, " to follow the tu-

mults of a noisy camp !"

"The love of glory, I confess, has again roused

my dormant passion for a soldier's life . I cannot

lose the opportunity of acquiring fame. She

whom I adore will not regret to see me return

covered with honours. I will then make her

mine for ever, and to peace and tranquillity con-

secrate the remainder of my days. Could I but

destroy the recollection of the past, my happiness

would be without alloy ; but the gipsey who in-

fests our camp has got possession of a secret of

mine. She comes from Spain to be a spy upon

my actions, and she will cause my ruin ; but the

spectre shall be driven away before my nuptials. "

Henrico promised to see the gipsey, and to en-

deavour to make her give an account of herself.

" Good," said Miranda, " but to my purpose,

and I shall go into battle with a lighter heart.

You are rich and independent , and will most

likely when the war is over , retire from the scr-

vice ; promise me then, by the friendship you

bear me, at the conclusion of the campaign , to

endeavour to find out Isabella, and to make my

peace with her. I can never return to Spain

more !-promise me this, and you will restore

peace to my mind. Take this ring the gipsey

gave me it was once Isabella's ; wear it on your

finger, ' twill remind you of your promise. And

now touch cups, comrade ; here's to a happy

meeting, after the victory !"

Henrico slowly placed Isabella's ring on his

finger. At this moment the gipsey peeped

through the curtains of the tent.

"Welcome ! hag," cried Miranda , " you come

in right time! The tent was quickly opened,

and the gipsey dragged in.

" Now," cried Miranda, " I will penetrate the

inmost recesses of your heart, or tear your secret

from your bosom !"

" That would help you little," replied the old

woman, " butwhatdo you wish toknowfromme?"

"Where got you the ring you slipped on my

finger, yesterday, and wherefore pronounced ye

a certain name so carnestly ?”

"Sir!" replied she, "I stole neither; they were,

however, lost, and I think that I have brought

both jewels back to the right master."

" I want not your presents," said Miranda,

" but do not drive me to extremities ; tell me who

you are, and what you know of me?"

"We will exchange inquiries," said Zagurina ,

"confess to me, and I will then answer you.

What have you done with my daughter?"

"Juggler, she is nothing more to you-she is

mine! nor shall you ever initiate her into your

scandalous profession !"

" That is no business of yours," said the old

woman, "I earnestly request you will deliver to

me my daughter.-I, her mother, reclaim her

from you."

Miranda laughed with bitterness. " No ! we

will not push matters so far ; the girl is mine,

and no power on earth shall take her from me !"

"Give her to me !" said the gipsey, " and I

will permit you once more to contemplate this

eye," drawing a morocco case from her bosom,

and presenting it to him open.

Miranda snatched the picture from her hand,

stared wildly at it, and the name of Isabella es-

caped his lips ; but he threw the minature from

him with horror, and seizing Zagurina, he ex-

claimed, " Confess , sorceress, where didst thou

learn my fatal history?"

" Sir, you are mortal," said she, with great

earnestness, " your lips may to-morrow be closed

by the seal of death, I therefore here first require

of you intelligence of my child ; if you refuse it

I will go hence, andseek other interference. The

whole camp shallknow who the fugitive Miranda

d'Aragon is."

"No ! I will free myself from your clutches !"

Upon this, Miranda drew his sword , and in his

rage would have pierced the gipsey to the heart,

had not his arm been withheld by Henrico.

Za-

At this moment an orderly entered the tent, to

summon all the officers to head quarters, to re-

ceive their final instructions for the battle.

gurina recovered herself, and said to Henrico,

" I thank you, sir ; he would not have killed me !

He only thinks I wish to deprive him of my

daughter, but he does not deserve the child , and

is a stranger either to love or fidelity. I have,

besides, a sacred right to inquire what is become

of her. You are the friend of this arrogant,

haughty man ; I entreat you to procure me news

of my child; the peace of many hearts depends

upon it, and I do fear a something dreadful to

think of!"

Henrico somewhat revolted at the violent

conduct of Miranda, but the orders to assemble

at head quarters caused the party to separate.

The battle commenced on the following morn-

ing, along the whole line. It proved a most de-

structive day; victory deserted the French ban-

ner, and many a gallant Frenchman's breast was

trodden on by the mettlesome hoof of the war-

horse. As Henrico rode hastily across the field ,

he observed at a distance a woman kneeling be-

side a wounded man, and recognised him to be

his friend Miranda bathed in blood : near him

was the gipsey tearing her hair. On discovering

Henrico she stretched out her hands and called

to him, imploring his assistance , but he durst not

remain—he was obliged to push forward, and was

denied the satisfaction of closing the eyes of his

dying friend.

The obstinacy of the battle had cost theFrench

many lives , thearmy required recruiting ; officers

were consequently despatched into the interior

of France to procure recruits. Henrico was

amongst the number. In this pursuit he entered

a smalltown, situated on a chain ofwooded moun-

tains near Bagneres. Here a fine young man

he had enlisted made his escape. He employed

every means to discover the deserter, and went

himself, with a party of his men, into the moun-

tains in search ofhim. Every spot, every ravine ,

every hut was examined, and on perceiving a

neat little cottage in a distant valley, he proceed-

cd towards it with the same intention . Two

females dressed in mourning sat under the shade
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of a large chesnut tree before the door ; they

appeared much perplexed as Henrico approach-

ed, and whilst the elder seemed to be remon-

stratingwith the younger, the latter advanced to

the officer and asked him with an air of inquie-

tude what his wishes were ?

" Do not be uneasy , young lady," said Henri-

co, " wewill not be very troublesome to you , our

visit is but short ; we are only in quest of a de-

serter, and must beg permission to search your

house."

"That is what I suspected ," said the young

lady, " and precisely on that account I wish to

speak a few words to you alone !-I will spare

you the trouble of search," said she , tremblingly,

" and frankly confess to you the young man is

concealed in this house , but you will not easily

discover his place of concealment !"

Henrico misunderstood the girl, and answered

quickly, " he did not wish to withhold the re-

ward"-

The young girl looked at him earnestly, her

cheeks reddened with a deep blush ; then, after

a pause, she continued , " I hold you to your word,

and thoughyou have misunderstood me, I require

a high price."

" Well, and what is it?"

"The freedom ofthe youth!"

"Oh !" said Henrico, smiling, " that is going

too far, my lovely girl ! Your lover must come

forth, otherwise I shall begin the search, and may

probably in the end carry offhis sweetheart too !"

The girl stepped proudly back, and said, with

warmth, " I have no connection with the fugi-

tive ; if I have built too rashly on your generosi-

ty, 'tis owing to what he related of your humani-

ty."

" That is well ! but in this affair, I may not act

according to the dictates ofmy heart, but for the

good ofmy country !"

" Good," said the girl ; " if you have that in

view, I will soon convince you that the country

is as much in want of good citizens as of good

soldiers!" She then related howthe young man

had brought upon himself the hatred of one of

the magistrates whose oppression he had endea-

voured to resist : howhe and his family had, in

consequence, been reduced to poverty : how two

brothers had been already sent to the army, and

he, the last and only support ofhis aged parents,

just on the point of presenting them a daughter-

in-law, was almost torn fromthe altar to be given

up as a recruit , merely to gratify the spirit of

revenge. She described with tears in her eyes

the wretchedness of the parents, and the forsaken

bride ; and concluded with the assurance that

had he not accidently come to the cottage she

would have sought him to implore the freedom of

the youth.

Henrico listened with attention , then walked

hastily up and down. "Youmaybein the right,

dear girl," at last said he, " but the manhas been

publicly delivered to me, and I cannot be privy

to his escape."

66

I know how to manage that also," said the

girl ; " suppose he could find two substitutes ; he

has assured me he knows many who would wil-

lingly be soldiers , if they could get a good boun-

ty."

"Yes, if he can substitute two fine young men

for himself I will discharge him. But, as he is

poor, how will he procure the bounty?-1 sup-

pose from his lovely mediator !"

"No," said the girl , and her eyes filled with

tears, " I cannot help him ! I am even poorer

than he, yet I once conceived the idea that he

might procure it from you."

"From me?" cried Henrico, astonished. " The

money I have with me belongs to the king, I can-

not dispose of it according to my own fancy."

" It was not on that fund I depended !" she

timidly replied ; " I was told you were rich and

benevolent ; to those who have heart and means,

I think we may apply with confidence. "

Henrico looked at her, surprised, and asked ,

with earnestness, " Who will guarantee, should I

give the money, that the man will not run off with

it, and then laugh at me?"

" 1 " answered the girl ; " I have confided in

you, do I require too much that you should con-

fide in me? Agrce !" said she, holding out her

beautiful hand.

Henrico took it in token of consent, looked

long with emotion at her dark eyes, and said, " 1

trust in you ! Here is my purse, give it the

young man, and conduct him to me-but I will

not hear a word from him about it."

Henrico took leave, and begged to be allowed

permission to revisit the tranquil abode of this

lovely girl, whose eyes were filled with tears of

gratitude. She held out her hand to him in

silence .

St. Lorent did not long absent himself, he has-

tened again to the solitary cottage, and was

kindly received. The day was sultry, and feel-

ing fatigued by his long ride , he begged a draught

ofwine. The young girl looked with embarrass-

ment at the old woman, who shrugged up her

shoulders, and went covered with blushes into

the house. "Whenshe was gone, the old woman

began to speak : " The poor child," says she,

" feels herself much perplexed that she has no

wine to offer you , as we gave our last bottles to

your soldiers the other day. You doubtless, sir,

find every thing here elegantly arranged , but we

have lost our benefactor from whom all this pro-

ceeds, and I must confess to you that we are now

living in a degree of poverty, to which we have

not been accustomed."

At this moment the girl returned , bringing a

glass of milk. " This is our wine !" said she,

smiling as she offered it ; " this will also refresh

you!"

Henrico drank the milk with avidity, assuring

her it was more delicious than wine! She now

related that the young man had kept his word,

and had sent the two recruits. The whole oc-

currence was again talked over, and thus the

hours passed lightly away till evening came, like

anunwelcome guest. Mira, whichwasthe name

oftheyoung girl, went in to fetch some fruits for

supper, at which time the old woman took the
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opportunity to repeat her distressed situation ;

upon which Henrico had the courage to force

her acceptance of a purse of money. She took

it, but as she said, only as a loan, and invited the

donor to dine with them the next day, promising

to prepare him a more comfortable repast.

When Mira returned , the old woman told her of

having invited Henrico for the next day. She

gently shook her head; " we ought in truth not

to invite you unless you can be content with very

frugal entertainment ?" Henrico declared there

was a sufficiency of every thing. "Leave me

alone, child," said the old woman, triumphantly,

"I will take care that nothing is wanting."

Henrico often repeated his visits, and soon

found out he was only happy when hastening

over the mountain path to the abode of Mira.

The beautiful garden which surrounded it, and

the appropriate arrangements of the interior,

rendered it a most delightful residence, and

showed the taste of the possessor. The present

indigence ofthe two females appeared to be only

ofrecent date. Henrico, in his intercourse with

the inhabitants of the cottage, became astonished

at the strength and polish of Mira'smind. United

to a purity and simplicity of manner, she possess-

ed an extensive knowledge of the different

branches of the sciences. He expressed his sur-

prise, upon which Mira began to speak with en-

thusiasm of her benefactor, " Alas !" said she,

66 no one is rendered so poor as I by this frightful

war, for it has thrown me at once forlorn and

helpless upon this wide world ! ”

But Henrico swore secretly she should not be

forsaken, for in this solitary valley he first felt

the sensation of love ! The time of his stay had

nearly expired, he daily expected orders for his

return ; pecuniary assistance he could not leave

behind,for even the old woman would not accept

of any more, and the timid Henrico yet dared

scarcely to confess to himself, much more to the

girl, the attachment he had conceived for her.

Thus glided away two golden months, during

which he saw Mira every day. His recal to the

army at length arrived, he had long expected it,

yet it came upon him like a thunderbolt ! After

making the necessary preparations for his depar-

ture, he went early on the following morning to

Mira. " Oh,you are very good to come so early !"

said she, running to meet him ; " you are come

to stay the whole day with us, are you not?"

" Yes," answered Henrico , " but it is also the

last!" he then told her of his recal to the army.

Mira burst into tears , confessed with candour

that she was forced to weep , as she felt it was

her fate to be separated from every one that was

dear to her. Henrico extended his arm towards

the girl ; drew her to his bosom , and confessed a

mutual affection. He explained his independent

situation, promised soon to resign his rank in the

army, and painted a happy future in glowing co-

lours. Mira said, " I willingly believe you ; I am

not insensible that you love me for myself, for

you have never asked me who or what I am?

Oh! that I were a child of this valley ! but I know

not to what country I belong, and the dark mys-

tery ofmy birth stands like a spectre bymy side !"

Henrico tranquillized her, and said ; " I hold

thee in my arms, thou precious pearl, and ask

not what sea produced thee !"

" Well," said Mira, " you must at least see the

features of the person who protected me when a

poor child, educated me, and formed me to be

worthy of your affection." She took him by the

hand, led him into a room he had not yet seen,

and showed him a full length picture.

" My God !" said Henrico , shuddering, and

covering his eyes with his hands, " That is Mi-

randa d'Aragon !" It was now clear to him he

was standing in the sanctuary of his friend, and

that he had won a heart which could scarcely yet

have forgotten the lost lover ; in the agony of his

feelings , it appeared to him an artful, deep-laid

plan, that Mira, in speaking of this man who had

expressed so much love for her , had always spoken

of him as a father, and had never betrayed the

slightest hint of any warmer feeling. She was

just rejoicing that he knewher benefactor , when

she saw him rush from her as though horror-

struck ! She entreated him to explain the reason

ofhis grief! When he looked at her lovely inge-

nuous countenance, every suspicion vanished.

He related, without reserve, his connection with

Miranda, and what the latter had confessed to

him concerning his sentiments for Mira! " No!"

cried she, after some silence , " I have only loved

him as a grateful child ! I could never have be-

come his wife, and perhaps it is well that such

delusive hopes should end."

Mira now cast her thoughts sorrowfully back-

ward; the image of her benefactor, which had

hitherto held a place in her grateful heart, like

that of a father in the affections of his family,

now appeared strange to her, his features repul-

sive. While Henrico contemplated her, the

sweet thought again took possession of his soul,

that this girl had no earlier illusion to forget.

The old woman indulged herself in invectives

against Miranda ; she said " he had observed a

deep silence in all his affairs , and though he had

in his life-time provided them with every luxury

and comfort, he had now left them solely helpless

in the world."

Mira begged her to be silent, saying he was a

worthy man, and that his memory would always

be dear to her. "Youmaybe in the right," said

the old woman , " you owe him your education ,

but you must not forget that he stole you from

your mother !"

"No!" cried Mira, " I was confided to his care,

and often has he assured me he has vainly em-

ployed every means to obtain intelligence of my

parent."

"He has deceived you !" said the old woman.

" I know that he has taken care to remain un-

traced, and purchased this cottage to conceal

himself from the world till you became his wife !"

" Oh! my poor mother !" said Mira, sorrowful-

ly.-"-" Where will you not have sought your

child?" Henrico no longer doubted that he had

seen in the gipsey Mira's mother, and related

what he knew of her, but without touching on
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Miranda's former history. Mira was delighted ,

for she now hoped she should behold her mother

again, and related her own life. Her native

country, she thought, was most probably Spain.

She remembered having been brought up in a

great city, and to have gone often with her mother

to a convent, where she was always most affec-

tionately received by one of the nuns. The con-

vent was still so fresh in her memory, that she

was convinced she should know it again. When

she was about six years of age, her mother began

to travel with her ; it was then she first saw her

in the dress of a gipsey; she was also then dressed

in a similar manner. After a restless wandering

of many years, they had remained longer than

usual at a small town in France. Here , in the

house in which they last lodged, Miranda lay ill

of his wound ; and as he appeared lonely and for-

saken, her mother had , possibly out of pity, un-

dertaken to nurse him, in which occupation she

had assisted and when her mother, from some

inexplicable cause secretly forsook her, she clung

to him as her only protector."

As Mira finished the relation , the increasing

shadows ofthe mountain reminded Henrico that

he must depart. He promised to quit the service

the first opportunity ; to live only for her ; and

took his leave , with the assurance of being be-

loved.

St. Lorent returned to the army, and begged

his dismissal ; it was given to him with regret. He

immediately flew from the tumults of war, to the

solitary valley, the abode of Mira.

At the time of his return , the old woman, the

companion ofMira, laid on her death-bed. What

delight thrilled through the girl's brain, when she

beheld her lover so unexpectedly soon before

her, sayinghe was come to make her his forever !

The first pleasures of meeting over, the lovers

resolved to celebrate their marriage without de-

lay, to quit this solitude , and repair immediately

to Henrico's estate. During the preparation for

the nuptials, Henrico took up his abode in a

neighbouring village, in the cabin of the young

man, by whose means he had become acquainted

with Mira, and who was now a happy husband

and a father. The old woman died. Mira shed

tears of sorrow over her grave. A few days

after, a priest pronounced the marriage rites,

which bound the two lovers ; and Mira presented

the cottage, and all that belonged to it , to the

poor, but happy couple , whose hut had afforded a

temporary shelter to Henrico. They then left the

valley, taking withthem Miranda's picture alone.

While Henrico lived with his young wife in

tranquillity and happiness , in a beautiful retire-

ment, and forgot the world around him in the

felicity he enjoyed, peace dawned over Europe.

Amongst those who hastened to the friends and

homes they so long pined after, was Miranda

d'Aragon. He had been left severely wounded

on the field of battle , and had fallen into the hands

of the enemy, who, considering him a distinguish-

ed officer, had removed him to a very remote

place of security. Full of ardent passion for the

lovely being he had himself nurtured, he now

hastened in joyful expectation to the valley

where he had left her. But who can describe

his feelings when he saw strange people come

out to meet him from that dwelling to which he

had hoped to have been welcomed by a friendly

eye; and when he heard that the eldest of the

late inhabitants was dead, and that the youngest

was married to Henrico de St. Lorent, and gone

with him, no one knew where ! Pale and hor-

ror-stricken, Miranda slunk away like a repuls-

ed beggar, and threw himself down under a tree

on the mountain, from whence he could overlook

the valley beneath. Here, feeling himself irre-

deemably lost in wretchedness , he seized his dag-

ger to end at once all further illusions. But the

thirst of vengeance quickly arose in his wild and

fiery soul, and inspired him with a wish to live.

" No!" cried he, " perfidious wretch, thou

shalt not carry away, like flimsy booty, the hap-

piness I had amassed with so much pain ; thou

shalt not, with impunity, violate the sanctuary of

my home, and trample on my best hopes ! I will

find thee out, and, like the angel of vengeance,

holdjudgment upon thee !" He raised himself

up, and took the road to a neighbouring town ,

where he had placed his property in the hands of

a commercial house. Hethere purchased arms,

and hastened back to the valley with the deter-

mination to get possession of his estranged pro-

perty, either by money or by force ! He repre-

sented himself to the present inhabitants of the

cottage as a stranger so enchanted with the soli-

tude and beauty of the spot, as to be extremely

anxious to purchase it, and offered a sum so

much beyond its real worth, that he found force

unnecessary to obtain it. The money was paid

down, on condition the house should be immedi-

ately vacated, leaving every thing within which

formerly belonged to it.

He walked from room to room in the deserted

mansion, and entered the chamber, where once,

now no longer, hung his portrait ; here the an-

guish of his feelings overpowered his mind, and

he sank down, sobbing loudly, on the spot where

his Mira had bloomed in all the delusion of inno-

cence. Roused at last, by despair and revenge ,

he started up quickly, seized a sharp axe, and

rushed out to commence the work of destruction.

With violent rage he levelled every thing to the

earth; the fine fruit-trees fell, the flowers were

crushed, the bowers torndown, and having raged

about thewhole day like a maniac , he found him-

self, at eve, at the solitary spot where Mira's aged

companion lay buried. Here he exclaimed, in a

sepulchral voice, " Old woman, arise, and tell

me where I shall find the traitor ! Open once

more thy putrid and corrupted lips-and then

'may'st thou forever be silent !" He tore up the

green sod of the grave, and raved anew-but no

one heard his lamentations. A flight of rooks

alone gave answer, as they croaked above his

head, hastening, at the approach of night, totheir

woodedhome. Miranda now shuddered , as struck

by some dark presentiment, and hastened back

to the house. He here piled up every combusti-

ble, and set it in flames. "Here shall no swal-
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low more build her nest !" cried he, " henceforth

accursed be this spot !" The thick dense smoke

rolled through the apartments, and the flames

bursting through the falling roof, spread a fearful

gleam over the still darkness of night ; the inha-

bitants ofthe neighbouring villages were roused,

and came to render assistance . But, like a fiend,

Miranda ran round the burning building,driving

every one back with his naked sword , thus pro-

tecting the flames in their frightful ravages. Day

at length dawned on the smoking pile of ashes,

when he quitted the spot, and set out in the dis-

guise of a peasant, his mind bent on revenge, to

the paternal estate of St. Lorent, which was well

known to him, and where he expected with cer-

tainty to meet the young couple. But the present

possessor could give no information where they

were. Revenge drove the unhappy Miranda

from place to place, till the thought struck him,

that they had possibly gone to Spain. He deter-

mined, therefore, to bend his steps that way, and

thus once more entered his native land, after an

absence of twenty years ; he passed the threshold

of his birth-place, but, alas , no one knew him ;

new buildings were erected on the spot where

once stood his father's house ; strange and un-

known faces passed by him in the old and fami-

liar streets. Exhausted he sat down on a stone

in the market-place, and big, heavy, tear-drops

rolled down his cheeks. The church-door ofthe

Dominican convent, where he was first educated ,

was open; he entered it, and compared the days

he had passed here, with those spent in the wide

world ; he felt also the influence of the heavenly

peace which reigned around , and which seemed

to beckon and invite him to adore it. His rage

gave place to a deep sentiment of melancholy :

he knelt down before the altar, laid his burning

forehead on the step , and wept bitterly.

In this state the sacristan reminded him that it

was time to quit the church. Alas ! the prayer

hung on Miranda's lips rather to show him a

quiet cell in this peaceful cloister ! but he had

not powerto utter it, and went away. The more

forcibly did the remembrance of the wild career

of his youth take possession of his mind, the more

rapidly did the frightful storm of passion subside ,

which had driven him above the world and kept

his mind in constant agitation . The nextdayhe

walked back to the convent church, he entered

just as they were reading masses for the dead,

and heard the priest utter the names of his pa-

rents. He , saw their menacing spirits pass by

him.. He thought their curses pursued him, and

he determined on leading a life of penitence. He

hastened to the abbot of the convent, made

known who he was, and gave himself up as a cri-

minal and a repentant child to punishment. He

obtained pardon, and , after a short noviciate, at

his own request, was admitted into the order and

received the tonsure. The example of a sinner

voluntarily quitting the world, to return to the

bosom of the church, and bestow on it his pro-

perty, was too flattering not to be welcomed with

exultation instead of punishment.

Scarce a year had elapsed ere the monotony of

a convent life palled upon Miranda, and he

secretly wished himself in some active employ.

It chanced that the convent had business of im-

portance to transact in the capital. The choice

fell on Miranda ; they were aware of his expe-

rience and talent-he therefore set out for Mad-

rid, furnished with the necessary commission .

Every eye was fixed on the prudent and ener-

getic monk, and the convent was congratulated

on having so discreet and useful a member

amongst their number. In the mean time Mi-

randa formed an acquaintance with the Grand

Inquisitor, who soon conceived such a high opi-

nion ofhim, that he offered him a situation at the

tribunal of the Inquisition . Since love had van-

ished from Miranda's breast, he appeared as

though created for a cold-hearted cruel judge,

who could weigh and condemn, not according to

the actions of man, but from the innermost

thoughts of the soul. The immense power over

the lives and happiness of his fellow-creatures,

now placed in his hands , excited his haughty

spirit. He obtained the consent of his convent,

and became a member of the dreadful tribunal.

The work of horror and misery he was now en-

gaged in, shed akind of savage joy over his heart,

which was filled with hatred against all mankind

-so that the inquisitor had rarely to boast of so

stern and heartless a coadjutor.

Henrico de St. Lorent had now lived several

years in tranquillity with his Mira. They were

little aware of the evil spirit which wandered

about to seek them out and effect their ruin.

They thought Miranda long since mouldered in

the dust, or theywould not have given way tothe

irresistible desire which possessed them of visit-

ing Spain, to which Mira was prompted by the

desire of finding out her mother ; and Henrico

by his promise of secking out Isabella, and deliv-

ering the ring of one who was now laidlow in the

grave. They arrived at Madrid , determined to

remain there some time to prosecute their mu-

tual researches. One day as they were passing

bythe convent of the Sisters of Mercy, Mira

stood as though rooted to the portal, and assured

her husband that this , and no other, must be the

convent to which she had been so often conduct

ed, when a child. They entered the church, and

had not been there long, ere Henrico felt some

one touch his hand. On looking round he ob-

served itwas a lay-sister of the convent, he look-

ed at her first with astonishment, but when she

called him familiarly by his name, he recognized

byher voice, Mira's mother. Miraremembered

her the moment she spoke, flew into her arms ,

and called her by the tender name of mother!

But Zagurina led her hastily out of the church,

where she, in her turn, gave way to the delight

which overcame her. " I praise God that I see

you again," said she, " but leave me my children !

I have sacred duties to perform, on which de

pends your future felicity. Tell me where you

live, early to-morrow I will be with you She

dismissed them hastily, entreating them to re-

main tranquil till she saw them again.

The woof offate was nowbeing fast spun out :
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it so happened that a few minutes after they se-

parated, Miranda came out of the Palace of the

Inquisition , and recognized the well-known forms

before him. The terrific man stood pale and

trembling, fixing his basilisk eyes upon them

both ; Mira's excessive beauty, and the cheerful

countenance of her husband, showed him what

he had lost ; his newly awakened passion roused

him to the most dreadful resolution. " There

they are!" fell from his pale lips, " but they are

nowin my power !"

Miranda made a sign which his people under-

stood; ere they could regain their dwelling they

were seized on by the minions of the inquisition ,

and before they had time to conceive what was

required ofthem , the iron doors of separate dun-

geons had closed behind them.

In the full sense of his tremendous power, Mi-

randa swore their perdition ! The love he had

felt was not to be rendered an illusion to himwith

impunity-no one should rob him of his happiness

unrevenged! The two innocent beings were

given up to the judgment of the inquisition .

Miranda himself urged the accusation against

them. The principal crime of which Mira

was accused, was her being the daughter of an

infamous gipsey, and of her having induced

Henrico to marry her, and his initiation into her

blasphemous ways. As they could not deny they

had seen Zagurina principally under the disguise

ofa gipsey, little other proof was wanting. They

were pronounced guilty, and placed amongstthe

number of those condemned to death.

Miranda feasted on the despair of his victims.

The unfortunate pair were doomed to know by

whose hand they died ; they were. to know the

avenger who had risen, like a spectre from the

grave, to destroy their bliss.

As Henrico and Mira were conducted , after

their last examination , to their dungeons, Miran-

da ordered them to be first led to his apartment.

They entered at separate doors, and, on seeing

each other, rushed forward with open arms ; but

he sprang furiously between them, exclaiming,

"Doyou know me?"
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They recognized Miranda, but felt no fear, as

in their innocence, they rather hoped their new-

ly-found friend would be their deliverer. They

cried out, in an imploring tone, father, save

your children ?" The name of father, formerly

so delightful to his ear, now only fanned his rage

afresh ; he dashed Mira from him, loaded her

withcurses and reproaches, and assured her , that

it was his powerful hand alone that had devoted

her to death ! He then quitted the unhappy vic-

tims, who were conducted back to their gloomy

dungeons. As Henrico sat on his damp straw in

deep thought, and vainly endeavoured to console

himself, the jailor entered with a light and some

provisions. As he set them down before Henrico,

he recognized the son of his old master, who had

protected him under circumstances of deep sus-

picion against his character, and had subsequent-

ly saved him from being executed as a spy.

" Sir," said he, " I will now discharge part of the

debt ofgratitude I owe you, in aiding your flight

from the dreadful hands into which you have

fallen. The road from this prison leads but to

death !" Henrico rejoiced to find a friend in his

distress , but how could he leave Mira behind ?

The grateful gaoler convinced him they could

only be saved one at a time, and solemnly pro-

mised to venture every thing for Mira's liberty,

if he would but comply with his plan for enforc-

ing the belief that he had committed suicide,

which, after a great many struggles was acceded

to. The plot succeeded ; and St. Lorent was

enabled to gain the frontiers, where it was pro-

mised his wife should join him.

In the mean time , Henrico and Mira were

condemned to death ; the auto-de-fe was fixed

when their lives were to become a prey to the

flames. Miranda was impatient for the day of

execution. Since the sentence of death had

been pronounced, and that it was supposed Hen-

rico had destroyed himself, sleep had forsaken

his pillow ; he desired the arrival of that moment

when he could fully glut his revenge ! Miranda

had arisen very early the morning of this last

day, when a lay-sister of a nunnery requested to

speak with him, and, upon being admitted, deli-

vered a verbal request from the abbess, begging

him to repair to her immediately, as she had

something of great consequence to impart to him.

Miranda instantly followed her. She conducted

him to the convent of the Sisters of Mercy , and

showed him into the parlour, saying she would

go fetch the abbess. Finding himself alone, he

cast his eyes on a portrait on the wall, represent-

ing a beautiful woman in the habit of a nun. As

he continued observing it, his heart beat quickly,

for he recognized the features ; and it appeared

to him as though the lovely lips would open, and

call him by his name. As he stood doubting, not

knowing to decide whetherhe sawMira's picture ,

orwhether he sawa form out of past time before

him, some one touched him on the shoulder, say-

ing " how does this picture please you ?" Miran-

da started, for behind him stood the gipsey Zagu-

rina.

" Stand off, sorceress !" cried he , in a rage ;

" I have nothing more to do with thee. I came

here to speak to the abbess of the convent ; how

darest thou penetrate this sanctuary ?”

" Sir," said Zagurina, " the abbess has just sent

me to you, for you have much to explain to me

ere she can see you ! Sir," continued she, " by

all that is sacred tell me the truth ; do you know

aught of Mira and her husband? I found her

like an apparition , but lost her again, and, after

having sought her every where with inexpressi-

ble anxiety, the idea at last struck me, and I fear

it is not without foundation , that they have fallen

into the hands of your dreadful tribunal."

Miranda looked at her with an infernal smile,

and said " Yes ! to you they are now lost ! my

powerful hand has at last reached the infamous

wretches, and will also annihilate you !"
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Sir," said Zagurina, in a supplicating tone,

by the remembrance of yonder picture , I im-

plore you to tell mewhat crime my poor children

have committed ?"

F 2
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"And canst thou still ask me that, thou gipsey

hag?" cried Miranda. " They have robbed me

of all my happiness, I will therefore crush them.

Listen! thy daughter was once dearer to me

than aught on earth: she wasthe angel I worship-

ped; but the perfidious St. Lorent (the only one

to whom I was weak enough to entrust my se-

cret) broke, like a robber into my house, during

my unfortunate imprisonment, and stole the af-

fections of my destined bride ; she followed him,

and left me in beggary to hunt her up and down

the world, and bury the best affections of my

heart beneath a monkish cowl."

" And is this her only crime?" asked Zagurina.

" It is a crime which calls for vengeance !"

said Miranda : " but the tribunal of the Inquisi-

tion has condemned them to death, because they

are thy children, thou heretical sinner !-The

cowardly St. Lorent has already destroyed him-

self, and to-morrow thy daughter shall meet her

doom !"

" Merciful God !" cried a voice behind the

grating, and Miranda beheld the abbess, who had

sunk on her knees, extending her arms to himin

a posture of entreaty. Zagurina drew him to-

wards the grating, saying, dost thou know that

woman?" He looked, and saw the original of

the picture ; the veil of time gone by was lifted

up. Striking his forehead, he exclaimed, " Isa-

bella !"

" Do you know me again ?" said she , mildly ;

"have you not forgotten the faithful forsaken

Isabella ?-she who now throws herself at thy

feet to implore thee to spare the life ofour child ?"

"All gracious God of Heaven ! -be silent !"

cried Miranda, as he started back; shuddering ;

"be silent !-what hath thy lips uttered ?"

"The dearest-the most sacred secret of my

life !-Mira is our child !—"

Miranda, at these words, sunk on the ground,

as ifannihilated.

"When they forced me away," continued Isa-

bella, " from our retreat in the mountains I was

conveyed as a punishment to this convent. Here

your daughterwas born in secret, and here I was

forced to take the veil. I confided our child to

my faithful Clarita. She brought it up with a

mother's care. In a gipsey's disguise she took

it with her, and endeavoured to find you out, to

learn if you were worthy of your daughter, and

to resign it to your care. After many years' long

and fruitless search, you were discovered in a

miserable hut in France, where Mira became

your nurse. Your heart clung with a fatherly

affection to the girl, who was imprudently left in

your hands till I was consulted on what further

steps should be pursued. During that time, your

frightful passions turned to madness-you stole

away your own daughter !"

" Oh! heavens ! why did you conceal from me

she was my daughter!" exclaimed Miranda, in

an agony of grief,

The gipsey during this time had thrown off her

disguise she now entered in the dress of a lay-

sister. "Do you remember," said she , to Mi-

randa, " how I placed Isabella's ring upon your

finger? do you remember how 1 implored you,

when I conceived you were in your last moments,

to confess to me the abode of my child, and how

I endeavoured to awaken in you old recollec-

tions? But you dashed Isabella's picture to the

earth-you wanted to murder me ! Ithen pray-

ed to God he might terminate your existence on

the field ofbattle ! Heaven seemed to haveheard

me; I saw you fall ! -No danger withheld me

from seeking you amidst the ranks of death, to

explain the secret of the birth of your child, and

to request from you the avowal of her residence.

But you were already senseless , and the enemy

tore you from me. Imyself remained a prisoner

until the peace ; I then hastened back to Spain,

and to my astonishment found you here beneath

the habit ofa monk. All might have been happi-

ly explained , as fate had also conducted your

child hither : Alas ! at the very moment I thought

of bringing you together, you were sitting in

judgment on your children !"

·
"Oh ! my poor innocent children !" cried Mi-

randa in despair : " yes, I loved the child to dis-

traction, though I did not understand the source

of the affection-I see it now ; I beheld in her the

youthful image of Isabella !"

Isabella implored of Miranda the life of her

child, but he sat with clenched hands ; his head

sunk onhis breast :-he sobbed bitterly. Isabel-

la begged him even to hazard his own life to save

their child. His faculties at last seemed to re-

sume their energy ; he exclaimed, " I will save

her, or perish with her !" Without another

word he hastened from the convent to the palace

of the Inquisition.

Pale and haggard , he entered the chamber of

the grand inquisitor, to whichhe had always free

access, and begged a private audience. The in-

quisitor complied with his request, astonished to

see him, so uniformly cold-hearted and taciturn,

in such violent agitation of mind. Since the

feelings of a father had taken possession of his

breast, and that he laboured to save the life of a

child, he was animated amidst his despair with

the purest feeling. He related to the grand in-

quisitor the principal circumstances of his life,

without the least disguise ; and accused himself

with a soul-harrowing frankness, of being the

only criminal. When he had finished his story,

the old inquisitor held out his hand to him and

said, " Unhappy father ! thy child is neverthe-

less lost !"

Miranda clasped his knees and implored him

in deep groans to save his child ! --but the judge

remained inexorable. "The sentence once pro-

nounced by our tribunal, cannot be revoked !"

said he, loosing himselffrom the grasp of Miran-

da. "You have yourself accused your daughter

to us : acknowledge therein the wise dispensa-

tion of Heaven. Her death must be the atone-

ment for your and Isabella's sins."

" Venerable father !" cried Miranda distract-

ed, " if a victim must be sacrificed, let me

die."

"No! thy trials are not yet at an end. The

more pure and innocent thy child is, the more
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tranquilly shouldst thou viewher career finish. I

once myself considered death a punishment, but

now see that it is only the road out of dark-

ness into light-only the sun's ray, in which the

ripe fruit falls."

Miranda saw that it was impossible to save his

child. The grief which had overwhelmed him

gave place to the most furious rage. He drew a

dagger from beneath his cloak, and swore he

would deal death and destruction around , ere his

child should perish by the hand of the execu-

tioner. The grand inquisitor left him with se-

vere threats, and desired his people to keep an

eye upon him, and not to permit his entrance to

the palace of the inquisition till the auto-de-fe of

the morrow was over.

In the agony of Miranda's grief at not being

able to save his daughter, nor make himself

known to her, he went to the confessor appoint-

ed to attend her, intrusted him with the secret of

herhistory, implored him to relate it to his daugh-

ter, and reconcile her to her unhappy father.

The priest promised , and kept his word.

At length the morning dawned which was to

witness the appalling scene of death. The Span-

ish court in full state, and the greater part of the

population of Madrid, were assembled in the

Plaza de la Inquisicione, to witness the tragedy.

The stern judges of the Inquisition were in their

places , and even Miranda did not fail to be pre-

sent. The old grand inquisitor fancied that the

father had, by a severe struggle with himself, at

last conquered his feelings, and smiled graciously

upon him ; but he could not help shuddering at

the dreadful look Miranda returned. At last

the procession approached under a strong mili-

tary escort ; in the centre were the condemned,

who advanced in mournful silence ; quite the

last was a female, too weak to support herself,

conducted by the officers ofjustice. It was Mira.

But scarcely had she reached Miranda ere he

rushed among the guards , like a lion determined

to defend his young ; dashed the officers aside,

seized his child in his arms, pressed forwards

with her towards the crowd, calling out to them

to save her from the hands of the excutioner !

But the timid populace remained quiet. In the

mean time, prompted by the grand inquisitor,

the guards sprang forward and attempted to se-

parate the father and daughter. But her tender

hands were riveted round his neck. In a faint-

ing voice she cried-" Kill me ! ah ! kill me, my

father !" Miranda imprinted on her pale fore-

head, his first- his last paternal kiss , and drawing

forth his dagger pierced the trembling victim to

the heart! She sank on the ground !-Fromher

bleeding corse was torn another victim, who,

despairing of her release, had, on resolving to

perish with her, arrived but in time to witness

the sad catastrophe of a daughter imploring

death as a boon from the hand of him who gave

her life.

" WHEN MAGGY GANGS AWAY."

-

" O WHAT will a' the lads do

When Maggy gangs away7

O what will a' the lads do

When Maggy gangs away?

There's not a heart in a' the glen

That disna dread the day ,

O whatwill a' the lads do

When Maggy gangs away?

YourJock has ta'en the hill for't-

A waefu' wight is he:

Poor Harry's ta'en the bed for't,

And laid him down to dee:

And Sandy's gane into the kirk,

And learning fast to pray:

And, O , what will the lads do

When Maggygangs away?

The young laird o' the Lang - Snaw

Has drunk her health in wine :

The priest has said- in confidence-

The lassie was divine--

And that is mair in maiden's praise

Than ony priest should say:

But, O, what will the lads do

When Maggy gangs away?

The wailing in our green glen

That day willquaver high ,

"Twilldrawthe redbreast frae the wood,

The laverock frae the sky;

The fairies frae their bed o' dew

Will rise and jointhe lay;

An' oh! what a day there'll be

When Maggy gangs away?

SUMMER.

SHE comes, she comes, with her flashing eyes,

And her cheek ofpassion's hue,

'Mid a train of aerial symphonies,

In her garment of cloudless blue :

She comes with her spell upon earth and skies,

Over land and over sea,

In herwarm maturity,

She comes ! she comes !

Dark is her brow from the hot sunbeam

Swarth child of a southern clime ;

Her march deepening radiance on valley and stream ,

Like glory enlightening by time :

She comes, earth exults, the hills leap at her name,

A thousand hearts spring,

Athousand vales ring-

She comes ! she comes !

At her day-spring all breathes of that Eden bright

For the Dead Sea apple given ;

She strews amber and pearl with fingers oflight

From the portals of eastern heaven,

And in chariot of purple and dew meets the night

The pride ofthe year

In hergolden career-

She comes ! shecomes !

In her sunlit eyes let me bask again !

O, kind is her presence to me,

Since the east-wind blight made the blossom vain ,

And the flower that feeds the bee ;

While nature is smiling over mountain and plain,

Over brook and over sea,

In her beauty joyously,

She comes she comes!
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MY WIFE!

A WHISPER!

"My Wife"-she is gone out of town, and I

seize the lucky moment to paint her portrait , and

to tell my story. They shall not be full-lengths.

Wives !-what aword. There is " the creak-

ing of shoes and the rustling of silks" in the

sound ; the rattling of keys, and-no , not the

chink of money ; but there is the sly, subtle,

single knock of a dun in it , the scolding of ser-

vants, and the squeaking of children . Wife!

it sounds like the requiem of liberty , the knell of

genius,the sad, sullen adieu to all the rhapsodies

and ramblings of youth-the ipse dixit of destiny,

pronouncing sentence of imprisonment for life,

upon the unfettered and untameable spirit. It

is a dictionary of itself-it means every thing,

good and evil. It is the open cesame ! of mischief

-the sound of the creaking hinges of Pandora's

box-the riveting of chains-the cabalistic word

that is to call spirits from the deep , seraphs or

satyrs, as it may happen-the flapping ofthe sails

of the departing vessel, that is leaving us on an

island, peopled probably with hyenas that hate

laughing, and bears too sulky to dance . But

then, on the other hand, there is a certain sweet-

ness-not a sweetness exactly, but a something

or other, in the sound, that certainly does-but .

all this is not what I was going to say.

Wives in general--for I have a word for those

of other people before I cometo myown-are as

varied as the weather. There are hot and cold

ones, fair and foggy, damp and dry. Your

" damp" wife will be barely civil to you when

you ask for her husband, and will perhaps say

something about " people calling to take him

out." If you open the door suddenly, you will

perhaps see her putting the decanters away.

The " dry" wife works by hints ; she will quiz

you, if single, upon your dissipated habits, and

intimate that she considers you the cause of all

her husband's wickedness before marriage, and

some of it since. But your " foggy" wife is more

disagreeable than all--one with whom it is im-

possible to see an inch before you, where you

don't know whether you are to go or stay, who

seems to entertain you with entire indifference,

or regards you as a part of the live- stock upon

her husband's estate , who neither invites you

nor declines your visits , forgets your name twice

a week, and if asked who you are, says-" Oh!

it is only a friend of Mr. M.'s ;" who, in short,

just endures you , because there was a sort of

understanding in the marriage contract, that the

husbandwas to have his friends and dogs as often

as he pleased. This is a sad clog to friendship ,

but it is a common one. I have a dozen friends

whom I never think of visiting for this reason ,

because I know I should be placing myself in

the situation of that person who apologised to

Dr. Johnson for his long stay, and was answer-

ed, " Not at all , sir : 1 had forgotten you were

present."

*
When a man makes you stay to dinner whe-

ther you will or no, you may understand what he

means ; and when, on the other hand, he kicks

you down stairs, you may, in general, pretty

accurately guess what his intentions are. But

an indifferent or an indefinite sort of reception is

what I never, under any circumstances , run the

risk of encountering twice.

How provoking is it, when you have made a

call upon a friend who is delighted to see you,

and with whom you have made up your mind to

stop the evening, to be mercilessly interrupted

by his wife, with-" well, when will you come

and take a cup of tea with us ?" as if she had de-

tected the lurking intention as soon as it was

formed. Really , I cannot understand how it is

that human nature is still willing to submit to

such inconveniences ; and that in spite of Doc-

tor's Commons, people are constantly found, not

only perpetrating marriage, but persisting to

their last breath in justifying their conduct, gild-

ing their miseries till they look like transports to

all but themselves, and preaching up their inde-

pendence till, like patriots, they half delude

themselves with a notion that they are in earnest.

I do not go quite so far as the philosopher, who

wished that the human race could be continued

like trees ; so that when a man wanted an heir

he might only have to plant himself in his garden

-set his housekeeper to water him—and wait for

the shoot sprouting forth. This is a philosophy

that is beyond me ; but I do wish that there were

some modification in the article ofmarriage; that

the practice of widows throwing themselves on

the funeral-pile of their husbands , were not con-

fined to the Hindoos, but that something of the

kind could be adopted here-as, instead of wor-

rying us to death, it would then become the

grand aim of their existence to keep us alive as

long as possible.

Or perhaps if the husband were to incur the

penalty, it would be as well ; it would certainly

tend to a diminution of the number ofmarriages

-a result which, besides setting the Malthusians

at rest for ever, no slight advantage- would have

a sensible effect in the marriage-market, by

humbling the coquettish and taming the terma-

gants. It is the natural prejudice of the human

mind in favour of marriage, and a proneness to

commit it when about nineteen , that creates the

mischief. Ifmen were less ready to fall into the

snare, women would be less disposed to make

them sensible that they were in it. The more is

not the merrier, in this case. There are instances ,

I know, where marriage is indispensable ; such

as, when a man has made up his mind to take to

drinking. Nothing is more uncomfortable, after

spending an evening in the society of a few

glasses of brandy and water, than to return home

late, knock at the wrong door for half an hour,

repeat the operation at the right one for three
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quarters, then recollect that you have got the

key in your pocket after all , open it, grope about

in the dark, find your way into any room, care-

less whether it be the landlady's or not, and fall

fast asleep before you have got one boot off.

All this is unpleasant, and any person so intend-

ing to indulge should certainly matrimonize his

condition, in order that he may have somebody

to take care of him. In cases like this it would

be excusable ; but we are every hour seeing

marriages committed upon the most frivolous

pretences, when there is really no earthly occa-

sion for it. One would think it was considered

quite a pleasure to repeat the responses and to

pay parsons their fees-to eat fifteen shillings'

worth of cake, and go travelling in a shabby

chaise.

I make not these observations about wives

with any desire to depreciate my own. Luckless

and ill-fated is the wight who hath a partner

prone to cards or paint, to throwing teacups, or

dancing with first cousins not absolutely ill-look-

ing..I pity him from the very depths of my spirit

-yet 1 envy him. Yes, his is an enviable state

of existence to mine. What is a simple fracture

or two, or a slight scar on the temple--or a din-

ner-service demolished-orthe loss of the money

which you had put by for your summer expenses

at somewhere, to an old card-player that you

hate ; or even the elopement with the not-ill-

looking first cousin, which is the consequence of

your remonstrance? All these are nothing tomy

sufferings, but they springfrom a different cause.

I am not tormented with a bad wife ; but I am

tortured-that is not the word, it does not express

what I mean-with a good one. All my calami-

ties arise from my good-fortune ; my indescrib-

able misery lies at the door of my unspeakable

happiness. I am like a man who having unfor-

tunately drawn a prize of ten thousand pounds ,

is immediately thrown by his creditors into prison

for twenty thousand ; or I resemble the unhappy

winner of the prize-ox lately raffled for , whose

appetite reduced the envied possessor of the

beast to the verge of bankruptcy. I am ruined,

I repeat, by my good fortune. Had " my wife"

been less amiable, I had been less afflicted ; but

she is perfection-and I am undone. Oh ! ye,

who love- but have the incalculable advantage

ofnot being beloved in return ; ye, whose wives

reward your devoted attentions with the most

profound and unmitigated hatred ; ye , who never

knew what it was to be doated on to a degree of

inconvenience , which, as novels and newspapers

remark, " may be more easily conceived than

described" -how little able are ye to sympathise

with me! I am the very victim of " my wife's"

idolatry, the martyr to my own felicity. Her

affection for me is of that microscopic kind that

she is perpetually detecting some horrible omen

inwhat I had foolishly looked upon as a prospect

of pleasure. She finds blots upon my sun when

I fancy it all brightness. She sees poison in

every thing that I happen, by any chance, to

have a partiality for. She is such a faithful

guardian to my happiness, and takes such extra-

ordinary care ofmy comforts , that she never lets

me have any for use. Every disaster that has

happened to me for these ten years may be

clearly traced to her precautions for avoiding it.

Lest I should get into any danger, or rather lest

her affectionate spirit should miss the delight of

sharing it with me, she never trusts me out ofher

sight. There she is always at my elbow , taking

care, as she says , that I want for nothing-

" a form of life and light,

That seen became a part of sight !

And rose where'er I turned mine eye ——"

In fact, I can't turn it, upon the most trivial

object, without undergoing a cross-examination

as to my motive for looking at it. If my eye

happen to fall upon the window or be turned to-

wards the sky, I am salute 1 with-" What is the

matter? Are you going out ?"-if my glance

wanders round the room she remarks it, and

says " Can I get you anything?" or if it be fixed

for a moment on the fire-" You are cold. Shall

1 ring for some coals ?"-nay, if I glance, though

ever so carelessly, at the girl who brings them-

the same question is ready ;-" What do you

want ? any thing that Ican get you?" Her ten

der regard for my health takes place of every

other feeling ; I have been a most pitiable inva-

lid for many years-not that I feel ill- quite the

contrary; youwould think me remarkably strong

and healthy ; but " my wife" knows better-she

is aware that I am of a most delicate and sickly

constitution, and she accordingly abridges my

beef-steak, and locks up my cigars , with a firm-

ness that amounts to something philosophic. She

sees the water come into my eyes—or mouth-but

without relenting. In short, she is the most sen-

sitive ofwomen. She detects a fever in the very

opening of a door, and discovers a rheumatism

in every keyhole. She never uses an umbrella

until she is sure it is thoroughly aired ; is seized

with an ague at the sight of the damp newspaper

regularly every morning ; and once experienced

inflammation, which she attributed to her having

incautiously drank some water out of a wet

glass.

I said that I would paint her portrait and then

tell my story ; 1 have finished my pen-and-ink

sketch ; and my story will bring me to the end of

my paper. The adventure rose out of that in-

cessant and amiable anxiety for myhealthwhich

I cannot too much admire-or lament.

" People cannot be too careful of themselves,

particularly at this trying season. Now do take

it, dear L ***.”

"Oh! no, it would be quite unnecessary. "

" You are so careless. Who is to nurse you if

you catch cold? Now, oblige me by taking it—

you had better."

" Ridiculous! How can you press it upon me

when I say so positively that I don't want it. I

never heard of such a thing, and it would be

really absurd."

"Not so absurd as your refusal. I can't con-

ceive why you should make so many scruples-

when it's all for your own good. I'm sure you'll

catch cold. You know your cough is very bad
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already there, it's coming on now ; it will spoil

all the folds ofyour cravat before dinner. Pray

oblige me; be reasonable and put it in your

pocket. Well, it's very teasing ofyou-I'm sure

you might as well."

The article which was so assiduously and ten-

derly pressed upon my attention , but which I

perseveringly declined accepting, was by no

means a romantic one. It was not one of those

infallible and heaven-invented restoratives for

which all females-but elderly ones especially-

are so deservedly celebrated. It was neither

charm nor cordial : no, it was nothing more or

less than a nightcap ! The dialogue took place

just as I was on the point of going out to dinner,

alone, for the evening was wet, and " my wife"

for once hesitated to share the horrors which she

saw accumulating round my head. It was too

late to send an excuse ; I was obliged to go-

66 mywife" insisting that I should not think, under

any circumstances, of returning home through

the night-air, but that I should make up my mind

to take a bed at my friend's . Having without

much difficulty gained this point, she pertina-

ciously petitioned for another ; and ever watch-

ful for an opportunity of exercising the privileges

of a guardian-angel, insisted on my taking with

me my nightcap. Vainly did I assure her that

it was unnecessary ; that where I found a pillow

I should find a cap ; or in the event ofthe worst,

that I should still be able to hit upon some means

of protecting my temples from cold, and my

curls from disorder. I was set down for a vision-

" Besides,"ary, a rash, thoughtless enthusiast.

said my amiable torturer, even if you should

find a cap upon the pillow, which, considering

the uncertainty of this life , does not appear more

than probable ; but even if you should, it may

not be aired as it ought to be. As for trusting to

chance, I own Iamsurprised at your imprudence.

A dependence upon providential interference is

a becoming feeling in some cases, but not in this,

when the means of averting calamity are already

in your power. Now take it without another

word here it is , as white

" As your arm ."

" Nonsense! But besides all the reasons I

have stated, I must confess that I should not like

you to wear any but your own natural nightcap.

You would look like somebody else in another,

and I should have unpleasant dreams. I should

see you approach in an odious caricature of a

cap ; not in a nice , neat, becoming ornament like

this. I'm sure I never saw a more graceful

head-dress, considering its shape. Oh, I can't

bear the thought of your wearing another.-If

you love me, if you wish to dream of me, you'll

take this--unless you expect to find Fortuna-

tus's."

Ireasoned and romanced-smiled , scolded, and

humoured: but I persisted in adhering to my

principles, and rejected the nightcap in disdain.

At last the point was given up; my wife threw

her arms round me, and assured me that her

anxiety was only for my good-I repeated the

usual affectionate phrases in such cases made

and provided-and we separated with a world of

protestation on my part, and a universe of advice

upon hers.

When I arrived at my place of appointment 1

found a pleasant party. Every body was in high

spirits. The ladies listened to our compliments

as if they had never heard them before, and we

all laughed at each other's jokes as if we had

never told them ourselves. We sat down to

dinner.

nerves.

Among the company was one of that class of

females who may be designated languishing

ladies. She was young, handsome, possessed

extreme sensibility, an ardentfancy, and refined

Awhisper affected her like an earth-

quake, and a hint threw her into hysterics. It

was necessary, in addressing her, to speak with

profound caution, in case of giving alarm to her

sensibilities , or treading upon a spring-gun. It

was impossible to keep out of danger, unless

every sentence had been a safety-lamp. I felt,

in offering a compliment, as if I were presenting

a spark to a barrel of gunpowder ; and was

obliged to extinguish its meaning before it was

fit for use.

We were seated in a circle of elegant enjoy-

ment, not dreaming of disaster , when the genius

of this sensitive plant-she wrote poetry, just by

way of escaping the imputation of singularity-

was served up as a subject for discussion. Un-

lucky theme for me! I was sitting opposite to

her, and was appealed to, in a manner that ren-

dered it impossible to escape, for my opinion

uponthe merits of an unpublished poem, which

she had a little time before sent me to read, and

which I had returned, (having read three lines

of the three thousand,) with the usual flourish

about an " admiring world ," and " Mr. Murray's

good fortune" in obtaining so extraordinary a

production. Of course, nothing is so easy as to

give an opinion-mine was, that the poem could

not fail of becoming a dangerous rival to the

"statue that enchants the world ," and that it was,

in short, nothing less than a miracle in manu-

script. I hate your bit-and-bit eulogists, and like

to do the thing handsomely when I do begin. This

was all very satisfactory ; but when I was asked

to describe the poem-the stanza, the scene, the

subject- 1 was puzzled. All I knewwas, that it

was written with a light hand and a new pen,

and stitched in a pink wrapper. But to describe

it !-I was confident, of course, that the heroine

died broken-hearted, because that's a rule with-

out a single modern exception-but that was not

enough. My hesitation already, I perceived,

beganto affect the aspen nerves ofthe fair author.

She was beginning to suspect while those who

had barbarously driven me into the dilemma,

were beginning to titter. Something must be

done and so I determined upon venturing on

the last resource in these cases, and on trusting

to candour to help me out. I confessed that I

could not satisfactorily describe the poem, as I

had not been able to read it quite through. At

about the two hundred and fifty-third page an

accident, which I could not particularly describe,

"
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had prevented my reading farther, and 1 had

never after been able to complete it. The nature

of this mystericus accident, was then inexorably

demanded, by my persecutors-and to relieve

my embarrassment, and to gain time, 1 had re-

course to my handkerchief. A very good effect

is sometimes produced, by taking a neatly folded

one by the corner, and giving it a graceful jerk,

so as to scatter the perfume as you raise it to

your lips. I took it from my pocket for this pur-

pose-it was folded up. 1 held it by the corner

accordingly, and elevated it to a becomingheight,

in order that it might fall with proper elegance

and effect. Imagine my astonishment, my agony,

my shame. It was-not my handkerchief, but

my-nightcap ! Alas ! my too-fond, too careful

wife, had, without my knowledge, slipped it into

my pocket, when she embraced me at my de-

parture.

No culprit at the fatal tree-no young lover of

money, with an old bride-no monarch when the

emblem of liberty, or revolution , is borne through

his palace halls-ever saw a cap with such utter

consternation: I held it up betweenmy finger and

thumb-not by the corner, for it had none-but

by the white tassel that adorned it. I was de-

prived of the power of motion, my eyes fixed

upon it ; and I could neither drop it , nor the hand

to which it seemed to grow. There it hung, like

Mahomet's coffin. It looked pale with horror.

It was suspended before me, like a winding-

sheet. It seemed like a concentrated snow-storm

ready to burst on my head. I at length cast a

glance round the table. The female portion of

the spectators were endeavouring to look grave

and angry, amidst their laughter. The rest did

not attempt to concealthe nature of the emotions

my inadvertence had produced. The laughter

was undisguised , and I felt that I must fight a

duel with every manin the room. I ventured one

half-averted look at the fair poet, who had thus

unintentionally conspired with " my wife" to

bring this disgrace upon my head. I read my

history in her eyes-the truth was too clear to be

a moment questioned . I had been praising her

poem-I had dwelt with delight upon its beauties

-I had confessed that an accident had interrupt-

ed the perusal ; and when asked what that acci-

dent was, I had in the most pointed, public , and

deliberate manner elevated a nightcap ! Could

any declaration tell more plainly, that I fell

asleep over the production I had so satirically

admired. What !-to display a nightcap to a

young and innocent creature, who had probably

neverseen her grandfather's !-not evenher little

brother's, after the border was taken off? The

offence was beyond thehope of pardon, and apo-

logy was useless.

The lady spoke first-what I know not. I only

heard herstammer out something, like anÆolian

harp afflicted with the palsy, or a piano-forte

with an impediment in its speech. 1 could not

reply. I had borne the laughter, but it was im-

possible to encounter the condolence ofthe whole

room . Retreat was my only refuge, and I de-

termined at once to decamp. I feigned a fish-

bone in my throat, or something equally incon-

venient, pulled the cap furiously upon my head

—nay, over my eyes-and without uttering a

word, or stopping to answer one, rushed hatless

into a hackney-coach.

" My wife" watched over the progress of my

fever for three months, with the truest and most

tender affection. How thankful the kind-heart-

ed creature was that the incident had taken so

serious an effect upon me ! -it afforded her such

an admirable opportunity of evincing her devo-

tion. How grateful was she for my sufferings !

--she had the exquisite enjoyment of alleviating

them. I sometimes think that she almost wishes

me dead-for the pleasure of being utterly in-

consolable.

ORIENTAL APOLOGUE.

By chance, the

ONCE on a time, there were in the city of

Balkh, four persons wealthy and possessed of

property, who were intimate, and had a great

friendship for one another.

whole of them became poor ; and all the four

went before a philosopher, and stated to him the

circumstances of their poverty. The philosopher

took pity on them, gave each one ofthem a mira-

culous ball, and said to them, " Put one of these

balls upon each of your heads, and keep walking

along; at whatever place your balls shall fall

down, dig in that same place, and then whatever,

by fortune, shall come to you out of the ground,

you shall take. " Each of these four friends,

conformable to the philosopher's directions , kept

going along. When they had proceeded several

cass, the ball of one of them fell from his head.

He digged there, and copper made its appear-

ance. He said to his other friends, " I esteem this

copper in hand better than gold in expectancy ;

ifyou choose, you may remain here ." They did

not accept of this offer , but continued advancing

farther on. When they had gone a little way,

the second person's ball fell from his head , and a

silver mine came there in view. He said, " If

you choose, you may remain here ; this silver

is yours." They did not consent to this. When

they had advanced farther , another person's ball

fell from his head ; he digged there , and a mine

of gold was discovered. He said to the fourth

friend, " There is no treasure finer than gold ; I

am of opinion that I and you should remain here."

He replied, " Farther on there will be precious

stones ; why should I remain here?" When he

had advanced one cass on his way, his ball fell

from his head ; and , when he dug up the ground,

he saw an iron mine. Repentant, he exclaimed,

"Whydid I quit the mine of gold, and not harken

to the advice of my friend !" In short, he re-

turned back from that place , but he neither saw

his friend nor found the gold mine. He said to

himself, " No one can find more than what is his

destiny. " He set out again in the direction of

the iron mine, but, with all his search, he could

not find it again. Helpless , he went for the

philosopher, but he was not to be found. Being

extremely destitute, he repented very much.-

Orientalist.
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THE FLOWER IS NOT WITHERED

IT IS ONLY TRANSPLANTED.

SORROW is the genuine effusion of nature-joy

may be assumed. Smiles may be on the lips and

sweet music on the tongue, yet have no acquaint-

ance with the heart ; but who will copy the ex-

pression of grief; wear the mask of a dreaded

foe, or affect the pangs that remind us of the in-

security of happiness ?

Education may refine, may renew, or efface

original impressions, and silence some of the

strongest emotions-but acute distress is the tor-

rent that art cannotsuppress ; the voice that will

be heard, whether in cries aloud in the excess of

anguish, or complaints of the pains of memory in

solitude.

When nature speaks inthe powerful language

of affliction , and tells of delicate affections sud-

denly broken, few will turn away, and refuse to

condole with the sufferer.-Levity is serious and

respectful; the rude courteous and compassion-

ate towards real sorrow, for it indicates the most

amiable traits of human character-tears from

such a source leave no stain on the cheek of

manhood- on the pale face of woman, when she

mourns in the character of a wife or a mother,

they claim our admiration no less than our sym-

pathies.

A mother's grief is the most sincere of passions

-the hand that takes away her child extracts

blood from her heart, and rends the tenderest

ties-the very helplessness of infancy , its little

cares and joys, the gradual development of its

beauty and intelligence , tend to assist the growth

of a mother's affections. Many have forgotten

in age the companions of their youth--relations

and false friends will often drive from their doors

the wretch, who, in prosperity, had been receiv-

ed; but a mother, through the vicissitudes of

time, fortune, and reputation, will know her

child, and clasp it to her bosom.-What love is

comparable to hers?

The grief of a mother is of no ordinary kind,

and admits of no ordinary remedy-who will in-

terrupt her with the offer of consolation ? Neither

the tongue of the sophist, nor the methodical

truths ofthe philosopher have charms inthe house

of mourning. Language may not soothe, but it

may partially describe (and from a recent exam-

ple) the picture we lament to behold.

Death has torn an infant, an only son, from the

caress of its parents.--No lingering sickness pre-

ceded the sad event--Suddenly, and without a

threat, the blow was struck !-The fond parents

had anticipated the future worthand celebrity of

their child-In the mirror of imagination they had

beheld the efforts of a noble ambition in manhood:

and more remotely the wreath of honour on an

aged head-but they saw not the cloud that hung

overthe scene!-While they calculated the things

offuturity: while they gazed on the fair brow of

their little son, and raised the structure of hope,

the hand of death was extended.

The child sleeps, and the dream of bliss is with

it in the tomb-Exempt alike from vices and vir-

tues, it has left no example to shun or to imitate ;

-no epitaph except on the hearts of its parents.

-Had the tree grown to a lofty height ere it fell

--had the spring increased to a mighty river ere

it terminated in ocean, the point of affection

might have lost its.barb in the recollection that

early promises had been justly fulfilled in matu-

rity -a glorious reputation might have divided

with sorrow the memory of affection.

Poor human nature !-how are you sported

with in the very halls of thy inheritance! De-

scended from a God, yet the jest of shadows, and

the victim of petty realities !-The puncture of

a pin, the sting of the vile insect that lives only a

few hours, can destroy the life of lordly man,

who, in the likeness of his Creator, is as much

the slave of insignificant circumstances as the

reptile that crawls at his feet.-Let us not,

however, complain, for God is just-rather let us

believe that the present condition of our being is

necessary to prepare us for the Paradise that

will ultimately ensue.

To smile when our feelings are wounded ; to

spurn the little evils of life , and endure what is

unavoidable with firmness, denotes a strong and

well regulated mind-To assert our principles in

the presence of death, and look calmly and

proudly on the executioner, sustains the hope

that the soul can never die.

A virtuous and enlightened mind cannot be the

permanent abode of sorrow-it has aids to lean

on besides the condolence of friends-There are

duties to perform, rewards to enjoy, and hopes to

indulge on earth.-If these do not glitter in the

gloom of present affliction , imagination may pre-

sent beyond the dark curtain of Mortality, an

image at which the mourner might look and for-

get to weep.

THE GRAVE.

"WHY," says Ossian, " should'st thou build

thy ball, son of the winged days ? thou lookest

from the towers to-day, yet a few years, and the

blast of the desert comes-it howls in the empty

court, and whistles around thy halfworn shield!"

Then why should man look forth as he fondly

hopes upon the sunny future with the eye of

fancy, and lay up the golden visions, which have

passed like sunbeams in his pilgrimage, in the

hope of brighter ones yet to come, when to-mor-

row the clods may be heaped on his coffin, and

above his quiet rest the sepulchral views tremble

in the wind! Alas ! if there is aught on earth

which should subdue pride-which should make

men feel that " the rich and the poor met toge

ther, and that the Lord is maker ofthem all !"-

it is the Grave! It is there resentment dies-

revenge and ambition are satiated : it is there

above the urn of sorrow, man must learn that

"Life is a torrid day ;

Parch'd bythe wind and sun-

And death, the calm , cool night,

Whenthe weary day is done !"
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A BIRTH-DAY. BALLAD.

BY MISS JEWSBURY.

THE DISINTERRED WARRIOR.

BY C. W. BRYANT.

" THOU art plucking spring roses, Genie,

And a little red rose art thou,

Thou hast unfolded to -day , Genie,

Another bright leaf, I trow;

But the roses will live and die , Gente,

Many and many a time,

Ere thou hast unfolded quite , Genie-

Grown into maiden prime.

Thou art looking now at the birds, Genie,

But O do not wish their wing !

That would only tempt the fowler, Genie,

Stay thou on earth and sing ;

Stay inthe nursing nest , Genie,

Be not soon thence beguiled,

Thou wilt ne'er find a second , Genie,

Neverbe twice a child.

Thou art building towers of pebbles , Genie-

Pile them up brave and high;

And leave them to follow a bee , Genie,

As he wandereth singing by :**

But if thy towers fall down , Genie ,

And ifthe brown bee is lost,

Never weep, for thou must learn , Genie,

That soon life's schemes are crost.

Thy hand is in a bright boy's, Genie,

He calls thee his sweet wee wife,

But let not thy little heart think, Genie,

Childhood the prophet oflife:

It may be life's minstrel , Genie,

And sing sweet songs and clear;

But minstrel and prophet now, Genie ,

Are not united here.

Whatwill thy future fate be, Genie ?

Alas ! shall I live to see !

For thou art scarcely a sapling, Genie,

And I am a moss-grown tree !

I am shedding life's leaves fast, Genie-

Thou art in blossom sweet;

But think betimes ofthe grave, Genie,

Where young and old oft meet."

GATHER him to his grave again,

And solemnly and softly lay,

Beneath the verdure ofthe plain,

The warrior's scatter'd bones away.

Pay the deep reverence taught ofold,

The homage ofman's heart to death,

Nor trifle even with the mould

Once quickened by the Almighty's breath.

The soul hath hallowed every part :-

That remnant of a martial brow,

Those ribs that held the mighty heart,

That strong arm- ah ! ' tis strengthless now,

Spare then, each mouldering fragment spare,

OfGod's own image-let them rest,

Till not a trace shall speak ofwhere

The awful likeness was impressed .

Forhe wasfresher from the hand

Thatformed of earth the human face,

And to the elements did stand,

In nearer kindred than our race.

In many a flood ofmadness tost,

In many a storm has been his path,

He hid him not from heat or frost,

But met them and defied their wrath .

Thenwere they kind- the forest here

Rivers and stiller waters , paid

Atributeto the net and spear

Ofthe red ruler ofthe shade.

Fruits on the woodland branches lay,

Roots in the shaded mould below ;

The stars looked forth to teach his way,

The still earth warned him ofthe foe.

A noble race ! but they are gone,

With their bold forests wide and deep,

And we have built our homes upon

Fields where their generations sleep.

Their fountains slake our thirst at noon,

Upon their hills our harvest waves,

Our lovers woo beneath their moon,

Ah ! let us spare at least their graves.

THE LADY EMMELINE.

" Her form, her slight and fairy form , was full of early grace,

And proud and pensive beauty reigned upon her gentle face."

Unpublished MS.

A SILVER lamp, richly fretted and suspended

from the ceiling , shed a sort of Rembrandt light

upon the chamber, while the brief flashes occa-

sionally emitted by the wood consuming on the

spacious hearth heightened the picturesque ef-

fect of the scene. Every object in the apart-

ment betokened the wealth of the possessor, and

shewed that it was the destined retreat of some

high-born maiden. The floor was thickly strewn

with rushes, sprinkled with scented waters, and

the walls were decorated with tapestry of gold-

en cloth ; an ebony table, inlaid with ivory, was

placed in the centre, and a sculptured desk, fur-

nished with a breviary and missal, gorgeously

emblazoned, occupied one corner of the room,

while a tripod of marble, containing holy water,

stood in another. A canopied bed, with curtains

of silk, curiously wrought with silver and gold,

and a velvet coverlet, guarded with miniver, fill-

ed a distant recess; and, close to this , a half-

opened door discovered an oratory, dimly illumin-

ed by the beams of the moon, which, struggling

through the branches of a vine that nearly ob-

scured the lattice, cast a visionary light into

the apartment.

Seated by the table , with her head resting
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upon her hand, the fair inmate of this chamber

appeared buried in profound meditation , heedless

of the respectful attendance of her bower-

woman, who stood silently gazing upon her mis-

tress.

The countenance of the maiden was partially

• concealed by the position of her hand, and the

long ringlets, of golden brown , which fell luxu-

riantly upon her brow and reposed upon her

neck; but sufficient was displayed to show that

it was pale and spiritual, and that a lip of ex-

quisite enchantment gave beauty and sweetness

to the lower part of her face. Her slight and

graceful figure was arrayed in a robe of azure

silk, confined at the waist by an embroidered

zone; a band of pearls was wreathed fancifully

in the loose tresses of her hair, and a carcanet,

set with jewels of price , glittered upon her neck ;

but neither the pearls upon her brow, nor the

jewels uponher breast, seemed to give happiness

to their possessor. A deep sigh forced its way

from her bosom , when , raising her head and

shaking back the clustering locks that lay like

shadowy gold upon her temples , she unveiled a

forehead fair and lofty, a brow calm and youth-

ful, but at once strangely sweet and haughty ; an

eye full of sublime thought and melancholy and

feeling, and a cheek whose marble purity shamed

the living damask of her lip.

"My good Bridget," said the maiden, address-

ing her attendant, while a smile of faint, but of

radiant loveliness hovered around her mouth ,

"my kind Bridget, I have too long detained you

from repose; the night wanes apace, hasten to

your couch, and may St. Mary be your guard. ”

" But, my lady, would you not that I prepare

you for your rest? the moon is waxing dim ,

and-"

The damsel would have proceeded, but a

slightly impatient gesture on the part of her mis-

tress caused her to desist ; making her obei-

sance, she glided into an adjoining chamber, and

after offering up her usual devotions, soon sank

into a quiet slumber.

While the waiting-woman was thus buried in

the arms of sleep, her mistress was yielding to

the wild emotions of grief; tears stole rapidly

down her cheeks ; and the changing hues of her

countenance betrayed the agitation of her

spirit.

" And shall it be thus ?"she exclaimed ; " shall

the heiress of De Wilton shrink like the supple

reed before the blast, and wed with one who pos-

sesses not her heart? No, no ;" and she clasped

herhands upon her brow-" sooner shall this head

lie low in the tomb of her ancestors, this hand

moulder into dust , and this form pass away as a

vision from the earth. Alas ! alas ! that the mean-

est peasant maiden should be free to give her

handwhere her heart hath made its choice, while

the proud and the high-born, the dowered heiress

of wood and castle , must plight her troth for

gleaming gold and an empty state."

With a troubled step the lady passed into the

oratory, and, throwing herself upon her knees,

remained for some moments absorbed in devo

tion before an ivory crucifix ; and as the pale

light of the moon partially beamed on her slen-

der figure, and, tinging her whole countenance

with a visionary lustre , rested serenely upon her

upraised head, she seemed like a sainted spirit

kneeling at the shrine of its Creator. While

thus engaged, a strain of sweet and pensive me-

lody stole upon the breeze ; but when the Lady

Emmeline arose and approached the lattice the

music had ceased.

It was a fair and lovely night, well fitted to in-

spire the heart with melancholy tenderness, and

unseal the springs of the imagination . The sky

was calm and cloudless , and the moon floated

proudly through the deep azure like a fair bark

careering in the blue waters of the Levant.—

Grove, and bower, and garden lay quietly be-

neath, while the dreamy spells of silence and of

shade hung upon every object ; sweet was the so-

lemn stillness of the hour of rest, and the soft

mysterious shadowing ofthe summer night ; every

leaf and flower diffused fragrance upon the

breeze as it stole murmuring along ; and the

whispering ofthe zephyr, the rustling of the fo-

rest trees, and the tinkling of a fountain that

fell lightly into a sculptured basin of marble,

were the only sounds that, breaking upon the

ear, shed a delicious sadness upon the soul. But

other sounds quickly disturbed the silence ; the

thick branches beneath the casement were shak-

en, and, emerging from concealment, the musi-

cian stood before the lady, habited in a page's

attire : he bore a harp in his hand ; his slender

figure was displayed to advantage by his dress ;

dark hair clustered upon his brow; and the cha-

racter of his head was noble and poetical , while,

as he raised his eager eye to the window, the

light of the moon fell broadly upon a face that

Guido might have chosen for the model of those

divine countenances which beam in celestial

glory upon his canvas.

" Emmeline ! my own-my adored Emme-

line !" exclaimed he, in a low, deep, and impas-

sioned tone-" I have tarried long at the bower ;

and methought the moon was less bright, the

stream less musical, the jessamine less fragrant

than was wont. Alas ! they wanted the fair

presence ofmy lady-love. But how is this ?" in-

quired he, quickly and earnestly, perceiving the

traces of sorrow and inquietude upon the fea-

tures of his Emmeline. " How is this, my be-

loved? Whence is thy grief? Shall it not be

shared by thy Edmund?"

"My Edmund ! Alas ! never," passionately

responded the maiden ; " hast thou not heard

that the Baron Fitzwalter has sent to demand

me in marriage of my father, and that ere to-

morrow's eve he will arrive at the castle to press

his suit in person? Alas ! dazzled by his wealth,

and blinded by his renown, Sir Hubert hath sig-

nified to me his commands that I receive him as

my betrothed ; but sooner shall the grave be my

portion, and the worm my companion, than

Reginald Fitzwalter shall claim me as his

bride."

The reply of the lover-page was wild and im-
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petuous, as , flinging himselfupon the earth , he so-

lemnly swore to rescue his mistress or perish in

the attempt.

The blushing hucs of the morning were steal-

ing upon the sky ere the lady waved a farewell ;

the myrtle trembled in the breeze ; the rose bar-

ed its damask bosom to the bee ; and the sweet

violet rearing its modest head, with the lily of the

vale, breathed deep perfume upon the air. Sweet

was the incense of the summer flowers, but far

sweeter was the vow of fidelity unto death that

sealed the parting moment.

And now to change the scene. The expect-

ed arrival of the Baron Fitzwalter took place ere

the vesper bell had rung ; the shrill blast of the

warder's horn announced his reproach, as, fol-

lowed by an armed and gallant retinue , he rode

over the draw-bridge and entered the porte-

cullis . The Baron was apparently in his forti-

eth year ; tall and dignified in person , and of a

dark and martial aspect ; but although nature

had gifted him with faultless features, a brow of

majesty, and an eye of deep intelligence, with a

lip that wore well the smile of blandishment,

still there was a peculiarity of expression-a

glance of that eye , and a quick curving of that

lip, which repelled familiarity and confidence.

His forehead was shaded by a plumed barret-

cap, and his superb figure was cased in a suit of

Milan harness, over which was thrown a cloak

of the richest Genoa velvet, fastened at the

throat by a clasp of pure gold, while a thickly-

studded belt sustained a straight two-edged

sword, and with the chain depending from his

neck, and the golden spur upon his heel, com-

pleted his attire.

The beauty and trappings of the noble animal

which he bestrode were worthy of its rider ; and

the gay and glittering appearance of his suite

bore full evidence to the wealth of their lord.—

Descending from his steed he saluted Sir Hubert

De Wilton, who, with courtly greetings , welcom-

ed his guest, and led the way into the castle,

where refreshments were prepared with the

nicest skill , and displayed in pompous profusion .

Ofthesethe Baron partook but slightly , although

eagerly entreated by his host, who beheld his

dreams of ambition on the point of becoming

realized by the union of his daughter, then in her

sixteenth year with the pride of chivalry and the

terror of the Paynim. A man far advanced in

the vale of years, of a narrow heart and a de-

signing head, he had retired from the court of

the fickle-minded and contemptible Prince

John, in order to avoid sharing in the reputed

danger of his disgrace ; and while anxious to

shield himself from the displeasure of the lion-

hearted Richard by an alliance with one of the

powerful followers of the martial monarch, Fitz-

walter beheld the fair Emmeline as he washunt-

ing in her father's forest glades. Athough the

glance was momentary, the impression was im-

mediate and ardent ; seduced by the grace and

beauty of the noble maiden he overlooked the

great disparity of years , impetuously resolvingto

make an offer of his hand ; and as his eye roved

over the extensive stretch of wood and water,

field and plain, which lay beneath his sway, his

bosom throbbed at the idea of bearing off the

peerless Emmeline, and making her the mistress

of his wide domain . But the heart of the fair girl

was neither to be captured by his gallant train

nor his proud estate ; and while the Baron revel-

led in the delirium of his new-born hopes , the

stripling page, the gentle and youthful Edmund,

was the favorite but unknown rival with whose

influence he had fruitlessly to contend.

The silent grove and glade, the shadowy se-

questered dell , where the little brook made plea-

sant music as it ran bubbling from the roots of

the knotted oak ; and the deep blue of the sky

peered through the gnarled branches ofthe trees,

whose bright verdure cast a sweet shade upon

the earth, while a glimpse ofthe inner woodland,

or a snatch of the open country, wild and roman-

tic, broke in here and there , giving depth and

animation to the scene : these were the favorite

haunts where the love-lorn youth mused away

his absent hours, and passed the time in golden

reveries of future happiness ; and not unfre-

quently did he there pour out his impassioned

soul at the feet of his mistress , and woo her with

all the fervid tenderness of truth. A glance, a

fond sweet smile, a slight suffusion of the brow,

or a timid sigh-breathed as she wandered by his

side, and ever and anon turned away blushing

from his gaze-on these occasions betrayed the

state of her affection.

But these dreams of bliss were destined to be

broken ; and while the youthful pair insensibly

yielded up their whole hearts to the fervency ofa

first attachment, afather's frown was unthought

of, and they glanced but slightly upon the dark

perspective, or endeavored to believe that there

were fairy gleams of brightness beyond. But the

overtures of the Baron destroyed the illusion ;

and an interview with her father, who was a

stranger to the sentiment existing between his

daughter and his page, sent the Lady Emmeline

with an aching brow and a bursting heart to the

solitude of her apartment, there to give way to

the transport of emotion with which she was as-

sailed.

We will now return to the hall, where it may

be remembered we left the Baron with his in-

tended father. That the former urged his suit

with all the impetuosity of a lover, and that the

latter expressed the gratification of his pride in

the projected match, may be imagined. But as

yet the fair object oftheir debate had been invi-

sible.

"How now, damsels !" suddenly cried out

De Wilton, " where is the lady Emmeline ?-

Hasten and inform her that we desire her pre-

sence. In faith, my noble friend," continued he,

addressing himself to Fitzwalter, who sat impa-

tiently twisting the massy links of the gold chain

around his neck-" in faith these women are

dainty and fantastic creatures , loving much their

own wayward will , and unreasonably loth to part

with its indulgence ; and, of a truth, vanity is

their soul, and the looking-glass their idol."
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His speech was apparently well relished by his

guest ; nevertheless, handing his goblet to the

cellarer, who filled it to the brim with the choic-

est wine of Candy, he rose from his seat, and,

pledging "the Lady Emmeline," quaffed it to

the bottom.

"Now, by my holidame," observed the Baron,

replacing the empty goblet, "if all women re-

semble thy fair daughter, they were the meet

company of angels, not of rough mortals : but

few can compare with the Lady Emmeline, and

I speak of experience, for these eyes have rest-

ed on the dark-browed beauties of the East,

whose glances are brighter than the diamonds in

their hair, and whose lips are sweeter than the

rose blooming upon their simarres. By heaven !

my good host, a thousand falchions might well

gleam in their defence ; and yet, queen-like in

their looks, and faultless in their form, I would

resign them all for one glimpse of the fair brow-

one smile from the peerless lip ofthe Lady Em-

meline."

Abustle at the upper end of the hall interrupt-

ed his speech and awakened his attention ; the

folding-doors were thrown open, and the object

of his eulogium appeared, followed by her maid-

ens.

To fulfil the commands of her father, the

Lady Emmeline had caused herself to be attired

becoming her high birth and station ; but the

usual graces of her countenance were partially

diminished by an air of reserve, added to that

natural shade of haughtiness which was so inti-

mately blended with the sweetness of her expres-

sion. Her tunic and skirt of pale green silk

were fastened round her slender waist by a glit-

tering zone, studded with costly gems, while her

fair arms were decorated by bracelets of gold in-

laid with emeralds and pearls ; a twisted chain of

the latter encircled her throat, and gleamed like

snow-drops through the wild ringlets that lay

upon her bosom ; but a veil of silk, interwoven

with threads of gold, nearly concealed those

luxuriant tresses, and partially shaded the lustre

ofher brow.

With an air in which native pride and girlish

timidity struggled for pre-eminence, she received

the greetings of the Baron, as, with gallant

courtesy, he handed her to a seat and placed

himself beside her. His ardent gaze of admira-

tion was oppressive, and the colour rose and

deepened upon her cheek beneath the intense

scrutiny of his eye. Her father viewed her in

stern silence ; it was evident that her coldness

ofmanner displeased him ; but, bridling his re-

sentment, he ordered the minstrels to tune their

harps, and while the song resounded through

the hall, the wine bounded in the goblet, and the

heart warmed beneath its influence, the plead-

ings of the Baron became frequent and importu-

nate; and while he related the scenes of wild and

fearful enterprise in whichhe had been engaged,

and dwelt upon the marvellous beauty of the wo-

men of other climes, he skilfully threw in many

a wily and insinuating compliment to the fair-

haired maidens of the West. He had laid aside

his barret cap, and the noble grandeur of his

head, covered with short thick curls of ebonhair,

was fully displayed , while his brow, softened

into tenderness, corresponded with the persua-

sion of his lip . But on Emmeline his attentions,

as well as personal attractions, were entirely

lost ; and as her timid glance rested for a mo-

ment upon the graceful figure and glowing coun-

tenance of her youthful and nobly descended

suitor, who stood at the end of the hall, the anx-

ious spectator of his proud rival's assiduities, she

felt that to share his destiny, however humble,

she could willingly resign the dignity of birth,

and the allurements of wealth.

The evening had far advanced when the re-

treat of the Lady Emmeline and her waiting-

woman was the signal for the commencement

ofthe loud and unrestrained revelry of the ban-

queters. Fitzwalter, intoxicated with the charms

of his mistress, drank her health in repeated li-

bations ; his example was followed by the guests

ofDe Wilton ; and before the party had broken

up for the night, the marriage ceremony was ap-

pointed to take place in the castle chapel on the

fourth day from thence.

All noise had long ceased in the castle, when

Fitzwalter, pacing his chamber with feverish in-

quietude, at length approached the casement to

cool his burning brows in the soft breezes of the

night ; the chapel, wrapt in silence and shade, at-

tracted his attention , and as the moonbeams play-

ed upon the Gothic tracery of the windows,

marking them with lines of silver, or, darting be-

tween the cypress trees , shed a fitful light upon

its walls, he could not resist a desire to pay a

nocturnal visit to the spot. Throwing his cloak

around him, and girding his sword to his side, he

silently descended the stairs , and passing through

alow wicket that opened intothe chapel grounds ,

entered the sacred building ; a lamp burned upon

the altar, and the venerable figure of a monk

bent in devotion before it, arrested his attention .

The holy man seemed too intent on his orisons to

heed the approach of the Baron, who, presuming

that he was engaged in the performance of some

vow, was about to retire, when the echo of light

and cautions footsteps upon the pavement awoke

his surprise, and caused him to retreat into the

shade. The steps approached , and three figures

appeared : the first of whom Fitzwalter recog-

nized as Bridget, the favorite waiting-woman of

the Lady Emmeline ; hastening to the monk, she

whispered in his ear ; he immediately rose from

his knees, and, taking his place at the altar,

opened his missal, while the two others advanced

to the steps ; the light of the lamp fell full upon

their faces , and, with rage and wonder indescrib-

able, the Baron beheld the idol of his imagina-

tion-his promised bride-the high-born Emme-

line De Wilton-she who to him was cold as mo-

numental marble, about to plight her troth to

the stripling page-the unfriended and presump

tuous Edmund ! For an instant he paused as if

doubting the evidence of his senses ; but when

he saw the daring youth tenderly supporting her

on his shoulder, and imploring her to become his
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with all the deep impassioned eloquence of looks

and words , he sprang from his concealment; a

curse wild and bitter, followed by a blow, struck

with the fury ofa maniac , announced his despe-

rate intent. The Lady Emmeline shrieked , and

fainted in the arms of her affrighted attendant ;

but the youthful bridegroom, who was armed, un-

sheathed his sword with the rapidity of lightning ;

the fierce clashing of steel in an instant broke

the hallowed stillness of the place, and it was

plain that the blood of man, shed in the black

wrath of passion , would sprinkle the sanctuary

of his God . With a fearful cry of agony the

monk raised the cross between the combatants,

but too late--well tried in many a sanguinary

field , the blade of Fitzwalter drank the heart's

blood of the gallant youth, who, bathed in the

crimson torrent sank lifeless upon the ground.—

The clamour alarmed the inmates of the castle ,

and in a few moments De Wilton and his friends

and followers were on the spot. Horror and

consternation filled every bosom ; the LadyEm-

meline was borne in a state of insensibility to her

apartment, and the body of the unfortunate Ed-

mund consigned to the care of the holy father,

who had witnessed the sacrilegious murder.-

The reverend man prepared it for its holy bier,

and, assisted by the brothers of his monastery,

laid it, with many a prayer and benediction , in its

cold and narrow bed . And from "the night of

blood," as it was termed, the spirit of the Lady

Emmeline darkened, and her fair head never

rose from the pillow which it pressed. In vain

did the despairing father enrich the sainted

shrines with jewelled vestures and ornaments of

price, while offering halfhis treasures for her re-

covery, and calling in the aid of the most cun-

ning leeches of the time. Her complaint was

beyond the power of medicine and the art of

man ; the gloss faded away from her bright tres-

ses ; the light died within her eye, and the rose

withered upon her lip. Alas ! alas ! her malady

was a breaking heart : and, to all eyes, she was

rapidly passing to that hallowed place where

"the wicked cease from troubling and the weary

are at rest." Andere the month had waned away,

the fair and graceful, the young, the noble, and

the high-born Emmeline De Wilton slept in the

vaulted tomb of her ancestors. Her obsequies

were celebrated with all the pomp to which rank

entitled her remains ; and amidst the nodding of

plumes, and the gleaming of torches, the tossing

of censers and the floating of incense, the loud

pealing of the organ, and the echo of the choral

dirge, with blazoned pall and escutcheon, and

all the gorgeous ceremonials of state, the pride

and the idol of many was laid in an untimely

grave.

Of Fitzwalter little was afterwards heard ; a

vague rumour was circulated, that when he has-

tily quitted the castle, he proceeded to court, and

from thence to Palestine , where he died beneath

the sword ; but from that hour De Wilton be-

came a blighted man : he withdrew from all so-

ciety, practised the austerities of religion with

unceasing vigor, and , finally, retired into a

neighboring monastery , where he wore away the

remnant of his days in prayers and penance. His

castle fell into decay, and the broad estates,

which had once owned him as their lord, passed

into the possession of a stranger, when his de-

cease proved the extinction of his name.

A FRAGMENT .

BUT the dangers of the storm were

unheeded, or lost in the horror that now grappled

and convulsed the iron hearts of men, accustomed

to sport with ordinary perils, and to look upon

the ocean in his wrath, with unimpaired energies

or sullen indifference. The ship drove furiously

before the blast ; the canvass below and aloft was

all in; every order had been issued and obeyed ,

which courage and seamanship could devise, and

nothing stirred to interrupt the deathless silence

in which suspense had wrapped all on board ; a

silence at one moment fearfully contrasted with

the vindictive roar of the tempest and the stun-

ning crash of the heavy seas as they thundered

against our bulwarks, and now increased to pain-

ful intensity by an ominous pause , whenthe winds

and the water ceased their clamour, and the giant

spirits who swayed their terrors, baffled in mis-

chief, seemed whispering together, and devising

new efforts against our distressed, but enduring

and gallant ship.

Lightning, in sheets of flame , careered along

the horizon, flashing over heaving volumes of

concentrated darkness ; or in arrows of fire , shot

from the zenith into the abyss , throwing athwart

the waste a lurid gleam, lighting up the terrors

of its deep valleys, or springing along its moun-

tains, and wreathing their lofty crests, fretted to

a snow-like foam.

The ship went on like a creature of destiny;

despair had closed the lips and glazed the eye of

every passenger, and, as the lightning afforded

opportunity, they might be seen, with clenched

hands, standing like statues, or rather spectres,

glaring, pale and ghastly.

The black mass of clouds now ascended , boil-

ing and rolling with endless involutions, and, as

a vast serpent, gathering up his dark folds for

combat, came in majestic gloom and fearful

energy directly upon us. A report louder than

artillery, and an appalling crash of timber, suc-

ceeded by a scream of terror, too surely an-

nounced that the vessel had been struck with

lightning.
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Two seamen were employed in the top at the

moment, and they were cast down headlong !-

one into the sea : I shall never forget the ex-

pression of his livid face and bloodshot eye , seen

by that dreadful light, as he passed by me into

the deep. The other, on the deck, close at my

feet-and the expiring wretch clutched my ankle,

in his agony, with a grasp from which I struggled

in vain to escape. My own powers were inade-

quate, and assistance was not to be hoped for.

The fluid followed the mast, and, attracted by

a chain-cable, passed out by the bows, but not

harmlessly. There were many combustibles on

board, such as turpentine , tar and cordage. For-

mer perils were therefore regarded as nought to

these we felt were upon us, when the madden-

ing cry of" Fire in the cable tier !" burst wildly

from the crew.-Exertions, stimulated by consi-

derations of life and death , were used to extin-

guish the conflagration , but they were vain. It

could not be " got under." The flame was ra-

pidly coming aft, and the smoke drove in heavy,

suffocating masses, along the deck. The ship,

with her head wrapped in fire , pressed on through

the sea, and, as if impelled by a sense of danger,

plunged her bows madly into the waves, rushing

on, mountain high, to meet her ; and as the fire

eat into her vitals, consuming one strength after

another, in her mighty frame, she groaned hea-

vily, like some huge existence, in mortal agony.

We were a hundred leagues from land, and

beyond the reach of all human aid. The disco-

very of a sail would only mock our misery since

succour was impracticable, in such a sea, lashed

into fury by such a tempest.

We still went forward ! On, on, like the wind!

as if we had been lost and condemned spirits ,

coursing the ocean on a steed of flame, girt about

with a strange cloud of piercing brine, and fiery

smoke ; at the same moment scorched and

frozen !

As a last, though desperate resort, it was de-

termined to lower away the boats, and encounter

the hazard of drowning, rather than await the

assured alternative of death by burning. The

confusion was indescribable. Order and disci-

pline were contemned, and their warnings met

by ferocious scorn, and the independence of

despair.

Amidst the cries of the drowning, and the

shrieks, prayers, and imprecations of those strug-

gling toward the boats, the object was however

attained.

My situation may be better imagined than de-

scribed. I had fruitlessly implored the assistance

of several hurrying past me to the gangway. I

craved but one moment of their time, to release

me from my horrible bondage ! Mercy may as

well be asked of the royal tiger, bathed in warm

blood to the eyes, as sympathy from man to his

fellow man, in the extremity of woe. They

crowded on, and my entreaties went away to the

winds! I again essayed my own strength , and

in a violent exertion was thrown backward, over

a riven spar, powerless. My fall extended the

arm of the dead man, but failed to break his hold.

I could feel the reaction of the muscles, as the

limb assumed the position it had taken, when

growing cold. It seemed a jerk, given in anger

bythe corpse, to suppress my struggles, or to

strengthen and confirm his grasp ! I had hoped

that death would relax the fingers ; but the frosty

air contracted them, and I felt their grip tighter

and tighter closing around, and sinking into my

warm flesh like bands of ice ! I called , I begged ,

prayed, cursed , and wept, in the very bitterness

and desolation of my spirit. I might as well have

invoked the storm ; the brutes pushed off, and I

was left a prisoner of the dead !

My mind now reverted to home-my quiet,

peaceful home ; to my cherubs playing and ex-

ulting about the hearth ; to my anxious, pious

mother, my beloved sisters , kindred and friends!

There were a thousand deaths in the reflection.

As the flames spread , the ship seemed invested

with the wild energies of a maniac ; and went

careering over the deep, as if urged to destruc-

tion by some indwelling, remorseless , and impa

tient fiend !

My only hope now was, that the fire would

speedily reach the magazine, and spare me the

agony of protracted torture, and painful death !

This I was not destined to realize ; the magazine

did indeed explode, but I yet lived ! and the

flames rolling onward, now enveloped me in their

folds ! I screamed with agony, and in a last,

desperate effort, to cast myself and the dead man

into the sea, I AWOKE !

I had induced my siesta, after a solid meal ,

with the story of " THE FLYING DUTCHMAN,"

and the volume still remained in my hand. A

noble coal fire was roaring in the grate, and my

chums were sitting by it , slyly enjoying their

villany. The dogs had fastened a heavy quarto

ofJohnson to my toe, fired squibs, and serpents,

about the chamber, and various crackers of every

device, in my ears ; they finished their abomina-

tions by the application of a plate , almost red

hot, to my body, and raised such an infernal din,

that it would have disturbed the repose of the

" SEVEN SLEEPERS . "--Had I been inclined to

vengeance, I never would have told them my

adventures !-but I had not the heart to deny

them this gratification , and so , having the strict-

est regard to truth , I have detailed , for their

edification, one of the mischievous gambols of

that wicked spirit, ycleped the NIGHT MARE,

conjured up by their unhallowed incantations.

OBSCURITY OF LANGUAGE.

THE three great causes of that obscurity which

so frequently occurs in expressing our ideas, are

indistinctness in the object, imperfection in the

organ of perception , and the inadequateness of

language to paint the precise shade of meaning

we wish to convey. Either we do not clearly

distinguish the object, or it is in itself dim and

confused in its dimensions ; or lastly, no lan-

guage is copious enough to express exactly what

we think and feel without addition or diminu-

tion .
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THE TORNADO.

BY THOMAS PRINGLE .

A DEATH BED.

-

Dostthou love to hear the rushing

Ofthe tempestin its might ?

Dostthou love to see the gushing

Ofthe torrent at its height?

Comethen forth before the gloaming

Deepens into darkest night,

While the troubled sea is foaming

In its wild phosphoric light.

Lo the long-unopened fountains

Ofthe clouds have burst at last,

And the echoes of the mountains

Lift their sounding voices fast.

Now, a thousand rills are pouring

Down their clamorous waterfalls,

Andthe wrathful stream is roaring

High above its rocky walls.

" WE watch'd her breathing through the night,

Her breathing soft and low,

Asin her breast the wave oflife

Kept heaving to and fro!

"So silently we seemed to speak-

So slowlymoved about--

Aswe had lent her half our powers

To ekeher living out!

" Our very hopes belied our fears,

Our fears our hopes belied—

Wethought her dying whenshe slept ,

And sleeping when she died !

" For whenthe morn came dim and sad,

And chill with early showers,

Her quiet eyelids closed-she had

Another morn than ours !"

POOR BOBBY .

A YARN FROM THE MID -WATCH.

like

WHEN I was a bit o' a younker, messmates , I

sarved aboard of the Washington , a reg'lar Vir-

ginee-built, and as lively a thing for a trader as

a seaman would wish to have seen on the run, in

a brisk breeze with her rags out. The Capt'n,

or master, as our Lieutenant says, when he over-

hauls , was a good sort of a man enough, though

I couldn't say as much for the first mate-and so

when the vessels course was kept, and duty done ,

hewould run out his chaffing tackle for'ard among

us, the same as one-eyed Tom the topman there

might, on board of his blessed Majesty's sloop

F-y here, if he but knowed how. We were .

bound, d'ye see, there a-way to Van Dieman's

Land, and with a closely stowed cargo, we had

among our live lumber a lot of passengers-lub-

bers that couldn't tell the fore-yard-arm from the

main-to'-gall'nt mast. Well , blue water was a

reg'lar sight for'em, and then they used to swab

it about the quarter in yer marine fash'n,

sartain people in this here ship, that shall be

nameless, as though commanding under his Ma-

jesty's broad pennant. Ye see they were mostly

sodger off'sirs , and saving one or two on'em , the

most ignorantest chaps aboard. From one watch

to another they did nothing but marines' duty,

smoking, drinking, and strutting about ; it was

all they were good for ! and for'ard we had a

constant quiz at these swabs aft. Lord love ye !

it was sitch a sight to see ' em in their dandy rig

'long side the petticoats, with their queer lingo

of“ permeet me," " du me thefever,” “ most boo-

tifool saight," I never hard or seed sitch a set

afore, and as soon as there sprung up a bit o' a

wind, as sure we had a squall aboard of us pre-

sently. Among the passengers we carried was

" Poor Bobby," he was nigh the only favourite

among the lads ; it was all the same to him, the

quarter as the forecastle-messing with the

Capt'n or men, all was one to Bob, the honest

cretur. Poor Bobby, you must know, my mates,

was a four-footed passenger-a New'fun'land

dog, as fine a thing o' the sort as ye ever seed,

and belonged to a young off'sir-a likely young-

ster he would been in blue , ' stead o' red :-he

was indeed for matter o' that an open-hearted

young genelman enough, and in a hard watch

could send aloft a can of grog , with right good

will; there was none o' yer "skippering" and

"make fast" bout him.

Now this might be, d'ye see, becase all on us

for'ard loved the dog , as though he were our own,

nor was there a soul from the swab o' a stew'rd

to the Capt'n aboard, but would have shared his

ration with Bob. There wassomething so brave

and noble about the cretur, and then he gave

such fun to all on us, with his rum sky-larking,

jumping overboard in a calm, diving and fetch-

ing, and all that sort of thing : the cretur swum

like a Otahee. Then at other times may be we'd

cast a bit o' a rag in the ratlins, when Bobby

would try to go aloft and fetch it-that ere he

could niver do, and it quite distressed the poor

thing, when he seed you take up a piece o' cloth

and call him-for Bob knowed, as well as I might ,

youwere goingto give him a teazer. Now there

was a wee bit of a piccaniny-a half and half-

aboard, along with his mother-the lad was but

a little hop o' my thumb, but a merry little soul,

and was very fond o' Bob, as Bob was on him,

and they use to kick up a rare " filliluh" in their

rum rigs of play, rolling sometimes over and over

each other, like a couple of young porpoises ;

and though young smutty would be a little rough

now and then, heaving away at his figure head

or starn, yet the gentle cretur was always

like a lamb to him. Well, all had gone fair

enough, till within three days ' sail o ' the Cape.
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It was just getting duskish, and the second watch

had just turned out, the wind had set in N.N.W.,

and might be whispering a capful in our top-s'ls,

and the ship taking an easy run of about four

knots the hour. I was on deck, I well remember,

and there, in the waist, was the wee half negar

lad, and the dog playing and skylarking about as

usual. While we were laughing at the two tug-

ging and hauling away, all o' a sudden , aforeyou

could say 66 done Sir," the lad, running back'-

ards, fell through a port overboard. There was

asing out of" a hand over," from those who seed

the sarcumstance, and two or three ran aft in a

twinkling, heaving lines, and a stray coop that

was lying nigh the capst'n, while the off'sir of

the watch sang out to bring the ship too. The

word was scarcely given for taking all in, and

putting the helm hard down , when Bobby , now

for the first time, missed the child, and seeming

to know what had happened , gave a loud bark,

and cleared the taffrail like a shot, and capt'n

and passengers, who had all come aloft at the

sudden cry, seed him swimming from astarn like

a mad cretur : all at once they seed him make a

snatch at some'at in the water, but it was too

dusky to tell 'xactly, and the next minute left

him out o' sight altogether. Had the ship been

but a man-o'-war's man her yards had been

manned, and the ship brought snugly too, in the

twinkling o ' a handspike ; but ye see them ere

merchantmen are scarce o ' hands, so that it took

a matter of ten minutes in hauling and manning

and lowering the jolly boat. Well, though we

pulled long and strong astarn, and kept as sharp

look out a head as we could well do in the dusk,

we'djust gave ' emupfor clean gone,whenthebow

oar's-man said he seed some'at splashing at our

larboard ; a pull, with a turn o ' the tiller , brought

us a-long-side-my eyes , it was Bobby with little

smutty in his mouth . Poor cretur, he was just

spent as we hauled him in, for down he sunk

in the starn sheets quite groggy, like the picca-

ninny, with swallowing too much o ' Davy Jones's

flip . Well, I sha'nt spin ye a twist of the cheer

we had from the ship on our return or the joy of

the nigh distracted mother, and all a-board when

the doctor brought the piccaninny too ; and as for

Bobby, they couldn't no more move him from

the child's side than one-eyed Tom from blue

ruin, when the rag's struck and ship paid. There

he stood licking one o' his little hands ' till he

came about. Arter that there sarcumstance,

there wasn't a man but loved that dog, as a father

might his child, he'd so ' deared himself as 'twere

to all aboard. Well, " all's well as ends well,"

as the player man said a-port. We had to land

our sodger marines at the Cape, and ' mong the

rest the young off'sir what owned poor Bob, so

that, though he was only a dumby, all were sad

enough at thoughts o ' parting. On the morning

the ship stood in for the bay, and anchored within

a good stone's cast o ' the shore. I well remem-

ber, d'ye see, messmates, it was a fine morning

in June, with the sun hotly out, and all hands

were about in getting the boats out, and the

windlass in trim, while the leave's taking was

going on aft among the passengers ; some on 'em

were going on to Hobart's Town, you must

know, and there was the poor dog, too, skipper-

ing about the deck, and frisking with little smut-

ty. And those that kindly patted the poor cretur

that morning, little thought where he was to take

up his birth for the night, I guess . The boat had

got the passengers' cargoes, and all were aboard

but the dog ; we had all took a leave, as it might

be, of him , and he'd got from the hands who were

patting him for the last time , and was about to

leap into the gig to his master, when the young

man stood up in the starn, and told us to hold him

taut by the collar, till they'd got just in shore.

"When I hold this handkerchief aloft, then let

him go," says he. " Ay ! ay ! sir," said we, and

a brace o' hands presently seized Bobby. How

the poor cretur did haul and tug to be sure, to

get to the boats when they put off, all the while

kicking up a deuce of a squall , while they in the

boat did nothing but snigger at Bob's yells , as he

tried to jump over and follow.

Now for it, my lads , lend your ears this way !

Ned watched the boats, and they were but just a

few strokes o' the shore, whenup went the signal.

Yeo ! hoa ! slap went Bob over, bawling like an

Indee, as he splashed into the water, and swam

away for the shore. It was for the last time we

looked upon him, as we stood together, some five

or six on us , talking o' the cretur, and fancying

his quick swim. Atthe sametime all on ' em were

eyeing him from the boats, and he had just reach-

ed, as it might be, mid-way between , when the

cretur, all at once, set up a loud shrill howl,

and threwhimself half out o' the water, that made

us think at first he got the cramp. But the flash

o' white that glanced like lightning close about

him the next minute, told the truth, and “ a

shirk ! a shirk !" sounded from ship to shore, and

from shore to ship, and all stood trembling, with

their eyes fixed on poor Bob, as he kept swim-

ming away, larboard and starboard , and diving

in a turn or so, as though he know'd his danger ;

while every now and then he gave a short fierce

look, and showed his grinders ; niver giving the

shirk time for a turn-for, as you know, its the

natur o' the thing, that it must turn on its belly

to bite. Well, a boat put off from shore, and as

the poor dog swam so fast , and every now and

then gave the shirk a double , whose black back

and fins we seed ev'ry minute ' bove water-work,

slewing aboutto grip the dog ,some began to think

that hewould 'scape the chase, as he swam away,

like a mad cretur, for the boat coming to'ards

him. Howsomever his time was come- it was

no use the boat and he were within a matter of

ten oars of each other , and a lad with a boat-spike

stood in the fore sheets , ready to grapplehim and

have him aboard. He was, I say, within ten

strokes o ' the boat, when, giving a loud, fierce

yell, down he went-the d-d shirk had got him

at last. The after minute , d'ye see, his head and

shoulders ' rose in the red of the waters around,

and then again were dashed under in the maw of

the shirk. Poor cretur ! his wanderings were

done ! the curse o' the waves had got him.

H 2
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THE FLOWER-GIRL'S SONG.

STANZAS.

---

I HAVE pinks and roses too,

Gather'd at the dawn ofday,

Flowrets , with the early dew

Sparkling ontheir petals gay.

I have buds encas'd in green,

Not yet opened to the light,

Halfreluctant to be seen,

Till a warmer ray invite.

I have lilies, spotless fair,

Pure as beauty's snowy brow,

Shedding on the balmy air

Nature's sweetest odours now.

Come andbuy my summer flow'rs,

Brightest ofthe floral train,

And in morning's early hours,

I will trill mylay again. S.

WHEN stars forsake the sullen sea,

When rains descend and winds arise,

Some rock a sunnybower may be,

IfHope butlend us eyes.

It tracks our steps in every stage,

And wakes afountain in the wild ;

It mingles with the thoughts of age,

The rapture ofa child.

It sheds on Joy a richer glow;

It flings to Want its gifts ofgold ;

Butah! its hand-as pure as snow-

Will sometimes prove as cold!

Yet when the graces fall from Youth,

And Passion's fervid cheek grows pale,

Then Hope becomes a thing of truth-

Afaith too deep to fail.

A BROKEN HEART .

IT is said that women can make much allow-

ance forthe indiscretions, nay, the crimes of those

they love ; and the more the world frowns on the

object oftheir choice , the closer do they cling to

the fallen idol. But when they have reason to

believe that the deceiver has only tampered with

their hearts, to triumph over their weakness , the

shock may eventually sunder the ties which their

affection makes a part of their existence. In the

popular tale of the Mussulman , by Dr. Madden,

just published, there is a striking exemplification

of this, and one of the most beautiful scenes in

the work is the picture of the death of Zulieka,

by that insidious malady which imperceptibly

consumes the sufferer, without leaving on the

features the rude impression of the destroyer's

hand

The affections of Zuleikahad been unworthily

bestowed ; the deceiver had been the idol of her

heart, and was still the object of her solicitude.

She sought not to tear his image from her heart,

it was too firmly fixed there ; but she endeavoured

"to concealthe attachment in the ruins of a bro-

ken heart, though she found it more difficult to

combat a fatal passion , than to struggle with her

grief, and to mingle with the gay whenher bosom

was completely wretched." She declined gra-

dually , and no one around her apprehended any

danger. Sorrow and disappointment had taken

possession of her heart ; but sorrow of itself hath

never, perhaps, destroyed life . That grief was

hers which leaves every organ susceptible of

disease, and determines it to the weakest, where

the seeds of the treacherous malady are sown,

which mental excitement is only required to de-

velop. We have space to give only the last

thrilling scene, wherein her gentle spirit takes

its flight to the realms of purity and peace, where

the wronged are no longer wretched, and the

broken hearted are at rest :-

"The last moments of the poor girl were free

from suffering ; their tranquillity accorded with

the gentleness of her bosom ; no violent struggle

convulsed her sweet features ; no agonizing throe

troubled the serenity of her countenance ; the

liquid softness of her eye remained unchanged,

even when the death film had dimmed its lustre,

and the cold white marble of her cheek retained

all its purity long after the hectic flush had ceased

to animate it. The attendants still saw no symp-

toms of approaching dissolution ; it was only the

aged woman, who had been at many a parting

scene, and who watched every alteration in the

fading countenance of her child, and who noticed

every change in the clammy coldness of her

hand, who knew that the last breath was flutter-

ing on her lips.

" The ill-judged solicitude of the domestics only

aggravated the affliction of the mourner. Ifthe

lamp flickered in the draft, it was not the wing

of the gloomy angel which dimmed the light ; if a

sound during the night startled the drowsy ear of

the attendants, it was the shriek of no goul, nor

the scream of the ill-omened bird, which flutters

over the house of a departing spirit. Ifthe eyes

of their mistress were fixed on the death-struck

features of the slumbering girl , the half closed

eyelids, with the pearly white alone in view, how-

ever appalling the appearance was not always a

certain sign of death. If the icy fingers played

with the bed-clothes, it was only a momentary

motion ofthe hand-if the cold dew-drops of dis-

solution glittered on her brow, it was onlya gen-

tle perspiration that would do her good ; and now

and then, ifthe breathing became hard, and res-

piration rattled in the throat, it was nothing, it

would go off when she awoke. She awoke, but

it did not go off; she looked around her, with the

wild stare of one awakening from a confused

dream ; but the symptoms of death did not disap-
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pear. To the last, the settled calm on her lovely

features was unruffled ; long before she ceased to

exist, not a fibre of the heart appeared to move ;

not amoan escaped her breast ; and once onlyher

pale lips quivered , her sweet mouth stirred , and

the mourners listened, but they heard no sound.

As she awoke from the slumber of insensibility

which generally precedes dissolution , the wild-

ness ofher regard gradually disappeared , and all

the wonted meekness of her look returned : she

gazed around her till her eye fell on the dejected

features ofher kinswoman ; she laid her cold hand

on the trembling fingers of the old woman ; she

pressed them between hers ; the servant thought

she smiled, but the last cold tear of life trickled

over her cheek, when she withdrew her heavy

eyes from the face of her kind friend. The lute

she had spoken of was the last object her dying

glance encountered. She gazed on the broken

instrument till the fading lustre of her eye grew

dim and dimmer every moment, and the moisture,

which had hardly time to become a tear , suffused

the ball, and spread into a film , and shut out the

last earthly object on which she looked.-Her

attennuated hands sunk on her bosom, and when

the last breath of life was mingled with universal

air, the cold fingers were found firmly clasped

over her heart, as if the feeble effort were made

to prevent its bursting."

THE DEATH-BEDS OF GREAT MEN.

If there are any remarks which deserve to be

recorded for the benefit of mankind , they are

those which have been expressed on a dying bed,

when unfettered by prejudice or passion, Truth

shines forth in her real colours.

Sir John Hawkins has recorded of Dr. John-

son, that when suffering under that disease which

ended in his dissolution , he addressed his friends

in the following words :-" You see the state I

am in, conflicting with bodily pain and mental

distraction. While you are in health and strength,

labour to do good, and avoid evil, if ever you

wish to escape the distress that oppresses me."

When Lord Lyttleton was on his death-bed,

his daughter, Lady Valentia, and her husband,

came to see him. He gave them his solemn be-

nediction, adding-" Be good, be virtuous, my

lord ; you must come to this."

The triumphant death of Addison will be re-

membered with feelings of pleasure by all. Hav-

ing sent for the young Earl of Warwick, he

affectionately pressed his hand , saying-" See in

what peace a Christian can die !"

The father of William Penn was opposed to

his son's religious principles ; but finding that he

acted with sincerity, was at last reconciled.

When dying, he adjured him to do nothing con-

trary to his conscience-" So," said he, " you

will keep peace within, which will be a comfort

in the day of trouble."

Locke, the day before his death, addressed

Lady Mashamn , who was sitting by his bed-side ,

exhorting her to regard this world only as a state

of preparation for a better. He added, that he

had lived long enough, and expressed his grati-

tude to God for the happiness that had fallen to

his lot.

Tillotson, when dying , thanked his Maker that

he felt his conscience at ease, and that he had

nothing further to do but to await the will of

Heaven.

Sir Walter Raleigh behaved on the scaffold

with the greatest composure. Having vindicated

his conduct in an eloquent speech, he felt the

edge of the axe, observing with a smile-" It is

a sharp medicine, but a sure remedy for all

woes." Being asked which way he would lay

himself on the block, he replied-" So the heart

be right, it is no matter which way the head

lies."

Latimer, when he beheld a fagot ready kindled

laid at Ridley's feet, exclaimed-" Be of good

cheer, Master Ridley, and play the man ; we

shall this day light such a candle in England , as

I hope, by God's grace , shall never be put out."

The last words which the eminent physician

Haller addressed to his medical attendant ex-

pressed the calm serenity of his mind. My

friend," said he , laying his hand on his pulse-

" The artery no longer beats."

66

M. De La Harpe, one of the first literary cha-

racters of the last century , who for many years

laboured to spread the principles of the French

philosophy, but afterwards became a most stre-

nuous defender of Christianity , on the evening

preceding his death was visited by a friend. He

was listening to the Prayers for the Sick ; as soon

as they were concluded , he stretched forth his

hand and said " I am grateful to Divine mercy,

for having left me sufficient recollection to feel

how consoling these prayers are to the dying."

Cardinal Woolsey, when dying, by slow pro-

gress and short journeys, reached Leicester Ab-

bey. He was received with the greatest respect.

His only observation was, " Father Abbot, I am

come to lay my bones among you." He died

three days after, with great composure and forti-

tude. He said , shortly before his death-" Had

I but served my God as diligently as I have

served the king, he would not have forsaken me

in my gray hairs ; but this is the just reward I

must receive for my pains and study in not re-

garding my service to God, but only to my

prince."

Melancthon, a few days before his death, al-

though extremely debilitated , delivered his usual

lecture. At the termination of it , he said, im

pressively " I am a dying man, and these are

the three subjects for intercession with God ,

which I leave to my children and their little ones

-that they may form part of his church, and

worshiphimaright-thatthey may be one in him,

and live in harmony with each other-and that

they may be fellow-heirs of eternal life." The

day before his death , he addressed some present

-" God bestows talents on our youth, do you see

that they use them aright."-While dying, his

friends discerned a slight motion of the counte-

nance, which was peculiar to him when deeply

affected by religious joy.
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SECOND VERSE.

Thy fairy form I oft have seen,

On ev'ry passing breeze,

Have heard the melody of song,

But ah no strains like these;

The thrilling tones that from thy harp,

The feelings oft beguile,

But now thou'rt gone and lost to me,

My lovely Annot Lyle!

THIRD VERSE.

Although thy heart's another's now,

And beats no more for me,

YetI will teach my soul to pray,

That it may pray for thee;

This bursting heart alone can feel

The absence of thy smiles,

Since thou art gone and lost to me,

My lovely Annot Lyle!

TRUE happiness is of a retired nature, and an

enemyto pomp and noise ; it arises in the first

place from an enjoyment of one's self; and in the

next from the friendship and conversation of a

few select companions : it loves shade and soli-

tude, and naturally haunts groves and fountains,

fields and meadows ; in short, it feels every thing

it wants within itself, and receives no addition

from multitudes of witnesses and spectators. On

the contrary, false happiness loves to be in a

crowd, and to draw the eyes of the world upon

her. She does not receive any satisfaction from

the applause which she gives herself, but from

the admiration which she raises in others. She

flourishes in courts and palaces, theatres and

assemblies, and feels the realities of existence

but when she is looked upon.-Addison.

The author of Hervey's Meditations, when on

his sick bed, observed that his time had been too

muchoccupied in readingthe historians , orators,

and poets of ancient and modern times, and that

were he to renew his studies, he would devote his

attention to the Scriptures.

WHENthe Grecian sculptor carved his deities

in marble, and left us wondrous and godlike

shapes, impersonations ofideal grace unapproach-

able by modern skill, was it through mere me-

chanical superiority? No, it was the spirit of

faith within, which shadowed to his imagination

what he would represent. In the same manner,

no woman has ever been truly, lastingly deified

in poetry, but in the spirit of truth and love.-

Loves ofthe Poets.

PHILOSOPHY can add to our happiness in no

other manner than bydiminishing our misery : it

should not pretend to increase our present stock,

but make us economists of what we are posses-

sed of. The great source of calamity lies in

regret or anticipation : he therefore is most wise

who thinks of the present alone, regardless of

the past or future. This is impossible to a man

ofpleasure; it is difficult to the man of business ;

and is in some degree attainable by the philoso-

pher. Happy werewe all born philosophers, all

born with a talent of thus dissipating our own

cares by spreading them upon all mankind.
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THE FIVE DREAMS. SHE WEEPS IN HER BOWER.

―

1. THE first was avision with flaxen hair,

And such an ethereal eye and smile

As told ofthe genius that harbour'd there,

And the wit that in ambush lay the while.

And I knelt, and I offered-'twas muchfor me-

A heart, but she laughed at the gift, and said

It was kindly meant, but indeed ' twould be

Notworth her acceptance without a head.

2. And the next was the very nymph ofdreams,

Transparently, beautifully pale,

Likethe moon when she sheds her mildest beams

Through a summer cloud's fleeciest faintless veil ;

And I knelt again, and she left me kneeling,

And with queen - like step, and averted eyes,

She was gone, ere the power of devoted feeling

Could shape into words what it uttered in sighs.

3. And the third was a perfect Hebe, glowing

With all that life's loveliest morning brings ;

And , radiant with happy spirits flowing

From living, and pure, and shelter'd springs :

And I knelt with a sigh that she would not hear-

But she heard my petition , and answer'd, no !

And she laugh'd at my sorrow, and starting tear,

And she vanished before it had time to flow.

4. The fourth-Oh ! I knowthat large dark eye ;

Those curls of the glossiest raven jet ;

I have worshipped their beauty in hours gone by,

And my spirit remembers its slaveryyet.

Shall the secret thoughts ofmy heart at length

Not find to my lips their timid way ?

Too late, and in vain ! —their collected strength,

Trembles, and dies in a faint essay.

5. But the last of the train is passing now ;

How she sweeps majestically by ;

There is moonlight upon her lofty brow,

And romance in her visionary eye.

Herthoughts in a far away country roam

All peopled with fancies divinely fair,

And thither her image is floating home,.

Tobe welcomed , I ween, as the fairest fair.

SHE weeps in her bower-she weeps,

O'erthe glittering gems which he gave ;

Which she prized , dearly prized, in the days,

When shethought him as faithful as brave :

But that dream has gone-it has fled ,

Like a vision offairy delight,

Awild flash of joy, a deep gush,

That is followed by dark clouds of night.

She weeps in her bower-she weeps,

Forthere once his hands struck the lute ,

Now the lute on the trellis-work hangs,

And all its rich music is mute.

She weeps , aye she weeps-there is nought

That the world to her lorn heart endears;

With sighs her fond bosom is fraught ,

And the only response is her tears.

Forhe that once plighted his faith

Atthe shrine of her beauty and worth,

Falls a traitor to love , at the feet

Of a beauty of nobler birth ;

And all that the lone one has left,

To cheerthe dull moments that creep-

Is to count them as tedious they pass,

And to sit in her bower and weep.

Can the false one be happy ?-Oh no !

There's a thrill in the midst of delight !

A wild throb ofanguish will flow,

And his best dreams ofextacy blight ;

For while by the happy surrounded,

The lovely, the young, and the gay;

A still quiet voice shall be sounded,

To chase all his pleasures away.

Sadden'd thoughts ofthe past will recur-

On his eye-lid a tear often creeps,

'Tisfor her, the poor lorn one-for her,

Who sits in her bower and weeps !

But soon the fond heart thus forsaken,

That care's chilly bosom has prest,

From the cold heartless world shall be taken ,

On the wings ofthe dove, to her rest !

THE GATHERER.

"A snapper up ofunconsidered trifles."

Shakspeare.

SUPERFICIAL writers, like the mole, often

fancy themselves deep, when they are exceed-

ingly near the surface.

Rome derived the civilized arts from Etruvia,

the Etruvians from Greece, the Greeks from

Egypt, the Egyptians from Ethiopia, the Ethio-

piansfrom Babylon, the Babylonians from India.

(Though this is uncertain , it may give us some

idea of the comparative antiquity of those na-

tions.)

The Duchess of Marlborough, at her evening

conversations , occasionally covered her head

with her handkerchief, and was then supposed

to be asleep. She was in that state one evening,

at a time at which she was much displeased with

her grandson, then Mr. John Spencer, for acting,

as she conceived , under the influence of Mr.

Fox, whose name being mentioned , she exclaim-

ed, " Is that the Fox that stole my goose?"

The condescensions of an elevated mind, when

it stoops to the apprehension of others , will al-

ways be received with gratitude : the mild in-

structions ofwisdom , like the rays of an evening

sun, retain their magnitude while they remit

their splendour ; and please the more by dazzling

less.

She's beautiful, amiable, witty , refined ; full of

music, poetry, and feeling ; but she's married.

Talking to such a being is like owning a ticket

in a lottery already drawn.
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Novel reading vitiates and palls the appetite

for literary food of a nutritious kind ; it leads the

youthful mind to muse on improbabilities ; and

it excites the passions, by administering a sweet

but subtle poison.

It is computed that one million of millions,

three hundred and sixty thousand , eight hundred

and fifty millions, four hundred and seven thou-

sand, one hundred and sixty- eight gallons of

water are evaporated from the surface of the

globe in one year. Consequently that quantity

ofrain, &c. must fall.

When forced to part from those we love,

Though sure to meet to-morrow,

We yet a kind of anguish prove

And feel a touch of sorrow.

But oh! what words can paint the fears

When from those friends we sever,

Perhaps to part for months-for years-

Perhaps to part forever.

The safe and general antidote against sorrows,

is employment. It is commonly observed , that

among soldiers and seamen, though there is much

kindness, there is little grief; they see their

friends fall without any ofthat lamentation which

is indulged in security and idleness , because they

have no leisure to spare from the care of them-

selves ; and whoever shall keep his thoughts

equally busy, will find himself equally unaffected

with irretrievable losses.

To those who strive to climb the heights of

excellence, the approbation and commendation

ofthe good is as refreshing as the zephyrs are to

the flowers.

The late Philip Thickneffe, who travelled

through Portugal and Spain in a one horse chair,

with a monkey for his postillion, used to remark,

that these nations, as well as France, and indeed,

every other, had their peculiar absurdities.-

"The Spaniards keep the keys of many of their

city gates in a lodge on the outside of their walls.

Their eggs are brought to market in sacks , and

their walnuts in baskets. A Frenchman, when

he travels in a warm post-chaise, has a white

beaver laced cap which covers his ears , and but-

tons under his chin ; but when he walks the

streets, though the weather is ever so cold, or

whatever be his age, he wears his hat under his

arm ."

There is nothing that a vain man will not do

to appear virtuous ! He loves nothing so much

as his mask. I have known persons who in four

weeks scarcely changed their shirts , but who

nevertheless put on a clean collar daily, that they

might appear clean.

The empire of woman is an empire ofsoftness ,

of address and complacency-her commands are

caresses, her menaces are tears.

In the common enjoyments of life , we cannot

very liberally indulge the present hour, but by

anticipating part of the pleasure which might

have relieved the tediousness of another day ;

and any uncommon exertion of strength or per-

severance in labour, is succeeded by a long in-

terval of languor and weariness. Whatever

advantage we snatch beyond the certain portion

allotted us by nature, is like money spent before

it is due, which at the time of regular payment,

will be missed and regretted . Fame , like all

other things which are supposed to give or to

increase happiness , is dispensed with the same

equality of distribution. He that is loudly

praised will be clamorously censured ; he that

rises hastily into fame will be in danger of sink-

ing suddenly into oblivion .-Johnson.

Beglerbeg, though it sounds scurvily in Eng-

lish, is the title of a high officer among the Turks,

and means prince ofprinces, or lord of lords.

Whatever disgusts us at first in vice is not so

disagreeable as it seems to be ; but, like the most

nauseous medicines , goes down glibly at last,

though we make wry faces over it. Let us hear

or see the thing that disgusts us, twice or thrice,

or oftener, and we shall find that there is a closer

affinity in our antipathy to it than we wot of; and

that the most coarse and ugly vice becomes-

" Fine by degrees and beautifully less."

The wives of Madagascar will say, that those

children that are born in the months of March

and April, in the last week of every month, and

and on all the Wednesdays and Fridays of every

week, ought to be exposed to perish with hunger

and cold, or be devoured by wild beasts.

The power to give creates us all our foes :

Where many seek for favour, few can find it :

Each thinks he merits all that he can ask ;

And disappointed , wonders at repulse ;

Wonders awhile , and then sits downto hate.

Sir Isaac Newton lost the use of his intellect

before his animal frame was arrested bythe hand

ofdeath. So it is said of a Mr. Swisset, that he

often weptbecause he was not able to understand

the books which he had written in his younger

days. Cornivus, an excellent orator in the Au-

gustine age, became so forgetful as not even to

know his own. Simeon Tourney , in 1201 , after

he had outdone all at Oxford for learning, at last

grew such an idiot as not to know one letter from

another, or one thing he had ever done.

Ifa man get a fever or a pain in the head with

over drinking, we are subject to curse the wine,

when we should rather impute it to ourselves for

the excess.

Alfred the Great was one of the richest princes

of the age, but he bequeathed by his will £500

only to cach of his sons, and £100 to each of his

three daughters. As the Saxon pound weight of

silver, the money here spoken of, was 5,400 grs.

it may be valued at two pounds sixteen shillings

of our present money ; thus making the legacies

to the sons fourteen hundred pounds, and those

to the daughters two hundred and eighty pounds.

"Thefolly offools," that is , the most egregious

piece of folly that any man can be guilty of, is to

play the knave. The vulgar translation renders

this clause a little otherwise, the fool turns aside

to tricks ; to make use of them is a sign that the

man sees not the direct way to his end.
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The happy marriage is, where two persons

meet and voluntarily make choice of each other,

without principally regarding or neglecting the

circumstances of fortune or beauty. These may

still love in spite of adversity or sickness : the

former we may in some measure defend our-

selves from, the other is the portion of our very

make.

Truth is the object of our understanding, as

good is of our will ; and the understanding can

no more be delighted with a lie , than the will can

choose an apparent evil.

It is a maxim with me (and I would recommend

it to others also , upon the score of prudence,)

whenever I lose a person's friendship , who gene-

rally commences enemy, to engage a fresh friend

in his place ; and this may be best effected by

bringing over some of one's enemies ; by which

means one is a gainer, having the same number

offriends at least , if not an enemy the less . Such

a method of proceeding should, I think, be as

regularly observed, as the distribution of vacant

riband, upon the death of the knights of the

garter.

Locke says , every sect as far as reason will

help them, gladly use it ; when it fails them, they

cry out it is a matter of faith , and above reason.

There is novice more insupportable and more

universally hated than pride-it is a kind of

poison, which corrupts all good qualities of a

man, and whatever merit he may otherwise

possess, this single fault is sufficient to render

him odious and contemptible-so that by pleasing

himself too much, he displeases every one else.

Pride is the first vice that takes possession of a

man's heart, because it derives its source from

self-love, and it is the last that remains, whatever

efforts may be made to expel it .

We never love heartily but once, and that is

our first love ; the inclinations that succeed , are

less involuntary.

Religion is a cheerful thing ; so far from being

always at cuffs with good humour, that it is in-

separably united to it. Nothing unpleasant

belongs to it, though the spiritual cooks have

done their unskilful part to give an ill relish to

it. A wise epicure would be religious for the

sake ofpleasure ; good sense is the foundation of

both, and he is a bungler who aimeth at true

luxury but where they are joined.

Hewho has had the experience of a great and

violent love, neglects friendship ; and he who has

consumed all his passion upon friendship , is no-

thing advanced towards love.

That part of life which we ordinarily under-

stand bythe word conversation , is an indulgence

to the sociable part of our make ; and should

incline us to bring our proportion of good will or

good humour amongthe friends we meet with,

and not to trouble them with relations which

must of necessity obligethem to a real or feigned

afliction. Cares , distresses , diseases, uneasiness,

and dislikes of our own, are by no means to be

obtruded upon our friends. If we would con-

sider how little of this vicissitude of motion and

rest, whichwe call life , is spent with satisfaction,

we should be more tender of our friends, than to

bring them little sorrows, which do not belong

to them. There is no real life but cheerful life ;

therefore valetudinarians should be sworn, before

they enter into company, not to say a word of

themselves until the meeting breaks up.

Friendship stands in need of all help, care,

confidence and complaisance ; if not supplied

with these it expires.

People know very little of the world and talk

nonsense, when they talk of plainness and soli-

dity unadorned : they will do nothing ; mankind

has been long out of a state of nature, and the

golden age ofnative simplicity will never return.

Whether for the better or worse, no matter : but

we are refined ! and plain manners , plain dress ,

and plain diction, would as little do in life , as

acorns, herbage, and the water of the neigh- *

bouring spring, would do at table.

People that change their religion from reading

books of controversy, are not so much converted

as outwitted.

True delicacy, as true generosity, is more

wounded by an offence from itself, if the ex-

pression may be allowed, than to itself.

RECIPES.

IMITATION CHINA INK.

Dissolve six parts of isinglass in twice their

weight of boiling water, and one part of Spanish

liquorice in two parts of water. Mix the two so-

lutions while warm, and incorporate them, by a

little at a time, with one part of the finest ivory

black , using a spatula for the purpose. Whenthe

mixture has been perfectly made, heat it in a

water bath till the water is nearly evaporated ;

it will then form a paste, to which any desired

form may be given, by moulding it as usual.

The colour and goodness of this ink will bear a

comparison with the best China or Indian ink.

METHOD OF TAKING OUT THE SPOTS OF PAINT,

OR OTHER SOLID SUBSTANCES , FROM CLOTH,

SILKS , &c.

Supposing a small quantity of paint had drop-

ped on a coat, a pen should be dipped in spirit

ofturpentine, and its contents should be dropped

on the paint spot, in a quantity sufficient to dis-

charge the oil and gluten that is mixed with the

paint. Then let it rest several hours, that it may

penetrate and suck up the oil ; and when it has

done this, take the cloth between your hands ,

and rub it; the paint spot will then crumble away

like dried earth. The turpentine will by no

means injure either the cloth or colour.

If however the spots be numerous, the best

way is to apply the spirit of turpentine over the

silk, &c. with a sponge, as soon as possible after

the oil or paint, &c. has been spilt upon, and

before it is become dry: by these means it may

in general be completely washed out.
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THE LADY'S BOOK .

NOVEMBER, 1831.

THE PAVILION, AT BRIGHTON, NEAR LONDON.

THE Pavilion, the residence of his late Ma-

jesty, George IV. , on the west side of the Steyne,

at Brighton, was originally built by Holland, in

1784, and an enlargement of the plan of the edi-

fice by the addition of two spacious wings, took

place about the year 1802 ; but the present build-

ing, presenting the appearance of an Oriental

palace, was commenced by Nash, in 1818 : the

dimensions were at this time considerably ex-

tended, several houses having been removed for

that purpose. It is said that the design is, in

some degree, founded upon that of the Kremlin

at Moscow; its numerous cupolas, spires , and

minarets , admired for their tasteful structure ,

are unique, and are proofs of the diversity of

talent possessed by the architect. Onthe south-

ern extremity, of the front, is a magnificent

banquetting room, sixty feet by forty-two feetin

dimension, and on the north is a superb music-

room of the same size ; between them, in the

centre ofthe front, is the Rotunda , fifty-five feet

in diameter, connected with the music and ban-

quetting rooms by galleries, fifty-six feet in

length by twenty feet in width. The grand en-

trance, by the Vestibule and Hall, is upon the

west front, and leads to the Chinese Gallery, one

hundred and sixty-two feet in length, beingin five

compartments. The walls of this room contain

illustrations , by groups of figures, of the manners

and customs of the Chinese people, being do-

mestic episodes in the most brilliant colours.

The bronze statue of His Majesty, in the front

view, by Chantry, is universally allowed to be

one ofthe artist's best productions ; it was placed

on an elevated pedestal of granite , in the north

enclosure of the old Steyne , in 1827.

THE MYSTERIES OF LIFE .

BY ORVILLE DEWEY.

To the reflecting mind , especially if it is touch-

ed with any influences of religious contemplation

or poetic sensibility, there is nothing more extra-

ordinary than to observe with what obtuse , dull,

and common-place impressions most men pass

through this wonderful life, which Heaven has

ordained for us. Life, which, to such a mind,

⚫ means every thing momentous, mysterious , pro-

phetic, monitory, trying to the reflections, and

touching to the heart, to the many is but a round

of cares and toils , of familiar pursuits and formal

actions. Their fathers have lived ; their children

will live after them; the way is plain ; the boun-

daries are definite ; the business is obvious ; and

this to them is life. They look upon this world

as a vast domicile, as an extensive pleasure-

ground; the objects are familiar ; the implements

are worn ; the very skies are old ; the earth is a

pathway for those that come and go, on earthly

errands; the world is a working field , a ware-

house, a market-place-and this is life!

But life indeed-the intellectual life , struggling

with its earthly load, coming, it knows not

whence, going it knows not whither, with an

eternity unimaginable behind it, with an eternity

to be experienced before it, with all its strange

and mystic remembrances, now exploring its

past years as if they were periods before the

flood, and then gathering them within a space as

brief and unsubstantial as if they were the dream

of a day-with all its dark and its bright visions

of mortal fear and hope ; life, such a life , is full

ofmysteries. In the simplest actions, indeed, as

well as in the loftiest contemplations in the most

ordinary feelings , as well as in the most abstruse

speculations, mysteries meet us every where,

mingle with all our employments, terminate all

our views.

The bare act of walking has enough in it to fill

us with astonishment. Ifwe were brought into

existence in the full maturity of our faculties, if

experience had not made us dull, as well as con-

fident, we should feel a strange and thrilling

doubt, whenwe took one step whether another

would follow. We should pause at every step,

with awe at the wonders of that familiar action.

For who knows any thing ofthe mysterious con-

nection and process, by which the invisible will

governs the visible frame? Who has seen the

swift and silent messengers which the mind sends

out to the subject members of the body? Philo-

sophers have reasoned upon this, and have talked

of nerves, and have talked of delicate fluids, as

transmitting the mandates of the will ; but they

•
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have known nothing. No eye of man, nor pe-

netratingglance ofhis understanding, has search-

ed out those hidden channels , those secret agen-

cies of the soul in its mortal tenement. Man,

indeed, can construct machinery, curious, com-

plicated and delicate , though far less so than that

of the human frame, and with the aid of certain

other contrivances and powers he can cause it

to be moved; but to cause it to move itself, to

impart to it an intelligent power, to direct its mo-

tions whithersoever it will, this is the mysterious

work of God.

Nay,the bare connection of mind with matter,

is itself a mystery. The extremes of the crea-

tion are here brought together, its most opposite

and incongruous elements are blended , not only

in perfect harmony, but in the most intimate

sympathy. Celestial life and light mingle, nay,

andsympathise, with dark, dull and senseless mat-

ter. The boundless thought hath bodily organs.

That which in a moment glances through the

immeasurable hosts of heaven, hath its abode

within the narrow bounds of nerves and limbs

and senses . The clay beneath our feet is built

up into the palace of the soul. The sordid dust

we tread upon, forms , in the mystic frame of our

humanity, the dwelling-place of high reasoning

thoughts, fashions the chambers of imagery, and

moulds the heart that beats with every lofty and

generous affection. Yes, the feelings that soar

to heaven, the virtue that is to win the heavenly

crown, flows in the life blood, that in itself is as

senseless as the soil from which it derives its

nourishment. Who shall explain to us this mys-

terious union-tell us where sensation ends, and

thought begins, or where organization passes into

life? There have been philosophers who have

reasoned about this , materialists and immaterial-

ists ; and under their direction , the powers of

matterand spirit have been marshalled in the con-

test, for ascendancy in this human microcosm ;

but the war has been fruitless ; the argument

futile ; philosophers have settled nothing, proved

nothing, for they knew nothing.

Turn to what pursuit of science, or point of

observation wewill, it is still the same. In every

department and study, we sooner or later come

to a region into which our inquiries cannot pene-

trate.-Every where our thoughts run out into

the vast, the indefinite, the incomprehensible ;

time stretches to eternity, place to immensity,

calculation to " numbers without number," being

to Infinite Greatness. Every path of our reflec-

tions brings us at length to the shrine of the un-

known and the unfathomable, where we must sit

down, and receive with devout and childlike

meekness, if we receive at all , the voice of the

oracle within.

Even the purest demonstrations in philosophy

and the mathematics, often result in mysteries

and paradoxes. Matter that is finite, is infinitely

divisible. A drop of water may be balanced

against the universe. That, gentle reader, if

thou hast ever chanced to hear of it, is the

hydrostatic paradox. But there are pneumatic

paradoxes too, and metallic wonders wrought in

the dark and silent mine, and geologic marvels ,

every where disclosed in the capacious bosom of

the earth, in which flood and fire seem so myste-

riously to have struggled together. Nor is there

a plant so humble, no hyssop by the wall, nor

flower norweed in the garden that springeth from

the bosom ofthe earth, but it is an organized and

living mystery. The secrets of the abyss are not

more inscrutable, than the work that is wrought

in its hidden germ. The goings on ofthe heavens

are not more incomprehensible than its growth

as it waves in the breeze. Its life , that which

constitutes its life , who can tell us what it is?

The functions that contribute to its growth, flow-

ering and fruit, the processes of secretion, the

organs or the affinities by which every part re-

ceives the material that answers its purpose , who

can unfold or explain them? Yes, the simplest

spire of grass has wonders in it, in which the

wisest philosopher may find a reason forhumility,

and the proudest skeptic an argument for faith.

Life, I repeat-and I say , let the dull in thought,

let the children of sense be aroused bythe reflec-*

tion-life is full of mysteries. If we were wan-

dering through the purlieus of a vast palace, and

found here and there a closed door, or an inac-

cessible entrance, over which the word MYSTERY

was written, how would our curiosity be awa-

kened by the inscription ! Life is such a wan-

dering; the world is such a structure ; and over

many a door forbidding all entrance-and over

many a mazy labyrinth , is written the startling

inscription that tells us of our ignorance, and an-

nounces to us unseen and unimaginable wonders.

The ground we tread upon is not dull, cold soil,

not the mere paved way on which the footsteps

ofthewearyand busy are hastening,not the mere

arena on which the war of mercantile compe-

tition is waged ; but " we tread upon enchanted

ground. "

Themeans of communication withthe outward

scene, are all mysteries. Anatomists may ex-

plain the structure of the eye and ear, but they

leave inexplicable things behind ; -seeing and

hearing are still mysteries. The organ that col-

lects within it the agitated waves of the air, the

chambers of sound that lie beyond it, after all

dissection and analysis , are still labyrinths and

regions of mystery. And that little orb, the eye,

which gathers in the boundless landscape at a

glance, which in an instant measures the near

and the distant, the vast and the minute , which

brings knowledge from ten thousand objects in

one commanding act of vision-what a mystery

is that !

And then, if the soul communicates with the

outward world, through mysterious processes,

what powerhas that world-its objects, its events,

its changes, its varying hues, its many toned

voices , what mysterious power have they to strike

the secret springs of the soul within !

"It maybe a sound-

Atone of music-summer's eve-or spring-

A flower-the wind-the ocean--which shall wound

Striking the electric chain, wherewith we are darkly bound;

And how and why we know not, nor can trace

Home to its cloud, this lightning ofthe mind."
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But if nature is bound with almost magic spells

ofassociation to our maturer years, what a pure

and fresh mystery is it to our childhood ! Ah !

childhood-beautiful mystery !-howdoes nature

lie all around thee, as a treasure-house of won-

ders. Sweet and gentle season of being ! whose

flowers bring on the period of ripening, or bloom

but to wither and fade in their loveliness-time of

" thick coming" joys and tears ! of tears thatpass

quickly away, as if they did not belong to thee,

of joys that linger and abide long, and yet make

the long day short-time of weakness ! yet of

power to charm the eye of sages from their lore;

-Childhood ! what a mystery art thou , and what

mysteries dost thou deal with ! What mysteryis

there in thy unfolding faculties , that call forth

wonder from those that gaze upon thee, and seem

to thyself at times, almost as if they were strange

reminiscences of an earlier being ! What mys-

tery is there in thy thoughts, when thou art first

struggling to grasp the infinite and eternal ! when

thou art told of immortal regions where thou shalt

wander onward and onward for ever, and sayest,

even to the teaching voice of authority, " It can-

not, father, it cannot be!"

And there are mysteries, too , thickly strewed

all along the moral path ofthis wonderful being.

There are " mysteries of our holy religion." Mi-

racles of power, giving attestation to its truth,

ushered it into the world. Wonders of heavenly

mercy are displayed in its successive triumphs

over the human soul. Gracious interpositions ,

too, of the teaching Spirit, and a succouring

Providence, help the infirmities and struggles of

the faithful.

forth to us, than in that scene of strangely min-

gled experience and illusion , that world veiled

from the eyes of philosophy-the world of our

dreams. Mr. Hogg somewhere remarks, and it

seems to be more than a poetical fancy, that our

dreams are emphatically mysteries , hitherto

sacred from metaphysical analysis. The writer

hopes he may be excused ; therefore, if he intro-

duces as appropriate to the meditations of this

paper, a dream of his own:-

An excursion for health carried me, some

years ago,through the beautiful villages of Con-

cord and Lancaster, to the brow of the noble

Wachusett. It was in the month of our sum-

mer's glory-June. I know not how it may ap-

pear to others ; but that enjoyment, leading to

surfeit and oppression, which is often described

as attending upon one class of our pleasures ,

seems to me as more than realized in the over-

powering,the almost oppressive, the mysterious

delight with which we gaze upon the ever-

renewed and brightened vision of nature. Such

it was to me ; and when the evening came, its

calmness was as grateful to me, as the rest which

hospitality offered .

Yet it brought its own fascination. The moon

shed down from her calm and lofty sphere, a

more sacred beam than that of day. Her light

seemed like an emenation, an element for holy

thought, in which there was something like con-

sciousness and witnessing to the thoughts of mor-

tals. The breeze, as it went up the mountain's

side, and touched the forest boughs, seemed like

a living spirit. The summit, rising towards

heaven and resting in a solemn and serene light,

appeared like amount of meditation , wheresome

holy sufferer had retired from the world to pray,

andwhere angels were ascending and descending.

Fatigued and exhausted , I sought repose at an

And the results, moreover of this great and

solemn trial of human nature, that is passing on

earth, are as mysterious as the process-the hea-

venly interposition and the human effort, and

these too, alike mysterious—the heavenly inter- early hour, and soon fell into that half sleeping

position-certain but undefinable ; the human

will strangely balanced somewhere , but nobody

can tell where, between necessity and freedom.

Goodness, in the heart, is a mystery. Nolan-

guage can define it, which does not equally need

definition. No man can tell what it is. Noman

can know but by an inward experience , and an

experience in reality inexpressible. Goodness

is abreath in the soul, weknownotfrom whence ;

it cometh and it goeth , like " the wind that blow-

eth where it listeth ;" it is the inspiration of the

Almighty.

And sin !-how great and tremendous is that

mystery! That beneath these serene and pure

heavens, which beam with the benignity oftheir

Maker ; that amidst the fair earth, amidst ten

thousand forms of perfection-that, where all

else is perfect, the spoiler should have goneforth

to mar and to crush the noblest and fairest-this

is the "mystery of iniquity that hath been hidden

from ages" and is not yet fully unfolded.

* ** * * 。

**

* *

Themysteries of our present being, though met

with in daily experience, though recognized by

the severest philosophy, are never perhaps more

sensibly, or so to speak, consciously shadowed

and half waking state, with which the diseased

and troubled, at least, are so well acquainted. It

is the well known and frequent effect of this state

of partial consciousness , to give a mysterious and

preternatural importance to every thing that at-

tracts the notice of the wandering senses. Now

and then, an evening traveller passed by ; but

that was not the simple character with which my

imagination invested him. Hewas a fierce rider

from the battle field--and as he rushed by upon

the sounding mountain pavement, he seemed to

bear upon his tread the fate of empires. Thena

sound of laughter and shout of revelry reached

me from a neighbouring ale-house, and it appear-

ed like the discordant mockery of fiends over the

wreck of kingdoms. And ever and anon, the

passing breeze shook the casement of my win-

dow, and the sound in my ear, seemed stern as

the voice of destiny, and struck me with that in-

explicable awe that attends the slightest jar of

an earthquake.

At length, I sunk into a deeper sleep ; but still

the confused images of my half conscious state,

mingled with the deeper reveries ofmy dream. I

dreamed, as I often do when awake, ofmen, and

life, and the crowded world. The procession of
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human generations passed before me. Thewan-

dering Tartar flew by me in his sledge over the

frozen solitudes of the North. The turbaned

Turk moved slowly on, bythe many shores of his

rich and glorious domains. The politic bustling

busy European passed over the theatre of my

vision, and it was atheatre of merchandise. And

then, again, the wilds of the New World were

opened to me, and I sawthe stealthy Indian re-

tiring from thicket to thicket, and thewhite man

pressed hard upon his retreating steps. Then

the palaces and courts of royalty rose before me,

and I sawthe gay and gorgeous train thatthrong-

ed them, and heard from many a recess and by-

path, the sighs of disappointed ambition. Anon,

the camp, with its mingled order and confusion,

came upon the wayward fancies of my dream ;

and the fearful tread of a host drew near, and

music from unnumbered instruments burst forth,

and swelled gloriously up to heaven. And then

suddenly the scene changed, and I thought it

was music for the gay assembly and the dance ;

and a multitude innumerable wandered through

boundless plains in pursuit of pleasure. Butim-

mediately either in the strange vagaries of my

dreams or according to the broken memory of it

-it appeared to be no longer a multitude, but a

mighty city of immeasurable extent ;-and then

the countless habitations of far distant countries

camewithinthe range ofmyvision , and the scenes

of domestic abode and all the mazy struggle of

human life , were beneath myeye. I sawthe em-

brace oflove ; I heard the song of gladness ; and

then the wailings of infancy were in my ears,

and stern voices seemed to hush them. In

another quarter the throng of pleasure and the

pall ofdeath passed on, and went different ways,

as it seemed but in a shocking vicinity to each

other, and in strangely mingled and mournful

confusion: and I thought of human weal and wo,

and of this world's great fortunes, and of the mys-

tery ofthis life, and of God's wisdom, till it seem-

ed to me that my heart would break with its

longing for further knowledge, and my pillow

was wet with the tears ofmy dream.

ties. " Mortal !"--the voice said " once

a fellow-mortal !"-and no earthly tongue can

express the soothing sweetness and tenderness

that flowed into those words-" be patient," it

said, " be strong ; fear not ; be not troubled. If

thou couldst know !-but I may not tell thee-

else would not thy faith be perfected :-' be yet

patient ; trust in God ; trust in him and be hap-

py! " The bright cloud was borne as by the gen-

tlest breath of air away from me ; the features

slowly faded, but with such a smile of ineffable

benignity and love lingering upon the counte-

nance,that inthe ecstacy ofmy emotions I awoke.

I awoke; the songs of the morning were

around me; the sun was high in heaven ; the

earth seemed to me clothed with new beauty. I

went forth with a firmer step , and a more cheer-

ful brow, resolving to be patient and happy tillI

also " should see as I am seen, and know even as

I am known.”

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.

"WHEN Bonaparte was paying his court to

Madame de Beauharnais," says De Bourrienne,

" neither ofthem kept a carriage, and he, being

passionately in love, and a most assiduous suitor,

escorted his intended about the town, and espe-

cially on her visits to the agent. They went one

day togetherto the office of the notary Ragaideau,

who, by-the-bye, was one of the smallest men I

have ever seen. Madame de Beauharnais , who

placed great confidence in Raguideau, had come

to himthat day expressly for the purpose of com-

municating her intention of accepting the hand

of the young general of artillery , the protege of

Barras. Josephine was accordingly closetted

along with the notary, while Bonaparte walked

in the outer office , occupied by the clerks. The

door of Raguideau's cabinet , however, not being

shut close, the general overheard the lawyer dis-

suading Beauharnais from the marriage she was

about to contract. You are very imprudent,'

said the notary ; you may have to repent this

step as long as you live ; it is madness to go and

marry a man who has nothing but his sword to

depend on.' ' Bonaparte,' said Josephine, when

shetold me these prior circumstances, had never

alluded to this , and I had no idea that he heard

what Raguideau had said. Imagine my astonish

ment, then, Bourrienne, when on the day of the

coronation , as soon as he had put on the imperial

"

As my head was bowed down in meditation

and in sorrow, it suddenly appeared to me that

an unusual and unearthly light was breaking

around me. I instantly lifted my eyes, for a

thrilling and awful expectation came upon me. I

thought ofthe judgment, and almost expected to

behold the Son of Man in the clouds of heaven. I

immediately perceived that the vision was to me

alone; forthelight did not spread far, and proceed- robes , he said , ' Go and find Raguideau, and

ed from only one luminous cloud. As I gazed upon

it, features of more thanmortal loveliness became

visible, though the form was partly veiled from

me in the glorious brightness that surrounded it.

I imagined that I perceived a resemblance tothe

countenance of one that I had known and loved

on earth ; and I girded up the powers of my

mind, as I have often thought I should do, in my

waking hours, to meet a spirit from the other

world. But the first words that fell upon my ear,

instead ofinspiring me with the expected terror,

spreada sacred tranquillity through all myfacul-

bring him here immediately. ' Raguideau soon

made his appearance, and the emperor said to

him , Well, and have I nothing now but my

sword to depend on?' Eight years had elapsed

since the scene at the office of the notary ; and

Bonaparte, though he had borne in mind the

discourse ofM. Raguideau, had nevermentioned

that he was privy to it to a single soul, not even

to De Bourrienne at the time when he was in the

habit of making his secretary the confidant and

depository of all his projects and secrets. "-De

Bourrienne's Memoirs.
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A DREAM.

" Sleep hath its own world

And a wide realm of wild reality.- BYRON.

I FELT that my death hour was come ;

I strove to pray-I strove to weep-

But the words stuck in my parched throat,

And the lean flesh did coldly creep-

So horrible it was to die,

At midnight in my lonely sleep.

I heard the rattle in mythroat,

And then I surelyknew

That I should die ; and then the dark

Death angel o'er me flew

Oh, God ! how cold I felt that shade

As it broad and broader grew .

Like adrowning man, I downward sank

Within that horrid sea ;

Thecold waves, gurgling in mine ear,

Did rush all fearfully ;

Then o'er my heart the death- spasm fell,

And I shrieked convulsively.

And now I knew that I had died :

For,lighter than the wind,

I passed the sun-yea all the stars

Did glimmer far behind-

Alone and bodiless thing I swept

The universe unconfined.

Oh, many a happything I saw

Floating ontheir glittering wings-

Flinging their fleshless fingers o'er

Their harps ofgolden strings-

All unawares I lingered there,

To drink their murmurings.

All unawares, I prayed to God,

Charmed by that starry spell,

Amid that land ofhappy things

Whosetones go wildly fell-

All unawares, I prayed that there

I evermore might dwell.

But darkness gathered o'er methen,

And I shuddered fearfully,

For the great judgment throne was set,

Far onthe flaming sky ,

And earthly crimes my fears awoke,

And I prayed that I might die.

Like the sear leafborne on the storm ,

So was I whirled on ,

Wheretens of thousands burning ones

Begirt that great bright throne :

Adiadem ofstars , far o'er,

The universe, they shone.

I turned meto the judgment throne-

But blasted grew my sight,

Like him who gazes on the sun

Unsufferably blight-

I shrunk in darkness, and in fear,

From that great throne oflight.

Isawthe skeletons of men

Float past the darkening sun ;

And the blue stars looked ghastly wan—

Their race oflight was run,

The moon swept by, like a ball ofblood,

And sunk in that barning solitude.

Then roseso wild a wail-

So horrible and nigh-

Like a thousand thunders , breaking

And rolling in the sky:

That wail was Nature's funeral dirge ,

The damned spirits' cry.

That cry so wild my blood so chilled,

It lay like ice upon a stream ;

And thus I woke, and blessed God

That all was but-a midnight dream .

But from that moment I began

To be an altered and a holy man.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

I seem like one

Who treads alone

Some banquet hall deserted ,

Whose lights are fled,

Whose garlands dead,

And all but he departed.

-

MOORE.

SEEST thou yon gray gleaming hall ,

Where the deep elm-shadows fall ?

Voices that have left the earth

Long ago

Still are murmuring round its hearth

Soft and low ;

Everthere :-yet one alone

Haththe gift to hear their tone.

Guests come thither and depart,

Free of step and light ofheart;

Children, with sweet visions bless'd ,

In the haunted chambers rest ;

One alone unslumbering lies,

Whenthe night hath sealed all eyes,

Onequick heart and watchful ear,

Listening for those whispers clear.

Seest thou where the woodbine flowers

O'eryon low porch hang in showers ?

Startling faces ofthe dead,

Pale , yet sweet,

One lonewoman's entering tread

There still meet!

Some with young smooth foreheads fair,

Faintly shining through bright hair ;

Some with reverend locks ofsnow-

All, all buried long ago!

All, from underdeep sea-waves,

Or the flowers offoreign graves,

Or the old and bannered aisle,

Wheretheir high tombs gleam the while,

Rising, wandering, floating by,

Suddenly and silently,

Throughtheir earthly home and place,

But amidst another race.

Wherefore unto one alone

Are those sounds and visions known?

Wherefore hath that spell ofpower,

Dark and dread ,

On her soul, a baleful dower,

Thus been shed ?

Oh! in those deep-seeing eyes

Nostrange gift ofmystery lies !

She is lone where once she moved

Fair, and happy, and beloved !

Sunnysmiles were glancing round her,

Tendrils ofkind hearts had bound her;

Nowthose silver chords are broken,

Thosebright looks have left no token,

Not one trace on all the earth,

Savethe memory of her mirth.

She is lone and lingering now,

Dreams have gather'd o'er her brow,

Midst gay song and children's play,

She is dwelling far away ;

Seeingwhat none else may see-

Haunted still her place must be!
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THE VENDEEAN'S STORY .

THE royalists had retired from the siege of

Nantes, a city which was held by the represen-

tatives ofthe French convention . Although the

people of this devoted city, had remained quiet

during the siege, although they had taken no

part in the horrible war of the Vendee-yet it

was decreed that it should suffer the tortures of

a revolutionary tribunal,-that its wealthy and

quiet citizens should be massacred by hundreds ,

because, in the significant language of the day,

they were "rich and aristocratic." Carrier, a

man whose name should be associated with those

ofMarat and Robespierre , was commissioned by

the legislators of Republican France to pour out

upon the devoted cities of the Vendee, the full

vials of republican wrath. Nantes suffered

most severely. Its very streets ran with blood

-and the tranquil bosom of the Loire bore wit-

ness of"many a foul and midnight murder."

We had lain long in prison. The world seem-

ed to have forgotten us. It was only when our

surly keepers bestowed upon us their curses,

with the miserable sustenance which we were

compelled to partake of, that the horrible mono-

tony of our confinement was broken. We indeed

knew nothing of all that was going on around,

and our fears could never have equalled the

frightful reality. Separated from our families--

alike ignorant of their fate and our own destiny,

hope at length deserted us, and we were silent in

despair.

We were, at last, roused by the entrance of a

republican officer-one of the Guards of Carrier.

-I had noticed him before my confinement and

marked him as I would some dangerous serpent.

The impress of the demon was upon his counte-

nance. I had seen him once, when a group of

pleasant farm-houses were bursting into flames,

and the work of destruction going on , writhing

his scarred visage into a smile. I had never seen

such a smile before. It told ofdark and hateful

passions- of exultation like that which an infer-

nal spirit might be supposed to feel when some

new victim is consigned to the unquenchable

fire of torment.

He told us, he had orders to conduct us from

the prison. Eager questions were made as to

the design of this command. He made no reply ,

but commanded the door of our dungeon to be

thrown open. We passed out-many, with a joy-

ful hope of speedy release , and the enjoyment of

their home. A band of soldiers received us and

conducted us into the open air.

It was a beautiful night of moonshine. The soft

light rested on the hills around us , silvering the

pointed roofs and old spires that stood up among

them . The broad sheet of the Loire lay before

us, like a vein of silver upon a ground of eme-

rald. Nantes-the once rich and beautiful me-

tropolis of the Vendee, was silent as a sepulchre.

-Black smoke curled up at intervals into the

moonlight, from the smouldering ashes of fallen

dwellings. The hand of the spoiler had been

there, the tide of revolutionary madnesshad gone

over the fair city in a mingled wave of fire and

blood.

We reached the water's edge. Alow, dark hul-

led vessel lay ready to receive us. "On board,

traitors!" said the officer who had guarded us

thither. "You are destined for Bellisle ." I

marked his features as he spoke. The same in

fernal smile was playing upon them-but more

fiendish-more revolting than ever. Bellisle lay

at the mouth of the Loire. The outline of its

fortress was just visible , grim and ragged, tower-

ing to the sky. The revolutionary banner was

flapping above it, like a bird of evil , hovering over

its destined prey.

We were hurried on board the vessel, which to

our astonishment, was already crowded , with pri-

soners like ourselves. The young and beautiful

and high-born of both sexes were there. There

were many, very many familiar faces in that

group, seen dimly in the lamplight- proud men

and lovely women, whom I had known in hap-

pier hours-but there was no look of recognition

given or received ; every one felt the pressure of

some unshared and peculiar anguish, and our

meeting was in silence, broken only bythe thick

sob and passionate burst of tears.

A light hand fellupon myshoulder, and a voice ,

to whose tones my spirit would have responded

from the very threshold of eternity, announced

my name. I started at the sound. The next in-

stant I wasclasping to my bosom the fairest maid

ofNantes-the last and brightest link in the bro-

ken chain of my affections. High souled and

noble hearted girl! I see thee now through the

dark medium of years, with a perception as clear

as ifthou wert a being of yesterday. That clear

expanse of brow, so touched with intellectual

paleness, and that eye so proud, and yet so full

oftenderness, are living before me. The pencil

of memory is an unerring one, when its powers

are called forth by an affection , which but ga-

thers a deeper intensity from despair.

There aremoments in life , when the affectation

of indifference, and the constrained coldness of

ceremony are forgotten, and the deep and holier

feelings of the heart itself, are poured out in all

their freshness and original purity. Such mo-

ments cannot exist in the sun lit places ofworld-

ly prosperity. They are found in the shadowy

path of adversity-or never. When the great

and busy world around us has proved but a vain

and gorgeous deception,-a mockery, rendered

more terrible by its promise of beauty, then it

is that the fountains of deep sympathy are bro-

ken up, and hearts are mingled together in a

love which belongs not to earth.

It was so at this moment. Agnes and myself

had both tasted bitterness from the same

fountain. The crimes-I should rather say the

virtues ofour parents-had been visited upon us,
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in vengeance. We were thrown together at a

moment when every whim and caprice of our

enemies became unquestioned authority fordeeds

of abhorent cruelty. We knew that we were in

the hands of those who would exult in our de-

struction-fiends , who feasted upon human suf-

fering, and trampled down the altar , and extin-

guished the household fire with a zeal surpassed

only by the enormity of their crimes . Weknew

all this, and yet that moment was the happiest

one of our lives.

A shout rang from the deck above us, and a

quick dashing of oars succeeded. Then, there

was a crush, as if the planks beneath us were

rent away by a strong hand. The horrible truth

burst upon us. The vessel had been fitted up

with a sous pape, or false bottom-the fatal bar

had been withdrawn-we were in the middle of

the Loire, and up-rushing of its waters was al-

ready felt.

Never shall I forget the awful shrick that went

up at this moment. I had been on the red bat-

tle field, and heard in the pauses of the fight, the

groans of intolerable anguish arise from a thou-

sand writhing victims-but never , no never, had

my ears been tortured by a cry like this. It was

an unearthly embodying of terror, which can be

compared to nothing but the shrieks of the doom-

ed multitude, when the last curse shall have smit-

ten them from the presence of the just made per-

fect. It rose wild and horrible for a moment,

-then followed the dreadful sounds of strangu-

lation, blended with the groanings of the vessel,

as the water forced its way upwards.

I remember a suffocating sensation—a strug-

gle-a sinking down-a convulsive shudder!

** * * * * ** *

1 rose again to the surface. The bosom ofthe

river was ruffled and black. Boats were hurry-

ing across it, filled with demons in human form.

Wherever a victim struggled above the waves,

a corse floated, or a garment caught the moon-

shine, pistol shots and sabre blows were directed .

-I had passed many boats unnoticed , and hope

began to invigorate my limbs, when suddenly a

drowning person caught hold of me. My motion

was retarded. I shook off and spurned away the

wretched sufferer. The body sunk before me

-1 saw the death like countenance, and, Oh

God! it was that of Agnes ! I saw one imploring

extension of the arms, one look of agonizing

supplication , and she went down- down to her

cold sepulchre, and almost within my reach.

One moment of unutterable anguish followed,

and my reason forsook me. How I escaped

from the river I know not, but my returning

consciousness found me in the dwelling of a pea-

sant, who, I afterwards learned, had discovered

me, insensible, upon the margin of the river. The

horrid recollection of the past came over me, and

I fled from my deliverer as ifto escape the dread-

ful thought, which has, from that moment to the

present, never ceased to haunt me. The images

which it conjures up are distinct and living-

fearful blendings of tenderness and terror. At

one moment 1 behold my lost Agnes , mild and

beautiful as an angel , with the words of her af-

fection melting upon a voice of music.

Then the scene changes,-the shriek-the in-

gulfing waters, and all the horrors of that night

of agony, are present in my mind. I feel the

death-clasp upon my arm, and a strong shudder

goes over me, as if I were again shaking the dy-

ing from my support. Then the outstretched

arms-the pale and supplicating countenance—

the mute appeal for succour, and the vain at-

tempt to afford it, darken the cloud of memory

which settles upon my soul.

My story is told. Those who have marvelled

at dejection, who have mocked at grief which

they could not fathom, may here learn the secret ,

which for years has lain upon my soul like the

malison ofa parent.

I have been a wanderer and an outcast in the

land of my fathers. I have seen its populous

places made desolate, and its orange groves

sprinkled with the blood of those who had nursed

them. I have seen the multitude shake off the

chains of priestcraft, drag the cowled head in

the dust, extinguish the sacred flame of the altar,

and trample on the crucifix. They had set up a

new idol-a new divinity which they knelt to

under the sacred name of Liberty. It was that

liberty which opens the floodgates of crime, and

casts offfrom the arm of the assassin, the fetters

of the law.

Yet a change came. I have seen one horde of

assassins swept away by another. The wretch

who conducted the fatal Noyade, himself perish

ed by the hand of his fellows. I saw him on the

stained scaffold, awaiting his inevitable doom,

with a grimand terrible composure. Hebenthim-

selfto the block, and died with a curse upon his

lips !

Iam a broken down and grey haired man-yet

it is not with the weight of years , or the silvering

oftime. Sorrow has more than done their work ;

and I go out among the smiling faces of man-

kind, and the glorious creations of the divinity,

with a spirit which takes no hue of gladness from

the beauty and harmonyaround me. Onethought

from which there is no escape , rests like an evil

shadow upon me, and lends to the glory and love-

liness of earth, and its own sombre coloring.-

But the light of my earthly existence is rapidly

waning, and I look forward with a blessed hope

to the moment, when, casting off the sorrows of

humanity, the tired and weary spirit shall rejoice

in that destiny which awaits the afflicted and

truly penitent of earth.

DEATH.

It is doubtless hard to die ; but it is agreeable

to hope we shall not live here for ever, and that

a better life will put an end to the troubles of

this . If we were offered immortality on earth,

who is there would accept so melancholy a gift?

What resource, what hope, what consolation

would then be left us against the rigour of for-

tune, and the injustice ofman?
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WHY IS MY SPIRIT SAD!

"WHY is my spirit sad?

Because ' tis parting, each succeeding year,

With something that it used to hold more dear

Than aught that now remains ;

Becausethe past, like a receding sail,

Flits into dimness, and the lonely gale

O'ervacant waters reigns .

"Whyis my spirit sad?

Because no more within mysoul there dwell

Thoughts fresh as flowers, that fill the mountain dell

With innocent delight ;

Because I am aweary ofthe strife

That with hot fever taints the springs oflife,

Makingthe day seem night.

"Whyis my spirit sad ?

Alas ! ye did not know the lost-thedead,

Who loved with me of yore green paths to tread-

The paths ofyoung romance:

Ye never stood with us ' neath summer skies,

Nor sawthe rich light of their tender eyes-

The Eden oftheir glance.

"Whyis my spirit sad ?

Havenot the beautiful been ta'en away-

Are not thy noble hearted turned to clay-

Wither'd in root and stem ?

I see that others , in whose looks are lit

The radiantjoys ofyouth, are round me yet-

But not-but not like them !

"I would not be less sad!

Mydays ofmirth are past. Droops o'er my brow

The sheafofcare in sickly paleness now-

The present is around me:

Would that the future were both come and gone,

And that I lay, where 'neath a nameless stone,

Crush'd feelings could not wound me !"

MARRIAGE OF THE DEAF AND DUMB.

No word! no sound ! and yet a solemn rite

Proceedeth ' mid the festive lighted hall,

Hearts are in treaty-and the soul doth take

That oath, which unabsolved must stand, till death,

With icy seal, doth close the scroll oflife.

No word ! no sound ! and still yon holyman,

With strong and graceful gesture, hath imposed

The irrevocable vow ; and, with meek prayer,

Hath sent it to be registered in Heaven.

Methinks this silence heavily doth brood

Upon the spirit. Say, thou flower-crowned bride,

What meansthe sigh that from thy ruby lip

Doth ' scape, as ifto seek some element

That angels breathe ?

Mute !-mute !-'tis passing strange !

Like necromancy all. And yet 'tis well:

For the deep trust with which a maiden casts

Her all of earth-perchance her all ofheaven,

Into a mortal hand-the confidence

With which she turns in every thoughtto him,

Her more than brother, and her nextto God,

Hath never yet been meted out in words,

Orweighed with language.

So, ye voiceless pair,

Pass on in hope. For ye may build as firm

Your silent altar in each other's hearts,

And catch the sunshine through the clouds oftime,

As cheerly as though the pomp ofspeech

Did herald forth the deed. Andwhen ye dwell

Where flowers fade not, and death no treasured tie

Hath power to sever more-ye need not mourn

The ear sequestrate and the tuneless tongue ;

Forthere the eternal dialect oflove

ls the free breath of every happy soul.

THE ORNAMENTAL ARTIST .

b

OCTAGON BOXES.

Theoctagon is a very graceful form for a glass

box: its bottom must be shaped as fig. 13, a, and

its sides equal squares, as b, or oblong as c, to

match the edges ofthe bottom. The cover may

be flat, and made of a single piece resembling

the bottom, or it may be raised, as the top ofthe

13 temple, or cottage box; in

this case, it must consist of

eight triangles , the base of

each of which should be

equal to one of the sides of

the bottom, as d. Instead

ofbringing them to a point,

which is rather a difficult

task, it is advisable to cut offthe ends ofthe seve-

ral pieces, as e, and fit in a small octagon at the

top. The cover may be fastened at the corners

ofone of the sides, and the stays fixed where the

artist discovers they will best keep it in equili-

brium when opened .

MIRROR AND PINCUSHION BOXES.

Looking-glass may be employed for the sides,

front, and corners of the box, instead of ground

14

glass, and the edges ornamented with strips of

embossed gold paper ; or a

piece oflooking-glass, as large

as the bottom of the box, may

be bound and embellished in

a similar manner, and fasten-

ed inside the top, by tacking

the corners of its binding to

that of the lower edge of the

cover. The mirror box, if

made in the latter way, should

stand open, and the cushion

may be made into a pincushion , by stuffing it

with sufficient wool or wadding to raise the top

of it to the edges ofthe box, and covering it with

plain, instead of gathered silk (Fig. 14) . The

15 centre ofthe cushion may be orna-

mented with a bow, or rosette ; or

ifthe binding be vandyked, and of

two colours, with a star (Fig. 15),

formed ofthe two ribands used for

the binding, decreasing gradually,

in size, and pinned through their centres. The

cover ofthe pincushion may also be made of tri-

angular pieces of silk, of different colours, to

match with the harlequin binding.
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SPRING.

BY MISS ANNA MARIA PORTER.

-

WINTER'S young conqueror comes ! the bannered earth

Awaits his car's approach , arrayed in green,

That mocksthe emerald's smile : her tapestry rich ,

With every hue enamelled , is hung out

From bush, and bank, and bower, and sloping mead,

Scenting the sparkling air. Yon high-plumed woods

Bowtothe hov'ring god , while joyous sound

Ofbirds, and ice-freed waters , and man's voice,

The great deliverer hail!

WOMAN'S LOVE.

THERE is a feeling in the heart,

Athought within the bosom's swell,

Which woman's eyes alone impart ;

Which woman's blush alone can tell !

Man may be cold in love's disguise,

And feel not half the flame he speaks ;

But woman's love is in her eyes ;

It glows upon her burning cheeks !

THE EAGLE PLUME.

A TALE OF GREECE.

It was in the year 18-, that 1 set out to join

the cause of liberty in Greece, and aid, by my

feeble efforts, her noble struggle for independ-

ence. I was young, ardent, and enthusiastic .

Myfortune was large, my relations few and dis-

tant ; if I fell , there would be none to regret me ,

and if I lived , it would not be in vain ; but I

might look back, in my old age with pleasure,

on the remembrance that 1 , too, had been a

Grecian."

66

I lingered on my progress to the principal

scene of action, and was induced to visit, for a

short period, the beautiful island of Scio. De-

scription would, indeed, fail to depict its loveli-

ness, yet my heart is too full of its memories to

remain quite silent. If the wild and lofty rocks

seemed Freedom's throne, at their feet reposed

a land, alas ! so fair, as to tempt the luxurious

inhabitant to repose in languid indolence, and

the bold invader to appropriate its treasures.

Whilst they pressed the rich juice from the

luscious grape, or trod nature's carpet in the

graceful dances of their country, their soft skies

forming a canopy kings might envy, while they

gazed on the dark eyes of their noble maidens,

and read love there in his own mirror ; the mo-

dern Greeks might almost be forgiven, if, in this

degenerate age , they forgot they were slaves ,

since in ruder climes even liberty herself cannot

offer such seducing engagements.

And the blue sea, that sea whose waves as they

sank and died softly on the golden sands, seemed

to prate of glories gone by ; perhaps the very

blaze ofpast splendour, which spread from shore

to shore like their gorgeous setting sun, blinded

their senses to the dark night that was following.

They reposed on the shield of their dead heroes ,

and forgot to start up and use it in that defence

for which alone it was worthy.

Perhaps I am pleading my own cause whilst

offering these excuses for the Greeks : certain it

is; I lingered longer than I ought in this enchant-

ing island of Scio ; and yet my whole thoughts ,

soul, and words, were directed to the cause of

freedom. But, gentle reader, these thoughts and

words were often addressed to a lovely being who

walked beside me, treading her native mountains

with the step of one of those nymphs of fable so

appropriate to the scene. And if my zeal for

liberty have proved a pure and enduring light, a

sacred fire, instead of that meteor that leads

thousands astray, to that being under heaven, I

owe it. She was the grand-daughter of one of

the most illustrious men ofthe island , and though

his head was silvered with the frost of ninety

years, his heart was as warm for his country as

any of her youngest and bravest sons. The

father of the beauteous Ianthe had been a victim

to Turkish tyranny ; and the story appeared one

of peculiar agony, as, in protecting the beauty

andfame ofhis wife, he had, alas ! perished. The

whole family lived since in the deepest retire-

ment ; the venerable Mantholoni seeking to

shelter the two last fair scions of his noble race,

lanthe, and a young brother of about five years

old, from the storms of fate in their quiet home .

But a tempest was now about to burst, from

which they fondly anticipated that their long-

darkened atmosphere would clear, and the sun

of hope irradiate once more its horizon. The

old man was ready to spend his little remnant of

life , his lessened fortune, and his extensive ,

though secret influence, to aid the last indignant

rising of outraged Greece.

But the sweet Ianthe was the truest patriot !

It was no revenge of her martyred parents (for

her mother too was gone to peace) it was no

youthful enthusiasm, far less indifference to the

horrors of intestine war, which lent to her pure

spirit its unquenched and unquenchable glow.

She was, in truth, no ancient heroine, either in

person or mind. Her slight form rather resem-

bled the flexible palm, than the stately column.

Her soft blue eyes thrilled the soul by their ex-

pression ofmind and courage; but it was courage

tempered by more than her sex's gentleness , and

her sentiments were neither exaggerated nor

stern. They had their rise in the only sources

of true human greatness, religion and humanity :

the first told her that the sacred worship of her

fathers, the blessed cross, was being trampled

bythe infamous sign of an impostor ; and, should

the Christian look on for ever in tame and slavish

indifference, nor wake to vindicate its honour ?

K 2
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The next pointed to the violation of every tie of

nature bythe Turks ,the oppression ofthe weak,

slaughter of the brave , the poor peasant reaping

in tears the harvest that was sent for him ; and

thus urged, she held it the first duty of every

reasoning Greek, howsoever little his power, or

weak his arm , to lend it to this holy cause. When

she marked some gleams of my enthusiasm for

the tented field, the pomp and panoply of war,

she rather sought to repress it. " O, my friend,"

would she say in that low, kindly voice, nc heart

could resist, " do not take to the dreadful field of

battle, (where thousands are to dye their native

soil in blood, thousands of immortal souls to be

dismissed to eternity,) any thoughts but such as

you would cherish in your last hour. Let no

fierce passions, no imposing vanities, sully the

lustre of his spirit, who goes to combat for the

right, in the holy cause of just and rational

liberty."

66

Who could wonder that I became a convert to

her doctrines, had they beheld me in the still

hour of evening, as it dyed the sky and the ocean

in roses, standing beside the youthful patriot on

some lofty promontory of her native Scios, mus-

ing, as it might be, of the past or the future, in

a silence that was all our own;" whilst her

little brother clung fondly to her robe , looking

up into her speaking face, whence he drew all

the inspiration of his young day-dreams ; for the

boy was her inseparable companion, dear to her,

ay, even as her country. It is easy to guess that

I loved the fair Greek with the most reverent

admiration ; but whether my feelings were re-

turned, was yet a problem to me of the deepest

interest. Some circumstances led me to think

her heart was already occupied, and yet so

slight were my grounds of suspicion, that I was

almost ashamed to adduce themto myself. The

head and front of them, strange to say, consisted

in an ornament, if it might be so called , that she

invariably wore, in her picturesque Greek cap,

or placed amid the waving gold of her hair. It

was an eagle's plume ; and on no occasion of

festivity, nor in the most perfect retirement, did

she lay it aside. I verily believed she wore it in

her sleep. This partiality to so unusual a deco-

ration, her never alluding to it , and a casual

blush at the mention of one particular name, bad

excited fears I longed to disperse by inquiry, yet

feared that a word might confirm . *

We stood on a steep and almost dizzy rock ;

behind us was a deep defile- the day yet lingered

gloriously on the spot we had gained, but the

shades of evening fell darkly on the chasm.

* * *

" I do not love to stay here so late," said little

Alexis , pulling his sister gently by her robe , as

she stood on the height, apparently quite absorb-

ed in reverie, gazing across the waters. Come

home, dear sister, it will soon be dark ;" and the

boy's voice slightly trembled.

66

"What, you turned coward, my little hero?"

said I, playfully, and taking his hand, " you who

are as agile and daring as the chamois ? I should

not be surprised to see you perched one day on

yonder cliff;" and I pointed to a remarkable

peak towering above us, piercing, as it were,

into the very heavens. The boy shuddered and

hid his face. " Oh! not there !" he cried , " I

have been there once."-" There ! impossible ;

no human foot ever trod it. "-" Ask Ianthe,"

replied the child, " I cannot tell you." His sister

stood listening to us in some agitation, and her

cheek was unusually pale.-" Yes," said she, " I

will tell you, my Lord, to-morrow, the whole

story; but now let us return with this little trem-

bler, whose recollections of the spot might shake

firmer nerves than his. It is time," added she,

with a sigh and a look of mournful meaning, " it

is time, my Lord, to place this confidence in

your friendship for my family; and the same

narrative will satisfy you that I have dear and

sacred reasons for wearing this singular decora-

tion." And she slightly touched the eagle plume.

Strange, it may seem, but this preparation for

a simple narrative chilled my heart, and I felt

persuaded that the story of this ill-cmened plume

would prove fatal to my love.

The following afternoon Ianthe led me to the

same spot where we had lingered the evening

before ; but Alexis did not accompany us ; and

seating herself in a fissure of the rock, she allow-

ed me to place myself beside her, and assuming

an air ofcalmness, intended, as I feared, to silence

any expression of my feelings, she began the

promised tale.

" Since the death of my lamented parents,

which happened in my childhood , I have lived

perfectly retired in this beautiful island ; and the

only amusement I have tasted, or even wished ,

has been roaming freely amidst its sublime

scenery, meditating on the faded glories of my

country, and anticipating, in humble hope, the

period when Heaven might restore to oppressed

Greece her religion and her liberties.

" It is now about a year ago when her gener-

ous sons, as yet unassisted by any other nation,

rose in a seemingly hopeless struggle to restore

to their children that inheritance of freedom

which was once the very charter of the air we

breathe. Among their dauntless numbers was a

near relation of our own-a young and amiable

being inwhose fate we took the deepest interest.

He sometimes sent us tidings of his varying for-

tunes, till, alas ! the most disastrous reached us.

His immediate band had been intercepted , sur-

rounded, and almost all massacred by the Turks.

Their leader, whose gallant exploits recalled the

brightest days of Grecian glory, and whom our

relative had described as blest too with the gen-

tlest virtues, fought with determined valour his

way to the sea-shore, and, driven to the last ex-

tremity, plunged into its waves, and pierced by

Turkish shots, sank beneath them. Our beloved

cousin had perished in the outset of the attack ,

and left butthe memory of honour and patriotism

to crown his silent grave. These melancholy

events occupied my thoughts, and it was only in

solitude, and in prayer to that Being who is the

best resource of the unhappy, the sole arbiter of

nations, that I could find relief from the fore-

bodings that oppressed me. More than ever did
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I love to wander amid the rocks, whose grandeur

raised my mind to God, to gaze on that tranquil

ocean which reminded me of eternity, where the

brave who had sunk in its waters were enjoying

endless peace. My little brother was sometimes

my only companion in these rambles, though my

dear grandfather often insisted on a faithful do-

mestic's attending to guard me from danger, the

more as I occasionally wear in the folds of my

dress jewels of considerable value, in which port-

able and easily concealed form the Greeks often

place that wealth they fear openly to exhibit.

For my part, fearless of insult, and beloved by

my countrymen, I was too neglectful of caution ,

and loved to wander at sunset to this rock, to

behold from the cliff the glorious sight. One

evening, about eight months since, I directed my

steps towards my usual haunt, accompanied only

by Alexis, now by my side, nowdeviating to cull

some plant, or try some wilder path. The sun

was rapidlysinking, and I perceived would nearly

withdraw its beams before I reached the summit.

As I was ascending the defile , already wrapt in

deep shadow, Alexis suddenly exclaimed , " See,

sister ! there is something dark and shining on

your favourite cliff." And before I recollected

to forbid him, he darted away ; andthough I still

heard his light rapid steps, his form was lost to

sight round an abrupt angle in the rocks. But,

oh, how can I describe the horror that thrilled

my heart when, in a few moments, a piercing

scream from his little voice spoke the extreme

of terror and suffering, and hurried me, with a

speed my fainting spirits rendered unavailing,

towards the spot. Ere I reached it, a dreadful

object checked my fruitless career, and revealed

all the fatal truth to my agonized senses.

" Rising slowly on its sable wings in majestic

sublimity, from the very rock where my poor

little brother had observed some unusual object,

one of the largest species of black eagles that

frequent our mountains was about to take its

fearful flight into the regions of air ; and in its

horrible talons 1 perceived distinctly it bore a

child ! Oh ! spare me the sickening recital-

'twas my own Alexis !

" How my reason sustained the shock, I know

not; but recovering instantly, I hastened on, my

glazing eyes fixed, as if fascinated, on the dread-

ful arbiter ofmybrother's fate, still madly,though

unconsciously, hoping it would pause with its

helpless victim on some rock. And on yonder

lofty cliff, whose pinnacle you pointed out the

other evening to the child, there, the dreadful

creature, at once fulfilling and destroying my

last hope, drooped its flight for a moment, as if

preparing for a loftier spring. It was then, just

as I feltthe boy's destruction sure, that an arrow

from some unseen hand rapidly past me, and,

aimed with an unerring skill, pierced the terrible

bird with a mortal wound. I saw no more, but

dropt lifeless on the ground.

"When I recovered , a stranger was kneeling

beside me in the garb of a hunter ; and, as if he

felt conscious that my best restorative would be

the sight of that dear object which I believed for

ever lost, he held in his arms, and reclining on his

shoulder, the drooping but living form of my

little brother. Heaven had been gracious-for

there let me give the praise-which had indeed

employed a human arm in aid, and perceived my

Alexis on that awful summit, whence the daring

and successful stranger snatched him at the im-

minent hazard of his own life , before the fainting

boy had suffered further injury than some severe

bruises from the eagle's talons, which providen-

tially relaxed their hold, ere, in the agonies of

death, the terrific bird fell from the rock.

" Nothing could exceed the tender and re-

spectful attention of the stranger as he watched

my recovery ; and the tears stood on his manly

cheek when he saw myself and my little brother

exchange the fondest and most joyful embraces;

a sight, that seemed to repay his courageous

efforts more than even the heartfelt thanks with

which I loaded him. When I was sufficiently

composed to make any observations on the pre-

server of my dear Alexis, I was struck by the

stranger's noble and warlike air. My spirits

are unequal to speak worthily of one whom Na-

ture herself had stamped with the aspect of a

hero ; but to her he owed all his superiority ; for

his form was clad in tattered garments, his fea-

tures worn and exhausted, his cheek pale and

haggard, and, but for the unconquerable spirit

that blazed in his eye, the mild benignity of his

brow, and his voice and manner, expressing at

once the gentlest but loftiest mind, there was no

outward distinction above a lowly hunter. His

words, indeed, were few, his manner agitated,

and he appeared faint and weary. It was in vain

I prest him to return with me, and partake ofmy

grandfather's hospitality. I avoided naming him,

lest his well-known rank might increase the

stranger's reluctance ; for, though meet to sit at

the board with princes, I discovered in his man-

ner an evident wish for concealment.

666
Come, Alexis,' said 1 , playfully , to the boy ;

'plead with your generous preserver that he will

not refuse to hear the thanks and blessings of an

old man, whose beloved grandchild he has saved

from a dreadful death.'

" Alexis !' answered he, looking kindly at the

boy, that name belonged to one I loved most

dearly. '

" Yes,' said the child, and to one I loved

dearly too-my poor lost cousin , Alexis Montho-

loni.'

" Montholoni !' cried the stranger. ' Guar-

dian Power of Greece, hast thou indeed conduct-

ed meto behold some of my dear friend's kindred

ere I join him in better regions ? Oh ! blessed be

the hour this arm for once did not fail my aim!

-You behold in me, lady ,' he continued, whilst

I listened in breathless emotion- ' you see in me

Leonzi Romano, a hunted and persecuted man ;

and, were I known to be in existence, not the

most savage recesses of this island could save me

from Turkish vengeance. I was leader of that

ill-fated band which had none braver than your

lamented cousin amongst it. I was with him

when his gallant spirit fled, and received this last
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See ,'token of remembrance for his family.

added he, this pledge of my mission !' and he

drewfrom his vest a small gold hunting-horn that

I myself had suspended around my lamented

cousin's neck the day we parted, alas ! for ever.

"Your heart, Sir," continued Ianthe, can

picture how much I was affected by a tale that

involved the stranger's fate in the dearest inter-

ests ofmy race and country. Many times I saw

himagain , being the messenger ofmy dear grand-

father, loaded with his blessings, and every as-

sistance he could offer his beloved boy's preserver,

and the friend of our lost relative . Romano's

situation was one of extreme danger. On the

sad day when his brave band fell under Turkish

numbers, he was thought to have found a grave

in the sea ; but being an expert swimmer, by

diving he eluded their search for his body, and

had succeeded, by means of a fishing-boat, in

reaching this island. Without food , money, or

friends, he must have perished ; but Providence

blest our efforts for his escape. By means of some

valuable jewels which I gladly devoted to his ser-

vice, he bribed a vessel to carry him in safety to

a point of re-union, where a few almost hopeless

spirits yet struggle for liberty and Greece. Some-

times we hear of his welfare ; and to him my dear

grandfather looks with a confidence , I trust pro-

phetic , as one of those bravest sons of our coun-

try, fated to rescue her from the degrading bonds

of civil and religious slavery. " What you have

heard," added Ianthe, deeply blushing, and fixing

her eloquent eyes on the ground , " may explain

the seemingly strange circumstance of my con

stantly wearing this plume, taken from the wing

of that eagle which nearly robbed me of my little

brother, in memory of his happy rescue."

The mannerof the lovely narrator, as she con-

cluded, spoke more than words ; and though she

made no allusion to her own sentiments of ten-

derness towards Romano, yet I felt despair suc-

ceed my hopes, as the tones of her soft voice,

breathing secret affection , penetrated my heart.

Every sound assured me her own was irrevoca-

bly given-nor could I wonder it were so-to the

gallant preserver of her brother, the patriot of

Greece, the hero of her young imagination. Yet

when I observed the gentleness and delicacy

with which she soothed my yet bleeding wound,

and the pure and faithful devotedness that hal-

lowed her love for the absent ; as I marked her

in the calm of domestic life, ministering like a

consoling angel by the couch of her aged and

declining grandfather ; as 1 viewed her pensive

and heavenly countenance as, seated beside the

young Alexis, she heard him read that volume

which was at once the guide of her life , and the

support of her anxious spirit, in contemplating

that approaching struggle which must peril all

dear to her;-as 1 beheld this, and much more,

of piety and sweetness in this simple but high-

minded Greek girl, my love assumed a deeper,

holier character-it becamemore like friendship,

but enlivened by a softer admiration, a tenderer

solicitude than friendship ever knew .

But as days rolled on, they brought more

stormy events. Greece, like a wounded gladi-

ator, assumed a desperate courage to make a

last and desperate struggle, in the hope that

Christian Europe, looking on the unequal con-

test, might turn a pitying eye on the victim, and

raise herhandto check the exterminating glaive.

But though she long vainly cherished this hope,

a loftier, a truer trust, did not fail her-it was in

the Rock of Ages ! who saveth not by man's

arm, and in whose might a thousand may be

chased by one. Favoured by that aid, the Greek

might truly exclaim-

" For Freedom's battle once begun,

Bequeathed by bleeding sire to son,

Though baffled oft, is ever won."

" And so shall it be with Greece !" exclaimed

Ianthe, as the news of fresh successes reached

us, and as she saw me preparing myself to lend

my feeble arm to the good cause. " Generous

Britons ! who have come voluntarily to the aid

of the opprest, your virtuous enthusiasm shall be

hallowed by success. The God of your fathers

will look down graciously on all banded to re-

dress, not ideal grievances, or to disturb a humane

government, but to uproot a tyranny that reaches

every hearth, from the lofty boyar's to the poor

peasant's, and to support a religion that fosters

all the best feelings of our nature against one

that degrades man almost to the brutes that

perish ! Ah! happier far to die even in such a

cause towing your flight to Heaven from some

well-fought and glorious field , in defence of in-

jured Greece-than to repose in all the wealth

and power ofyour own happy country."

Her excited feelings flushed her lovely face

with a brighter bloom-the bloom of the heart ;

and never had she appeared so dear to me as at

that moment, whilst engaged in affixing some

appropriate decoration to my sword-that sword

which she honoured as well as its wearer, because

she believed both were devoted to the cause of

suffering humanity.

"Yes , lady," replied I , involuntarily, " when

forbidden to live for dearer hopes, it were sweet,

indeed, thus to die , and to be regretted by Ianthe !"

" You will live," said she , quickly, but with a

paler cheek, " to bless, and be blest ; but I must

give you some memorial of one you have honour-

ed by your friendship ."

"One lock of those tresses," said I, ardently,

"would be more precious to me than the trea-

sures ofthe East ; but I see I must not intreat so

dear a gift. May I then implore you to entrust

to methat hunting-horn which your brave cousin

wore in death ? The sight of it will rouse my

spirit not to disgrace its former wearer's deeds ;

and either I will myself return it to you, the

pledge of peace and freedom won , or some com-

panion in arms will bring it as a memorial that I

fell not unworthily."

"It is a melancholy token, surely," said lanthe,

"but it may, indeed , remind you of a noble spirit ,

gentle and pious, though inured to war." And

she brought the small golden horn, and fastened

it round my neck with a chain she unclasped

from her own. How precious was this relic !

But I had not time to express the feelings that

1
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were painted too visibly in my looks, when the

young Alexis rushed into the room, crying,

66
Come, sister, come and see the brave fleet in

sight ! They are friends-Greeks , we trust."

Winged by his words, we flew to the oft-visited

rock, which overlooked widely the sea, and be-

held, indeed, the white sails of a small fleet stud-

ding the ocean ; and from the Greek construction

ofthe vessels, from the warlike attire of those on

the deck, and from their shouts and joyous ex-

clamations as they approached the shore, we

knew them to be a Greek force sent for the in-

vestment and defence of the island. In the first

ship that effected a landing, conspicuous for his

lofty carriage and the noble expression of his

features, and for his command of the armament,

was one whom my heart told me was Leonzi

Romano, even before the artless exclamations of

the child he had saved , or the faint, half-represt ,

joyful cry of Ianthe, spoke that she beheld her

lover.

Let me pass rapidly over scenes that , howso-

ever interesting to my feelings , were painful to

me then, and are so now, to dwell on. The ar-

mament that Romano commanded easily master-

ed the feeble Turkish force then in the island.

The Greeks flew to arms, universal joy prevailed,

and freedom and hope breathed in every heart

and every voice. At this propitious moment,

Ianthe's venerable grandfather obtained her

blushing consent that her union with the brave

Leonzi should be immediately solemnized, to

give her a protector in case of Montholoni's

death ; and I was entreated to witness the cere-

mony ere I departed. To this I most reluctantly

consented.

It was on the steps of the altar I took leave of

the loveliest of brides and of women-attired in

snowy and flowing robes, the emblems of inno-

cence, and adorned with splendid jewels. Yet

the most touching ornament of her youth was the

pure love expressed in her angelic countenance,

ennobled as it was by devout and solemn feel-

ings. My farewell scarcely admitted of words ;

yet, as I raised the golden horn to my lips , the

dear remembrance she had given me, I said,

" This shall never be parted from me in life.

Should you receive it from other hands, it will be

once more as a last memorial of a friend-one

who would fain prove his friendship by deeds,

not words. Promise me, dearest lady , that if you

or yours should be in any danger or extremity

human efforts can avert, you will send me some

token ; and my life, my whole powers, shall be

devoted to you, or to this beloved boy." And I

stooped to caress Alexis, and perhaps conceal

a tear. "You will not refuse this trifle , to look

upon and remember an absent friend?" And I

ventured to fasten in her hair a diamond clasp

beneath the eagle plume, which she wore as the

proudest adornment of this solemn day. We all

interchanged kindly adieus ; and favourable

breezes soon wafted me from an island where I

had known for the first time love's regrets, which

have for ever marked it as " the greenest spot in

memory's waste." *
* * *. * * * * *

|

It was at a crisis most important to Greece,

that I again heard of those who were identified

with her name in my mind. After a sanguinary

and successful attack on the Turkish camp, in

the night, and in which the Greeks had pene-

trated to the tent of their commander, and sacri-

ficed him, and too many of their enemies, to the

fury of revenge-after having been fortunate

enough to distinguish myself in this just cause ;

yet having the happiness to sheathe a sword

sanctified , I trust, by mercy , it was in the dawn

of a cold and cloudy morning, that I was seeking

refreshment in my tent, and indulging those awe-

inspiring thoughts, which, fresh from a battle-

field, will press on the mind. I thought ofIanthe,

too, and her loved Leonzi, and longed to hear of

the welfare of their island , for whose safety many

fears were entertained.

Suddenly a soldier entered, and having pre-

sented me with a packet withdrew. I started at

the view of the silken covering, confined only by

a long lock of auburn hair, which I recognized,

by its peculiar colour and beauty, to be that of

Ianthe. Hastily, and with trembling hands, I

undid the fastening. It contained one token of

her I loved with pure and hopeless tenderness.

It was the eagle's plume, deeply stained and dab-

bled in blood !

Words and thoughts were almost denied me as

I gazed on this dreadful memento ; but a cry of

anguish that escaped me brought one of my

attendants, who inquired whether I would see

the persons who were bearers of the packet ;

and at a sign 1 almost unconsciously made , he

admitted into my presence those messengers.

The one was a silver-haired and venerable old

man, whom I remembered too well as the confi-

dential domestic and foster-father of Ianthe. The

other was the young Alexis, alas ! bereft of all ,

who sprung with an exclamation of sorrow,

came from the very depths of his young heart,

and found its full echo in mine, to my bosom;

and there vented the torrent of his grief, while

my tears, streaming at sight of his , left me almost

powerless to askall thatthatfearful token implied.

Alas ! I learnt too soon the tale of horror , which,

now when time has almost healed the wound, yet

can I scarcely find courage to record with the

calmness of a narrator.

that

A short time before the decisive action I have

mentioned, in which it was my fate to bear a

part, the affairs of Greece had become nearly

desperate ; and in the fearful struggles for life

which were taking place at the heart of her em-

pire, she was forced to withdraw from the more

remote extremities those armed supports she

needed vitally at the centre. This necessity fell

peculiarly hard on the island where Romano

commanded . As he foresaw the dreadfully ex-

posed state in which the helpless Greek popula-

tion must be left by so total an abandonment, he

remonstrated against it with an energy that was

painfully strengthened by his own private anxi-

eties. For the aged grandfather of his adored

Ianthe lay nearly at the point of death: she could

not quit him, and Leonzi was commanded to
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leave her, dear to him even as the country he

had fought for, at the mercy of Turkish barba-

rism .

His earnest and agonized entreaty to be allow-

ed to retain even a small force as a resource

against the enemy, should they attack the de-

serted island, urging the impolicy, too, of totally

abandoning it, was peremptorily and harshly

refused ; and the authorities, from whom he asked

it, being actuated by secret envy of Leonzi's

reputation, added indignity to the refusal , by an

insulting allusion to the young chief's selfish

motives in desiring to stay with his bride, and

escape a share in the central and final struggle

for Greece.- Stung to the soul at such injustice

from the country, he had bled for, hastily, and

without consulting even lanthe, or any counsel-

lors but love and indignation , the brave Romano

resigned his command, and swore he would re-

main to perish singly in defending his own hearth,

and the dear objects there enshrined . This fatal

resolution he adhered to, and witnessed the de-

parture of his loved and lamenting comrades ,

and then turned to gaze on the unprotected

beauty of his wife, with feelings such as a patriot

and a husband only can imagine.

The name of Ianthe's family, so often distin-

guished by efforts in favour of her country , would

be a sure passport to immediate destruction

should the Turks commence hostilities. It was

therefore decided that the young Alexis should

be sent, with the faithful domestic who now at-

tended him, to the other side of the island, and

remain disguised in a peasant's cottage, till it was

seen how the crisis would terminate.

out in the mean time by their trusty household,

that their venerable master had breathed his last;

and from this report, and in this retreat, a faint

hope was cherished by Leonzi, that those he loved

might escape the Turkish blood-hounds, who, he

was convinced, only crouched in seeming quiet

the more securely to spring on their helpless

prey, the Christians.

The next morning rose in peace-but set, alas,

in blood ! The merciless assassins, casting away

all mercy, as disguise, unsheathed their swords

for general carnage. The dreadful sounds of

furious pursuit, and the piercing cries of the vic-

tims, reached the concealment of the noble family,

and told the tale of horror. As for Ianthe, from

the moment of the arrival of these pitiless ene-

mies, she had cast away all hope, and derived a

better courage from pity and resignation. She

sought to cheer her dear Leonzi by smiles, such

as angels may bestow on suffering mortality. She

herself seemed above its fears and sorrows , intent

only on that Heaven, to which the spirit of her

revered relative was hastening, and where she

trusted all she loved might be allowed to unite in

blessed and undisturbed peace.

It was on the third night after the distressed

family had sought this recess that the venerable

Montholoni breathed his last. The confessor

was still holding the crucifix to the yet warm

lips, Leonzi was tenderly supporting his beloved

lanthe, who knelt to perform the last pious office

in closing the aged eyes, and impressing a fare-

well kiss on the calm brow, when all were start-

led by a loud cry of terror from the female

attendant, and at the moment a Turkish soldier

Alas ! the darkest forebodings of Leonzi's soul
forced his way through the narrow inlet. Ro-

were fulfilled. A Turkish fleet appeared off the

mano, who was fully armed, started to his feet,
island, and speedily landed to take possession of

but ere he could draw the pistol from his girdle,

it. Though they seemed at first peaceably dis-
the carbine of the intruder would have reached

posed, and no rising of the Turkish inhabitants
his heart, had not lanthe instantaneously sprung

had yet taken place, yet urged by terror for
before him, and received the fatal charge in her

those he loved , Leonzi hastened to plan some bosom. She fell back on Leonzi's breast, who

temporary concealment for the dying man and
caught her in his arms with feelings that render-

the beauteous Ianthe. This offered itself in a
ed him totally reckless of further danger. At

cave not far distant from their lonely and moun-
that moment another strange voice was heard in

tainous abode. On the memorable occasion
authoritative tones, commanding the soldier to

when Leonzi rescued Alexis from being the stop ; and a Turkish officer rushed in. This man ,

eagle's prey, in climbing the dangerous cliff to
though an infidel, knew some touch of pity. His

reach the boy, his preserver had observed a fis-
men had discovered the secret path, and ascend-

sure on the outer side , large enough to admit a❘ed it , in the hope of finding treasures or victims;

man, and which he doubted not led to some

cavern. He was not long in exploring this ,

prompted by curiosity, and a wish to ascertain

all the fastnesses and retreats of the island. The

approachfrom the cliffwas hazardous and nearly

impracticable ; but by ascending patiently a

winding and most intricate path, the spot might

safely be gained. The cavern it led to was spa-

cious, and scarcely known to any of the inhabi-

tants. To this shelter, by incredible exertions,

and the aid of attached domestics, beneath the

shades of night, the aged Montholoni was con-

veyed securely, with those comforts that were

necessary to his state ; and thither Leonzi, Ian-

the, and the confessor of the family, with one

female Greek attendant, followed. It was given

and whether he had followed to check or pro-

mote their designs, certain it is, when he beheld

the beauteous and bleeding Ianthe, the silent

corpse lying near, and the white-haired priest,

his hands raised in an agony of supplication to

that Being who is alike the God of Christians

and Turks, he said to the soldier-" Forbear,

here is death enough already !" and inquired of

Leonzi, who was visibly the husband of the mur-

dered lady, whether he could give any assistance.

Leonzi waved him away; for he read with a grief

that knew not consolation's name, on those tea-

tures dearest to him in this world, the stamp of

death too legibly impressed ; and he was insen-

sible to all, even to the thought of retribution on

her murderer, in the only wish he had left to
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soothe her last moments on earth. The Turks

disappeared, and Romano gently endeavoured

to place his lanthe in a more recumbent pos-

ture.

" No!" she faintly murmured, fixing her eyes

with unutterable tenderness on his face ; " let

me remain still. It is sweet to die thus with you,

and for you, and in the sure and certain hope of

being united there in an immortality of perfected

love !" The slender hand pointed above-the

heavy eyes closed-a slight convulsion past over

the beautiful features, and then they settled into

the most blessed and undisturbed repose.

Ianthe was no more ! -the lovely and beloved.

She was buried beneath the Eagle's Cliff. Leon-

zi, by a wonderful Providence, escaped his ene-

mies once more, and returned to a world he

loathed ; but only to fight bravely, and fall glo-

riously at the siege of Missolonghi.

Peace to the ashes of the virtuous and the

brave! They were lovely in their lives, and in

their deaths they were not divided .

For the Lady's Book.

THE VALE OF LAKE GEORGE.

THE winds are hushed-the tempest dark and wild

Has spent its fury-thick black clouds are piled,

Like mighty cliffs upon the mountain's brow,

Reflected faintly from the wave below.

The hollow thunders echo from the shore,

The lightnings flash, the short lived torrents roar,

The bow has shone and vanished , and the day,

On golden wings, is gliding fast away.

Here, from the toils of science freed awhile,

I come, where mountains rise from pile to pile,

On thy fair bosom, peaceful lake, once more

To breathe the gales of health , to range thy shore,

From hill to lawn, or in the o'erhanging wood

Commune with Nature in her happiest mood :

And watch the soul ofbeauty peerless bright

As fromthe darkling vale she steals her noiseless flight.

How sweet along this winding bank to rove,

Now o'er the mead, now thro' the scented grove ;

The timid deer that bounds the lake along,

Affrighted leaps the thickest groves among ;

The shining trout, that in the waters lave,

Start at my tread and hide beneath the wave;

The far off boatman lifts his tuneful song ,

And soothes the wild swan, as she floats along.

From the smooth lake, the expiring rays ascend ,

Shoot through the vale, and with the shadows blend,

In all the varied lines of light and shade-

Here melt the crimson , there the azure fade,

With tints as soft as those to beauty given,

When parting souls plume their light wings for Heaven.

Now onthe waveless mirror, shadows rest,

Like sorrows stealing o'er the good man's breast,

Which darkening still, still brighter shows the star

Ofhope reflected from the heaven afar.

All, all is hush'd-the thunder dies away

With the last flashes of expiring day.

Thron'd on the mountain, wrapped in misty shroud

The rising moon with silver tips the cloud,

The night wind rises, and a dirge like sigh

Moans through the gloomy pines that wave on high;

The listener starts, while a quick trembling chill

Ruus through his veins-then all again is still.

Now from the groves, where thickest foliage blends,

Thro' dew-wet flowers, my winding pathway bends,

Far where the distance hangs its mantle dim,

Where the lone night-bird wakes his vesper hymn.

There, sweetly murmuring thro' the valley, wide,

Astreamlet wanders by the mountain's side ,

And winding downward , strikes the ravished sight,

Afairy pathway to the mountain's height;

There broken clouds, the relict of a storm,

Bright palaces, and glorious temples form :

Thehome of spirits ofthe viewless air:

And fancy paints the Muses' dwelling there,

Who oft the lyre in Eastern bowers have strung,

Oft in Arcadia and Britannia sung,

Andhovering now away from Tempe's vale,

Are heard to whisper inthe passing gale.

Close where the streamlet flows, and wild flowers bloom,"

Anhumble ruin peeps amid the gloom.

Adwelling once rosc here-nomoss grown walls,

Nolofty arches tell of splendid halls,

Where dwelt of cld , a race of noble blood ;

Fame says not they were great, but they were good.

And tho' the world disdain their tale to hear,

And give to wealth alone the sordid tear,

The violet weeps , and humble woodbine sighs,

O'er her who now in yonder dingle lies ;

And every cotter knows her story well,

And points the stranger where the maiden fell.

From foreign lands, with wife and daughter fair,

A peasant came, and raised his cottage here ;

Before his axe quick sunk the forest wild,

And o'er his little farm rich harvests smiled ;

From his lone cot the morning incense rose,

And o'er the lake was heard at evening's close,

When all was still around, the song of praise,

Sweet as the notes adoring angels raise.

Years peaceful passed-she was her parents' pride;

All loved the maid-one faithful bosom sighed ,

Nor sighed in vain ; the rose that bloomed alone,

The loved one came to gather as his own-

And happy hours stole on : ' till once at even ,

Bythe still lake, that bright reflected heaven,

Cheerfultheyroved these flowerybanks along,

While woodlands echoed to the small birds' song.

'Twas eve, and from the west, the last bright ray

Of golden light, had faded quite away,

When lo, with sudden flash , and deadly aim,

From the near copse the fatal bullet came,

And pierced her tender heart-she sunk to rest ,

Upon her lover's agonizing breast.

The twilight trembled o'er her marble cheek,

The vale resounded with his frantic shriek ;

At last she raised on him her fading eye,

While herfond spirit parted for the sky.

Nor words nor thought can paint the mother's grief,

Or lover's anguish , that forbade relief.

Theylaid her gently in yon silent grave,

Where the bright waters crystal pebbles lave ;

And while they bowed to raise the last sad prayer,

The lurking savage came, and left them lifeless there.

Such is the mournful tale the peasants tell,

Ofthose who peopled once this lonely dell ;

And oft the stripling as he treads the green

At twilight hour, the lovers' forms hath seen,

Beside the maiden's tomb, or bythe shore,

Tracingthe path, they oft had trod before.

Oh loved retreat, where Nature loveliest dwells,

Andthe full heart with unmixed rapture swells ;

No more the savage roams thy hallowed ground ,

No more fell war's alarms re-echo round ;

Peaceful, the peasants in yon hamlet sleep,

Where guardian spirits constant vigils keep.

Here , as the night-bird breathes her plaintive note,

Bythe lone streams, from busy man remote,

Herewould I rest ,where strife and sorrow cease,

And woo eternal solitude and peace. ANTONIO.
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DREAMING.

" Dreams are but interludes which fancy makes ,

When monarch Reason sleeps-this mimic wakes,

Compounds a medley of disjointed things,

A court ofCobblers-and a mob ofKings."

AMONG the intelligent and well educated, we

find many believers in dreams ; and the ignorant

and illiterate are almost universally the dupes of

these nocturnal interludes. They are prejudices

and superstitions instilled into their minds while

young, by their nurses, or some no less credulous

old women, and are not easily eradicated when

they have arrived to maturer years. There is

certainly nothing supernatural or unaccountable

in these wanderings of imagination. It is only

when our sleep is partial and the brain continues

somewhat ofits action, thatwe are sensible of its

incoherent operations.

Our dreams are either pleasant or painful,

agreeable or disagreeable , depending in a great

measure upon the exertion and fatigue of the

body or mind during the preceding day, as well

as the operation of the involuntary functions at

the time. Whatever the mind is most engaged

in during the day, will still be revolved during

our sleep. The lover will dream of his sweet-

heart, the tradesman of his goods , in fact—

" Whate'er in day, the mind intensely views,

In sleep, the timely fancy oft renews ;

The wearied huntsman , though he seeks his bed ,

Still to the field and chase is onward led ;

To lawyers , suits ; to soldiers , arms are dear ;" &c.

Not unfrequently very disagreeable dreams

prove the precursors of that sad fiend , incumbus,

or night-mare : with which most persons are

more or less acquainted. The degree of con-

sciousness attendant on this terrible disease, so

far exceeds whatever happens in an ordinary

dream , and approaches so near to reality , that it

is almost impossible to undeceive the unhappy

victim ; and persuade him that he is the subject

of a mere illusion .

To the imprudence in eating, &c . of those who

suffer from this monster, may generally be attri-

buted the cause ; and consequently they have the

means of avoiding it in themselves. But the or-

dinary and credulous dreamers to satisfy their

morbid sensibilities, and to make reasonable the

operations of their reasonless imaginations, and

to account for all the unaccountables , resort to

their dream book, which deciphers all. Many a

one of the fairer part of creation , fancies she

reads in her dreams her future prospects, and

perchance sces her dear spouse, and a goodly

number of little ones (the poor man's blessing!)

smiling around her like cherubs ; of the reality

of these blessings I have nothing to say ; possibly

all with husbands and children are as happy as

in their dreams they have anticipated ; and many

there are who dream with open eyes of connubial

joys and blessings, that those who die unmarried

never realize.

Various are the means our youth resort to, to

ascertain their marriage prospects. They will

distort or interpret almost any dream , be it death,

famine, or earthquake , to something ominous of

a connubial life and happiness. If dreams were

all golden, and could make us happy, surely we

have the means athand, and might easily partake

ofwhat we all so earnestly desire.

SKELETONS OF LEAVES, FLOWERS, &c.

WE often see in museums and scientific col-

lections, those beautiful and delicate prepara-

tions, which afford the reflective mind materials

for contemplation, at the creative power of the

Omnipotent Deity. The manner in which these

specimens , or skeleton leaves, as they are deno-

minated, are made, has been frequently kept a

profound secret by those who are in the habit of

makingthem; but the method is extremely sim-

ple, and performed as follows :-The leaves are

to be placed in a small portion of water until it

is perfectly putrid , and for this purpose hot water

is to be preferred ; it is then to be taken out and

laid upon a marble slab, or flat surface ; a delicate

stream of clear water is then gently to be poured

upon it, and thus the putrid particles are washed

away, leaving nothing behind but a series of

apparently woody fibres, or sap vessels, which

constitute a beautiful net-work, particularly in

the smaller leaves. This operation being per-

formed, it is to be placed in its natural situation

to dry, and when this is accomplished, it may be

glued on a table of black velvet (as is usually

done,) placed in a glazed frame, or glass case as

fancy may direct. This being done, it may be

put in a museum, and thus be preserved for

years. Until the student is au-fait in these pre-

parations, he should commence his experiments

with the largest leaves, as he will be less likely

to fail, than with the more delicate.-Scientific

Gazette.

BEAUTIFUL EXTRACT.

IT cannot be that earth is man's only abiding

place. It cannot be that our life is a bubble,

cast up by the ocean of eternity, to float a mo-

ment upon its waves, and sink into nothingness .

Else, why is it , the high and glorious aspirations,

which leap like angels from the temple of our

hearts, are forever wandering about nasatisfied ?

Whyis it that the rainbow and the cloud come

over us with a beauty that is not of earth, and

then pass off and leave us to muse upon their

faded loveliness ? Why is it that the stars which

"holdtheir festival around the midnight throne,"

are set above the grasp of our limited faculties :

forever mocking us with their unapproachable

glory ? And finally , why is it that bright forms

of human beauty are presented to our view and

thentakenfrom us ; leaving the thousand streams

of our affections to flow back in Alpine torrents

upon our hearts? We are born for a higher des-

tiny than that ofearth. There is a realm where

the rainbow never fades-where the stars will be

spread out before us like the islands that slumber

on the ocean, and where the beautiful beings

which here pass before us like shadows, willstay

in our presence forever.
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THE SUNBEAM.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

VENETIAN SONG.

-

THOU art no lingerer in monarch's hall :

Ajoy thou art, and a wealth to all!

Abearer ofhope upon land and sea-

Sunbeam what gift hath the world Hike thee ?

Thou art walking the billows, and ocean smiles-

Thou hast touched with glory his thousand isles-

Thou hast lit up the ships and the featheryfoam,

And gladdened the sailor like words from hone.

To thesolemn depths of the forest shades

Thou art steaming on through their green arcades ;

Andthe quivering leaves that have caught thy glow,

Like fire flies glance to the pools below.

I looked onthe mountains- a vapour lay,

Folding their heights in its dark array ;

Thou brokest forth-and the mist became

A crown and a mantle ofliving flame.

I looked on the peasant's lowly cot-

Something of sadness had wrapped the spot;

Butthe gleam ofTHEE on its casement fell ,

And it laughed into beauty at that bright spell.

To the earth's wild places a guest thou art,

Flushing the waste like the rose's heart;

And thou soornest not from thy pompto shed

A tender light on the ruin's head.

Thou tak'st through the dim church aisles thy way,

And its pillars from twilight flash forth to day;

And its high pale tombs, with their trophies old ,

Are bathed in a flood as of burning gold.

And thou turn'st not from the humblest grave,

Where a flower to the sighing winds may wave ;

Thou scatterest its gloom like the dreams of rest,

Thou sleepest in love on its grassy breast.

Sunbeam ofsummer ! O , what is like thee ?

Hope ofthe wilderness, joy of the sea!

-ONE thing is like thee,to mortals given-

The FAITH, touching all things with hues ofheaven.

"We came close under a dreary looking wing of the

building of the Lazaretto ; so close, that we distinctly heard

a young silvery-toned voice frequently repeating, Venite

per me- Venite per me-cari amici ?' Directed by the sound ,

we perceived a pale face pressed against the bars of a sash-

less window in an elevated part of the building-a hand

that looked like snow in the sunshine, had forced itself

through the gratings, and accompanied by its impatient

motion, the oft-repeated question of- Venite per me, cari

amici?""

"ARE ye coming for me--are ye coming for me?"

Implored a voice plaintive and long:

"Are ye coming for me-are ye coming for me ?"

Werethe words ofa crazed maiden's song.

Who was waving her hand from a lattice on high,

And had pressed her pale cheek through the rail,

Where she earnestly beckoned on us to draw nigh,

But changed not the words of her wail .

'Twas a fair tender maiden , whose lover had died

On the morn of the bridal fix'd day ;

And often she wondered they called not the bride-

Or why did the bridegroom delay ?

Oh! 'twas piteous to see, when they told her bis fate,

She would not believe he was dead,

But incessant she moaned, like a dove for her mate,

Andweptthathe came not to wed.

To a convent ofVenice theybore her away,

Where wild in her madness she raves ;

To the stranger, who passes, in vain will she pray,

Till hersad plaint is lost on the waves.

At that dark iron grate she unwearied appears,

And watches the barques leave the shore ;

While she dismallymoans the same cry, when she hears

The splash of the gondolier's oar !

REMINISCENCES OF WOLFGANG MOZART.

BY THE AUTHOR OF THE ROUE.

THERE was scarcely ever an infancy more re-

markable than that of Mozart. Before he had

attained his eighth year he had exhibited his mu-

sical talents in the principal courts of Europe, to

the great admiration of his royal and courtly au-

ditors, exciting no small degree of envy among

the most experienced professors.

Handel displayed an astonishing love of his

science as early as his eighth year, but Mozart

had scarcely attained his fourth birth-day before

he astonished his father, no mean musician him-

self, by his proficiency at the piano.

It is true that every opposition was made by

the parents ofHandel to his inclination for music ,

while that of Mozart was encouraged and ap-

plauded by his father, who held the situation of

vice kapell-meister and violinist in the chapel of

the archbishop of Salzburg, and who was too

happyto perceive in his son such early indication

of excellence in his own science. Mozart was

scarcely three years old, when his father began

to give lessons on the harpsichord to his sister,

whowas then seven. His astonishing disposition

for music immediately manifested itself. His

delight was to seek for thirds on the piano, and

nothing could equal his joy when he found this

harmonious chord.

At fouryears old , Mozartwould learn a minuet

in less than half an hour, and pieces of greater

extent in less than twice that time ; playing them

immediately with the greatest clearness and per-

fectly in time. He was not, however, even at

this early period, content with playing, but al-

ready exhibited the extraordinary precocity of

his musical mind by the composition of minuets

and other little movements, which displayed a

consistency of thought and a symmetry of design

that promised a maturity of the highest genius ;

a promise which all the world acknowledges to

have been fully realized . Arithmetic was the

L. 2
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onlypursuit that had the power to drawhimeven

for a moment from music, and he made great

progress in the science of figures : a science in

which it is curious that there are many instances

ofinfantprecocity. During this period, so ardent

was hein the pursuit, that the walls , chairs, and

tables were covered with his figures. But he

displayed the same ardour in every thing he un-

dertook, and, before he confined himself exclu-

sively to music , he was so fond of the usual

amusements of his age , that he frequently sacri-

ficed even his meals tothem. From the moment,

however, he became acquainted with music , his

relish for these amusements vanished, or , to ren-

der them pleasing to him, it was necessaryto in-

troduce music into them. Sometimes they carried

their playthings in procession, and the infant

Mozart would sing a march, or some one would

play it for him on the violin.

Music soon began, however, to engross him

entirely, and he made such rapid advances that

his parents could not help regarding him as a

prodigy.

He was scarcely five years old , when , on his

return from church, his father discovered him

writing, and inquired what he was about.

"I am composing a concerto for the harpsi-

chord, and have almost finished the first part of

it," replied the infant Mozart.

"Let us see this fine scrawl," said his father,

taking up the sheet full of notes, which could

scarcely be deciphered for the blots of ink, and

was at first inclined to laugh heartily at the la-

bours of his son. But as he read, he became

silent; the apparent confusion disappeared, and

what had seemed a chaotic assemblage of blots,

grew, upon perusal, into a systematic composi-

tion.

Tears swelled in the father's eyes, as turning

to a professional friend, he exclaimed , in a tone

ofjoy and wonder, " look, every thing is compos-

ed according to the strictest rules-it is a pity

that the piece cannot be made use of, but it is too

difficult ; nobody would be able to play it."

"It is a concerto," replied the infant, " and

must be well studied before it can be properly

played." Then, sitting down to the piano, he

continued," this is the style in which it ought to

be exccuted ." He accordingly began to play,

but succeeded only so far as to give them anidea

of what he intended.

This anecdote is related by an eye witness,

who says, that at that time the young Mozart firm-

ly believed that to play a concerto was about as

easy as to work a miracle, and, accordingly , the

composition in question was a heap of notes, cor-

rectly placed, but presenting so many difficulties

that the most skilful performer would have found

it impossible to play it.

Every day now afforded fresh proofs of Mo-

zart's exquisite organization for music . He could

distinguish and point out the slightest difference

of sound ; and every false and rough note, not

softened by a chord, was a torture to him. That

such a gifted child should be considered a prodi-

gy, and that the praises of all his friends should

be lavished upon him was natural-but this had

no effect upon his vanity, or upon the sweetness

of his disposition , which was remarkably affec-

tionate. The affection and sweetness which cha-

racterize so many of his airs were inherent in his

disposition, and seem to have been drawn from

the deep fountains of his own warm feelings. He

loved his parents, particularly his father, so ten-

derly, that every night, before going to bed , he

used to sing a little air that he had composed on

purpose, his father having placed him standing

in a chair, and singing second to him. During

this affectionate ceremony he often kissed his

father, and as soon as the singing was over, he

was laid in bed , perfectly contented and happy.

On every occasion he manifested a kind and

feeling disposition. There seemed a vast fount

of love in his heart ready to be bestowed upon

his fellow-creatures, and this was naturally

accompanied by a strong desire of being loved in

return. He would therefore frequently say to

those about him, " do you love me ?" and when-

ever in jest they said no, the tears would roll

down his cheeks. That this tenderness of his

nature was a part of that organization which led

to his excellence in his art there can be little

doubt ; and there is scarcely a melody which he

has left us, from his earliest composition to the

requiem which he died in composing, that does

not, in a greater or less degree, partake of this

characteristic of his nature.

The infant composer so astonished his father

by his progress, that before his son had attained

his sixth year, the Mozart family, consisting of

the father, the mother, the sister, and our young

hero, made a journey to Munich. Of this first

expedition, which took place in January, 1762,

little account is preserved . The two children

performed before the elector, and astonished the

royal family by their precision and execution.

At the court of Vienna the family was received

with marked favour by the Emperor Francis the

First, who playfully designated the young Mo-

zart his " Little Magician." Compliments and

praises now flowed from all quarters ; the whole

court were astonished, and the young Mozart

became the wonder of all who heard him. The

Emperor, in particular, was very partial to him.

His majesty one morning lingering near the piano

said to him jokingly, " there is nothing wonder-

ful in playing with all the fingers, but to play

with one finger and the keys covered, would in-

deed be surprising. " Without manifesting any

degree of surprise at this proposition , he imme-

diately began to play with a single finger, with

as much neatness and certainty as ifhe had long

practised it. He afterwards desired them to

cover the keys of the piano, and continued to

play in the same mannerwith the greatest clear-

ness and precision .

The father, in a letter to his friend at

Salzburg, writes : " You will scarcely believe

me when I tell you how graciously we have been

received. The empress took Wolfgang on her

lap, and kissed him heartily." With all this he

was a complete child. One day on a visit to the
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empress, little Mozart was led into her presence

bythe two princesses, one of whom was after-

wards the unfortunate Marie Antoinette. Being

unaccustomed to the smoothness of the floor, his

foot slipped, and he fell . One of the princesses

took no notice of the accident, but the other,

Marie Antoinette, lifted him up and consoled

him ; upon which he said to her in his childish

accent, "you are very good- 1 will marry you.”

On this being related to the empress, she asked

him how he came to make this resolution. He

answered, "from gratitude ; she was so kind to

me." Here was another instance of that tender-

ness of disposition , which was so prominent a

part of his character.

From his earliest age Mozart seems to have

been animated with the true feeling of his art,

and was never vain ofthe compliments paid him

by the great. Heused, even at this early period

of his infancy, a remarkable discrimination with

regard to his auditors, and only performed insig-

nificant trifles, when he had to play before peo-

ple unacquainted with music , of whatever rank

they might be. On the contrary , he played with

all the fire and attention of whichhe wascapable

when n the presence of connoisseurs ; and his

father was often obliged to have recourse to ar-

tifice, and to make the great men before whom

he was to exhibit pass for such with him.

Once, just before he commenced a concerto,

seeing himself surrounded by only persons of the

court, he asked the emperor, " is not M. Wagen-

seil here? He understands these things." The

emperor sent for Wagenseil, and gave up his

place to him by the side of the piano. Sir,"

said the infant Mozart, " I am going to play one

ofyour concertos-you must turn over the leaves

for me." He was at this period only six years of

age !

66

As yet, Mozart had only played on keyed in-

struments, but having been presented with a

small violin during his residence in Vienna, he

practised frequently upon it on his return to

Salzburg. A short time afterwards Weuzl , a

skilful violin player, who had then just begun to

compose, came to Mozart, the father, to request

his observations on some trios whichhe had writ-

ten during the journey of the former to Vienna.

Schachtner,the archbishop's trumpeter, towhom

Mozart was particularly attached, happened to

be at the house, and we give the following anec-

dote in his own words :-" The father," said

Schachtner, " played the bass , Weuzl the first

violin, and I was to play the second. Mozart

requested to take this last part, but his father re-

proved him for this childish demand, observing

that, as he had never received any regular les-

sons on the violin , he could not possibly play it

properly. The son replied, that it did not ap-

pear to him necessary to receive lessons in order

to play the second violin. Hisfather, half angry

at this reply, told him to go away and not inter-

rupt us. Wolfgang was so hurt at this, that he

began to cry bitterly. As he was going away

with his little violin, I begged that he might be

permitted to play with me, and the father, with

a good deal of difficulty , consented . ' Well, '

said he, you may play with M. Schachtner, on

condition that you play very softly, and do not

let yourself be heard, otherwise I shall send you

out directly.' We began the trio , little Mozart

playing with me , but it was not long before I per-

ceived, with the greatest astonishment, that I was

perfectly useless . Without saying any thing, 1

laid down my violin , and looked at the father,

who shed tears of affection at the sight. The

child played all the trios in the same manner.

The commendation we bestowed upon himmade

him pretend that he could play the first violin.

To humour him we let him try, and could not

forbear laughing on hearing him execute this

part, very imperfectly, it is true, but still so as

never to be set fast."

The peculiardelicacy of Mozart's organization

is displayed in the fine sense of hearing whichhe

evinced at a tender age. This same Schachtner

had a violin that Wolfgang was very fond of

playing upon, and which he used to praise ex-

ceedingly for its soft tone. On one occasion , as

the boy was amusing himself with his own little

violin , he said to Schachtner, " if you have left

your violin tuned as it was when I last played

upon it, it must be full half a quarter of a note

flatter than mine." Those present laughed at a

nicety of distinction upon which the most critical

ear could hardly pronounce ; but the father, who

had many proofs of the extraordinary memory

and exquisite feeling of his son, sent for the in-

strument, and it was found to be precisely as the

boy had said.

Itwas most probable from this cause that, until

he had attained his tenth year, he had an insur-

mountable horror of the sound of the trumpet,

when it was used otherwise than as an accompa-

niment. The sight of this instrument produced

upon him much the same impression as that of a

loaded pistol does upon other children , when

pointed at them in sport. His father thought he

could cure him of this fear by causing the trum-

pet to be blown in his presence, notwithstanding

his son's entreaties to be spared that torment ;

but at the first blast he turned pale , fell upon the

floor, and would probably have been in convul-

sions ifthey had not immediately ceased.

Though the child every day beheld new proofs

of the astonishment and admiration inspired by

his talents, it neither rendered him proud nor

self-willed; a man in talent-in every thing else

he was an obedient and docile child. Heunder-

stood and obeyed the slightest signs made by his

parents, and carried his obedience so far as to

refuse the sweetmeats which were offered him,

when he had not their permission to acceptthem.

In 1763, the seventh year of Mozart's age, his

family set out on their first expedition beyond

the boundaries of Germany ; and it was in this

third tour that the fame of Mozart extended

throughout Europe, and that the commencement

of his celebrity is to be dated .

The tour commenced with Munich; and at

Augsburgh , Manheim , Frankfort, Coblentz ,

Brussels, andother places ,the two children gave
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public concerts, or played before the principal

persons in the place, and received every where

the greatest commendation . But as they were

generally rewarded with costly presents, swords,

snuff-boxes, trinkets, &c. instead of money, the

father had much anxiety on that account.

He says,in a letter from Brussels, " at Aix we

sawthe Princess Amelia, sister to the king of

Prussia, but she has no money. If the kisses

which she gave mychildren, especially to Master

Wolfgang, had been louis d'ors , we might have

rejoiced. "

In Paris little Mozart performed feats which

would have done honour to the most experienced

professors ; transposing at sight into any key

whatever, any airs that were placed before him,

writing the melody to a bar, and the bar to a me-

lody, with the utmost facility and without preme-

ditation. His deep acquaintance with harmony

and modulation surprised every body, and his

organ playing was particularly admired.

Whenthe family were at Versailles, Madame

de Pompadour had young Mozart placed upon a

table, but as he approached to salute her, she

turned away from him ; upon which he said very

indignantly, " I wonder who she is that she will

not kiss me-the Empress has kissed me." At

this place the whole court was present to hear a

little boy ofeight years old play upon the organ,

and he was treated with a great deal of distinc-

tion bythewhole of the royal family, particularly

by the queen. When shedined in public , young

Mozart had the honour to stand near her, to con-

verse with her constantly, and now and then to

receive some delicacy from her hand.

It was at Paris, during this visit , that Mozart

composed and published his first works, consist-

ing of two sonatas for the harpsichord, with ac-

companiments for the violin ; one of them was

dedicated to Madame Victoire de France , the

second daughter of Louis the Fifteenth, and the

other to the Countess de Tess. In the midst of

all these triumphs the tenderness of his disposition

remained the same. One morning, on awaking

from a deep sleep, and perhaps from a dream of

his home, he began to cry. On his father asking

him the reason, he expressed his sorrow at not

being able to see his friends Hagenaur, Wenzl,

Spitzede, and Reibl, musicians in the chapel of

Saltzburg. One can easily imagine his true re-

membrance at this moment of their kindness to

him, and this is but one among a crowd of in-

stances of the sensibility he evinced during the

whole period of his childhood. In April, 1764 ,

the family arrived in England, where the young

artist excited quite as much attention and admi-

ration as he had done on the continent. Ontheir

first arrival the father fell ill of a dangerous sore

throat, and as during its continuance no practis-

ing could go on, his son employed himself in

writing his first sinfonia. It was scored with all

the instruments, not omitting drums and trumpets.

His sister sat near him while he wrote , and he

said to her, " remind me that I give the horns

something good to do."

When playing before the English royal family,

the king placed before Wolfgang not only pieces

ofWagenseil, but of Bach, Abel, and Handel, all

ofwhich he performed at sight. At last the king

gave him the bass part of one of Handel's airs,

to,which he composed so beautiful a melody that

all present were lost in astonishment. That the

king was delighted with him one may judge by

the elder Mozart's writing that " a week after,

as wewere walking in St. James's Park, the king

and the queen came by in their carriage , and al-

though we were differently dressed, they knew

us, and not only that , but the king opened the

window, and putting his head out and laughing,

greeted us with head and hands, particularly

Master Wolfgang." Nothing can be more cha-

racteristic of George the Third. After dedicat-

ing a set of sonatas to the queen, and experienc-

ing great patronage from the nobility, Mozart,

with his father and sister , crossed over to the

Netherlands in July 1765.

At the Hague a fever attacked both children,

which at first endangered their lives ; determined

however, not to remain idle, the young Mozart

composed six sonatas during his return to conva-

lescence. At length, after an absence of three

years, and having composed a quodlibet for all

the instruments at the installation of the prince

ofOrange, the family returned to Saltzburg.

It is a remarkable trait that during this absence

none of the younger Mozart's letters contain a

word about his own extraordinary triumphs, nor

any account of the applause he received , or the

admiration he excited, but are filled with tender

inquiries after those friends whom he had left be-

hind him.

The young Mozart now enjoyed a year of

quiet, and he spent it in uninterrupted study in

the higherwalks of composition. Besides apply-

ing to the old masters, he was indefatigable in

perusing the works of Emanuel Bach, Hape,

Handel, and Eberlin , and bythe diligent perform-

ances ofthese authors, he acquired extraordina-

ry brilliancy and powerwith the lefthand. Here

was a precociousness in the power of steady ap-

plication as well as of talent ; but it was all the

effect of that fire of genius which was the very

principle of his existence.

In 1767 the family again visited Venice , where

Mozart, by command of the emperor, wrote his

first opera, " La Firta Semplia ," which was never

performed , owing to the envy and cabal of the

musicians and singers. In the presence of the

father the performers lauded their parts to the

skies , but their secret cabal against the work

ultimately prevented its performance. Nothing

can be a greater proof of the talent of young

Mozartthan this general rising of the established

musicians to drive him out of the field of compe-

tition.

The Italian singers and composers , who were

the established musicians in Vienna , did not like

to find themselves surpassed by a boy of twelve

years of age ; and they therefore not only charg-

ed the composition with awant ofdramatic effect,

but they even went so far as to say that he had

not scored it himself. To counteract such calum .
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nies, Leopold Mozart afterwards obliged his son

to put the orchestral parts to his compositions in

the presence of spectators, which he did with

wonderful celerity before Metastasio , Hape, the

duke of Braganza and others. He had before,

both in Paris and London , been driven to the

samenecessity by the same calumnious assertions

of envious composers.

Writing upon the subject of this opera, for

which Mozart did not receive a kreutzer, his

father says, " The whole hell of music here has

risen to prevent the talent of a child from being

seen. The singers have sworn that if they are

obliged to perform it, they will give it as misera-

bly as they can, and do their best to spoil it."

He now again devoted himself to arithmetic ,

and made frequent requests for books in that

science ; and in this love for numbers may per-

haps be discovered the foundation of that regu-

larity and symmetry which distinguish his compo-

sitions ; and had he not joined an exquisite imagi-

nation and acute sensibility to his faculty for nu-

merical calculations, he might have fallen into

the dryness of a pedantic contrapuntist.

Such is an outline sketch of the infancy of

Mozart, which was passed in a series of preco-

cious triumphs , unparalleled, we believe , in the

history of any other man ; and , though our sketch

has brought us only to the twelfth year of his age,

yet his future progress was so rapid , and displayed

somuch manliness of intellect, as well as the fire

of original genius, that we dare no longer desig-

nate him a boy.

Young Mozarthaving nowmastered the Italian

language, he and his father.made the tour of Italy,

and before he had attained the age of fourteen,

we find him delighting the famous contra-

puntist, Martini, by the correctness of his an-

swers in the rigore modi to any subject of fugue

that might be laid before him-astonishing the

cardinal, amateurs, and professors of Rome, by

bringing away the famous Misereri of Allegri

from the Sistine chapel, and writing and per-

forming it from his memory-elected unanimously

a memberofthe Philharmonic academy at Bolog-

na-and producing his opera of " Mitridate, Re

di Ponto," at Milan. During this period he was

idolized in Italy, and received with honours in

every city that he visited . Every poet was ready

with his effusions in honour of the young com-

poser. Anacreontics, extempore sonnets and

verses of all sorts were literally showered upon

him. " Al Signore Armadeo Mozart, Giovinetto

ammirabile-dulcissimo Puero et elegantissimo

Lyristo ," &c.
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On his return to Rome he was surprised at be-

ing addressed by the Cardinal Pallaricini as

Signore Cavalier," and thought it was a jest,

until the cardinal presented him from his holiness

with the order of the cross, the same honour

which had before been conferred on Gluck. IIe

playfully communicated the honour to his sister

by finishing his next letter to her by " Mlle. J'ai

l'honneur d'etre votre tres humble serviteur et

frere Chevalier de Mozart."

His opera of Mitridate was performed at Mi-

lan the twenty-sixth ofDecember, 1770. It met

with great success , many parts of it being encor-

ed, and scarcely an air played without being fol-

lowed by loud applauses and cries of " Evviva il

Maestro- Evviva il Maestrino."

His works now so rapidly succeeded each other

that theycan only be enumerated in some more

elaborate biographical notice than such a mere

sketch as this. But, melancholy to relate, as

boyhood passed away, his patrons ceased to

wonderat, or feel the same interest in his genius ;

and Mozart, whose early years had been passed

in familiar intercourse with the principal nobi-

lity of Europe, who had been caressed byroyalty

in almost every kingdom he had visited, and re-

ceived distinctions and caresses unparalleled in

the history of his art, had now to earn his bread,

as well as his fame , in the midst of worldly cares

and annoyances, deceived by pretended friend-

ship , persecuted by open enmity, and with all his

genius, all his industry, and al his exertions,

never obtaining any situation worthy of his ac-

ceptance.

Can any one read this and not blush to think

of the sums lavished on many ephemeral com-

posers of the present day, whose works are for-

gotten almost before the publisher has time to

give them to the world ; and whose names would

never have been heard of but for the caprice of

fashion, or the assurance and quackery of the

composer.

Disappointed in his attempt to obtain the hum-

ble situation of music master to the royal family

at Manheim, by which his talents might have

been retained in that city for about forty pounds

a year, he accompanied Wendling to Paris.

His wish for such an humble situation arose

from that affectionate disposition which led him

to prefer the society and praises of his friends to

his hopes ofmore extended fame.

In Paris his life was far from comfortable,

through the cabal and envy of his competitors.

In one of his own letters he writes, " If I were in

a place where the people had ears to hear, hearts

to feel, who only understood and possessed alittle

taste for music , I should laugh heartily at these

things ; but as far as regards music , I am living

among mere beasts and cattle. How can it be

otherwise? they are just the same in all theirjoys

and sorrows , and in every thing else . " He con-

cludes by saying that he daily prays Godhe may

bring honour to Germany, and become rich

enough to help his father out of his straitened

circumstances, that theymay all live happily toge-

ther. Here was a sentiment and a wish worthy of

the tenderness of Mozart. But his life is full of

these traits . From Paris hewentto Vienna , which

was a city much more congenial to his habits.

It is not to be supposed that, although occupied

as Mozart was with his science, he could possess

so much sensibility without experiencing the

passion of love. The first person who seems to

have inspired him with this feeling was Made-

moiselle Aloysa Weber, a singer at Manheim.

The sentiment was mutual, and they parted , de-

pending upon each other's fidelity. The lady,
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however, broke her plighted vows, and on his

return to Manheim would hardly recognize him.

Mozart did not give himself up to despair, but

transferred his regard to the younger sister Con-

stance, whom he afterwards married. It was

during the commencement of this new passion

that he wrote his opera of Idomeneo, which, it is

said, owes a great number of its beauties to the

influence which his love had upon his mind. Dur-

ing the composition of this opera, the kindness

of his disposition was shown by the alterations he

made to please the performers. " I have still

another alteration to make," he writes, " which

is Raft's fault ; he is , however, in the right, and

ifhe were not, still one mustdo something to give

hisgrayhairs pleasure."

To give any history of his compositions, or of

the instances of his readiness and invention would

require a volume, but notwithstanding the va-

riety and number of his compositions he found

time forthe enjoyment ofhis friends. He became

the admiration of Haydn, who declared him the

greatest composer that ever lived ; and even

Haydn's friend and admirer, the Baron Swieten ,

prophesied that he would surpass Haydn himself.

Like Raphael , Mozart embraced his art in its

whole extent : operas, sinfonias, songs, airs for

dancing, sacred music-he was great in every

thing. Of his piano-forte playing Haydn said,

"I never can forget Mozart's playing, it went to

the heart."

Such was Mozart in music, proving an almost

singular instance of a remarkable child becoming

a great man.

Mozart possessed no advantages of person,

though his parents were remarkable for their

beauty. He never reached his natural growth,

and used in his letters to designate himself play-

fully "My Littleness. " During his whole lifehis

health was delicate . His hands were small and

beautiful, and he used them so softly and natu-

rally upon the piano, that the eye was no less de-

lighted than the ear. It is said of him that he

was vain of his hands and feet, but not of having

written Don Giovanni and the Requiem.

This man who, from his earliest age, hadshown

the greatest of minds, in what related to his art,

in other respects remained always a child. The

management of domestic affairs, the proper use

ofmoney,the judicious selection of his pleasures,

and temperance in the enjoyment of them , were

not virtues much to his taste.
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His exertions, added to that inextinguishable

fire of genius which burnt within him, were too

much for his frame. Yet, in the last four months

of his life, when his life was fast declining, he

wrote Die Zauberflote," " La Clemenza di

Tito," two " Cantatos," a " Concerto for the

Clarionet," and the " Requiem" whichhe died in

composing. " La Clemenza di Tito" was begun

in the coach, on the road to Prague, and was

finished in a fortnight ; Mozart had already fallen

sick , and looked pale and melancholy, though

sometimes, among his friends, his spirits would

revive.

From the moment, however,that hecommenc-

ed his Requiem he seemed to think that it would

be his last work, and that his death was nigh at

hand. One fine day in autumn, to distract him

from his work, his wife drove out with him to

the Prater ; as they sat down in a solitary spot

he began to speak of his death , and said that he

was writing the Requiem for himself, and as he

said this tears came into his eyes. This idea

never left his mind, and perhaps it was impressed

the more strongly from the mystery with which

the commencement of this task was attended. A

stranger, handsomely dressed , was one day intro-

duced by his servant to Mozart ; he was dignified

and ofimpressive manners , and stated himself to

have been commissioned by a man of considera-

ble importance to call upon the composer.

"Whois he?" demanded Mozart.

"He does not wish to be known," replied the

stranger; "he has just lost a person whom he

tenderly loved, and whose memory will be eter-

nally dear to him. He is desirous of annually

commemorating this mournful event by a solemn

service, for which he requests you to compose a

Requiem."

Mozart was forcibly struck by this discourse,

by the grave manner in which itwas uttered , and

by the air of mystery in which the whole seemed

to be involved.

He agreed to the proposition, and demanded a

month for the completion of the work ; he began

rapidly, but as he proceeded his strength failed

him, and his task proceeded but slowly. The

month being expired, the stranger made his ap-

pearance, received the composer's apology, and

gave him another month to finish the Requiem ,

but refused to tell his name, or by whom he was

employed-he departed, saying, "in a month's

time I shall return."

Mozart immediately called one of his servants

and ordered him to follow this extraordinary per-

sonage, but the man returned without being able

to trace him. Poor Mozart was then persuaded

that he was no ordinary being ; that he had a

connection with the other world, and was sent to

announce to him his approaching end.

This prophesy was unhappily accomplished ;

he died during the composition of the Requiem,

labouring at it almost in the hour of death. Of

this melancholy event his sister-in-law writes

thus :-" As I approached his bed he called to

me, ' 1 am glad to see you here-you must stay

to-night, and see me die. ' I tried to persuade

him out of this , but he answered, ' I have already

the taste of death upon my tongue, I can feel it,

and who will be with Constance if you are not ?'

I only went away for a short time to give my

mother some intelligence 1 had promised her,

and when I came back to my disconsolate sister,

Siissmaier was by Mozart's bed-side . Upon the

counterpane lay the Requiem, and Mozart was

explaining his meaning to him, that Siissmaier

might complete the work after his death."

Thus, in the thirty-sixth year of his age, ex-

pired one of the greatest composers that ever

lived, leaving his wife and two sons utterly un-

provided for.
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Mozart was the Shakspeare of music ; and as

long as the immortal bard is read, Mozart will

live in the admiration of mankind. He has

reached the passions through the ear, as Shak-

speare did through the mind, and no works will

live that do not touch the passions and the heart ;

they are the same in all ages, and will make

Shakspeare and Mozart a poet and a com-

poser

"For all time."

have felt this genius to be, he never depended

upon its inspiration , but studied as hard as though

his mind were as dense as those of so many of his

contemporaries.

From his childhood to the last moment of his

life Mozart was wholly a musician. The fore-

going anecdotes speak his early precocity ; and

his voluminous productions are the best attesta-

tions of the unwearied diligence of his maturer

years.

Ever striving after higher and higher degrees

of excellence, he existed only for his art. Dur-

Two great lessons may be learned from Mo-

zart by his successors in his own art, as well as

by every man of talent. The one, his modestying the last month of his life , though weak in body

which never led him to depreciate the composi-

tion of others , or be vain of his own ; and the

other, the perseverance and industry with which

his genius was cultivated. Great as he must

he was " full of the god ; " and , afewhours before

his death took place, he is reported to have said ,

now 1 begin to see what might be done in

music."
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CHEERFULNESS .

WE havefrequently pointed out to our readers

the potent influence which bodily infirmities ex-

ert over the disposition and intellect, and have

drawn from this circumstance an additional ar-

gument for the preservation of health as the sup-

portand companion of cheerfulness. We shall

now venture a few remarks on the necessity of

encouraging a cheerful state of mind, the better

to insure health, and to aid in the important pur-

poses of education, and the pleasures of social

intercourse. In many of its bearings , the subject

has been beautifully treated in the 143d and 381st

numbers of the Spectator : and if we venture

in the same path, it may be well supposed that

we do not mean to invite comparion, or assume

any other merit than that of merely extending

the examination, by some additional facts and

illustrations. Our attention is more immediately

directed to the charm which cheerfulness throws

over all the acts of life, by our glancing over a

"Discourse on Gaiety in Education," being an

address delivered before the Polytechnick Esta-

blishment of M. Lemoine d'Essoies, on the occa-

sion of the distribution of prizes , in the year 1824.

Scarcely has the infant learned to distinguish

the face of its mother, and recognised the being

from whom it derives its nourishment, when it is

soothed in its cries of pain bythe smiles and songs

of this fond parent. A little older, and in con-

stant motion, inquiring , restless , fickle, the child

still catches with delight the smile expressive of

parental cheerfulness and sympathy with its

sports . Its instinct to action, whether of good or

evil, receives a favourable impulsion under the

gentle guidance of those who, while restraining

its excesses, devise new means of pleasing , and

teach it to associate the perceptions of goodness

and wisdom, with the display of innocent mirth,

and a deep feeling of delight at the harmonies of

creation. The follies and indiscretions ofyouth-

ful age inspire us with less dread, when we see

them the result of inexperience and of that ne-

cessity of nourishing the more animated and

gayer emotions of human nature. Nor is the at-

tempt to check this exuberance ever to be made

in ignorance of, or in direct contradiction to,

their instinctive want of pleasure. It is the duty

of parents and instructors to clearly indicate the

misapplication of the means of cheerfulness , and

the speedy coming on of pain and distress , if

these be persisted in : but the angry frown and

menace are never to be brought in, to intimidate

and depress the feelings of mistaken youth. A

change is to be wrought ; but it must consist,

not in eradicating the innate feeling, but still an

agreeable mode for its display. It is in our na-

ture to shun present pain, even at future risk ;

and youth can seldom be persuaded to abandon

the present course of foolish, or, indeed, crimi-

nal pleasure, by the arguments of abstract wis-

dom, enforced by threats, seclusion and violence.

They feel that what is painful is not a neces-

sary part of their existence ; and can they be

blamed if they allow their eyes to run riot overa

"wild luxuriant landscape, when the only other al-

ternative is to gaze at a dead wall ? Abenignant

smile of blended pity and hope, frommature age,

will, at such a moment, be the best prelude to

withdrawing the veil from the cultivated beau-

ties and harmonies of the world, and teaching

impetuous youth, that the virtues there matured

are alone worthy of their pursuit, and aliments

of their happiness. They must be told, that the

landscape which first charmed them, has often

its beauties defaced by the fiery blasts of passion

-that the air, now all fragrance, is attimes pes-

tilential-that the thicket in which the jessamine

twines round the myrtle, affords a covert to the

reptile which first fascinates and then destroys

its prey ; and that the fruit , brilliant in its colours

and inviting to the eye, is, within, like the apple

of Syria-ashes and bitterness . Variety of im-

pressions onthe senses subservient to intellect,

as of sight and sound-successive appeals to the
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innate feelings of our nature, as of benevolence,

veneration and friendship-infinite modifications

of intellectual effort, as in literature , arts and

sciences, are all , in turn, demanded for the sup-

port of cheerfulness and traquil pleasure. The

calls of appetite , as instincts of our nature, must

be gratified , but only so far as is compatible with

their final end and object-a suitable support of

the bodily frame. If, as in case of hunger and

thirst, the indulgence be carried to the extent of

exciting the feelings , and disturbing the balance

of the intellectual faculties, it is not merely inju-

rious to morals, but interferes with health and

cheerfulness. The mind is to be pleased by ap-

propriate objects, through its own channels.

Human nature, regarded merely as such, without

even reference to higher destinies , can ill afford

to purchase moments of ecstatic feeling for long

periods of depression and gloom. Moderate

equable cheerfulness is what it requires. This

state of mind must become a habit, not an occa-

sional enjoyment : it must be made to depend on

causes which are, to a certain extent, accessible

to all ; susceptible of being appropriated by all ;

and productive of nearly uniform effects on all.

We find, in later times, the more illustrious

examples of Ambrose, Clement of Alexandria,

Lactantius, Gregory of Nazantium, and Augus-

tine, who introduced the arts and ornaments of

Eloquence, Poetry, and Music itself, to embellish

and illustrate the grand truths of which they were

the teachers and expounders.

The ends of instruction are often best pro-

moted by seasonable cheerfulness. The ancient

philosophers of Greece were fully sensible of this

truth, when they encouraged their pupils to walk

abroad and discourse on the beauties of external

nature, while investigating the attributes of the

Great First Cause. Socrates, the plain speaker,

an enemy to sophists, and regardless of the

graces ofeloquence, knew well the effect of irony

and seasonable pleasantry, to give effect to his

lessons of forbearance and self-denial. Even in

Sparta itself, where ascetic manners were so

strenuously recommended by Lycurgus-we are

told that a statue was erected, by his orders to

the god of Laughter, as ifto invite the citizens to

pass near it, and unwrinkle the brow of care,

before sitting down to their frugal repast.-Jour-

nal ofHealth.

A CHINESE BRIDE.

THE greatest rarity, however, after this feast,

was the sight of a Chinese bride. The son of

our host having been married a few days before

we were honoured (according to the usage ofthe

country, during the honey-moon) with permission

to look at his wife , as she stood at the door of her

apartment, while wewere passing out. The lady

was surrounded by several old women, who held

tapers and lamps above and about her, that we

might have a more complete view of her figure

and attire. She was a young person (perhaps

seventeen years of age,) of middling stature , with

very agreeable features and a light complexion,

though she seemed to us to have used paint.

She wore a scarlet robe , superbly trimmed with

gold, which completely covered her from the

shoulders to the ground. The sleeves were very

full, and along the bottom ran a beautiful fringe

of small bells. Her head-dress sparkled with

jewels, most elegantly beaded with rows of

pearls, encircling it like a coronet : from the

frontofwhich a brilliant angular ornament hung

over her forehead and between her eye-brows.

She stood in a modest and graceful attitude,

having her eyes fixed on the floor, though she

occasionally raised them, with a glance of timid

curiosity, towards the spectators. Her hands,

joined together , but folded in her robe , she lifted

several times towards her face, and then lowered

them very slowly. Her attendants, presuming

that the guests would be gratified with a peep at

that consummation of Chinese beauty, the lady's

feet, raised the hem of the mantle from hers , for

a moment or two. They were ofthe most dimi-

nutive kind, and reduced to a mere point at the

toe. Hershoes, like the rest ofher bridal apparel,

were scarlet, embroidered with gold. In justice

to the poor creature, during this torturing exhi-

bition , (as we imagine it must have been to her,)

her demeanour was natural and becoming, and

once or twice something like half a smile for an

instant, showed that she was not entirely uncon-

scious of the admiration which her appearance

excited, nor much displeased by it.-Tyerman

and Bennett's Travels.

THE TWO SEXES.

THE following true and elegant paragraph, is

from the pen of Mrs. Sigourney. " Man might

be initiated into the varieties and mysteries of

needle-work ; taught to have patience with the

feebleness and waywardness of infancy, and to

steal with noiseless steps around the chamber of

the sick -and the woman might be instructed to

contend for the palm of science ; to pour forth

eloquence in senates, or to wade through fields

of slaughter to a throne. ' Yet revoltings of the

soul would attend this violence to nature, this

abuse of physical and intellectual energy ; while

the beauty of social order would be defaced, and

the fountain of earth's felicity broke up. We

arrive , then, at the conclusion-The sexes are

intended for different spheres, and constructed

in conformity to their respective destinations, by

Him who bids the oak brave the fury ofthe tem-

pest, and the Alpine flower lean its cheek on the

bosom of eternal snows. But disparity does not

necessarily imply inferiority. The high places

of the earth , with all their pomp and glory, are

indeed accessible only to the march of ambition

or the grasp of power ; yet those who pass with

faithful and unapplauded zeal through their

humble round of duty, are not unnoticed by the

'Great Taskmaster's eye ' --and their endow-

ments, though accounted poverty among men,

may prove durable riches in the Kingdom of

Heaven."
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RUNIC RHYMES. STANZAS.

FROM meeting one she blushed to name,

With ruddy hand, the maiden came.

" Daughter," her widowed mother said,

" Daughter, why is thy band so red ?"

" I plucked a rose , unheeding , and

The angrythorns did wound my hand.

Again with glowing lips she came,

From meeting him she feared to name.

" What gave thy lips so deep a red ,

Daughter ?" the anxious mother said.

" My lips with berries' juice are dyed,"

The maiden bashfully replied.

Once more, with pallid cheek, she came

From him her heart refused to name.

"Owhy so lily pale thy cheek ?

Speak, darling ofmy bosom, speak !?'

" O, mother, get my winding sheet,

And lay me at my father's feet ;

A cross beside my head-stone place,

And on that cross these dark words trace ;

" With ruddy hand she once returned

" By fingers pressed that fondly burned ;

" Again, with glowing lips , she came,

" Crimsoned by passion's kiss of flame ;-

" Her death pale cheek revealed , at last,

" Hope and false love's illusion past !"'

THINK ofme, dearest, when day is breaking

Awayfrom the sable chains of night,

When the sun , his ocean-couch forsaking,

Like a giant first in his strength awaking,

Is flinging abroad his limbs oflight ;

As the breeze that first travels with morning forth,

Giving life to her steps o'er the quickening earth-

Asthe dream that has cheated thy soul thro' the night,

Let me come fresh in thy thoughts with the light.

Think ofme, dearest, when day is sinking

In the soft embrace of twilight gray,

When the starry eyes ofheaven are winking,

And the weary flowers their tears are drinking,

As they start like gems on the moon touched spray.

Let me comewarm in thy thoughts at eve,

As the glowing track which the sunbeams leave ,

When they blushing tremble along the deep,

While stealing awayto their place of sleep.

Think of me, dearest, when round thee smiling

Are eyes that melt while theygaze on thee ;

When words are winning and looks are wiling,

And those words and looks, of others, beguiling

Thy fluttering heart from love and me.

Let me come true in thy thoughts that hour,

As the fay that flies to his threatened flower,

Whenthe pilfering bees around it hum,

Or a " dipper" where scrip's transferring will come.

THE RAVINE OF THE UNBURIED DEAD.

The following story is founded on an Indian tradition,

thoughthe scene of its singular events is somewhat removed

from the spot that is said to have witnessed them.

AFTERthe bloody plain ofCuzco had witnessed

the victory obtained by the successful Spanish

brothers over their unfortunate compatriot Diego

Di Almagro, Ferdinand Pizarro (a noble born

brother of the celebrated adventurer) aware of

the policy of employing the active and insubor-

dinate officers by whom he was surrounded in

some fresh enterprize, despatched several pow-

erful bodies to seek new wealth in farther con-

quests. One of these, leaving the plains of Peru,

penetrated intothehigher districts ofthat country,

where the inhabitants, though not less advanced

in civilization than their lowland compatriots,

possessed more of the warlike spirit of their Chi-

lese neighbours. Here the Spanish adventurers

waged for some time dubious warfare with Al-

pahula, the chief of a tribe which dwelt on the

first region of the Andes, and possessed both the

courage and the skill to defend their mountain

country against its rapacious invaders. Alpa-

hula, although he had acknowledged the Incas

of Peru as his sovereigns , and had even done

cheerful homage to the wise and celebrated

Huana Capac, yet exercised in some degree the

dignity of an independent cazique, and when

civil war and foreign invasion seemed to have

deprived Peru of its native rulers, he determined

-not without a sentiment of contempt for the

tame submission of his peaceful countrymen of

the plain-to hold out his mountain district to the

last against these haughty intruders on its inde-

pendence. Private motives were soon added to

the public feelings which animated the patriot

cazique. His beautiful young daughter had, in

an early stage of the invasion , been surprised at

one of her father's palaces, and carried off bythe

foreign conqueror.

Undismayed by the artificial thunder of their

eastern enemies ; undaunted by the centaur-like

combination ofsteed and rider, the bold cazique

and his followers rushed on the fires of the one,

and dismounted the other with a bravery which

astonished the Spanish chiefs : nay more, Alpa-

hula and some ofhis most venturous officers dared

even to mount the chargers of their fallen foes,

and, in one instance, even turned a few wrested

carbines against the invader, who had first made

their simple highland district roll in dismal echo

to the thunders of European warfare. Alpahula

was no common cazique of a petty Indian tribe.

He was a man of superior talents , as well as in-

domitable bravery ; but neither talents nor bra-

very could long avail a primitive American

warrior against the military skill and superior

arms ofhis eastern adversary. Juan Di Alcan-

tara, the Spanish General, received strong rein-

forcements from his powerful kinsman of the

same name, and Alpahula, after many desperate

encounters with his foe, was at length totally

defeated and made a prisoner. The fallen chief
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had, during the action, sought for death in vain.

Itwas no part of the policy ofhis enemies to be-

stow on him such a boon . A report had reached

their ears that treasured hordes, the decoration

of many a palace fitted for an Inca's residence ,

the ornament of many a profaned temple of the

glorious god of day, had been concealed by Al-

pahula in some mountain cave , deep amid the

recesses of the Andes. Riches, which might more

than satisfy themost rapacious adventurer, were,

it was confidently believed , to be found in com-

pendious abundance by once discovering the

place where the vanquished cazique had hidden

his treasures. Neither threats nor persuasions

could, however, prevail on him to reveal this

important secret, and he was left on the thirtieth

day of his miserable confinement with an assu-

rance that he would be visited by the torture

early on the succeeding morning, if, ere that

period, he failed in divulging the hiding-place of

his vast wealth.

Cazique Alpahula was confined in one of the

meanest apartments of his own palace. Like

most of the public edifices of the less heated re-

gions of his country, it was a heavy, low building,

constructed of stones taken just as they fell from

the mountains, or were dug from the quarry, and

only made to unite with each other by a tedious

selection ofcorrespondent angles and indentures,

projections and hollows. Unacquainted , how-

ever, as theywere with any cement, the tedious-

ness of this process prevented not the persever-

ing Indian from joining these huge masses with

an introgressive nicety of union which might

astonish a civilized eye. As windows did not

enter into the luxuries of a western palace, and

the conquerors of Alpahula had supplied him

with no substitute for that blessed light whence

they had banished him, the cazique saw not the

dismantled state in which lay the residence of his

ancestors-its golden vessels and decorations re-

moved, and its plates of precious metal torn from

the walls they had so recently encrusted .

A soft footstep was heard, and a faint light

streamed into his dismal apartment. The Indian

chiefdeemed that his appointed hour of bodily

endurance was arrived. The weight of his

chains prevented his rising to an erectness of

person which might have fitly corresponded with

the determined attitude of his indomitable soul ;

but he spoke in a tone of stern composure.—

" Morn hath broken," he said , " and you come

to execute your foul purpose. Do your worst

pleasure. Here—your prisoner and your victim

-I defy you." The lamp was instantly set down.

It shone on a tall and slender form. Alpahula

felt his knees clasped with fervent devotion , and

beheld his daughter at his feet. Natural affec-

tion overcame for a moment every sterner feel-

ing in the bosom of the Indian warrior, and clasp-

ing his child in his worn and fettered arms, he

shed tears of parental tenderness on her head.

Forsome time they remained in each other's arms

without speaking , and as the lamp with gradual

increase of light began to show objects more

distinctly in the chamber, the father and daugh-

ter seemed, with mutual gaze, to be marking

what changes time and affliction had made in

their personal appearance. The cazjque was the

first to break silence. With a relapse into his

sternness of tone , he demanded-" And what

treatment hast thou received at the hands ofyon

robber-idolaters ?"-" Gentle, and kind , and ho-

nourable treatment," replied Ualla, meekly.—

"Go to, daughter ; this is no time to jest. I may

hardly believe that the whole land of the Sun

hath been pillaged of its treasures, drenched in

the gore of its inhabitants, and trodden under

foot by its lawless conquerors, while one feeble

and defenceless damsel bath found solitary grace

in their eyes. Answer me truly then, as in the

presence of that orb whose rising I may no more

behold, what treatment hast thou met at the

hands of your cruel victors ?"-" They are not

all cruel," answered Ualla, timidly. " The se-

cond chiefwho commands our foe hath a gentler

and a kinder nature than his brethren. His

protection hath procured Ualla life, fair treat-

ment, and honourable respect. To him our fallen

country oweth aught that hath softened the con-

queror's fierceness ; and, oh ! my father, but for

his guardian hand these loved and honoured

limbs would, ere this, have been either stretched

to torture on their demon-engine , or whitening

in the mountain breeze."

" Star of stars-I praise thee !" ejaculated Al-

pahula. " What though thou hast suffered the

foe and the idolater to triumph in thine own land,

-what though thou hast withdrawn thy beams

fromthe hoar head ofthy prostrate worshipper-

yet hast thou not forsaken his child. Enlight-

ener of darkness, I bless thee."-" But, oh ! my

father," said the daughter, sinking from the neck

to the knees of her parent, " will you not avoid

the dark hour that now awaits you ?-To what

purpose with what hope can you now conceal

your glittering hoards ?-Shall they serve the

cause of our country in yon dark caves where

the blessed sun never calls to light their dazzling

brightness, where the damp veil of night shrouds

and tarnishestheir lustre ? The gentle, the noble

Spanish cazique, Fernando di Valverde, hath

sent me here to move your purpose. He throws

himself at your feet in my person, and beseech-

eth you to think well on the fate that awaits you.

He hath prevailed on his brother chief to delay

his cruel fiat until your daughter could be sum-

moned from the refuge her brave captor had

assigned her, to supplicate you to show mercy

on yourself. The young Fernando hath even

delayed my coming, to give you yet time to

change your stern decision. Ualla's voice may

be powerless with you, but Fernando's you can-

not resist. The sun, rising in his strength, and

looking red and angry through the storm-clouds

ofheaven, that would hide his shining course, is

not more terrible than the glorious young Spa-

niard to those who cross his path. The moon,

shining softly on a dwelling of woe, is not more

gentle than he to the feeble and vanquished , and

the evening breeze of the south, sighing sadly

over the flowers that close at sunset, is not softer
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than his voice to woman in her hour of darkness

and extremity. Let the beautiful Eastern ca-

zique see you, beloved giver of my days, and

your purpose shall be changed. I vaunt not idly

the power of his words-I have myself known

and felt their wondrous influence. Aye , strange

to utter, even your words, my father (the reason

I divine not,) come not on my ear with such

sweet persuasion .— Shall he be summoned to save

you from your own stern purpose ?”

The cazique, while his child spoke, eyed her

with an inquisitiveness of gaze which seemed to

have no reference to his own situation, but solely

to the state of her feelings. " Ah! guileless

daughter of the mountains," he said to himself,

with a mixture of sternness and sadness, " thy

simple young heart hath, all unguessed by its

owner, passed into the hands of another. To thy

country's foe thou hast yielded feelings whose

nature stands out in guileless revelation to others,

while unsuspected by thyself." Aloud he said ,

with fierce sarcasm, " And this friend of misera-

ble Peru-this enemy to blood and rapine—joins

the tiger-gang which desolates our valleys, and

now springs insatiate on our mountain recesses.

So mild, so kind a nature might, perchance, find

more genial companions and fitter occupation."

" He had quitted both," answered Ualla, with

the fervour of simplicity, " but that his power,

once withdrawn, would have left our tyrants

without a check on their lawless violence. For

me too , father," (she began to weep) " he pro-

longs his power, because he would not leave me

defenceless in the hands of these invaders , nor

yet force me from a country where, while my

father lives, his daughter will remain, either to

find an asylum or a grave."-" Alas ! poor Ualla,"

said Alpahula, " I can recal the, days when, ere

Spanish treachery had taught me dark suspicion ,

Iwould myself have lent, like thee (aye, like the

royal, yet fallen children of the sun on yonder

vanquished plains,) an easy ear to the professions

of our proud and guileful conquerors ; but the

treacherous sons of the East now spread their

toils for me in vain. If thy Spanish protector

were of such gentle mould as he would make

thee credit, how would the haughty and unpity-

ing chief of our captors brook, amid his band,

this marrer of their plunder-this resistance of

their cruelty ?"--" Fernando is come of a pow-

erful race, his blood ranks among the noblest in

the land of our conquerors," replied Ualla, pa-

tiently, " and his soul is of such unquenchable

bravery, that even the soldier he restrains both

fears and loves the bold hand that would check

his rapacity. The merciless chief himself has

no mind to chase from his side the high-born and

dauntless Fernando. Would that he had earlier

consented to yield the task of protecting your

child; would that he had been here to lighten

the chains of your captivity !-Say, will you

hearken to the voice of your daughter's pre-

server ; or, can her tongue alone drawfrom you,

my sire, the useless secret of your treasures, and

rescue the venerable remainder of your days

from shame and anguish? What answer shall I

take to him who sent me to save you?"-" Go

tell the foul idolators, that when the deathless

god I worship stoops from his golden height, and

sinks beneath yon western waves to rise no more

over the land, where his worshippers await him

-tell them thou, then I will yield the treasures-

which once adorned his sacred fanes, to those

who have profanely trampled them under foot.

Go-go- I see by the faint light which streams

from the outward opening of the palace, and

makes its way even to this furthest cell, that the

glorious god of my fathers is shedding his first

morning smile on our land. I may not, as once,

go forth to greet his rising , and rejoice in his

presence. Guests will soon be here thou would'st

not look on. Work that would make the blood

hide itself in thy young cheek , will shortly be

done in this chamber. Retire-go prostrate thy-

self before our god in his crimson glory, and

pray that thy father may be constant. Embrace

me, daughter ! it may be we meet no more , until

we treadthe beamy palaces of our golden father.

-Farewell!"

But the daughter clung to his knees in agony,

and refused to leave him ; and when his mandate

was repeated, " Go prostrate thyself before our

day-god, and pray not that thy father's pangs

may be brief, but that his endurance may be

unshaken"-she sprang to her feet, stood for a

moment, as if bent on some desperate avowal,

yet uncertain how to make it, and then said-

" Father, revered giver of my days, I cannot

prostrate myself before yon bright and beaute-

ous star, because in my captivity I have learned

to see in the shining orb you worship, the work

of a greater than himself; I bave learnt to be-

lieve that he shall one day be blotted from the

face of the heaven he now gilds, and rise no

more o'er the earth he now gladdens, while the

Creator who kindles his beams shall remain un-

changed in his brightness, and immutable in his

glory." " It is done," said the chief, sinking on

his pallet with a violence which made his chains

resound, and startled the sentinel without-" It

is done-my child forsakes the god of her fathers!

O hide thy face in clouds, glorious light of earth

and heaven ; shroud thyself for ever, and leave

in darkness the land where even the race of its

chiefs hath forgotten thee. Fallen daughter of

the sun, depart ! I have not yet the strength of

soul to curse thee, but thou hast not my blessing."

-The daughter, with bended head, and arms

crossed on her bosom, moved not, but stood

meekly before her grieved and indignant sire , as

if prepared to endure whatever his displeasure

might inflict ; and, when his feelings had some-

what subsided , she began in humble and pensive

tones to plead the cause of the creed she had

adopted. The cazique heard her for some time

with the patience of sheer astonishment, and

then burst forth with that frequent, and too na-

tural query of his Indian compatriots-" And

what manner of God can he be, who hath such

hell-hounds for his servants and children ?"-

"Alas ! father," said the daughter, patiently, " I

have learned that the possessor and not the pro-
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fessor, of a faith, must be looked to for the shin-

ing marks of its living power.
It is because

these Spanish caziques and their followers have

forgotten the laws, and cast off the spirit of the

God whose name they bear, that they trample on

their fellow-men, and worship the golden ore for

which they are willing to peril their soul and

body.-Oh, father, the God of the children of the

East is not the cruel God his false and apostate

sons would show him. In my captivity I have

learned the language of our conquerors. I have

been taught by my generous captor to trace the

strange mysterious characters which convey the

message of the true God from generation to

generation of his children . Yes, I have read

(strange word, how shall I convey its meaning

to my sire ?) I have read his written law. Oturn,

gracious father," she exclaimed, warming with

her subject, " turn from the bright vicegerent,

whose golden eye the Creator hath kindled from

nothing: look above him, to One who can, even

in this dark hour, shine into your soul, with a

peace and a joy which shall make you lightly hold,

even the loss of a cazique's power, or the sur-

render of his glittering treasures."-" And shall

I," exclaimed Alpahula, scornfully, renounce

the radiant lord whom my fathers adored, and

who poureth his eternal and unwasting beams on

our land, to worship the God of the Spaniards,

who is subject to death, and who hath not the

power to restrain the mad cruelty of his follow-

ers? Was it for this that the blessed children of

the sun left their beaming chambers on high, and

descended to teach and reclaim our sires ? Was

it for this that the glorious Capac and his heaven

born spouse brought peace and glad plenty and

social union amongst us? Go to, daughter-I

have seen the miserable record which our chris-

tian tyrants call the book of their God. It

shone not ; it beamed not. I held it to my ear ;

it spoke not. I looked within it. Strange cha-

racters which told me nothing were all I beheld.

I threwit from me in disdain , and marvelled that

they who beheld with open eyes the glorious

beams of our god , and partook of the fruits his

genial warmth calls forth, and walked and

wrought in the light he sends, would prefer a

miserable and incomprehensible record , of such

petty size it might be hidden in the woollen folds

of our priest's garments ; to the felt, the visible,

the resplendent cause of all things. Listen,

idolatress ; when the God of the eastern lands, to

whom you bow, hath power to restrain, or justice

to punish his merciless sons ; then will your sire

fall down before the Deity that can make even

Spanish hearts prefer mercy to gold ! ”—“Alas! ”

exclaimed Ualla, clasping her hands, and per-

ceiving the utter hopelessness of pleading for a

religion, the chains of whose false professors

galled her captive sire, " you believe that the

light set in yon heaven is the glorious governor

of earth and sky. With grateful homage you

offer him a part of those productions his kindly

warmth hath called to existence. To him you

present the choicest works which his beams have

guided your hand to perform. Even the timid

lama hath sometimes bled its sacrificial tribute

to the being who supplies its gentle race with

food. Yet, look around , my sire ; tell me, have

all in Peru who bowed before the golden orb,

and confessed the sacred obligation of imitating

his beneficence, have all shed on the little world

around them the same kindly influence ? No.

Yet mysire saith not that the god of the Western

world is a cruel god. Unhappy Ata Hualpa, the

usurping Inca, still bowed before that sun whose

temples he had robbed , and whose children he

had destroyed ; yet will not my father pronounce

that the golden light Hualpa worshipped was a

false and a merciless lord. O my father, the

fallen Inca was not falser to the character of his

god, than these unworthy christians to the author

of their pure faith.

Ere the unshaken cazique could reply, a sound

of feet and voices startled his child , and made

her heart throb with a sickening horror. It

seemed as if some heavy weight were placed in

the adjoining apartment. The father looked

haughtily prepared. The daughter turned pale

as the snow on her native An es. " God of

mercy," she ejaculated , " stay their cruel hands.

Spare yet awhile-Look in mercy on the soul

for which the sharer of thy throne expired."

The Spaniards entered. The answer of Alpa-

hula was demanded . He sternly folded his arms ,

and seemed scarce to heed their queries. They

approached, and laid their hand on his person.

" I have nothing to say," replied the chief-“ I

only pray that my child may depart. Farewell,

Ualla, once the light of thy father's eye. I have

not the heart to let thee behold what these walls

must now witness. Farewell, go, and repent."

Pierced to the heart bythe kindness which made

her doomed parent see in his sufferings only the

pang they would inflict on an apostate child , the

gentle, young Peruvian strove, in despairing

energy, to release her sire with her own slender

fingers from the grasp of his enemies. She was

forced back. The cazique's garment was re-

moved. He was lifted in the arms of his oppres-

sors towards the fatal engine. Ualla saw his eye

turned to the east, as ifto implore the support of

his rising deity. With a fullness of agony that

could scarce find vent in utterance , she suppli-

cated her inexorable parent to change his stern

purpose, and yet save himself, in this last moment

ofhope, by divulging his precious secret.. Find-

ing her intreaties useless, and seeing her father

about to be stretched , on the fearful instrument

of anguish, Ualla flew to the opening of the

apartment, and shrieked with a violence which

made the dark chambers of the Indian palace

resound to her cries. " O Hernando ! Hernando!

I the name of our mutual God I charge thee

come and save my parent."

Awed bythe name ofthe famous chiefon whom

Ualla called , and aware of the tender eye with

which he regarded the Peruvian beauty, the

executioners paused for a moment, and seemed

to suspend their work of anguish, as if to see

whether the brave Spaniard were really near to

answer the cries of his young protegee.
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With breathless attention Ualla now listened

at the entrance of the apartment, to catch the

faintest sound of her lover's footstep. The morn-

ing brecze, sighing through the obscure dis-

mantled chambers of the dwelling of her sires ,

was the only response to her listening ear. Yet

there was a sound at length. It came nearer

and nearer and now it resembled the tread of

an armed warrior. Hernando, himself, appear-

ed, but he came not alone ; Juan Di Alcantara,

the chief of the Spanish foe, and the object of

Ualla's terror and abhorrence accompanied her

brave protector. They entered as men whom

different motives had drawn to the same spot.

The noble Castilian, Hernando Di Valverde,

advanced with stern brow and authoritative mien.

His look of surprise showed that the hour of the

Indian's extremity had been accelerated by the

impatient rapacity of his European conqueror.

With a manly tenderness , which rendered him

indifferent to the scornful smile of his compatriot,

Hernando supported the terrified and half-faint-

ing young Indian , and spoke words of comfort

and encouragement in her ear. He then waved

his hand authoritatively to the ministers ofJuan's

tyranny, who, receiving no countersign from

their chief, withdrew. Hernando approached

the fallen cazique. Struck with the unquenched

fire of his eye, and respecting the courage and

former exploits of his brave adversary, Her-

nando, not without somewhat of deference in his

manners, raised the chained and fallen cazique

from his appalling situation, and placed him

beside his daughter. " You are brave, Don

Juan," he said, unable longer to smother the

indignation which policy and the desire of re-

taining power to protect the father and daughter

had, hitherto, urged him to conceal ; " you are

brave, but, methinks , it asks small courage to

wage warfare with women and captives. Had

I not seasonably appeared (God knoweth, little

guessing your diligence began so early,) yon

white-haired old man had, ere this , scarce owned

a limb to stand on. For shame, Juan Di Alcan-

tara, for shame ! In blind and unacceptable

zeal, you bid your servile priest to sprinkle these

unbaptized subjects of your sword, with the

healing wave of our pure sacrament, while you

fearlessly and foully pollute its holy waters with

the innocent blood of those.you pretend to con-

vert. But you shall not thus trample on man's

rights and God's mercy, without warning ; I , for

one, will dare to lift up my voice against you.

What, ho ! executioners, remove this foul engine,

and bring it hither again at your peril. "-" At

your peril touch it ; " exclaimed Juan furiously.

" Base patron of wretched idolaters, besotted

lover of an Indian savage , know thatJuan alone

commands here. Know that I hold in my hand

thy life and the life of thy western beauty, and

the sinews and heart's blood of that stubborn

old man. Aye, look tenderly on your terrified

maiden. You hold her but at my pleasure, and

I may, at amoment's warning, interpose between

you andthe smiles you feed on. "-" Have a care,

Juan," answered the noble Spaniard fearlessly ;

" I know that thy military followers twice out-

number mine, but a loyal subject of Spain , the

scion of a powerful stock, and the beloved leader

ofa chosen band, is not so lightly made the prey

of vindictive cruelty. Remember my voice is

not without power in my native land. Nay,

smile not scornfully. I know I might in vain

essayto make it heard athwart this wide-stretch-

ed continent and yon wider ocean ; but there be

Spaniards, even in Peru, who would lift the

voice, aye, the sword, for Hernando, and carry

the tale of his wrongs to the shores of his native

land. Nay, turn not away, Juan Di Alcantara ;

thou know'st that thou and I had scarce kept

doubtful peace so long, hadst thou not held pru-"

dent credence in what I now tell thee."

The two chiefs had now cast off the outward

semblance of an alliance, which, from motives

as widely different as their hearts and characters,

had, hitherto, subsisted between them. Juan,

who had till now endeavoured to conceal his

most atrocious acts from a colleague whose

power at his native court, and influence among

his own soldiers , might enable him to demand a

heavy retribution ; now, peremptorily, and in his

very teeth, demanded that instant torture should

extract the secret of the fallen cazique's trea-

sures : while Hernando , who had, hitherto, avoid-

ed any open rupture with his more powerful

companion in arms, lest in the mutual struggle

for supremacy, he should lose the means of pro-

tecting his young captive and her race ; now

vehemently protested that he would oppose by

force, the cruel determination of his compatriot.

To Ualla, who well understood the Spanish

tongue, the fierce conflict was agony. It seemed

that her father's inflexibility would prove the

ruin, not only of himself, but of one , perhaps,

still dearer to the heart of Ualla. The cazique,

though only slenderly acquainted with a few

Spanish phrases, seemed, from the occasional

mention of his own name, and the frequent point-

ing of his foes towards the engine of torture,

partly to divine the subject of dispute. At the

moment, however, when Ualla deemed all lost,

the Indian chief suddenly smote his dark brow,

as ifsome thought had kindled there like a spark

of fire: then, notwithstanding the ponderous and

degrading weight of his irons, rising to his full

height, he said, with a commanding air-" Chris-

tians, my will is changed. Iam ready to reveal

to you the secret ofmy hidden treasure."

This sudden and unexpected concession , seem-

ed to end the differences between the two chiefs .

Juan's selfish and rapacious mind instantly

wandered from Hernando and his late dispute,

to the glittering hordes and golden treasures of

his prostrate foe. Not, however, without secret

purposes of future vengeance at a safer oppor-

tunity, did he extend his hand to the daring cur-

tailer ofhis power. Perhaps , the gallant young

Spaniard, of taller stature than his compeer,

stood in too erect an attitude to mark the proffer-

ed hand : at any rate , he took it not, but made

such inclination of his person as might exhibit a

remaining sense of displeasure, without the in-
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tention of farther exhibiting it by any hostile

act.

Juan only saw in this sudden change of Alpa-

hula's determination the act of a man terrified

bythe immediate prospect of physical suffering;

Hernando believed that it might result from some

generous wish to save his daughter's protector

from the consequences of forcibly resisting Al-

cantara's cruelty ; but Ualla saw by the keen,

the undaunted, the almost exulting expression of

her father's eye, that some deep and nameless

reason had prompted his sudden compliance.

Juan now eagerly leaned over the victim of his

avarice, to catch from his lips that golden seoret

which would prove the clue to riches and splen-

dour. The chief, however, protested that the

cave which secured his treasures lay in some

deep and lone recess of the Andes to which it

was impossible to direct his conquerors, but he

offered himself to be their guide to the precious

deposit. Juan Di Alcantara hesitated for a mo-

ment-then eagerly closed with the cazique's

offer, and fearful of allowing his prisoner timeto

change his resolution, named the morrow's ear-

liest dawn for the commencement of the expedi-

tion. Ualla, scarce knowing what she demanded ,

what she feared, vehemently supplicated to be

allowed to accompany her parent. Juan heard

her request as he would that of a silly child ; and

the three rival chiefs agreed in peremptorily

refusing her compliance ; Juan , because, he

deemed she would prove a hindrance to the ex-

pedition ; Hernando , because he feared she might

be exposed to danger; and the cazique for rea-

sons of a similar nature , or for others which he

did not choose to reveal..

Long before the sudden and glowing blush of

a tropical sunrise had crimsoned the eastern sky,

Ualla appeared , on the succeeding day, within

the walls ofher father's prison. " Thou comest

to bid me farewell," he said, apparently unable

to restrain the kindness of his parental feelings ;

" I could have wished that thou hadst this morn

forgotten thy filial homage. But it matters not.

Come hither, apostate child of the sun"-(he em-

braced her tenderly)—“ God of my days and of

the light that hath so long gilded them, forgive

this embrace,-forgive the feelings of nature,

which cannot close themselves against this for-

saker of her shining creator. Farewell-Ualla ,

farewell ! Yet once again"-(he bestowed ano-

therembrace) ;-" and now I charge thee begone.

Yet hold-thy Spanish protector-he who hath

seduced thee from thy god, hath dared yester-

even to ask, aye, to supplicate, thee of me for a

bride. Ualla, I do confess that there is in the

speech and bearing of that sightly youth what

might, perhaps, feebly plead thy excuse for the

abandonment of thy maker, and the misplacings

of thy young affections : some difficulty have

even I found in closing my bosom against him :

but I charge thee, Ualla , by the soul of thy mo-

ther, now walking in light, and clothed with

sunbeams, reward not the betrayer of thy soul

by yielding him thy hand. He is the most wily,

and therefore the most dangerous, of our power-

ful invaders. Source of light and life, I now

behold the wisdom ofthyways ! If all the children

of the east resembled that brave and persuasive

Spaniard, thou wouldst soon look in vain from

thy shining throne to behold one suppliant knee

in Peru. O close my bosom against him !-

Daughter, thou may'st yet return to the truth.

Thou may'st yet bow before the radiant cause of

all things. Close not up for ever thy way to

him by giving thyself to his enemy. Farewell !

-Thou weepest as if thy very life were bound

in this idolater. Hold !-Look me stedfastly in

the face, Ualla. Thou hast seen that of late I

am become a strange changer of my purpose. It

is moved again. If thy Hernando return in

safety from this expedition , he is thine. I give

him to thee. Light of the Heavens ! I ask ofthee

a sign. Not another word, Ualla. The god of

thy father shine on thee in his mercy-and now

farewell." He pressed her wildly to his bosom

for one instant, and then thrust her violently

from the apartment. Her foreign protector re-

ceived her, and, struck by the quivering lip and

bloodless cheek of his young captive , demanded ,

while he gently supported her trembling limbs,

what in such brief parting had thus wrought on

her feelings? Fearful of revealing her father's

strangeness of manner, lest by deferring the

proposed expedition she should expose him anew

to the horrors of the torture, yet afraid to con-

ceal her confused suspicions lest she should en-

danger the life of Hernando , Ualla could only

answer, " There is some busy voice within my

bosom which tells me that this shall be a day of

wailing and woe ; which whispers to me that 1

shall see my sire no more ; which warns me of—

I know not what-O, Hernando, go not with this

expedition."-" And leave your sire , Ualla, the

unprotected prey of Juan ?”—“ Alas , surely no.”

" What do you dread, gentle Ualla ? I will be

the protector of your father ; and for me-though

I would not exchange that kind look of solici-

tude for the fair empire of the Incas-it were

idle to entertain a thought of fear ; your country-

men-" " It needs not to be told ," interrupted

Ualla, with something of Peruvian feeling, " my

countrymen are fallen far too low to be dreaded.

For two moons the bow hath lain powerless in

mynative mountains, nor shall it be strung again.

You are masters of the land , nor do I dread that

the hand of its servants shall ever rise more

against you. No dweller in Peru need be re-

minded that you have known how to render

your dominion sure and inevitable." Hernando

smiled, half amused , and half admiring. " And

is your father's patriotism so infectious , gentle

Ualla?" he said. " But what then do you fear?"

"I cannot tell-I know not," answered she anx-

iously. " Deride me not, noble Hernando, for

my dark misgivings . Withdraw from me that

soldier's smile-you are too brave to know fear

yourself, but too generous to deride it in a feeble

woman. My father's eye wore a keen and

strange look this morning, but-no- 1 reck not

what I say 'twas nothing-'twas my own idle

imagining. Tell it not to that fearful Juan.
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Look! there stands the frightful instrument of

anguish still! My soul is dark this morning.

Theycome-they come to bear my father hence.

O, Hernando, farewell-farewell. Let your

generous arm protect my father's gray hairs ,

and look to your own dark locks. The God who

made you my enlightener, the God who holdeth

all hearts and all hands in his keeping, watch

over you-farewell."

The western mountains were still sleeping in

the alternate light and shadow of a sinking moon,

when the impatient Spanish chief, accompanied

by a body of military followers, reached the ex-

terior of the jail-converted palace of Cazique Al-

pahula. Dreading the escape of so important a

prisoner, in any of the dark mountain-holds and

recesses, with which he was so well acquainted,

and where the necessary separation of the par-

ties, from the narrowness of the passes, might

render escape practicable and pursuit impossible,

the Spanish general ordered six slaves to be

chained to the fetters of the fallen chief. Her-

nando generously remonstrated against this in-

dignity ; but the caz que far from receiving this

interference with gratitude, only answered-

"Young man I have not asked for your protec-

tion." He positively, however, refused to move,

until persons of distinction were substituted for

the slaves. Juan peremptorily ordered the ca-

zique to proceed, and pointed to the fearful

engine . Alpahula resolutely folded his arms on

his bosom , and assumed the calm, collected atti-

tude and look of indifference of one who has

made up his mind to remain at home, instead of

taking a day's journey. The wealth in prospect

was not to be lightly relinquished, and six of the

most noble followers of the Spanish standard

were therefore substituted for the slaves. Among

them was Hernando Di Valverde, whose love for

the daughter, and whose fear of exposing the

father to worse cruelty made him generously

offer himself, a volunteer to the Indian's pride or

humour. He was placed nearest the person of

the singular chief. Alpahula looked round for a

moment with an air of triumph, almost amount-

ing to rapturous exultation .

For some time the party proceeded amid the

lower regions of the Andes in silence, which was

only broken, as they reached every fresh turn

in the passes, by the stern and authoritative call

of the cazique, echoed by his interpreter.-" To

the right,"-" to the left ,”- " through the gorge,"

-"up the pass," &c. By the augmenting diffi-

culty of their march, and by the increasing

keenness of the atmosphere, Hernando soon per-

ceived that Cazique Alpahula was conducting

them to the upper region of his native mountains.

A glow of crimson , which sected kindled as in

a moment, suddenly tinged the snowy tops ofthe

highest elevations, and contrasted curiously with

the wan moonlight in which the lower regions

were still sleeping. Hernando thought he had

never beheld a scene so stern, lone , and majestic.

The white crests of the tallest mountains, the

sombre gorges, dark ravines, and overhanging

precipices assumed even a stranger and sterner

character from the dubious and mixed light in

which they were beheld. At each step of the

train the scene assumed a more desolate , wild,

and solitary aspect. The cultivated district they

had quitted seemed to sink to an immense dis-

tance beneath them, while that to which they

were advancing gradually lost the trace ofhuman

occupation, and presented the appearance of a

region whose lone and awful majesty had never

before been profaned by foot of man. Hernando

listened to the ceaseless gushing of mountain

torrents, which, sometimes with the overpower-

ing roar of a near cataract, sometimes with the

booming thunder of a distant fall , rolled down

the steep sides of the Andes, and bore their

swelling tribute to the Western Ocean.

Here and there a red and baleful light, resting

on the frozen summits of the highest range,

showed where the dire volcano was sending

forth its restless and unquenchable fires . As

their way became more toilsome, Hernando

despite the fallen Indian's repulsive returns to

his proffered assistance, often grasped Alpahula's

arm, in kind, and even respectful aid of his fail-

ing footsteps ; and when the party stopped in

fatigue, either to refresh themselves, or partake

of the powerful and invigorating potations of

of their own country, the cazique was the first

person to whom the young Spaniard tendered

refection. It was evident, that Alpahula strove ,

but perhaps strove in vain, to remain insensible

to these marks of respect and compassion.

The sun quickly succeeded the crimson rays,

which-with the abrupt glow of a tropical har-

binger of returning day-had announced his

approach. It was, however, only by the dazzling

flood ofruddy and golden light which bathed the

east in liquid fire , and by the lengthening sha-

dows westward , that the rising of the Peruvian

deity was discovered ; for the cloud-capped

range of castern giants still concealed the as-

cending god from the eager gaze of his captive

and solitary worshipper. Yet, conscious that

the star of his adoration had appeared on the

earth, Alpahula bowed himself with a prostration

of posture, which forced Hernando, attached

nearest his body, to stoop his own person in ac-

commodation to the adoring chief. " God ofmy

life !" exclaimed the Indian , looking on Her-

nando with an expression that was perfectly in-

definable, " shall I take even this prostration of

an unwilling knee, before thy castern throne, as

a favourable answer?" Again he gazed hesi-

tatingly, almost mournfully, on Hernando ; then

shaking his head, as if in refusal to some unlaw-

ful wish which had crossed his mind, he pro-

ceeded.

Morningnow rapidly advanced , but, the gorges

of the mountains became so narrow, that the

precipices, sometimes , almost met over the heads

of the passers , and excluded the light of day.

Alpahula looked repeatedly, and with anxious

gaze, at the opening of every fresh pass, as if

eager to behold the shining face ofthat orb whose

unseen rising he had already worshipped-“ I

will behold his golden eye yet once more," he
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said. They reached the opening of another

gorge. A steep precipice, whose shelving sides

offered a narrow and precarious footing to the

party, arose to their left. Alpahula looked up

in exultation. "Yonder," he exclaimed , " lies

our path, Christians ! your task is near ended.

Mount this tall giant of the moon, and your way

down its farther side shall be easy, and conduct

you to Alpahula's richest treasure." No music

ever sounded sweeter in the ear of Juan Di Al-

cantara. They prepared to ascend the dizzy

elevation, but the cazique paused for a moment

-hesitated, folded his arms cross-wise over his

bosom, and seemed to be praying either for di-

rection or forgiveness. Then speaking hastily

and abruptly, like one who would not yield him-

self time to question his own purpose, he said

with authority-" I make not the ascent while

this youth impedes my steps, and insults my

vigour by his unasked assistance. Juan, chief

of the Spanish tribe, come thou and replace this

eastern boy; chief yoked to chief, were fitter far,

than that Cazique Alpahula's fetters should be

secured by the nameless leader of a petty tribe.

Thou wilt not? It matters not. Find then thine

own way to the golden vessels and glittering

gems thou wert not wont to hold so lightly. Nay,

frown not. Remember thy foul engine is not

here ; and for me, ' twere full as suiting to my

humour, to sit and breathe out my last amid

these rocks and torrents, or be hurled, by Chris-

tian hands , down this mountain side , as to return

and wear out a miserable existence-a prisoner

in my native palace- a captive in the dwelling

ofmy sires !"

The interpreter, perhaps , weary of a toilsome

expedition, which, at this rate, seemed intermi-

nable, did what many travellers have since done

without similar temptation to mis-statement, i. e.

he made a general rule of a single instance , and

assured Juan that it was a law among Indian

caziques, never to climb mountains of a certain

elevation, without being accompanied by some

chief, of a rank which they deemed equal to their

own. He gave, also, such a translation of Alpa-

hula's speech, as might somewhat tend to con-

ciliate the Spanish general, by rendering this

piece of Peruvian etiquette gratifying to Juan's

wish of assuming supreme authority among his

compatriots. Di Alcantara's burning desire to

consummate the enterprize, by the acquisition

of his long-sought treasures, proved, however, a

still stronger incentive to compliance ; and , tak-

ing the place of Hernando, he consented to be

attached to the fetters of his untameable captive.

Impatient of farther delay, the rapacious com-

mander bestowed an accelerating push on the

shoulders of Alpahula : but the proud Indian , far

from resenting such an indignity as he would

once have done, looked round and smiled supe-

rior tothe petty affront. To souls susceptible of

finer impressions than that ofJuan Di Alcantara,

there might have seemed something almost por-

tentous in that calm and ironic smile.

In straining exertion the Indian and his guards

continued to climb thefrowning eminence, while

the now useless followers of Juan remained at

its base. Hernando, little gratified either bythe

triumphant regards of his brother chief, or by

the ungracious, and even ungrateful conduct of

the cazique, followed the train at a little distance.

Alpahula led them to one of those fearful Andean

paths, where a false step might precipitate the

traveller to the bottom of a chasm which even

the noontide beams of a tropical sun have not the

power of penetrating. Here the cazique paused ,

for from this eminence the horizon widened, and

the source of light , which had till now been con-

cealed by the meeting brows of the precipices,

rode revealed to view in the noontide heaven.

A mountain haze hung like a light cloud on the

orb, and softened his rays, without hiding his

disk. The Peruvian, unable from the narrow-

ness of the path to kneel before his god, hid

his face for a moment in the folds of his

garment, and then looking upward, eyed with

grateful devotion the bright globe whose lustre,

softened by the cloudy veil which enveloped it ,

forbade not the gaze of his worshipper. " Again

I behold thee, eye of heaven !" exclaimed the

chief. " I had not dared to finish the work of

this day without thy beamy face to look upon this

sacrifice of thy servant, and bless it. Twice

have the milder lights thou so oft createst anew

to make them regents of the night, and leaders

of the stars of heaven, wasted into nothing and

darkness, since my hoar head hath been glad-

dened by thy beams. The queens of the night

have twice left their place dark and void in the

blue heaven, since the land of thy worshippers

hath been trampled on by those who deny thy

power, and pour contempt on thy golden ho-

Yet oh! in mercy spare her let

that thought pass. Forgive the weakness which

hath still loved an apostate child, and hath shown

guilty pity on a generous, but idolatrous foe.-

And now, god of prostrate Peru , if thou wilt fa-

vour this emprize, look forth from the clouds that

would hide thy piercing eye , and give shining

token that ' tis thy inspiration that stirs within

me." He fixed a wrapt and intense eye on the

passing cloud, as if waiting an answer to his

mysterious petition. " I like not all this," said

Juan, looking rather uneasily at the interpreter.

"Old man," he added, " I am not come here to

listen to thy idle rhapsodies. Time passes-

move forward, or you may chance repent your

tardiness. 'Tis true our mortal engine is not

here, but it still awaits your limbs in yon dark

prison. 'Twere as well to remember that you

are still in our power, and even amid these rocky

shelves and thundering cataracts we might still

find ways to show you that our means of torture

are not confined to the cells of your miserable

palace. Forward-forward. Forget not that

you are in our power. "

nours.

"No you are in mine," exclaimed the cazique,

triumphantly, as soon as the words ofJuan were

made intelligible to him. Heturned for a mo-

ment from the clouded object of his inquiring

gaze, and fixed an eye on Alcantara, which even

startled that obtuse commander. "Juan, chief

N 2
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of oppressors, man without mercy, conqueror

stained with blood, hast thou counted over thy

sins this morning?" he said sternly and awfully.

" Hast thou thought aught on the innocent blood

which calls out to heaven against thee ? Hast

thou remembered that a whole land is now send-

ing up a cry of wailing which thou hast raised?

Lift up thine heart for one moment, ory for

mercy-aye, even to thy false God-for the hand

of Heaven's judgment is upon thee. "-" Drag

him forward-force him up the mountain," ex-

claimed Juan. " Indian slave, pitiable idolater,

move onward. I will see this expedition termi-

nated, and terminated instantly, or thy aged

limbs, old man, shall be torn from thy miserable

body, and given to feed the fowls of the moun-

tain." The Indian did not for a moment appear

to hear the threats of his Spanish conqueror.

His whole attention seemed fixed on the cloud

whose last edge now began to brighten with the

rays of the sun as it passed from the orb. The

sun rode unveiled in the midst of heaven ! Juan

repeated his mandate. " I will know, and know

without the delay of a fleeting moment, the hid-

den place of thy treasures-the golden offerings

which adorned thefanes ofthy false God." "Have

thy wish," answered Cazique Alpahula, loftily.

" The best treasure of Peru is the heart of a

patriot chief-the noblest offering to her god ,the

lives of those who have murdered his sons , and

trampled down his temples. Adieu , native earth

and covering sky! Farewell to all 1 have loved

and looked on ! Source of day, I come to tread

thy beamy chambers. What, ho ! for god and

Peru !"

Hernando suddenly saw, as in the flash of a

moment, the fatal purpose ofthe chief. He gave

a shrick of warning : it came too late. Cazique

Alpahula, as he spoke, threw himself from the

narrow and frightful path with such a sudden

and effectual plunge, that he dragged, in clang-

ing violence, after him , the tyrants to whom his

chains were attached. Amid shelving rocks and

frowning precipices , down-down descended the

fettered victims into a dark and yawning chasm ,

whose dismal recesses had never, since the foun-

dations ofthe earth, been visited by one beam of

blessed day, or resounded to the tread of human

foot. All was the work of a moment-of the

twinkling of an eye. In the first plunge of the

cazique, Hernando caught, with the suddenness

of the lightning's gleam, a passing sight of those

descending victims ; and, brief as was that fear-

ful view, death closed the eye of the young Spa-

niard ere itvanished from his sickening memory.

He saw the momentary, the flashing glance, of

the triumphant Indian ; the pale countenance of

unutterable despair of his ruined tyrant ; and the

clenched teeth and vain struggles of his followers,

as they were dragged in shrieking resistance to

their dread and untimely tomb.

Asthe unwilling companions in death bounded

from shelf to shelf of the dizzy precipice, the

rocks gave back in wild echo the clang of their

fatal chains ; while many a bird of prey, aroused

for the first time in its solitary haunts by human

voice, added its screaming dirge to the wild wail

of despair which arose from those dying men.

Days-ay, months and years rolled away ere

those dismal shrieks ceased to haunt the car of

Hernando Di Valverde. With difficulty , as his

giddy eye followed the victims in their dizzy and

headlong descent, could he keep his own footing

on the narrow shelf where he stood. Like one

in a trance, he held his head with his hands, and

closed his eye to that sight of horror. The shrieks

died into a lowwail ; the wail sunk into silence;

the sound of those clashing irons became fainter

and fainter, until they seemed lost in the depths

below. Hernando raised his head. No sight

met his eye save the shaggy rocks, overhanging

precipices, and dark ravines of that wild region ;

no sound saluted his ear save the low and restless

murmur of some distant mountain torrent. A

complete and deathlike stillness reigned overthe

solitary scene. Hernando cast one brief glance

of horror into the dark abyss which entombed

his former companions. His eye sought in vain

to penetrate its obscure and invisible recesses ,

and, in speechless wonder at his own preserva-

tion, he lifted up his hands to God.

With steps still shaking from recent agitation,

Hernando then began to descend the mountain

bythe path his fated companions had so recently

trodden, when, all warm with life , and elated by

hope, by avarice, by ambition , they had pursued,

as they believed, the road to riches and worldly

distinction : now, cold and shapeless masses, they

tenanted the dark and unapproachable gulf be-

neath him. Often, as he proceeded on his down-

ward path, he paused, and fancied that some

stifled shriek, some dying moan, some cry for

help, still arose from that dismal chasm.

The death of the cruel, rapacious Juan, and

those next him in command, placed the brave

and popular Hernando at the head of his com-

patriots in that quarter ; and as such he was

received bythe consternated followers of Alcan-

tara, who had been left, as we have seen, at the

foot of the fatal precipice. With the instinct of

military habit, rather than with any defined con-

sciousness ofthe duty devolved onhim, Hernando

reduced the astounded soldiers to something like

professional order, and proceeded in sombre

silence to conduct them to the spot they had

quitted in the morning.

Night closed on the party, and the fervour of

a tropical sun had again given place to the re-

freshing radiance of the moon, ere the plain of

was within sight of the returning adven-

turers. Thought on thought came crowding

thick and fast into the mind of the young Spa-

niard, while he pursued his doubtful path. Hor-

ror for the retributive fate of his wretched

compeer; pity for the high-minded Indian who

had fallen a victim to his patriotism , gave place,

as he drew nearer his destination , to a feeling of

anguish at the heavy tidings he must bear the

hapless daughter. Yet, even here, sweeter and

gentler sensations stole into the bosom of young

Hernando. He now gratefully felt that the de-

parted cazique had, by a voluntary act, sepa-
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rated his fate from that of his doomed compa-

triots ; and coupling this preservation with the

words ofthe Indian to his daughter-words which

wemay suppose Ualla had , in some form or other,

known how to communicate to her lover-he

could not but augur that, when time had dried

the filial tears of the young Peruvian, she would

look on him as the authorised guardian of her

happiness.

Meanwhile Ualla, surrounded by the maids

and matrons whom Hernando's gentle care had

placed about her person, sate without her dwell-

ing to taste the faint breezes of a tropical even-

ing, and to watch with unceasing gaze for the

return of her sire and her lover. She gazed on

Nature inthe loneliness and majesty ofthe scene ,

until the calm of all around her insinuated itself,

at length, into her own bosom. Busy feet, and

busier voices, broke on her repose. Ualla in-

quires for her sire-for her generous protector.

The restless tongue of female exaggeration-

alike in all ages and countries, and ever loving

better the importance attached to the bearer of

evil tidings than the sober joy ofcommunicating

dull reality-reports to the young Peruvian that

her sire and her lover are lying, side by side,

cold and lifeless , in the " Ravine of the Unburied

Dead!" Ualla received the intelligence as an

archer of her own country would have received

the rival shaft which pierced his vitals. She

stood for a moment erect, unmoved ; then fell a

helpless, prostrate, yet unmoaning victim. But

a gentle hand soon raised her-a gentle armsup-

ported her a voice, which brought returning

life in its tones, came on her ear. With a gra-

titude to Heaven which sought invain for vulgar

utterance, Ualla recognised her promised hus-

band, and, clasping his knees, demanded of him

her sire. " O ! Hernando, returned to bless my

eyes, where is my father?"-" Before His throne ,

myUalla, who shall judge between the oppressor

and the oppressed. Look up , my love, look up ;

there is mercy mixed with bitterness. I come

the legal, the authorised protector of your gentle

existence. I return armed with power to heal

the wounds of your oppressed race. I come to

fulfil the wishes of your sire ; to watch over the

happiness of his loved child ; to restore weal and

peace to his injured tribe. I come to dry the

filial tears of Ualla, by a life devoted to her hap-

piness. I come to call, with her, these wailing

mountaineers-to kneel before the Being whom

they shall no more hate as the God of the cruel

Spaniards !"

ON THE VIRTUES OF LYING IN BED LATE.

The lark is but a bumpkin fowl ,

He sleeps in his nest till morn ;

Myblessings upon the bonny ow!

Who all night blows her horn.

WALTER SCOTT.

I HAVE been long convinced that the virtue of

early rising was never intended by Providence

to be enforced upon the inhabitants of a cold

climate , or a smoky city. It might be very well

for Solomon, or any other tropical philosopher,

to indicate the sinfulness of sluggishness, in a

climatewhere fowls are roasted, and devils grill-

ed under the meridian sunshine ; but nothing will

persuade me of the meritoriousness of risingfrom

a downy four-poster of Gillow's or Banting's, to

shiver towards an ungenial breakfast table ;

where a steaming flag of a newspaper, wet from

the press, replaces the morning dews, and the

howling of the matinal chimney-sweeps and old

clothesmen represents the lowings of the herds.

In truth, the atmosphere of England in general,

and ofLondon in particular, is never thoroughly

* aired before mid-day.

And yet, notwithstanding the manifest and re-

pugnant error of early rising, there are few ac-

tions which so materially tend to inflate the vain-

gloriousness and self-sufficiency of its practical

votaries. I know at sight an habitual early

riser ;--not only from the pinched air and blue

complexion induced by the pernicious quality of

twilight exhalations, but by the complacent com-

posure of conscious excellence with which he

luxuriates in his superiority over his lazier

brethren of the earth :-I know him at sight !-

even previous to his little pompous vaunt of

"Yes, sir, I thank God! 1 have breakfasted

every morning, for the last thirty years before

eight o'clock!"

That persons engaged in professional business ,

or devoted to the active cares of life , may find it

important to seize upon the day in its infancy,

andmouldittotheir purpose, is probable enough ;

but that the happy majority who eat the bread of

idleness, and yawn away full half-a-hundred of

their three score years and ten, should outrage

every feeling of nature, and molest themselves

with the encounters of brooms, house-maids, and

dust-pans-with the cry of those handmaidens

of Aurora, the Welch milk-women-and with

the rumble of market-carts, terrific as the " tar-

tarea tromba" of Pandemonium-is indeed inex-

plicable ! The more obstinate and bigoted and

primitive of these virtuous martyrs affect to hold

that candle-light is an invention of mankind in

their fallen condition ; and that the well-thinking
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part of the community, like Adam and Eve,

should rise with the sun, and go to bed with the

going down thereof. But the philosophy of na-

ture contains the best negative to so absurd a

proposition-which would condemn the Laplan-

ders, like dormice to a six month's snooze, while

Providence, in populating their seas with the

unctuous leviathans of the deep, manifestly con-

templated the invention of argands for their espe-

cial use. On the other hand, the apiaries of less

benighted zones, point out that vigils and wax .

candles do but form a part of the great system of

the universe!

Other learned moralists instance the birth of

Esculapius, the son of Apollo, as offering an al-

legorical derivation of healthful impulses from

the early beams of the God ofday. Idle sophists !

futile rhetoricians ! Esculapius was not wor-

shipped as the patron of health, but of medicine ;

and I doubt not that the first dose administered

under his auspices was a draught of tincture of

rhubarb to some votary of his father Phoebus-

some preanimate purser or early-rising lieute-

nant of that first of seventy-fours, the Argo, to

which Esculapius is recorded to have been naval

surgeon. Moreover, the intimate connexion be-

tween the origin of pharmacy and early rising is

further attested by the consecration of the do-

mestic cock-that officious rouser of the drowzer

to the aforesaid god of medicine ;-and it may be

observed that Somnus, the son of Nox, was al-

ways ranked among the infernal deities ; while

the three-fold goddess , Proserpina, Luna, Diana,

the Isis, or moon of antiquity , was worshipped as

a celestial divinity in all the nations and lan-

guages of heathenism.

Again, the Chaldean sages-who, in holy writ

are repeatedly instanced as the privy counsellors

of the kings of Israel-are erroneously supposed

to have been revered for their skill in judicial

astrology; the chronicle that they"outwatched

the stars," is simply intended to acknowledge,

that they grew " healthy, wealthy and wise," not

according to the vulgar dictum, but by being late

to bed, and late to rise ; and that they burnt the

midnight oil or the midnight gasovertheirstudies,

without the slightest predilection for perfecting

their taste for natural history, in company with

the restless

"Lark, new-wakened by the daisy's side."

But to return from the dust of ages to that of

Macadam !

There is no point upon which the advocates of

early rising more plausibly found the excellence

and orthodoxy of their creed, than the beauty and

glory ofthe rising sun ; not the sun par complai-

sance ofGrosvenor-square, but the sunthatshines

on hills and vallies. Armed withquotations from

the " Rambler," from Beattie, Thomson, Cow-

per, Hayley, and all the classics of the plaintive

school, they drive over one in their lengthy om-

nibus, with the triumphant ferocity of Tarquin's

daughter; no Persian ever hailed the rising

deity with more blind or exalted enthusiasm.

"The dappled dawn-"" the rosy morn," "the

radiant east," " the bright effulgence of the

streaky sky;"-how long must one nauseate

such a rhapsody of common-places ? Ye fools!

do ye not perceive that the worship of Mithras

was bestowed upon a land wherein the fierce

beams ofthe meridian are death , only that its in-

habitants, like the courtiers of Europe, might

adore the rising sun, and fit themselves to snore

away the noon-tide heat, without the aid of

poppy or mandragora? Ye, on the contrary-ye

yourselves, who associate your sensibilities,

touching the dawn of day, with your familiar lus-

trations, and your subsequent hyson and muffins,

are utterly unconscious and unworthy ofits con-

templation. It is the philosopher who has been

occupied since midnight, in " smoothing the raven

down of darkness," who has " outwatched the

Bear," who has marked the mysterious Isis gra-

dually involve herself in her ebon veil, he it is

who is qualified to appreciate the unfolding of

the clouds, the successive obliteration of the fail-

ing stars, and the substitution of a radiant pho-

nix for the bird of darkness. It is the force of

contrast which renders morning beautiful, ergo,

no early riser can be capacitated to appreciate

the splendour of sunrise. "Vedi Napoli," saythe

Italians, " e poi mori , " which may be parodied,

"See the sun rise, and then go to bed!"

Talk ofthe carol of the early birds ! is notthe

nightingale, that minion of darkness, the sweet-

est songster of the heavens? Are not the planets

and their mysteries the most beautiful manifes-

tations of the Creative Spirit ?--Is not the human

mind elevated above the importunate dross and

paltry clamours of the earth, by communing

with their bright intelligence ? Now, I should

like to know what human vicissitude of the

slightest interest, either moral or physical, can

possibly occur to persons ranging the world be-

tween seven in the morning and twelve of the

clock ? We except, of course, fox-hunting and

fox-hunters from this sweeping inquiry, as be-

longing to the phenomena of the brute creation.

What are the avocations of the early riser? his

vapid breakfast is succeeded by the nervous pe-

rusal ofsome new work, incessantly interrupted

by post-knocks, and a series of bell-ringing, an-

nouncing the diurnal catalogues of Grove and

Artis ;-ofturbots, flounders, plaice , whiting, &c.

&c. ;-ofturkeys , geese, teal, and widgeon, which

puzzle the selection of the housekeeper ; and if

intruded before the eyes of the pre-active master

of the house, oppress him for the remainder of

the morning with a tedious presentiment of his

dinner. The whole interest of the day is destroy-

ed by this first or second sight of the bill offare ;

-it is like beginning a novel by the third

volume!

I recollect a country squire of the old school

complaining, that he never knewwhat to dowith

his mornings in London. " Why, yes ," said his

friend, "they are certainly dull enough to per-

sons who are early risers ; but I believe the

clubs and public exhibitions are opened about

ten or twelve o'clock." " Ten o'clock !" cried

Western. " I was speaking of the blank time

between five and nine!" On the other hand, it
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"

is recorded of a certain ex-officer of the 7th

Hussars, that on first joining the regiment, and

being desired to find himself in the riding school

the next morning at ten o'clock, he enquired,

66 Corporal, will it be light ?" and that having re-

quired his valet to look out of the window one

morning at the hotel at Melton, and ascertain

what sort ofa day it was, the exquisite cockney

put his head into the cupboard by mistake, ex-

claiming, " black as the devil, sir, and smells of

cheese."

The earliest risers in Europe are the Germans,

who are also the densest of its dunces. Every

house is closed before midnight ; and their pub-

lic institutions being opened at day-light, and

closed at noon for the dinner hour , or mittag of

the modern Vandals , no traveller has any chance

of admission to their cabinets and galleries but

such as "lovethe moon," and visit them previous

to retiringto rest.

It may be observed, in conclusion, that there

cannotbe better evidence of the example intend-

ed to be given by the Courtof St. James's in this

particular, than the fact that the royal levees,

whichare supposed to take place duringthe lever

or getting up of the King, never begin before

one o'clock, post meridian ; being the toilet hour

ofall reasonable beings in the latitude of 51° 30'.

SUPERIORITY OF FEMALE AUTHORS.

THERE are some things which womendo better

than men ; and of these, perhaps, novel-writing

is one. Naturally endowed with greater delicacy

of taste and feeling, with a moral sense not

blunted and debased by those contaminations to

which men are exposed , leading lives rather of

observation than of action , with leisure to attend

to the minutiae of conduct, and more subtle de-

velopments of character, they are peculiarly

qualified for the task of exhibiting faithfully and

pleasingly the various phases of domestic life ,

and those varieties which chequer the surface of

society. Accordingly, their delineations, though

perhaps less vigorous than those afforded by the

other sex , are distinguished , for the most part, by

greater fidelity and consistency-a more refined

and happy discrimination, and, we must also add,

a more correct estimate of right and wrong. In

works which come from a female pen, we are

seldom offended by those moral monstrosities,

those fantastic perversions of principle, which

are too often met with in the fictions which have

been written by men. Women are also less

stilted in their style ; they are more content to

describe naturally what they have observed,

without attempting the introduction of those ex-

traneous ornaments which are sometimes sought

at the expense of truth. They are less ambitious,

and are therefore more just ; they are far more

exempt from that prevailing literary vice of the

present day-exaggeration--and have not taken

their stand among the feverish followers of what

may be called the intense style of writing ; a style

much praised by those who inquire only if a work

is calculated to make a strong impression, and

omit entirely the more important question-

whether that impression be founded on truth or

delusion. Hence the agonies and convulsions,

and dreamy rhapsodies, and heated exhibitions

of stormy passions, in which several of our wri-

ters have lately indulged. Imagination has been

flattered into a self-sufficient abandonment of its

alliance with judgment—to which disunion it is

ever least prone where it has most real power ;

and " fine creations" (well so called, as being

unlike anything previously existing in nature)

have been lauded , in spite of their internal falsity,

as iftheywere of more value than the most accu-,

rate delineations of that world which we see

around us. Those splendid perversions which

the lurid brilliancy of Byron's poetry compelled

us to admire, have been much emulated in poetry,

and much, also, in prose. These writers, like

the scene-painter, have one main object in view

-effect; and, like that popular artist, are little

solicitous about merits that are not to be com-

prehended at the first glance. Abrupt transitions,

paradoxical contrasts, crimes of complicated

enormity, and passions of demoniacal violence ,

are favourite ingredients in the literary cauldron

of this class. What Demosthenes said of action,

as conducive to oratory, they seem to apply to

effect, in fictitious narratives. With them, it is

the first, second, and third requisite, and truth

and consistency are neglected and despised.

Shakspeare, who (as Captain Bluff says of Han-

nibal,) was " a pretty fellow in his time," and no

mean proficient in the art of producing an effect,

attained this end by more legitimate means , and

without sacrificing one iota of truth. So tho-

roughly did the great principle of truth pervade

his writings, that, far from attempting to dazzle

the world with glaring exhibitions of man as he

is not, he even so described supernatural beings,

that (as has been already well remarked) we feel

a conviction, that if such beings had existed,

they would have acted and spoken as he has re-

presented. We are convinced that his fame has

attained its present height and stability, not so

much because we smile, and weep, and shudder,

and are more powerfully affected by his works

than by those of other men, but because we are

ever more and more convinced , after the most

carefulattention, that his delineations of human

nature are founded upon truth ; and this it is

which principally raises his writings above the

vigorous productions of some of those of his con-

temporaries, whom it has lately been the fashion,

among the Pancirolli of modern literature, to

exalt almost to equality with him. It is by an

attention to truth in their delineations, that the

female novelists of this age are, for the most part,

honourably distinguished. We know compara-

tively very few instances of decidedly false views

of society or morals having been lately promul-

gated by women. They have done little to

strengthen the heads of their readers, but they

have applied themselves to that office for which

woman is by nature best calculated-the im-

provement of their hearts.- Edinburgh Re-

view .
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A DAY AT THE HEAD -QUARTERS

OF THE RUSSIAN ARMY IN POLAND .

I was at St. Petersburgh when the first intel-

ligence of the Polish insurrection reached the

Russian capital. When the first movement of

surprise caused by this unexpected political

event had in some degree subsided, but one feel-

ing appeared to pervade both the government

and the Russian people-a mingled feeling of

indignation and pity ; violent indignation against

the men who had madly precipitated their coun-

try into a contest so unequal-pity for the gallant

but ill-fated Poles, on whom the unsparing wrath

of the northern autocrat was about to fall with

an iron hand. Indeed , the moment chosen for

the development of the insurrectionary move-

ment, appeared singularly ill -timed ; for the

Russian armies, for some time before, had been

rapidly concentrating on the Polish frontiers .

Orders were immediately sent off to put these

troops in motion-and the campaign commenced.

The season was already far advanced ; and,

having no taste for the sublimity of a hyperbo-

rean winter, I turned my back on the Russian

capital early in November, with the intention of

reaching Vienna by the way of Poland. It was

on a bitter cold night that I reached the town of

Lomza, at that time the head-quarters of the

Russian invading army of Poland. The north

wind howled mournfully through the pine-wood

which skirted the town ; and as I descended at

the Hotel de l'Empereur, I mentally resolved to

make that posada my own head-quarters for a

day or two, for the double purpose of recruiting

from the fatigue of thirteen days and nights

incessant travelling-and of renewing my ac-

quaintance with an old travelling companion ,

the young Count D , who I knew was at-

tached to the staff of Field Marshal Count Die-

bitch.

Early the following morning, I despatched a

note to my military friend, announcing my arri-

val, and had scarcely finished sipping my second

cup of coffee, when in stalked to my apartment

a tall cossack orderly, whom the count had sent

to conduct me to his quarters. It was with some

difficulty , under the escort of my cossack guide,

that I succeeded in making the place d'armes ;

for a superb division of Russian light cavalry

was at the moment defiling through the town.

Traversing the square, we reached a large and

ancient edifice, situated at the northern extremi-

ty, formerly the residence of a Polish starate ,

but now the quarter-general of Count Diebitch.

Ascending a lofty flight of steps, we entered a

wide and spacious hall. The scene which sud-

denly burst on my view was picturesque in the

extreme.

The sides of the hall were decorated with rich

and curious specimens of ancient armour, which

contrasted singularly with the arms and accou-

trements of the modern warriors who were as-

sembledbeneathits lofty roof. Standingingroups,

or lounging up and down with a listless air, their

spurred heels clangoring on the marble pave-

ment, you beheld a steel-clad cuirassier of the

guard, the graceful hulan, and the Cossack ofthe

Don, picturesquely grouped with the sable-clad

yager, or the more gorgeously attired hussar;

while the stream ofmellowlight, reflected through

the high-painted window, imparted to the whole

a character of savage grandeur, which I shall

not easily forget.

Ad-

Passing onwards, we entered a large apart-

ment, filled with general and staff officers.

Among the latter I immediately recognised my

young friend, who immediately introduced meto

the group of officers with whom he had been

conversing. One of these-a remarkably tall,

handsome man , with his breast covered with a

profusion of decorations-was General Count

Geismar,thequarter-master-general ofthe army.

The ceremony of introduction was scarcely fi-

nished, when a door opened, and an officer,

dressed in a double-breasted green frock-coat,

with scarlet cuffs and collar, the shoulders sur-

mounted with rings, similar to those worn by the

officers of our own household troops, entered the

apartment. He wore an infantry sword, and a

single riband decorated his button-hole. This

was the celebrated conqueror of Turkey-Gen-

eral Count Diebitch. All present uncovered,

and saluted him with profound respect.

vancing to the spot where we stood , he entered

into conversation with General Geismar ; and,

during a pause, my friend seized the opportunity

of introducing me to the marshal. He received

me with the most distinguished urbanity ofman-

ners- spoke of the fatigue I must have undergone

in travelling at that inclement season-and finish-

ed by inviting me, in the most condescending *

manner, to dine with him that day. As I gazed

on the man who had played so distinguished a

part on the theatre of events, I was struck with

the absence of all those external indications of

genius which we generally look for in great men.

Diebitch appeared to be in his fifty-second year

-of a short, thick-set figure-about five feet

eight inches in height-with a rubicundity of

complexion, which, to his more glorious title of

Sabalskansky, had procured him, from the wags

of the army, the less honourable one of the

"punch-bowl." The hour of dinner was so near,

that I had scarcely time to reach my hotel to

make the necessary changes which the occasion

required.

On regaining the marshal's residence, I found

my friend expatiating on the gaieties of Paris to

a young cossack officer, from the wilds of Cau-

casus; dinnerwas almost immediately announced.

Exclusive of the marshal's staff, about twenty

officers, all of superior grade, sat down ; the

arrangements of the table were remarkably

plain-the dishes were handed round in the
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French style, and a bottle of wine was placed to

each person-champagne was handed round with

the desert. I was particularly struck with the

absence of that easy flow of conversation, free-

dom of opinion, and , above all , that gentlemanly

feeling of equality, so marked a feature of an

English mess-table-there was no desultory con-

versation across the table. The marshal was

listened to with marked attention. He ques-

tioned me, particularly, as to the composition

and character of the South American troops,

with whom he had heard that I had served, and

remarked, that the habits of the Guachos of the

Pampas resembled , in a remarkable degree, the

wandering tribes of the Ukraine. The approach-

ing military operations were never once dis-

cussed. There was, however, a gene, which all

appeared to feel , and, I believe, no one felt sorry

when the marshal rose from his chair, bowed to

the company , and retired to his apartment-this

was the signal for a general break up. I pro-

posed, to my friend, to adjourn to my hotel to

finish the evening, to which he assented-"Well,

what think you of Sabalkansky?" said he, pledg-

ing me in a bumper of claret.-" Externally,

nature has absolutely done nothing for him," was

my reply. " There you are most egregiously

mistaken ; she has on the contrary, done every

thing for him ; for it was his short, ungraceful

figure which was the stepping-stone to his for-

tune."-" I have heard," I rejoined , " the anec-

dote towhichyou allude, but, like all such stories,

deemed ittheoffspring of a maliciousjeud'esprit."

"There again," said the count, " you are mis-

taken, the anecdote is correct a la lettre, for you

must knowthat it was a maternal uncle of mine,

who , for his gigantic stature , was selected , by

the Emperor Paul, to take the guard which it

was little Sabalkansky's turn to mount, on the

occasion of the King of Prussia's visit. "-" But

what think you of the Polish war ?" said I , be-

coming, in myturn, the interlocutor.-" Think,"

he rejoined, with animation, " that it will be a

mere hurrah and a horrid butchery, which hu-

manity shudders at contemplating even in per-

spective-the Poles will fight like devils , but they

will be crushed, and bloody indeed will be their

dayof retribution . "-" Ifthe Poles," I answered,

"do but prove true to themselves, hopeless as I

confess their cause appears , success may crown

their efforts the game of war has many vicissi-

tudes, and accident often mars the most masterly

combinations."-" Detrombez vous mon cher!-

Can Polish patriotism burn with a brighter flame

than when it was extinguished by the hand of

Suwaroff? Believe me, there exists not the

shadow of a chance for Poland ; a single blow,

and she is prostrate in the dust. " My own opi-

nion was too much in unison with that of my

Russian friend, to admit of an argument. I

merely, therefore , observed, that so short a cam-

paign held out but little hopes of promotion.-

" I should agree with you," said the count,

" could I persuade myself that the possession of

Warsawwill terminate our labours, but our for-

ward movement will not stop there ; the month
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of May will see Sabalkansky on the Rhine, and

then, but a short campaign, and the belles of

Paris will, once more, behold the fires of the

Russian bivouacs."-" So, then, according to

your political horoscope, we may expect that the

fierce struggle, which has so long devastated

Europe, will be repeated over again. But, mon

cher Compte, with what eye do you think that

England, the arbiter gentiarum, will view these

hostile movements."-" With the eye of neu-

trality, mon ami, while your aristocracy will

view with complacency, our attempt to root up

those noxious principles which have again

bloomed on the soil of France.-But I am no

politician," he continued ; " and if I were, I have

no time to discuss this matter at present. The

post of aide-de-camp is, I assure you , no sinecure

-in two days we break up our quarters ;-take

my advice, and break up yours also-get out of

Poland as quick as possible ; avoid the track of

our army ; for, believe me, a foreigner and idler,

at our head-quarters, may excite suspicion.

Your arrival has already given rise to a host of

idle conjectures. " I profited by his advice, left

earlythe following morning, and reached Vienna

in safety.

za.

Near a year has rolled away since I left Lom-

Poland still shows an unconquered front-

the cholera has dissipated the ambitious dreams

of Dicbitch Sabalkansky-while my friend, who,

in the noon-tide of youth and military ardour, so

confidently predicted a different result to the

campaign, perished on the bloody field of Ostro-

lenka.

The Polish campaign has confirmed the truth

of that profound observation of Napoleon's, that,

in war, the moral is to the physical force, as

three parts to one-still , it is not to the powerful

development of this force that the Poles entirely

owe their success-Fortune , which rules in war ,

has powerfully befriended them. Count Die-

bitch's plan of campaign was well conceived-

every chance was nicely calculated, and due

weight given to the fierce resistance which the

Poles would offer ; and yet it failed from acci-

dents, too capricious to be guarded against, and

which may baffle the finest combinations. The

rapid and unexpected thaw, which destroyed the

roads, not only impeded the advance of his co-

lumns, but prevented his supplies from coming

up, and ruined his army. The elements proved

as fatal to Diebitch as to Napoleon, while the

wretched administration of the Russian commis-

sariat consummated the evil.

If we measure the operations of Count Die-

bitch by the rules of the military art, we shall

find that fortune, as Livy so finely remarked of

Hannibal, took a malicious pleasure in confound-

ing, at once, his good sense, his military skill, and

his bravery.

The smallest coin in Venice was called a ga-

zette, and as the first newspapers printed there

were sold for that sum a-piece, they were thence

called gazettes.
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A POET'S DAUGHTER.

Written for Miss ****, at the request ofher Father.

BY MR. HALLECK.

"A LADY asks the minstrel's rhyme."

A lady asks ?-There was a time,

When, musical as play-bells chime

1 To wearied boy,
Thatsound would summon dreams sublime

Of pride and joy.

But now the spell hath lost its sway,

Life's first-born fancies first decay,

Gone are the plumes and pennons gay

Ofyoung romance ;

There linger but her ruins gray

And broken lance.

" This is no world," so Hotspur said,

For " tilting lips" and " mammets" made,

No longer in love's myrtle shade

Mythoughts recline-

I'm busy in the cotton trade,

And sugar line.

"Tis youth, ' tis beauty asks-the green

" And growing leaves ofseventeen

" Are round her; and, halfhid , half seen,

"A violet flower:

" Nursed by the virtues she hath been

" From childhood's hour."

Blind passion's picture-yetfor this

We woo the life-long bridal kiss,

And blend our every hope of bliss

With her's we love;

Her's-who admired a serpent's hiss

In Eden's grove !

Beauty-the fading rainbow's pride,

Youth-'twas the charm of her whodied

At dawn, and by her coffin's side,

Agrandsire stands ;

Age strengthened, likethe oak, storm -tried,

Ofmountain lands.

Youth's coffin-hush the tale it tells !

Be silent, memory's funeral bells !

Lone in my heart, her home, it dwells,

Untold till death,

Andwherethe grave-mound greenly swells

O'er buried faith.

" But shewho asks hath rank and power,

" And treasured gold, and banner'd tower,

"A kingdomfor her marriage dower,

" Broad seas and lands ;

"Armies her train , a throne her bower,

"A queen commands !"

Aqueen ? Earth's regal suns have set.

Where perish'd Marie Antoinette ?

Where's Bordeaux's mother ? where the jet

Black Haytien dame ?

And Lusitania's coronet?

And Angouleme?

Empires to-day are upside down,

The castle kneels before thetown,

The monarch fears a printer's frown,

Abrick-bat's range-

Give mein preference to a crown ,

Five shillings change.

" Another asks-though first among

"Thegood, the beautiful, the young

" The birth-right of a spell more strong

" Than these hath brought her;

" She is your kinswoman in song,

Apoet's daughter!"

Apoet's daughter ? Could I claim

The consanguinity offame,

Veins ofmyintellectual frame,

Your blood would glow

Proudly,to sing that gentlest name

Ofaughtbelow!

Apoet's daughter ! Dearer word

Liphath not spoke, nor listener heard

Fit theme for song of bee and bird

From morn till even,

Andwind-harp, by the breathing stirred

Of star- lit heaven.

My spirit's wings are weak-the fire

Poetic comes but to expire,

Her name needs not my humble lyre

To bid it live;

She hath already from her sire

All bard can give.

THE WORLD'S MASQUE,

BY MISS JEWSBURY.

"I AM not old-Iam not old"—

'Twas thus I heard one say,

"And there's a spirit în my heart

That keeps old age away ;

'Tis Love-that like an Angel guards

Life's fountainfrom decay.

I muse upon myfellow-men-

To methey are a book,

And oft myfancy rightly spells

Their thoughts-by word and look ;

Ay,many a proud and weary wight

That searching ill would brook.

For this, I seek the haunts of mirth,

And those that mirth haunts least ;

None fear me-for they deem me one

With whom life's love hath ceased ;

They slip their visors , and I see

The spectre at the feast !

When others praise the lute and song,

The singer and his spell,

Igaze upon each listener's face

That can deep histories tell,

Seekingthe one, forwhom, alas!

The singer sang so well.

Ifollow in the track ofFame,

The path her crowned ones tread,

Others behold their glittering eyes,

But I their brows instead-

And the momentary look that asks

For rest- if with the dead!

Andwhen I see a placid face

That speaks the heart asleep,

While others on its beauty dwell,

I--turn aside and weep ;

For all that, ere a year be past,

Maythere plough furrows deep.

The man-the man of guile and care,

Whose heart hath long been dry;

Afountain whence no waters flow,

But weeds instead wave high;

Others may hear his courtly wit,

I-but his smothered sigh !

Oh, fellow-men! how often grief

Is on me for your sakes !

And yet I would not love ye less-

Forthe sorrow that love wakes

Makesmy heart prayerful for ye all,

And happywhile it aches !"
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DANCING.

DANCING claims its origin from the earliest

ages oftheworld. Joy and pleasure were at first

expressed by the natural motions of the body, by

irregular jumps and springs , but, in process of

time, these irregular movements were regulated

by the sound of the voice and of musical instru-

ments. Then, the motions of the body and arms

and the features also began to express, after some

acknowledged principles, the passions of man.

According to the impulse of these, the feet moved

either slowly or quickly.

It is todancing that young people are indebted

for that elasticity of their limbs, that ease in the

motion of their bodies, those polite and agreeable

manners, and prepossessing graces which are all

so ornamental in society. The domain of danc-

ing is immense. This art possesses unbounded

advantages and well acknowledged attributes.

It certainly enhances , embellishes , and perfects

the work of nature. To enter an assembly and

salute the company with unaffected ease ; to ap-

proach a person with affection ; to present or

receive any thing ; to sit down with an agreeable

deportment ; to do away awkward timidity and

mauvaise honte which denote weakness of cha-

racter; to display afrank and open countenance,

sweet and agreeable manners ; to banish a fop-

pish and sometimes insipid appearance ; such

are the objects and benefits derived from this

elegant art.

Every person may study the art of dancing

without having any natural dispositions for it;

because these may be acquired by steady ex-

ertions. However, such persons as are endowed

with those dispositions, will always be found su-

perior to those who are not favoured with them ;

provided they are properly taught. Taste must

be considered as one of the principal natural

dispositions for dancing, and is a sure guide to

success : with a good taste we acquire perfection

rapidly in that art ; but, without any, everything

grows flat and insipid, and he who has no share

of it is compelled to abandon the practice of an

accomplishment for which nature has not in-

tended him.

It often happens, that, dazzled by the bril-

liancy and variety of steps, many pupils imagine

that by performing the hardest and most difficult

ones theywill thus render their talent and happy

dispositions the more conspicuous. They are

mistaken for it is not the quantity nor the diffi-

culty, but the mode of executing the steps which

commands the attention of connoisseurs. Some-

times it will require several months of continual

practice and strenuous exertion to be able to

perform , according to the principles of the art, a

step, the acquisition of which has been neglected

at first on account of its simplicity. Those who

have thus erred will, hereafter, form a better

judgment. He who wishes to learn dancing must

study the first principles of the art , and his suc-

cess will be in proportion to his attention and

perseverance. If the principles are correct, a

good taste will be created, and the pupil will

know how to rid himself of those violent and

ridiculous contortions which are frequentlymade

by young dancers, who thus mutilate and disfi-

gure the beauties of this elegant accomplish

ment.

It is by following right principles, it is by

studying and practising them, that a handsome

and neat mode of execution and a high degree of

perfection may be attained. Whosoever wishes

to improve must, as we have already said, study

with attention and patience ; and, above all ,

not interrupt the course of his studies with too

long intervals. Perseverance insures improve-

ment, and never fails to crown labour with suc-

cess.

Dancing is to the body what reading is to the

mind. Reading good books enriches the intellect ,

and causes it to shed a lustre, an eclat more

brilliant than if it was left to the simple resources

of nature. Thus a scientific mode of execution

in dancing gives the body advantages, which

nature alone does not impart.

0 2
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ESCAPE OF GENERAL LAVALLETTE.

ESCAPE OF GENERAL LAVALLETT
E.

From his autobiography, just published. The General, it

will be recollected, was sentenced to death by the Bourbon

Government, forjoining Bonaparte on his return from Elba.

THE following is the narrative of the escape.

Let it be remembered that Madame Lavallette

was hardly recovered from child-bed-that she

was worn down with beseeching the Court, with

lying in wait for the King, with sitting on the

steps of the apartment of the Duchess d'Angou-

leme, with thrusting or insinuating herself into

the bureaus of the ministers , added to all the mi-

sery ofsuspense . After all, she could coolly feel

her husband's pulse to ascertain whether he was

fit for the enterprise : her own was in a fever,

and yet she seemed calm.

"At five o'clock, Emilie came , accompanied

by Josephine, whom I saw again, with as much

surprise as pleasure. ' I believe ,' she said, ' it is

better to take our child with us. I shall make

her do with more docility what I want.' Shewas

dressed in a pelisse of merino, richly lined with

fur, which she was accustomed to put on over

her light dress on leaving a ball-room. She had

taken in her reticule a black silk petticoat.

" This is quite sufficient, ' she said, ' to disguise you

completely.' She then sent my daughter to the

window, and added, in a low voice, at seven

o'clock precisely you must be ready ; all is well

prepared. In going out you will take hold of

Josephine's arm . Take care to walkvery slowly ;

and when you cross the large registering room ,

you will put on my gloves and cover your face

with my handkerchief. I had some thoughts of

putting on a veil, but unfortunately I have not

been accustomed to wear one when I comehere ;

it is therefore of no use to think about it. Take

care when you pass under the doors, which are

very low, not to break the feathers of your bon-

net, for then all would be lost . I always find the

turnkeys in the registering room, and the jailor

generally handsme to my chair, which constantly

stands near the entrance-door, but this time it

will be in the yard, at the top of the grand stair-

case.

6

There you will be met after a short time

by M. Baudus , who will lead you to the cabriolet,

and will acquaint you with the place where you

are to remain concealed. Afterwards , let God's

will be done, my dear. Do exactly all I tell you.

Remain calm . Give me your hand, I wish to

feel your pulse. Very well . Now feel mine.

Does it denote the slightest emotion?' I could

perceive that she was in a high fever. But,

above all things ,' she added , let us not give way

to our feelings-that would be our ruin. ' I gave

her, however, my marriage-ring, on the pre-

tence that if I were stopped in my journey to the

frontiers it would be advisable not to have any

thing about me by which I might be known.

She then called my daughter and said to her,

'Listen attentively , child , to what I am going to

say toyou, for I shall make you repeat it. I shall

go away this evening at seven o'clock, instead of

eight : you must walk behind me, because you

know the doors are narrow ; but when we enter

the long registering room , take care to place

yourself on my left hand. The jailor is accus-

tomed to offer me his arm on that side, and I do

not choose to take it. When we are out of the

iron gate, and ready to go up the outside stair-

case, then pass to my right hand, that those im-

pertinent gendarmes ofthe guard-house may not

stare in my face as they always do. Have you

understood me well?' The child repeated the

instructions with wonderful exactness. She had

scarcelyfinished when St. Roses came to us. He

had got introduced under the pretence of accom-

panying Madame Lavallette home ; but his real

aim wasto see me oncemore , for hewas not inour

confidence. His presence would have been a

great restraint upon us. I took him therefore

aside, and said to him, ' leave us now, my friend,

Emilie has, as yet, no idea of her misfortune.

We must let her continue in her ignorance.

Come back at eight o'clock : but do not come in

if the sedan chair is no longer there . In that

case, go immediately to her house for she willbe

there.'

C

"I embraced him , and forced him out of the

door. But there soon came another visitor; it

was Colonel Briqueville, whose wounds had kept

him at home for above two months. He had not

expected to see my wife, and he soon perceived

that his presence might be intrusive, though he

was not yet acquainted with the whole extent of

my horrible situation. So great was his emotion

that I was afraid it would become contagious.

'Leave us,' I whispered to him ; this is the last

time I see her. One moment's weakness may

kill her.' At last we remained alone. I looked

at Emilie ; I thought of all the obstacles I should

find in my way, and which would overwhelm us.

A fatal idea crossed my mind ; ' suppose,' said I ,

'you were to go to the jailor and offer him one

hundred thousand francs, if he will shut his eyes

when I pass ; he will perhaps consent, and we

shall all be saved.' She looked at me for a mo-

ment in silence , and then replied , well, I will

go.' She went out and came back after a few

minutes. I already repented the step I had made

her take. I was sensible how useless, how im-

Butwhenshe returned , shesaid
prudent it was.

<

to me calmly, ' it is of no use. I drew from the

jailor but a few words, and these were sufficient

to convince me of his honesty , therefore let us

think no more of it.'

" Dinner was at last brought up. Just as we

were going to sit down to table, an old nurse of

ours, Madame Dutoit, who had accompanied

Josephine, came in very ill. Madamede Laval-

lette had left her in the registering-room , intend-

ing to send her after me when I should be gone ;

but the heat of the German stove and her emo-

tion had made her so ill, and she had so long in-

sisted on seeing me once more, that the turnkey
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let her in without the permission of the jailor. J.

Far from being useful to us,the poor woman only

added to our confusion. She might lose her pre-

sence of mind at the sight of my disguise ; but

what was to be done ? The first object was to

make her cease her moanings, and Emilie said

to her in a low but firm voice, no childishness.

Sit down to table, but do not eat : hold your

tongue, and keep this smelling-bottle to your

nose. In less than an hour you will be in the

open air.'

6

"This meal, which to all appearance was to

be the last of my life , was terrible. The bits

stopped in our throats ; not a word was uttered

by any of us, and in that situation we were to

pass almost an hour. Six and three-quarters

struck at last. I only want five minutes , but I

must speak to Bonneville ,' said Madame de La-

vallette. She pulled the bell, and the valet-de-

chambre came in ; she took him aside , whispered

a few words to him, and added aloud , ' take care

that the chairmen be at their posts, for I am

coming ; now,' she said to me, it is time to dress. '

"Apartofmyroomwas divided offby a screen,

and, formed a sort of dressing- closet . We step-

ped behind the screen, and while she was dress-

ing me with charming presence ofmind and ex-

pedition, she said to me, do not forget to stoop

when you go through the doors ; walk slowly

through the registering-room , like a person ex-

hausted with fatigue. ' In less than three minutes

my toilet was complete. We went back to the

room , and Emilie said to her daughter, what do

you think of your father?' A smile of surprise

and incredulity escaped the poor girl : ' I am se-

rious, my dear-what do you think of him?' 1

then turned round, and advanced a few steps.

'He looks very well,' she answered ; and her

head fell again, oppressed on her bosom. We all

advanced in silence towards the door. I said to

Emilie, the jailor comes in every evening, after

you are gone. Place yourself behind the screen,

and make a little noise, as if you were moving

some piece of furniture. He will think it is I,

and will go out again. By that means I shall

gain a few minutes, which are absolutely neces-

sary for me to get away.' She understood me ,

and I pulled the bell. ' Adieu !' she said, raising

her eyes to heaven. I pressed her arm with my

trembling hand, and we exchanged a look. Ifwe

had embraced, we hadbeen ruined. The turnkey

was heard; Emilie flew behind the screen ; the

door opened ; I passed first, then my daughter,

and lastly Madame Dutoit. After having cross-

ed the passage, I arrived at the door of the re-

gistering room. I was obliged , at the same time ,

to raise my foot and to stoop lest the feathers of

my bonnet should catch at the top of the door. 1

succeeded : but, on raising myself again, I found

myself in the large apartment, in the presence

of five turnkeys , sitting , standing, and coming in

my way. I put my handkerchief to myface, and

was waiting for my daughter to place herself on

my left hand. The child, however, took my

right hand ; and the jailor, coming down the

stairs of his apartment, which was on the left

hand, came up to me without hindrance, and

putting his hand on my arm, said to me, ' you

are going away early, Madame. ' He appeared

much affected, and undoubtedly thought my wife

had taken an everlasting leave of her husband.

It has been said, that my daughter and I sobbed

aloud : the fact is, we scarcely dared to sigh. I

at last reached the end ofthe room. A turnkey

sits there day and night in a large arm chair, and

in a space so narrow, that he can keep his hands

on the keys of two doors, one of iron bars , and

the other towards the outer part, and which is

called the first wicket. This man looked at me

without opening his doors. I passed my right

hand between the bars, to show him I wished to

go out. He turned, at last, his two keys , and we

got out. There my daughter did not mistake

again, but took my right arm. We had a few

steps to ascend to come to the yard ; but, at the

bottom of the staircase there is a guard-house of

gendarmes. About twenty soldiers, headed by

their officer, had placed themselves a few paces

from me to see Madame de Lavallette pass. At

last I slowly reached the last step, and went into

the chair that stood a yard or two distant.

no chairman, no servant was there. My daugh-

ter and the old woman remained standing next

to the vehicle, with a sentry at six paces from

them, immoveable , and his eyes fixed on me. A

violent degree of agitation began to mingle with

my astonishment. My looks were directed to-

wards the sentry's musket, like those of aserpent

towards its prey. It almost seemed to me that I

held the musket in my grasp. At the first mo-

tion, at the first noise, I was resolved to seize it.

6

But

felt as if I possessed the strength of ten men;

and I would most certainly have killed whoever

had attempted to lay hands on me. This terrible

situation lasted about two minutes, but they

seemed to me as long as a whole night. At last

I heard Bonneville's voice saying to me, ' one

of the chairmen was not punctual, but I have

found another.' At the same instant I felt my-

self raised. The chair passed through the great

court, and, on getting out, turned to the right.

We proceeded to the Quai des Orfevres , facing

the Rue de Harlay. There the chair stopped,

and my friend Baudus, offering me his arm, said

aloud, you know, Madame , you have a visit to

payto the President. ' Igot out, and he pointed to

a cabriolet that stood at some distance in that

dark street. I jumped into it , and the driver said

to me, ' give me my whip.' I looked for it in

vain ; he had dropped it. Never mind,' said

my companion. A motion ofthe reins made the

horse start off in a quick trot. In passing by I

saw Josephine on the Quai, her hands clasped

and fervently offering up prayers to God. We

crossed the Pont St. Michel, the Rue de la Harpe,

and we soon reached the Rue de Vaugirard, be-

hind the Odeon theatre. It was not till then that

1 breathed at ease. In looking at the driver of

the cabriolet, how great was my astonishment to

recognise Count Chassenon , whom I was very

far from expecting to find there. What !' I said,

is it you! "Yes ; and you have behind you
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four double-barrelled pistols , well loaded ; I hope

you will make use ofthem. ' ' No , indeed , I will

not compromise you. ' 'Then I shall set you the

example, and wo to whoever shall attempt to

stop your flight.'

"We entered the new Boulevard, at the cor-

ner of the Rue Plumet : there we stopped. I

placed a white pocket-handkerchief in the front

ofthe cabriolet. This was the signal agreed upon

with M. Baudus. During the way, I had thrown

off allthefemale attire with whichI was disguised ,

and put on adicky great-coat with a round silver-

laced hat. M. Baudus soon joined us. I took

leave of M. de Chassenon, and modestly follow-

ed my new master. It was eight o'clock in the

evening; it poured torrents of rain ; the nightwas

extremely dark,and the solitude complete in that

part of the Faubourg St. Germain. I walked

with difficulty . M. Baudus went on more rapidly,

and it was not without trouble that I could keep

up with him. I soon left one of my shoes in the

mire, but I was, nevertheless, obliged to get on.

We saw gendarmes galloping along, who were

undoubtedly in search of me , and never imagined

that I was so near them. Finally, after one

hours walk, fatigued to death , with one shoe on,

and one off, we arrived in the Rue Grenelle , near

the Rue de Bac, where M. Baudus stopped fora

moment. I am going ,' he said to enter a

nobleman's hotel. While I speak to the porter

get into the court. You will find a staircase on

your left hand. Go upto the highest story. Go

through a dark passage you will meet with to the

right, and at the bottom of which is a pile of

wood. Stop there. ' We then walked a few

steps up the Rue de Bac , and I was seized with

a sort of giddiness when I saw him knock at the

door of the Minister for Foreign Affairs , the

Duke de Richelieu. M. Baudus went in first;

and while he was talking to the porter, who

thrust his head out of his lodge, I passed rapidly

by. Where is that man going?' cried the por-

ter. It is my servant.' I quickly went up to

the third floor, and reached the place that had

been described to me. I was scarcely there when

1 heard the rustling of a silk gown. I felt myself

gently taken by the arm and pushed into an

apartment, the door of which was immediately

shut upon me. 1 stepped on towards a lighted

fire, which cast around the room a very faint

glimmering. Having placed my hands upon the

stove to warm myself, I found a candlestick and

a bundle of matches. I guessed that I might

light a candle. I did so ; and I examined my

new abode. It was a middle-sized room , on the

garret-floor. The furniture consisted of a very

clean bed, a chest of drawers, two chairs , and a

small German stove of earthen-ware. On the

chest of drawers I found a paper, on which the

followingwords were written :-' Make no noise.

Never open your window but in the night, wear

slippers of list, and wait with patience.' Next

to this paper was a bottle of excellent claret, se-

veral volumes of Moliere and Rabelais , and a

basket containing sponges, purfumed soap , al-

mond paste, and all the little utensils of a gentle-

man's dressing-box. The delicate attentions

and the neat handwriting of the note, made me

guess that my hosts combined with their most

generous feelings, elegant and refined manners.

But why was I in the Hotel of Foreign Affairs? I

had never seen the Duke de Richelieu. M.

Baudus was indeed attached to that department,

but in a very indirect manner. I could not have

inspired any interest in the King ; besides , in

that case, it would have been more natural to

pardon me. If I was there by the connivance of

the Minister, what reason could he have had to

violate his sacred duties, belie the loyalty he

owed his sovereign, associate himself with the

party of Buonaparte, and protect a criminal sen-

tenced for a conspiracy?"

After a confinement of some time in these

apartments, Lavallette ultimately got out of

Paris, bythe assistance of two Englishmen , Sir

Robert Wilson and Mr. Bruce. His wife was

brutally treated in prison ; and for twelve years

after her enlargement, suffered under an aberra-

tion of intellect: melancholy and despondence

were the sad effects of her heroic conduct : the

instrument had been too highly strung. We be-

lieve she still survives, and has recovered from

the effects of her malady.

HISTORY OF HATS.

AT a recent meeting of the London Society

of Antiquaries, Mr. Repton communicated a

very curious and interesting paper on the his-

tory of hats, accompanied by eight sheets of

drawings of hats and caps, in an infinity of shapes

and fashions, from the time of Richard II. up to

1784. He observed , the name hat was derived

from a Saxon word , meaning a covering for the

head, in which general sense it had been used

by early authors, and applied to the helmets of

steel. Hats and caps were anciently made of

felt, woollen, silk, straw, and various other ma-

terials, and were as diversified in their colours.

In the time of Elizabeth the common people ge-

nerally wore woollen caps, and some acts were

passed in her reign to encourage the manufac-

ture ofthem. The broad brins were introduced

by the cardinals to their scarlet hats , and follow-

ed by the clergy. The inconvenience of the

broad rims all round , caused the turning of one

side, then two sides were turned up, and , at last,

turning up three sides introduced the cocked

hat. The high-crowned hat was first worn in

the time of Elizabeth, and declined in the reign

of Charles II. Mr. Repton then noticed the

ornaments of hats , such as feathers, brooches ,

and bands. Henry VIII . is described on his

entry into Calais , as wearing feathers from India

four feet long ; and men wore feathers in their

hats as late as the reign of Queen Anne. Yew

is mentioned as placed in the hat to denote

mourning for a deceased relative and friend.

The paper contained numerous curious and

amusing quotations on the subject from a great

variety of authors.
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THE FAITHFUL.

THOU wert young , Love , ere we parted-a gay and graceful

flower,

With heart as light, and brow as bright as summer's sun-

- niest hour;

With lips that shamed the forest tree , and whispers soft and

low

As living streams of paradise at morn were heard to flow.

Thou wertyoung, Love , ere we parted-thy gift of life was

biest

With hope that , like a spirit-bird, sang ever in thy breast ;

Thythoughts were like those fairy gems the good alone may

find,

Thy cares like twilight clouds that show the beaming stars

behind !

Thou wert young, Love, when we parted-pale sorrow

bathedthy cheek ,

And sadder bodings chilled thy heart than sighs had skill to

speak ;

But Love hath wordless melody , an eloquence no tongue

May e'er express in human speech , or breathe in sweetest

song !

The ship lay rocking in the bay-the southern breeze sprang

fair ;

I kissed thy cold and altered cheek, and wildly left thee

there ;

I wept not then, my lips were steeped in tears, but not mine

own ;

For grief had parched my heart's warm dew , and held it

seared and lone !

The moonlight rose upon the sea, but found nor ship nor

barque !

Like hills of silver shone the waves ! but all the shore lay

dark !

As though thy maiden beauty graced and gladdened e'en the

sea;

But ah ! the shore was dark, my Love, thy light had gone

from me!

To other lands away-away-thy loveliness was borne;

Oh! wherefore, ere we bade farewell, had I not died that

morn ?

The dawn rose o'er the purple waves all beautiful and free,

Yet still the shore lay dark , my Love, there came no morn

for me!.

Oh! I remember well the hour, when months and months

were past,

Those blessed lines of love from thee-from thee arrived at

last !

I kissed each word thy hand had traced , each sign thy touch

had left,

And, trembling, hid it next my heart-1 was not quite bereſt!

Thou wert young, Love, ere we parted-thy step was fleet

and free,

And graceful as the dappled fawn that bounds o'er lawn

and lea ;

Yet why regret the lost, the sweet, the early scenes we

ranged-

Through wave and storm , at length we meet-the same, but

ah! how changed !

The daring breath of Time has touched thy chesnut curls

with snow,

Thy form hath lost its fawn-like grace-thine eyes their

sunny glow ;

Yetart thou still the same to me-ay, dear in thy decay,

Aswhen a bright and beauteous girl, thou heard'st my first

fond lay.

Our passion was no sun-born flower a moment starts to

light,

That wastes its bloom in one brief day , and withers in a

`night ;

Ours was no transitory love, that li ' e the rainbow plays ,

And wreathes the memory just as long as it may charm the

gaze,!

But like the tree that lifts its head amidst the northern

snows,

And steadfast weathers every breeze and every blast that

blows ;

That, when the latest leaf hath past, remembers but the

spring ;

For night which closes in so fast, a second morn maybring !

THE ACCEPTED.

BY THOMAS HAYNES BAYLY.

I THANK YOU for that downcast look,

And for that blushing cheek :

Iwould not have you raise your eyes,

Iwould not have you speak :

Though mute, I deem you eloquent,

I ask no other sign ,

While thus your little hand remains

Confidingly in mine.

I know you fain would hide from me

The tell- tale tears that steal

Unbidden forth , and half betray

The anxious fears you feel .

From friends long-tried and dearly loved

The plighted bride must part:

Then freely weep-I could not love

A cold unfeeling heart.

I know you love your cottage home,

Where in the summer time,

Your hand has taught the clematis,

Around the porch to climb ;

Yon casement with the wild rose screen,

Yon little garden too,

Howmany fond remembrances

Endear them all to you.

You sigh to leave your mother's roof,

Though on my suit she smiled,

And spurning ev'ry selfish thought,

Gave up her darling child ;

Sigh not for her, she now may claim ,

Kind deeds from more than one ;

She'llgaze upon her daughter's smiles

Supported by her Son!

I thank you for that look-it speaks

Reliance on my truth ;

And never shall unkindness wound

Your unsuspecting youth ;

Iffate should frown, and anxious thoughts

Oppress your husband's mind,

Oh! never fear to cling to me-

I could not be unkind .

Come, look upon this golden ring-

You have no cause to shrink,

Though oft ' tis galling as the slave's

Indissoluble link !

And look upon yon Church, the place

Or blessing and ofprayer;

Before the altar hear my vows-

Who could dissemble there !

Cometo myhome ; your bird shall have

As tranquil a retreat ;

Your dog shall find a resting place,

And slumber at yourfeet:

And while you turn your spinning wheel,

Oh let me hear you sing,

Or I shall think you cease to love

Your little golden ring.
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"Who doth not feel , until his aching sight

Faints into dimness with its own delight,

His changing cheek, his sinking heart, confess

The might, the majesty ofloveliness ?

BYRON.

To preserve the health of the human form, is

the first object of consideration . This is of pri-

mary importance, for with its health we neces-

sarily maintain its symmetry, and improve its

beauty.

66
The foundation of a just proportion, in all its

parts, must be laid in infancy ; for, as the twig

is bent, the tree's inclined." A light dress, which

gives freedom to the functions of life and action,

is thebest adapted to permitunobstructed growth;

for thence the young fibres , uninterrupted by

obstacles of art, will shoot harmoniously into the

form which nature drew. The garb of childhood

snoul in all respects be easy ; not to impede its

movements by ligatures on the chest, the loins ,

the legs, or the arms. By this liberty, we shall

see the muscles of the limbs gradually assume

the fine swell and insertion which only uncon-

strained exercise can produce. The shape will

sway gracefully on the firmly poised waist ; the

chest will rise in noble and healthy expanse ; and

the human figure will start forward atthe bloom-

ing age of youth, maturing into the full perfec-

tion of unsophisticated nature.

The lovely form of woman in particular , thus

educated, or rather thus left to its natural bias,

assumes a variety of interesting characters. In

one youthful figure, we see the lineaments of a

wood nymph ; a form slight and elastic in all its

parts. The shape,

" Smallby degrees , and beautifully less,

From the soft bosom to the tender waist !"

A foot light as that of her whose flying step

scarcely brushed the " unbending corn ;" and

limbs, whose agile grace moved in gay harmony

with the turns of her swan-like neck and spark-

ling eyes.

Another fair one appears with the chastened

dignity of a vestal. Her proportions are of a

less aerial outline. As she draws near, we per-

ceive that the contour of her figure is on a

broader and less flexible scale than that of her

more ethereal sister. Euphrosyne speaks in the

one, Melpomene in the other.

Between these two lies the whole range of

female character in form ; and, in proportion as

the figure approaches the one extreme or the

other, we call it grave or gay, majestic or grace-

ful. Not but that the same person may, by a

happy combination of charms , unite these qua-

lities in different degrees, as we sometimes see

graceful majesty and majestic grace. Unless

the commanding figure softens the amplitude of

its contour with a gentle elegance, it may possess

a sort of regal consequence, but it will be that

of a heavy and harsh importance ; and, on the

other hand, unless the slight and airy form , full

of youth and animal spirits, superadds to these

attractions the grace of a restraining dignity , her

vivacity will be deemed levity, and her activity

the romping ofa wild hoyden.

Young women, therefore, when they present

themselves to the world, must not implicitly

fashion their demeanours according to the level-

ing rules ofthe generality of school- governesses;

but, considering the character of their own

figures, allow their deportment, and select their

dress, to follow and correct the bias of nature.

There is a class of female contour which bears

such faint marks of any positive character, that

the best advice I can give to them who have it ,

is to assume that of the sedate. Such an appear-

ance is unobtrusive ; it is amiable, and not only

secure from animadversion , but very likely to

awaken respect and love. Indeed, in all cases,

a modest reserve is essential to the perfection of

feminine attraction.

As it has been observed, that , during the

period of youth, different women wear a variety

of characters, such as the gay, the grave, &c.

when it is found that even ' this loveliest season

of life places its subjects in varying lights , how

necessary does it seem that women should carry

this idea yet farther by analogy, and recollect

that she has a summer as well as a spring, an

autumn, and a winter ! As the aspect of the

earth alters with the changes of the year, so does

the appearance of a woman adapt itself to the

time which passes over her. Like the rose, she

buds , she blooms, she fades, she dies !

When the freshness of virgin youth vanishes

-when Delia passes her teens, and approaches

her thirtieth year, she may then consider her day

as at the meridian ; but the sun which shines so

brightly on her beauties, declines while it dis-

plays them. A few short years, and the jocund

step, the airy habit, the sportive manner, must

all be exchanged for " faltering steps and slow."

Before this happens, it would be well for her to

remember that it is wiser to throw a shadow

over her yet unimpaired charms, than to hold

them in the light till they are seen to decay.

Each age has an appropriate style of figure

and pleasing ; and it is the business of discern-

ment and taste to discover and maintain those

advantages in their due seasons.

The general characteristics of youth, are meek

dignity, chastened sportiveness , and gentle seri-

Middle age has the privilege of pre-ousness.
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serving, unaltered , the graceful majesty and ten-

der gravity which may have marked its earlier

years. But the gay manners of the comic muse

must, in the advance of life, be discreetly

softened down into little more than cheerful

amenity.

Time marches on, and another change takes

place. Amiable as the former characteristics

may be, they must give way to the sober, the

venerable aspect with which age, experience,

and " a soul commercing with the skies," ought

to adorn the silver hairs of the Christian

matron.

Nature having maintained a harmonybetween

the figure of woman and her years, it is deco-

rous that the consistency should extend to the

materials and fashion of her apparel. For youth

to dress like age, is an instance of bad taste sel-

dom seen. But age, affecting the airy garments

of youth, the transparent drapery of Cos, and

the sportiveness of a girl , is an anachronism as

frequent as it is ridiculous.

Virgin, bridal Beauty, when she arrays herself

with taste, obeys an end of her creation-that of

increasing her charms in the eyes of some vir-

tuous lover, or the husband of her bosom . She

is approved. But when the wrinkled fair, the

hoary-headed matron, attempts to equip herself

for conquest, to awaken sentiments which, when

the bloom on her cheek has disappeared , her

rouge can never recall ; and, despite of all her

efforts, we can perceive " memento mori" writ-

ten on her face, then we cannot but deride her

folly, or , in pity , counsel her rather to seek for

charms the mental graces of Madame de Se-

vigne, than the meretricious arts of Ninon de

l'Enclos.

But that, in some cases, wrinkles may be

long warded off, and auburn locks preserve a

lengthened freshness, is not to be denied ; and,

where nature prolongs the youth of a Helen or

a Sarah, it is not for man to see her otherwise.

These are rare instances ; and, in the minds of

rational women, ought rather to excite wonder

than desire to emulate their extended reign.

But what ought to be we know is not always

adopted. St. Evremond has told us that " a

woman's last sighs are for her beauty ;" and

what this wit has advanced the sex has ever

been too ready to confirm . A strange kind of

art, a sort of sorcery, is prescribed by tradition,

and in books , in the form of cosmetics , &c. , to

preserve female charms in perpetual youth. But

I fear that, until these composts can be con-

cocted in Medea's caldron , they will never have

any better effect than exercising the faith and

patience of the credulous dupes, who expect

to find the elixir vitæ in any mixture under

heaven.

The rules which I would lay down for the

preservation of the bloom of beauty, during its

natural life , are few, and easy of access. And,

besides having the advantage of speaking from

my own wide and minute observation , I have

the authorities of the most eminent physicians of

every age, to support my argument.

The secret of preserving beauty lies in three

things-temperance, exercise and cleanliness.

From these few heads, I hope much good in-

struction may be deduced. Temperance includes

moderation at table, and in the enjoyment of

what the world calls pleasure. A young beauty,

were she as fair as Hebe, and elegant as the

Goddess of Love herself, would soon lose these

charms by a course of inordinate eating, drink-

ing, and late hours.

I guess that my delicate young readers will

start at this last sentence, and wonder how it can

be that any well-bred woman should think it

possible that pretty ladies could be guilty of

either ofthe two first-mentioned excesses. But,

when I speak of inordinate eating, &c . , I do not

mean feasting like a glutton , or drinking to in-

toxication. My objection is not more against

the quantity than the quality of the dishes which

constitute the usual repasts ofwomen of fashion.

Their breakfasts not only set forth tea and coffee,

but chocolate , and hot bread and butter. Both

of these latter articles, when taken constantly,

are hostile to health and female delicacy. The

heated grease, which is their principal ingredient,

deranges the stomach ; and, by creating or in-

creasing bilious disorders , gradually overspreads

the fair skin with a wan or yellow hue. After

this meal, a long and exhausting fast not unfre-

quently succeeds, from ten in the morning till

six or seven in the evening, whendinner is served

up; and the half-famished beauty sits down to

sate a keen appetite with Cayenne soups, fish ,

French patees steaming with garlic, roast and

boiled meat , game, tarts , sweet-meats, ices,fruits ,

&c. &c. &c. How must the constitution suffer

under the digestion of this melange ! How does

the heated complexion bear witness to the com-

bustion within ! And,when we consider that the

beverage she takes to dilute this mass of food,

and assuage the consequent fever in her stomach ,

is not merely water from the spring, but cham-

pagne, madeira, and other wines, foreign and

domestic, you cannot wonder that I should warn

the inexperienced creature against intempe-

rance. The superabundance of aliment which

she takes in at this time, is not only destructive

of beauty, but the period of such repletion is full

of other dangers . Long fasting wastes the

powers of digestion , and weakens the springs of

life. In this enfeebled state, at the hour when

nature intends we should prepare for general

repose, we put our stomach and animal spirits

to extraordinary exertion. Our vital functions

are overtasked and overloaded ;-we become

hectic for observation strongly declares that

invalid and delicate persons should rarely eat

solids after three o'clock in the day, as fever is

generally the consequence ; and thus, almost

every complaint that distresses and destroys the

human frame, may be engendered.

"When hunger calls, obey ; nor often wait

Till hunger sharpen to corrosive pain ;

For the keen appetite will feast beyond

What nature well can bear ; and one extreme

Ne'er without danger meets its own reverse.”
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WHENthe army of the Duke of Wellington

was marching upon Toulouse, a deputation was

sent to him from the Royalists of Bordeaux ,

promising, that if he would detach a small force

in that direction, the town should be given up to

him for the King.

Immediately rumour, with her thousand

tongues, sent about the town all manner of re-

ports ; lying here, lying there, till she frightened

all the peaceable inhabitants out of their wits.

The commandant of the Chateau Trompette was

resolved, they said , to defend it for Napoleon to

the last ; and there he lay, with a formidable

force, keeping the tri-coloured flag flying conti-

nually, and threatening to turn his cannon on the

town, if it submitted to the English. On the

other hand, came the news that the British and

Spanish forces were marching upon Bordeaux ,

and that their general threatened , if a shot was

fired in its defence , to give the town up to the

fury of the soldiery ; and immediately murder

and assassination got into all the old womens'

heads in the place, and nothing was thought of

but finding some hole to hide their children and

their money till the storm had blown over.

There was at that time living in Bordeaux an

old Welsh lady of the name of Jones, and like

Jephtha, judge of Israel, she was blessed with

one fair daughter, whom she loved passing well.

She had continued to live on in France through

peace and war, without minding any one, and,

as she said, had never been frightened at any

thing since her poor dear husband's death, till

she heard that the English and Spaniards were

going to take Bordeaux by ' sault. For the

Spaniards, she understood , were most voracious

savages ; as tothe English she did not mind them.

At the time of the French revolution , old mo-

nasteries were to be sold for an old song , and

nunneries were to be had for the having. Thus

it so happened, that in those days , Monsieur

Emanuel Latouche (who had once been a Jew,

and had become professionally a Christian,

though he was strongly suspected of being no

religion at all) had acquired under a revolutionary

sale, the property of the convent which lay on

the one side of the Rue de l'Intendance , and the

monastery which lay on the other. Now, Mon-

sieur Emanuel Latouche, for reasons best known

to himself, espoused a certain French lady ; his

marriage with whom appeared to be the proxi-

mate cause of his christianization ; and having

imbibed her fortune, and bought the buildings

aforesaid, he set up as a great dealer in marino

stores. After a certain period of connubial feli-

city, the lady died, and left to the care and gui-

dance of Emanuel Latouche, a certain remnant

of herself, called a son, which she had had by a

former marriage ; and as Monsieur Latouche was

reputed to have cheated all the world, he was by

no means so inconsistent as not to cheat his own

step-son, at least so it was generally supposed!

Finding that it would be a great deal better

speculation to let the monastery aforesaid, he

prevailed upon old Mrs. Jones, whom we have

heretofore mentioned , to take a great part of it,

assuring her, as a farther inducement, that in

case she should in future have any thing to hide ,

he could show her a place in that very house

which would never be discovered by the keenest

eyes. Itis not known whether Mrs. Jones was

biassed by this information or not, but, however,

she took up her abode in that part ofthe monas-

tery which looks down upon the Marche Domi-

nique on the one hand, and the theatre Francais

on the other ; and Monsieur Emanuel Latouche,

with his step-son, continued to live in the old

convent on the other side of the Rue de l'Inten-

dance. It was by these means that an intimacy

first took place between pretty Lucy Jones and

Edward Fontange, the step-son of Monsieur

Emanuel Latouche.

There can be no doubt, since Horace says it,

that the best plan is to begin in medias res, but

there is , notwithstanding, some trouble in work-

ing up one's lee-way. Being arrived at this

point, however all the rest is simple. Having

put a handsome young man and a pretty girl to-

gether, what in the name of heaven can they do

but fall in love with each other? It is what they

always do in novels, and poems, and plays, and,

I am afraid, in real life too ; for propinquity is a

terrible thing, and, for my own part, I am a firm

believer in animal magnetism , that is to say, as

far as retraction and repulsion go. However

that may be, Edward Fontagne and Lucy Jones

tried very hard to fall in love with each other,

and, after a short time, succeeded to a miracle ;

so much so, indeed , that Mrs. Jones, perceiving

what was going on, thought fit to speak to Mr.

Latouche upon the subject, desiring to know if

heintended to take his step-son into business with

him , in which case she should not scruple, she

said, to give him her daughter. But Mr. La-

touche informed her that he should do no such

thing; that his step-son was no better than a

beggar, whom he had educated out of love for

his dearly beloved wife deceased , and that , far-

ther, he would not give him a farthing, or do any

thing else for him in the world ; whereupon Mrs.

Jones quarrelled with Monsieur Emanuel La-

touche, called him a miserly old curmudgeon ,

and going home turned young Fontange out of

her house, and bade her daughter Lucy to think

no more of the young vagabond. Now love ,

being no better than a pig , the best way of mak-

ing him to go on is to pull him back by the hind

leg ; and consequently Lucy Jones , who was the

most obedient creature in the world, thought

more than everof Edward Fontange, saw him on

every occasion that she could contrive , and it is

supposed let him now and then take a stray kiss

without saying any thing but " don't," which, he

being a Frenchman, did not at all understand.
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It was at this time that the Duke of Welling-

ton's army crossed the Pyrenees, and fear took

possession of Mrs. Jones, who was not only ter-

rified for her daughter Lucy, but also for certain

sums of money which she had kept long under

lock and key. What was to be done? She

puzzled a long time ; but in a moment the words

of Monsieur Emanuel Latouche came to her re-

membrance. He could show her, (he had said)

a place in that very house, which would never

be discovered by the keenest eyes ; and as she

thought of it, her hope grew high ; she seized a

candle from the table, without saying a word,

and rushed into the cellar. For where could it

be, she asked herself, but in the cellar? Lucy,

who beheld her mother so suddenly seized with

the spirit of locomotion , naturally imagined she

was mad, and followed her as fast as she could.

Her first supposition appeared confirmed, when

on entering the cellar, she found her mother

gazing fixedly upon a small iron cross in the

wall. "There it is, sure enough," cried Mrs.

Jones; "there it is !"

"Are you out of your senses , Mamma?" de-

manded Lucy, respectfully ; are you mad ?

There's what ?"

66

"Why, the terraqueous suppository, girl !"

answered Mrs. Jones, who had forgotten a con-

siderable portion of her English during her resi-

dence in France. "The terraqueous supposi-

tory that that old curmudgeon, Latouche, told

me of when he attrapped me in taking this old

conventicle."

" I do not see any repository at all ," said

Lucy. " I see nothing but the cellar wall and

an iron stancheon to keep it up."

"Nonsense," said Mrs. Jones ; " I'll have a

mason this minute, and get to the bottom of it ;"

so away she ran and brought a mason, but the

first thing was to make him keep secresy, and

having conducted him in pomp to the cellar , she

shut the door, and made her daughter Lucy give

him the Bible. " Swear !" said Mrs. Jones, in

asolemntone, like the ghost in Hamlet, "swear!"

The mason held up his hand, " I swear never to

reveal," &c. "Je jure tout ce que vous vou-

drez." " I swear any thing you like," replied

the mason; and Mrs. Jones finding this oath

quite comprehensive enough, set him forthwith

to work upon the wall just under the iron cross,

when, to the triumph of Mrs. Jones, and the as-

tonishment of Lucy and the mason, a strong

plated door was soon discovered, which readily

yielded them admission into a small chamber,

only ventilated by a round hole, which seemed

to pass through the walls of the building, and

mount upwards to the outer air. Nothing else

was to be found. The rubbish was then nicely

cleared away, a chair and a table broughtdown,

and the mason paid and sent about his business ;

when, after having looked in the dark, to see

that there were no sparks , for the chamber was

all ofwood, Mrs. Jones and her daughter mount-

ed to upper air , and retired to bed, not to sleep,

but to meditate over the convent subterranean .

It was about the middle of the next day that an

officious neighbour came in to tell Mrs. Jones

that the British forces were approaching the

town. There could be no danger, he said ; but,

nevertheless, the tri-coloured flag still flew on

the walls of the Chateau Trompette, and Lord

Wellington had sworn he would deliverthe town

to the soldiery if there was a shot fired. It was

very foolish to be afraid, he said, trembling in

every limb, but the people were flying in all

directions, and he should leave the town too ,

for he had no idea of being bayoneted by the

Spaniards.

" Let us shut the street-door," said Lucy, as

soon as he was gone, " and all go down together

to the hole in the wall , and when it is all over we

can come out."

"No," replied Mrs. Jones, " you, Lucy, and

the maid shall go down, but I will stop here and

take care of my property ; perhaps I may be

able to modulate their barbarosity."

" Lord, Ma'am," cried the maid, " you'll be

killed."

Mrs. Jones replied very coolly that they would

never think of killing an old woman like her,

who had but a few years to live.

The maid then vowed if her mistress remained

she would stay with her, and the tears rolled

down her cheeks at the idea of her self-devotion.

Lucy said very quietly that she would stay with

her mother. But Mrs. Jones would not hear of

it ; and finding her daughter very much resolved

to do as she said , she had recourse to a violent

passion, which was aided by the noise of a drum

in the street, and seizing Lucy by the arm , she

snatched up the box that held her money, car-

ried them both down-stairs to the cellar, and,

pushing them into the dark chamber, shut the

door with a bang ; after which she returned to

the maid, for whose safety she had not the same

maternal regard , and waited the event with in-

domitable fortitude.

In the mean time, Lucy remained in the dark.

The first thing she did was to feel about for the

chair, and sitting down, she had a good opportu-

nity of crying to her heart's content. She was

still engaged in this agreeable occupation, when

she heard a knocking , as if somebody wished to

come in. Lucy wiped her eyes and listened. It

could not be her mother ; she would have comein

at once, without any suchceremony ; besides it did

not seem to come from that side. Lucy listened

again ; the knocking continued , but evidently

came from the opposite part of thechamber, and

did not seem so near as the cellar. Lucy now

got upon her feet, trembling as if she had the

palsy, and began to approach the sound. She

knocked over the table , and almost fainted with

the noise. She picked up the table , and knock-

ed over the chair, and then again vice versa,

stopping awhile between each to take breath :

having arranged all that, she tumbled over her

mother'smoney-box , broke her shins, and hopped

about the room on one foot with the pain for full

five minutes ; then, not being able to find the

chair, she leaned against the wainscot for sup-

port ; but the wainscot gave way with a creak,

P2
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as if it moved on hinges, and she had almost

fallen headlong into another room as dark as the

first. Lucy now doubted whether she ought to

be most surprised or frightened ; but fright had

decidedly the majority, when she heard some-

thing move in this same dark chamber, on the

opposite side to where she herselfhad entered.-

NowLucy, though she had never studied modern

tactics, was possessed ofmany of those principles

which are supposed to constitute a good general ;

and in the present instance, not having had an

opportunity of reconnoitering her ground, and

finding her forces totally inadequate to meeting

an adversary of any kind, she resolved upon

making a retreat under cover of the darkness ,

but, unfortunately, she had neglected to observe

which way she had advanced , and, for a moment,

could not find the entrance into the other cham-

ber. The noise which she had at first heard of

something moving, increased ; she became more

and more bewildered , ran this way and that, till,

Ugh! she ran against something soft and warm,

which caught fast hold of her, and in this inte-

resting position she fainted. What could she do

else? Oh, ye bards and romancers, give me

some delicate description of a young lady reco-

vering from a fainting fit ! But oh ! when Lucy

opened her eyes, she found herself sitting in the

manner that European young ladies and gentle-

men generally sit, with an engaging youth, no

other than Edward Fontange , sitting beside her

in mute despair, and from time to time fanning

her face with the tails of his coat, while a lamp,

with its accompanying phosphorus-box, stood by

with its dim light, showing in more gloomy hor-

rors the walls of a dark vault, which, to the ter-

rified eyes of Lucy, seemed interminable.

Forgetting all the ho's and ha's of the two

lovers, together with question and answer with-

out end, be it briefly stated that Edward Fon-

tange had never contrived to forget Lucy Jones,

and always remembering that it was his want of

fortune which had broken his love-dream, he in-

cessantly meditated the means of remedying that

wherein fate had wronged him. But all ordinary

plans demanded years, long years, to perfect,

and love would brook no delay. He had heard,

however, of hidden treasures, and ofmonks who

had concealed immense sums during the revolu-

tion , and he bethought him of searching the cel-

lars of the old convent where he lived , without

ever dreaming that he should there find a sub-

terranean communication with the dwelling of

his Lucy. Upon his first examination he was

struck, like Mrs. Jones, by an iron cross in the

wall, and resolved, like her, to come to the bot-

tom of it the first opportunity.

The first opportunity arrived with the arrival

of the British troops ; for his good step-father,

not having the most courageous disposition , flew

instantly to the country with his wealth, and left

Edward to take care of the house. No sooner

was he gone, than poor Edward descended to the

cellar, and with a good pick-axe and a strong

arm set to work upon the cellar wall. He soon,

like Mrs. Jones, discovered a door, and a small

mer.

chamber exactly similar to hers. Examining

this more closely than she had done, he soon

found his way to an extensive vault, and on nar-

rowlyviewing the walls with his lamp, he disco-

vered another iron cross, smaller than the for-

Here he set to work again with his pick-

axe, when suddenly he thought he heard a noise

as if something fell. He listened, and hearing it

again, blew out his lamp for fear of an intruder.

Two or three subsequent clatters succeeded,

then a creak, as if of an opening door, and im-

mediately after he clearly heard some one move

and breathe in the vault. Whether itwas curio-

sity, or one of those odd presentiments that some-

times come over us, or the Lord knows what,

but his prudence left him; he advanced to find

out what it was, got hold of a woman's gown, and

in a minute after had his own fair Lucy fainting

in his arms. As may be supposed, he lighted his

lamp, and, on finding who it was, went through

all the stages of surprise, consternation, and

anxiety. He then tried several ways of bringing

her to herself, amongst which was kissing her

more than once, but that did not answer at all ,

for the more he kissed her the more dead she

seemed to be ; but at length, as I have said , after

a reasonable time she opened her eyes, and then

she had violent fits of astonishment, which were

calmed and appeased by hearing an account very

similar to that which has just been recited.

Lucy had no curiosity at all, she cared for

nobody's affairs but her own ; nevertheless, sim-

ply out of affection for Edward, she insisted on

his going on with his researches under the little

iron cross in the wall while she was present ; she

would not have it delayed a moment, and looked

on as eagerly as if she had been the most curious

person in the world. Edward worked away.

The wall was soon demolished , and behind it ap-

peared no door, but a small cavity, and a small

wooden chest. " Here it is ! here it is !" ex-

claimed Edward, in a transport of joy, taking it

out and setting it on the ground. Lucy, dear

Lucy, you are mine at last. I would give nothing

for the treasure if my Lucy did not share it."

was "
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Lucy could do nothing but cry, for the gene-

rosity of her lover's sentiments left her no other

answer. However, she took the lamp, and both

knelt down to look what was on the top, when,

oh, horror ! the only word that met their view

Reliques. " Edward gazed on Lucy, and

Lucy looked at Edward, without saying any

thing. " Well , let us see , at all events," said Ed-

ward at last, and taking upthe pick-axe,he very

soon opened the case, when sure enough nothing

presented itself but old bones and mouldering

scraps oflinen . " Sacre bleu !" cried Edward ;

Lucy said nothing, but she thought the same.

" Hark!" cried her lover, " there is your

mother!" But, no : they listened : there was

nobody, and they again turned to gaze upon the

box. " Lucy," said Edward , " I am very unfor-

tunate to lose you again in this manner." " You

do not love me, Edward ," said Lucy. " Do you

think it is money I care about?" Edwardcaught

her to his breast, held her there a moment, then
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starting back, much to Lucy's surprise-" It's

all nonsense," cried he, " old bones could never

be so heavy!" Then down he went upon his

knees, and away with the relics. The first tier

was bones, and the second tier was bones, but

the third was ofbright, shining Louis d'ors ; and

Edward starting up, caught Lucy in his arms ,

and kissed, and re-kissed her, till he had almost

smothered the poor girl.

The next thing was, what was to be done with

the money? for though Edward believed himself

to be the legitimate owner thereof, yet he had

some twinges as to its being found on the premi-

ses of his step-father. At length after many pros

and cons-" Go you back, Lucy," said her lover,

" to the room where you were, and be not afraid,

for there is no danger to the town , or any one in

it; for my part I'll take the money, and away to

M. G- -, who was a good friend to my poor

mother; he is the soul of honour, and will tell

me what I can do honourably ; one more kiss ,

and then good-b'ye ; but say nothing to any

body of what has happened till you hear from

me."

It was two days after this, that Monsieur

Emanuel Latouche paid a visit to Mrs. Jones,

for the apparent purpose of congratulating her

upon the quiet and peaceable state of the town;

but in reality to inform her that his scapegrace

step-son had found a treasure in his cellar, and

run away with the same. " But," said Emanuel ,

"I will make him refund every sous, or send him

to the galleys for a robber."

Surely," said Mrs. Jones, " you would never

think of sending your wife's child to the galleys ,

Monsieur Latouche?"

" I would send my own father," replied Ema-

nuel. As he spoke, the door opened, and in

walked no other than Edward Fontange and his

mother'sfriend, Monsieur G- - Now, Ema-

nuel Latouche looked rather blank to see this

accompaniment to the tune of his step- son ;

thinking it probably best to attack, rather than

be attacked, he began upon poor Edward in most

merciless terms, reproaching him with ingrati-

tude, threatening him with the galleys , and ask-

ing him ifthe house where he found the treasure

was not his.

" I think not," replied Monsieur G- - , to

this last question ; " I think not, Monsieur La-

touche. It certainly is not, if you bought that

house with the money of this young man's mo-

ther, which was left to him at her death. Take

my advice, be content with what you have ; forI

am not sure, that, if this business were investi-

gated, you yourself might find your way to the

galleys, instead of sending him there."

There was something in the tone of Monsieur

G that wonderfully calmed Emanuel La-

touche, who at first had been inclined to fight it

out strongly; but, upon second thoughts, he

swore he was ill-treated, very much ill-treated,

but, as " suffrance was the badge of all his tribe,"

he walked out of the room, grumbling as he

went ; and as for the rest, why-" hey for the

wedding !"

DRESS.

" As some fair female unadorn'd and plain,

Secure to please while youth confirms her reign,

Slights every borrow'd charm that dress supplies ,

Nor shares with artthe triumph of her eyes;

But when those charms are past , for charms are frail,

When time advances, and when lovers fail,

She then shines forth, solicitous to bless,

In allthe glaring impotence of dress . "

GOLDSMITH .

To appearwell in dress is peculiarly desirable

in women, and, as an excellent writer observes ,

" It is to be received as an unequivocal symbol

of those qualities which we seek in a wife." It

indicates cleanliness, sweetness-a love of order

and universal propriety. What then is there to

censure in a moderate consideration of dress ?—

Nothing. We may blame where we find extra-

vagance, profusion , and misappropriation-sub-

jection to the tyranny of fashion, slavery to

vanity-in short, bad taste. Hence a due con-

sideration and attention to dress , especially with

females, becomes an object of no small concern .

Modesty, as well as any other of the female

graces , no less than vanity is displayed or indi-

cated by dress.

The nature of dress is often subject to the

influence of prevailing fashion ; without either

utility or propriety. Fashion gives absolute

sway to certain notions, and abolishes every pre-

vious idea of beauty or elegance which is not in

strict accordance with its immediate tenets.-

That which at one time would have excited the

blush of modesty, shall suddenly be considered

becoming and elegant ; and that which has been

esteemed proper and useful shall in like manner

suddenly be considered superfluous and vain.

Indeed, fashion exerts an influence in changing

expeditiously, and often absurdly, the opinions

of society in these particulars, as well as the

moral affections , according to the most extra-

vagant fancy. But the real standard of beauty

is not so changeable. When least subject to the

folly and madness of fashion, and arrayed with

neatness and taste , the female appears more in-

teresting and lovely-

" Loveliness

Needs not the foreign aid of ornament ;

But is, when unadorn'd, adorn'd the most."

A certain degree of attention to dress, but

short ofdevotedness, is necessary and laudable ;

for, as Lavater observes, " Young women who

neglect the toilet, and who manifest but very

little concern about dress, indicate a general

disregard for order-a mind ill adapted to the

details of house-keeping-a deficiency of taste ,

and of the qualities that inspire love-they will

be careless of every thing. On the contrary,

devotedness to dress, pursuing all the frivolities

and caprice of fashion, indicates a deficiency of

those good and sound qualities, which we wish

to see in mothers, and which are characteristic

of women of intellectual worth, prudence, and

discretion . "
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love thee, I love thee, I've rush'd from thy

bower, To mur mur my secret be · side the lone Sea; No

mortal is Dear me, The waves on ly hear me, whis per to



them what I dare not to thee, 0 rap -ture to roam the wild beach at this
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Rall

hour, And pourforth a lone all my deep love to thee.

rall

I love thee I love thee ! But ne'er shalt thou dream it!

"Twere folly- twere madness ! Thou could'st not love me!

Then why by revealing,

My heart's treasur'd feeling,

The torture incur of one cold glance from thee7-

Ah no, let me doat on in silence and deem it

Atones for my crime if 'tis crime to love thee !

LINES ADDRESSED TO A YOUNG LADY.

"Tis done! and shivering in the gale

BY LORD BYRON.

The barque unfurls her snowy sail ;

And whistling o'er the bended mast,

Loud sings on high the fresh'ning blast :

And I must from this land be gone,

Because Icannot love but one.

But could Ibe what I have been,

And could I see what I have seen,

Could I repose upon the breast

Which once my warmest wishes blest,

I should not seek another zone ,

Because I cannot love but one.

As some lone bird without a mate,

My weary heart is desolate ;

I look around andcannot trace

Onefriendly smile or welcome face,

And even in crowds I'm still alone,

Because Icannot love but one.

And I will cross the whitening foam,

And I will seek aforeign home ;

Till I forget a false, fair face,

I ne'er shall find a resting place ;

My own dark thoughts I cannot shun,

But ever love, and love but one.

The poorest, veriest wretch on earth

Still finds some hospitable hearth,

Wherefriendship's or love's softer glow

Maysmile injoy or sooth in wo:

Butfriend or lover I have none,

Because 1 cannot love but one.

me,

I go! but wheresoe'er I flee

There's not an eye will weep for

There's not a kind congenial heart

Where I can claim the meanest part,

Northou, who hast my hopes undone,

Wilt sigh, although I love but one.

Tothink ofevery early scene;

Ofwhat we are, of what we've been;

Would whelm some softer hearts with wo:

But mine, alas ! has stood the blow,

Yet still beats on as it begun,

And never truly loves but one.

And who that dear, loved one may be

Is not for vulgar eyes to see;-

Andwhythat love was early crost,

Thou knowest the best-I feel the most;

But few that dwell beneath the sun

Have loved so long, and loved but one.

I've tried another's fetters , too,

Withcharms, perchance , as fair to view ;

And I would fain have loved as well ;

But some unconquerable spell

Forbade my bleeding breast to own

A kindred care for aught but one.

"Twouldsooth to take one lingering view.

And bless thee in my last adieu ;

Yetwish I not thine eye to weep

For him who wanders o'er the deep ;

Though wheresoe'er my barque may run,

I love but thee-I love but one.
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RESPECT FOR THE DEAD.

THERE is no feeling in our nature stronger or

more universal than that which insists upon re-

spect for the dead. It is found in every age and

nation. The savage shows a kindness and reve-

rence to the dead, which he never pays the

living ; and enlightened man ranks it among the

most sacred of his duties , to offer the last sacri-

fice of affection at the grave. If the belief pre-

vailed now, as in ancient days, that the spirits of

the unburied suffered for the neglect of their

friends, this feeling might be more easily ac-

counted for; but it does not seem to partake of

superstition ; it is rather sentiment, enlightened,

just, and manly sentiment, influencing not only

the intelligent, but many beside, who in general

seem to be strangers to strong and delicate feel-

ing.

The light-hearted soldier, at the grave of his

comrade, feels a heaviness which makes him

a better man for the time; the rough seaman

leans thoughtfully over the side of his vessel , till

the waters which the plunge of the corpse has

broken, are calm and unconscious again. At

every village funeral, when the dead lies in the

midst of the living, with a fixed and calm sere-

nity on his brow-with an unsearchable depth of

meaning in his features, which no mortal eye

may read-if it be only a child perishing in the

daybreak of its existence, whose loss well be as

little felt in the world at large as the withering

ofa garden flower-still he is for the time invest-

ed with the commanding majesty of death; chil-

dren join their hands and look timidly around

them ; old men lean upon their staves and pon-

der ; though among them, he seems no longer of

them; the air of gentle and firm reserve on his

countenance gives the impression that he sees

what we cannot see, hears what we cannot hear,

and is already acquainted with those mysteries

of the future, which the living desire and yet

tremble to know.

Neither does this interest in the dead cease

when they are hidden from our eyes. It follows

them to the grave, and makes us regard as sacred

the place where we have laid them. The burial-

place is the retreat of the thoughtful ; the shoes

of care and passion are put off by those who

enter the lonely ground. It has a good effect

upon thefeelings ; it makes the unfortunate more

reconciled to this world, and the gay more

thoughtful of another-The cold ghastliness of

the sculptured marble-the gray stone sinking,

as ifweary of bearing its unregarded legends of

the ancient dead, the various inscriptions show-

ing, sometimes, what the dead were, but still

oftener what they ought to have been, subdue

the heart to sadness, though not to gloom.-And

what a lion in the path is public feeling, to all

who would disturb the repose of the tomb ! It

is easier to rifle the mansion of the living, than

the narrow house of the dead ; for the living can

protect themselves, and therefore are less re-

garded, while the whole moral force of a wide

region is at once in arms to resent an insult

offered to the dead. This feeling may be ex-

| cessive-perhaps it is-but no one can deny that

it is energetic and strong.-We do not condemn

nor defend it ; but the thirsty vengeance with

which it pursues offenders, shows howdeep is the

reverence ofthe living for the dead.

One reason why the home of the dead is thus

sacred, is, that this is the place where we lose

them. Up to this place we follow them through

the changes of life and death : but at the gates of

the tomb, they are taken and we are left. We

are forcibly driven back, and the mind loses

itselfin earnest conjectures respectingtheir des-

tiny-what it may be, nowit is thus widely sepa-

rated from ours.

The most striking and magnificent view we

ever saw of the great cataract of our country,

represented simply the waters above, and the

long line where they lean to dash below ; the rest

was left to the imagination, which made out for

itself a more profound impression ofthe grandeur

of the scene, than representation or description

by measure could possibly have given. Thus it

is with the surface of the ground where the dead

are laid hitherto we come, but no further ; we

see not how nor where they are gone ; this is the

boundary, beyond which the living cannot go

nor the dead return ; and it arrests and chains the

imagination, like the place in the ocean where

some gallant wreck went down.

:

BLACKSTONE.

:

YOUNG writers may study with advantage the

nervous and lucid style of this work-its entire

freedom from all superfluous words and meretri-

cious ornaments . Style is one's peculiar manner

of relating his thoughts. That of some authors

is striking and quite their own of others , is less

perceptibly different from ordinary narratives.

The first is easily imitated ; the latter is by far

preferable and more difficult of attainment when

its peculiarity does not consist in any unnatural

disposition of sentences, or the selection of un-

common words, but in the plain , clear, and art-

less way in which the treasures of an observing

and intelligent mind are displayed to the easy

comprehension of the reader. This is the species

which the erudite commentator has chosen. The

style of Phillips, the orator, is of the former de-

scription. Full of broad and dazzling metaphors,

sudden antitheses, broken exclamations and

bursts of passion. You conceive the man to be

always in a fury ; and although many of his stu-

died displays are calculated to arouse attention

and animate the spirit of an assembly predisposed

to thinkwith him, yet they are often turgid when

they should be serene, and frequently address

the passions before they have convinced the

reason.

Dr. Johnson affords another example ofstyle ;

peculiar, studied, and pompous. But it conveys

profound wisdom, pure morals , and a wonderful

acquaintance with all the innermost recesses of

the human character. It heaves and swells like

the billows of the ocean ; but, like the ocean , it

is deep and powerful.
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THE LAKE.

JUNE has charmed

The winds to rest : the broad, blue waters sleep

Profound from bank to bank ; or if an air

Have leave a moment wantonly to bend

The graceful lily sitting on her throne

Of moist, lush leaves, the lovely shadow waves

In tremulous response below, and then

The lake is strangely still again. The eye

Delights to look into those glossy depths,

And glance refreshed from flower to flower that blooms

Anew, in shadowy glory , ere the breeze

Destroy its brief, bright life. The very trees ,

Deliciously deceptive, fling abroad

Aye, leaffor leaf, their greenness. E'en the bee

That buzzes round the woodbine , has his dark

But clear-seen image ; and , anon , floats near

The gem-winged butterfly. The bird which skims

The tides of air, seems in the impassive flood

Again to sport; and every cloud that sails

Slowly through heaven, has motion , colour, shape,

In that clear, liquid world. Laburnum showers

Profuse her golden blossoms ; and the vine

Herfull , frank clusters , that but wait the breath

Of August to put on the glorious tint

Of amethyst ; and proud the tulip shows

His gorgeous dyes-scarlet, and gold, and black-

The gayest flower the silver waters hold ;

But not so dear, ah no ! not half so dear,

Tothefond eye as many that unfold

Their simpler beauties there. The queen-rose reigns

Supreme as ever-in that mirror still,

As in the rich and breathing world above ,

Fairest among the fair.

THE SHIPWRECK.

Now the forest trees are shaking,

Like bullrushes in the gale;

Nowthe folded flocks are quaking

'Neath the battering ofthe hail,

From a jungle-cumbered river

Comes a grow! along the ground,

And the cattle start and shiver-

Forthey knowfull well the sound.

Nowthe sea fowl , wildly screaming,

Seeks the shelter of the land ;

And a signal-light is gleaming

Where yon vessel nears the strand :

Just at sunset she was lying

All becalmed upon the main ;

Now, with sails in tatters flying,

She to windward beats-in vain .

I can hear the tempest flapping

His exulting wings aloud ,

And their hands the demons clapping

In the sulphurous thunder cloud.

Bythe fire-flaucht's gleamy flashing,

Onthe reefthat ship I spy,

With the billows o'er her dashing-

Hark ! (Oh God ! )-that fearful cry !

Full five hundred human voices

In that shriek came on the blast !

Now the tempest fiend rejoices,

For all earthly aid is past !

Lo, the surf, like smoke is showering

O'er the cliff's that seaward frown-

Whichthe greedy gulf devouring,

Like dark Hades sucks them down!

THE GATHERER .

"A snapper up ofunconsidered trifles."

Shakspeare.

THE fountain of content must spring up in the

mind; and he who has so little knowledge of

human nature as to seek happiness by changing

any thing but his own disposition, will waste his

life in fruitless efforts , and multiply the griefs

which he purposes to remove.

It was the opinion of some of the ancient phi-

losophers that the milky way was the road by

which the inferior deities went to the councils of

Jove. Others maintained it to be the path by

which the souls of heroes winged their way to

heaven, after the dissolution of their bodies.

"Whowould not rather risque his shudd'ring form

Within a fragile barque, and brave the storm ,

Than sink beneath the waves, and be no more ?

Cold, cold and clammy is the hand of death,

And dark the mansion that it leads us to !

But is not death the omega of care ?

Aye-but we die-and go, we know notwhere !"

Get not your friends by bare compliments,

but by giving them sensible tokens ofyour love ;

it is well worth while to learn to win the heart

of a manthe right way. Force is of no use to

makeor preserve a friend, who is an animal that

is never caught nor tamed but by kindness and

pleasure. Excite them by your civilities , and

showthem that you desire nothing more than

their satisfaction ; oblige with all your soul that

friend who has made you a present of his own.

They mourn, but smile at length , and smiling mourn ;

The tree will wither long before it fall ;

The hull drives on , though mast and sail be torn ;

The roof-tree sinks , but moulders on the hall

In massyhoariness ; the ruin'd wall

. Stands when all wind-worn battlements are gone ;

The bars survive the captive they enthral ;

The day drags through though storms keep out the sun;

And thus the heart will break, yet brokenly live on.

A map does not exhibit a more distinct view of

the boundaries and situation of every country ,

than its news does a picture of the genius and

morals of its inhabitants.

If you wish to give consequence to your infe-

riors, answer their attacks. Michael Angelo,

advised to resent the insolence of some obscure

upstart who was pushing forward to notice by

declaring himself his rival, answered, " who con-

tests with the base, loses all."
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If you marry a woman for money, you may

expect to have this unworthy motive cast into

your teeth on the very first family skirmish.

could never consent , (said a spirited youth,) to

be maintained at the expense of my wife, as I

should hate to be reproached for not having

brought any thing into the house but my

clothes."

Count Abensburg, who in Henry II.'s progress

through Germany , while other courtiers came

with their treasures , brought his thirty-two chil-

dren, and presented them to his sovereign, as the

most valuable offering he had to bestow.

" Lowaccents, plaintive whispers , groans profound,

Sighs ofa people that in gladness grieves,

And melancholy murmurs float around,

Till the sad air a thrilling sound receives,

Like that which sobs amidst the dying leaves

When with autumnal winds the forest waves ;

Or dash of an insurgent sea that heaves

On lonely rocks , or lock'd in winding caves,

Hoarse through their hollow aisles in wild low cadence

raves."

It is a very easy thing to devise good laws ; the

difficulty is to make them effective. The great

mistake is that of looking upon men as virtuous,

or thinking that they can be made so by laws :

and consequently the greatest art of a politician

is to render vices serviceable to the cause of

virtue.

Dr. Johnson calls patriotism " the last refuge

of a scoundrel !" Of course he did not mean the

genuine love of country, but the flimsy mask

which is assumed under the specious name of

party spirit , actuated by base and selfish motives.

" Life," said Voltaire, " is thickly sown with

thorns, and I know of no other remedy than to

The longer wepass quickly through them .

dwell on our misfortunes the greater is their

power to harm us."

Speaking of the overbearing disposition of

Maupertuis, in his quarrel with Koening, he said ,

"He resembled the weasel in the fable, who did

not care ifhe put both heaven and earth in con-

fusion, for the sake of a rabbit's hole which he

had usurped. "

"I doubt," says Lord Chesterfield, in a letter

to Crebillon, " whether it is allowable for any

man to write against the worship and belief of

his own country, even if he were in good faith

convinced that they were not free from errors,

on account of the disturbance and disorder it

would occasion ; but I amvery certain that no

man is at liberty to attack the foundations of

morality , and to break those ties which are so

necessary, and already too weak, to restrain

mankind within the bounds of duty."

Men doat on this world as if it were never to

have an end, and neglect the next as if it were

never to have a beginning.

When the art of distilling spirits , generally

attributed to Raymond Lully, was discovered,

the secret of longevity was supposed to have

been brought to light, the mercurius volatilis to

be at length fixed , and the pernicious product

received the name of aqua vita-liquor of life;

"A discovery concerning which," says a learned

physician, "it would be difficult to determine,

whether it has tended most to diminish the hap-

piness, or shorten the duration of life. In one

sense it may be considered the elixir of life , for

it speedily introduces a man to immortality !"

In the country, a man's mind is free and easy,

discharged, and at his own disposal : but in the

city, the persons of friends and acquaintance,

one's own and other people's business, foolish

quarrels, ceremonies, visits , impertinent dis-

courses, and a thousand other fopperies and

diversions steal away the greater part of our

time, and leave no leisure for better and more

necessary employment. Great towns are but a

larger sort of prison to the soul , like cages to

birds, or ponds to beasts.

He who attempts to make others believe in

means which he himself despises, is a puffer ; he

who makes use of more means than he knows to

be necessary, is a quack ; and he who ascribes

to those means a greater efficacy than his own

experience warrants, is an impostor.

The great task of him who conducts his life by

the principles of religion, is to make the future

predominate over the present.

RECIPES.

OF CLEANING BLACK SILK.

If this is a slip , unpick the seams ; take one

piece at a time and put it on a table , then takea

pennyworth of bullock's gall , and boiling water

sufficient to make it pretty warm, dip a clean

sponge in the gall liquor, and , washing your

sponge in a pan of warm water, after dipping it

into the liquor, rub the silk well on both sides,

squeeze it well out, and proceed as before. Then

hang up this piece of silk , and clean the others

in the like manner. When the whole are done,

immerse them altogether in a pan of spring

water, to wash off the dirt which the gall has

brought upon the surface of the silk ; change

your rinsing waters till they are perfectly clean,

and, after washing, dry your silks in the air, pin

them out on a table, &c. first dipping a sponge

in glue-water , and rubbing it on the wrong side

of the silk. Dry it near the fire , and it will be

as new.

THE MODE OF EXTRACTING GREASE-SPOTS

&c.
FROM SILK, COLOURED MUSLIN,

Take French chalk, finely scraped , and put it

on the grease-spot , holding it near the fire , or

over a warm iron reversed, or on a water-plate

in which is boiling water. This will cause the

grease to melt, and the French chalk will absorb

it, and it may then be brushed or rubbed off. If

any grease remains, proceed as before until it is

all extracted . The French chalk is a fine solu-

ble powder and of a dry absorbent quality , acting

upon silks as Fuller's earth does upon woollen.

J
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" Good health, and its associate in the most,

Good temper;-spirits prompt to undertake,

And not soon spent, though in an arduous task."

COWPER.

In the summer of '14, my friend Henry Som-

mers returned from Massachusetts, where hehad

just finished his collegiate course, preparatory to

entering on the profession of the law. He had

spent nearly the whole of his small patrimony in

procuring the advantages of education , and now

entered the world, relying solely on the fruits of

that education for the attainment of the ends men

usually propose to themselves--fortune, and

"space in the world's thought." He was a man

of studious and recluse habits, of tastes entirely

literary, and possessing a degree of refinement

and sensibility, which in one of our sex, might

be termed morbid. He should have lived in Uto-

pia; for the world, as it now stands-with all its

wranglings and jarrings, its coarseness and its

sensuality-he was utterly unfit. I have seldom

known a better mind than his ; one capable of

more profound thought, or accurate investiga-

tion ; yet, in the ordinary transactions of life, he

was a child-or, as many thought, a fool. He

was of slender frame, and extreme delicacy of

constitution ; but a pallid complexion only gave

a more interesting character to his fine features,

and even absence of mind and painful diffidence

had failed to destroy the natural grace and dig-

nity of his manner. A temper more benignant,

more gentle, or more affectionate , none ever pos-

sessed. I was strongly attached to him, and

knowing him well, it was with anxiety that I

marked the commencement of his career. He

soon became unpopular ; his diffidence was an

insuperable obstacle to success as a public

speaker, and his coldness and absence gave of-

fence. The worldly wise shook their heads, and

prophesied of him as " one who would never suc-

ceed in life." He became disgusted with his pro-

fession-its drudgery, its littleness, its injustice.

-In short, he was , at three and twenty, a disap-

pointed and blighted man ; and this character

might be traced, even by a careless eye, in the

deep melancholy that overshadowed his counte-

nance. Few knew all the cause of the gloom that

hung overhim.

While at college he had formed an attachment

to a very charming girl , daughter of one of the

૧૨

Professors, in whose house he boarded. Henry

Sommers had lived for months in the same house

with Lucy Grey ; had sat day after day opposite

toher at table , and every eveningreceived his cup

of tea from her ; but he never observed any thing

more than she was a very pretty girl, and pos-

sibly, his observations might never have extend-

ed farther, but for one of those accidental cir-

cumstances which Eugenia would call afatality.

-When he had resided in Cambridge about six

months, my friend was afflicted with a severe ill-

ness. He was nursed by Mrs. Grey throughout

the whole, with a care and kindness which sensi-

bly affected him ; and while his feelings were thus

awakened towards the mother, he remarked a

light step, that could be no other than Lucy's,

frequently in the ante-room, and the whispered

inquiry, " howis Mr. Sommers?" sometimes met

his ear as Mrs. Grey left the chamber. The first

day that he was sufficiently recovered to appear

down stairs, he was struck, as he entered the

parlor, with the pleasure that beamed in Lucy's

countenance. She was not one of many words,

but when she congratulated him on his amend-

ment, there was a kindness in her look and voice,

that said more than any language. It must not

be supposed Lucy was in love ; at this peri-

od, (as she has herself assured me ,) she had no

such thought or feeling. She was of a kindly na-

ture; her heart opened to all, and she had been

interested by the pensive air and gentle manner

oftheyoung stranger, who had become an inmate

ofher father'shouse ; his dangerous illness awak-

ened all her sympathies. " How dreadful to

be ill so far from home," thought Lucy, " if he

should die!-but he will not die ;-my father is

skillful, and my mother is so admirable a nurse!

I wish I could do something for him."

For some weeks Sommers continued too weak

to set up, and the greater part of this time he

spent on the sofa in Mrs. Gray's sitting room.-

Here, he would sometimes mingle in conversa-

tion, for his shyness was nowworn off; at others,

he would lay with a book in his hand, the leaves

ofwhich remained unturned, while his eyes un-

consciously rested on Lucy. He followed, with
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pleasure, every motion of her figure , as she trip-

ped about the apartment, ever on some errand of

love. She was the eldest of a large family, and

accustomed from earliest youth to share her mo-

ther's cares, she had acquired a degree of activi-

ty and usefulness, of which a matron might have

been proud. Like all the women of New Eng-

land, her literary education had been carefully

attended to. She possessed both classical and sci-

entific knowledge enough to have branded her,

in the unlettered south , as a learned lady ; but in

her own country, Lucy's literary attainments

were merely ordinary, and from the period of

leaving school, she had been taught to place her

chief pride and pleasure in her excellence as a

needle woman, and her skill in domestic economy.

-I should have said her pleasure only, and not

pride, for there was in Lucy's nature but little

pride, and no vanity. Kindness and affection

seemed to be the springs of all her actions. She

loved her home, her parents and her young bro-

thers and sisters ; and in that little circle she

seemed to find her whole happiness and pleasure.

As her character daily unfolded itself, Sommers

was aroused to a more lively interest and admira-

tion. She was the first woman with whom he had

ever made the least acquaintance ; and now,

thrown by circumstances into habits of familiar

intercourse with such a being, he felt the charm

of female society, diffuse " sweetness into his

soul unfelt before." As he saw Lucy perform-

ing a thousand little offices of kindness for her

brothers, he would sigh, and say internally," why

have not I too a sister !" But when her atten-

tions were directed to himself; when, in various

little ways, she showed her sympathy, and art-

lessly strove to solace the weariness of his con-

finement, other thoughts arose in his mind-

thoughts that brought back the blood to his wan

cheek, and sent it in hastier flow through his

veins. Those who are gifted in any skill in such

matters, will guess how all this ended. After a

few perturbed months , of hope and fear , joy and

sorrow, Sommers drew from the blushing Lucy

a confession, that she was not indifferent to him.

Her parents were duly consulted, and their ap-

proval obtained ; but Lucy was portionless, and

prudence dictated the necessity of deferring

their union for some time. They parted mourn-

fully , yet with hope :-hope, alas ! that was soon

to darken into fear, and at length into despair.

Knowingthe circumstances in which myfriend

stood, I felt the deepest sympathy in his ill-for-

tune. He had sunk into a state of hopeless de-

spondency, which alarmed me for his health.

" This will not do, Sommers," said I to him one

morning, as I called in , and found him with flush-

ed cheek, and heavy cye, his head resting on his

hand, and Lucy's last letter halfopen on thetable.

" This will not do, my dear friend ; you are kill-

ing yourself-why what a lethargy you are in.

-Cheer up, for God's sake ! this is but a cloudy

spot in your life ; and if, instead of sitting down

in the darkness, you will travel on steadily,

you must soon come out of the shadow into broad

sunshine. Nay, do not interrnpt me-never talk

to me of destiny , man !-take the matter into

your own hand, and the fates shall spin you an-

other thread ! I have been scheming for you

this month past, and now listen to my plan. In

the first place you must quit this country-what,

you start? Well, my second clause will please

you better-you must marry Lucy immedi-

ately !"
66
Marry Lucy !" he exclaimed with sudden

animation-" but no, it is impossible," he added ,

sinking back in despondency ; " you must feel it

is impossible !"

Sommers possessed a considerable tract of land

far in the western country. The region in which

this estate lay, though now well known, and justly

estimated for its fertility, was in that day so far

beyond the limits of civilization, that most per-

sons would have considered estates in the moon

as of nearly equal value ; and Sommers , I believe,

had forgotten that he held such property in pos-

session. I had accidentally obtained from a tra-

veller a good deal of information relative to this

country; he spoke with rapture of its beauty and

fertility, and prophesied great things of its future

wealth. It was beginning to be settled, but

chiefly by adventurers of the lowest class ; and the

settlements were thinly scattered, here and there

separated by Indian villages, and sometimes

thirty or forty miles distant from all human ha-

bitation. After making the most particular in-

quiries, I became convinced that the best possi-

ble course for Sommers would be to remove im-

mediately, and settle on his land. I was assured

that even with the most unskilful management

he could not fail to make the necessaries oflife ;

and, in time, all its elegancies and luxuries I

doubted not would be at his command. I was

romantic enough to believe Lucy would accom-

pany him ; and, too young and sanguine to look

steadfastly on the difficulties and hardships they

must inevitably encounter, I congratulated my-

self and my friend on a scheme which seemed to

promise every good. Sommers was timid, and

drew back in alarm when I first laid my plan be-

fore him; but I urged it upon him unceasingly,

and after much hesitation , doubt and fear , he

found in the hopelessness of his actual situation,

courage for a step ofsuch enterprise. I promis-

ed also to accompany him in his emigration, and

remain until every thing should be established.-

He acceded to all-Lucy was written to : I shall

never forget her letter in reply, it was a faithful

picture of the integrity and simplicity of her

mind.

"When I read your letter," she said, " I will

own to you I hesitated as to the part which duty

would bid me take. I feared that in leaving my

parents, I should be guilty of ingratitude ; that I

should occasion to those dear friends even more

pain than they have felt in the uncertainty ofmy

prospects, since our engagement. But I con-

sulted with them-I laid open my heart without

reserve, and they, seeking their happiness in

mine, have bade me go with you !" She spoke

not one word of the sacrifice she was making ;

expressed no regrets, no fears, there was a pure,
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quiet affection breathing in every line of her let-

ter; but no romance, no passionate display ofthe

feelings which prompted her to " leave all and

follow him." The exact time of their union, she

left entirely to him. She was ready to be his

any day and hour that should be most suitable

and most convenient as regarded his arrange-

ments. " I know ," she added , " you will not, for

any gratification to yourself, take me from home

sooner than is necessary."

Sommers now became very busy, and I, if pos-

sible, still more so ; for I had not only to put him

in the right course at every turn , but to watch in-

cessantly that he was not jostled out of it by

those more knowing than himself in the world's

ways. In about six weeks our arrangements

were complete, and I accompanied my friend to

the north. I was present at his marriage, and

witnessed the parting scene between Lucy and

her parents ; a scene of such deep , though sup-

pressed anguish, as I do not even now like to re-

member, and therefore will pass it over in si-

lence. We returned immediately to Virginia,

and in October commenced our outway journey.

Oh, that journey ! but I must give in detail our ar-

rangements, or you will not understand all the

discomforts of it.

Sommers had sent round by sea what little

furniture he had been able to purchase for their

future dwelling ; but we provided a wagon to

take such things as were necessary on the road

-our tent, provisions, and the like. You will

scarcely conceive the degree of thoughtlessness

which made us overlook the necessity of taking

out a female servant ; but it was not until we

were fairly embarked, thateither Sommers or my-

self were struck with the omission . Sommers

and his wife travelled in a small open carriage,

and I attended them on horseback. The first part

of the way we did well enough-the roads were

good, and accommodations tolerable ; but after

travelling about two hundred miles, we could no

longer obtain shelter at night-fall ; we were com-

pelled to have recourse to our tents, and I really

trembled at the hardships Lucy now endured.-

Theweather became exceedingly cold. In cross-

ing the prairies , over which the north- east winds

sweep with such resistless violence, our suffer-

ings were extreme. It was as though we had

been pierced through with arrows of ice ; and

when the wind was at its height, we felt it diffi-

cult and painful to breathe. This was unusual

weather for the season certainly, and such as we

could not have calculated on ; but so much the

greater our ill fortune . Even I , inured as 1 had

been from boyhood to hardships and fatigue,

felt my hardihood tasked to its utmost ; and poor

Sommers was nearly overwhelmed with bodily

and mental suffering. Hethought not of himself,

but his terror for Lucy's safety was really agoniz-

ing; though it sometimes showed itself in a way,

that, to an uninterested person , might have ap-

peared comic. He insisted on wrapping her in

every thing he could lay his hands on. Her own

thick cloak was soon lost in the multitude of

capes, cloaks and shawls, he heapeduponher, and

I really began to think she was in at least as much

danger of being suffocated as frozen to death.-

Lucy resigned herself, with a quiet smile , to the

mountain weight she was condemned to bear ;

but when at length she saw him preparing to

crown his work, by drawing a huge bear skin

from the top of the trunk , and placing it around

her neck in fashion of a scarf, she remonstrated

a little , and meeting my eye, we both burst into

laughter.

I never saw a man so astonished as Sommers.

He looked at me with almost indignant gravity

"I believe the last day could not make you se

rious, George ! and you , my dear Lucy, how can

you laugh at such a time?"

" My dear friend ," said she, suppressing her

laughter, " you are suffering more at this moment

than I ; be not uneasy on my account, pray ! re-

member I am a northerner, and this keen wind is

an old acquaintance."

Her cheerfulness somewhat re-assurred him at

the moment ; but I observed , with deep sorrow,

that, in every difficulty, his spirit flagged. I

could not but feel a sort of responsibility for his

success, and for Lucy's happiness. I had been the

means ofbringing about their union. It was my

influence overhim, that had led them both into the

present circumstances, and I felt that if any

wreck of health or of happiness should ensue, all

the kindness ofmy intentions could not save me

from self reproach. However , these thoughts

had come too late, and all I could now do, was to

bear an intrepid front, and keep as much cheer-

fulness as possible in our party. I found myself

ably seconded by Lucy. Whatever she suffered,

neither look, nor voice, nor manner, betrayed

that she did ; unruffled by hardships, in all our

difficulties careful of her husband's little wants ,

and even of mine-anxious to save us trouble in

every possible way. I never, throughout this

dreadful journey, saw a cloud on her brow, or

heard a word from her lips that did not express

cheerful content. Lucy was blessed with a con-

stitution , such as does not often fall to the lot of

her sex, or her bodily strength would have fail-

ed, notwithstanding the support of a happy tem-

per; but although small, fair, and delicate in ap-

pearance, her constitution was capable , in an ex-

traordinary degree, of enduring and resisting ;

andwhen we reached the end of our journey, her

health and activity were unimpaired, and the per-

petual roses ofher cheek had lost scarce a shade

of their brilliancy. We had indeed reached our

journey's end ; but alas ! there was no home to

receive the toil worn travellers ! The deep forests

werearound us, the cold blue sky above, and nei-

ther sight nor sound of human life, save in ou.

little band, when we pitched our tents, on the

spot that was henceforth to be an abiding place

to my friends. I felt some sinkings of the heart

as I looked around , and Sommers, sitting on a

stone, with folded arms, and drooping head, was

the very picture of despondency. " Was ever

man," 1 thought, "so unfit for the circumstances

in which he is placed ! Energy and activity, a

bold and buoyant spirit, are all requisite—and in
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all he his absolutely wanting ! Did I not know his

character? and was it wise in me to urge him on

to this? The way is clear enough for an enter-

prising man-but this helpless being ! take him

from his books and his quiet study , and a bold boy

of twelve years old would show more manhood !

You will observe my musings were not very com-

plimentary to my friend, and I must acknow-

ledge I felt some irritation. My anxiety and un-

easiness were extreme, and acting upon a hasty

temper, produced this most unseasonable state

offeeling. Unseasonable it was, in the highest

degree-for Sommers' defects were constitution-

al; and it would have been equally just, to im-

pute his bodily weakness to him for blame, as

the deficiency of mental energy, now so conspi-

cuous. However, I will do myself the justice

to say, that I suppressed, outwardly at least, all

unkind or contemptuous emotion. I loved the

man, such as he was, and had loved him from

boyhood ; and carefully abstained from adding to

bis sufferings by woundinghis self esteem . With-

out noticing his downcast looks, I began to talk

to him of the business we were entering on ; and

tried, by my cheerfulness, to lead his mind into

a better mood. " In the first place," said I, " we

must try and make Lucy a little comfortable."

"Comfortable," he answered in a reproachful

accent; "poor Lucy!"

Lucy had been walking, and at this moment

she came up with us. " I have found," she said ,

"a charmingsituation for our house ! it is a beau-

tiful hill, and a little spring runs gurgling from

the foot of it. "Come! let us go and look at it

together."

She took her husband's arm, and I walked be-

side them. I looked anxiously in Lucy's face ; I

feared to discover some traces of the sadness

which, however, well disguised, I thought she

must feel ; but her countenance was unruffled in

its serenity , herclear blue eye shone with content,

and ifthere was rather more of excitement about

her, than the usual quietness of her manner

displayed, it seemed to be the pleasurable excite-

ment ofan active spirit called into the exercises

of its full powers.

We soon reared our habitation on the spot

Lucy designated—a cabin of rude logs , with one

room , which was to serve as " parlor, kitchen,

and hall," besides its more important destination

as Lucy's bed room. Over this apartment of

multifarious usefulness was a loft, where I in-

habited at night. The furniture and supplies,

which had been sent by water, owing to some

unaccountable delay , did not reach us for many

months ; and when the provision we had brought

with us failed, we were reduced to great dis-

tress. I remember once, that for three weeks we

had no other food than could be made of Indian

corn, without the help of a mill ; and through the

winter we had no bedding besides a fewblankets

and our cloaks. During this time, Sommers and

I wereclosely occupied with our labors, in open-

ing land and preparing for a crop. We left the

house early every morning, and frequently did

not return till night. Lucy with her own hands

prepared our coarse meals, and on these occa-

sions would bring them to us. It may seem to

you, perhaps, that there was an insupportable

degree of misery, and even degradation, in this

life of drudgery to a woman of refined tastes and

habits ; but it was far otherwise-the most menial

offices seemed ennobled by the spirit she carried

into them-a spirit of love and kindness-anx-

iety for the comfort of others, and forgetfulness

for her own. She not only never complained,

but she never seemed aware there was

cause of complaint ; and when her husband's spi-

rits failed, as they often did, she it was who sooth-

ed, and cheered, and consoled him. She enter-

ed with eager interest into all our occupations

and plans, and her strong good sense soon en-

abled her to take such just views of the subject,

that I began to foresee a time when I might re-

sign into her hands the office of prompter, which

I had so long held with Sommers. I began now

to look with confident hope on myfriend's future

prospects. Alone he could not have succeeded,

buthis wife was indeed a " help mate,"—the help,

as it seemed, peculiarly designed by providence

to supply his deficiencies. Sommers became

every day more attached to this admirable wife.

-Her influence over him was unbounded, but

Lucy had no ambition to rule , and never inter-

posed but where the general good required it.—

She loved and admired her husband above all

earthly beings, and if she saw his faults she look-

ed on them as faults of a refined and elegant

mind, that could not force itself to mingle in the

grosser business of life. At the end of a twelve

months I left my friends, with what I considered

very hopeful prospects, though doubtless there

was yet much of hardship and difficulty to con-

tend against. Lucy had become the mother ofa

fine boy, and maternal love seemed to be a new

spring of happiness in her heart. Her health

was still sound, her usefulness daily increasing,

and she had gathered around our little habi-

tation what seemed comparatively so large a

share of comfort and convenience, that she often

said laughingly, we should soon be left without a

want. Weparted with mutual regret. Sommers

was my oldest friend, and for Lucy I had the

love of a brother. She returned my affection, I

believe with equal warmth, and had recently

given a flattering proof of it, in calling her little

boy bymy name. None but those, who like us,

have been united in hardship and suffering, and

isolated from the rest of the world, have been

thrown entirely on each other for society and

sympathy, and all that man asks of man, can

form an idea of the strength of the bond which

united us, or the tender intimacy of a friendship

thus formed. After my return home, I continued

to hear regularly from my friends. They went

gradually forward, every year bringing some in-

crease of wealth and ease ; and at the end offive

years, Sommers possessed a larger share of the

world's goods than either his own, or his wife's

moderate wishes, had ever aspired to. Lucy at

this period visited her parents. Oh, how delight-

ful was this meeting !-she presented to them
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three blooming children, herself scarcely touch-

ed by the hand of time-serene in matron beau-

ty, strengthened in virtue, yet preserving all the

simplicity and sweetness of girlhood !

My story is done, and perhaps you have found

it insipidly deficient in incident ; but domestic

life must often be so ; and what 1 chiefly wished,

was to paint to you a character whose excellence

early awakened my warmest admiration-a wo-

man who living in the daily exercise of energies

that might justly be termed heroic, and habitu-

ally sacrificing herself to others, could yet, when

all was done, look for her sole reward in the in-

creased happiness of those around her-neither

asking praise at home, or desiring the world's

applause. A woman of whom , as of Lord Lyt-

tleton's Lucy, it might be said, she

" Could, without regret or pain,

To virtue's lowest duties sacrifice,

Or interest, or ambition's highest prize."

Or, as ofthe lamented Mrs. Cobett-

" Good without pretence,

Blessed with plain reason and with sober sense,

No conquest she but o'er herself desired,

No arts essayed, but not to be admired!"

DREAMS OF HEAVEN.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

THE LAST LOOK.

BY L. E. L.

---

DREAM'ST thou ofHeaven ?-What dreams are thine?

Fair child, fair gladsome child !

With eyes that like the dewdrop shine,

And bounding footstep wild.

Tell me what hues th' immortal shore

Can wear, my Bird to thee,

Ere yet one shadow hath passed o'er

Thy glance and spirit free ?

"Oh beautiful is Heaven , and bright

With long, long summer days !

I see its lilies gleam in light,

Where many a fountain plays.

" And there unchecked, methinks , I rove ,

Seeking where young flowers lie,

In vale and golden-fruited grove-

Flowers that are not to die !"

Thou Poet ofthe lonely thought,

Sad heir of gifts divine !

Say, with what solemn glory fraught

Is Heaven in dream ofthine?

Oh! where the living waters flow

Along that radiant shore,

My soul, a wanderer here, shall know

The exile-thirst no more!

" The burden of the stranger's heart

Which here unknown 1 bear,

Like the night-shadow shall depart,

With my first wakening there.

" And borne on eagle-wings afar,

Freethought shall claim its dower

From every sphere , from every star,

Ofglory and ofpower."

O woman! with the soft sad eye

Of spiritual gleam !

Tell me ofthose bright realms on high,

How doth thy deep heart dream ?

By thymournful voice I know,

On thy pale brow I see,

That thou hast loved in silent woe,

Say, what is Heavento thee?

" Oh! Heaven is where no secret dread

May haunt Love's meeting hour ;

Where from the past, no gloom is shed

O'erthe heart's chosen bower:

"Where everysevered wreath is bound ;

And nonewho heard the knell

That smites the soul in that wild word-

Farewell, Belov'd! Farewell!''

'Tis the very lightness of childish impressions that makes

them so dear and so lasting.

THE shade of the willow fell dark on the tide,

When the maid left her pillow, to stand by its side ;

Thewind, like a sweet voice, was heard in the tree,

And a soft lulling music swept in from the sea.

The land was in darkness, for mountain and tower

Flung before them the shadows of night's deepest hour ;

The moonlight unbroken lay white on the wave,

Till the wide sea was clear as the shield of the brave.

She flung from her forehead its curls of bright hair-

Ere those ringlets fell round her, another was there ;

Red flush'd her cheek's crimson, and dark drooped her eye

A stranger had known ' twas her lover stood by.

One note on his sea call, the signal he gave,

And a boat, like a plaything , danced light on the wave ;

Her head on his shoulder, her hand in his hand,

Yet the maiden look'd back as they row'd from the strand.

Shewept not for parents, she wept not for friends,

Yet fast the bright rain through her white hand descends ;

The portionless orphan lett nothing behind

But the green leaves-the wild flowers sown bythe wind.

But how the heart clings to that earliest love,

Which haunts the lone garden, and hallows the grove ;

Which makes the old oak tree and primrose bank fair,

With the memories of childhood whose playtime was there.

"Tis our spirits which fling round the joy which they take,

The best of our pleasures are those which we make ;

We look to the past, and remember the while,

Our own buoyant step, and our own sunny smile.

A pathway of silver was track'd on the wave,

The oars left behind them the light which they gave,

And the slight boat flew over the moon - lighted brine,

Till the coast in the distance was one shadowy line.

They reached the proud ship, and the silken sail spread,

And the gallant flag shone like a meteor blood red ;

And forth from the scabbard flash'd out each bright sword,

In fealty to her the young bride of their lord.

From a cup of pale gold she sipp'd the clear wine,

And clasp'd on her arm the green emeralds shine,

The silver lanips swinging with perfume were fed,

And the rich fir beneath her light footstep was spread.

From the small cabin window she look'd to the shore,

Lost in night she could see its dim outline no more:

She sigh'd as she thought of her earlier hours,

"Ah, who will now watch o'er my favourite flowers?"
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DEEP was the consultation, and pretracted,

which Lady Mary had with her confidential ad-

viser, Mrs. Spence. For more than three hours

had the conference lasted , and, like many other

councils ofwar, it broke up without coming to a

decision.

" It really is provoking," said her Ladyship,

"after all the pains I have taken with this head-

strong girl,-all the sacrifices I have made ,-all

the toils I have gone through, she should now be

such a source of uneasiness to me."

" It really is provoking," said Mrs. Spence,

with a decided emphasis.

" And what can I do?-we have turned over in

our minds, every plan that appears at all feasible,

and yet how can we answer for it that Caroline

will agree to any thing we recommend? I really

do not know what to do. In short, then , what is

your advice, my dear Mrs. Spence?"

" I think," said Mrs. Spence, "what your lady-

ship suggested is the very best plan , that, under

all the circumstances, you can adopt."

"But which plan do you mean, my dear

Mrs. "

Here the sentence and the conversation was

broken off together, by the sound of a cabriolet

wheeling up to the door, and a flourishing rap, be-

stowed with all the grace and dignity of a foot-

man.

"I declare," said Lady Mary, in some agita-

tion , " I declare that must be Mr. Temple ; this

is his usual hour, and my anxiety about that un-

happy daughter of mine has made me forget my

toilet. Do, dear Mrs. Spence, go by all means,

and meet him ; tell him I shall be visible in a mo-

ment, and if you see Caroline any where, send

her to me at once."

The obsequious lady departed, with more than

usual haste, but was not successful in what she

well knew to be the principal object of her mis-

sion , for,on reaching the drawing room , she found

Mr. Temple strongly entrenched on a sofa, " gig-

gling and making giggle" (as Cowper phrases it)

with Miss Rawlins. Neither party seemed par-

ticularly delighted by the intrusion ofthe venera-

ble lady. Temple gave her a stately welcome ;

but the curl on the lip of the fair Caroline, and

the flashing of her eye, expressed, as plainly, as

!ooks could express it, the concise , but most em-

phatic prayer, whichthe nations of the rest ofthe

world have set down as peculiarly our own.—

Heaven forfend that I should hint that any young

lady could actually use , in so many words, our

national melediction , but certainly she came as

nearly as possible within the censure of George

Colman the younger. The conversation between

Mr Temple and Mrs. Spence, having exhausted

all the varieties ofweather which had existed, or

ought to have existed , for the last three weeks,

suddenly ceased. Miss Rawlins had not deigned

to take any part in it.

In due time, Lady Mary, resuscitated fromthe

toilet, made her appearance, and was received

by Mr. Temple with all the devotion of a preux

chevalier. Many gay upbraidings by Lady Mary,

half jest, half earnest, of his being so great a

stranger, parried by protestations from Mr.

Temple, that he had called seven mornings, and

spent three evenings ofthe last week at herhouse,

-rallying on a thousand little adventures ,-

plans for seeing, hearing, visiting all manner of

persons and things,-kept the conversation busy

for a while. Miss Rawlins scarcely said a word,

being most intent in contemplating the pattern of

the carpet. Mrs. Spence judiciously assented

wherever her assent was necessary.

CC
"But Caroline, my dear," said her mother ,

you do not look well."

" I am quite well," replied the daughter.

" I sincerly hope so," said Lady Mary, "but

last night's ball jaded you . I think a little fresh

air would do you good. If you would just take

a turn in the carriage, 1 am sure dear Mrs.

Spence would be so kind as to accompany you ;

it would be of much service."

" I'll not go in the carriage," replied the young

lady.

Lady Mary cast a glance upon her daugh-

ter, which, but for the presence of Mr. Temple,

would have been somewhat furious ; as it was,

it softened into a look at Mrs. Spence , indicative

of a claim to pity. Mrs. Spence answered the

appeal by a mute declaration that no lady in Eu-

rope was so deservedly to be compassionated.

Lady Mary sighed accordingly, and turned her

fine eyes upon Mr. Temple most bewitchingly.

The gentleman seemed, however, rather amused

at the scene.

"I think certainly , Cary," said he, " that your

motheris right,-you do look fagged."
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" I must have altered very rapidly , then," said

Caroline, “ for it was only the very moment be-

fore Mrs. Spence came into the room that you told

me I never looked better in my life."

"Indeed," thought lady Mary.

"More charming, I meant, Cary ; but still you

have that delicate tint for which the fresh air is

so seasonable an application. 1 certainly recom-

mend a ride in the Park."

" I am not in the humor to figure in the custo-

dy ofa groom," replied Miss Rawlins.

"Custody !" said Lady Mary, in a tone of as-

tonishment.

" Custody !!" repeated Mrs. Spence, in accents

ofhorror.

"There is no need of your alarming yourself,

Cary," said Mr. Temple. " I can send backthe

manto bring my horse, and I will do myself the

pleasure of riding with you."

Miss Rawlins appeared to have no objection

whatever to this arrangement, but it was broken

offby superior authority.

"No, no," said Lady Mary, " I have no idea

of indulging wilful young ladies ; Caroline did
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not choose totake the carriage, and she may stay

at home. Besides, Temple, I have need ofyour

services to-day ; as the carriage is now disen-

gaged, 1 must take you with me to a concert

which I am bound to patronize. Caroline, my

dear, Mrs. Spence will have the goodness to stay

with you."

"Certainly," said Mrs. Spence ; but there

were two parties to the arrangement, and Miss

Rawlins broke it off at once by leaving the room

without any further remark. Lady Mary ap-

peared satisfied that she was gone, and proceeded

to give orders for the carriage, in which act we

shall leave her, to take the story a little higher

up.

Lady Mary was the widow of a General who

had distinguished himself in India, and left his

widow an ample dowry, and a large fortune to

his only daughter. When the scenes which I

have above related were passing, her Ladyship

had been about five years awidow, and admitted

now and then that she was five-and-thirty. She

mighthave been, in fact, about three years older.

Her daughter had just passed nineteen, and was

brought out this year with great reluctance. She

had completed her seventeenth year before she

was emancipated from nursery trammels ; and,

for more than a year afterwards , she was placed

under strict surveillance of governesses, and

never permitted to appear at any of her mother's

parties.

In the meanwhile, her looking glass, and her

maids told her she was very pretty, and she con-

trived toinfer,from manycircumstances , that she

was to be very rich. For some time, therefore ,

she bore this maternal yoke with much reluc-

tance ; and when it wasfound impossible to con-

sider her as a child any longer, the first use she

made of her emancipation, was to fling herself

into all the gaieties within her reach, with an

ardor that quite astonished the mother, who

had so many reasons for wishing still to consi-

der her agirl. The young lady, however, became

almost unmanageable, and mamma conceived

herselfau desespoir.

She was mistaken, nevertheless ; for there was

one thing still wanting. Miss Rawlins , though

from the commencement of her career, she had

started a decided flirt, shewed no symptoms, at

first, of being touched by the tender passion.-

The attraction of her purse and her person soon

obtained her a sufficient number of admirers, but

they sighed in vain. Her mother, therefore,

considered herself safe on that point, and had no

fears of that effectual destruction to all preten-

sions of juvenility-a married daughter. She

had still marrying views of her own.

Mr. Temple, the subject of their mutual con-

tests, was a handsome widower of two-and-forty,

whoseglossy locks-thanks to nitrate ofsilver and

oil-skin night-caps-defied the blanching power

of time, and whose figure, owing to unremitting

attention bestowed upon it, retained its youthful

proportions. His manners, were agreeable, his

fortune large, and , on the whole, he was still a

lady-killer of no small pretensions. His penchant

appeared to have decidedly settled towards Lady

Mary Rawlins, and he was admitted to her house

as a recognized ami du maison. Caroline Raw-

lins had ripened from pretty girlhood to theverge

of beautiful womanhood under his eyes, and,

as a child, had been a great favorite. In the

first year of her escape from the nursery, a

tour to the Rhine was decided on, and Mr.

Temple attended the ladies as their cavalier.-

His attention, his pleasant manners , his travelled

information, made a great impression on the

mind of Caroline. He was the very first gentle-

man with whom she had ever been thrown into

juxtaposition; and, on her return she told her

confidential maid, that so delightful a manas Mr.

Temple did not exist. The confidential maid

kept the secret as such ladies generally do-and

it soon reached the ears ofLady Mary.

Here was a dilemma indeed-Caroline in love

with Mr. Temple-and Mr. Temple?— It was

dreadful even to ask the question . He shewed

no alteration of manner to her Ladyship, but it

was evident that he had no particular aversion to

a-tete-a-tete with her daughter. Whatwas to be

done ?

That was precisely the subject of the conver-

sation with Mrs. Spence, and we leave the mat-

ter undecided. If we hear any further intelli-

gence on the subject, we shall communicate it to

our readers. In the mean time, lest they should

think we break off too abruptly, we conclude

with a moral. Ladies are strongly recommend-

ed not to keep their daughters in the nursery

until they are nineteen ; for if they do, the

chances are, the young ladies will fall in love

with the first gentleman who catches their ear in

private.

N. B. Peculiar inconvenience will be felt if the

said gentleman should happen to be the favorite

beau of Mamma's own.

ENGLISH NATIONAL DEBT.

THE clearnett produce of the several branches

of the British revenue, after all the charges of

collecting and management paid, amounted in

the time of Blackstone to about ten millions

sterling. This immense sum is first and prin-

cipally appropriated to the payment of the na-

tional debt. The American war cost the British

nation one hundred and sixteen millions of

pounds sterling. In 1777, the capital of the

national debt amounted to about one hundred

and thirty-six millions. How is this ever to be

discharged?

A certain class of political economists have

asserted that the discharge should never be

desired, as the debt is advantageous to the

nation. It may be so to a few capitalists, to

whom it offers a safe method of investing their

funds ; but the interest of this stupendous debt

must be paid annually. This at the period

mentioned above amounted to upwards of four

millions and three-quarters. Whence is this to

come? From the poor classes ; in taxes upon

candles, soap , salt, and beer.
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My sister Isabella is the youngest of our fa-

mily. Her father, Lord Ashurst, and her four

brothers-myself among the number-have al-

ways decided her to be the prettiest and most

captivating of its female moiety, in defiance of

the Juno-like magnificence of face and figure

exhibited by her elder sisters , the Marchioness

of Chesterton and Lady Droitwich. But this

preference of our little Amoret to the stately

Sacharissas of the house of Ashurst, may perhaps

proceed from selfish partiality ; for the Ladies

Henrietta and Margaret, even previous to their

dignified alliances, were at no pains to conceal

their disgust towards younger brothers in gene-

ral, without regard to the humiliation they in-

flicted on three among ourselves in particular ;

while Isabella has loved us from her childhood

with equalizing tenderness , superior to all influ-

ence of peerage precedence.

Perhaps it may be considered strange that I

place the opinion of her mother lowest in the

scale ;-but, in truth, the character of Lady

Ashurst was one ofsuchmechanical frigidity , that

she was seldom at the trouble of examining or

expressing her sentiments on such unimportant

points. She was a woman of irreproachable

moral conduct, faithfully attached to my father,

and regarding her seven children rather as " Lord

Ashurst's family," than as the beings nearest and

dearest to herself; she was grateful to my elder

sisters for having maintained his dignity by suit-

able connexions, and to my elder brother for his

Oxford honours. Even in dismissing my paltry

self to the remote curacy destined to prove a

stepping stone to preferment, the good Countess

did not lose sight of her paramount duty. " Con-

duct yourself, my dear Frank," said she, at part-

ing, " as becomes the name of Lockhart ; and

remember that our great object in the choice of

your profession has been the maintenance of our

family influence by the dignities of the Church.

I shall be greatly disappointed if you do not give

your father the gratification of seeing you a

Dean !"

Lady Ashurst's exhortation to Isabella on the

final abdication of the governess were nearly of

a similar character ; pointing out, exclusively , to

her imitation, the virtues of her sisters in the

marriage choice, and their worldly eminence in

supporting the dignity of their coronets-matrimo-

nial. " Your sister Chesterton, my dear Lady

Isabella," said she , " is a Lady of the Bedcham-

ber;-your sister Droitwich, a Patroness of Al-

mack's ;-I trust I shall not find you derogate

from the high character my daughters have ac-

quired in society. "

Poor Isabella was for a time sorely puzzled by

these precepts. She recognised with becoming

humility the imperative duty of obedience to her

parents ; but, although educated by a superlative

Parisian governess , had a notion of the existence

of a still more urgent bond upon her moral con-

duct ; and was perplexed
in the extreme bywhat

concessions
to reconcile

these anomalies. " Pray,

dearest Frank," she whispered
to me, previous to

my desolate
departure

for my Wiltshire
parson-

age, " pray persuade
that stupid Lord Wrottesly

to moderate his attentions
to me. Should he

ever gain courage for a proposal , Mamma will

never forgive me !" " Not forgive you ! Isabella ;

she would be enchanted
: Wrottesly

Castle is the

finest place in the county, and commands
an

estate of thirty thousand a-year !" " But I cannot

marry a quadrangle
of granite and mortar ; and

as to polluting
the marriage

vow by promising
to

honour and love that still more dense and pon-

derous mass-its noble owner-such an act of

submission
, my dear Frank, is beyond the boun-

daries ofmy passive obedience
. "

I kissed my pretty little sister for the honesty

of her determination ; and did my best to pre-

admonish poor Wrottesly of the hopelessness of

his suit. But, unfortunately, his views on the

subject were as obstinate as her own ; and when

1 returned home to sharethe Christmas festivities

of Ashurst Park, I found Isabella in sad disgrace

with the elders of the family for having refused

Wrottesly Castle. No allusion was made among

them to its human incumbrance-his lordship

was regarded as only part and parcel of the

estate ; and Lady Chesterton observed with a

curvature of lip worthy of the Virgin Queen

herself, that, " Lady Isabella Lockhart was the

first of the Ashurst family who had betrayed the

indelicacy of consulting her personal feelings in

the choice of an alliance !" Poor Amoret was

covered with blushes at this imputation ; and

Harry and Horace, my Guardsman and Hussar

brothers, united with me in consoling and en-

couraging our little favourite. But while Harry

was too busy in the hunting-field , and Horace in

the Ashurst preserves, to bestow much attention

onher afflictions , I managed to discover, b . tween

the welcome pauses of reading for my degree,

with my father's Chaplain, that our efforts for

her consolation were powerfully seconded in

another quarter.

Among the guests assembled by the annual

hospitalities of the Park, in aid of its private

theatricals , balls , concerts , battues , and charades,

were two old Eton friends of my brother's, sons

to the late Lord William Annesley, and nephews

to the Duke of Guildford. It would be scarcely

possible to point out two finer or more accom-

plished young men ; yet, although they were the

unportioned offspring of a younger brother, the

Countess foresaw no peril from the propinquity.

Her own notions of filial submission had been

too powerfully seconded bythe worldlywisdom of

my elder sisters , to induce any apprehension that

a daughter of Lord Ashurst's could forget what

was due to her father ! Notwithstanding my

clearsightedness in this instance , I confess I en-

tertained none myself; but then my estimation
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of the debtor and creditor account between my

father and his offspring, differed materially from

that of his devoted consort ; and although I dis-

tinctly observed that William Annesley's mode

of sustaining Isabella's courage, and arming her

disobedience, was tempered by unusual tender-

ness oftone and demeanour , I sawnothing in the

attentions of the Duke of Guildford's nephew

calculated to wither the susceptible foliage of

our family tree. If any thing in the affair sur-

prised me morethan the blindness of my parents,

it was the preference evidently accorded by my

sister, for William was a wild and volatile crea-

ture, incapable of much consistency in his ado-

ration ; while Algernon, the younger brother,

was a perfect hero of romance, full of sighs and

sonnets-with azure eyes and auburn curls! But

her attention was all for William ; and while they

were riding together in the Ashurst avenues, or

singing together in the Ashurst music-room, Al-

gernon would pass the morning with me and my

Josephus, dreaming in a library chair, and inter-

rupting his visions with murmurs against the

severity offortune, and the chances of the hazard

table, which had left his father's children por-

tionless to the compassion of their uncle. I saw

that the poor fellowwas in love , but being aware

that the Duke of Guildford was supposed to re-

gard his two handsome heirs with somewhat of

jealousy, and to supply their maintenance with

somewhat of niggardliness, I forbore to investi-

gate his sentimental distresses. This agreeable

interlude was of short duration. Lady Chester-

ton departed to her duties in the household; Lady

Droitwich to her labours in King street ; my

brothers and Algernon Annesley grumbled back

to their regiments ; William to his office in Down-

ing street; I to my curatizing drudgery ; while

Lady Isabella accompanied the Earl and Count-

ess to Grosvenor Square, to pursue her studies

in the science of fine ladyism. I consoled myself

as well as I could under my reverses, by the hope

of becoming a Dean ; but by what hopes or ex-

pectations my friend Annesley's countenance

was so irradiated on quitting Ashurst, I found it

difficult to conjecture. Three hundred a-year,

and the patronage of his Grace of Guildford,

formed, methought, a poor foundation for future

prosperity !

In the midst of the professional engagements

which now peremptorily claimed my attention, I

own I was not wholly without anxiety relative to

my dear Isabella; nor was I ever summoned to

the solemnization of the sacrament of marriage,

without recalling to my mind the fervent tone in

which I had heard her advocate its vows of love

and obedience. I trusted, indeed, to her own

purity of nature and rectitude of mind to coun-

teract the lessons I knew her to be receiving

from the narrow precepts of her mother, and the

worldly examples of her sisters ; but I could not

divest myselfof apprehensions from the demora-

lizing influence of the world of fashion. When-

ever her letters to me contained allusions to the

gaudy splendours of society, to the brilliancy of

adrawing- room, or the beauty ofadiamond zone,
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I grew peevish and philosophical in my replies.

I forgave her for dwelling on the enjoyment of

a delightful Almack's," for it was more than

probable that William might have shared its

Galoppe, or administered its confidential dose of

tepid green tea ; but when such allusions were

accompanied by the accouplement of Lady Isa-

bella Lockhart's name in the quadrille list of the

Court Journal with those of the Marquis of this,

or the Earl of that, I own that the admonitory

tone ofmy Sunday's sermon might be somewhat

too severely emulated in my answer.

With the remainder ofmy family, meanwhile,

I maintained but little communication. My

eldest brother was in official training for a states

man, and his epistles to me were intended, I con-

clude, as essays in the art of diplomatic mystery;

for they rarely contained more syllables or more

intelligence than the frank in which they were

enveloped. Lady Ashurst was too busy in su-

perintending the daily adjustment ofmy father's

book-room, papers, invitations, breakfast, and

mid-day Julienne, to find any leisure for her

absent sons ; and as tothe Ladies Chesterton and

Droitwich, I am satisfied they would as soon think

of wasting their correspondence on their foot-

men, as on their younger brothers. My father,

however, occasionally favours me with a letter

of advice on pecuniary moderation, and excess

of study and zeal ; and to one of these arid spe-

cimens of paternal vigilance, Lord Ashurst

chanced to append a codicil highly consolatory

to my feelings : " Your mother and sister are

well," was the tenor of the postscript, " and as

happy as dissipation can make them. A dejeuner

dansant, every morning, and a ball or two every

night, do not seem to exhaust either their pa-

tience or their health. Those handsome lads of

myold friend Lord William Annesley are always

in Grosvenor Square ; an intimacy which I en-

courage, because I am anxious to engage the

Duke of Guildford's interest in Bedfordshire for

Lockhart's next election." Without being pe-

culiarly satisfied with the motive of my noble

sire, the result re-assured my mind on Lady

Isabella's account. Not that I was desirous of

witnessing her immediate union with a man en-

dowed only with as many hundreds per annum,

as I knew thousands to be requisite to her com-

fort ; but Annesley's official prospects were se-

cured by his uncle's parliamentary interest, and

I had witnessed my sister's unequivocal prefer-

ence, and encouragement of his homage.

Meanwhile, the nature of my own avocations

assumed a very engrossing interest. I had the

satisfaction to add the qualification of M. A. to

my patronymic in the course of the summer, by

way ofbalance to its prefatory Honourable ; and

a family living, which fell vacant shortly after-

wards, created such arbitrary claims upon my

time, that it was only through the nebulous drea-

riness of November, I contrived to find my way

through the lodge-gates of Ashurst Park. Con-

necting his visit to my paternal hall with Lord

Lockhart's ensuing election, it was no matter of

surprise to me to find the Duke of Guildford

R 2
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domesticated at our table; and, connecting his

stately presence with his kindred to William

Annesley, it was matter only for a smile to find

dear Isabella assiduously stationed by his side.

My mother, after expressing in a private inter-

view her satisfaction that my professional dili-

gence had not disappointed poor dear Lord

Ashurst's expectations, condescended to notice a

similar improvement on the part ofher youngest

daughter. " London had done wonders," she

said,"forLady Isabella. I should find her. grown

quite a rational being; and even Henrietta and

Margaret were beginning to be satisfied that she

would not discredit the family. As to the Duke

ofGuildford, he was already at her feet."

The first evening I passed at Ashurst, enabled

me todecide that his Grace could not have chosen

a less becoming position for himself. He was

now full fifty years of age ; or " by'r lady, in-

clining to three-score," and having figured in a

divorce-bill previous to the attainment of his

dukedom, had eschewed all thoughts of second

wedlock, and turned a studiously unobservant

eye on the efforts of divers dowagers and their

daughters to achieve the distinction of Duchess

of Guildford. He had even assumed the egotism

of Epicurean savoir vivre, and a brown Adonis ,

in ostensible defiance to the approaches of the

god of love! Yet, unabashed by his periwig,

unawed by his dignity of half a century's endur-

ance, Lady Isabella addressed herself to conquer

his stubborn heart ; and aware of the sympathy

existing, in his Grace's conformation, between

that organ and the palate, it was diverting to see

with what art the little gipsey ingratiated herself

into his favour, by daily pointing out to his notice

the especial entrees affording to my father's chef

de cuisine, his credentials of office , or the peculiar

hors d'œuvres by which he had acquired his di-

ploma as a Cordon bleu; and with what ecstatic

admiration the Duke regarded her smiling coun-

tenance in return, as inferior only to her intelli-

gence in the gastronomic art. I have seen him

gaze on her as if he could eat her with as much

satisfaction as though she had been dressed by

Ude !

At first I was half inclined to remonstrate with

my little coquette of a sister ; for the Duke of

Guildford really deserved a better fate than to

become the dupe of her machinations. Without

being a wit, or a philosopher, or even a man of

generous sentiments , he possessed a fund of right

and gentlemanly feeling ; and having passed his

life in the best school of good breeding, his ad-

dress was tinctured with adegree ofgraciousness

and consideration for other people, such as ren-

dered him at all times an agreeable companion.

Itwas only in remembering the claims of Annes-

ley and his brother, that I reconciled myself to

Lady Isabella's efforts to win upon his favour ;

and having discovered that a domestic of the

Guildford suite had actually been despatched by

his master, to London, and returned , two days

afterwards, in a post-chaise, with a small myste-

rious-looking bandbox, which my evening ob

servations proved to have contained an improved

edition of the brown Adonis, the millefleured

curls of which were evidently addressed to Lady

Isabella's captivation. I could not but reprove

the levity of her approving smiles. I represent-

ed to hertherespectability of the Duke of Guild-

ford's age and character, as exempting him from

the idle plots of a mere child, such as herself.

But she met my grave admonitions with her

merriest laugh ; and would not regard the affair

in a serious point of view. "Do not distress

yourself for the poor old beau , my dear Frank,"

said she; " I am only perfecting his education

for the benefit of his family. The creature is so

narrow-minded, and so apprehensive of encoun-

tering the rivalship of his two nephews, that he

will not allow them to accept an invitation in the

same house with himself. He forbade William

Annesley to visit Ashurst this Christmas ; and as

to poor Algernon, he has condemned him to ex-

piate some imaginary offence, or the real one of

putting his uncle's peruke to shame, by encoun-

tering the yellow fever in some West India

colony. The Duke, indeed, protests he has sent

him there for promotion ; but I fancy if the ne-

phew had emulated his uncle's ugliness , he would

have obtained his majority without quitting the

Guards."

My father now managed to occupy so much

of my time with his auditors and my tithe-book,

and with tedious consultations respecting the

interests offamily property, to which the sedate-

ness of my black coat appeared to entitle me as

ghostly and temporal counsellor to the junior

branches, that my visit to Ashurst terminated

without any further opportunity for an explana-

tion with my giddy sister ; and on my returning

home, an eventful routine of parochial casualties

suspended for a time all communication with

Grosvenor Square. A farm adjoining my glebe

was destroyed byfire ; the incendiaries unluckily

proved to be black sheep belonging to my own

flock, andwere imprisoned , tried , condemned, and

executed. During the three months in which their

fate remained undecided , 1 laboured fervently

in their behalf, both with the tribunals of the

land, and with their own impenitence-but in-

fructuously on all sides- they died, and made no

sign ! I own the whole business weighed heavily

on my spirits. Inexperienced in my pastoral

duties, I began to despond touching my own

powers, and to wish that my parents had never

been smitten with the ambition of seeing me a

Dean!-when, in the very height of my depres-

sion, I received a letter of most elaborate pom-

posity from Lord Ashurst, announcing that his

daughter, Lady Isabella Lockhart, had accepted

thehand ofthe Duke ofGuildford! It was well

that he did not call her my sister ; for I fear [

could not have repressed my disavowal of all

connexion with so heartless, so unprincipled a

being ! My father only added to this most un-

expected and unwelcome intelligence, that the

Archbishop of Canterbury had graciously pro-

mised to perform the ceremony ; but that being

desirous ofseeing his whole family assembled on

so gratifying an occasion, he trusted he might be
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able to reconcile a visit to town with my profes-

sional duties.

And this was the result of all the bright pro-

mise of Isabella's youth !-this the end of all her

plausible professions of faith !-this her first step

over the threshold of fashionable life ! I trembled

to think of her hypocrisy—or to anticipate its

consequences ; but trusting I might still find a

moment for exhortation and remonstrance , I

set offfor Grosvenor-square, and arrived there

at so late an hour that my first encounter with

Lady Isabella was at the dinner-table. Much

as my feelings were chilled towards her, I was

shocked on perceiving the change a few short

months had wrought upon her person. It was

not that her features were less regularly beauti-

ful, or her complexion less brilliant. But its

bloom appeared concentered on her cheek into

one burning spot, while her eyes had acquired a

sort of bewildered restlessness , which struck me

with dismay ; and as she passed my chair on

quitting the room after dinner, Lady Isabella

wrung my hand with so fervent and convulsive

a grasp, that already compassion and anxiety

surpassed my indignation against her perfidy.

To the family in general, meanwhile, I could

perceive that she was grown an object of mira-

culous interest. Lord Lockhart had overcome

all his natural apathy in her favour ;-even Lady

Chesterton treated her with the deference due

to a being about to rise to a degree above herself

in conventional dignity ;-and no sooner did his

Grace steal away from the claret to his devoirs

in the drawing-room, than Harry and Horace

drew their chairs towards mine, and whispered

me that they had a promise of the Guildford

interest for their immediate promotion, and that

my father's next object was to secure a stall for

myself.

"And William and Algernon Annesley?" I

inquired. " What interest is to be exerted for

them ?"

"Oh ! this marriage of the Duke's you know,

will make a total change in their claims and

prospects. He will now probably have heirs of

his own; and the two Annesleys will only rank

among the rest of his three hundred and sixty-

five nephews and cousins. Algernon has already

offended him past redemption, and is packed off

to the West Indies ; and sweet Willie is hiding

awayfrom his creditors in somecorner or other."

On this latter point, I resolved to obtain better

information ; and the following morning dis-

patched a note to Isabella's dressing-room, re-

questing admission. Unfortunately Lady Ash-

urst chanced to be present at its perusal ; and

mistrusting my interference in her daughter's

affairs , sent me averbal reply, that her Ladyship

would be engaged all the morning in sitting for

her picture. The dinner-hour was destined to

assemble some twenty of the high-mightinesses

of the House of Annesley, for the inauguration

of the Duchess elect ; and the next day was so

devoted to the business of the trousseau, and the

importunities of half the French milliners in

London, that I found it impossible to obtain an

interview of five minutes with my sister. It was

evident that Lady Ashurst had concerted with

Henrietta and Margaret that the poor girl should

obtain no interval of leisure for consideration or

remorse. The evening was appropriated to the

signature of settlements , on the following one,

Lady Isabella Lockhart was to suffer the degra-

dation of becoming Duchess of Guildford !-and

yet I had obtained no opportunity towhisper one

word of admonition to my sister ! Moments

were becoming precious ; and I now resolved to

brave her resentment or agitation even in the

midst ofthe assembled family.

When we entered the brilliantly illuminated

saloon for the ceremony of the signature, I was

struck bythe solemn circle of solicitors , trustees ,

and witnesses assembled round the table on

which the parchments were deposited . I had not

beheld such an array of legal dignity since the

condemnation ofmy unfortunate parishioners ;-

and the association of ideas thus created, only

served to augment the chilly depression of my

heart. Isabella was seated between her mo-

ther and Lady Droitwich, arrayed in all the

splendour of her approaching dignities , and de-

riving a sort of unnatural paleness from their

brilliancy—a statue attired in mockery by the

fantastic hand of Fashion ! But while Lord

Richard Annesley, and one or two others of the

Duke of Guildford's family, who were secretly

inclined to project the massacre of mine, in re-

tribution of this unexpected matrimonial en-

croachment on their expectations, surrounded

Lady Ashurst with their hollow adulation, I

managed to draw away Isabella to the embrasure

ofan adjoining window.

" Sister !" I whispered , in a voice of as much

kindness as my perturbation would admit-" is

this your own doing ?-have you reflected on

your own responsibility-on William Annesley's

ruin ?"

She seemed to labour for utterance ; but not

a word issued from her lips ; and placing her

hand in mine, as if to plead for forbearance , I

found it cold and nerveless as death. "Dearest

Isabella," I persisted, " have pity on yourself

-on your youth-on your future penitence-

and do not persist in this unhallowed marriage.

You loved William Annesley-you love him

still !"

"I abhor him!" faltered my sister, in a tone of

such terrible intensity, that I could have wished

her to remain still silent. " He has sacrificed my

affection to his worldly interests ;-he is engaged

to Sophia Winterton."

"The banker's heiress ?-Do not believe it!-

Annesley passes for a ruined man;-some enemy

has deceived you?"

the

"No! Frank, no !-my sisters acquainted me

with his treachery ;--and 1 spoke to

Duke, and inquired whether it were true that

he had resolved to accept the city heiress for his

niece ; and he told me, that on learning his

nephew's degrading engagement, he had for-

bidden him his presence. I was still patient,

Frank-I still doubted ; till I beheld with my
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own eyes the devotion with which William at-

tached himself to her side ; and one night-one

horrible night, at Almack's-when I had watch-

ed them whispering together for hours-Mamma

acquainted me with the proposals of the Duke

of Guildford for my hand. I accepted them ;

-I have avenged myself;-but my heart is

broken."

I can neverforget her look and tone of anguish

in uttering this hurried explanation ! But I was

not permitted to breathe one word of comfort to

my poor misguided Isabella :-Lord Lockhart

and the bridegroom approached to lead her to-

wards the table ; and unable to endure the

public recital of a contract which was to com-

plete her ruin, 1 rushed from the room, satisfied

that, by some villanous practice, Lady Isabella

had been imposed upon. I knew Annesley's

noble and honourable disposition ; I was assured

that my friend was incapable of betraying the

woman of his affections from sordid motives; and

determined to seek him out, and satisfy my mind

byan ample explanation. But in vain did I visit

his lodgings, his clubs, his accustomed haunts ;

he was not to be heard of! I even ventured to

intrude, at that unseemly hour, upon the presence

of one of his married sisters, who , I knew, had

declined an invitation to Isabella's marriage ; and

from her I learned , with some difficulty, that

William had been requested by his uncle to re-

cruit his health at Brighton till afterthe solemni-

zation of a marriage which was to prove the

death-blow of all his hopes.

Without hesitation , I threw myself into a post-

chaise ; and arrived at the Steyne Hotel in the

middle ofthe night. At day-break, I was admit-

ted to William's room ; nor was I surprised at the

air ofconstraint, disgust, and astonishment, with

which my untimely visit was received. But the

explanation ofa few minutes sufficed to place us

on a better footing ; and never did I witness a

stronger burst of indignation than that with

which he repelled the charge through which he

had been deprived of Isabella's plighted faith !

"Your family must have known," he exclaimed ,

" that it is Algernon from whom my uncle has

withdrawn his favour on account of an engage-

ment with his inferior in birth ; and surely it was

my business to devote some little attention to

poor Soph Winterton, in return for her disin-

terested attachment to my exiled brother."

"You must come with me instantly to town,"

cried 1 ; " for Heaven's sake, rise and dress, and

let us not lose a moment in intercepting the ar-

rangements for this odious marriage. Think of

poor Isabella."

"Thinkofher!" said Annesley with a shudder,

"how has she thought of me ?"

" She was deceived ;-she was hurried away

by the petulance of a woman's resentment ?"

"Of a woman's ambition ! Lady Isabella only

followed the immemorial customs of her sex, in

preferring a dukedom in possession, to its un-

certain reversion."

"You exaggerate her errors," said I ; " I dare

not proclaim Isabella guiltless of offence ; but, at

least, her affection towards yourself remains un-

impaired." And I recounted to him the affect-

ing scene of the preceding evening, which, for a

moment, appeared to soften his feelings , and

pacify his indignation.

"Wehave both been wickedly misled ,” heex-

claimed ; " both wantonly sacrificed ! But it is

too late ! I dare not drag her from the altar

which assigns her the highest destiny of worldly

prosperity, only that she may share my ruin. I

am overwhelmed with debts ; my uncle would

throw us off for ever, and I should not have even

bread to offer my precious Isabella. "

66
" Nay! if that be your only objection,” said 1 ,

seizing his hand, my paltry roof will, at least,

afford you food and shelter ; and, 1 beseech you,

dear Annesley, to make me the instrument of

my sister's release of her happiness !"

I will not repeat his grateful rejoinders. In

less than two hours we were on the London

road; and, in spite of the unlucky chance of

Lewes Races to impede our progress, we tra-

versed the London suburbs as the first postman's

bell announced five o'clock. Themarriage cere-

mony was not to be performed till eight-imme-

diately after dinner-so that my mind was com-

paratively at ease ; but, on reaching Grosvenor

Square, my companion pointed out with horror,

that the Duke of Guildford's travelling carriage

and post-horses were already in waiting, as well

as a very archiepiscopal-looking brown chariot,

and the equipages of the Chesterton and Droit-

wich families. Was it possible that the hour of

solemnization could have been anticipated. 1

implored poor Annesley to remain in the chaise

till I had acquainted myself with the fact ; and

rushing intothe house, after overturning a basket

of white satin favours in the hall, I encountered

on the stairs my father, with an angry spot upon

his cheek.

"Where the deuce have you been at such a

moment, Frank?" cried he, fractiously ; " the

family is all in disorder, and principally on

account of your absence. Isabella has been in

fainting fits allday ; her mother is distracted ; and

as they are quite unfit to meet the observation of

the dinner party, the Duke was anxious to have

the ceremony over as soon as possible."

" It is not over?" cried 1 , scarcely able to arti-

culate.

"Not yet ! Isabella's perversity is beyond all

control ! She insists on a private interview

with Guildford ; will not even suffer Lady Ash-

urst, or myself,to be present; but having repeat-

edly asked for you, I was coming down to make

furtherinquiries respecting your absence. The

Dukeis at this very momentwaiting for her inmy

library, and the Archbishop and all the family

are anxiously assembled for theceremony. There

never was so awkward a business."

Without losing an instant in reply, I hastened

towards the library, and entered it just as the

Duke of Guildford was receiving Isabella from

Lady Ashurst's arm at the opposite door. My

sister started on perceiving me, and whispered

incoherently to her mother-" Now that Frank
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iscometo be present at our interview , surelyyou

will trust me to make my explanations to his

Grace?" Her Ladyship , with some signs ofdis-

satisfaction on her countenance, immediately

withdrew; while, having resolved to abstainfrom

all interference in the affair , till I had acquainted

myself with Isabella's designs , I suffered the

Duke to lead her to a sofa, and assume a seat by

her side, and remained at some little distance,

regarding them. Never did I behold anything

so touchingly beautiful as my sister's countenance

at that trying moment ! More dazzlingly white

than the bridal draperies of satin in which it was

enveloped, there was a degree ofcontrast between

the brilliant and distinguished magnificence of

her attire , and the humiliated depression of her

spirits, enhancing, if possible, the charm of both.

For some minutes she sat , with clasped hands ,

strivingto acquire the command ofher utterance ;

till, at length, the Duke, impatient of, or com-

miserating her irresolution, bent towards her

with a few words of inquiry, expressed in a suffi-

ciently lover-like tone to arm her apprehensions.

" No, no !" she faltered , extending her marble

arm to repel his approach, " No nearer !"

"My dearest Isabella," he resumed, with the

same air of tenderness.

"Not your Isabella !" replied my sister, wildly.

"Oh no! not yours-forgive me forgive all my

deceit, all my misleading, for I can neverbecome

yourwife."

"You are agitated by the approach of the so-

lemn ceremony, dear Lady Isabella," said he.

Compose yourself-no one shall hurry you, no

one molest you. "

66

"Yes! my mother-my sisters-every one but

Frank will molest and revile me; but not even

the prospect of their anger can drive me to the

completion of this ill-fated marriage. I love

another-I love your nephew ! and, although he

has broken his faith with me, I find I cannot

alienate my affections from him !" Again she

wrung her hands , and finally concealed her tear-

ful face amid the cushions of the sofa.

" It is time for me to bear my part in this ex-

planation," said I , drawing near, and hanging

over the distracted Isabella. " It is time for me

to acquaint your Grace, that my sister has been

deceived into a belief, that her plighted lover,

William Annesley, has been tempted to desert

her for the advantageous prospect of an union

with Miss Winterton. Your Grace must be as

well aware as myself, of the utter falsehood of

such a charge."

In a moment, poor Isabella had sprung from

the sofa, and twined her arms around my neck,

with convulsive sobs of joy and gratitude.

"Excuseme, Sir, Lady Isabella Lockhart can-

not but be fully aware, that it was my nephew

Algernon who has disgraced himself by seeking

such an alliance ," observed the Duke, with an

air of such haughty self-possession , that, in a

moment, I exonerated him from all share in the

plot. " But it appears, that I too, have a right

to complain of deception ; although I thank her

ladyship for even this tardy show of candour.

That she has misled my feelings into an error

which will cost them some pangs to subdue-that

she has rendered me ridiculous in my own eyes ,

and those of the world-is an act of levity which

1 leave it to her own conscience to reprove."

" I know I have erred," cried Isabella, who

had recovered all her spirits on learning the un-

diminished fidelity of her lover; " I know you

have much to forgive, and yet I venture to con-

fide my cause to your hands-for, unless you are

generous-unless you become my friend-my

advocate-how shall I dare encounter the resent-

ment ofmy family !"

For a moment the Duke of Guildford seemed

to struggle with his emotions ; but I thought I

could discern the tokens of a softened heart upon

his countenance. I ventured, therefore, to draw

him aside, and to enter into a hurried explana-

tion of William Annesley's arrival. " Have

you the courage, the self-denial, to allow this in-

auspicious ceremony to proceed ?" said I. " The

world will be led , by such a circumstance, to

believe your Grace the author, rather than the

dupe, ofthe whole scheme. "

He wrung my hand heavily. " You have a

strong reliance on my generosity, young man,"

was his only reply. " Bring my nephew hither ;

Isabella! you should have shown more confidence

in a heart you knew to be your own."

In a minute, William was at his feet ; in ano-

ther, the Duke had joined his hand with that of

my sister ; and immediately drawing her arm

under his own, and leading her into the midst of

the crowded saloon, he announced her to the

company as Lady Isabella Annesley. " I trust,

dear Lord Ashurst," said he, with perfect dignity

and composure, " you will accept the heir ofmy

title and fortune for your daughter, in lieu of a

bridegroom so miserably disproportioned to her

age and excellence, as myself. The settlements

are already made-Mr. Annesley's carriage waits

to convey the young couple to their villa at Rich-

mond;-my friend the archbishop is impatient ;

-do you empower me to give away the bride ?"

Thewhole family was too completely paralysed

by amazement to form any serious objection to

so unexceptionable an alliance. My friend

William's expressions of gratitude to his gener-

ous uncle were more fervent than coherent ,

when still bathed in tears, although radiant with

smiles, my sister was bestowed upon him by the

Duke of Guildford ! " Donot thank me ! do not

thank me !" he exclaimed , as he hurried them

away, immediately after the ceremony ; " it may

be sometime before I have courage to look upon

the happiness ofyour union."

Such was the result of my wild-goose journey

to Brighton !-Such was Isabella's wedding-day !

INTEMPERANCE.

I Do not allow the pretence of temperance to

all such as are seldom or never drunk, or fall

into surfeits ; for men may lose their health,

without losing their senses , and be intemperate

every day, without being drunk perhaps once in

their lives.-Sir Wm. Temple.
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TOWARDS the end of last October, when the

weather first began to presage winter, and every

body fled from the country to shut themselves up

in their Parisian domiciles, I regularly quitted

the city, to enjoy a solitude so much more to my

taste beyond the barriers.

The ground was covered with its autumnal

dressing; the dry and yellow leaves from the

trees of the outer boulevards whirled around me

in troublesome eddies, and the humid fog which

began to extend itself over the whole scene,

caused me a very disagreeable impression.

Leaving Belleville to the left, I walked on

slowly and thoughtful, engaged in profound re-

flection on the variety and emptiness of this

world's pleasures, and was soon transported in

idea far from Paris, into the midst of more con-

genial scenery.

Suddenly the sounds of grief met my ear ; it

was the sharp cry of a despairing heart, and as

melancholy as my own reflections.

1 was just then close to the eastern burial-

ground. A hearse was slowly bearing a corpse

to its place of rest, and the conductor announced

its arrival to the functionaries of the place.

The cemetery was deserted, except by a few

couples who, partially hidden by the fog, glided

in the perspective, like the shadows of the de-

parted. They were lovers who had gone thither

to seek for secrecy and silence amongst the

tombs and were toying and laughing, and

speaking of love in a path paved with the bones

of their fellow-mortals. They made a resting-

place of a tomb stone ; but why should we feel

astonished that youth and frivolity seek every

where for pleasure?

I pursued with slow steps the ascent to the

chapel, and having reached the summit, I seated

myself upon a tomb, and cast my eyes in every

direction round, mournfully considering the ob-

jects with which I was associated.

A violent burst of laughter roused me from

these contemplations, and my sympathy gave

way to indignation, and caused me to bend my

steps towards the spot whence the sound pro-

ceeded.

There, in one of the most retired alleys of this

vast cemetry, I beheld a lonely female seated

upon a tomb-stone ; her cheeks were pale and

wrinkled ; her eyes red and swollen ; her tears

still trickling down her cheeks. Nevertheless ,

it was she whose laugh had electrified me ; it

was she who, in spite of her tears, continued to

laugh. As soon as she saw me, she shook her

head, and placed her finger mysteriously on her

lips-" Hush ! hush ! be silent," said she, as if

she was addressing some invisible being, " hush,

there is some one coming. "

I drew towards her, and she attempted to knit ;

her eyes still cast down, andher attitude became

most rigid.

In the meantime, the fogconsiderably increas-

ed, and the poor unfortunate woman's habili-

ments imbibed its moisture. Her frozen limbs

seemed to be void of feeling ; a drop of water

hung to each scattered lock of hair, and her

hands , purple as the violet, could scarcely move

her knitting needles. She was a personification

of submissive despair !

" The weather is very cold, madam, to remain

thus exposed to its influence. But perhaps you

are waiting for the person whom I heard you

conversing with just now."

'Till then, the poor creature had been perfect-

ly silent ; when she suddenly leaped from her seat,

and, pointing towards a grave at her feet, re-

plied: " That person lies there." On the head-

stone I read these words : " To the ' memory of

Julius Rainier, who died at the age of nineteen

years-his mother dedicates this tablet." Alas !

the unhappy woman believed she still heard the

voice of her son issue from the depths of the

grave ; therefore she chatted and laughed as if

really in company with the loved being who

slept beneath. Such was the effect of her ma-

ternal grief and affection.

I made several efforts to draw her awayfrom

the cemetery, but she angrily repulsed me.

"What! quit my poor Julius before night-fall ?"

said she. " Oh! no, sir, no ; we are so comforta-

ble together ! If I was to leave him alone here,

he would get tired."

One of the watchmen belonging to the place

passed close to us ; he hummed a tune in the

most careless tone imaginable.

" Thatwoman disquiets you, sir ," said he care-

lessly. "Bah! let her alone, and go your ways ;

she has seen a hundred others since she came

here."

"What do you mean by that ""

"Why her son died about a year ago, and she

has regularly passed every day since that period

beside his grave? She talks to him, and insists

upon it that he answers her-it is enough to kill

one with laughing to hear her. She always

brings some victuals with her ; and as for mad

people, they never feel the cold. " The unfortu-

nate creature gave the lie to his words, for she

shivered from suffering. The watchman with-

drew, humming a fashionable air of the most

fashionable vaudeville.

I had not courage to drag the poor maniac

away from the tomb of her son. I could not re-

concile it to myself to destroy an illusion which

made her so happy ; but I feared for her health ;

and I wished above all things to place some one

in charge of her.

I ran after the watchman, and spoke of it to

him. "Watch over her !" said he-" Bah! her

family have already given her in charge to me.

She is rich, and her relations"-

"How is it, then, that they permit her"-

They submit to what they cannot hinder.

Six months ago they confined Madame Raineir
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in a locked-up room, and she jumped out of the

window ! The fellow laughed as he uttered the

words, and I turned away heart-sick at the pain-

ful spectacle.

After that, I continued, for several weeks , to

visit the cemetery and Madame Raineir, whom I

constantly found talking and knitting bythe side

ofher son's grave.

Alas ! one day I missed her " at the accustom-

ed spot. " I flew to the watchman, who beganto

sing, and gaze thoughtlessly at the sun.

"The poor mother is not at her post to-day,"

said I ; "have her relatives thought proper to

confine her in a mad-house ? Is she likely to re-

cover her reason ?"

66
No, sir," said he, rubbing his hands to pro-

mote the circulation. " She is no longer mad,

thank God!-but it is all the same ; she will come

this morning to the burial-ground."

He turned his head, as he spake, towards the

long avenue which led from the principal gate of

the cemetery.

66
Stop-there she is !" cried he, and he pointed

to a hearse which was slowly toiling up the

ascent.

CURIOUS CONCEITS.

WHILE the late Edmund Burke was making

preparation for the indictment before the House

ofLords, ofWarrenHastings, Governor-general

of India, he was told that a person who had long

resided in the East Indies, but who was then an

inmate of Bedlam, could supply him with much

useful information. Burke went accordingly to

Bedlam, was taken to the cell of the maniac, and

received from him, in a long, rational, and well-

conducted conversation, the results of much and

various knowledge and experience in Indian af-

fairs, and much instruction for the process then

intended. On leaving the cell , Burke told the

keeper who attended him, that the poor man

whom he had just visited was most iniquitiously

practised upon ; for that he was as much in his

senses as man could be. The keeper assured

him that there was sufficient warranty and very

good cause for his confinement. Burke, with

what a man in office once called " Irish impetu-

osity," known to be one of Burke's characteris-

tics, insisted that it was an infamous affair,

threatened to make the matter public, or even

bring it before parliament. The keeper then

said, " Sir, I should be sorry for you to leave this

house under a false impression : before you do

so, be pleased to step back to the poor gentle-

man's cell, and ask him what he had for break-

fast." Burke could not refuse compliance with

a request so reasonable and easily performed.

"Pray, sir," says he to his Indian counsellor,

"be so obliging as to tell me what you had for

breakfast." The other, immediately putting on

the wild stare of the maniac, cried out, " hob-

nails, sir! It is shameful to think how they treat

us! They give us nothing but hob-nails !" and

went on with a " descant wild," on the horrors of

Burkethe cookery of Bethlehem Hospital.

staid no longer than that his departure might not

seem abrupt ; and, on the advantage of the first

pause in the talk, was glad to make his escape.

I was present when Paley was much interested

and amused by an account given by one of the

company, of a widow lady, who was of entirely

sound mind, except that she believed herself

made ofglass. Given the vitrification , her con-

duct and discourse were consequent and rational,

according to the particulars which Paley drew

forth by numerous questions. Canes and para-

sols were deposited at the door of her drawing-

room as at the Louvre or Florentine Gallery,

and for the same reason. " You may be hurtby

a blow, said she, to one of flesh and blood ; " but

1 should be broken to pieces : and how could I

be mended?"

WOMAN.

WOMANis a very nice and a very complicated

machine. Her springs are infinitely delicate ;

and differ from those of a man pretty nearly as

thework of a repeating watch does from that of

a town clock. Look at her body ; how deli-

cately formed. Examine her senses ; how ex-

quisite and nice ! Observe her understanding;

how subtle and acute ! But look into her heart ;

there is the watch word, composed of parts so

minute in themselves, and so wonderfully com❤

bined, that they must be seen by a microscopic

eye to be clearly comprehended.

The perception of a woman is as quick as

lightning. Her penetration is intuition—I had

almost said instinct.-By a glance of her eye

she shall draw a deep and just conclusion. Ask

her howshe formed it-she cannot answer the

question.

As the perception of woman is surprisingly

quick, so their souls and imaginations are un-

commonly susceptible. Few of them have cul-

ture enough to write ; but when they do, how

lively are their pictures ! how animated their

descriptions ? But if few women write, they

all talk; and every man may judge of them in

this point, from every circle he goes into. Spirit

in conversation depends entirely upon fancy:

and women, all over the world talk better than

men. Have they a character to portray, or a

figure to describe? they give but three traits of

one or the other, and the character is known,

or the figure placed before our eyes? Why?

From the fine susceptibility of their imagina

tions, their fancies receive lively impressions

from those principal traits, and they paint those

impressions with the same vivacity with which

they receive them.

Get a woman of fancy warm in conversation,

she shall produce a hundred charming images,

among which there shall not be one indelicate

or coarse. Warm a man on the same subject ;

he shall probably find stronger allusions , but

they shall neither be so brilliant nor so chaste.-

Sherlock.
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CAIN:---AN ANTEDILUVIAN TALE.

From the Philadelphia Saturday Courier.

Joyis but for a moment ; happiness is like the

electric flash, which lures our spirits to soar for

an instant in other regions, and then all is mid-

night darkness: such is now the destiny of man-

such it has ever been.

With the earliest events of which we are per-

mitted a record, when this beautiful globe was

fresh from the hands of its all-wise Creator; when

he had arranged the heavens in order, and light

had appeared at his command; when the waters

took their stations, "and darkness no longer flut-

tered over the face of the great deep," then made

he fishes, and birds, and beasts, and man, with

his fair companion, to crown his work, and de-

clared it "very good."

This last exalted work, bearing the image of

the Most High, was not left to wander in the wide

world, promiscuously with meaner animals.-

There was separated for him a garden, more de-

lightful than the islands. Here the eye was

soothed with the softest verdure ; sweet music

regaled the ear; delicious fruits invited appetite ,

and the perfumes of paradise were wafted on

every breeze. And here dwelt Innocence. Can

eastern fancy describe the charms of that lovely

spot, or poetic vision glance at its joys? Alas!

how can it be told, that they were transient?—

The spoiler came. Sin entered that blest abode ,

and shame, and misery, and death. No morethe

breath of zephyrs lulled to repose, and gently

fanned the slumbers of the just; but the tempest's

roar, the lightning's glare, the thunder's crash,

raised in terrors this guilty pair from terrific

dreams and unquiet rest, and proclaimed the

dismal change that nature had sustained. They

too were lost, undone, banished; the divine image

effaced; their God offended ; the world a desert.

No words of kindness, but bitter upbraidings,

fell from their lips. What could they do-where

fly-howlive? The docile animals which used

to play around them, had now become ferocious;

tore each other to pieces, and filled the air with

angry howlings. The earth had lost its fertility;

its beauty was changed to barrenness ; moun-

tains, rocks, and burning sands, prepared sorrow

and toil for the descendants of unhappy man.

Who can speak his anguish? what power assuage

it? None butthe power Almighty can pity those

so fallen. He covered them warmly from the

chilling blast; encouraged them to persevere in

faith and patience, and promised them a Saviour.

Then they ventured again to raise their eyes to

God, and elevate their voices in prayer. Their

labour supplied their wants, and they looked to

the future with hope.

Eve had ceased to lament for the loss of her

groves and flowers, and of that loved bower

which she had twined with a careful hand, where

she had trained the white blossomed clematis to

minglewith the coral woodbine, the fragrant ho-

neysuckle with the brilliant eglantine. There

she retired during the noon-day heats, to recline

on the verdant turf, and listen in wrapt attention

to her honoured lord , whose voice was music ,

whose words instruction, and whose soft tones of

love, pure as angels' thoughts, stole on her wil-

ling ear like sounds from heaven. Such holy

colloquy was worthy of himwhoheld communion

with celestial intelligences; worthy of the first

man, rich in primeval beauty, who moved majes-

tically over the surface of this young earth, giv-

ing laws to all creatures.

Now ashade of sadness hung overtheir bright-

est moments. Uncertainty marked their pur-

suits; disappointment frustrated their hopes; pain

and pleasure were mingled together ; joy and

sorrow attended their footsteps. Still the fair

and frail one cherished in her bosom a secret

source of consolation. Whilst Adam sunk un-

der the weariness of toil, she had paid the penalty

imposed on her, and clasped inher arms her first

born son. Then she thought herself the motherof

the Saviour, for she said , " I have gotten a man,

Jehovah." How tenderly she watched his dawn-

ing beauties , and indulged herself in joyous pros-

pects and glorious speculations. Allthat he had

not of loveliness and perfection , her imagination

was ready to supply ; and when she proudly

pressed him to her heart, she believed him "the

desire of all nations," who was promised to her,

to restore her ruined state. She considered him

an eminent possession, and accordingly gave him

the name of Cain. After this she received ano-

ther gift, his brother. These two were the daily

joy of their parents, and softened the rigors of

banishment. The care of these gave a motive

to industry, which it had wanted before, and to

provide for them rendered even labour sweet.

Thus their lives glided on tranquilly, and ifthey

tasted not perfect happiness, it was something

nearly allied to it.

Cain was trained to till the earth; his brother

tended flocks. Their young ideas ranged through

all the wild luxuriancy of nature; lakes , woods,

and waterfalls. One marked the growth of

plants, the other the habits of animals ; both

watched the flight of birds , the sport of fishes,

and the ever-varying tints and figures of the

clouds.

Thesun rose and set; days passed away; month

succeeded month; and years began to be num-

bered. The pursuits of youth gave place to those

of manhood. Each one guided himself accord-

ing to his own reason, and took upon himself the

responsibilities of his own actions.

They had been early initiated in the sublime

mysteries of our holy religion. The washing

away of sin by the blood of the atonement was

$ 2
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familiar to them. They had witnessed the

slaughter of animals as typical of this magnifi-

cent sacrifice, and as a demonstration of faith in

its efficacy, and they proceeded to invest them-

selves withthe officiating dignity. "Cain brought

ofthe fruits ofthe earth an offering to the Lord;

and Abel his brother, he also brought of the

firstlings ofhis flock, and the fat thereof." The

latter was accepted; the former rejected. Cain

was exceeding angry, and discontent settled on

his countenance, where no ray of pleasure ever

dawned again. He brooded in secret over dark

designs and fearful projects, and shunned the

cheerful light. But the Holy One, who is mer-

ciful in all trouble, appeared to him, saying,

"Cain, wherefore art thou angry, and why is thy

countenance castdown? Ifthou doest well , thou

shalt surely receive favor; and if thou doest not

well, an offering for sin croucheth at thy door,

and earnestly desireth theeto exercise dominion

over it." This gentle admonition was unheed-

ed; the sweet words of love and pity were not

heard with acquiescence. Cain refused to re-

trieve his error, although so kindly and divinely

entreated.

It was probably something of professional

pride, which has flourished in the world ever

since, that induced him to offer the fruits of the

earth, instead of a lamb slain, and thus withhold

his testimony to the faith in the promised salva-

tion. He is therefore considered the first Chris-

tian infidel. Then he was the first born; and in

right of primogeniture, felt himself injured in

yielding to his brother. His pride of birth and

ofcondition were both offended. He spoke not

to any living thing, but wandered alone in the

dark forest, and in a frightful cavern matured

his horrid design.

It was not long before a fit occasion offered

for its execution, when he crept like a wolf into

the field, came near his brother, and whilst ut-

tering some faithless words, raised his impious

hand and struck him to the heart. He fell.-

Life's crimson currentflowed around him. The

earth for the first time was drenched in human

gore. The silence ofdeath was there; nosound,

no sight, but death. The winds were hushed ;

the songsters of the grove were still; theanimals

were motionless. That voice , once so sweetly

tuned to love and brotherly affection, mute for-

ever; never, never to be heard again. The last

faint traces of animation were fast receding; the

palc rose had vanished from his cheek; his coral

lip, just quivering in prayer for mercy, resigned

its bloom. Those limbs, once so graceful and so

agile, were touched by the icy finger of disso-

lution, and presented a beautiful wreck of the

fairest work of creation.

There stood Cain, alone in his misery, cold,

and fixed as marble; the hue of death was over

him, as if reflected from the lifeless being at his

feet, and if two had been slain , it would thus ap-

pear, the one erect, the other a prostrate corpse.

In stupid agony he gave a last look atthe desola-

tion he had made, and went he knew notwhither.

Then came to him a voice which roused him

from his torpor-a voice which he had heard be-

fore in sweet persuasive tones. Now it sounded

in his ear, without articulation, reproaches and

condemnation. But words also reached him-

"Where is thy brother?" Could a thousand

swords have entered his heart at the same instant

it would not have been so terrible as that little

demand. Could he have been annihilated , it

would have been joy. Still no repentant emo-

tion; but recovering his speech, in guilt-lying,

scoffing guilt-he said, " I know not;" and added,

"am 1 my brother's guardian?"

Then his Maker said to him, "What hast thou

done? the voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto

me from the ground, and now art thou cursed;

the earth shall no longer yield to thee her in-

crease. A fugitive and a vagabond shalt thou

be." And Cain said "My punishment is greater

than I can bear. Behold I am driven out this

day from the face of the earth, and from thy face

shall I be hid, and every one that findeth me

shall slay me.' And the Lord put a mark upon

Cain to arrest the murderer's hand.

His returning thoughts fixed upon his family;

those dear ones beloved in the days of innocence

and happiness, but upon the face of his injured,

tender, broken-hearted parents he could not look;

and resolved to go into the land of Nod , without a

farewell glance, without a parting word. To his

own wretched tent he turned his steps. There

where he once delighted to lay the earliest fruits

at the feet of his beautiful spouse, to prepare for

her delicate form a covering of the softest skins,

and rest in her bosom his cares; where he always

flew with alacrity to behold charms , ever attrac-

tive, and listen to a voice ever sweet and soothing;

here the sweat of his brow was wiped away by a

gentle hand, his slumbers lulled by the song of

love. And here he forgot that man had ever re-

posed in the bowers of Eden.

Nowhe approached with a reluctant step, for

his arrival was to plant desolation in that pure

heartwhichowned no other sway. She lived but

in his smile, and rejoiced to hail him as her lord.

Impatient at his protracted absence and anx-

ious , she knew not why, this lovely, unconscious

fair one left her tent, leading in one hand the lit-

tle Enoch, fresh as the May-rose, and smiling as

the morning sun; and, with the other, she press-

ed to her bosom her new-born babe, that with its

first faint smile, for a moment attracted her at-

tention and seemed to chide her sorrow.

Not long she wandered when the excited ear

of the wretched man heard her footstep , and

caught a glimpse of her airy form. At this in-

stant his step was arrested , his limbs refused their

office , he sunk upon a rock; she saw and flew to

embrace him, and ask why he had left her solong.

But what did she behold? her Cain? her eminent

possession? and yet not him. He rejected her

caresses, and thrust her from him. Tortured

with agonizing feeling, she retired a short dis-

tance and gazed intensely upon him. His hair

stood erect, his eye-balls of fire seemed starting

from their sockets, his muscular limbs were

swollen with conflicting passions, and he grasped
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in his hand a dry tree, which he seized to support

his sinking frame. Drenched in a torrent of

tears, she threw herself on the ground before

him, her flaxen curls waving over his feet, and in

anguish of soul entreated to participate of his

pain, and be restored to his favor.

The little Enoch clung around his ancles , and

raised his cherub face in infantile inquiry.

Long was it before he could speak, andthen it

was to utter only woe,-banishment to the land

ofNod. Fly my unhappy one; I must fly from

the face ofmy kindred , and of man, in guilt and

misery I am driven to the desert, a fugitive and

vagabond must I be. The earth shall be arid

although I water it with my tears, and still re-

fuse her fruits to my toil. Brambles and briars

shall spring up in my path, to lacerate my feet,

and perpetuate the memory of my crime. I am

án outcast from my fellows, and have made my-

selfa companion for the beasts of prey. O, that

some tiger would rend me, or some fierce lion

devour me, that so this wretched being might

have an end !

Omyfather! mymother ! howhaveyou plant-

ed your hopes on the sand ! and clung to a with-

ered branch for the support ofyour age ! let me

hasten away lest I see you die. And thou gen-

tle one, who was't ever kind, even as the sun-

shine after the shower ! I am not worthy of

thee now; thou mayest remain, and these little

ones, that I loved so dearly ! they have not of-

fended, and I must resign them. But this guilty

conscience which I bear with me, who can re-

lieve me of this? even now, my brain is on fire,

and the dead stands before me ! where am I?

who art thou?

Quick as thought, the beauteous being at his

feet sprung to embrace him, and rested his burn-

ing head upon her bosom. My husband, my be-

loved, there is no dead man here, it is thy wife

that loves thee, and these thy little blessings,

which used to comfort thee when the labor of

the day was past. Look up and thou shalt see

we are thine own, devoted to thee ever. We

will not leave thee ; where thou goest, there will

we go also. We will attend thee over the de-

sert, and share thy painful journey. When thou

liest down, our arms shall be thy pillow, and we

will watch the moment of thy awaking, to pre-

sent our thank offering , that sleep has visited

thine eye lids, and given thee some moments of

sweet forgetfulness . Thinkest thou that I , thy

wedded wife, who have been thy glory when the

bright presence of our God shone around us,

will desert thee now, whenthedark hour is come?

No, never will I forsake thee ! I am ready to

bravefor thee the interminable sand; sand should

the whirlwind overtake us, 1 am prepared to

suffer and die with thee there. Andthough thou

commandest me to stay, there is no country so

remote, where my foot will not pursue thee.-

From the burning regions, where the Ostrich on-

lydwells, to the frozen top of Caucasus. And if

there be other worlds embosomed in the mighty

floods, I will fearlesslyascend some floating mass,

and follow thee even there.

There, where the air has never been moved

by the sound of human voice, we will teach it to

bear our Maker's name to his own bright pavi-

lion, and he will incline his gracious ear to his

children in distress.

Despair not then my husband ! none are so

fallen as not to excite his compassion, none so

low as not to be heard. Let us pour out our

souls in humble prayer, and that shall cool thy

burning brain. Thy children will console thee,

and thy faithful wife shall yet have comfort in

seeingtheeforgiven.

Wherever we may wander, no spot is so drea-

ry that love cannot cheer. The black abodes of

evil spirits, as our kind parents have told us, is

imbittered by hatred; if love could enter there,

it would diffuse a sunbeam of joy throughout

those horrid caverns, and convert them into

something like regions ofbliss.

Whilst she was yet speaking, Cain raised his

swollen eye-balls , and a flood of tears calmed his

delirious mind. Since the good angels have not

all forsaken me, said he, I will yet praise God

for his mercy to his guilty , fallen child. Thou

shalt go with me in my banishment, and now let

us depart.

They travelled over the cultivated spots, till

the last traces of labor disappeared, and every

vestige of vegetable life became extinct. The

scorching sands afforded no resting place-their

naked feet were blistered by its reflected heat.

Hunger and thirst oppressed them-they sighed

for water and for shade-but could see only the

boundless desert and the lurid sky-the evening

came at last-welcome was its coolness. The

dews settled on their garments of skin, so as to

afford some relief to their raging thirst-they said

their evening prayers , and sleep kindly shrouded

from them the knowledge of their pains.

No singing birds greeted their awaking-no

whispering breeze played among the high bran-

ches ofthe green forest trees-sweetly inviting

the thoughts to Heaven. No murmuring rivu-

let was near in which they might bathe their

weary limbs , and revive their sinking spirits

by its freshness. Nought but the dark red

sky above, and the burning sands all around

them .

There is only One that can help, said the

lovely wife of Cain, and low in the dust 1 fall

before Him. Holy Father in Heaven! ever

merciful to thy suffering children-a mother in

the desert ventures to raise her voice to Thee,

and ask for food to save her famished children.

The treasures of the deep are thine, and thou

suppliest manyhungry souls from thence. Thou

teachest every winged fowl its course, and this

desert is no impediment to Thee-all animals are

at thy command, and thou canst direct them

even here. The good things that earth produces

are scattered from thy hand, and should it please

Thee to will it so, this barren waste might be

made prolific . I feel that thou art here, and 1

trust in thy compassion, that thou will feed us,

and guide us, and bring us to our resting-place,

and we shall yet thank Thee amid our kindred,
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and render the strange land , whither wejourney,

vocal with thy praise.

She rose, and looking eagerly before her, be-

held a small speck in the horizon, which hope

promised her might prove to be something for

their relief. They hastened onward, and the

object appeared a little larger, and seemed to

approach.

Their eyes were fixed on that spot, till they

could discover the figure of a camel ; it had

strayed from its companions, and came on rapidly

towards them. Their hearts overflowed with

gratitude, for God had sent them a supply. Fi-

nally, they reached their destined abode-but

the tender scenes ofhome and friends , would of-

ten rise like spectres to their nightly dreams , and

haunt their waking visions. The love of country

cannotbe extinguished;-though they must never

behold it more.

In the land of his exile , Cain sustained the

curse;-bitter were his recollections , and painful

his weary pilgrimage; he was a solitary man—

and often sought the wildest spots of the woody

desert to indulge his grief. Tradition informs

us, that in one of these gloomy retreats, he was

reclining at noon day, when Lamech, his fifth

descendant, pursuing the chase with a young

man, drow near the spot, and was told by him,

who heard a sound of movement in the thicket ,

that a wild beast was there. Quickly he drew

his bow , and the last sigh of Cain announced that

his life and his misery were ended. Lamech,

discovering what he had done, drew his bow a

second time, and his attendant fell dead at his

feet. " Then," said Lamech, to his two wives,

Adah and Zillah, " I have slain a man to my

wounding, and a young man to my hurt."

Thus perished Cain, and as all created things

must have an end, so his suffering was terminat-

ed. Ye, who have never learned the control of

passion, consider Cain , and be wise.

F. OF NEW YORK.

USES OF THE COMMON IVY.

WHY is it that every one is pleased with the

common ivy? There is a charm about that plant

which all feel, but none can tell why. Observe

it hanging from the arch of some old bridge , and

consider the degree of interest it gives to that

object. The bridge may be beautifully situated,

the stream passing through its arches clear

and copious ; but still it is the ivy which gives

the finish and picturesque effect. - Mouldering

towers and castles, and ruined cloisters , interest

our feelings in a degree more or less by the cir-

cumstance of their being covered or not by the

ivy. Precipices, which else would exhibit only

their naked barren walls, are clothed by it in a

rich and beautiful vesture. Old trees , whose

trunks it surrounds, assume a great variety of

aspect ; and, indeed, it is a most important agent

in forming the beauty and variety of rural land-

scape. It is also as useful as it is beautiful ; and,

among its uses, I would include the very thing

ofwhich I am now speaking , for 1 have no idea

that the forms and colours in nature please the

eye by a sort of chance. If I admire the ivy

clinging to, and surmounting some time-worn

tower, and the various tints that diversify the

parts of the ruin not hidden by it, I can only

refer the pleasure I experience to the natural

construction of the human mind, which the Al-

mighty has formed to feel a pleasure in contem-

plating the external world around it. Who is

insensible to the beauties of nature at the rising

and setting of the summer sun ? Who can be-

hold the moon-beams reflected from some silent

river, lake, or sea, and not feel happy in the

sight? None, I believe, in early life.-When

hardened in the ways of men-when the chief

good pursued is the accumulation of wealth, the

acquisition of power, or the pursuit of pleasure,

so called, then mankind lose a sense ofthe beau-

ties ofnature; but never, perhaps, till then. A

love for them is inherent in the mind, and almost

always shows itself in youth ; and if cherished at

that period, by education , would seldom be de-

stroyed or become dormant in after life as it now

so generally is. The ivy is of vast advantage to

the smaller birds, as it affords them shelter in

winter, and a retreat for building their nests in

spring and summer. It is in fructification in

October and November, and the sweet juice

which its flowers exude supports an infinity of

insects in autumn , while its berries are a store of

nutriment for many birds in the early spring.-

Letters to a young Naturalist.

MAY YOU DIE AMONG YOUR KINDRED.

BY GREENWOOD.

Ir is a sad thing to feel that we must die away

from our home. Tell not the invalid who is

yearning after his distant country, that the at-

mosphere around him is soft ; that the gales are

filled with balm, and the flowers are springing

from the green earth ;-he knows that the soft-

est air to his heart would be the air which hangs

over his native land ; that more grateful than

all the gales of the south, would breathe the

low whispers of anxious affection ; that the very

icicles clinging to his own eaves, and the snow

beating against his own windows, would be far

more pleasant to his eyes, than the bloom and

verdure which only more forcibly remind him

how far he is from that one spot which is dearer

to him than the world beside. He may, indeed ,

find estimable friends, who will do all in their

power to promote his comfort and assuage his

pains ; but they cannot supply the place of the

long known and the long loved ; they cannot

read, as in a book, the mute language of his

face; they have not learned to wait upon his

habits , and anticipate his wants, and he has

not learned to communicate, without hesitation,

all his wishes , impressions, and thoughts, to

them. He feels that he is a stranger ; and a

more desolate feeling than that could not visit

his soul.-How much is expressed by that form

of oriental benediction-May you die among

your kindred.
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THE MINSTREL'S WARNING.

BY THE HON. MRS. NORTON.

" HEAR her not ! she plays her part

With a cold and loveless heart,

Skilled in every crafty charm

That can lure the soul to harm ;

Wanton glance , and low-breathed sighs-

Caution's tongue that still denies .

Master, dear ! oh! hear me now,

Rise and break thy sinfulvow !

"When the curled lashes rise

From those dark and laughing eyes,

Stealthily, as ifto show

All the light that lurks below;

Likethe sun from greenwood breaking

When the forest leaves are shaking-

Turn not then to gaze again,

Rise, and burst th' unholy chain !

"When her cheek to thine is prest,

And those taperfingers rest

Lightly on thy arm ,to know

Why such anger clouds thy brow ;

When that voice whose simplest word

Thrills thy fond heart's inmost chord,

Tempts thee with a prayer to stay-

Rise and fling that hand away !

" Man doth fear the coiled snake

Glitt'ring in the leafy brake ;

Yet in woman's serpent eyes,

More of death and danger lies ;

More ofpoison and disgrace

In the coil of her embrace.

Master dear! the choice is thine ,

Rise, and burst the serpent twine.

"Rise ere yet thy honoured name

Is breathed with scorn , and heard with shame !

Rise, already in the fight

They have missed thee , laggard knight !''

Vainly loud the minstrel sang-

Vainlyloud his wild harp rang-

Rosy lips were whispering near

Which almost touched the listener's ear,

And the battle day was past,

When the knight awoke at last.

Where's the voice shall cheer him now

Or bid him raise his humbled brow,

While the past doth only seem

Like a wild and fevered dream ?

Hath he given his all on earth

But to share a wanton's mirth?

Hath he bartered honour, fame,

For a hope without a name?

From the topmost battlement

His eagle glance is downward sent,

Where his fellow warriors come,

Marching gladly to their home,

Whiletheir pennons all unfurled

By the welcome breeze are curled.

The fosse is deep-the wall is high-

He gazes, and resolves to die !

Tothe hill and to the dell

He hath groaned a last farewell ;

To the standard which may wave

O'erthe conquering soldier's grave,

But o'erthat of recreant knight

Flings no shadow ' thwart the light:

To all , with feeble voice and low,

He faulters a farewell ofwoe !

" Thou! whose bright blade never failed

Whenthe foeman's hand prevailed-

Thou whose foot , though fleet it be,

Never yet hath learned to flee-

Thou whose mute and faithful eye

Watched when I slept wearily-

Hound , and steed , and trusty sword ,

Ye must seek another Lord !"

From the battlement he sprang

And the winds his requiem sang.

MY WISH.

BY R. BADNALL.

WHEN Death its dreary garb shall spread

In dark oblivion round my head-

And every vital feeling close,

Aslow as humble as it rose ;

'Twould please me that a modest tomb

Should call to mind my vanished doom-

Yet let no gaudy work augment

The value of the monument ;

I wish it not-the unpolished stone

Can tell far more than I have done.

Upon it I should much desire

To have, erect, a simple lyre-

And should the stranger, wandering by,

Behold it with a curious eye,

Thou who rememberest, let him know-

'Twas wished by one who sleeps below !

And round the lyre I've dared to name,

Mycountry , if one wreath of fame

Be not too sacred for my lays,

Oh grant it, as thy meed of praise !

That meed which to this heart withir,

Is morethan worlds of wealth can win-

That meed, which tells that, ere I go

Forever from this scene below,

That inspiration which hath wrought

The power of sense-the power of thought-

Hath notfrom its high fount ofHeaven

In vain been wrought-in vain been given ;

Alive-I have not lived a drone-

And, dying, have not died unknown !

Yea, could this throbbing heart foretell

That round my last-cold-earthly cell,

Thetwilight ofmy vanished mind

Admired , might linger still behind-

Myscene of happiest life had closed ,

Like infant beauty when reposed,

Unconscious, on maternal breast,

Serenely--mercifully blest !

But such may never be-I've braved

The toils oflife--I've madly slaved

For fortune, through its dangerous course,

And slaving, I have found remorse !

Fortune was never made for me,

Through bonds oftoil and slavery?

Myheart must throb, as it was born,

In freedom-or asunder torn ,

Dissolve like vapour in the wind,

A victim to a headstrong mind.

My die is cast- 1 either live

To claim the honours Fame will give,

Or weak and impotent I die,

Tolie, where other poltroons lie !

Thou hateful sepulchre of dust-

My heart -thy feelings let me scan-

I must die with thee, ifI must !-

I will survive thee, ifI can!
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DANTE ALIGHIERI.

Among other sketches of eminent men, contained in a

cotemporary publication, the following is not the least

interesting :

DANTE ALIGHIERI was born in 1292, of a

noble family of Florence, at a time when the

rival factions of the Guelphs, and Ghibellines

made that city the prey of carnage and civil war.

He joined the party and shared the fate of the

former; was driven from his native city, and

lived for many years a life of exile, want and

danger. Receiving no aid from those whose

cause he had espoused so unhesitatingly , he went

over at last, either from revenge or despair, to

the opposite party. He never, however, revisit-

ed the city which his talents were to immortalize,

but his sufferings to disgrace forever. He closed

a life oftrouble and sorrowin a foreign land, and

yet sleeps ,

" Like Scipio, buried by the upbraiding shore.”

There was much in the events of his life , and the

situation ofhis country, to stir up all the bitter-

ness of his naturally gloomy spirit. He saw his

beloved Florence the prey of foreign violence

and domestic treachery ; sold by her children

and plundered by her friends. He was himself

a victim, whose fortune and hopes had been

blasted by the same pestilence which had de-

stroyed her honour and happiness . He had lost

a noble rank and independent fortune. He had

been the victim of injustice and insult, the sport

of hazard, the prey of misery. Reduced to seek

shelter with the enemies he hated and despised,

he had felt, as he says himself,

" How salt the savour is of others' bread,

How hard the passage to descend and climb

By others' stairs."

No wonder, then, that we see at every line the

workings of just and implacable resentment,

proud and honest sorrow, wounded yet faithful

patriotism ; no wonder that his wrongs and suf-

ferings have given the same dark tinge to his

writings which they shed over his life and temper.

His principal work, it is needless to say, is

"La Divina Commedia ; " called divine, not from

a pardonable vanity in the author, but from the

sacred nature of its subject. The word comedy

does not indicate any thing dramatic in its form.

He adopted it as denoting a lower grade of

poetry than the epic , to which rank he supposed

the Eneid to have exclusive claim ; and as he

most probably had never read, and certainly had

never seen a comedy, he knew not that there

was any impropriety in the title.-The plan of

the work is grand, yet simple. It is the journey

of the author through hell, purgatory, and para-

dise, and describes the punishments of one and

the joys of the other. Entering at the surface of

the earth he finds himself in avast cavity, reach-

ing to the centre by a series of circles, in each

of which some crimes are visited with their ap-

propriate torments. Lucifer sits at the centre,

imprisoned in anocean of ice. Beyond the fiend

lies purgatory, in the form of a cone, reaching to

the surface of the opposite hemisphere, where he

places the terrestrial paradise. The celestial pa-

radise is beyond this , divided into seven heavens ,

and sprinkled with stars and planets, the abodes

ofhappy spirits .

It is in the first division of the work that he

puts forth all his strength. There are a few fine

passages in the Purgatory, but as a whole this

and the Paradise are tedious and disfigured by

the perplexed metaphysics and polemics of the

age. But the Inferno, to make amends , abounds

with beauties; such, too, as few have imitated ,

and none have ever rivalled. In relating the

punishments ofthe wicked he displays the great-

est powers ofthought and language ; and nothing

canbe brought home to the mind with more hor-

rible fidelity than their foul and fearful torments.

He does not seek to dazzle or astonish ; it is a

man telling a story whichhe feels deeply himself,

and whose only aim is to set the events he de-

scribes clearly before his hearers, no matterhow

rough the expressions or homely the images he

employs. The great secret of the strong impres-

sion he makes is, that he avoids burying his sub-

ject under a load of extraneous circumstances,

or surrounding it with bright but bewildering or-

naments. He brings it before you, unadorned

with pomp oflanguage or beauty of illustration,

but clear, natural, and forcible in its simplicity.

The measure of the poem is one invented by

him, and since called terza rima, that is, two

rhymes are repeated alternately three times

each. This measure, singular as it seems, has

been extensively and skilfully used in Italy , and

Byron has employed it in " The Prophecy of

Dante," with as much success as our language

will allow.

His style in general is hard and rough ; ob-

scure sometimes from his abrupt energy ; often

from the metaphysical speculations into which

he wanders , and oftener still from the local allu-

sions with which his works are crowded. His

are not the light touches of a pencil dipped in

the rainbow ; he is rather one who would write

on marble, who strikes with rude strength, and

whose blows sink deep. His works wear the

gloomy colouring of his mind. He was of a

grave, lofty, reflective spirit, hardened by adver-

sity, and embittered by suffering, hence there is

little glow of poetic fervor, little play ofthe ima-

gination about him. But when the frown his

face generally wears does relax, the smile that

lights it up is doubly brilliant from the contrast ;

and when his genius does flash forth from the

gloom in which it loves to shroud itself, it has

the brightness of the lightning breaking the

darkness of the storm. Hence when he inter-

rupts his plain narrative for some episode of pa-

thos or of power, the effect is inconceivably

beautiful ; in particular, we may instance the

story of Francesca di Rimina, one of the most
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affecting tales of guilty , yet delicate and tender

love, that ever was clothed in verse ; and the

darker, yet still more masterly picture, of the

death of Count Ugolino and his sons by famine.

In this last episode there is no load of ornament,

no exaggeration of superlatives. It is a plain

tale of intense suffering and mortal agony ; but

all the horrors of the diseased imagination, all

the night-mare dreams of German mysticism,

never came up to its simple, appalling reality.

No man exercised so great, so honourable and

so extensive a literary influence as Dante.

Homer died without having instructed the igno-

rance or aroused the emulation of his country-

men; and Virgil shone but as a single star in a

bright and thickly set constellation. But Dante

found the Italians illiterate , and left them arous-

ed and enlightened, and substituted strength and

confidence for the helpless weakness of their

minds ; hence his popularity is one of the proud-

est that any poet ever enjoyed . The natural

beauty of Shakspeare is unintelligible and un-

pleasing to the artificial taste of other countries ;

and Milton soars beyond the reach of their short-

sighted gaze. The very names of many of our

poets are unknown to the foreign critic . But

the sweetness and melody of the Italian language,

which makes it every where the chosen vehicle

ofmusic, introduces the knowledge of the riches

of its literature as well as of the graces of its

harmony ; and Dante, like Homer, is appreciat-

ed and admired, where the noblest flights of the

English muse would be pursued by the carpings

of petty criticism. Abroad, even national pre-

judice does not deny him the highest honours ; at

home his popularity amounts almost to idolatry.

His works are studied as a branch of education,

and the explanation of them has risen almost to

a science. The beauty of his style , the gran-

deur of his conceptions, the living accuracy of

his pictures, these the Italians admire, repeat

and consecrate as the richest legacy of one ge-

neration to another. These are only claims on

their respect, but he is entitled to and receives

the further tribute of their gratitude. Their

loved and boasted language is his gift. His

strong creative mind brought together its scat-

tered atoms ; and they united in that fabric of

beautiful strength and harmonious proportion, of

whichhe is at once architect and the noblestorna-

ment. Fromhis works , too , theydraw the purest

and noblestlessons of patriotism , and learn to cast

off sectional jealousies, and glory in the name of

that common country which he loved, forgave

and lamented.

It is doing no injustice to the memory of Mil-

ton to compare him with Dante. Both arose in

times of fierce dissentions, tumultuous anarchy,

and riotous license ; and the mind of each was

borne along by the tide of popular feeling , which

swayed their lives . Each arose also in the

thickest of the struggle between prejudice and

liberality, oppression and resistance ; and to

their credit, to the credit of genius, and the cre-

dit of human nature be it spoken, each was

found on the side of truth and justice . Not like

the indolent philanthropists of the school of

Rousseau ,

Nursingin some delicious solitude

Their slothful loves and dainty sympathies ;"

but armed champions in the lists , periling them-

selves and all that belonged to them in support

ofthe good cause. Eachwas the eloquent apos-

tle, each was ready to become the martyr of

freedom. Both laboured with the same benevo-

lent zeal for the welfare of their countrymen.

Milton employed his pen in the Areopagitica,

the Tract on education , the Defensio Populi An-

glicani. Dante's works were of the same honour-

able and useful character, the Treatise de Vul-

gari Eloquio, which led to the cultivation of the

language, and La Divina Commedia, which

formed and fixed it.

Such is the similarity of their characters-in

their writings there are more points of difference

than of resemblance. Milton's mind was high,

excursive, and contemplative ; Dante's quick,

stern, decided. Milton's power of association

was unbounded ; it embraced and combined

"All thinking things , the object of all thought."

Dante, whether the object before him was

gloomyor beautiful, mean or majestic , saw it and

spoke ofit only as it was. Milton is like Noah's

dove, which wandered over earth and air before

it returned to its resting-place ; Dante, like the

falcon which fastens its eye on its prey, and lights

upon it at once. Milton is like the sun extend-

ing its rays throughout the universe ; spreading

undivided and operating unspent ; Dante, like

the lightning, flashing out from the midst of

"thick clouds and dark," and descending in daz-

zling and blasting power on its victim.

The difference of their characters we can dis-

cover or at least fancy in their portraits. On

the high calm forehead for Milton we can see en-

throned the soaring spirit which rose in its me-

ditations beyond this visible sphere into the dis-

tant glories of immensity, and went on its wayin

pride and triumph, where other minds paused,

bewildered and trembling. His features speak

ofa soul regulated by rigid discipline, stored with

all wholesome learning, purified by fervent

piety, which bore as little of the stain of this

world as ever did any of mortal mould. Dante's

face is that of a man of sterner and more intense

passions, quicker and more irritable feeling. His

brow has not the calm expressionof Milton's ; it is

contracted into a thousand wrinkles, the foot

prints ofthe various emotions ,

" Love, hatred, pride, hope, sorrow, all save fear,"

which chased each other through his brain.

Dante lived in the world, and found nothing un-

congenial to his taste in his contests and employ-

ments. Milton became Latin Secretary to

Cromwell, and the champion of his party from a

sense ofduty; but, while he cheerfully performed

his task he would rather have retired from the

“busy hum of men." to lead the peaceful reli-

gious life of pensive but not gloomy melancholy,

solemn, yet not sad musing, he describes so ex-

quisitely. Dante was of the Roman temper of
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Cæsar and Cato, Milton had more of the attic

elegance of Plato and Xenophon . The one loved

to be first in a crowd of combatants, the uther

"
Apart, sat on a hill retired,

In thought more elevate, and reasoned high

OfProvidence, foreknowledge , will , and fate."

Dante we have always thought a greater master

of the affections than Milton. He is more vivid

and dramatic in his sketches ; quicker, more fer-

vent and impassioned in his tone of thought.

Neither ofthemwould have had much success in

treating the other's subject. The Englishman

wanted a fair field , untouched and unapproacha-

ble by man; the Italian could not " build the

lofty rhyme," without the abundant material

which the business and the passion of the world

supplied. The gloomy caves of hell would not

have furnished him with inspiration had he not

peopled them with real beings, and filled them

with the vindictive jealousies and sharp contests

of his own stormy and eventful life.

Dante is often rough and homely in his narra-

tive. Milton's faults are the contrary, metaphy-

sical obscurity and over refinement. He never

forgets himself; though his wing after too high a

flight may sometimes flag, he never entirely

droops his pinion-to use his own happy expres-

sion, on him, wherever he moved

" A pompofwinning graces waited still."

He is a magician , whose art can cover every

barren spot with flowers, and beguile the tedious

way he leads us by the splendid scenery he scat-

ters round it. Dante is rather a fellow traveller

with us, who in a long journey is sometimes dull

and tiresome, sometimes harsh and repulsive,

but whom we always feel to be aman of nocom-

mon order, and whose powers whenpassion gives

them eloquence or energy, can startle, soothe,

dazzle, or terrify us at will. We love the honest

hatred of wrong, the quick sensitive pride, the

constant though wounded patriotism of his cha-

racter ; we admire the intensity, sternness, and

simple majesty of his genius, and only regret that

he speaks a foreign tongue, and not our own.

Had he been an Englishmanhe wouldhave made

a noble triumvir, to share with Shakspeare and

Milton the empire of the literary world.

TO THE EVENING WIND.

BY WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.

SPIRIT, that breathest thro' my lattice ! Thou

That cool'st the twilight ofthe sultry day ;

Gratefully flows thy freshness round my brow :-

Thou hast been out upon the deep at play,

Riding all day the wild blue waves till now ;

Roughening their crests, and scattering high their spray,

And swellingthe white sail. I welcomethee

Tothe scorch'd land , thou wanderer ofthe sea !

Nor I alone-athousand bosoms round ,

Inhale thee in the fulness ofdelight ;

And languid forma rise up, and pulses bound ,

Livelier at coming from the Wind ofnight:-

And languishing to hearthy grateful sound

Lies the vast inland, stretched beyond the sight ;

Goforth-into the gathering shade-go forth-

God's blessing, breath'd upon the fainting Earth !

Go-rock the little wood-bird in his nest-

Curl the still waters, bright with stars, and rouse

The wide old wood from his majestic rest,

Summoning, from the innumerable boughs

The strange deep harmonies that haunt his breast,

Pleasant shall be thy way, where meekly bows

The shutting flower, and darkling waters pass-

And 'twixt the o'ershadowing branches and the grass.

The faint old man will lean his silver head

To feel thee; thou shalt fan the child in sleep

And drythe moistened curls that overspread

His temples, while his breathing grows more deep;

And they that stand about the sick man's bed

Shall joy to listen to thy distant sweep ;

And softly part his curtains to allow

Thy visit, grateful to his burning brow.

Go-but the circle of eternal Change

Which is the life of Nature, shall restore

With sounds and scents, from all thy mighty range,

Thee to the birth place of the Deep once more:

Sweet odours in the sea air, sweet and strange,

Will tell the home-sick mariner ofthe shore ;

And listening to thy murmur, he shall dream

He hears the rustling leaf and running stream .

1 LOVED THEE.

FROM " SUMMER AND WINTER LOVES."

-

ILOVED thee till I knew

That thou hadst loved before,

Then love to coldness grew,

And passion's reign was o'er ;

What care I for thelip,

Ruby although it be,

Ifanother once might sip

Those sweets now given to me?

What care I for the glance ofsoft affection full

Iffor another it once beam'd as beautiful ?

That ringlet ofdark hair-

'Twas worth a miser's store ;

It was a spell ' gainst care

That next my heart I wore:

But ifanother once

Could boast as fair a prize,

Myringlet I renounce,

'Tis worthless in my eyes ;

I envy not the smiles in which a score may bask-

I value not the gift which all may have who ask.

A maiden heart give me,

That lock'd and sacred lay,

Though tried by many a key

That ne'er could find the way,

Till I, by gentler art,

Touch'd the long hidden spring,

And found that maiden heart

In beauty glittering-

Amidst its herbage buried like a flower,

Or like a bird that sings deep in its leafy bower.

No more shall sigh ofmine

Be heaved for what is past ;

Take back that gift of thine,

Itwas the first-the last.

Thou mayest not love him now

So fondly as thon didst ,

But shall a broken vow

Be prized because thou bidst-

Be welcomed as the love for which my soul doth long !

No, Lady ! love ne'er sprang out of deceit and wrong.
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THE BIBLE.

THIS little book I'd ratherown,

Than all the gold and gems

That e'er in monarch's coffers shone

Than all their diadems ,

Nay were the seas one chrysolite,

The earth onegolden ball,

And diamonds all the stars ofnight,

This book wereworth them all.

Ah! no-the soul ne'er found relief

In glittering hoards ofwealth ;

Gems dazzle not the eye ofgrief,

Gold cannot purchase health.

But here a blessed balm appears

To heal the deepest wo,

And those who seek this book in tears,

Their tears shall cease to flow.

"I'VE SEEN HER SMILE."

I've seen her smile-and thought it bliss

To bask within such sunlight rays,

To catch the graceful features move

Uponthe lovely face to gaze.

I've seen her smile , and all around

Confess'd the rapture smiles inspire,

Each tongue delighting in her praise,

Each look betraying inward fire.

I've seen her weep-the large bright tear

Stood sparkling in her eye of blue ;

Her quiv'ring lips were cold and pale,

Her cheeks had lost their roseate hue,

But still so lovely did she seem,

Sobeauteous, e'en In sorrow's fears,

That let whowill have Sylvia's smiles

I covet, only, Sylvia's tears !
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DEATH PRODUCED BY THE FEAR OF DYING.

THE importance of removing every cause of

fear from the minds of those who are labouring

under disease, and of inspiring them with hopes

ofrecovery, is well understood by every expe-

rienced practitioner. A fearful and desponding

state of mind, will often render unmanageable,

or even fatal, a slight affection ; while a serene

and buoyant disposition has frequently carried a

patient through a serious attack, during which

his life was placed inthe most imminent peril. In

all dangerous diseases, the person in whom

there is the least fear of dying, has invariably,

other circumstances being the same, the fairest

chance of surviving. Men of a desponding tem-

perament are apt, in critical situations , to be

overwhelmed by their very terrors ; they are

drowned by their too eager struggles to emerge

-they would keep afloat, if they but remained

quiescent.

One circumstance, which may tend to pro-

tract, year after year, the life of consumptive

patients is, that they in general either do not ex-

pect a fatal event, or wait for it with an exem-

plary and enviable resignation . This interesting,

and for the most part , amiable class of patients ,

excite the sympathy of others, in proportion as

they appear to be divested of anxiety about

themselves. They often seem to leave us most

willingly, with whom we are least willing to

part.

Predictions of death, whether supposed to be

supernatural or originating from human autho-

rity, have often , in consequence of the depres-

sing operation of fear, been punctually fulfilled.

The anecdote is well attested of the licentious

Lord Littleton , that he expired at the very

stroke ofthe clock, which, in adream or suppos-

ed vision, he had been forwarned would be the

signal ofhis departure.

It is recorded of a person who had been sen-

tenced to be bled to death, that, instead of the

punishment being actually inflicted , he was made

to believe that his veins had been opened, by

causing water, when his eyes were blindfolded,

to trickle down his arm. The mimicry of an

operation, however, stopped as completely the

movements of life , as if an entire exhaustion of

the vivifying fluid had been effected . The indi-

vidual lost his life, although not his blood , by this

imaginary venesection. We read of another un-

fortunate being, who had been condemned to

lose his head, that the moment after it had been

laid upon the block , a reprieve arrived ; but the

victim was already sacrificed. His ear was now

deaf to the dilatory mercy ; the living principle

having been as effectually extinguished by the

fear ofthe axe, as it would have been by its fall.

-Many of the deaths which take place upon a

field of battle, without the individuals being

wounded in the slightest degree, all of which

were formerly attributed to the wind of a flying

ball, are no doubt to be accounted for from the

sedative effects of intense fear. In Lesinkey's

voyages around the world, there is an account,

the truth of which is attested by other naviga-

tors, ofa religious sect in the Sandwich Islands,

who arrogate to themselves the power of pray-

ing people to death. Whoever incurs their dis-

pleasure receives notice that the homicidical li-

tanyis about to commence ; and such are the ef-

fects of imagination , that the very notice is fre-

quently sufficient, with these poor people, to

produce the effect. Tell a timorous man, even ~

though brought up amid all the light of civiliza-

tion , that he will die, and if he has been in the

habit of looking up with reverence to your opi-

nion, in all probability he will sink into his grave

--though otherwise his life might have been pro-

longed. Pronounce the sentence with sufficient

decision and solemnity, and, under certain cir-

cumstances, it will execute itself.

We are not advocates for imposing wantonly

or unnecessarily upon the hopes of an invalid,

under the pretence of remedying his distemper.

T2
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Deception, however skilful, is liable to disco-

very, and when once detected, an individual for-

feits his future right to credit and authority. By

raising hopes where the speedy event shows that

there existed no ground for them , we deprive

ourselves of the power, for ever after, of inspir-

ing confidence in those cases where we have

not the least suspicion of danger. But by terri-

fying the imagination of the sick, to create dan-

ger, where none had previously existed ; by some

treacherous logic to reason an individual into

illness, or when a trifling ailment is present to

aggravate it into a serious malady, by represent-

ing it as already such, is what we would most

strenuously urge all who are called upon to mi-

nister to those of feeble health, or to surround

the bed of sickness, carefully to guard against.

-Letthe expression of gloom be banished from

the face ofthe medical attendant. Let the lan-

guage of cheerfulness and of comfort dwell upon

his tongue-but above all , guard the sick from

the melancholy foreboding and gloomy predic-

tions ofindiscreet friends and tattling neighbours.

If, during a serious illness, a patient hears ac-

cidentally of the death ofsome old acquaintance,

especially if it be a person ofnearly the same age

as himself, or affected with the same, or a some-

what similar complaint, it will, not so much

from sorrow for the loss as by exciting or ag-

gravating his apprehensions for his own fate, be

calculated to produce an unfavorable effect

upon the termination of his malady. Even in

ordinary health, the shock we feel at the final

departure of a friend, still in the prime of life,

may often arise , in part at least, from the unwel-

come hint which it gives us of our own mortali-

ty. Another circumstance, which has often ac-

celerated death, is the preparation which we

make for it, when sickness has approached us,

in the post obit disposal of our worldly property.

Many a sick man has died of making his will.-

After having fixed the signature to his last tes-

tament, viewing it as a kind of prelude to thefu-

neral ceremonies, the spirits and strength ofthe

invalid will often be found irretrievably to sink ;

no mental stimulus will subsequently arouse

him , no medicine afford mitigation to his com-

plaint. This fact constitutes a powerful argu-

ment in favor of performing this duty to survi-

vors, whilst yet in a state of health and vigor,

when the task will have a better chance ofbeing

judiciously executed , and at the same time, with-

out any risk of disturbance or injury to the body

or to the mind.

FLIRTATION.

Lady Arabella Starchley's dressing-room. She

isseatedin anantiquehigh-backed elbow-chair,

netting, with large silver-rimmed spectacles

over her eyes; andvis-a-visthe Hon. Catherine

Somerton, costume asfor a morning visit.

Lady Arab. Speak plainly, child--speak

plainly, I beg; an old fashioned body like me,

cannot well understand your very fine modern

mode of expressing the simplest things in the

world.

Miss S. Well, Madam, I will endeavour to

render myself as intelligible, to you, as possible.

I was saying-

Lady Arab. Ay, true, Kitty, my dear, so you

were; something about Flirtation, I believe.

Miss S. Yes, grandmamma, and-

Lady Arab. Ofwhich, I think, that amongst

the young people of the present day, there is a

great deal too much.

Miss S. Odear, no ! You mistake ; we scarcely

know what real flirtation is. I do assure you,

that there is no term in the English language so

misunderstood, and generally misapplied.

Lady Arab. Ay, Miss-understood, and Miss-

applied I have little doubt, child. Eh ! (raising

her eyes from her work, and fixing them upon

Miss Somerton, whilst a kind of grim half-smile

plays about her lips . )

Miss S. Your ladyship is pleased to be face-

tious, but I am serious in my assertion.

Lady Arab . And I'm sure , so am I ; for in my

young days, girls never flirted. They were not

so forward as they are now, and scarcely pre-

sumed to open their lips to gentlemen.

Miss S. Except at the opera, and behind their

conveniently monstrous fans at church,and every

other public place.

Lady Arab. Fye, fye, Kate ! No insinuations

against the moral and religious conduct of the

young women of those days, I beg.

Miss S. And did they never flirt theirfans,

grandmamma, according to the Spectator's di-

rections ?

Lady Arab. Hey? what? I'm rather deaf this

morning, Catherine, and you must speak louder

ifyou wish to be heard.

Miss S. (In a rather louder tone.) And did

the ladies of your young days, never patch, and

paint, and languish, and swoon, at, and for the

gentlemen.

Lady Arab. Child, now you stun me ! Do

speak more gently, or hold your tongue.

Miss S. And was there no transmission of-of

-well, if I use a French word, you will say you

do not understand me, so I must at once ask, was

there no interchange of love-letters between-

Lady Arab. Also, Catherine, the young wo-

men ofmy day, were brought up never to look a

gentleman full in the face.

Miss S. Indeed? This, then, was the reason,

1 presume, why Steele, Addison, and other wri-
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ters of about that period, quiz and censure so

mercilessly the Oglers, for their base under-eyed

proceedings. And the stately, graceful, hour's-

long minuet, I am to suppose, was paced by the

male and female aristocracy of Great Britain,

blindfolded, that they might not yield to the

temptation of surveying each other's handsome

figures and faces.

LadyArab. Hush, babbler ! hush! Howdurst

you profane the memory of the courtly immacu-

late minuet! -Alas ! (sighs) that its glories should

have been superseded by the tricksey vanities

of these galloping , whirling, and stamping days !

How durst you, I say, profane the memory of

that blessed decorous dance , by insinuations , to

say the least of them, so senseless , and absurd?

But, I repeat, Catherine Somerton , I repeat, the

young girls ofmy time, neverflirted!

Miss S. Perhaps not exactly as we do ; or,

rather, as we do not, for I also must repeat, that

by the usages of modern society, the continual

change of partners, the customs which mammas

now maintain, of pinning their daughters to their

very gowns during a ball ; the music parties, in

which to utter a syllable, is treason ; and the

formal dinners, to which young people are sel-

dom invited, or, if asked, at which they find

themselves pinioned down to a table filled with

old married people who can give return dinners;

these customs , I say, and a thousand others , not

to mention those crying evils of the age-the

clubs-absolutely prohibitflirtation.

Lady Arab. There is some truth, perhaps , in

what you affirm, my dear ; but as to being pinned

during a ball to your mother's apron string, you

very well know that nobody enjoys more dancing

than yourself.

Miss S. I did not particularly allude to myself;

I spoke generally of, and for, my sex, who I am

endeavouring to prove to your ladyship , have

fewer opportunities for what you are pleased to

term flirtation, than even what were allowed by

the strict decorum which regulated society in the

young days of my revered great-grandmother.

For instance, we are obliged to change our part-

ners in the dance , upon an average, every fifteen

minutes ; you, I believe, kept the same during a

whole evening's series of minuets and contre

danses, whereby-

Lady Arab. Yes, my dear ! and charming

things too were those country-dances, as I re-

member them ; your great-grandfather, poor

Lord Starchley, and myself, in one, first became

acquainted, and a very little contrivance afforded

us opportunities of dancing many more toge-

ther.

Miss S. And are you sure you did notflirt?

Lady Arab. (Stiffly) There were more mar-

riages, Miss Somerton, in those days , and fewer

foolishflirtations.

Miss S. Ay, Lady Arabella, now then I begin

to understand you, and really fancy that some of

our ideas on this subject may assimilate. " More

marriages in the days of your youth, and fewer

Airtations!" By this , I presume you mean to

infer, that when a partiality existed between the

partners of a country-dance, instead of wasting

their time in mere nonsensical parleying , they

came to arrangements respecting more perma» 、

nent engagements, in a regular , rational, sober ,

systematic, and scientific style ; whilst between

couples who were perfectly indifferent to each

other, discourse was dragged on in the most

ennuyant manner possible , upon desultory topics.

Lady Arab. Ah, Kate ! Kate ! those werethe

days for young people after all. Nobody now,

especially in the court circles, knows what love

is, or how to make it!

Miss S. But we were talking ofFlirtation.

Lady Arab. So we were, Catherine, and my

poor head begins sadly to fail me.

Miss S. If I understand your Ladyship, you

merely receive flirtation in its restricted, and, as

I think, its real sense ; that is , a kind of light,

and general love-making, acquired as a thing of

course , a habit ofconversation

Lady Arab. (A very shameful one, I'm sure. )

Miss S. Bythose whose extreme heartlessness,

and mental vacillations, preclude them from

forming any serious and sincere attachment.

LadyArab. Yes, Catherine, my dear, you are

right; I certainly did suppose that Flirtation

meant, in these days, just what it did in mine-

an immodest practice of universal love-making,

which used to be exceedingly censured in young

ladies then; and to call a girl a flirt, was a real

stigma on her character ; but I have understood

the case is altered now.

Miss S. Yes, because the term is wont to be

so misapplied,that if it retains its original mean-

ing, no woman cares that it should be attached

to her, since the very injustice of the accusation

destroys its sting. I do not mean to assert that

there are no such beings as Flirts in existence,

but when a girl is termed a Flirt, because she

dances more than one set of Quadrilles with the

same partner ; because she smiles, or frowns ;

because she laughs and converses with many

gentlemen, or only with one; because she looks

him in the face, or casts her eyes upon the

ground; because , because-in short, dear grand-

mamma, you have lived long enough in the world

to know, that it is very, very fanciful and ill-

natured.

Lady Arab. (Ill-natured indeed ! Poor child !

and has experience also taught thee this lesson?)

Miss S. I do assure you, were a young gen-

tleman and lady to meet more than once in the

same society, and happen to be partners in a

Waltz and Mazourka, though a single syllable

should not pass between them, it would be term-

ed by the world, a desperate Flirtation, and their

approaching nuptials most probably announced,

totheirown supreme astonishment, in the fashion-

able papers.

Lady Arab. (Lifting her hand in amazement.)

The immorality and effrontery of this age, is

really more than I could have credited.

Miss S. However, I had the pleasure of seeing

and hearing a real Flirtation, at Mrs. L'Es-

trange's Ball, last Wednesday.

Lady Arab. Don't trouble yourself to tell me
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about it ; I doubt, had the conversation of the

parties concerned been at all instructive, Miss

Somerton, it would neither have been listened

to nor remembered.

Miss S. Do let me relate what I heard-it is

so curious.

Lady Arab. (Rather sternly) Pray, Catherine,

learn, in the first place, never to spread evil

reports concerning your neighbours ; and in the

next, to restrain that inordinate curiosity which

leads you , in the very heart ofgaiety , to

Miss S. Nothing evil in the world, Madam ;

and for curiosity, wedged in as I was bythe most

overwhelming throng, how could I avoid hearing

the words of those who stood before me? Now

then, you are the lady, and suppose me the gen-

tleman.

Lady Arab. Child, child, of what are you

dreaming? In my young days, girls and boys

did not learn folly of one another.

Miss S. Indeed, I dare affirm , boys and girls

were then much like what they are now. How-

ever, as I was saying, (rising and advancing to-

wards her) you are lady and, I gentleman-

Lady Arab. (Angrily.) Hold your tongue,

Catherine. I insist upon your dropping this

subject atonce. Forshame, my dear ! I gaveyou

credit for possessing a sense, delicacy, and discre-

tion , which wouldhave prevented your proposing

to teachyourgreat-grandmother howtoFLIRT!!

THE LYRE'S LAMENT.

BY MKN. HEMANS.

THE VIOLET.

BY L. E. L.

A DEEP-TONED lyre hung murmuring

To the wildwind ofthe sea:

"O melancholy wind," it sigh'd,

" What would thy breath with me ?

Thou canst not wake the spirit

That in me slumbering lies,

Thou strik'st not forth the electric fire

Ofburied melodies.

Wind ofthe dark sea waters !

Thou dost but sweep my strings

Into wild gusts of mournfulness ,

With the rushing ofthy wings.

But the spell , the gift, the lightning ,

Within my frame conceal'd,

Must moulderon the rock away,

With their triumphs unrevealed ?

I have power, high power, for freedom

To wakethe burning soul !

I have sounds that through the ancient hills

Like a torrent's voice might roll .

I have pealing notes of victory

That might welcome kings from war;

I have rich deep tones to send the wail

For a hero's death afar.

I have chords to lift the pean

From the temple to the sky.

Full as the forest-unisons

When sweeping winds are high .

And love-for love's lone sorrow

I have accents that might swell

Through the summer's air with the rose's breath,

Or the violet's faint farewell :

Soft, spiritual, mournful—

Sighs in each note enshrined ;

Butwho shall call that sweetness forth ?

Thou canst not, ocean-wind !

I pass without my glory-

Forgotten I decay !

Where is the touch to give me life ?-

Wild, fitful wind , away !"

So sigh'd the broken music

That in gladness had no part;

How like art thou, neglected lyre,

To many a human heart !

"WHY betterthan the lady rose

Love Ithis little flower ?

Because its fragrant leaves are those

I loved in childhood's hour.

Though many a flower may win my praise,

The violet has my love ;

I did not pass my childish days

In garden or in grove:

My gardenwasthe window -seat,

Upon whose edge was set

A little vase-the fair, the sweet-

Itwas the violet.

It was my pleasure and my pride ;-

How I did watch its growth !

For health and bloom, what plans I tried,

And often injured both.

I placed it in the summer shower,

I placed it in the sun ;

And ever, at the evening hour,

Mywork seemed halfundone.

The broadleaves spread, the small buds grew.

How slowthey seemed to be!

At last there came a tinge of blue-

'Twas worth the worldtome!

At length the perfume filled the room,

Shed from their purple wreath ;

Noflowerhas now so rich a bloom,

Has now so sweet a breath.

I gathered two or three-they seemed

Such rich gifts to bestow ;

So precious in mysight, I deemed

That all must think them so.

Ah! who isthere but would be fain

To be a child once more;

Iffuture years could bring again

All that they brought before?

Myheart's world has been long o'erthrown,

It is no more offlowers ;

Their bloom is past, their breath is flown,

Yet I recall those hours.

Let nature spread her loveliest,

Byspring or summer nurst;

Yet stillIlove the violet best,

Because I loved it first."
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COLONEL VERNON.

COLONEL VERNON: OR, THE WARNING VOICE.

A TALE OF THE CIVIL WARS .

•

\

"BRIEF is the date of human happiness, and

they who boast that felicity is theirs , should ever-

more be prepared for an awful change."

It was thevenerable Herbert who spoke, and it

was while the bride , deeply impressed with the

solemnity of the marriage vow, which she had

but that moment pronounced, faintly replied to

the kind speeches of congratulating friends , that

these words were poured into the ears of Isabel.

In the cloudless brow of the bridegroom , and in

the beauteous eye ofthe bride, he saw, that, happy

then, they looked for long years of uninterrupted

bliss. The esteemed pastor wished to bring

down their transports to the sober level of rea-

son. He reminded them that when solemnizing

marriage rites, the Jews, in memory of the de-

struction oftheir temple, break a goblet, toshow

how soon the brightest objects on earth are anni-

hilated . He cautioned them against being too

sanguine, that fortified by a just and salutary ap-

prehension, should sorrow approach, they might

endure without dismay. The kind spirit of him

who spoke, beamed in his countenance, and the

gentle tone of admonition falling

"Soft asthe dewfrom heaven descends ,"

from the revered lips which had just pronounc-

ed the nuptial benediction was as respectfully re-

ceived as it was piously intended . Yet those on

whom it was bestowed, felt that if ever it were

permitted for mortal to calculate on happiness ,

they might indulge the hope without presump-

tion.

Theirs was the union of affection , of affection

founded on reason ; as its basis was a long and

intimate knowledge of each other's minds and

virtues. High and powerful connections each

could claim, and all approved of the union of

the families of Vernon and Bolingbroke.

The civil war which eventually cost Charles

the First his crown and life, was then raging ;

but even this circumstance, however sad for

the nation, seemed fortunate for Colonel Ver-

non. His valor in the field had already gained

him the fame of a loyal subject and a gallant sol-

dier, nor did he doubt but the perfect triumph of

the royal cause, would eventually yield him addi-

tional laurels and higher honours.

Days and months of domestic happiness and

professional success, were his ; and he would

sometimes recall to Isabelthewarningvoice of the

venerable churchman, by the exulting remark,

"Wehave known happiness, but not the awful

change." The growing fame of Vernon pointed

him out as a fit person to be entrusted with the

command of Bletchington House, then deemed a

fortress of some importance. Isabel had often

seen her husband depart for the field, and la-

mented that she could not accompany him ; but

it was possible for her to share the dangers and

the glory of his present duty, and she determin-

ed not to separate from him. The garrison was

so well provided, that Vernon anticipated no ca-

tastrophe. He consented to her being his com-

panion, and Isabel with her infant , just then be-

ginning to walk, took up their abode in Bletch-

ington House.

Nothing could exceed the ardor felt by Ver-

non and the men under his command. The

knights in the olden times, panted not withmore

romantic eagerness , to gain the victor's prize

from the presiding beauty of the tournament,

than did he and his soldiers to prove their valour

in the presence of Isabel. An attempt was made

to carry the place by storm, but it was repulsed

with such loss , as taught the soldiers of Crom-

well, that they had to deal with no common foe.

Every summons to surrender, wasanswered with

stern defiance , and despairing of success by

other means, the rebels at length turned the

siege into a blockade.

Great was the exultation within the wallswhen

this was known. Long before the ample stores

providentially collected , could be exhausted,

Vernon was satisfied that the king would ar-

rive. Allwere animated bythe same resolution :

all were determined to exist to the last extremi-

ty. We will not give in detail the incidents

which occurred, and the conversations which

passed, while exultation resolved itself into sober

confidence, and while confidence became min-

gled with doubt, nor those which followed, when

doubt gave way, not to fear for his personal safe-

ty, for that Colonel Vernon could not know, but

to excruciating apprehension for the fate of his

men and the cause of his monarch. Suffice it to

say, that the relief expected, arrived not-that

with all the care he could use, food became

scarce and the garrison began to murmur that

they were content to lay down their lives in the

field, but not to submit to be starved to death.

One appeal he determined to make to the ene-

my. The royalists had on some occasions hu-

manely allowed the females and children who

were in besieged places to withdraw. This fa-

vor he now solicited . Before giving an answer,

the puritans said it would be necessary to " seek

theLord's prayer," and a messenger of their own

would announce the result.

With some satisfaction he learned on the fol-

lowing morning, that a Round-head messenger

claimed to be admitted. He immediately gave

orders that the puritan, should be conducted,

blindfolded, to the apartment in which he sat.—

This was done, and the soldier of Cromwell stood

before him.

The bandage removed from his eyes, the man

who was ofgodly repute, and who, according to

the whim of the time, had a most godly name,
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beingcalled" Fight-for-the-faith-Fletcher," with

little ceremony thus delivered himself:

"Forasmuchas thou, William Vernon, beinga

man of blood and a great backslider, has often in

battle proved a slayer of God's people, " the

Lord of Hosts shall stir up a scourge for thee,

according to the slaughters of Midian, at the

rock of Oreb, and none of the ungodly shall pass

hence but as captives to the servants of the

Lord. "

" Enough," said Vernon haughtily ; " return ,

and say to your commander that should our situ-

ation ever be reversed, I despise the example

which he has thought fit to set, too much to fol-

low it."

The puritan calmly replied,

"Let the high praise of God be in the mouths |

of his saints ,anda two edged sword intheir hands,

to execute vengeance upon the heathenand pun-

ishment upon the people ; to bind their kings with

chains, and their nobles with fetters of iron, to

execute upon them the judgments written : this

honor have all his saints."

"Away, madman and blasphemer !" Vernon

indignantly exclaimed, and Fight-for-the-faith-

Fletcher was removed.

The distress within the walls became horrible,

and the heart of Vernon seemed bursting in his

bosom, when he saw Isabel, once so gay, so

lovely and so bright, reduced to a pallid and

emaciated spectre. Long silent, her eyes alone

seemed to reproach his stern decision, but even-

tually duty as a mother, made her plead with na-

ture's eloquence, not for herself, but for her

child. She pointed to the famished soldiers , and

called on her husband not vainly to sacrifice

them. Thus to act, she argued, was not loyalty

but fatuity, as it destroyed those who might other-

wise become at afuture day the defenders of their

King. He lent a deaf ear to her touching re-

presentations ; but at last her imploring voice ,

the clamours of his starving men, and perhaps

thefeelings ofa parent,unconsciously movinghim

to save his offspring, vanquished resolution. He

consented to capitulate, and obtained what,

under the circumstances, seemed very favorable

terms. On giving up the place, his soldiers were

allowed to march out with the honors of war, and

having grounded their arms, to go where they

pleased. Bitter was the anguish, and regret of

Vernon, when the true cause of this moderation

became apparent, and when it was made known

to him that a strong body of royalists, were on

their way to relieve Bletchington House, who

within the next four and twenty hours, would

have compelled the Parliamentiary force to retire.

Though Isabel shared the sorrow of her hus-

band, at learning that the king's forces were so

near, she still exulted in having saved his life.-

From the extremity of suffering , previously en-

dured, she doubted if he could have survived an-

other day. The expediency of surrendering the

place under such circumstances, was, to her

mind, soindisputably established , that, evenwhen

a court martial had been called at Oxford, she

looked forward to the result without dismay, and

confidently anticipated an honorable acquittal

for Vernon.

The court did not close its proceedings till

midnight. No messenger announced the result

to Isabel. The absence of special intelligence

was satisfactory. That Vernon should be ex-

onerated, was a matter of course.

And when it was signified to her on the fol-

lowing morning, that the prisoner desired to see

her, she still felt assured his detention was but a

matter of form, and approached him with a

smile.

"It is past," he sadly remarked ; " your fond

anxiety to save my life , has destroyed me. "

" Destroyed you, Vernon ! can the court

doubt?"

"No, Isabel ; they do not doubt. The decision

is pronounced : it is recorded, and I am lost."

"How! Are you not restored ? It is not possi-

ble that their decision can be unfavourable ?"

"It is even so ; and I am proclaimed a coward

to the world !"

" And if the world be mean and miserable

enough to credit the calumny, then, my Vernon,

leave such a world."

66
1 must leave it."

" And do so without regret ; for it merits not

your care. Renounce it for ever-despise the

phantom fame, and live but to love and Isabel."

"Hewho is bereft of fame andhonor, canhave

no occasion for life. You , Isabel, must feel this.

Start not, then, while I announce what I judged

you must have previously learned: -I am sen-

tenced to die !"

Isabel was little prepared for the awful intelli-

gence, that the court had condemned Vernon to

death.

" Can it can it be possible !" she exclaimed,

"that my Vernon is to die, and to die for hav-

ing saved the brave men under his command ?"

" Such is my fate-summon your fortitude in

the last sad hour ; and in the days which are com-

ing, when this poor form shall rest beneath the

peaceful sod, remember Vernon."

"Oh speak not thus ! Tell me not that there is

no hope of mercy."

"Nay, Isabel, court no vain delusion : before

yon sun declines, 1 shall be no more. Had it

been my lot to fall in the field , my last moments

wouldhave been cheered by the thought that my

death, even if not illustrated by triumph, was

that ofa soldier ; but it is sad to suffer as a cul-

prit: to know that my Isabel will be pointed at

as the widow of a recreant, and that my boy will

succeed to an inheritance of shame."

"The thought is madness, and I, I am the

wretched cause of all ! But for my voice-my

fatal eloquence-it had been yours to live to

hope, to happiness, and to glory! But will the

monsters give no pause for further inquiry ?”
66
By my especial desire the preparations for

the final scene have been expedited. Be firm

be yourself, my Isabel ; and let it be somecon-

solation to that bleeding heart, to reflect, that if

Vernon has failed in his duty, he yet can prove

that he fears not to die."
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"But tell me not that we meet for the last

time."

"Subdue agitation, nor let your emotion shake

me in this important hour. When the fatal ball

shall have done its part, if the enfranchised soul

may seek what it loved on earth, mine shall still

hover near you ; when the evening star beams

with lustre on that bright eye, let it represent

my spirit ever waking to guard Isabel from.

harm; and when the gentle breeze of spring

softly agitates those ebon ringlets , believe that it

is Vernon thus signifies his presence."

"Oh ! misery !"

"And when life's duties performed , my Isabel

reclines on the bed of death, I , so faithful love

dare hope, will still be near to sustain the fainting

sufferer, tousher her into anewstate ofbeing, and

to join her unsullied spirit as it journeys to hea-

ven."

"Yet tell me not that we part so soon,-that

yet a few moments and we must separate for

ever. "

"No: it shall not be for ever. In a happier

state of being, above the sky, among the spirits

ofthe perfect just, we yet shall meet. Our love

was never earthly in its character, and it shall

prove immortal."

It was at this moment that Herbert, who, as

one of the king's chaplains, was then in attend-

ance at Oxford, entered.

"Reverend Sir , you are welcome," said Ver-

non. " It was you who, in the most blissful mo-

ment of my existence, wisely admonished me,

that I should hold myself prepared for an awful

change, and much I thank you for coming now,

to fit mefor my passage."

Herbert turned aside to concealthe tears which

he could not repress.

"My object," he at length said, " in coming

hither, was to assist this fair one throughthe try-

ing scene of the day. A holy man waits in an-

other apartment to administer to you all the sa-

cred consolation , which religion can yield to a

weak mortal in his last hour."

"And must he go now?" Isabel wildly de-

manded. " If the murderous sentence is to be

executed, let me perish by his side. '

"This may not be," cried Vernon: "Were it

even permitted by authority , the solemn duties

which devolve on the only remaining parent of a

fatherless child, would bind my Isabel to life , if

she love the name of Vernon. Now, dearest,

take my last embrace. Restrain your tears , and

still that throbbing bosom. Be assured on you

my thoughts will rest while life remains,

and for you, my prayers will ascend, even in that

moment, when my emancipated soul leaves its

mortalhome.

Scarcely conscious of what she did, Isabel

clung to her husband in frantic agony.

"This is not well," he exclaimed , with stern-

ness. The altered tone of his voice thrilled her.

"Takethe dear one," he added, with relenting

tenderness, gently putting her from him. Her-

bert received the interesting charge.

" Stay, Vernon," cried Isabel.

"It must not be," he replied, " or want ofcou-

rage will be said to disgrace my last hour. Our

adieus have been exchanged , the parting blessing

has been breathed, and I have nothing now todo

on earth-but to die, as becomes a soldier and a

man. "

"While speaking he withdrew ; and when Isa-

bel, who had for a moment raised her hand to

her forehead, to conceal her tears, would have

looked on him again, she saw him not.

"Ishe gone !" she exclaimed. " Is that gen-

erous heart to be stilled for ever, and by com-

mand of that sovereign, for whom on the battle

field , its best blood had cheerfully been shed?"

"Daughter, it is deemed necessary that the se-

vere rules of military discipline should beupheld,

even at the expense of human life."

"But shall he be the victim of relentless prin-

ciple, who only acted on the suggestion of pru-

dence, where valour could nothing avail. Oh,

Sir! there has been base slander at work ; the

king is deceived. Yet why, feeling this, do I

tarry here! 1 will to his majesty ! No force

shall bar me from him. I will prove that Vernon

has been calumniated."

She advanced towards the door. Herbert op-

posed her progress.

"Nay, Madam, this may not be you mustnot

seek the king. Believe me all that you wouldsay

in Vernon's favour, has alreadybeen said."

" Sir ! you are cruel, thus to bar my passage.

Who could plead for the devoted soldier like his

wife?"

"He mightbe heard with more attention whose

representations would seem to flow from a love

of truth, rather than from affection."

"Yet let me go. Oh, this is monstrous ? not to

permit a wretched wife to sue for mercy!"

"Were I not sure the effort must be vain, I

would support your present resolution . Butthe

king's mind, I say it not on light grounds, is made

up, and he is not to be moved."

"My anguish will touch his heart, and Vernon

may live."

"Believe me sincere when I say it were I

not certain , certain as that I stand here a breath-

ing sinner, that your seeking the royal presence

cannot, by possibility, benefit your husband, I'

would not restrain you."

"Sir, you forget that the wisest and holiest of

men have erred , and your reason, in other mat-

ters most excellent, may here be defective.—

Then never tell me that the king may not be in-

duced bytears, by reason, and by startling facts,

to change his purpose."

"Again, I say, the effort cannot serve Vernon.

Therefore be calm."

" Calm nay, speak not thus. Man of God !

can musing on heavenhave dissolved in thy heart

all sympathy with earth. Shalla wife be serenely

resigned, while it is possible that her tears and

prayers may save himto whom her faith is pledg

ed, from being murdered ?"

"This language you must not hold. Vernon

has been sentenced by a competent court, and

even his death should not be named a murder.”
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"Nay, but it is murder-the foulest murder,

and may avenging furies pursue those who have

willed it ! may a God of justice , hurl his red

lightning on the blood-hounds ; and may each

wretched monster's dying prayer for mercy, be

visibly rejected, that the sinner, even here, may

see the world of torments in which the great ac-

tors in a world of crime , will find their eternal

home. For the king

" Hold !" exclaimed Herbert, who had previ-

ously attempted , but in vain, to interrupt the

course of her despair." " Sin not against Hea-

ven, by impiously arraigning its vicegerent on

earth. Late repentance, were this persisted in,

would overtake thee, and gnaw thy bosom's in-

mate with remorse. His majesty is all good-

ness.

"If it be so, then why am I, with coldly cruel

admonition, and even by force, restrained from

seeking to know and to acknowledge it ?"

" For reasons good , which I now attend to un-

fold, ifyour impetuous sorrow will give them au-

dience."

" I want not to know the reasons by which

heartless men, can bring themselves to approve

of shedding guiltless blood. "

" Nor are such likely to gain utterance from

my tongue. Yet will 1 vindicate the goodness of

my king : he would not suffer the innocent to

perish, and his ear is ever open to the voice of

supplication."

"Yet but now you said, that with respect to

my beloved Vernon, his mind was made up, and

that naught could save his life."

66 Daughter, I told you that to petition the

king would be ofno avail. This do I now repeat,

and with fullest confidence-with irrevocable

firmness ; because--and now, poor mourner !

let thy heart be prepared-for the words which

linger on my tongue will thrill it to its core. "

"Ha! is it so ?-Because-so thou art about to

say-Vernon, my brave husband has already met

his cruel fate. Break, wretched heart !-my hus-

band is no more !"

"It is not so he still lives."

66 But is now, even at this moment, to die !"

"He lives, and is-so I hope-destined long to

survive?"

" Indeed ! Blest sound ! Welcome chains and

dungeons, so his life be spared !"

"He will be restored free as he has ever been,

enthralled only by those chains which love and

Isabel, have twined around his heart."

"Thy voice is gentle, but still I tremble at

thy words. Yet thou-thouwho art , a holy man,

would not mock aweak sufferer. But I fear my

feelings delude me, and that I have imagined

sounds to come from thy lips , whichwere not ut-

tered."

"Be tranquil and be happy: Vernon is notto

suffer. "

" Oh, blissful tidings ! Then let my heart swell

with rapture ! But say what meant your speech

lately ? Even now it tingles in my ears, as it

burst on my startled sense, when, like the life de-

vouring kamsin of the desert, it seemed to burn

U 2

and blast me as it came, while you announced,

that the king would not be moved. "

"This did I tell, because he had already pardon-

ed Vernon."

"Bless him, Heaven !"

"It became my duty, being in attendance on

his majesty, to make him acquainted with all the

sad incidents whichhad caused the loss of Bletch-

ington House ; and eventually I satisfied his royal

mind that, faithful to his duty, Vernon had only

capitulated, when that duty forbade him to sa-

crifice the lives of gallant men by useless resist-

ance."

" I cannot thank you, Sir, with my tongue,for

mybounding heart is striving to burst forth to do

that office. Yet, tell me, if Vernon, be pardon-

ed, why is he not here ? and why-I shudder

while I recall it-why was he taken hence?"

"As yet he knows not that he is to be spared.

The king suspects that your beauty and distress,

had some undue influence on his mind, and there-

fore, willed that, to make a salutary impression

on the young soldier, all the preparations should

go onfor the execution. It is only at the last mo-

ment, that his pardon will be announced. "

"Indeed ! My poor Vernon ! Then even now

he thinks that we shall meet no more ? O ! what

a storm ofjoy will he prove- !"

Here the sound of a drum was heard : it

ceased abruptly.

"What means that sound ?" inquired Isabel.

" That is the muffled drum. The sound is now

repeated, and will be so at intervals ; such being

the custom at a military execution."

"I hear soft, but solemn music."

" That is the psalm tune , which makes part of

the ceremonial, when the prisoner approaches

the awful spot, destined to be his grave."

"The sounds are mournful, but yet soothing.

Ah! what had they been, had I not learned that

Vernon is not to die ? Though ever intrepid , I

know his fond heart is sad at leaving me. Yet 1

repine not that he is deceived, reflecting how

vast, how pure, his joy will be anon, when he

shall learn that he is not to be consigned to the

gloom of the sepulchre ; but that, restored to

those he loves, he may still look on the green

fields, the blue sky, and all the glories of nature."

"Objects still more dazzling and sublime," said

Herbert, " I hope will occupy his mind-the

goodness ofthat Deity, who "1

"Who spares his being! O ! yes, kind sir !

reprove me not for dwelling on objects , glorious

to the mortal sense; for to contemplate these will

be devotion ; as what can my Vernon see of the

Creator's magnificence, which will not remind

him ofhis mercy ?"

"So would I hope. "

"Sir, methinks it is past hoping. My breast

glows with ineffable delight, and is overflowing

with rapture. But hark ! I hear a step. He

comes ! Now, my soul, give thyself up to bliss !"

"Yet still, my child, remember, that they who

boast felicity

"Not now, Sir- not now. Say not that I can

be too happy, when Vernon, snatched from
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death, returns to greet his Isabel. Surely, in this

blissful moment, exultation is reason- is reli-

gion."

One entered.

" Colonel Sidney !" Isabel exclaimed, "1

thought-I expected-- "

"To see Vernon, Madam. That pleasure will

be yours immediately. I came to announce it,

inorder to prepare you. Such atleast is the ex-

cuse I make to myself for leaving him as I did.

But, to confess the truth, the scene was too much

for me, and I should have cried like an urchin

under the whip at school, had I not beaten a re-

treat. "

And what is now doing?"

"Youshall hear. The scene was made as ter-

rible as possible. First, his coffin was carried

before him, and placed on the edge of a grave,

which had been prepared to receive it: so at least

we wished Vernon to believe. Then the mus-

kets were loaded with ball , and, by command of

the general, it was my duty to see that this part

of the arrangement, came under the prisoner's

observation. Two pistols were prepared as for

the provost-to despatch him if the muskets

should fail."

"Poor Vernon ! and he-how did he bear it ?"

"Nobly. I did think, such a dismal array

wouldhave produced some effect-but no, he was

true heart of oak. To him all these things seem-

ed matter of course. The muffled drum beat,

and the fifes struck up the hundred and fourth

Psalm. On a former occasion , when the burial

service was thus performed for the living, I saw

him tremble, and a tear fell for the poor deser-

ter, then about to die. But, in his own case, no

emotion could be traced. His step was firm—

his air serene."

The sound ofmuskets was heard.

"Heard ye that roar ! Even now, fortified as

I am, well knowing that my Vernon is safe, a

shuddering thrill runs through my frame. Great

God! what had my feelings been, if the sentence

had really been carried into effect ! had that

awful sound announced the shedding of my

husband's blood. But what has caused the

firing?"

"Doubtless, Madam, it was the last experi-

ment on the firmness of Vernon. I did not know

the thing was to be carried quite so far. But all

must be over now. I hear a confused murmur-

footsteps come thisway I flyto meet myfriend."

He left the room.

"This suspense , or rather this state of anxious

expectation, has been much protracted , Sir,"

Isabel remarked. " Would that it were termi-

nated ! But now they are coming. How full of

rapture is this moment!"

"Lady, remember!"

"You wouldsay, that human happiness cannot

be of long duration."

" And mortals should ever look for an awful

change."

"Nay, this is a gloomy thought-bear withme,

Sir; but I willnot cherish it in this hour of trans-

port."

Sidney reappeared, but he no longer seemed

himself. Joy and satisfaction but a fewmoments

before had heightened the healthful glow of his

manly cheek. Now, pale and aghast , his counte-

nance exhibited but the unequivocal expression

of horror and ineffable dismay.

With a faltering voice, he at length broke si-

lence:-

"To the mysterious decree of Heaven we all

must bow."

" Spare this excruciating preparation , Sir.-

Where-whereis he? where is Vernon? Doeshe

live, or-or ——'-" and she paused without power

to give utterance to the awful alternative which

then, like the vivid lightning's sudden and par-

tial illumination of the night troubled ocean,

burst on her mind. " But no; this is a new de-

vice to try my love and fortitude."

" I know not how to answer-but the tidings

cannot be withheld."

"Speak. Does he live?"

"He lived when I quitted his side , but I am

forced to add, a fatal accident has unhappily oc-

curred."

"Annihilate me ! Tell me all. He lived , but

was about to expire ?"

" The men had fired , and my gallant friend-"

" Has fallen," exclaimed Isabel. " I know it.

The dark presentiment came over me with fu-

neral gloom. Oh, Sir," she added, while her

streaming eyes turned to the sympathizing Her-

bert, who scarcely less a mourner than herself,

was overwhelmed with amazement and anguish

at the catastrophe-" was it well thus to sport

with the affliction of a heart broken wife ?"

" Trust me fair one," replied the minister, in a

voice tremulous from age, butmore so from emo-

tion " of such conduct I am incapable, and at

this moment, even, I know not what has for-

tuned."

" Unfold it all ,” cried Isabel , addressing her-

self to Sidney; " but if he still live, let me go to

him."

"With aching heart," said the colonel, "I

obey. Arrived at the place of execution, the

gallant old general shed tears of joy at remark-

ing the intrepid bearing of Vernon . "Firmness

like this," he whispered, " entitles himto immor-

tal glory;" and his heart glowed with exultation

at the thought, that instead of giving the signal of

death, it would be his duty to produce the royal

pardon."

"And then-and then-why was it not pro-

duced ?"

"It had been ordered that the men should re-

serve their fire till a white handkerchief waved,

a signal which they were not to behold at all.-

The preparations were complete, the last word

of command had been given, when the general

drew from his bosom the pardon. The delight

he experienced at displaying the paper, which

was to save his young friend, caused him to pro-

duce it with a flourish of triumph. Unhappily

this was mistaken for the signal, and-and— ”

'My Vernon perished !" sighed Isabel.

Sidney described the anguish of the general,

"6
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at learning the fatal mistake, but Isabel heard

him not. Her tears had ceased to flow-her eyes

were fixed-for now they rested on Vernon him-

self, who, sustained by two of his friends, was

borne into the apartment. His eyes were still

bright but the ghastly hue of his countenance,

told more than even the blood, which flowed

from his breast and throat, that but a moment in-

tervened between him and eternity.

Pale and breathless , Isabel approached him.-

He faintly extended his hand, to receive her

touch, but his eyes closed, as if the feeble effort

had exhausted the last remains oflife.

"Speak to me," she exclaimed, "let me hear

thy voice once more."

" Beloved Isabel !" Vernon murmured, “I—I

-" Here his voice failed. The wretched wife

listened for the close of the sentence ; he was si-

lent. A dreadful doubt came over her-a more

appalling certainty succeeded—a certainty that

she wasa widow.

"He is no more !" sobbed Isabel ; " and I am

the author of his death."

She clasped the mangled and bleeding remains

ofVernon, and remained motionless When the

bystanders separated her from the corse, she ut-

tered no cry- she shed no tear-she made no sign

of woe, but a composure was stamped upon her

countenance more fearfulthan anguish, more ter-

rible than despair. The cry of her infant, which

was brought to her, produced a momentary con-

vulsion. It indicated recognition , and told that

the ear of the mother was still alive to the cry of

her offspring, though reason had fled for ever.-

The good Herbert essayed , but in vain, to ad-

minister the consolation of religion.

Looking on the hopeless desolation before him,

he reverted to his former warning, and mourn-

fully repeated-

"Brief is the date of human happiness ; and

they who boast that felicity is theirs , should ever-

more be prepared for an awful change !"

THE VILLAGE OF SCHEVENINGEN.

BY CHARLES SWAIN.

THE ASPEN TREE.

BY L. E. L.

A STARTLING Sound by night was heard

From the Scheveningen coast,

Like vultures in their clamorous flight,

Or the tramplingofa host.

It brokethe sleepers ' heavy rest,

With harsh and threat'ning cry:

Storm was upon the lonely sea!

Storm on the midnight sky !

The slumberers started up from sleep,

Like spectres from their graves ;

Then-burst a hundred voices forth-

The waves the waves ! the waves !

The strong-built dykes lay overthrown ;-

And on their deadly way,

Like lions, came the mighty seas,

Impatient for their prey!

Likelions, came the mighty seas—

Oh, vision of despair !-

'Mid ruins oftheir falling homes,

The blackness ofthe air.

Fathers beheld the hast'ning doom,

With stern , delirious eye:

Wildly they looked around for help-

No help, alas ! was nigh.

Mothers stood trembling with their babes,

Uttering complaints, in vain ;

No arm, but the Almighty arm,

Might stem that dreadful main !

Jesu! it was a fearful hour!

The elemental strife,

Howling above the shrieks of death-

The struggling groans for life!

No mercy-no relapse-no hope-

That night-the tempest- tost

Saw their maternal homes engulphed ;

Lost -oh ! for ever lost !

Again the blessed morning light,

In the far heavens shone;

But where the pleasant village stood,

Swept the dark floods alone !

THE quiet ofthe evening hour

Was laid on every summer leaf;

That purple shade was on each flower,

At once so beautiful, so brief.

Only the aspen knew not rest,

But still, with an unquiet song,

Kept murmuring to the gentle west,

And cast a changeful shade along.

Not for its beauty-other trees

Had greener boughs, and statelier stem ;

And those had fruit, and blossoms these,

Yet still I chose this tree fromthem.

'Tis a strange thing, this depth oflove

Which dwells within the human heart ;

From earth below to heaven above,

In each, and all , it fain has part.

It must find sympathy, or make ;

And hence beliefs , the fond are vain,

The thousand shapes that fancies take,

Tobind the fine connecting chain.

We plant pale flowers beside the tomb,

And love to see them droop and fade ;

For everyleafthat sheds its bloom

Seems like a natural trute paid.

Thus Nature soothes the grief she shares :

What are the flowers we hold most dear?

The one whose haunted beauty wears

The sign ofhuman thought or tear.

Why holdthe violet and rose

A place within the heart, denied

To fairer foreign flowers, to those

Toearlier memories allied ?

Like those frail leaves, each restless thought

Fluctuates in myweary mind ;

Uncertain tree ! myfate was wrought

In the same loom where thine was twined.

And thus from other trees around,

Did I still watch the aspen tree,

Because in its unrest I found

Somewhat ofsympathy with me.
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THE SPOTTED WOODPECKER.

Its length is somewhat more than nine inches. The bill is of a dark horn colour, very strong at

the base ; the upper and under sides are formed by high-pointed ridges, which run along the middle

ofeach; it is exceedingly sharp at the end ; the eyes are reddish, encircled with a large white spot,

which extends to the back part of the head, on which there is a spot of crimson ; the forehead is buff

colour ; the top of the head black ; on the back part of the neck there are two white spots , separated

by a line of black; the scapulars and tips ofthe wing coverts are white ; the rest of the plumage on

the upper part of the body is black ; the tail is black, the outer feathers marked with white spots ;

the throat, breast, and part ofthe belly are of a yellowish white ; the vent and lower part ofthe belly

crimson; the legs and feet of a lead colour. The female has not the red spot on the back ofthe head.

THE WOODLARK.

This bird is about six inches long. Its bill is slender ; the plumage on the head, neck, and back

is of a dark greenish brown, streaked with black; a white streak passes from the bill over each eye

towards the nape, nearly surrounding the head like a bandage ; the under parts are white, tinged with

yellow onthe throat, and red on the breast, and spotted with black. The tail is rather shorter than

that of other Larks, which gives this bird a less tall and slender shape : the legs are of a dull yellow;

the binder claw very long, and somewhat curved.
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THE STREETS OF MADRID.

THE stranger who walks for the first time

through the streets of Madrid, is struck with the

sombreness of the prospect that is presented to

him: this, he speedily discovers, arises from the

costume of the women. It is the varied and

many-coloured attire ofthe female sex that gives

to the streets of other great cities their gaiety

and liveliness. No pink, and green, and yellow,

and blue silk bonnets nod along the streets of

Madrid ; for the women wear no bonnets-no

ribands of more than all the colours of the rain-

bow chequer the streets of Madrid ; for the wo-

men of Madrid do not understand the use of

ribands. Only conceive the sombreness of a

population without a bonnet or a riband, and all ,

or nearly all , in black ! yet such is the population

of Madrid. Every woman in Spain wears a

mantilla, which varies, in quality and expense,

with the station of the wearer ; and for the bene-

fit of those who, though they may have heard of

a mantilla, have an imperfect idea what it is , I

will describe it. A mantilla is a scarf thrown

over the head and shoulders ; behind, and at the

sides, it descends nearly to the waist, and falling ,

in front, over a very high comb, is gathered and

fastened, generally by something ornamental,

just above the forehead, at the low part of the

hair. Of old, there was a veil attached to the

fore part of the mantllia, which was used or

thrown back, according to the fancy of the

wearer ; but veils are now rarely seen in Spain,

excepting at mass. Of the rank and means of a

Spanish woman, something may be gathered

from the mantilla, though this cannot be consi-

dered a certain criterion, since Spanish women

will make extraordinary sacrifices for the sake

of dress. Yet there are three distinct grades of

the mantilla : the lady in the upper ranks of life,

and most ofthose in the middle ranks, wear the

lace mantilla ; some of blond--some of English

net, worked in Spain, and these vary in price,

from £4, or £5, to £20. The Bourgeoises gen-

erally wear the mantilla, part lace and part silk,

the lace in front and the silk behind, with lace

trimmings ; and the lower orders wear a mantilla

wholly of silk, or of silk trimmed with velvet.

Spain is the only country in Europe in which a

national dress extends to the upper ranks ; but,

even in Spain , this distinction seems to give way.

In the streets, no one yet ventures to appear

without the mantilla ; but French hats are fre-

quently seen in carriages and in the theatre; and

the black silk gown, once as indispensable as the

mantilla, sometimes gives place to silks of other

colours ; and even a French or English printed

muslin may occasionally be seen on the Prado.

But although the sombre dress of the women,

and the consequent absence of bright colours,

seemed at first to give a gloomy cast to the ex-

terior ofthe population of Madrid , a little closer

observance of it disclosed a variety and pictu-

resqueness not to be found in any other of the

The

European countries. The dress of the women,

although sombre, bears, in the eye of a stranger,

a character of both novelty and grace.

round , turn-up hat and crimson sash of the pea-

sant ; the short green jacket and bare legs and

sandals of the innumerable water-carriers, who

call aqua fresca ; the sprinkling of the military

costume; and, above all, the grotesque dresses of

the multitudes of friars of different orders , gave

to the scene a character oforiginality exclusively

its own. No feature in the scene before me

appeared more novel than the universality ofthe

fan; a Spanish woman would be quite as likely

to go out of doors without her shoes as without

her fan. I saw not one female in the streets

without this indispensable appendage. The

portly dame and her stately daughter, the latter

six paces in advance, as is the universal custom

throughout Spain, walked fanning themselves ;

the child of six years old held mamma with one

hand and fanned herself with the other ; the

woman sitting at her stall , selling figs , sat fanning

herself; and the servant coming from market,

carried her basket with one arm and fanned

herself with the other. To me, who had never

seen a fan but in the hands of a lady, this seemed

ridiculous enough. The streets of Madrid pre-

sented a totally different aspect at different hours

of the day. Before one o'clock, all is nearly as

I have described it, bustling and busy, and

thronged with people of all ranks, of whom the

largest proportion are always females ; for the

women of Madrid spend much of their time in

the streets, going and coming from mass, shop-

ping, (a never-failing resource,) and going and

coming from the Prado. But, from one o'clock

till four, the aspect of every thing is changed :

the shops are either shut or a curtain is drawn

before the door; the shutters of every window

are closed ; scarcely a respectable person is seen

in the street ; the stall-keepers spread cloths

over their wares and go to sleep ; groups of the

poor and idle are seen stretched in the shade ,

and the water-carriers, throwing their jackets

over their faces, make pillows of their water-

casks. But the siesta over, all is again life and

bustle: the curtains are withdrawn , the balconies

are filled with ladies, the sleepers shake off their

drowsiness, and the water-carriers resume their

vocation, and deafen us with the cry of aqua

fresca. These water-carriers are a cui ious race,

and are as necessary to the Spanish peasant as

the vender of beer is to the English labourer.

With a basket and glass in the right hand, and a

water jar on the left shoulder, they make inces-

sant appeals to the appetite for cold water, and,

during the summer, drive a lucrative trade : and

so habituated is the Spaniard to the use of cold

water, that I have observed little diminution in

the demand for it when the morning temperature

ofthe air was such as would have made an Eng-

lishman shrink from so comfortless a beverage.
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IT was on the twentieth of December last that

I received an invitation from my friend, Mr.

Phiggins, to dine with him in Mark-lane, on

Christmas day. I had several reasons for de-

clining this proposition . The first was, that Mr.

P. makes it a rule, at all these festivals , to empty

the entire contents of his counting-house into his

little dining parlour ; and you consequently sit

downto dinner with six white-waistcoated clerks ,

let loose upon a turkey. The second was, that

I am not sufficiently well read in cotton and

sugar, to enter with any spirit into the subject of

conversation. And the third was, and is , that I

never drink Cape wine. But by far the most

prevailing reason remains to be told . I had been

anticipating for some days, and was hourly in

the hope of receiving, an invitation to spend my

Christmas day in a most irresistible quarter. I

was expecting, indeed, the felicity of eating

plum-pudding with an angel ; and, on the strength

of my imaginary engagement, I returned a polite

note to Mr. P. , reducing him to the necessity of

advertising for another candidate for cape and

turkey.

The twenty-first came. Another invitation-

to dine with a regiment of roast-beef eaters at

Clapham. I declined this also , for the above

reason, and for one other, viz. that, on dining

there ten Christmas days ago , it was discovered,

on sitting down, that one little accompaniment

of the roast-beef had been entirely overlooked.

Would it be believed ?-but I will not stay

mystify-I merely mention the fact. They had

forgotten the horse-radish !

The next day arrived, and with it a neat epis-

tle, sealed with violet-coloured wax, from Upper

Brook-street. " Dine with the ladies at home

on Christmas-day." Very tempting, it is true ;

but not exactly the letter I was longing for. 1

began, however, to debate within myself upon

the policy of securing this bird in hand, instead

of waiting for the two that were still hopping

about the bush, when the consultation was sud-

denly brought to a close, by a prophetic view of

the portfolio of drawings fresh from boarding-

school-moths and roses on embossed paper ;—

to say nothing of the album , in which I stood

engaged to write an elegy on a Java sparrow,

that had been a favourite in the family for three

days. I rung for gilt-edged , pleaded a world of

polite regret, and again declined.

The twenty-third dawned ; time was getting

on rather rapidly ; but no card came. I began

to despair of any more invitations, and to repent

of my refusals. Breakfast was hardly over,

however, when the servant brought up-not a

letter-but an aunt and a brace of cousins from

Bayswater. They would listen to no excuse ;

consanguinity required me, and Christmas was

not my own. Now my cousins keep no albums ;

they are really as pretty as cousins can be ; and

when violent hands, with white kid gloves, are

laid on one, it is sometimes difficult to effect an

escape with becoming elegance. I could not,

however, give up my darling hope of a plea-

santer prospect. They fought with me in fifty

engagements-that I pretended to have made. 1

showed them the Court Guide, with ten names

obliterated-being those of persons who had not

asked me to mince-meat and mistle-toe ; and 1

ultimately gained my cause by quartering the

remains of an infectious fever on the sensitive

fears of my aunt, and by dividing a rheumatism

and a sprained ancle between my sympathetic

cousins.

As soon as they were gone 1 walked out,

sauntering involuntarily in the direction of the

only house in which I felt I could spend a

"happy" Christmas. As I approached, a porter

brought a large hamper to the door. " A present

from the country," thought I ; " yes, they do dine

at home ; they must ask me ; they know that I

am intown." Immediately afterwards a servant

issued with a letter : he took the nearest way to

my lodgings, and I hurried back by another

street to receive the so-much-wished-for invita-

tion. I was in a state of delirious delight.

I arrived-but there was no letter. I sate

down to wait, in a spirit of calmer enjoyment

than I had experienced for some days; and in less

than half an hour a note was brought to me. At

length the desired dispatch had come : it seemed

written on the leaf of a lily with a pen dipped in

dew. I opened it-and had nearly fainted with

disappointment. It was from a stock-broker,

who begins an anecdote of Mr. Rothschild before

dinner, and finishes it with the fourth bottle-

and who makes his eight children stay up to

supper and snap-dragon. In Mackadamizing a

stray stone in one of his periodical puddings , 1

once lost a tooth, and with it an heiress of some

reputation. I wrote a most irritable apology,

and dispatched my warmest regards in a whirl-

wind.

December the twenty-fourth.--I began to

count the hours, and uttered many poetical

Alack ! nothings about the wings of Time.

letter came ;-yes, I received a note from a dis-

tinguished dramatist, requesting the honour, &c .

But I was too cunning for this, and practised

wisdom for once. I happened to reflect that his

pantomime was to make its appearance on the

night after, and that his object was to perpetrate

the whole programme upon me. Regret that I

could not have the pleasure of meeting Mr.

Paulo, and the rest of the literati to be then and

'there assembled, was of course immediately ex-

pressed.

My mind became restless and agitated. I felt,

amidst all these invitations, cruelly neglected.

They served, indeed, but to increase my uneasi-

ness, as they opened prospects of happiness in

which I could take no share. They discovered

a most tempting dessert, composed of forbidden
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fruit. I took down " Childe Harold," and read

myself into a sublime contempt of mankind. I

began to perceive that merriment is only malice

in disguise, and that the chief cardinal virtue is

misanthropy.

I sate " nursing mywrath" till it scorched me;

when the arrival of another epistle suddenly

charmed me from this state of delicious melan-

choly and delightful endurance of wrong. I

sickened as I surveyed, and trembled as I opened

it. It was dated from
but no matter ; it

was not the letter. In such a frenzy as mine,

raging to behold the object of my adoration con-

descend, not to eat a custard, but to render it

invisible to be invited perhaps to a tart fabri-

cated by her own ethereal fingers ; with such

possibilities before me, how could I think ofjoin-

ing a " friendly party"-where I should inevita-

bly sit next to a deaf lady, who had been, when

a little girl, patted on the head by Wilks, or my

Lord North, she could not recollect which- had

taken tea with the author of " Junius," but had

forgotten his name-and who once asked me

"whether Mr. Munden's monument was in

Westminster Abbey or St. Paul's?"-1 seized a

pen, and presented my compliments. I hesitated

--for the peril and precariousness of my situa-

tion flashed on my mind ; but hope had still

left me a straw to catch at, and I at length suc-

ceeded in resisting this late and terrible temp-

tation.

I

After the first burst of excitement I sunk into

still deeper despondency. My spirit became a

prey to anxiety and remorse. I could not eat ;

dinner was removed with unlifted covers.

went out. The world seemed to have acquired

a new face ; nothing was to be seen but raisins

and rounds of beef. I wandered about like

Lear-I had given up all! 1 felt myself grated

against the world like a nutmeg. It grew dark

-I sustained a still gloomier shock. Every

chance seemed to have expired, and every body

seemed to have a delightful engagement for the

next day. I alone was disengaged-I felt like

the Last Man ! To-morrow appeared to have

already commenced its career ; mankind had

anticipated the future ; " and coming mince-pies

cast their shadows before."

In this state of desolation and dismay I called

-I could not help it-at the house to which I

had so fondly anticipated an invitation and a

welcome. My protest must here however be

recorded, that though I called in the hope of

being asked , it was my fixed determination not

to avail myself of so protracted a piece ofpolite-

ness. No: mytriumph would have been to have

annihilated them with an engagement made in

September, payable three months after date.

With these feelings I gave an agitated knock-

they were stoning the plums, and did not imme-

diately attend. I rung-how unlike a dinner

bell it sounded ! A girl at length made her ap-

pearance, and, with a mouthful of citron, inform-

ed me that the family had gone to spend their

Christmas-eve in Portland-place. I rushed down

the steps, 1 hardly knew whither. My first im-
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pulse was to go to some wharf and inquire what

vessels were starting for America. But it was

a cold night-I went home and threw myself on

my miserable couch. In other words I went to

bed.

I dozed and dreamed away the hours till day-

break. Sometimes I fancied myself seated in a

roaring circle, roasting chesnuts at a blazing

log; at others, that I had fallen into the Serpen-

tine while skaiting , and that the Humane Society

were piling upon me a Pelion , or rather a Vesu-

vius of blankets. I awoke a little refreshed.

Alas ! it was the twenty-fifth of the month—it

was Christmas-day ! Letthe reader, if he possess

the imagination of Milton, conceive my sensa-

tions.

I swallowed an atom of dry toast-nothing

could calm the fever of my soul. I stirred the

fire and read Zimmerman alternately. Even

reason-the last remedy one has recourse to in

such cases-came at length to my relief: I ar-

gued myselfinto a philosophic fit. But, unluckily,

just as the Lethean tide within me was at its

height, my landlady broke in upon my lethargy,

and chased away by a single word all the little

sprites and pleasures that were acting as my

physicians, and prescribing balm for my wounds.

She paid me the usual compliments , and then-

" Do you dine at home to-day, Sir ?" abruptly

inquired she. Here was a question. No Spanish

inquisitor ever inflicted such complete dismay

in so short a sentence. Had she given me a

Sphynx to expound, a Gordian tangle to untwist;

had she set me a lesson in algebra, or asked me

the way to Brobdignag ; had she desired me to

show her the North Pole, or the meaning of a

melodrama ;-any or all of these I might have

accomplished. But to request me to define my

dinner-to inquire into its latitude-to compel

me to fathom that sea of appetite which I now

felt rushing through my frame-to ask me to

dive into futurity, and become the prophet of

pies and preserves !-My heart died within me

at the impossibility of a reply.

She had repeated the question before I could

collect my senses around me. Then, for the first

time, it occurred to me that, in the event of my

having no engagement abroad, my landlady

meant to invite me ! " There will at least be the

two daughters," I whispered to myself; " and

after all, Lucy Matthews is a charming girl, and

touches the harp divinely. She has a very small,

pretty hand, I recollect ; only her fingers are so

punctured by the needle-and I rather think she

bites her nails. No, I will not even now give up

my hope. It was yesterday but a straw-to-day

it is but the thistledown ; but I will cling to it to

the last moment. There are still four hours left;

they will not dine till six. One desperate strug-

gle, and the peril is past ; let me not be seduced

by this last golden apple, and I may yet win my

race." The struggle was made-" I should not

dine at home." This was the only phrase left

me; for I could not say that " I should dine out."

Alas ! that an event should be at the same time

so doubtful and so desirable. I only begged that
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if any letter arrived , it might be brought to me

immediately.

The last plank, the last splinter, had now given

way beneath me. I was floating about with no

hope but the chance of something almost impos-

sible . They had " left me alone," not with my

glory, but with an appetite that resembled an

avalanche seeking whom it might devour. I had

passed one dinnerless day , and half of another ;

yet the promised land was as far from sight as

ever. I recounted the chances I had missed.

The dinners I might have enjoyed, passed in a

dioramic view before my eyes. Mr. Phiggins

and his six clerks-the Clapham beef-eaters—

the charms of Upper Brook-street-my pretty

cousins, and the pantomime writer-the stock-

broker, whose stories one forgets , and the elderly

lady who forgets her stories-they all marched

by me, a procession of apparitions. Even my

landlady's invitation, though unborn, was not

forgotten in summing up my sacrifices. And for

what ?

Four o'clock. Hope was perfectly ridiculous.

I had been walking upon the hair-bridge over a

gulf, and could not get into Elysium after all.

I had been catching moonbeams, and running

after notes of music. Despair was my only

convenient refuge ; no chance remained , unless

something should drop from the clouds. In this

last particular I was not disappointed ; for on

looking up I perceived a heavy shower of snow.

Yet 1 was obliged to venture forth ; for being

supposed to dine out, I could not of course re-

main at home. Where to go I knew not : I was

like my first father-" the world was all before

me." I flung my cloak round me, and hurried

forth with the feelings of a bandit longing for a

stiletto. At the foot of the stairs , I staggered

against two or three smiling rascals, priding

themselves upon their punctuality. They had

just arrived-to make the tour of Turkey. How

I hated them !-As I rushed by the parlour, a

single glance disclosed to me a blazing fire , with

Lucy and several lovely creatures in a semi-

circle . Fancy , too , gave me a glimpse of a sprig

of mistletoe-I vanished from the house, like a

spectre at day-break.

How long I wandered about is doubtful. At

last I happened to look through a kitchen win-

dow, with an area in front, and sawa villain with

a fork in his hand, throwing himself back in his

chair choked with ecstacy. Another was feast-

ing with a graver air ; he seemed to be swallow-

ing a bit of Paradise , and criticising its flavour.

This was too much for mortality-my appetite

fastened upon me like an alligator. I darted

from the spot ; and only a few yards farther dis-

cerned a house, with rather an elegant exterior,

and with some ham in the window that looked

perfectly sublime. There was no time for con-

sideration-to hesitate was to perish. 1 entered ;

it was indeed " a banquet-hall deserted." The

very waiters had gone home to their friends.

There, however, I found a fire ; and there-to

sum up all my folly and felicity in a single word

-I DINED .

MARY A ROON.

-

My sweet apple blossom, dear Mary, beware,

Lest the Munster man's flattery your heart should ensnare ;

His tongue is so oily, so roguish his eyes,

In one hour they would tell you whole hundreds of lies.

Much rather I'd see you for ever a maid,

Apale rose ofthe wilderness, languish and fade,

Than espoused to a rover, whose profligate aris

Seduce simple virgins and break their poor hearts.

How fondly I fancied that blooming in youth,

You'd be led by my voice, and inspired by my truth ;

Each fair sunny morn, when all nature look'd gay,

You shone the clear gem that illumined my way.

With you the wild nut-groves delighted I'd range,

Immersed in soft raptures, and fearless of change ;

Oh! treasure of treasures, were you my reward,

With the soft hand oflove your fair bosom I'd guard.

Last feast of Saint Bridget, ah ! can you forget,

When on Mullamore's summit transported we met;

But now you have plunged me in sorrowful gloom,

And hopeless of healing I sink to the tomb.

Sore, sore is my heart, it is rent to the core,

Beside Murneen Bawn I must never lean more ;

Thou star ofmild lustre, my prayer do not slight,

By day all my thoughts, all myvisions by night.

Admiring, adoring, imploring thy ray,

My heart's blood grows congealed , and I wither away ;

But, alas ! you disdain me !-then break, ohmy heart:

Mytreasure oftreasures for ever to part.

FROST.

THE Frost looked forth , one still clear night,

And he said , " Now I shall be out of sight,

So through the valley and over the height

In silence I'll take my way;

Iwillnot go on like that blustering train,

The wind andthe snow ,the hail and the rain,

Who make so much bustle and noise in vain-

But I'll be busy asthey !"

Then he went to the mountain and powdered its trees,

He climbed up the trees and their boughs he dressed ,

With diamonds and pearls, and over the breast

Ofthe quivering lake he spread

Acoat ofmail, that it need pot fear

The downright point ofmany a spear

That he hung on its margin far and near,

Where a rock could rear its head.

He went to the windows ofthose who slept

And over each pane like a fairy crept,

Wherever he breathed , wherever he stepped,

Bythe light ofthe moon, were seen

Most beautiful things ! There were flowers and trees,

Therewere bevies ofbirds, and swarms of bees,

There were cities, thrones, temples and towers ! and these

All pictured in silver sheen !

But he did onething that was hardly fair ;

He went to the cupboard, and finding there

That all had forgotten for himto prepare,

"Now just to set them a thinking,

I'll bite this basket of fruit," said he;

"This bloated pitcher I'll break in three !

And the glass ofwater they've left for me

Shall⚫tchick' to tell them I'm drinking."
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From the Philadelphia Saturday Courier.

Few places of like extent afford a greater in-

stance ofthe grandeur and sublimity ofthe works

ofnature, than the highlands of Neversink, New

Jersey. On the one side peaceably and quietly

flowsthe Northor Neversink river, bearing upon

its clear waters the fragrance of a fine and fruit-

ful country. Ou the other, Raritan Bay, at times

smooth and placid , unruffled by the slightest

breeze, and refulgent as a mirror ; at others , torn

and tost by violent tempests , to the peril of the

hardy fisherman, and dread of the fearless mari-

ner. In front, separated by the beach, (a mere

strip,) rolls the majestic ocean in all its splendor ,

washing their base with its foam , and casting its

spray to the clouds. 'Tis here that the eye of

the returning sailor first rests and beams with

delight, on beholding again his beloved country,

bringing to his recollection the days of his youth

and his home. Perhaps an aged parent or an

affectionate wife is anxiously waiting his return,

or may be some tender being, joyful as the spring,

is hopefully looking to his arrival, as the time li-

mited for the completion of her earthly happi-

ness . With what transports, then , does the cry

ofLand! Land! oh, Neversink! fill his soul !—

Days, months, and years, of toil and danger, are

forgotten in the ecstacy of the moment, and he

dreams of nought but coming happiness as the

reward of his many sufferings. It appears to the

weary passenger, when first discernible, but a

small blue speck in the horizon, gradually grow-

ingupon the nearer approach, until being struck

with the sublimity of the scene, he casts aside his

languor and sea sickness, and views with admi-

ration the grand and beautiful prospect. Go-

vernment has here erected a telegraph, for the

speedy conveyance of news from vessels lying

below in the harbor toNew York, and two light-

houses-friendly beacons! -cheering the heart

and directing the course of the bewildered mari-

A spectator, at the summit of this bold

promontary, has great cause of admiration.-

From the northern extremity may be seen the

shady groves and fertile fields of Long Island ;

the Narrows guarded with impregnable forts ;

the town of Staten Island, situated upon the

borders of the glassy lake , and the spires of that

great city, the metropolis of the western world.

From the southern , Sandy Hook, its light house,

and an extent of coast further than the eye can

reach, glittering in the rays of the sun, and white

by continual washing of the surf. Towards the

west the view is obstructed by ancient forests of

pine and oak, stocked with deer and small game

in abundance, where alike is heard the axe of

the sturdy woodman , and the horn of the jovial

huntsman. But from the eastern, the climax of

all! that great expanse of waters! the seat ofthe

fabled Neptune ! (where sport the various mon-

sters of the deep, in all their native majesty,)

ner.

forming a great highway to the most distant

climes, and bearing upon its bosom the com-

merce of half a world-objects present them-

selves, the beauty of which are indescribable-

Procul , oh ! procul, esto profani."
64

Near such scenes , and during the year of 1778

-a year so sacred to every true American, when

the cause of freedom began to prevail over the

power of tyrannical despotism , and taught the

proud lords of England to treat their foemen

with respect-lived the venerable Mark Clifford,

a widower, and the father of three children. His

was no boasted line of noble blood ; no prided

race of glorious ancestry; no dignified titles of

wealth or honor. His parents were of English

descent, and true and worthy subjects of Great

Britain. They had in early life emigrated to the

United Colonies, and subsisted by the culture of

a small plantation, the produce of their industry

and economy, and the very same which their son

Mark now possessed. But now they were no

more. They had long since obeyed the call of

nature and age, and yielded their well spent lives

in the hopes offuture prospects and enjoyments ,

leaving their only son scarce other patrimony

than the remembrance of their many benevolent

and virtuous actions , causing them to be greatly

esteemed and regretted , and rearing to their me-

mories a great and lasting monument.

Clifford was now quite feeble. His head was

whitened by the toils of a laborious and active

life , and the changes of more than halfa centu-

ry, the former part of which was occupied in

husbandry and the protection and solace of his

aged parents. Then came the French and In-

dian war, a war replete with cruelty and barba-

rism, and greatly destructive to the then weak

and badly protected colonists , when many a deed

of blood and devastation was committed; nought

remaining to tell the sad and frightful tale but

the smouldering and scattered ashes of their de-

molished and burning habitations.

In the spring of 1758, he joined the army as a

Lieutenant Provincial, under the command of

General Abercrombie, destined for the reduction

of Ticonderoga. After surmounting great diffi-

culties in their march, they arrived at the for-

tress. During the attack, which was carried on

with great bravery and vigor, the besieged, in

making a sally operated principally upon the re-

giment to which he belonged . They charged

with impetuosity and were sternly resisted , until

great numbers falling on each side, they closed

face to face and point to point,-there was then

but one general convulsion , one dreadful sound

of clashing arms and hideous shrick of the

wounded and the dying-

As stalk'd foul hate in awful might,

Driving men on to deadly fight.

Clifford received a sword cut on his shoulder ;

X 2
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again the sanguine weapon glittered, poised in

the sun ; an instant more it fell , but he dexter-

ously warded it, and turning upon his more ex-

pert but weaker adversary , exerted all the force

whichthe rage and danger of the moment excited ;

long did the skill and experience of the one sub-

vert the greater strength and power ofthe other,

till becoming exhausted and beginning to relax,

Mark with one desperate effort disarmed and

thrust his sword deep in the throat ofhis antago-

nist. The dying Frenchman drew a pistol,

which, during the rencontre had either been for-

gotten, or unheeded , and directed its contents ,

thoughineffectually , atthe breast ofhis opponent;

then uttering an exulting cry, fell expiring to the

earth. Shortly after there was a general retreat

of the army, and Mark was carried along with

the baggage and wounded.

About a year subsequent to his return his wife

died, leaving him the care of three children, the

issue of their short but happy alliance.

Mary, the eldest, married in early life a re-

spectable farmer, by the name of Williams,

and became distinguished for virtue and piety.-

In her was centered the affectionate wife, the in-

dulgent parent, and the kind and charitable

neighbour. All things within her reach be-

spoke her industry and attention; the cares ofthe

oppressed she soothed, and the needy she fed, and

sentjoyfully away.

"Myhusband," said she, "is blessed with plenty,

and it shall not be said that my heart was shut,

or my ear deaf, to the cry of the indigent and

distressed. If," said she, " they misrepresent

and impose upon me, their sin is great-but I

have performed my duty." Hers was the well

organized and obedient family, and her home

was the abode of peace, the joy and pleasure of

her husband. She was universally beloved , and

there was none to cast aspersions upon her cha-

racter; long after her benevolent form and cheer-

ing voice had ceased to exist, was the name of

Mary Williams , spoken of with praise and vene-

ration, and recommended as a pattern to the

young and thoughtless.

Marshall,the next eldest, was with the immor-

tal Washington, in the service of his country;

where, by repeated proofs of valor and merit, he

attained the rank of major.

"Go my son," said the venerable Mark Clif-

ford, as he was about to return to the army , (the

days of his parole being nearly exhausted) " go

to the aid of thy suffering country- serve her

with perseverance and honour ; and ifthe chance

ofwar and cruel death should rob me ofmy boy,

(which gracious heaven forbid) may the thought

console me that he died gloriously fighting, a

martyr in her cause." He had joined the army

in the spring of 1777, at Morristown, as it was

about moving to Philadelphia to prevent, ifpos-

sible, that city from falling into the hands of the

British. He was in the sanguine battle which

shortly followed upon the meeting of the two ar-

mies at Brandywine,-was wounded at German-

town, and at last encamped with the army at

their winter quarters. Thus did he continue

throughout that and the subsequent campaigns,

a true and faithful patriot in the cause of liber-

ty, weeping in her calamities and rejoicing in

cach newly gained advantage, until that ever

memorable day, the 28th of June, 1778,-when

the two belligerent armies met upon the plains

ofMonmouth, a day the noble actions of which

shall forever illumine the pages of American

history ; and the glory of whose deeds shall be

borne upon the trump of fame to the latest ages

of posterity;-causing the tear to start, and the

heart to swell with gratitude-which faded the

laurels and sullied the fame of British conquests ,

-and when many aproud son of ambition bit the

dust in anguish, as rose those of liberty to emi-

nence and distinction.

In the afternoon of that glorious day a body of

the enemy's artillerists, stationed upon an emi-

nence, rendered themselves greatly annoying to

the American army ; and in consequence oftheir

severe and galling fire , it had become necessary

to remove them. Marshall having the command

of this bold and daring expedition, in attempt-

ing to dislodge them, had his leg severed from his

body by a cannon ball ; still he pressed on and

clinging to his gallant steed , plunged fearlessly

amidst the body of his enemies, and, as the last

act of his life , succeeded in slaying a bombardier

about to put match to his surcharged piece,

which, if he had accomplished , must have prov-

ed of dreadful consequence to his advancing

troops, who, seeing his great danger, and inspir-

ed afresh by his courage, were already mounting

this destructive battery, truly volcanic by its

smoke and flame, and which with magnanimous

bravery they soon after carried at the point of

the bayonet, then charging his guns and direct-

ing their deadly effects to be poured upon the

hosts of their late possessors , he turned to the

setting sun, which like his life was fast fading

into night, and sank expiring in the arms of his

conquering soldiery.

On the morning of the following day, the head

of this distinguished family, (who , although he

was too far advanced to serve in the army of his

country, nevertheless took every opportunity of

aiding her, and disconcerting the subtle plans of

her enemies,) despatched Mark, his youngest

son, with very important news to Lawson's re-

giment, in Middletown. By the time the sun

had reached his meridian, young Mark had de-

livered his message , and was about to return ,

when he received the news of the preceding

day, accompanied with the death of his valiant

brother. His grief was deep and poignant, and

slow and mournful did he bend his pensive steps

towards the dwelling of his father, late the scene

ofpeace and happiness ; but which on his return

with the piercing news, must be rendered fright-

fully the reverse. " How," said he, as he was

about re-crossing those scenes conspicuous in

the former part of our narrative, " how shall

my venerable parent sustain the shock so dread-

ful to myself, but to him doubly weighty, on ac-

count of his age and infirmities. Oh ! how shall

I acquaint him of a fact so ruinous to his peace,

1
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and so doleful in its effects? Why was I destin-

ed to bethe messenger of such agonizing intelli-

gence?" Absorbed in such gloomy thoughts ,

he was suddenly aroused by the sound of ap-

proaching horsemen ; he looked , and could not

be deceived : it was a dismembered body of the

enemy's retreating cavalry, flying to avoid cap-

ture. Mark, full of grief for the loss of his bro-

ther, and determined at revenge, threw away

the only opportunity of escaping, and boldly ad-

vancing, discharged his musket at the foremost

of the party. The sound ofthe falling body and

the rushing of the liberated steed , told too well

the effect of the whizzing ball. A blow so sud-

den, so unexpected , struck the whole party with

consternation, and by the time they had arrang-

ed themselves, Mark had re-loaded . He fired !

and again his unerring aim marked its victim .

Somethrough fear retreated ; whilst afew of the

most hardy fired, and wounded him in turn. Ig-

norant of the pain and disregardful of his wound,

Mark again loaded a third time, and fired , and

sank another mortal to his eternal home ; when,

becoming exasperated at his boldness and his

fixed purpose, they rushed to despatch him with

their swords, yet stained with the disgrace of

yesterday's defeat. Picture to yourself a single

arm keeping at bay and striking terror into the

heart of a multitude , until becoming exhausted

and faint with the loss of blood, is hewn down by

overpowering numbers ; what deed of ancient

or modern date can outvie such actions? Tell

me ofLeonidas and his gallant deeds at Thermo-

pyla ; I answer, here you find its parellel-of De-

catur before Tripoli ; immortal youth ! thy actions

merit equal renown-thou hast gone to receive

thy reward.

Afewdays subsequent to the interment ofthose

two heroic youths, which was performed with ap-

propriate honors, Mark Clifford , with his little

grandson, wasseen slowly ascending those neigh-

bouring hills, which for many years had been his

frequent haunt, but now with a heavy heart and

for a far different purpose than formerly.-

Having arrived at the spot late the scene of

such tragic performance, and viewing with ago-

nizing heart the ground yet stained with the

blood of his affectionate offspring, he became

overpowered with his excessive grief, and sink-

ing under his painful reflections , slowly tottered

to the trunk of a decayed tree, when raising his

silvery head, " My son ," said he, " haste to thy

father, tell him I sink upon the hill!" The boy,

swift as an arrow to obey this pressing command ,

was soon lost sight of. Then, finding himself

quite alone, he cried with a full voice, " Father

Omnipotent! it hath pleased thee to inflict upon

methe severest of trials , to bereave me at once

of both my loving children. The blow is too

heavy for my weakened frame. Here in the

midst of thy powerful works, and the beauties of

thy creation, receive me ! Oh, Father ! take me

to thyself!" The child , propelled by the love of

his grand parent, and fearful lest he should never

again experience his tender regard, soon return-

ed with his anxious parent. The old man was

kneeling at the body of the oak, with his arms

outstretched, and his face directed to Heaven.

They called, but there was no answer, his spirit

had gone to its fathers.

Freehold, Monmouth Co. N. J.

WOMEN OF BUSINESS.

WE have always agreed with Doctor Johnson

in saying, " that a woman cannot know too much

of arithmetic ;" as we believe every one does,

who has witnessed the utter helplessness of a

young widow left with entangled accounts to

settle. We copy the following from Mr. Sulli-

van's Political Class Book :-

" It is one of the most striking defects in our

system of education , that females are so gene-

rally uninstructed in the substance and forms of

business. Much precious time is devoted in

early life to some accomplishments, which are

forgotten amidst the cares of married life. It

would be far more useful to devote that time to

make women intelligent in those affairs which

concern them deeply, as mothers , widows, and

guardians, and in the character of executrix and

administratrix , and frequently in other employ-

ments which require a familiarity with the forms

of business. In Europe, it is not uncommon for

females to have the chief management of im-

portant business establishments. They are some-

times members of mercantile houses. It is not

to be desired that employments of this nature

should be common among the American ladies-

they can be much better employed. But con-

sidering the frequent and sudden changes in our

country, 1 may perhaps be permitted to say,

that to know well the nature of contracts, and

the forms in which they should appear, and to

be able to keep accounts accurately, may be as

useful as to be able to speak Italian or French ;

to paint flowers and landscapes ; or converse

well on the comparative merits of poets and

novelists."

EFFECTS OF SEA AIR.

THOSE who frequent the sea-coast are not long

in discovering that their best dyed black hats

become ofa rusty brown ; and similar effects are

produced on some other colours. The brown is,

in fact, rust. Most , if not all, the usual black co-

lours have iron for a basis , the black oxide of

which is developed by galls, logwood, or other

substances containing gallic acid. Now the sea-

air contains a proportion of the muriates over

which it is wafted ; and these coming in contact

with any thing dyed black, part with their hydro-

chloric (muriatic) acid, and form brown hydro-

chlorate of iron, or contribute to form the brown

or red oxide , called rust . The gallic acid, in-

deed, from its superior affinity, has the strongest

hold of the iron ; but the incessant action of the

sea-air, loaded with muriates, partially over-

comes this, in the same way as any acid, even of

inferior affinity to the gallic , when put upon

black stuff, will turn it brown.
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THE HERMIT'S GRAVE.

BY L. E. L.

THE days are gone when pilgrims knelt

By sacred spot or shrine ;

The cells where saints have lived or died

No more are held divine :

The bough ofpalm , the scallop-shell

Are signs offaith no more ;

The common grave is holy held

As that on Salem's shore.

Yet, when I knewthat human knee

Had worn the rock away,

Andthat here, even at my feet,

Earth hid the righteous clay ;

Ifelt this was no common spot

Foranycommon thought-

The place's own calm sanctity

Within myspirit wrought..

The cave was dark and damp-it spoke

Ofpenance and of prayer ;

Remorse that scarcely dared to hope,

And heavy grief, were there.

But at the entrance was a scene,

Which seemed expressly given

To bring the heart again to earth.

Andwin it thence to heaven.

For so benign an influence

Wasfullyfrom the sky,

And like a blessing on the land

The sunshine seemed to lie.

The long green grass was full oflife,

And so was every tree ;

On everyboughthere was a bud,

In every bud a bee.

And life hath such a gladdening power,

Thus in its joy arrayed-

The God who made the world so fair

Must lovewhat he has made.

Fed bythe silver rains, a brook

Went murmuring along,

And to its music , from the leaves,

The birds replied in song ;

And, white as ever lily grew ,

A wilding broom essayed

Tofling upon the sunny wave

A transitory shade.

Misty and gray as morning skies,

Mid which their summits stood,

The ancient cliffs encompassed round

The lovely solitude.

It was a scene where faith would take

Lessons from all it saw,

And feel amidst its depths that hope

Was God's and Nature's law.

The past might here be wept away—

The future might renew

Its early confidence on high,

When years and sins were few.

Till,in the strength ofpenitence

Tothe worst sinner given,

The grave would seem a resting- place

Between this world and heaven.

'Tis but a pious memory

That lingers in this dell ,

That human tears, and human prayers,

Have sanctified the cell.

Save for that memory, all we see

Were only some fair scene,

Not linked unto our present time

By aught that e'er had been.

But now a moral influence

Is on that small gray stone ;

Forwho e'er watched another's grave

And thought not of his own,

And felt that all his trust in life

Was leaning on a reed ?

And who can hear ofprayer and faith

And not confess their need ?

Ifhe who sleeps beneath , thought years

Ofprayer might scarce suffice

To reconcile his God, and win

A birth-right in the skies,

What may we hope who hurry on

Through life'stumultuous day,

And scarcely give one little hour

To Heaven upon our way?

Thou blessed grave ! ah, not in vain

Has been thy presence here,

Ifit hath wrought in any heart

One higher hope or fear.

MAY MORN SONG.

BY W. MOTHERWELL .

-

THE grass is wet with shining dews,

Their silver bells hang on each tree,

While opening flower, and bursting bud ,

Breathe incense forth unceasingly .

The mavis pipes in greenwood shade ,

The throstle glads the spreading thorn,

And cheerilythe blithesome lark

Salutes the rosy face of morn.

'Tis early prime

And, hark! hark ! hark !

His merry chime

Chirrups the lark !

Chirrup chirrup ! he heralds in

The jolly sun with matin hymn.

Come, come, my love, and May - dews shake

In pailfuls from each drooping bough ;

They'll give fresh lustre to the bloom

That breaks upon thy young cheek now.

O'er hill and dale , o'er waste and wood,

Aurora's smiles are streaming free ;

With earth it seems brave holiday,

In Heaven it looks high jubilee.

And it is right,

For mark, love , mark !

How,bathed in light,

Chirrups the lark !

Chirrup chirrup ! he upward flies,

Like holy thoughts to cloudless skies.

They lack all heart who cannot feel

The voice ofHeaven within them thrill,

In summer morn , when mounting high

This merry minstrel sings his fill.

Now let us seek yen bosky dell ,

Where brightest wildflowers choose to be,

And where its clear stream murmurs on,

Meet type ofour love's purity.

No witness there-

And o'er us, hark !

High in the air

Chirrups the lark !

Chirrup chirrup ! away soars he,

Bearing to heaven my vows to thee.
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THE present mode of bracing the digestive

part of the body, in what is called long stays , is

an evil of great magnitude, and has a decided

tendency to increase the baneful effects of a

protracted and abundant repast ? Indeed , I am

fully persuaded that long fasting, late dining,

and the excessive repletion then taken into the

exhausted stomach, with the tight pressure of

steel and whalebone on the most susceptible

parts of the frame then called into action, and

the midnight, nay, morning hours, of lingering

pleasure, are the positive causes of colds taken,

bilious fevers, consumptions, and atrophies. By

the means enumerated, the firm texture of the

constitution is broken, and the principles of

health being in a manner decomposed , the finest

parts fly off, and the dregs maintain the poor sur-

vivor of herself, in a sad kind of artificial exist-

ence. Delicate proportion gives place either to

miserable leanness or shapeless fat. The once

fair skin assumes a pallid rigidity, or a bloated

redness, which the vain possessor would still re-

gard as the roses of health and beauty.

To repair these ravages, comes the aid of pad-

ding, to give shape where there is none ; long

stays, to compress into form the chaos of flesh ;

and paints of all hues , to rectify the disorder of

the complexion. But useless are these attempts.

If dissipation, disease, and immoderation, have

wrecked the fair vessel of female charms, it is

not in the power of Esculapius himself to refit

the shattered bark ; or of the Syrens, with all

their songs and wiles, to conjure its battered

sides from the rocks, and make it ride the seas

in gallant trim again.

It is with pleasure that I turn from this ruin of

all that is beauteous and lovely, to the cheering

hope of preserving every charm unimpaired ;

and by means which the most ingenuous mind

need not blush to acknowledge .

The rules, I repeat, are few. First, Temper-

ance: a well-timed use of the table, and so mo-

derate a pursuit of pleasure , that the midnight

ball, assembly, and theatre, shall not too fre-

quently recur.

My next specific is that of gentle and daily

Exercise in the open air. Nature teaches us , in

the gambols and sportiveness of the young of the

lower animals , that bodily exertion is necessary

for the growth, vigour, and symmetry ofthe ani-

mal frame ; while the too studious scholar, and the

indolent man of luxury, exhibit in themselves the

pernicious consequences of the want of exercise.

This may be almost always obtained , either on

horseback or on foot , in fine weather ; and when

that is denied, in a carriage. Country air inthe

fields , or in gardens, when breathed at proper

hours, is an excellent bracer of the nerves, and

a sure brightener of the complexion. But these

hours are neither under the mid-day sun in sum-

mer, when its beams scorchthe skin and ferment

the blood; nor beneath the dews of evening,

when the imperceptible damps , saturating the

thinly-clad body, send the wanderer home in-

fected with the disease that is to lay her, ere a

returning spring, in the silent tomb ! Both these

periods are pregnant with danger to delicacy

and carelessness.

The morning, about two or three hours after

sunrise, is the most salubrious time for a vigor-

ous walk. But, as the day advances, if you

choose to prolong the sweet enjoyment of the

open air, then the thick wood or shady lane will

afford refreshing shelter from the too-intense

heat ofthe sun. Inshort, the morningand even-

ing dew, and the unrepelled blaze of a summer

noon, must alike be ever avoided as the enemies

ofhealth and beauty.

".
Fly, ifyou can, these violent extremes

Of air; the wholesome is nor moist nor dry,"

ARMSTRONG.

Cleanliness, my last recipe, (and which is , like

the others , applicable to all ages ,) is of most pow-

erful efficacy. It maintains the limbs in their

pliancy , the skin in its softness, the complexion

in its lustre, the eyes in their brightness, the

teeth in their purity, and the constitution in its

fairest vigour. To promote cleanliness I can

recommend nothing preferable to bathing.

The frequent use of tepid baths is not more

grateful to the sense than it is salutary to the

health, and to beauty. By such ablutión, all ac-

cidental corporeal impurities are thrown off; cu-

taneous obstructions removed ; and while the

surface of the body is preserved in its original

brightness, many threatening disorders are re-

moved or prevented. Colds in the young, and

rheumatic and paralytic affections in the old, are

all dispersed by this simple and delightful anti-

dote. By such means the women of the East

render their skins softer than that of the tender-

est babes in this climate, and preserve that health

which sedentary confinement would otherwise

destroy.

This delightful and delicate Oriental fashion is

now, I am happy to say, prevalent almost all over

the continent. From the Villas of Italy, to the

Chateaux of France ; from the Castles of Ger-

many, to the Palaces of Muscovy ; we may every

where find the marble bath under the vaulted

portico or the sheltering shade. Every house of

every nobleman or gentleman, in every nation

under the sun, excepting Britain, possesses one

of those genial friends to cleanliness and comfort.

The generality of English ladies seem to be ig-

norant ofthe use of any bath larger thana wash-

hand basin. This is the more extraordinary to

me, when I contemplate the changeable tempe-

rature of the climate, and consider the corres-

ponding alterations in the bodily feelings of the

people. By abruptly checking the secretions , it

produces those chronic and cutaneous diseases

so peculiar to this nation, and so heavy a cause

ofcomplaint.
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This very circumstance renders baths more

necessary in England than any where else ; for

as this is the climate most subject to sudden heats

and colds, rains and fogs, tepid immersion is the

only sovereign remedy against their usual mor-

bific effects. Indeed, so impressed amI withthe

consequence of their regimen, that I strongly re-

commend to every lady to make a bath as indis-

pensable an article in her house as a looking-

glass :

" This is the purest exercise of health,

The kind refresher ofthe summer heats ;

Even from the body's purity, the mind

Receives a secret sympathetic aid."

It may be remarked en passant, that rubbing

of the skin in the bath is an excellent substitute

for exercise , when that is impracticable out- of-

doors.

I must not draw this chapter to a close without

offering my fair readers a few remarks on the

malignant influence exercised on the features by

an ill-regulated temper. The face is the index

ofthe mind. On its expressive page are record-

ed, in characters lasting as life itself, the gloom

of sullenness, the arrogance of pride, the wither-

ing of envy, or the storm of anger ; for , even

after the fury of the tempest has subsided, its

fearful devastations remain behind.

" From anger she may then be freed,

But peevishness and spleen succeed."

The first emotions of anger are apparent to

the most superficial observer. Every indulgence

in its paroxysms, both adds strength to its autho-

rity, and engraves its history in deeper relief on

the forehead of its votaries. What a pity it is

that antiquity provides us with no authentic por-

trait of the illustrious Xantippe ! for I am sure

the features of that lady would lend their ready

testimony to the value of my admonitions.

When good-humourand vivacity reign within ,

the face is lighted up with benignant smiles ;

where peace and gentleness are the tenants of

the bosom,the countenance beams with mildness

and complacency. Evil temper has, with truth,

been called a more terrible enemy to beauty

than the small-pox . I beseech you , therefore,

as you value the preservation ofyour charms , to

resist the dominion of this rude despoiler, to fos-

ter and encourage the feelings of kindliness and

good-humour, and to repress every emotion of a

contrary character.

I shall conclude this important subject by re-

marking with the Spectator, that " no woman

can be handsome by the force of features alone,

any more than she can be witty only by the gift

of speech."

TYRANTS.

WHEN I look upon the political state of the

world, the kings and rulers seem so many keep-

ers and jailers, who have accidentally acquired

the power of placing millions of the human race

under confinement. The slaves are not, it is

true, all actually enclosed within dungeon walls ,

but they have been kept down in the lower ca-

verns of society, in the dark and unhappy places

where their spirits are chilled , and their pros-

pects bounded ; for, although happiness is said

to dwell among the middling classes, it is in

countries where freedom resides. The history

ofEngland presents a continual struggle between

the people and their masters, from whom they

have, at long and bloody intervals, wrenched

reluctant admissions of rights , as broad and pal-

pable as the meridian sun . First , by the great

charter ofliberties , which was obtained sword in

hand from John ; next by a multitude of subse-

quent corroborating statutes ; then bythe petition

of right, which was a parliamentary declaration

of the liberties of the people , assented to by King

Charles the first, on the commencement of his

reign ; and the habeas corpus act, passed under

Charles the second. To these succeeded the

bill of rights, delivered to the prince and princess

of Orange by the parliament, February 13th,

1668 ; and lastly, by the act of settlement, passed

at the commencement of the 18th century. This

tide of improvement is still flowing on.

AN OLD MAID.

We trust that it is no offence to tender ears, to

use this appellation, when speaking of a maiden

who died in Poland last year, after attaining to

her one hundred and twenty-fourth year. She

came into the world and took her leave of it on

the self same spot, the village of Brzezin. Her

youth and advanced age were both endowed with

a greater portion of health than falls to the com-

mon lot ; so much so, indeed, that on the very

Sunday before she died she walked three miles

to attend divine service. Her memory was so

tenacious, that she could recall the most trivial

circumstance which had occurred to her during

the last century of her life. Peace be to her

maiden ashes !-Athenæum.

ROYAL INCOMES.

THE income of the King of England is some-

what more than £400,000 , per annum ; but its

amount does not perhaps exceed , in a duplicate

ratio, the receipts of some opulent subjects ; and

may be advantageously compared with the

French King's revenue, a civil list of about one

million sterling, free from diplomatic, judicial,

and, we believe , from all other extraneous

charges. Our late excellent king's regard for

economy led him, in the early part of his reign,

to approve a new arrangement of the civil list

expenditure, by which he accepted of a fixed

revenue, in lieu of those improvable funds which

had formerly been appropriated to the crown.

On the revision of the civil list in 1816, it appear-

ed, that had George III . conducted the entire

branch of expenditure with those funds which

had been provided for his predecessors , there

would at that period have remained to the crown

a total surplus of £6,300,000, which sum the

public had gained by the change of provision.-

London Quarterly Review.



ELLEN YOU TOLD ME.
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THE POETRY BY R. V. H. ESQ.

MUSIC COMPOSED BY JOHN RAY MERRIOTT.

Ellenyou told me t'other day, That you still loy'd me dear ly, And I have heard your

mothersay, The lip should speak sin cerely: Then come with meand bless my cot, My cot with wood bine

Ad 11 bi tum. tempo.

H

shad · ed, We'll share a -like the pea sant's lot, Till life and love are ded; For

smorz tempo.

Ellen you told me t'other day, That you would love me dear .
ly, And I have heard your mother say The

lip should speak sin cere .

Recall to memory, Ellen dear

My vow so often plighted,

The kiss that chac'd thy pensive tear,

And anxious hours requited;

The laurel grove where first I woo'd,

The beach where once we parted,

When sail'd the ship mid billows rude,

And left thee sorrow hearted.

For Ellen you told me t'other day,

That you would love me dearly,

And I have heard your mother say,

The lip should speak sincerely.



SONG OF A GREEK ISLANDER IN EXILE.

POETRY BY FELICIA HEMANS.

Music Composed with an Accompaniment for the Piano Forte by L. Meignen.

Where is the Sea, Ilanguish here;
Where is my own blue Sea, With

PP

all itsbarks of fleet career, And flags and bree . zes free; I miss that voice of

-Con esp:

WAYES, the first which woke my child hood's glee; The measur'd chime, the thund'ring

burst,

dolce.

Where is my own blue Sea; Where

ff PPdim.

my OWN blue sea

per-dondosi.

Oh! rich your myrtle's breath may rise,

Soft, soft, your winds may be;

Yet my sick heart within me dies-

Where is my own blue sea?

I hear the shepherd's mountain flute,

I hear the whisp'ring tree,

The echos of my soul are mute-

Where is my own blue sea?

Where is my own blue sea?

y 2
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LONDON FASHIONS-WISDOM-THE TOMB , &C.- PLANETS.

From the World ofFashion.

London Ladies Fashions for October.

HATS AND BONNETS .-We still see a few hats

of rice-straw , and, by a singular caprice of

fashion, they are now ornamented with flowers

in place of feathers. Bonnets are, for the most

part, of rich silks , as moire, which is most in fa-

vour, or else gros des Indes , or the new material,

gros Polonais; this last is an extremely rich silk.

OUT-DOOR COSTUME .-A mantle of pearl-grey

gros des Naples, lined with white sarsnet, and

embroidered round the border , in a Grecian pat-

tern, of various shades of gray silk. Several

pelisses, of dove-coloured gros des Naples, with

pelerines of novel form, have already appeared.

The pelerines are dented round the edge, and

trimmed with effile. Others are of Clarence blue

gros des Indes, the pelerine and fronts bordered

with a rouleau of swansdown.

EVENING DRESS .—Coronel-toques , composed

of blond lace , and ornamented withwhite ostrich

feathers , are among the most elegant novelties.

Head-dresses , en cheveux, trimmed with flowers,

which, for the moment, seem to have displaced

feathers , are also very generally adopted. The

colours most in request are scabieuse immortelle,

silver-gray, slate-colour , green , marshmallows,

rose, and azure-blue ; this last colour is particu-

larly fashionable.
CLOAKS. On the mantles and cloaks that will

bewornthis winter are designed various patterns

of embroidery. A wadding, laid down on the

inside, has the effect of raising the work, and giv-

ing itgreat richness.

From the Gentleman's Magazine of Fashion.

Novelties in Gentlemen's Dress for October.

The most fashionable colours for frocks are

black, light blue , and rifle green ; although single

breasted frocks have been more worn of late , yet

we must say, that the double-breast has the pre-

ponderance in the circle of fashion .

For Dress Coats, blue, black, and dark

browns. If the figure be full and prominent

about the hips , make the coat without flaps ; but

ifnot so, flaps should be added, as they much as-

sist by their appearance.

Waistcoats-For undress , silk, of a large pat

tern, a sort of sprig or flower of white, and on a

brown or light blue ground ; these are made

double-breasted, with large lappels.

For Dress Waistcoatswe have the most splen-

did things introduced , consisting of a darkpurple

silk and gold, in a variety of patterns ; these

must be seen to form an adequate idea of their

beauty ; they are much in request, and cost from

two to two and a half guineas per yard.

For Trowsers-The plaids have almost disap-

peared, and have been superseded by a ribbed

kerseymere ; they are a mixture of brown and

blue, and well calculated for this season of the

year. Fawn colour and Cambridge mixture are

also amongst the favoured colours.

WISDOM.

MANY people make a proper use of thelight

yet can any say but little more of the sun from

which it proceeds , than that they knowthe times

of its rising and setting. Such diligently employ-

ing themselves in the proper business of the day,

sooner rise into affluence than many who calcu-

late eclipses and explain the solar and planetary

system.- Dillwyn.

THE TOMB OF A WOMAN.

AN EXTRACT.

FOR myself, I can pass by the tomb of a man

with somewhat of indifference ; but when I sur-

vey the grave of a female, a sigh involuntarily

escapes me. With the holy name of woman I

associate every soft, tender, and delicate affec-

tion . I think of her as the young and bashful

virgin, with eyes sparkling, and cheeks crim-

soned with each impassioned feeling of her heart

as the kind affectionate wife, absorbed in the

exercises of her domestic duties ; as the chaste

and virtuous matron , tired of the follies of the

world, and preparing for that grave into which

she must so soon descend. Oh ! there is some-

thing in contemplating the character of a woman

that raises the soul far above the vulgar level of

society: She is formed to adorn and humanize

mankind, to smooth his cares and strew his path

with flowers. In the hour of distress she is the

rock on which he leans for support, and when

fate calls him from existence, her tears bedew

his grave.
Can I look down upon her tomb

without emotion? Man has always justice done

to his memory-woman never. The pages of

history lie open to the one : but the meek and

unobtrusive excellencies of the other sleep with

her unnoticed in the grave. In her have shone

the genius of the poet, with the virtue of the

saints; the energy of the man, with the tender

softness ofthe woman.-She, too, may have pass-

ed unheeded along the sterile pathway of her

existence, and felt for others as I now feel for

her.

DISTANCES OF THE PLANETS.

THE vast extent of the solar system is but

vaguely to be conceived from the ordinary mode

of stating it in millions of miles . To demonstrate

it in a more striking and impressive manner, a

continental astronomer has proposed, or rather

renewed the proposal, that the computed dis-

tances of the planets be measured by comparison

with the velocity of a cannon ball, rated at 11

German mile per minute. With this velocity, a

cannon ball fired from the sun , would reach the

planet Mercury in 9 years and 6 months : Venus

in 18 years ; the earth in 25 years ; Mars in 38;

Jupiter in 130 ; Saturn in 238 ; and Uranus (Her-

schel) in 479 years. With the same velocity a

shot would reach the moon from the earth in 23

days-little more than three weeks.
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BRIDGET O'MALLEY.

BY FURLONG.

-

"DEAR naid, thou hast left me in anguish to smart,

And pangs worse than death, pierce my love-stricken heart ;

Thou flower ofTirrerel, still, still must I pine,

Oh! where, my O'Malley, blooms beauty like thine ?

On a mild dewy morn in the autumn I rov'd,

I stray'd o'er the pathway where stray'd my belov'd.

Oh! why should I dwell on the bliss that is past ?

Butthe kiss I had there I must prize to the last.

The sunbeams are beauteous when on flower beds they play,

And sweet seem young roses as they bloom on the spray ;

The white bosom'd lilies thrice lovelywe call ;

But my true love is brighter, far brighter than all.

I'm young, and a bridegroom soon destined to be,

But short is my course, love ! if bless'd not with thee:

On Sunday, at dusk , by Rath-leave shall I stray ,

May I meet thee, my sweetest, by chance on the way?

In gloom and in sorrow my days must go by,

At night on my pillow in anguish I sigh;

Hope springs not, peace comes not, sleep flees from me there-

Oh ! when comes my loved one, that pillow to share ?"

SONG.

LEAVE thy cot and come with me-

I have flowers with diamond leaves ;

And for humble woodbine tree

Creeping round its lowly eaves,

I will give thee s prigs ofpearl,

Or of ruby's regal gleam-

Well mylovely cottage girl

Will become their orient beam-

Leave thy pail and rustic care,

And amid the lighted hall,

Deck'd with gems and young and fair ,

View'd, admir'd, belov'd by all ;

Array'd in robes of rarest hue,

(Pride of India's glowing loom)-

Bright with jewels rich to view,

Worthy ofthy youthful bloom ;

Thou shalt move my peerless bride,

The cynosure of ev'ry eye-

And viewingthee myjoy, iny pride,

I'll ask no nobler destiny.

THE GATHERER.

"A snapper up of unconsidered trifles."

Shakspeare.

S.

AT Sparta, a man was liable to an action for

not marrying at all ; or marrying too late, and

for marrying improperly.

Cleanliness is a mark of politeness , for no one

unadorned with this virtue can go into company

without giving a manifest offence. It may be

said to be the foster-mother of affection . Beauty

commonly produces love , but cleanliness pre-

serves it. Age itself is not unamiable while it is

preserved clean and unsullied. Cleanliness is

intimately connected with purity of mind, and

naturally inspires refined sentiments and pas-

sions.

Sleep has often been mentioned as the image

ofdeath: " So like it," says Sir Thomas Brown,

" that I dare not trust it without prayer."-Their

resemblance is, indeed , striking and apparent ;

they bothwhenthey seize the body leave the soul

at liberty-and wise is he that remembers of

both, that they can be made safe and happy only

by a living faith in Jesus Christ.

It is a fact, which should operate as a check to

human pride, that the ugliest and awkwardest of

brute animals have the greatest resemblance to

man-the monkey and the bear !

Anthony Purver, one of the people called

Quakers, translated the whole Bible into English,

illustrated with critical notes, which was pub-

lished at the expense of Dr. J. Fothergill, in

1764, in 2 vols. folio. This work has never been

highly valued ; it is much less literal , and much

less simple, than the habits of the man and those

ofthe religious community to which he belonged,

might authorize one to expect.

Providence conceals from us the moment of

our death, that we may employ all the others

well.

Many grounds of calculation proceeded on by

celebrated writers, are little better than those

proceeded on by the Emperor Heliogabalus, who

formed an estimate of the immense greatness of

Rome, from ten thousand pounds weight of cob-

webs which he had found in that city.

The common fluency of speech in many men,

and most women, is owing to a scarcity ofmatter,

and a scarcity of words ; for whoever is master

oflanguage and has a mind full of ideas, will be

apt in speaking to hesitate upon the choice of

both, whereas common speakers have only one

set of ideas , and one set of words to clothe them

in; and these are always ready at the mouth: so

people come faster out of a church door when it

is almost empty, than when a crowd is at the

door.

There is the same difference between Cor-

neille and Racine, as there is between un homme

de genie, and un homme d'esprit. Corneille

has more fire than Racine, bolder strokes, and

in some things is not unlike Shakspeare. Ra-

cine's tragedies are all good ; and as to Corneille's,

even his greatest enemies would allow six of these

to be so
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RECIPES.

Though there were probably no Temperance

Societies in the days of old Will Shakspeare, yet

the immortal bard has left a picture-more valu-

able from its artiquity-of the effects of a tem-

perate life, than which nothing more beautiful

or striking can be found in the whole mass that

has in our days been written on the subject :-

Though I look old, yet I am strong and lusty,

For in my youth I never did apply

Hot and rebellious liquors to my blood;

Nor did not with unbashful forehead woo

The means of weakness and debility ;

Therefore my age is as a lusty winter,

Frosty, but kindly.

He who would strike out any thing novel in

architecture, commits a folly in safety ; his house

and he may stand ; but he who attempts it in

politics, carries a torch, from which at the first

narrow passage we may expect a conflagration.

To treat tries as matters of importance is to

show our own unimportance.

The prosperous man has every thing to fear,

and the poor man every thing to hope. To the

former every change threatens loss, to the latter

it promises benefit. He little fears the turning

of the wheel who is already at the bottom .

France, in 200 years , constructed 900 miles of

canal ; England, in 70 years, 2752 miles ; and

the United States, in 14 years, 2500 miles, of

which 900 are in Pennsylvania.

The power of fasting, or surviving without

food, possessed by some animals, is astonishingly

great ; an eagle has been known to live without

food five weeks, a badger a month, a dog thirty

days, a toad fourteen months, and a beetle three

years.

Let me see a man or woman without vanity,

and I will let you see the Philosopher's Stone.

Nothing can be more infectious than a preju-

dice. It spreads with the rapidity of a plague ;

and the evil to the individual who is its victim is

incalculable and incurable.

Great talent renders a man famous ; great

merit procures respect ; great learning esteem ;

but good breeding alone ensures love and affec-

tion.

Genoa was overrun with idle poor, till a public

spirited nobleman built a spacious hospital and

work-house, to which all vagrants were sent and

confined ; and the better to clear all places of

beggars, alms were prohibited under a penalty ;

every one, except the infirm , whowere comfort-

ably relieved, was sent to work according to his

ability, and, if his earnings were found to exceed

the charge of his maintenance and clothing, the

surplus was faithfully delivered to him.

Love receives its death's wound from disgust,

and is buried by oblivion.

The mind perceives, by occasion of outward

objects as much more than is represented to it

by sense as a learned man does in the best writ-

ten book, than an illiterate person or brute. To

the eyes of both the same characters willapper :

but the learned man in those characters will see

heaven, earth, sun and stars ; read profound

theorems of philosophy or geometry ; learn a

great deal of new knowledge from them; and

admire the wisdom of the composer ; while to the

other nothing appears but black strokes drawn

on white paper.

All sects are different, because theycomefrom

men; morality is every where the same , because

it comes from God.

Let the first action of manhood be to govern

your passions, for he who knows how to govern

himself always becomes a favourite with society.

The reason of things lies in a narrow compass ,

if the mind could at any time be so happy as to

light upon it. Most ofthe writings and discour-

ses in the world are but illustration and rhetoric,

which signifies as much as nothing to a mind in

pursuit after the philosophical truth of things.--

South.

Avoid idleness ; when the spirit is unemployed,

the matter becomes like spirit.

RECIPES.

OF SILKS STAINED BY CORROSIVE OR SHARP

LIQUORS.

We often find that lemon juice , vinegar, oil of

vitriol, and other sharp corrosives, stain dyed

garments. Sometimes by adding a little pearl-

ashto a soap lather, and passing the silks through

these, the faded colour will be restored. Pearl-

ash andwarm waterwill sometimes do alone, but

it is the most efficacious method to use the soap

lather and pearl-ash together.

A METHOD OF CLEANING CHINTZ , BED, AND

WINDOW FURNITURE , SO AS TO PRESERVE

THE GLOSS AND BEAUTY.

This will generally answer where the cloth is

not in a very dirty state :-Take two pounds of

rice , boil it in two gallons of water till soft ; put

the whole into a tub ; and when your liquor is at

a hand heat, put in your chintz, and use the rice

as youwould soap. Then take the same quantity

of rice and water, but when boiled, strain the

rice from the water. Wash the chintz in this till

it is quite clean : afterwards rinse it in the water

in which the rice was boiled, smooth it out with

the hands, and hang it up to dry : then rub it

with a sleeking stone, or glaze it, and it is

finished.

The Method practised by Dyers, is asfollows:

Clean the chintz by washing it, or rather beat-

ing it with the doll in a tub of warm soap lather,

at a hand heat : and, at last, either take flour or

starch, and make it of the consistence of oil ; the

article is then beaten up in this ; let it be opened

well, that it maybe smooth ; dry it inthe air, and

glaze it. Should the colour fade in washing,

(that is the red and green,) it will be necessary

to give the goods a drop or two of oil ofvitriol in

cold water after rinsing : this stays the colours.
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BOOK,THE LADY'S BOOK,

TALES, original and selected.

Moraland scientific Essays.

Poetry,fromthe best Authors.

A Repository of

The Quarterly Representation of LADIES

FASHICNS-coloured.

Music, of the newest style, &c.

This work has been published about eighteen months, and has received in that time, the

most unbounded patronage. Every exertion is made by the publishers to render it useful and

entertaining, and it is reasonable to suppose that this object has been fully effected, from the general

praise which is bestowed on the work.

It is usually published from the first to the tenth of every month, and each number comprises

upwards ofsixty ages, printed on fine super-royal paper, with entirely new type, carefully stitched

in coloured covers. A piece of MUSIC , One COPPERPLATE ENGRAVING , and at least four WOOD

CUTS , illustrative of some of the contents, form a part of the regular embellishments, and every

three months a cOLOURED PLATE of the LATEST FASHIONS is published.

During the period since this work was first commenced, until the present time, the publishers

have expended for Embellishments alone, upwards of SEVEN THOUSAND Dollars.

The subscription price is THREE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, payalle in advance-25 per cent. semi-
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